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Preface

In recent years a growing interest in ancient scholarship

has brought sources that used to be considered obscure into the mainstream of
modern classical scholarship. This development is welcome, not only because the
extant remains of ancient scholarship shed valuable light on ancient literature,
but also because ancient scholarship is a fascinating subject in its own right, and
its study can teach us a great deal about our own profession. But the increase in
interest has brought with it some problems of access. It is more and more the case
that Classicists, both graduate students and professors, need to consult ancient
works of scholarship that they find difficult to use because of a lack of familiarity
with the resources of the genre and with the peculiarities of scholarly Greek. This
book is intended to remedy that problem and make ancient scholarship acces-
sible to all Classicists.

Some types of ancient scholarship, of course, are already widely available: many
treatises on rhetorical theory and literary criticism, such as Aristotle’s Rhetoric and
Poetics and ps.-Longinus’ On the Sublime, are well supplied with good editions,
translations, commentaries, and abundant modern discussions. The same applies
to biographies of writers by mainstream authors such as Plutarch and Diogenes
Laertius, and to the numerous commentaries on and interpretations of the Bible
and other works of Judeo-Christian religious literature. This book therefore omits
all these categories of material and concentrates on those that are currently most
difficult to find and use: scholia, secular commentaries, lexica, grammatical trea-
tises, and a few closely related works such as the Suda. Metrical treatises and notes
have generally been omitted because metrical studies form a separate, special-
ized field with its own conventions and a large body of terminology that it would
not have been practical to include here; the most useful metrical works are nev-
ertheless discussed to give an introduction to that subject. For convenience the
term “scholarship” will be used in this book as a cover term for the particular genres
included in the book, in other words to refer to any type of work concentrating on
the words, rather than the ideas, of ancient pagan authors: textual criticism, in-
terpretation, literary criticism of specific passages, grammar, syntax, lexicography,
etc. No implication that biblical, rhetorical, or other studies are inherently “un-
scholarly” is intended by this usage.



This book has two aims: to explain what ancient scholarship exists, where to
find it, and when and how to use it; and to help readers acquire the facility in
scholarly Greek necessary to use that material. Traditionally, the first of these goals
has been addressed by a teacher or other mentor when a student begins to work
on this subject, making the field difficult to enter for those without the good for-
tune to have a mentor with this knowledge. The second aim is traditionally met
by the students’ sitting down with a text and dictionary and teaching themselves,
a method that requires considerable proficiency in Greek. This traditional method
is certainly effective for those with the right combination of luck and ability, and
virtually all the current experts on ancient scholarship have used it. Even for such
people, however, it is not exactly efficient, and as interest in the subject grows
the amount of wasted energy and frustration caused by hundreds of people re-
discovering the same facts laboriously and independently becomes less and less
tolerable. It is therefore my hope that this book will make access to ancient schol-
arship easier and more enjoyable for all, as well as possible for some for whom the
field might otherwise have remained inaccessible.

The first three chapters of this work are directed toward the first aim. They are
not a history of ancient scholarship in its entirety, but merely an explanation of
those portions of it that happen to survive. In Chapter 2 are discussed, author by
author, ancient literary works on which scholarship survives intact or as scholia;
this chapter includes virtually any type of commentary, scholia, or author-specific
lexicon, whether text-critical, literary, rhetorical, metrical, philosophical, etc.,
though types of material for which good guidance is available elsewhere (such as
the philosophical commentaries on Plato and Aristotle) are treated in less detail
than the obscurer material. Chapter 3 discusses lexica, grammatical treatises, and
a few related works. In this chapter are treated, scholar by scholar, the works of
those ancient scholars who now have an autonomous existence as authors: those
whose works still survive or whose fragments are normally consulted in a collected
edition. Many important ancient scholars do not currently have such an autono-
mous existence, as the fragments of their writings must be consulted in the vari-
ous works in which they are preserved; information on using these authors is
provided in footnotes to Chapter 1, which offers a general overview of ancient
scholarship.

The authors treated in Chapters 2 and 3 are discussed not in chronological
order, but in the order most likely to be helpful to the novice. Thus texts belong-
ing to similar genres are kept together, as texts of similar genres tend to have simi-
lar problems, and within each genre the authors with the greatest and most typical
amount of surviving ancient scholarship are treated first. Thus in Chapter 2 schol-
arship on Euripides, Sophocles, and Aeschylus is discussed in that order because
much of what is known about scholarship on Aeschylus is extrapolated from more
plentiful information on Euripides and, to a lesser extent, Sophocles. Similarly in
Chapter 3 the voluminous and indubitably authentic works of Apollonius Dyscolus
are discussed before Dionysius Thrax, whose treatise is enmeshed in complex
questions of authenticity that make it atypical, and also before Trypho, of whose
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writings very little survives. A similar policy has been adopted in giving lists of
modern references: generally speaking, when several secondary sources are listed
without differentiation, the reader is advised to consult them in the order listed.

Readers of these chapters are advised to pay particular attention to the discus-
sion of the relative merits of different editions, for one of the worst mistakes a
novice in the use of ancient scholarship can make is the use of the wrong edition.
Good editions of classical literature abound, so that when working on a standard
literary author such as Plato or Euripides one often has a choice of four or five
perfectly good texts with only minimal differences between them. Really bad edi-
tions of such authors—that is, editions that present a text substantially different
from that found in a good edition—are rare. This situation, one of the most pre-
cious fruits of modern classical scholarship, has the drawback of lulling us into a
false sense of security about published texts: in dealing with ancient scholarship,
one must be far more cautious, for really bad editions abound.

This problem is not simply due to the fact that ancient scholarship has received
less attention from editors than works of literature and that in consequence many
latest editions are very old. More fundamentally, it stems from the different na-
ture of the textual tradition of secondary sources, which were freely altered,
abridged, or enlarged even by scribes who would copy the words of a classical lit-
erary work much more faithfully. As a result it is normal for scholarly works to
appear in radically different form from one manuscript to the next, putting a tre-
mendous responsibility upon editors to analyze the tradition correctly and choose
the best variants. The differences between one modern edition and another can
be huge, and therefore it is worth making a considerable effort to obtain the best
text. Moreover, good texts do not exist for many works, and therefore when using
the flawed editions of those works it is important to be aware of their drawbacks
and to pay scrupulous attention to the apparatus criticus and introduction.

In selecting editions and explanatory works for inclusion I hope I have not failed
to meet the needs of those who have access to excellent libraries and who can
benefit from the knowledge that a rare edition is slightly better than a common
one or that the very best study of a particular question is in an utterly unknown
periodical. I have however also tried to remember the difficulties confronting those
at institutions where library budgets prohibit the purchase of many new texts and
periodicals or where older material is not available, and therefore I have tried
whenever feasible to give not only a first choice of text, but also a readily available
alternative, and to alert readers to the drawbacks of certain widely available but
flawed editions.

For those without access to a good library, the most convenient way to access
the Greek texts of many authors is electronically via the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae.1

Though this resource is an invaluable one, it offers only the bare text without
whatever apparatus criticus, notes, translation, or introduction may be available
in the printed edition; not even an explanation of the use of brackets or other
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symbols appears in the electronic version. The editions used as the basis for the
TLG are usually well chosen, however, and in many cases it is better to consult
the best edition via this medium than a printed version of any other edition. But
when the TLG edition is a poor one, the combination of that fact with the ab-
sence of all the material that could allow one to mitigate the poor quality of the
edition can be catastrophic: for example if one were to consult Timaeus’ lexicon
to Plato via the TLG, one would be presented with a perfectly good-looking text
and have no way of knowing that a large part of the material in it is not from
Timaeus’ lexicon at all, nor would there be any way of identifying the genuine
material even if one were aware of the problem.

In listing editions I have indicated (with the sign “=TLG”) whenever one that
is mentioned is also to be found on the TLG; such an indication does not neces-
sarily imply that the complete text of the printed version is available electroni-
cally, and for many texts that is not the case. As new works are still being added
to the database, some that are not so indicated may yet appear. In some cases,
however, the reason no reference to the TLG is given is that the edition used there
is not one of the ones that is worth mentioning.

The references given to discussions of ancient scholarship are necessarily highly
selective, and many excellent works have been omitted, especially in the case of
topics like the scholia to Homer or to Aristophanes on which a great deal has been
written. Most topics are covered by most of the standard reference works (OCD,
NP, RE, etc.), so I have mentioned such reference works only when they are
unusually helpful; they are however often a good source of further information
even when not expressly mentioned. When possible, I have tried to mention which
works will provide further bibliography, but in many cases the best source of fur-
ther references is simply L’Année philologique.2 I have tried whenever practical
to mention at least some scholarship in English, but in most cases those who
confine themselves to works in English will find themselves cut off from the most
accurate, most interesting, or most up-to-date literature, so I have listed many
works in other languages as well.

Chapters 4 to 6 are dedicated to the second aim of this book, an introduction
to scholarly Greek. The basic facts are laid out in Chapter 4, but in order to ab-
sorb them effectively most readers will need practice reading scholarly texts; the
purpose of Chapter 5 is to provide such practice.

Users of this book are encouraged to read Chapters 1 and 4 in their entirety,
for familiarity with the main points laid out there is assumed in later chapters.
They should also read the sections of Chapters 2 and 3 that relate to the particu-
lar type of ancient scholarship in which they are interested, and turn to the rele-
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vant sections of Chapter 5 for practice in reading that material. Users are encour-
aged to translate the pertinent passages in section 5.1, making use of the glossary
and commentary and checking their results with the key in 5.2. This practice will
often be sufficient; for those who wish to practice their skills further, and for teach-
ers who wish to assign exercises in this book for homework, additional exercises
without key are provided in 5.3.

The material included here is all Greek, both in the sense of being itself writ-
ten in Greek and in the sense of being scholarship on Greek texts and on the Greek
language. Of course, some scholarship on Greek texts is in Latin, either because
it was originally written in that language or because a Greek original was trans-
lated into Latin before being lost. This material is discussed in Chapter 2 where
relevant, but it would have been impractical to include Latin in Chapters 4–6. It
is to be hoped that someone who finds this book useful will one day produce its
Latin equivalent.

When I first embarked on this project, many people told me that it was impos-
sible; I thought only that it would be tremendous fun and would give me an ex-
cuse to learn things I would never otherwise be able to enjoy. As it turned out, the
project was just as much fun as I had hoped, but it also proved to be as impossible
as those who are older and wiser had warned me it would be. One reason it is
impossible to write a book like this in a way that will generally give satisfaction to
the intended audience is that scholia (and to a lesser extent other types of ancient
scholarship) are used for very different purposes by different groups such as his-
torians, students of literature, linguists, philosophers, and archaeologists. It is by
now painfully obvious to me that a book of this nature must therefore have sev-
eral very different types of reader with different needs and little sympathy for each
other, and I have decided to deal with this issue by providing all (or as much as
possible) of the information that each group is likely to need, on the grounds that
such a course will make the book as useful as it can be—though, alas, it is un-
likely to earn me the goodwill of any particular group. Thus on certain topics some
readers may feel insulted by the provision of very basic information while others
are irritated by encountering apparently obscure details in which they have no
interest. I beg each group of readers to remember the existence of the others be-
fore condemning me too harshly for not catering exclusively to their own interests.

The other reason that writing this book was an impossible task is that no-one
could be an expert in all the areas it covers, and I, alas, am not an expert in any of
them. Basic proficiency in dealing with ancient scholarship is not too hard to
acquire (and of course it is my hope that with the publication of this book it will
become much easier), but expertise is quite another matter; after working dili-
gently on the subject for five years I am still clearly not an expert. I have, however,
learned a huge amount: much of it about the need for humility, and much of it
about the goodness of the people who actually are experts. I am greatly touched
by the way that the scholars who have the necessary knowledge have been happy
to give me hours or even days of their valuable time, in order that the finished
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product might be good enough to benefit readers as it was intended to do. That
world-famous Classicists were willing to painstakingly scrutinize details so that
future students would be able to learn from this book effectively is, to me, deeply
touching. We have a wonderful profession: I cannot imagine experts in many other
fields being so willing to give their time and energy, without any reward at all, in
the cause of making their own expertise easier to obtain. And it is a glorious thing
that a Classicist who embarks on a valuable but impossible task with youthful
folly and enthusiasm is supported and aided by her older and wiser colleagues
rather than being left to waste years of her life and produce a book that will do
no-one any good.

Thus my gratitude to those who have helped with this book is immense, but
their sheer number makes it impossible for me to express even a fraction of the
debt I owe to each individually. Martin West, Ineke Sluiter, Leofranc Holford-
Strevens, David Sider, and Philomen Probert nobly read the entire work, includ-
ing Chapters 5 and 6, and made many suggestions that resulted in substantial
improvements, as well as saving me from a number of horrifying errors. Each of
them deserves not only my eternal gratitude, but also that of anyone who relies
on this book to provide accurate information. Robert Parker, Nicholas Horsfall,
David Blank, and Robin Schlunk read almost all the book and provided invalu-
able comments. Robert Kaster, Nigel Wilson, Christian Habicht, Jim Zetzel,
Leonardo Tarán, René Nünlist, Alan Cameron, Gregory Nagy, and Frederick
Laurizten read substantial portions and provided extremely useful advice.
Alexander Verlinsky, Heinrich von Staden, Friedemann Buddensiek, Andrew
Dyck, Helmut van Thiel, Richard Sorabji, Valerio Casadio, Michael Haslam, John
Lundon, Patrick Finglass, and Christian Brockmann offered valuable advice and
information on particular sections. Philomen Probert and my heroic research as-
sistant Nina Papathanasopoulou both tested out all the exercises in Chapter 5
and made tremendous improvements to them. The students in my Homer semi-
nar at the University of Ottawa gave me the original idea, and those in my Greek
6260 class at Columbia University, on whom this book was tested, had sharp eyes
and penetrating questions that resulted in numerous improvements. Joel Lidov,
acting on behalf of the American Philological Association, guided this project from
its outset, offering not only thoughtful advice but also extraordinary patience
and encouragement in the face of my doubts and delays, while Justina Gregory,
who oversaw the project in its latter stages, provided an excellent combination
of sympathy and prodding. Julian Ward did a wonderful job on the copyediting,
and Robert Kaster generously oversaw the publication process. I am deeply grate-
ful to all these people for their help, especially to those who found mistakes that
might not otherwise have been caught, and they are not responsible for the er-
rors that remain.

Columbia University librarians Andrew Carriker and Karen Green, Center for
Hellenic Studies librarians Jill Robbins and Temple Wright, and Jacqueline Dean
at the Bodleian Library all made unusual efforts to locate the obscure materials
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on which so much of this project is based; they were also unusually kind and
patient. I am also grateful to Columbia University for several research grants, to
the Classics Department of Yale University for offering me access to their won-
derful libraries, and to the Center for Hellenic Studies for providing ideal work-
ing conditions in which to complete the majority of this project.
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1

Introduction to Ancient Scholarship

For almost four thousand years, the peoples living

around the Mediterranean have been attempting to improve their ability to under-
stand ancient texts by systematic study of their language, context, and textual tra-
dition. The Greeks seem to have come to this practice relatively late in comparison
with Near Eastern civilizations such as that of the Babylonians, who produced
dictionaries of Sumerian in the second millennium bc. The earliest traces of Greek
scholarship can be found in the fifth century bc, when philosophers and rhetors
began thinking and writing about language in a way that led towards systematic
linguistic scholarship and when attempts to explain Homer to schoolchildren re-
sulted in the earliest ancestors of some of our scholia. In the fourth century Plato
and Aristotle continued to think systematically about language, while the estab-
lishment of an official text of the Athenian tragedies showed a new concern for
textual authenticity and the creation of texts like that preserved on the Derveni
papyrus showed the development of exegesis. The Stoic philosophers also made
important observations about the Greek language that laid much of the founda-
tion for the later grammatical tradition.1

The real beginning of Greek scholarship in our sense of the term, however,
occurred with the foundation of the library and Museum at Alexandria in the early
third century bc, and for centuries the librarians and other scholars there were
the most important Greek scholars. By the first century bc noted grammarians,
lexicographers, and textual critics could be found in many parts of the Greco-
Roman world, and scholarship was a flourishing and highly respected profession.
These ancient scholars brought to their work a host of advantages that their modern
counterparts lack: native-speaker fluency in ancient Greek, access to vast numbers

1. Exactly how much is a disputed matter: since both the ideas of the early Stoics
and those of the early grammarians must be reconstructed from later writings, it is pos-
sible to make widely differing assessments of the extent to which the latter were depen-
dent on the former. For the beginnings of Greek linguistic thought and the links between
the Alexandrians and these earlier thinkers, see Pfeiffer (1968), Matthews (1994), Ilde-
fonse (1997), Siebenborn (1976), Frede (1977, 1978), Richardson (1994), Sluiter (1990,
1997a), Swiggers (1997), Swiggers and Wouters (1990), Belardi (1985), Pinborg (1975),
Ax (1986, 1991), Blank (1994), Hovdhaugen (1982), Diels (1910), and Koller (1958).



4 ANCIENT GREEK SCHOLARSHIP

of papyrus texts hundreds of years older and usually far less corrupt than our
medieval manuscripts, knowledge of much of the ancient literature that is now
lost, and contact with an explanatory oral tradition going back to the time of the
classical writers themselves.2

Scholarship was very important in intellectual and literary circles from the
Alexandrian period onwards. Hellenistic and Roman poetry is heavily influenced
by research into earlier poetry; indeed some of it can only be understood in the
light of ancient interpretations of those earlier works. Thus we find the word sthvta
“woman” (Theocritus, Syrinx 14) derived perhaps humorously from Homer’s
diasthvthn ejrivsante (Iliad 1. 6, “they stood apart, having quarreled”), which in
antiquity was sometimes read dia; sthvthn ejrivsante “having quarreled over a
woman.” Educated Greeks and Romans did not read Homer (or other poets) in a
vacuum; they studied the Homeric poems at schools in which obscure words and
complex passages were authoritatively explained, and they discussed criticism and
interpretation. It was thus inevitable that Vergil and Apollonius Rhodius, in com-
posing their own epics, relied not only on the text of Homer itself, but on the tra-
ditional scholarly explanations and interpretations of his poems.3

It is very unfortunate, not only for our understanding of Homer and other early
texts but also for our comprehension of the Argonautica, Aeneid, and other Hel-
lenistic and Roman literature, that most ancient scholarly works have been lost.
Ancient scholarship is thus now of three types: works that survive (intact or in
epitomes), those that now exist only in quotations, papyrus fragments, and
marginalia, and those that are altogether lost. Optimistic attempts are periodically
made to reconstruct works of the second type and to discuss the content of some
in the third category, and many modern scholars have a tendency to refer to lost
works as if they still existed, which can blur the distinction. Such blurring is risky,
however, as many of the modern reconstructions and hypotheses rest on very
dubious foundations. The present work, since it is intended for those who wish
to read works of ancient scholarship, is directly concerned only with works that
are still extant or of which a substantial body of fragments remains, and the lost
material is considered only to the extent that an appreciation of it is necessary in
order to understand the remains we possess.

The earliest scholarship, that from the Alexandrian period, is often considered to
be the most valuable to us, because of the extraordinary intellectual abilities of
Aristarchus and his fellow librarians and the unique body of resources to which
they had access.4 None of their work, however, survives in its original form; we

2. See e.g. Henrichs (1971–3: 99–100) and Wackernagel (1914b).
3. See e.g. Schmit-Neuerburg (1999) and Rengakos (1993).
4. For further information on the Alexandrian scholars see, in addition to the specific

works cited below, Pfeiffer (1968), Fraser (1972), M. L. West (2001: esp. chs. 2–3),
Rengakos (1993), F. Montanari (1994), Ax (1991), Turner (1962), Susemihl (1891–2),
Laum (1928), RE, NP, and OCD.
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have only fragments gathered from the works of later scholars, some (but by no
means all) of whom are important primarily for preserving Alexandrian material.

The library at Alexandria was founded c.285 bc, and its first head was Zenodotus
of Ephesus (c.325–c.270 bc).5 Zenodotus worked primarily on establishing texts
of Homer and the lyric poets, and our knowledge of his work comes chiefly through
notes in later commentaries indicating Zenodotus’ preferred readings.6 The sec-
ond librarian was Apollonius Rhodius (c.295–c.215 bc), who is now more famous
for his poetry than for his scholarship, though a few fragments of the latter sur-
vive as well.7 The same can be said of Apollonius’ teacher8 Callimachus (c.305–
c.240 bc), who compiled the Pivnake", a 120-book catalog of authors and their
works.9 Eratosthenes of Cyrene (c.280–c.194 bc), the third librarian, was also a
scholar, though he is now more famous for scientific works.10

The fourth librarian, Aristophanes of Byzantium (c.257–c.180 bc), marks the
beginning of the developed period of Alexandrian scholarship, when its greatest
achievements were produced (see 3.2.4). In addition to editing many poetic texts
and dividing lyric poetry into separate lines of verse, Aristophanes wrote impor-
tant lexicographical works, fragments of which are still extant, and invented the
accent marks still in use today. He also wrote introductions to many plays, some
of which are the ancestors of extant hypotheses. Aristarchus of Samothrace (c.216–
c.145 bc), the sixth11 librarian, was the greatest of all ancient scholars.12 He pro-
duced not only texts but also hypomnemata—self-standing commentaries—on a
wide range of poetic and prose works and made many crucial contributions, es-
pecially to Homeric scholarship. His editorial and critical judgements were widely
quoted by later commentators whose work still survives, and a fragment of his
commentary on Herodotus is preserved on papyrus (see 2.2.6).

Shortly before the death of Aristarchus the scholars fled Alexandria to escape
persecution by Ptolemy VIII, whose succession to the throne was preceded by a
contest in which Aristarchus had supported the rival candidate; this move ulti-
mately resulted in the dispersal of Alexandrian learning throughout the ancient

5. Zendotus’ reputed teacher Philitas, born c.340 bc, was also important for early
Alexandrian scholarship and compiled a glossary of obscure words that became a stan-
dard reference work—though he is better known for his poetry. For the remaining frag-
ments of Philitas’ scholarship see Kuchenmüller (1928).

6. On Zenodotus see Duentzer (1848), Nickau (1977), F. Montanari (1998), and
M. L. West (2001: ch. 2).

7. On Apollonius see Rengakos (1994).
8. According to ancient sources, though this formulation of their relationship is now

sometimes questioned.
9. On Callimachus see Blum (1977, 1991).

10. On Eratosthenes see Geus (2002).
11. Between Aristophanes and Aristarchus was an obscure Apollonius oJ eijdogravfo"

“classifier of forms”).
12. On Aristarchus see Matthaios (1999), Schironi (2004), Lührs (1992), Apthorp

(1980), Ludwich (1884–5), Lehrs (1882), and Erbse (1959).
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world and its enormous influence on the Romans. Aristarchus’ pupils established
themselves in a variety of cities; one, Dionysius Thrax (c.170–c. 90 bc), founded
a school in Rhodes and produced grammatical treatises, one of which may still
be extant (see 3.1.3). Another disciple of Aristarchus, Apollodorus of Athens13

(c. 180–c.110 bc), moved to Pergamum,14 where a school rivaling15 that at Alex-
andria had grown up under the leadership of the Stoic scholar Crates of Mallos16

(second century bc). Crates made important contributions to grammatical analy-
sis, while Apollodorus produced, among other writings, an authoritative work of
chronology and a commentary on Homer’s catalog of ships.

In the late second century Hipparchus of Nicaea produced an astronomical
commentary on Aratus that has the distinction of being the only Hellenistic com-
mentary to survive intact to this day (see 2.3.1). This feat of survival is still more
impressive considering that the commentary is not a chance papyrus find but was
preserved via the manuscript tradition; it survived at least in part because Hipparchus’
work had independent value as an astronomical treatise. From Hipparchus one can
learn much about the genre of the Hellenistic commentary, but because of its heavily
scientific orientation his work is not typical of ancient commentaries on literary
works.

In the first century BC scholarship entered a new phase. The Alexandrians had
established good texts to the important works of classical literature and produced
excellent commentaries on them, so there was little original work remaining to be
done in those areas. Some scholars of the Roman period branched out into com-
posing grammatical treatises and producing commentaries on postclassical or
nonliterary authors, particularly the difficult and erudite poetry of Hellenistic
scholars such as Apollonius and Callimachus and the scientific works of math-
ematicians and physicians. Others sacrificed their originality and continued to work
on classical authors, producing syntheses or reworkings of earlier commentaries.
These scholars’ lack of originality, a frequent ground for nineteenth- and twentieth-
century disdain, at the same time incurs gratitude insofar as we owe to it virtually
all our knowledge of the Alexandrians’ work: such fragments of Alexandrian schol-
arship as survive today normally come via composite commentaries of the Roman
period.

13. For the fragments of Apollodorus see Jacoby (1929: 1022–1128), Theodoridis
(1972), and Mette (1978: 20–3).

14. On the Pergamene scholars and their library see F. Montanari (1993b) and Nagy
(1998).

15. Because of statements in Varro and Gellius, this rivalry is often thought to have
taken the form of a controversy between “Analogists” (Aristarchus and his followers, who
believed in principles of regularity in language) and “Anomalists” (Crates and his follow-
ers, who believed in irregularity). Some scholars (e.g. Fehling 1956–7; Pinborg 1975; Blank
1982: 1–4, 1994) doubt the reality of this controversy, but others (e.g. Ax 1991; Siebenborn
1976: 2–13; Colson 1919) support its existence. See also Schenkeveld (1994: 281–91).

16. On Crates see Broggiato (2002), Mette (1952), Janko (1995), and Ax (1991).
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The establishment of Alexandrian scholarship in Rome was at least partly the
work of Tyrannio(n) the elder (c.100–c.25 bc), a pupil of Dionysius Thrax who
produced a variety of scholarly works that survive only in fragments (see 3.1.9).
Rome then became the main place of work for a number of Greek scholars.17

Trypho(n) (second half of the first century bc) produced glossaries and grammatical
treatises, some of which may survive in excerpts (see 3.1.8). Philoxenus (first
century bc) produced an etymological treatise, and Diocles (first century bc to
first century ad) wrote a commentary on the works of his teacher Tyrannio(n);
fragments of both are still extant (see 3.1.10 and 3.1.9). The second-oldest extant
commentary, dating to the first century bc, is that of Apollonius of Citium on
Hippocrates (see 2.2.1); this work owes its survival to factors similar to those that
preserved Hipparchus’ commentary on Aratus.

The greatest producer of composite commentaries, and probably the most pro-
lific of all ancient scholars, was the Alexandrian Didymus Chalcenterus (“brazen-
guts”), who lived in the second half of the first century bc and the beginning of the
first century ad.18 Didymus is said to have written 3,500 or 4,000 books and was
nicknamed bibliolavqa" because he allegedly could not remember what he had
written. He put together the writings of Aristarchus and other scholars in order to
compile hundreds of composite commentaries on Homer, Demosthenes, and other
literary works, as well as producing lexica and monographs; the remains of his com-
mentaries are our primary source of knowledge of the Alexandrians’ critical work.
Most of the commentaries survive only in extracts preserved in later works, but part
of the commentary on Demosthenes has been found on papyrus.19 Another important
commentator of this period is Theon, whose works now survive only in fragments.20

17. In addition to the ones mentioned here, there were a number of other Greek scholars
working at Rome; these are less well known today because less of their work suvives. Two
particularly notable scholars, both from the Augustan age, are Aristonicus (who wrote Homeric
commentaries and a work on Aristarchus’ signs) and Seleucus (who also wrote on Aristarchus’
signs, as well as on many other topics). For Aristonicus see 2.1.1.1 below, Friedlaender (1853)
and Carnuth (1869); for Seleucus see M. L. West (2001: esp. 47–8 with n. 7).

18. This Didymus is (probably) to be distinguished from a number of other scholars
named Didymus, including Didymus minor / Divdumo" oJ newvtero", a Greek grammarian
in Alexandria in the 1st cent. ad; Didymus Claudius, a Greek grammarian in Rome in the
early 1st cent. ad; Didymus son of Heraclides, a Greek grammarian in Rome in the mid-
1st cent. ad; and Didymus the Blind, a theologian in Alexandria in the 4th cent. ad. See
NP iii: 553–4, RE v.i: 472–4, and Fraser (1972: ii. 686).

19. For the fragments of Didymus see Moritz Schmidt (1854), Ludwich (1884–5: i.
175–631), Miller (1868: 399–406 =TLG), and Pearson and Stephens (1983 =TLG); for
discussion see C. Gibson (2002), F. Montanari (1992: esp. 262–4), Van der Valk (1963–
4: i. 536–53), and works cited in Pearson and Stephens (1983).

20. Although he worked in Alexandria, this Theon is not to be confused with Theon
of Alexandria, an important mathematical writer of the 4th cent. ad, nor with Theon of
Samos, Theon of Smyrna, and numerous other Theons. The surviving fragments of his
work have been collected by Guhl (1969).
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From the first century ad we have Heraclitus’ allegorical exegesis of Homer
(see 2.1.1.3), and that century was also a source of several lexica of which we have
surviving epitomes: the Homer lexicon of Apollonius Sophista (see 2.1.1.3) and
the Hippocratic lexicon of Erotian (see 2.2.1), both of which preserve elements
of much earlier scholarship. These early lexica, and probably their immediate
predecessors as well, were arranged in a simple form of alphabetical order, in which
only the first or first two or three letters of each word were taken into account in
determining their order; this type of alphabetization is characteristic of much
ancient scholarship and was not completely replaced by full alphabetical order
until the Byzantine period.21

In addition, it is in this century that we find the first evidence of an interesting
development in post-Alexandrian scholarship: the proliferation of popularizing
commentaries and summaries of literary works, usually with an emphasis on
mythology.22 The Alexandrian commentaries and their direct descendants were
deeply scholarly and written for a sophisticated audience; they contained discus-
sion of textual problems, alternative interpretations, critical judgements, and fac-
tual background, including detailed historical information and excerpts from
related literary works. Their commentaries were never the only type of commen-
tary in existence, for elementary aids to school readings existed even before the
Alexandrian period. In the Roman period, however, the scholarly commentaries
faced considerable competition from a different type of work aimed at a less so-
phisticated adult audience.

Some of these works were prose summaries of famous poetry, often focusing
on mythological details; these included a set of summaries of individual books of
the Iliad and Odyssey (see 2.1.1.3) and a collection of summaries of the plays of
Euripides known today as the “Tales from Euripides” (see 2.1.3). Such works may
have been intended to be read instead of rather than along with the original poems
or plays. Other examples of the popularizing tendency, such as the F commen-
tary on Aratus (see 2.3.1) and the Mythographus Homericus (see 2.1.1.3), were
still commentaries tied to the original work but contained in place of textual or
historical information extensive prose paraphrases aimed at helping readers grasp
the basic sense of the unfamiliar Greek, and/or increased discussion of the mytho-
logical background, sometimes with an eye-catching set of illustrations. Some
scholarly information might be retained from the older commentaries, but most
was simply excised to make room for the new material. The scholarly commen-
taries themselves did not usually disappear at this period, however; rather the two
types of commentary existed side by side.

The popularizing works appear to have continued and even increased in popu-
larity in the second century and later, but at the same time the second century
saw much high-quality scholarly activity; it is also the first period from which a

21. For more information on ancient alphabetization, see Daly (1967).
22. On the use of such material in the Roman period see Rossum-Steenbeek (1998)

and Cameron (2004).
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substantial amount of scholarly material has survived until the present day. It is
probably not coincidental that this century was the period of the Second Sophis-
tic, a movement that involved widespread revival of interest in the language of
the classical writers. Second-century authors like Lucian learned to produce lit-
erary works in nearly flawless imitations of fifth-century Attic, and even in other
classical dialects. The perfection of these imitations is especially impressive con-
sidering that non-literary Greek (as seen for example in documentary papyri) had
undergone considerable evolution in the intervening five or six centuries, becom-
ing a language markedly different from that of Plato or Herodotus.

Some of the most important results of the second-century developments seem
to have come in the areas least covered by the Alexandrians, such as grammar.23

Apollonius Dyscolus, probably the greatest of the grammarians, was active in the
mid-second century ad; of his many works analyzing the structure of Greek, four
still survive and are crucial to our understanding of ancient grammar (see 3.1.1).
Apollonius’ son Herodian produced important treatises on topics such as accen-
tuation, of which portions are still extant (see 3.1.2). Hephaestion’s treatise on
metre, the main source of our knowledge of ancient metrical theory (see 3.3.2), is
also from this period.

The second century was also a good era for lexica. Many of these were Atticist
lexica that provided lists of words acceptable in Atticizing writing, though often
they included material from authors such as Homer or Herodotus who would not
today be considered Attic. There was considerable debate among the Atticists as
to which authors should be admitted to their canon, and we can see the results of
that debate both in the work of broad-based lexicographers such as the “Anti-
atticist,” who took pains to justify by citation of Attic authors the use of words that
were intelligible to second-century Greeks, and in the lexica of strict Atticists such
as Phrynichus, who rejected such words in favor of obscurer alternatives gleaned
from Old Comedy. Not all second-century lexica simply focused on the Attic dia-
lect, however; we also have Galen’s glossary of Hippocratic words (see 2.2.1), Pol-
lux’ Onomasticon (see 3.2.7), Harpocration’s lexicon of terms used by the Attic orators
(see 3.2.5), and remains of Herennius Philo’s collection of synonyms and homonyms
(see 3.2.6). Diogenianus’ lexicon of rare words, which is lost but formed the basis
of Hesychius’ work (see 3.2.1), also dates to the second century.

Many commentaries were also produced in the second century, and a number
of these are still extant. Galen (c.129–c.216) is responsible for thirteen surviving
commentaries on Hippocrates that are crucial for our understanding of the na-
ture of ancient scholarship (see 2.2.1), as well as some extant work on Plato (see
2.2.2). The earliest surviving commentaries on Aristotle likewise date to the sec-
ond century, and the most important of the Aristotle commentators, Alexander of
Aphrodisias, comes from the second and third centuries (see 2.2.3). Writers of

23. For more information on ancient grammatical theories, see Steinthal (1890–1),
Pinborg (1975), Siebenborn (1976), Ax (1986), Sluiter (1990), Matthews (1994), Swiggers
and Wouters (1996), Ildefonse (1997), and the works cited in section 3.1.
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the third century too produced numerous commentaries and exegetical works on
ancient literature, a substantial amount of which survives: from Porphyry alone
we have works on Homer, Plato, Aristotle, and Ptolemy.

Towards the end of the Roman period commentaries were sometimes written
on works of the earlier Roman period, such as those of Lucian (see 2.3). The re-
maining fragments of such commentaries can be of considerable value today, in
part because their authors had access to older scholarship, and when treating an
archaizing author a commentator often needs to discuss matters that significantly
predate the author himself. Even historical details about fifth-century Athens can
be gleaned from the remains of these commentaries.

Many late antique commentaries have survived more or less intact, but these
all concern philosophical, mathematical, or medical writers.24 Most plentiful are
commentaries on Aristotle, Plato, Hippocrates, Galen, Ptolemy, and Euclid, but
Archimedes and Apollonius of Perga are also represented. These works are usu-
ally concerned with the subject-matter rather than the text of the commented
author and so preserve little scholarship in our sense of the term, but they are
often very interesting as expositions of late antique thought in these disciplines.
The best-preserved commentators are Simplicius, who wrote on Aristotle, Euclid,
and Epictetus, and Proclus, who wrote a phenomenal number of works on au-
thors as diverse as Hesiod, Plato, and Ptolemy. It is clear that commentaries to
literary works were also composed during this period, in some cases by the same
scholars as the surviving commentaries, but succeeding generations preserved only
the philosophical and mathematical ones.

We also have some scholarship of other types surviving from the late antique
period, but most of it is highly derivative. Since the scholars of the Roman period
had done for lexica and grammars what the Alexandrians did for texts and com-
mentaries, late antique scholars had few opportunities for constructive original-
ity. Many of their works are now valued primarily for their preservation of earlier
scholarship; Hesychius’ lexicon of obscure words (fifth or sixth century) and the
lexica of Orus, Orion, and Cyrillus (all fifth century) belong to this group, as does
the geographical lexicon of Stephanus of Byzantium (sixth century).

Others were elementary, aimed at drilling the basic grammar of classical Greek
into children who spoke a language as many centuries removed from Pericles as
we are from Chaucer. Schoolbooks had of course existed for many centuries, but
those from the Hellenistic and Roman periods, designed for an audience whose
native language was not dramatically different from that of the classical period,
were not usually preserved (though they are sometimes found on papyri). By con-
trast the Canones of Theodosius (fourth–fifth century) is a set of rules for declen-
sion and conjugation that has survived to the present day via the manuscript
tradition.

24. For further information on late antique scholarship see N. Wilson (1983a: 28–
60), Kaster (1988), Reynolds and Wilson (1991), and Robins (1993).
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The next major development in the history of commentary, the transformation of
commentaries on literary works into scholia,25 was a momentous one.26 In one
sense this transition was chiefly one of format, for ancient commentaries (hypo-
mnemata) were separate books, while medieval scholia took the form of marginalia
around the text on which they commented.27 This change is usually thought to

25. The word “scholia” now has different meanings when used by different groups of
scholars. In recent works on Greek literary texts it means “commentary or notes written
in the margins of a text,” as opposed to “hypomnema,” which refers to an ancient self-
standing commentary, and to “gloss,” which generally refers to a short definition found
between the lines of a literary text (often the distinction is that a marginal comment is a
scholion and an interlinear one is a gloss, though sometimes marginal notes consisting of
short definitions are also called glosses, and the term can also be used for an entry in a
lexicon). Since this usage of these terms is now the most common one, it is also followed
in this book. Scholars working on philosophical and scientific texts, however, have a ten-
dency to use “scholia” (and sometimes even “glosses”) for a commentary consisting of
short notes on specific passages rather than a continuous exegesis, regardless of whether
that commentary is found in the margins of a manuscript or as its only text; sometimes
they even use “scholia” for a continuous commentary.

The original meaning of scovlia is “notes,” regardless of location (see Lundon 1997),
but while the ancients referred to their self-standing commentaries as uJpomnhvmata, the
Byzantines called commentaries scovlia, irrespective of location or character. This usage
is continued into modern Greek, where scovlia is still the regular word for “commen-
tary.” Nineteenth-century scholars working on authors for whose works self-standing late
antique commentaries are preserved intact as well as being the source of most marginalia
(i.e. philosophical, mathematical, and medical texts) tended to keep the Byzantine usage
of scovlia or to temper it with the ancient usage by restricting the word to commentaries
consisting of discrete notes. Since for such texts marginal and self-standing commentar-
ies have similar content and origins, the location of the commentary in the manuscripts
is not of much importance, so scholars working on them had no need to develop a termi-
nology that identified commentaries by location. But 19th-cent. scholars studying authors
for whose works ancient scholarship is preserved (at least via the manuscript tradition)
only in marginalia came quite naturally to use scovlia only for marginalia. When papyrus
fragments of ancient self-standing commentaries on those authors turned up, the major
differences between the content of those fragments and that of the marginalia necessi-
tated a distinction in terminology and led to the resurrection of the ancient term “hypo-
mnema” for the self-standing commentaries, as well as a more deliberate restriction of
the term “scholia” to marginalia. In the last half-century or so research on the conversion
of the hypomnemata into marginalia has solidified this terminology among students of
literary texts, but it has spread only gradually to other areas; for example scholars working
on medical texts now use “scholia” only for marginalia, but those working on Aristotle
still use “scholia” for commentaries.

26. For more information on this transition see N. Wilson (1967, 1971, 1984), McNamee
(1995, 1998), Zuntz (1975; 1965: 272–5), H. Maehler (1994, 2000), Andorlini (2000),
and Irigoin (1994: 67–82); n.b. also Zetzel (1975).

27. For more information on the hypomnema and scholia formats and ancient com-
mentary in general, see in addition to the works already cited Slater (1989a), Rutherford
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be connected to the shift in book production that occurred in the late antique
period: most ancient books were written on papyrus rolls in short parallel columns
with little space between them and virtually no room for marginalia, while most
medieval ones were written on parchment codices (i.e. manuscripts shaped like a
modern book), often with wide margins around each page. At some point a few
hypomnemata were copied into the margins of codices, and then both they and
the uncopied hypomnemata were lost, leaving only the marginalia extant.

But the relationship between hypomnemata and scholia is more complex, and
the differences between them more significant, than this formulation suggests.
Hypomnemata were unified works by a single author; even composite commen-
taries like those of Didymus presented a fairly seamless appearance and smoothly
integrated pieces of information from various sources. Though written on sepa-
rate rolls, they were not intended to be read independently of the text but were
connected to it by lemmata, short quotations indicating the word or passage under
discussion. When a hypomnema was intended to accompany a particular edition,28

like the texts and commentaries of Aristarchus, the two could be linked by mar-
ginal signs in the text pointing to notes in the commentary. At the same time
marginal and interlinear annotation on papyrus texts is by no means unknown;
we have numerous annotated papyri of literary texts from many genres.29 But such
annotation normally consists of brief notes rather than the complex discussions
found in hypomnemata and in medieval scholia, and it is clear that our scholia
are descended from ancient hypomnemata rather than from ancient marginalia.

Medieval scholia are not simply transcripts, or even abbreviated transcripts, of
ancient hypomnemata, nor are many of them readers’ casual notes; they are dense
and systematic collections of extracts from different sources. They make no claim
to be the work of an individual, and little or no attempt to reconcile the contents
or integrate the syntax of the different extracts, which often involve multiple en-
tries on the same passage (frequently separated simply by a[llw"30). The authors
of (some of) the hypomnemata used may be given in a general note on the sources
of the scholia, and the sources of individual notes are often explicitly stated at
their beginnings. The original lemmata may be retained (and in such cases pro-
vide a valuable independent witness to the text, since they sometimes escape
corruptions undergone by the main text), but often they are lost, made redundant
by the note’s proximity to the text it explains.

(1905), Sluiter (2000), Pasquali (1934), Bühler (1977), C. Gibson (2002), N. Wilson
(1983b), Meijering (1987), Tosi (1988: 59–86), Lamberz (1987), Arrighetti (1977), and
numerous articles in Geerlings and Schulze (2002), Goulet-Cazé (2000), and Most (1999).

28. The texts produced by ancient scholars, which clearly differed from those of other
scholars to some extent, are now usually called their “editions.” They did not, however,
have all the characteristics of a modern “critical edition.”

29. For further information on annotated papyri see McNamee (1977, 1992, forth-
coming) and Van Thiel (1992).

30. See Ch. 4.1.5 for the use of a[llw".
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Scholia often represent severe abridgements, and sometimes mutilations, of
hypomnemata, but at the same time the initial selection of material appears to
have been excellent. Most of the papyrus commentary we possess is fairly elemen-
tary, and only a small percentage preserves Alexandrian scholarship, but the scholia
are often based on Alexandrian material, suggesting that their first compilers made
an effort to find the most scholarly commentaries to copy into their margins. Such
commentaries were not, unfortunately, those of the Alexandrians themselves,
which seem to have disappeared before the end of the Roman period, but rather
the composite commentaries of Didymus and his contemporaries. Material from
these scholarly works was often mixed with that from more popularizing works of
the Roman period, and frequently with later material as well, but it is still true
that much more Alexandrian material can be recovered from scholia than from
papyri.

The precise date and manner in which this crucial change from separate com-
mentary to scholia took place are disputed, with suggested dates ranging from the
fourth to the tenth century.31 Clearly the change was complete by the time of our
earliest manuscripts with scholia, which date to the ninth and tenth century, but
some independent hypomnemata could have survived until that date (indeed we
know that ninth-century authors like Photius had access to large quantities of
ancient scholarship that disappeared not long afterwards), so our earliest manu-
scripts could contain scholia copied directly from hypomnemata. Alternatively one
can point to the early parchment codices of the late antique period (a number of
which contain substantial marginal annotation, though this annotation often fails
to show the composite characteristics of medieval scholia), and to late antique
legal and Biblical commentaries in the medieval scholia format, and argue that
hypomnemata began to be converted into scholia in the fifth century. In the lat-
ter case the process was probably a gradual one, for it is clear that information
continued to be copied out of self-standing texts into the margins of other texts
throughout much of the Byzantine period.

In a sense the act that is most significant for us is not the copying of the hypo-
mnemata as scholia, but the subsequent loss of the hypomnemata themselves—
something that did not necessarily happen as soon as the scholia were copied. By
no means all ancient commentaries disappeared; those on philosophical, medi-
cal, and mathematical works often survived intact or nearly intact, as did those
on Christian texts. Scholia on such works are usually considered valueless and
are rarely published, because they are mostly drawn from commentaries that still
survive; by contrast the scholia on poetic texts, since they come from lost com-
mentaries, are highly prized.

31. e.g. White (1914: p. lxiv) opts for the 4th or 5th cent., McNamee (e.g. 1998: 285)
the 5th cent., N. Wilson (e.g. 1983a: 34–6) and Dover (1993: 96–7) the late antique
period, H. Maehler (e.g. 1994) the 9th cent., and Zuntz (e.g. 1975: 109) the 9th or 10th
cent. Erbse (1969–88: ii. 547) believes that the scholia to other texts may have been
compiled in the 5th or 6th cent., but that those to the Iliad come from the 9th cent.
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An interesting exception to all these principles consists of the “D scholia” to
Homer, which were not originally hypomnemata but which appear as a self-
standing commentary, without the text of Homer, in several medieval manuscripts
of varying dates (as well as in the margins of many manuscripts containing the
text of Homer). These scholia must at some point have been copied from differ-
ent sources into a self-standing commentary, showing that the flow of informa-
tion between different formats could go in both directions.

An apparent (though perhaps illusory) period of scholarly inactivity after the late
antique period was ended by a revival in Byzantium in the ninth century.32 Many
scholars of this period are not respected by Classicists, but they had access to lost
works of earlier scholarship and thus can be of considerable significance now; in
addition, the study of the evolution of Byzantine scholarship is an interesting field
in its own right. Early Byzantine scholars include George Choeroboscus (eighth–
ninth century), who wrote a number of didactic works containing information from
lost works of the early grammarians; some of these survive, including a long com-
mentary on Theodosius as well as (probably) the Epimerismi Homerici. His con-
temporary Michael Syncellus has left us a basic textbook on syntax, and Photius
(c.810–c.893) contributed the massive Bibliotheca, a compendium of information
on earlier literary works, in addition to a lexicon. The Etymologicum genuinum, a
ninth-century etymological lexicon, and the Suda, a tenth-century literary ency-
clopedia, both survive intact (and enormous) and preserve many valuable frag-
ments of earlier scholarship.

The earliest surviving manuscripts of many literary texts date to the early Byz-
antine period, and these manuscripts often contain scholia. But the scholia as they
appear in our manuscripts are not always what they were when they first became
marginalia. In order to survive, scholia had to be recopied with each successive
copying of the main text, and this did not always happen; in many cases the sheer
quantity of marginalia defeated copyists, leading to the omission of large amounts
of material. It is common for scholia on small bodies of text (such as the speeches
of Aeschines) to be much richer than the scholia on longer works (such as the
dialogues of Plato), and it is also usual for scholia to be much more plentiful at
the beginning of a long work than in subsequent sections. Sometimes correction
for these omissions was made by Byzantine readers who, having originally copied
a text with few or no scholia, then found a different source with scholia and cop-
ied those; such hybrid manuscripts can be important for the preservation of scholia
but are highly problematic for those who use scholia to determine manuscript
stemmata (see O. L. Smith 1981: 53).

Moreover, even when they were copied, the scholia suffered many kinds
of corruption. They were frequently abbreviated, displaced, miscopied, or
inappropriately run together. Their text was treated much more casually by copy-

32. For further information on Byzantine scholarship see N. Wilson (1983a), Hun-
ger (1978: ii. 3–83), Reynolds and Wilson (1991), and Robins (1993).
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ists than the main text, so that some scribes felt free to rephrase the notations as
they saw fit (see H. Fränkel 1964: 99). As a result, the scholia to a single author
often appear in radically different form in different manuscripts, and frequently
the divergences are so great that no reconstruction of the original is possible.

The situation is further complicated by the fact that some Byzantine scholars
composed their own notes on ancient literature, sometimes based on the older
scholia and sometimes on their own researches, and these notes have been trans-
mitted in the margins of manuscripts as well. The Byzantine scholia are known as
scholia recentiora and receive on the whole less attention than the older scholia
(known as scholia vetera or “old scholia”), but they cannot be ignored entirely. In
the first place one has to identify them in order to tell which scholia are old and
which are not, since scholia from different sources are frequently mixed together
in the same manuscript. In addition, since the writers had access to manuscripts
now lost, they often used old scholia that we do not possess and that we can only
recover from a study of the Byzantine notes. Moreover Byzantine scholars occa-
sionally had good ideas of their own—and of course the scholia recentiora are cru-
cial for the study of Byzantine scholarship.

The earliest significant body of Byzantine scholia comes from Arethas of
Caesarea (c.850–c.944), whose recasting of older scholia preserves much ancient
material. John Tzetzes (c.1110–c.1180) produced numerous surviving commen-
taries on classical authors, many of which contain important information on the
work of earlier scholars. Eustathius’ (c.1115–c.1195) immense commentaries on
Homer are now considered probably the most important of all surviving Byzan-
tine commentaries and contain much ancient material. Maximus Planudes
(c.1255–c.1305), Manuel Moschopulus (c.1265–after 1305), Thomas Magister
(active 1301–46), and Demetrius Triclinius (c.1280–1340) also produced signifi-
cant commentaries on a number of authors. The latest of these, Triclinius, is often
called the first modern scholar; he went far beyond the resources handed down
to him to develop his own metrical analyses and write original commentaries. While
these qualities make his work interesting and important in the history of classical
scholarship, they also mean that it is often less reliable than that of his predeces-
sors as a source of ancient material. Fortunately Triclinius’ ideas evolved over a
considerable period, and we have manuscripts of his work at widely differing dates.
In many cases his initial work on a text involved the faithful repetition of ancient
scholia, and only later did he depart from them significantly. When both versions
are preserved, scholars tend to use the earlier (“proto-Triclinian”) work for recon-
struction of ancient commentary, and the later (“Triclinian”) for evaluation of his
own theory.

The Byzantine period produced other types of scholarship as well, some of it
original, some of it preserving valuable ancient material, and some of it falling into
neither category. Important works of this period include those of Gregory of
Corinth (eleventh–twelfth century), who discussed Greek dialectology, and sev-
eral lexica, of which the most significant are the Etymologicum magnum (twelfth
century), Etymologicum Gudianum (eleventh century), and lexicon of Zonaras
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(thirteenth century). Maximus Planudes (c.1255–c.1305) is responsible for a wide
variety of extant works, including collections of texts and some important theo-
retical discussions of grammar, and John Glykys (fourteenth century) has left us
a work on correct syntax.

After this period old material known to scholars was rarely lost, and therefore
authors later than the 14th century are not used as sources of ancient scholar-
ship. In modern times the surviving self-standing works of ancient and Byzantine
scholarship, such as the grammars, have been edited and published like other sur-
viving ancient texts, though on the whole they have received less editorial atten-
tion and so present more challenges for readers, and more opportunities for future
editors, than do works of classical literature. Scholia are more problematic; at first
they were either ignored or published together with the texts they accompanied
(either at the bottom of the page or as an appendix), but now they are usually
collected and published in separate volumes. Such collections often include not
only manuscript scholia but also papyrus fragments with commentaries or mar-
ginal scholia to the works concerned.

The body of surviving scholia is enormous; often the scholia on a literary work
fill more volumes than the work itself. Much of this material is late, and it is not
always easy to distinguish the ancient elements in the mixture. Modern editors
often deal with this problem by marking individual scholia with signs to indicate
their origins or by editing only a portion of the surviving scholia, such as the old
scholia, the metrical scholia, the scholia from certain manuscripts, or the mar-
ginal scholia (as opposed to interlinear glosses). Often this pre-selection is help-
ful, but often it causes much inconvenience, since it means that there may be no
complete text of the scholia on a given author when one is trying to follow up a
reference consisting only of the location of the lemma in the original work.

In either case the reader is presented with editorial decisions that may or may
not be trustworthy. In the case of certain authors the division of scholia is easy,
because those from different sources appear in different manuscripts or are marked
with different signs in a single manuscript. In other cases the matter is much more
complex, and sometimes editors are relying simply on the assumption that any
comments on certain topics must come from certain sources. As the value of a
scholion depends largely on its source, it is important to understand the editor’s
judgements in this respect and their level of reliability. For this reason it is impor-
tant to choose editions carefully and to read the preface to one’s chosen edition
in order to find out what sort of evidence underlies these editorial decisions; the
present work is intended to help with the choice of editions but can be no substi-
tute for a careful perusal of prefaces.

The value of ancient scholarship as a whole is immense, but the usefulness of
individual works varies widely. Some offer large quantities of generally reliable,
accurate information on subjects like the language or the world of classical Ath-
ens. Others contain very little such information but are nevertheless important
for the light they shed on classical scholarship in their writers’ times or on the
textual history of a literary work. Still others seem to offer valuable information
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about antiquity but are unreliable and mingle a bit of real knowledge with a del-
uge of guesswork. Though it is normally the case that factual information about
the classical period is more to be trusted from a Hellenistic source than from a
Byzantine one, date alone is not an adequate guage of reliability. Just as some
modern scholars are much more trustworthy than others, there was considerable
synchronic variation in the reliability of ancient scholars; this variation is particu-
larly apparent in the Roman period, from which we have both very trustworthy
works such as those of Galen and Harpocration and others of much more dubi-
ous character. The nature of a source is therefore at least as important to know as
its date. This is the reason for the great emphasis, in modern studies of scholia
and other composite works of ancient scholarship, on identifying and separating
material from different sources.
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2
Scholia, Commentaries, and Lexica
on Specific Literary Works

2.1 ARCHAIC AND CLASSICAL POETRY
This category includes the most famous and most often cited scholia. By far the
most important are the Homer scholia, but those on Pindar and the Attic drama-
tists are also significant.

2.1.1 Homer
Ancient scholarship on Homer was extensive and of high quality, for the best
scholars of antiquity devoted much of their time and energy to the Homeric
poems. Work on Homer that could be described as scholarship goes back at least
to the classical period and probably to the sixth century bc, and editing the text of
Homer was one of the main tasks of the first Alexandrian scholars. Zenodotus,
Aristophanes of Byzantium, and Aristarchus probably all produced editions of the
Iliad and Odyssey, and Aristarchus wrote extensive commentaries, while Zenodotus
and Aristophanes compiled glossaries of primarily Homeric words. In addition,
the early and persistent use of Homer as a school text meant that there was a tradi-
tion of school exegesis that reached back as far as the classical period. Though none
of the very early work on Homer survives in its original form, a surprising amount is
preserved in various later compilations, so we often know, for example, the read-
ings of several different Alexandrian scholars for a particular passage, and even some
of the arguments behind these readings (although the arguments preserved in later
sources cannot always be assumed to be those of the editor himself).

Two principal sources for the ancient scholarship on Homer survive: the scholia
and Eustathius’ commentaries, both of which are gigantic works filling many vol-
umes in modern editions. There are also some smaller works, some of which are
more valuable than others.

2.1.1.1 Scholia
Most of the old scholia to the Iliad fall into three groups: A, bT, and D. The A scholia
come from the margins of the most famous Iliad manuscript, Venetus
A (tenth century), where they were entered systematically by a single scribe. (A
scholia are also found in other manuscripts, including those whose scholia fall pri-
marily into one of the other categories, for they contain material that was widespread
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long before the writing of Venetus A. They are, however, defined by their occur-
rence in that manuscript: a scholion found elsewhere is considered to be an A
scholion if it duplicates material from Venetus A.1) The origins of the A scholia are
clearer than is the case with most scholia, for at the end of almost every book the
scribe added a subscription indicating their source: paravkeitai ta; !Aristonivkou
Shmei÷a kai; ta; Diduvmou Peri; th÷" !Aristarceivou diorqwvsew", tina; de; kai; ejk
th÷" !Iliakh÷" prosw/diva" @Hrwdianou÷ kai; ejk tou÷ Nikavnoro" Peri; stigmh÷" “Written
beside [the text] are Aristonicus’ ‘Signs’ and Didymus’ ‘On the Aristarchean edition’,
and also some extracts from Herodian’s ‘Iliadic prosody’ and from Nicanor’s ‘On punc-
tuation’.” The principal basis of the A scholia is therefore the four works cited in
this subscription (all of which are now lost except insofar as they are preserved in
the scholia), but it is unlikely that the scribe who wrote it was actually copying from
the works themselves. Rather his source, or more likely his source’s source, was a
compilation of these four works (and some other material) probably made around
the fourth century ad and known today as the “Viermännerkommentar” or VMK.

All four elements of the VMK represent Alexandrian scholarship to a signifi-
cant extent. Aristonicus’ treatise on signs, composed in the Augustan period, was
a compilation of excerpts from one of Aristarchus’ commentaries and from other
works, focusing on critical signs. Didymus’ work, probably also from the Augustan
period but later than that of Aristonicus (which Didymus probably used), was a
compilation based primarily on Aristarchus’ commentaries, though his focus was
on textual variants. Herodian’s treatise on Homeric accentuation, from the late
second century ad, also drew heavily on Aristarchus’ commentaries, and Nicanor’s
work on punctuation, from the first half of the second century ad, was based on
earlier works including those of the Alexandrians. The A scholia are thus a major
source of information about the opinions of Aristarchus and, to a lesser extent,
other Alexandrian scholars; they contain more than a thousand explicit references
to Aristarchus. They are of crucial importance for our knowledge of the text of
Homer, the goals and methods of Alexandrian scholarship, and ancient systems
of accentuation, punctuation, etc.

The A scholia also contain material that probably does not derive from VMK.
This information is more interpretive in nature and is related to material found in
the bT scholia; A scholia of this type are also called exegetical scholia and as such
are grouped with the bT scholia.

The bT scholia are so called because they are found in manuscript T (eleventh
century) and in the descendants of the lost manuscript b (6th century). They con-
tain some Alexandrian material (much of it attributable to Didymus) but seem to

1. Except that identification as a D scholion takes precedence over identification as
an A scholion, so material found in the main D-scholia manuscripts is considered to be
D-scholia material even if it also occurs in A. Thus the different groups of scholia are
grouped hierarchically in the order D, A, bT, other, and material is assigned to the first of
these groups in which it is found. It is not accidental that this hierarchy matches the
chronological order of creation of the earliest elements of each group.

2.1.1.1 SCHOLIA
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come more immediately from a commentary of the late antique period (known as
“c”), of which b produced a popular and T a more scholarly version. These scholia
are also known as the exegetical scholia, because they are concerned primarily
with exegesis rather than textual criticism. They include extensive extracts from
the@Omhrika; zhthvmata of Porphyry and the ë@Omhrika; problhvmata of Heraclitus
(see 2.1.1.3). Until recently the bT scholia were thought to be much less valuable
than the A scholia (whose worth has been recognized since the eighteenth century),
because of the limited extent to which they can aid in establishing the text of the
Homeric poems. In the past few decades, however, an increasing interest in an-
cient literary criticism has brought these scholia into new prominence, and they
are currently at the center of modern work on ancient Homeric scholarship.

The D scholia are unfortunately named after Didymus, with whom they are
now known to have no connection; they are also known as “scholia minora” or
“scholia vulgata.” They are the largest group of Homeric scholia, and our earliest
manuscript evidence for them is older than that for the other types of scholia, for
the chief witnesses to the D scholia are manuscripts Z and Q, which date to the
ninth and eleventh centuries respectively. D scholia are also found in a wide range
of other manuscripts, including A and T, where they can be identified by their
resemblance to notes found in Z, Q, or other manuscripts not part of the A or bT
traditions. Many D scholia are very short and appear as interlinear glosses in A
(and other manuscripts), but others are more substantial and take their place in
the margins of A.

The D scholia have diverse origins and form a heterogeneous group, but there
is no doubt that much of the material in them is very old, for there are remarkable
similarities between the D scholia and Homeric scholarship found on papyri; in
fact such similarities are much more frequent with the D scholia than with A or
bT scholia. One major component of the D scholia is lexicographical, consisting
of short definitions or explanations of difficult words. Many of these definitions
can also be found in papyrus glossaries and/or as marginalia or interlinear glosses
in papyrus texts of Homer, for they come from an ancient vulgate tradition of
interpretation. The basis of this tradition goes back to the schoolrooms of the clas-
sical period, so that it predates the Alexandrians and represents the oldest surviv-
ing stratum of Homeric scholarship. Other components of the D scholia include
mythological explanations, plot summaries, and prose paraphrases; these too are
paralleled in the papyri and must be ancient, though they probably do not go back
as far as the lexicographical element.

The D scholia have the distinction of existing in a number of medieval manu-
scripts as a self-standing commentary, without the text of Homer; they have thus
reversed the path usually taken by scholia, since a self-standing work has been
created out of notes from different sources, rather than a self-standing commen-
tary being broken down into separate notes. Partly as a result of their unusual
manuscript position, and partly because of their inherent usefulness for those who
need help to read Homer, they were the first Homeric scholia to be published in
printed form (in 1517) and remained pre-eminent until superseded by the A
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scholia. Subsequently they have been much neglected—until a few years ago the
1517 edition was the standard text—and it is only very recently that modern schol-
ars have begun to pay them serious attention. Now, however, it is recognized that
D-scholia lemmata sometimes preserve variant readings of the text that are not
otherwise attested, that their definitions can provide important evidence for the
meaning of Homeric words, and that they contain crucial information about the
history and evolution of ancient scholarship, the ancient education system, and
the way Homer was read and understood in antiquity.

The scholia to the Odyssey are much fewer and less well preserved than those
to the Iliad. This distinction goes back to antiquity, when the Iliad was consid-
ered the superior work and so was read and copied much more often than the
Odyssey. Nevertheless it is clear that the Alexandrians produced texts and com-
mentaries on both poems, and that ancient scholars discussed the interpretation
of the Odyssey as well as that of the Iliad. Thus equivalents of all three groups of
Iliad scholia can be found for the Odyssey scholia: there are Alexandrian text-critical
scholia, exegetical scholia of the bT type, and D scholia. However, because there
is no equivalent of Venetus A among the Odyssey manuscripts the different types
are not so easily separable by manuscript source.

Byzantine annotations to texts of the Iliad and Odyssey also exist, but these are
generally ignored and remain largely unpublished. The best-known group of Byz-
antine scholia is the “h-scholia” to the Iliad, because these were once thought to
be ancient, though they are now dated to the eleventh century.2

In addition to the uses of the Homer scholia already mentioned, they are im-
portant for the understanding of post-Homeric literature. Much of this literature,
both Greek and Latin, was based to some extent on the Homeric poems, but not
on the Homeric poems as we read them: rather on the Homer of the scholiasts.
Authors such as Apollonius Rhodius and Vergil drew on and alluded to Homer
based on the readings and interpretations current in their own time, and there-
fore the scholia provide us with information crucial for understanding their poems.

Most of the A and bT scholia to the Iliad are best consulted in the superb edition
of Erbse (1969–88 =TLG). This edition is highly selective and tries to represent
an early stage of the A and bT traditions, a feature that makes the most famous
scholia readily available and easy to consult but also results in the omission of
many scholia from different traditions, some of which are important. The omit-
ted material includes all the D scholia, the bT scholia derived from Porphyry and
Heraclitus, and some other material that cannot be easily assigned to any of the
three main groups of scholia, not to mention all the Byzantine scholia. The seven
volumes of Erbse’s edition thus represent only a small fraction of all the preserved
scholia, and since many scholia appearing in codex A are omitted from the edi-
tion because they belong to the D family, while others appearing in manuscripts
of the b family are ignored because they come from Porphyry or Heraclitus, the

2. Erbse (1960: 208) dates them to the 12th cent., but evidence of their use in the
Etymologicum magnum shows that they must be earlier; see Alpers (1981: 93 n. 36).

2.1.1.1 SCHOLIA
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edition is not even a complete collection of the scholia appearing in the manu-
scripts included.

Of the scholia omitted from Erbse the most important are the D scholia, which
can be found in Van Thiel’s edition (2000b). The Porphyry and Heraclitus scholia
are best consulted in editions of the works from which they came (see 2.1.1.3).
Even together, however, these editions do not cover all the Iliad scholia, nor do
they allow one to work out the full extent of the material in an individual manu-
script; even the contents of A, the most famous, cannot all be found in recently
published editions alone. For such purposes one must resort to the older editions
of Iliad scholia, which cover the most important manuscripts individually: W.
Dindorf (1875–8) for A and B, Maass (1887–8) for T, Nicole (1891 =TLG) for
the Geneva manuscript,3 and Lascaris (1517) and De Marco (1946) for the two
branches of the D scholia. A complete facsimile of A has been published by De
Vries (1901) and is useful for understanding the printed versions of the A and D
scholia.

The situation regarding editions of the Odyssey scholia is both less complex and
less satisfactory. The standard edition for most scholia is that of W. Dindorf (1855
=TLG), which is decidedly inadequate (and note that the D scholia are marked
“V” in this edition). The first 309 lines of the first book only have received a better
edition by Ludwich (1888–90 =TLG). The D scholia to the Odyssey are being ed-
ited by Conrad (forthcoming) and are otherwise to be found only in Asulanus’ edi-
tion (1528).

It is possible to collect from the scholia the fragments of each of their sources,
so that these can be studied as a group. Such collections have been made for the
lost works of a number of ancient scholars, and these are sometimes convenient,
but they are usually based on superseded texts and so should not be used in iso-
lation. Collections include those of Duentzer (1848) on Zenodotus, Slater (1986)
and Nauck (1848) on Aristophanes of Byzantium, Friedlaender (1853 =TLG,
1850) and Carnuth (1869 =TLG, 1875) on Aristonicus and Nicanor, Moritz
Schmidt (1854) and Ludwich (1884–5: i. 175–631) on Didymus, Lentz (1867–
70 = GG iii) on Herodian, and Schrader (1880–2, 1890) on Porphyry.

There is a vast corpus of papyrus Homerica (commentaries, glossaries, antholo-
gies, explanations, paraphrases, summaries) and annotated papyrus texts of Homer,
and each year it is augmented by new discoveries. This material is not normally
included in editions of the manuscript scholia and so is difficult to find; it is how-
ever often important. A few papyrus commentaries are incorporated into Erbse’s
edition, and the annotated texts are listed and in most cases reprinted by McNamee
(1992) and Van Thiel (1992). For guides to the rest of this material see M. L.

3. This manuscript contains bT and h scholia, including many (probably late) scholia
omitted by both Erbse and Van Thiel, as well as some independent old material esp. on
book 21. It is especially interesting for the later history of Homer scholarship because it
was owned by Manuel Moschopulus and by H. Stephanus (Henri Estienne).
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West (2001: 130–6), Lundon (1999), F. Montanari (1984, 1988b), Henrichs
(1971–3), and Raffaelli (1984);4 further publications in Spooner (2002).

The literature on the Homer scholia is enormous. Important studies include
those of Erbse (1960), Van der Valk (1963–4), Martin Schmidt (1976), F. Mon-
tanari (1979), Henrichs (1971–3), and van Thiel (2000a), and general introduc-
tions include Nagy (1997), Gudeman (1921: 630–45), and the preface to Erbse
(1969–88); Lamberton and Keaney (1992) offer a look at ancient readings of
Homer as illustrated in the scholia and a variety of other sources. Works on some
of the themes of modern interest in these scholia include: on the connection be-
tween the Homer scholia and later literature, Schmit-Neuerburg (1999), Schlunk
(1974), and Rengakos (1993, 1994); on literary criticism, Richardson (1980),
Meijering (1987), and many recent articles, e.g. Nünlist (2003); on the work of
particular ancient scholars, Lührs (1992), Matthaios (1999), Erbse (1959), Lehrs
(1882), and Ludwich (1884–5) on Aristarchus, Nickau (1977) on Zenodotus,
Blank (1983a) on Nicanor, Dyck (1987) and Latte (1924) on the glossographers,
and Ludwich (1912–14) on Demo.5 In addition, most works on the textual his-
tory of the Homeric poems devote considerable attention to evaluating the an-
cient Homeric scholarship preserved in the scholia; recent examples of such works
include Apthorp (1980), M. L. West (2001), and Nagy (2004).

2.1.1.2 Eustathius
Eustathius, archbishop of Thessalonica (not to be confused with several other
Eustathii), wrote a number of commentaries on ancient authors in the twelfth
century ad. The most important of these is his massive work on Homer, but we
also possess a commentary on Dionysius Periegeta and the introduction to a com-
mentary on Pindar, as well as historical and religious works dealing with Eustathius’
own times. He is also sometimes credited with writing an epitome of Athenaeus’
Deipnosophistae, but this attribution is now frequently rejected.

Eustathius based his commentaries on an impressive range of ancient sources,
many of which are now lost to us in their original form. He consulted different
manuscripts of the texts with which he worked and recorded variant readings, thus
preserving for us the readings of manuscripts that have since disappeared. He also
made extensive use of scholia, lexica, and other scholarly works, some of which
no longer exist. In addition, he used works of ancient literature other than the
ones upon which he commented and thus sometimes preserves fragments of those
texts and variants otherwise lost.

The longest and most important of Eustathius’ works is his commentary on
the Iliad. This was written for students and educated general readers, rather than

4. General lists of Homeric papyri, such as those in Pack (1965) or the Homer and
the Papyri website (www.chs.harvard.edu/homer_papyri), may also be helpful.

5. Though greatly neglected at present, Demo is worthy of further study, for numer-
ous fragments of her work are preserved, and she offers a rare example of a female scholar
(of the late antique/early Byzantine period).

2.1.1.2 EUSTATHIUS

www.chs.harvard.edu/homer_papyri
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for scholars, and is designed to be read with or without the text of the Iliad. The author
provided it with a marginal index, which appears to be an invention of his own. The
main source is the Homeric scholia (both those we possess and others), but many
other works are also used (see the introduction to Van der Valk’s edition for details).
The commentary on the Odyssey is similar but much shorter and less important.

Eustathius’ commentaries have reached us in excellent condition. For the Iliad
commentary we possess, in addition to numerous copies, the author’s own auto-
graph manuscript. The identity of this manuscript (Codex Laurentianus Plut. LIX
2 and 3) was discovered fairly recently, and in consequence the only edition of
the text to be based on it (that of Van der Valk, 1971–87 =TLG) is by far the best.6

For the Odyssey commentary there is no equivalent of Van der Valk’s edition, and
one must use Stallbaum’s text (1825–6 =TLG). Stallbaum also produced a text of
the Iliad commentary (1827–30), but as he did not use the autograph manuscript
at all, Van der Valk’s text is always superior. There are separate indices both to
Van der Valk’s text (Keizer 1995) and to Stallbaum’s (Devarius 1828).

Modern scholarship on Eustathius is fairly extensive. Accessible introductions
in English include Browning (1992: 141–4) and N. Wilson (1983a: 196–204).
The introduction to Van der Valk’s edition of the Iliad commentary (beginning in
volume one and continuing in volume two) is excellent, thorough, and written in
highly comprehensible Latin. More wide-ranging discussions, covering the non-
scholarly aspects of Eustathius’ life and works, can be found in Browning (1962–
3: 186–93), Kazhdan (1984: 115–95), and Wirth (1980).

References to Eustathius normally follow marginal numbers like references to a
classical text.7 On the rare occasions when references are given using the Homeric
book and line numbers, patience is needed to pursue them; Eustathius’ discus-
sions do not always proceed in strict linear order, but Van der Valk inserts Homeric
line numbers into the text whenever Eustathius moves from one line to another.

2.1.1.3 Other Sources of Ancient Scholarship on Homer
A number of ancient works on Homer have survived as separate entities to some
extent, and there are also some Byzantine works that preserve ancient scholar-
ship. Though these have traditionally received much less attention than the scholia,
interest has grown in the past few decades, and a number have recently received
good new editions that make them much easier to consult.

The primary Homeric lexicon of the late antique period was that compiled by
Apollonius Sophista8 in the first century ad, with sources including Apion, the

6. Readers interested in diacritics should, however, note that this edition does not re-
produce Eustathius’ own accent and breathing marks but regularizes these signs to fit modern
conventions; Eustathius’ own system is explained in the introduction, pp. xxvi–xxx.

7. Unfortunately, these numbers are omitted from the TLG version of the text, which
instead gives references by page and line of Van der Valk’s edition.

8. Also known as Apollonius son of Archibios, but to be distinguished from all the
other Apollonii involved with ancient scholarship.
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ancestors of the D scholia, and, indirectly, Aristarchus’ commentaries. Apollonius’
lexicon is for us one of the most important works of Greek lexicography, for it is a
key source of information on ancient understandings of Homer’s vocabulary and
how Homer was read in antiquity. In addition, the lexicon preserves many frag-
ments of earlier work, including but not limited to that of Aristarchus; for example
the obscure Homerist Heliodorus9 is known primarily from Apollonius. An epitome
of Apollonius’ work has come down to us in a single manuscript, and we also have
several papyrus fragments of fuller versions, ranging in date from the first to the
fifth century ad; these differ among themselves to some extent, showing that
numerous alterations to the lexicon were made in the late antique period. Apol-
lonius’ lexicon was a source for Hesychius and the etymologica, which can also
provide some further information on its original state. The work is in approximate
alphabetical order; that is, most of the entries are grouped together by their first
two or three letters, but the other letters of the words are not usually taken into
account in determining their arrangement.

The text of the epitome can be found in Bekker (1833a =TLG), and the long-
est papyrus in Henrichs and Müller (1976).10 Dyck (1993b) provides an edition
of the fragments of Heliodorus, including those from sources other than Apol-
lonius. Useful studies of the lexicon include those of Haslam (1994), Erbse (1960:
407–32), and Schenck (1974). F. Montanari (1996b) offers a good introduction
with further bibliography.

Apion,11 who lived in the late first century bc and first century ad, compiled
an etymologizing Homeric lexicon entitled Glw÷ssai @Omhrikaiv, and a work of that
title with Apion’s name attached has survived, but the surviving work is probably
not the one Apion wrote. Apion’s own work was one of the principal sources of
Apollonius Sophista, who quotes from it extensively, showing that this lexicon was
different from the one we possess. The surviving lexicon is evidently a poorly made
collection of excerpts from a longer work, and is alphabetized by the first letters
of the words. The fragments of Apion’s own lexicon (including those from sources

9. This Heliodorus is probably the same person as the Herodorus mentioned by
Eustathius, who misattributed a version of the “Viermännerkommentar” to Apion and
Herodorus. It is unclear whether this Heliodorus the Homerist can be identified with
the metrician Heliodorus mentioned in the scholia to Aristophanes, but he is certainly to
be distinguished from several other writers of the same name, including the author of the
novel Aethiopica; the grammarian whose name is attached to Choeroboscus’ commen-
tary on Dionysius Thrax; a Neoplatonist philosopher who was the son of Hermeias and
brother of Ammonius; Heliodorus Periegeta the antiquarian; and Heliodorus Arabius the
sophist.

10. For editions of and bibliography on the other six fragments see Henrichs and Müller
(1976: 29 n. 5) and Haslam (1994: 107–8). There is also an unpublished dissertation
with a re-edition of letters a–d of the epitome (Steinicke 1957).

11. This Apion is the same as the one against whom Josephus’ Contra Apionem is
directed, and produced other works in addition to the lexicon; fragments of these works
can be found in Jacoby (1958: 122–44). See Dillery (2003).

2.1.1.3 OTHER SOURCES OF ANCIENT SCHOLARSHIP
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other than Apollonius) have been collected and discussed by Neitzel (1977 =TLG),
with an addendum by Theodoridis (1989); the other lexicon has been published
and discussed by Ludwich (1917–18 =TLG). Neitzel and Ludwich provide the
principal studies of these works, but other useful discussions include those of
Haslam (1994: 26–9, 35–43), Van der Valk (1963–4: esp. i. 294–302), and Bossi
(1998); see F. Montanari (1996a) for further bibliography.

The Mythographus Homericus is a somewhat amorphous entity. This term is
used to refer to the author of a lost work, probably composed in the first century
ad, that related the full versions of myths alluded to in the Homeric poems. The
work could be called a mythological commentary, for it was arranged in the order
in which the allusions occurred in the poems. It tended to give only one particu-
lar version of each myth, attributed to a specific source; a number of the attribu-
tions can be shown to be genuine, and it seems that the compiler was using
important and now lost scholarly commentaries, probably Alexandrian. Although
most of this compiler’s work is lost in its original form, a number of papyrus frag-
ments (dated from the first/second to the fifth century ad) have survived, and much
material from the commentary was incorporated into the D scholia, where it can
often be identified; although clearly related, the papyrus and D-scholia versions
of the same entries are not identical. The papyri have all been collected and in
some cases re-edited by Rossum-Steenbeek (1998: 278–309), who also provides
a good study and further bibliography; other useful discussions include those of
F. Montanari (1995) and Haslam (1990).

Another type of material found both in the papyri and in medieval manuscripts
is Homeric hypotheses, or summaries of small sections (usually individual books)
of the poems. These hypotheses, like those to dramatic texts, are found without
the poetic text in the papyri but are prefixed to it in manuscripts. A discussion of
the phenomenon and collection of the papyrus evidence can be found in Rossum-
Steenbeek (1998), and the medieval versions are published in editions of the
D scholia.

The @Omhrika; problhvmata (Quaestiones Homericae or Allegoriae Homericae)
attributed to Heraclitus offers allegorical interpretations and defenses of Homer’s
treatments of the gods. The Heraclitus in question is not Heraclitus of Ephesus,
the pre-Socratic philosopher, nor can he be identified with any of the other known
Heracliti; he seems to have written in the first century ad. His sources included
Apollodorus and Crates of Mallos, and there is some debate about whether his
work can be considered particularly Stoic in orientation. Heraclitus’ work survives,
largely intact, in a number of manuscripts; much of it is also to be found in the bT
scholia, for which it was a major source (though Erbse’s edition omits the scholia
based on Heraclitus). The work is best consulted in the edition of Russell and
Konstan (2005), which includes an English translation and excellent introduc-
tion; another good option is Buffière’s edition (1962 =TLG), which offers a French
translation and another good introduction. Discussions include those of Long
(1992: 45–8) and Bernard (1990, with further bibliography).
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A substantial essay entitled Peri; tou÷ bivou kai; th÷" poihvsew" tou÷ Omhvrou
(De Homero) is attributed to Plutarch but probably dates to the second or third
century ad. The first part contains a short biography of Homer, and the second
part discusses interpretation. The best text is that of Kindstrand (1990), but Keaney
and Lamberton (1996) offer a usable text of the second part with (unreliable)
English translation. The definitive study is that of Hillgruber (1994–9), and both
editions offer discussion and further bibliography.

The third-century (ad) Neoplatonic philosopher Porphyry12 has left us two
works on Homer. One is an extended allegory on Odyssey 13.102–12, the cave of
the nymphs; this piece is crucial for understanding the Neoplatonic interpreta-
tion of Homer. For discussion of its various editions see Alt (1998: 466).

Porphyry also composed a treatise entitled @Omhrika; zhthvmata (Quaestiones
Homericae), which is believed to be based in part on Aristotle’s six-book
!Aporhvmata @Omhrikav (now lost except for a few fragments). Porphyry’s work is
exegetical in nature and consists not of a linear commentary but of a series of essays
that use discussion of specific passages to make larger points about Homeric in-
terpretation. Only the first book survives in its original form, in a single fourteenth-
century manuscript. Almost all the material in this manuscript is also found, in a
very similar form, in the bT scholia to Homer, showing that one of the major sources
of these scholia was Porphyry’s work, which was probably systematically cut up
and rearranged as scholia at a relatively late date. The later book(s) of Porphyry’s
work, though lost in their original form, are therefore probably all or almost all
preserved in the bT scholia (though the scholia from this source are systemati-
cally omitted from Erbse’s edition).

The standard text of the preserved first book is that of Sodano (1970 =TLG),
where the self-standing and scholia versions of Porphyry’s words are given in par-
allel columns. For the rest of the work one must rely on Schrader (1880–2 =TLG,
1890 =TLG), who used inferior manuscripts, made poor editorial judgements, and
arranged the material in the order in which it appears in the scholia, rather than
in Porphyry’s order. (This order is probably unavoidable for the later books, since
we have little chance of reconstructing the overall themes and arrangement of
Porphyry’s essays from the rearranged fragments, but Schrader follows it for the
first book as well.) Schlunk (1993) provides an English translation of Sodano’s
text, and there are good discussions in Sodano’s introduction and in Erbse (1960:
17–77).

The Epimerismi Homerici is a commentary consisting of grammatical explanations
and definitions of Homeric words; the ejpimerismov" format was an instructional

12. Also referred to by his Latin name Porphyrius, but not to be confused with Porfyrius,
or Publilius Optatianus Porfyrius, a Latin poet of the 4th cent. ad, nor with the Pomponius
Porphyrio who commented on Horace. He is also to be distinguished from the Byzantine
Porphyry associated with the Peri; prosw/diva" commentary on a supplement to [ps.-]
Dionysius Thrax.
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method of the Byzantine school tradition (rather like sentence-parsing in English
several generations ago), so most of the explanations in the Epimerismi Homerici
are elementary. The work was based on a wide range of sources, including Hero-
dian, Apion, the D scholia, and several lost works of ancient scholarship. Though
anonymously transmitted, the Epimerismi are likely to have been composed by
Choeroboscus in the ninth century. They are useful not only for what they tell us
about the Byzantine reading of Homer, but also because they preserve ancient
scholarship that is lost in its original form.

The Epimerismi were originally arranged in the order in which the words treated
appeared in the poems, but at a later stage the entries pertaining to the first three
books of the Iliad were reorganized in approximate alphabetical order. We have
several manuscripts of this later version, known as the “alphabetical epimerismi,”
as well as a few texts of the entries for the first book of the Iliad in their original
order, known as the “scholia-epimerismi.” Thus entries for the first book of the
Iliad are preserved in both versions (though each version contains some entries
that do not appear in the other), those for books 2 and 3 are preserved only in the
alphabetical version, and those after Iliad 3 are lost altogether. Additional mate-
rial that originally belonged to the Epimerismi can be found in the Etymologicum
Gudianum, which can be used to reconstruct the archetype. The standard edi-
tion of the Epimerismi is that of Dyck (1983–95 =TLG), who gives in the first
volume all the entries pertaining to the first book of the Iliad (regardless of which
manuscript tradition they are found in) and in the second volume the alphabeti-
cal epimerismi (with the exception of those presented in the first volume); this
work also provides a comprehensive discussion and further bibliography.

A number of ancient works on Homer with subject-matter outside the limits
of this book, including numerous biographies, survive and often contain informa-
tion that is still useful for scholarly purposes. This material has been collected in
the fifth volume of Allen’s edition of Homer (1912 =TLG), where it is conveniently
accessible with a reasonable text, and in M. L. West (2003), which offers a better
text and English translation. There are also other usable versions; for example the
Peri; @Omhvrou (Vita Homeri) of Proclus (a Neoplatonic philosopher of the fifth
century ad) has been edited with French translation and extensive discussion by
Severyns (1963). For a guide to editions of this material, and of the remains of
other ancient scholarship on Homer that is too insignificant to be discussed here,
see the list of abbreviations and editions in Erbse (1969–88); Graziosi (2002)
provides a discussion of the biographical tradition.

2.1.2 Aristophanes
The scholia to Aristophanes are among the most important sets of scholia, in part
because they provide historical background without which many of the jokes and
allusions in the comedies would be incomprehensible. They are relatively well
preserved, and most of them can be found in a sound and reliable modern edi-
tion, making them easier to use than many scholia.
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Most Aristophanes scholia fall into one of four groups: the old scholia, Tzetzes’
scholia, Thomas Magister’s scholia, and Demetrius Triclinius’ scholia. Scholarly
attention tends to focus on the old scholia, which are the most useful in terms of
the information they provide on Aristophanes, but the later annotations preserve
some old material and are interesting in their own right because of the perspec-
tive they offer on Byzantine scholarship.

The old scholia to Aristophanes are derived from a variety of sources going
back to the beginning of Alexandrian scholarship. Callimachus, Eratosthenes,
and Lycophron (a contemporary of Zenodotus) all worked on Aristophanes to
some extent, and the first continuous commentary on his plays was produced
by Euphronius, the teacher of Aristophanes of Byzantium. Aristophanes of Byzantium
himself produced an edition of the plays, providing an introduction to each (the ex-
tant verse hypotheses of the plays are thought to be distant descendants of these
introductions) and may also have written a commentary; Callistratus and Aristarchus
probably wrote commentaries on the plays, and Timachidas of Rhodes wrote one
on the Frogs.

The work of these and other scholars was combined into a single commentary
by Didymus in the late first century bc or early first century ad, and sometime in
the first two centuries ad Symmachus compiled another commentary, using
Didymus as his main source but also consulting other works. At a later date
Symmachus’ commentary or one of its descendants, along with some other mate-
rial, was copied into the generous margins of a book of the plays of Aristophanes
and formed the archetype of our extant scholia.

Perhaps the most important of the additional sources of our scholia is the
metrical commentary on Aristophanes written by Heliodorus13 around ad 100.
This commentary is often studied apart from the other scholia, for it is crucial for
our understanding of ancient metrical theory but of limited use in understanding
Aristophanes. Heliodorus’ work has been preserved to varying extents for the dif-
ferent plays; one can reconstruct from the scholia nearly all of it for the Peace, as
well as substantial sections of it for the Acharnians and Knights and some frag-
ments for the Clouds and Wasps, but little else.

In addition to the direct tradition of the scholia, which is well attested in sev-
eral manuscripts, there is an indirect tradition via the Suda, whose writer had access
to the same body of material when it was more complete and therefore often pre-
serves scholia that did not survive in the direct tradition. There are also a number

13. It is unclear whether this Heliodorus can be identified with the Homeric com-
mentator preserved by Apollonius Sophista (on whom see 2.1.1.3 above), but he is clearly
not to be identified with many other writers of the same name, including the author of
the novel Aethiopica; the grammarian whose name is attached to Choeroboscus’ com-
mentary on Dionysius Thrax; a Neoplatonist philosopher who was the son of Hermeias
and brother of Ammonius; Heliodorus Periegeta the antiquarian; and Heliodorus Arabius
the sophist.
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of papyri and ancient parchment fragments with commentaries or scholia on
Aristophanes; on the whole, those of the fourth century and later seem to reflect
a body of material very similar to the ancestor of our scholia (though in some places
more complete), while the earlier ones, which are much rarer, apparently belong
to different traditions.

Byzantine scholarship, at least in its later centuries, focused primarily on the
triad of plays made up of the Plutus, Clouds, and Frogs, but scholia recentiora on
other plays also exist. Tzetzes and Triclinius each produced several editions of the
plays with commentary, making their scholia somewhat complex; whether
Thomas Magister also made two editions of Aristophanes is debated.14 From
Tzetzes’ edition (the original scope of which is unknown) we have long commen-
taries on the triad, a shorter set of notes on the Birds, and a preface to the Knights.
His notes make use of old scholia that are no longer extant, as well as manuscripts
with better texts of the plays than we now possess, but also contain a consider-
able amount of guesswork. Thomas’s commentaries, which are less extensive, are
confined to the Plutus, Clouds, and Frogs. Triclinius’ notes, which are often based
on Thomas’s as well as on old scholia, cover the Plutus, Clouds, Frogs, Knights,
Acharnians, Wasps, Birds, and Peace; he is probably responsible for nearly all the
metrical scholia not traceable to Heliodorus. Eustathius also wrote a commentary
on Aristophanes, which is lost apart from fragments in later scholia, and addi-
tional contributions to our corpus of scholia recentiora were made by Moscho-
pulus and Maximus Planudes.

The best edition of the scholia is a multivolume work edited first by W. J. W.
Koster and later by D. Holwerda (1960– =TLG15), which includes both old and
Byzantine scholia, usually in separate volumes. The volumes containing the Thes-
mophoriazusae and Ecclesiazusae have not yet appeared, so for those plays the
standard text of the scholia is still that of Dübner (1842 =TLG).16 While the Koster–
Holwerda edition is unquestionably the best in terms of completeness and quality
of the text presented, a number of older ones are still useful for specific pur-
poses. Rutherford’s edition (1896) of the scholia in the Ravenna manuscript pro-
vides translations and commentary in English. White’s edition of the Heliodorus
fragments (1912: 384–421) extracts all the Heliodorus fragments from the scholia,
groups them together, and provides an excellent introduction (in English) with
explanation of Heliodorus’ Greek. Jorsal et al. (1970) collect the Byzantine met-
rical scholia to the Frogs. White’s edition of the Birds scholia (1914) has much

14. See Koster (1964) and O. L. Smith (1976b).
15. For the Aristophanes scholia the TLG uses the new edition for only a few plays,

and Dübner for the rest.
16. This text must be treated with caution, particularly because it includes some

material from the Suda that is not actually found in manuscripts of Aristophanes, and
makes this material seem to be scholia. One result of this problem is that modern litera-
ture sometimes contains references to “Aristophanes scholia” that cannot be found in
the Koster–Holwerda edition, only in Dübner and in the Suda.
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more detailed indices than the new edition, and Koster (1927) provides an im-
portant supplement for Plutus and Clouds.

Papyri with Aristophanes commentaries or scholia are not uncommon, and are
conveniently collected with German translation and excellent discussion by Trojahn
(2002). In addition, most of those relating to extant plays are included in the Koster–
Holwerda edition, and those relating to lost plays can be found in Austin (1973).

Discussions of the Aristophanes scholia are numerous, lengthy, and extremely
varied in character and conclusions. The best overview in English is still White’s
exceptionally lucid introduction to his edition of the Birds scholia (1914), which
covers the entire history of the creation and transmission of the scholia and in-
cludes detailed information on Didymus and Symmachus; this work is, however,
out of date in places and is concerned almost exclusively with the old scholia.
Dunbar’s introduction (1995: 31–49) is briefer but up to date and covers all types
of scholarship. Rutherford (1905) offers a detailed and highly informative exami-
nation of the nature and contents of the old scholia, but many of his views are no
longer accepted, and the author’s evident grumpiness can make the book diffi-
cult to read. Additional discussions of textual history can be found in Koster (1985),
Hangard (1983, 1985), and the prefaces to the individual volumes of the Koster–
Holwerda edition (particularly volumes i.i a, i.iii.i, and ii.i). Montana (1996) dis-
cusses the information the old scholia provide on the !Aqhnaivwn politeiva.

The papyrus scholia and commentaries are particularly interesting for the ques-
tion of the dating of the transition from self-standing commentary to marginal
scholia, as the marginal commentaries in Aristophanes papyri of the fourth cen-
tury and later tend to resemble the medieval scholia more than is the case with
other authors. Discussions of this and other issues relating to the papyri can be
found in Trojahn (2002), Zuntz (1975), H. Maehler (1994: 124–6), Luppe (1978,
1982), and McNamee (1977: 175–96, 356; forthcoming). The best sources for
discussion of Heliodorus are White (1912: 384–95) and Holwerda (1964, 1967).
For the scholia recentiora one can consult N. Wilson (1962), O. L. Smith (1976b),
Koster (1964), Koster and Holwerda (1954), Holzinger (1930), and the prefaces
to volumes i.iii.ii, iii.iv b, and iv.i of the Koster–Holwerda edition. For examples
of the way scholars use the Aristophanes scholia for historical information on the
plays and on Athenian history and culture, see Carawan (1990), Lavelle (1989),
Sutton (1980), Bicknell (1975), and Holwerda (1958).

2.1.3 Euripides
The scholia to Euripides are of great importance but difficult to use with confi-
dence because of the lack of a reliable edition. Of the nineteen surviving plays of
Euripides, only nine have preserved scholia: a large amount of annotation exists
for the “Byzantine triad” of Orestes, Hecuba, and Phoenissae, and less extensive
but still substantial notes survive on the Medea, Hippolytus, Alcestis, Andromache,
Rhesus, and Troades. For most plays the scholia are easily divisible into old and
Byzantine scholia, though in the case of Rhesus and Troades the two types are more
difficult to separate.

2.1.3 EURIPIDES
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The old scholia go back to the work of Aristophanes of Byzantium, who estab-
lished the Alexandrian text and colometry of Euripides’ plays, wrote introductions
to them, and passed on a number of additional pieces of scholarly information
(probably via notes or lectures rather than a complete commentary). Aristophanes’
textual resources included the official Athenian copy of the tragedies, established
less than a century after Euripides’ death and purloined by the library at Alexan-
dria, and he also had detailed historical information going back to Euripides’ own
time, since he provided information on the original productions of the plays. Other
Alexandrians subsequently wrote commentaries on the plays, and these were
combined into a composite commentary by Didymus around the end of the first
century bc. The scholia have a note stating that they were taken from the com-
mentaries of Didymus and Dionysius, but we have no idea who Dionysius was or
when he flourished. However, there do not seem to have been significant addi-
tions to the old scholia after the mid-third century ad.

The old scholia are very important for establishing the text of the plays, not only
because their evidence for textual transmission makes it possible to sort out the
intricate manuscript tradition of the plays, but also because their lemmata and com-
mentary often preserve correct readings that have been lost from the text itself in all
branches of the tradition. They also contain much valuable information from the
Alexandrian commentators, on the productions, the staging, the poet’s sources, tex-
tual variants, etc.; this is mixed with lexicographical and mythological information
dating to the early Roman period, and with paraphrases from school editions.

A number of late papyri contain commentaries on Euripides or marginal scholia;
these agree closely with those found in the manuscripts.

Most of the plays, including a number for which there are no surviving scholia,
are accompanied by hypotheses. There are three types of hypotheses: one group
descends from the introductions written by Aristophanes of Byzantium (though
the degree to which the surviving versions resemble his originals is a matter of
dispute), a second set was composed by Byzantine scholars using earlier material,
and a third group descends from plot summaries originally intended as substitutes
for the plays rather than introductions to them. None of the sets is extant for all
the plays; for some plays only one type of hypothesis is preserved, but for others
multiple surviving hypotheses allow direct comparison between the different
groups. The ancestor of the third group of hypotheses was a complete set of epito-
mes of Euripides’ plays, arranged in alphabetical order. This work, now known as
the “Tales from Euripides,” circulated widely in the Roman period, quite inde-
pendently of the tragedies themselves, and we have substantial fragments of it on
a number of papyri from the first to third centuries ad, including the epitomes of
many lost plays. The “Tales from Euripides” are often attributed to Aristotle’s pupil
Dicaearchus of Messene, though many scholars consider the attribution spuri-
ous, or suspect that only some material from Dicaearchus’ epitomes survived as
part of a collection compiled in the first century bc or ad.

The Byzantine scholia, which are most numerous for the Byzantine triad but
also found with other plays, consist of a well-preserved commentary by Moscho-
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pulus (based in part on the work of his teacher Planudes), a partially preserved
commentary by Thomas Magister, and two sets of work by Thomas’s pupil Deme-
trius Triclinius: some early (“proto-Triclinian”) commentary and a substantial and
largely original later commentary. There are also some anonymous Byzantine
scholia. At present the Byzantine work is used primarily to establish the history of
the text in the Byzantine period, but these commentaries are also important for
understanding the history of Byzantine scholarship, particularly in the field of
meter. The non-metrical Byzantine scholia are generally ignored, but that may be
a mistake, for it has been shown that some Byzantine commentators had access
to ancient material now lost to us (see Barrett 1965).

The best text of the old scholia is that of Schwartz (1887–91 =TLG), but this
is based on a small number of manuscripts and omits scholia found elsewhere, as
well as recording inadequately the different variations in the scholia that are in-
cluded. The result is that some ancient material on Euripides remains unpub-
lished and hence unused; moreover Schwartz’s text could be corrected to give us
a better understanding of the published portion of the ancient material. Correc-
tions and additions are scattered through the literature of the past century; the
largest contribution is that of Daitz (1979 =TLG), who provides a complete edi-
tion of the scholia in one of the manuscripts not consulted by Schwartz.

Schwartz did not include the Byzantine scholia, and as a result the only rea-
sonably complete edition of those scholia remains that of W. Dindorf (1863b),
who published them together with the old scholia. Dindorf’s edition is most inad-
equate, particularly in the case of Triclinius, for whose final commentary Dindorf
did not make any use of the still-extant autograph manuscript (T). In recent years,
however, reliance on Dindorf has been reduced by the appearance of several par-
tial editions of the Byzantine scholia: one of Demetrius Triclinius’ metrical scholia
(De Faveri 2002, based on the autograph), one of a group of anonymous metrical
scholia, descended from the proto-Triclinian commentary, that were entirely
omitted by Dindorf (O. L. Smith 1977), and one of anonymous Byzantine exegeti-
cal scholia to the Phoenissae (Schartau 1981).

The hypotheses to extant plays are traditionally printed with the texts of the
tragedies and can be found in almost any edition; the best is that of Diggle (1981–
94), which includes the papyrus material. The papyrus hypotheses to both lost
and extant plays have been collected and in some cases re-edited by Rossum-
Steenbeek (1998) and can also be consulted in their original editions; the most
important are P.Oxy. xxvii. 2455 and PSI xii.ii. 1286. New fragments continue to
be published.

Discussions of ancient and medieval scholarship on Euripides are numerous
and fall into several categories. For general information see Barrett (1964: 45–
57, 78–81), Zuntz (1965: 249–75), Page (1934), Gudeman (1921: 662–72), and
Wilamowitz (1889: 120–219), and for the papyrus commentaries and marginalia
see H. Maehler (1994: 109–14), McNamee (1977: 168–75; forthcoming), and
Luppe (2002). An extraordinary amount of work has been done on the hypoth-
eses (particularly the “Tales from Euripides”) and their history and influence, and
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the flow of publications continues unabated as new papyrus fragments appear.
Of particular note are Zuntz (1955: 129–52), Barrett (1965), Rusten (1982), and
especially Rossum-Steenbeek (1998, with further bibliography); for more refer-
ences see also Van Looy (1991–2), but much work has appeared subsequent to
both bibliographies, perhaps most notably Luppe (1996, 2002).

A great deal has also been written on the textual tradition of the scholia (espe-
cially in the Byzantine period) and on the history and authorship of various Byz-
antine commentaries; the definitive work on this subject is now that of Günther
(1995, with references to earlier works). Delcourt (1933) presents the ancient
biographies of Euripides. There is also a substantial body of articles that use the
old scholia and hypotheses to provide insights into the text of Euripides, the his-
tory of the plays and of the myths involved, the methods and knowledge of the
Alexandrians, etc.; because of the poorly edited state of the old scholia, new dis-
coveries, including discoveries of fragments of other ancient works, are not un-
common. For examples of such work see Holwerda (1976), Luppe (1992), Poltera
(1997), and Theodoridis (1996).

2.1.4 Sophocles
The scholia to Sophocles contain much ancient and valuable information. They
are divided into old and Byzantine scholia, but the separation is not always
straightforward.

The old scholia, which fill a substantial volume, are based on a composite com-
mentary by Didymus (drawing on Alexandrian sources), along with material from
the Roman-period scholars Pius, Sal(l)ustius, Herodian, Diogenianus, and others.
For reasons that are not quite clear, the Oedipus at Colonus has the most useful
and informative old scholia. The most important manuscript of Sophocles, the tenth-
century L, has only old scholia and is our primary source for the ancient material.
However, some other manuscripts also contain old scholia, which they sometimes
report more fully than does L, and the Suda and the Etymologicum genuinum con-
tain remnants of more old scholia in a fuller form than that found in L.

There is also a large mass of Byzantine scholia, attached primarily to the “Byz-
antine triad” (the texts usually read in the later Byzantine period) of Ajax, Electra,
and Oedipus Rex. The Byzantine scholia derive from commentaries by Moscho-
pulus, Thomas Magister, Triclinius, and sometimes Planudes or other scholars;
these writers had access to old scholia, including some that have since disappeared,
and certain of the Byzantine commentaries incorporated a considerable amount
of ancient material. As the contributions from different sources are marked in a
number of manuscripts, it is possible to separate the different Byzantine commen-
taries with reasonable confidence. Identifying the old material in them when it is
not also in L is trickier, but for that reason the Byzantine scholia continue to hold
out hopes of new discoveries of ancient material.

The Byzantine scholia are now used primarily for reconstructing the textual tra-
dition of Sophocles and for understanding Byzantine scholarship. The old scholia
are frequently used for historical, textual, lexical, and interpretive information.
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Papyri have provided fewer contributions of commentary on Sophocles than
on other important authors, but a few papyri of Sophocles do contain marginal
scholia. Those in the !Icneutaiv papyrus (second century ad) attribute certain vari-
ant readings to Theon, but it is unclear which Theon is meant.

The hypotheses to Sophocles’ plays show many similarities to those of Euripides.
As in the case of Euripides, multiple hypotheses to individual plays have been pre-
served via the manuscript tradition, and it is clear that several different types of
hypothesis existed already in antiquity, with the oldest being based on the intro-
ductions written by Aristophanes of Byzantium. Papyri of non-Aristophanic hypoth-
eses without the plays themselves exist, indicating a phenomenon like that of the
“Tales from Euripides,” but because these papyri are fewer and differ in some im-
portant respects from the “Tales from Euripides” papyri, the nature and purpose of
these hypotheses is less well understood than that of their Euripidean equivalents.

The old scholia to the Ajax have been well edited by Christodoulou (1977
=TLG), the old scholia to the Oedipus at Colonus by De Marco (1952 =TLG),
and the Byzantine scholia to the Oedipus Rex by Longo (1971 =TLG). For the
rest of the scholia no good editions exist. The old scholia to all the plays (edited
from L with insufficient attention to other manuscripts) can be consulted in
Papageorgius’s text (1888 =TLG) or failing that in Elmsley’s (1825), and some of
the Byzantine material is given by W. Dindorf (1852b), though some remains
unpublished. There is a detailed discussion of these and earlier editions in Turyn
(1949: 96–102), and Scattolin (2003) provides a text of some additional scholia
to the Electra. The papyrus marginalia can be found in Carden (1974) and McNamee
(1977: 162–7; forthcoming). The hypotheses to extant plays are published in most
editions of Sophocles; those found on papyrus, including ones to lost plays, have
been collected and in some cases re-edited by Rossum-Steenbeek (1998).

Discussions of the sources and textual history of the scholia include Havekoss
(1961), Dawe (1973), De Marco (1936, 1937), Bollack (1990: i. 157–61), and
Gudeman (1921: 656–62), most with further bibliography. For examples of the
use of the scholia see Meijering (1985), Kopff (1976), Turyn (1944, 1949, 1952,
1958), Piérart (1993), O. L. Smith (1982c, 1992), Van der Valk (1984), and
Aubreton (1949). On the hypotheses see Rossum-Steenbeek (1998, with further
bibliography) and Gelzer (1976).

2.1.5 Aeschylus
The scholia to Aeschylus are less rewarding than most and at the same time pose
many serious difficulties. The scholia are of crucial importance in attempts to un-
derstand the highly problematic Aeschylean textual tradition17 and in consequence

17. In fact the scholia are now less useful for these purposes than they once were,
not only because much of the tradition has finally been understood but also because it is
now clear that Aeschylean scholia were sometimes copied from sources other than those
used for the main text of a manuscript and hence are difficult to use in establishing stem-
mata for the text (cf. O. L. Smith 1981).

2.1.5 AESCHYLUS
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have been the subject of vast amounts of scholarly attention, but there is still no
complete text of the scholia to Aeschylus, and some of the partial editions that do
exist are less than fully reliable.

Six different types of Aeschylean scholia can be distinguished. Most highly re-
garded are the old scholia, which contain material from the Hellenistic and Roman
periods, including some that is almost certainly Alexandrian; it is sometimes argued
that these scholia derive from a commentary by Didymus, but this theory remains
unproven.18 All the scholia found in the oldest and most important Aeschylus manu-
script, the tenth-century M,19 are old; as scholia to the Choephori and Supplices are
found only in M, all the scholia on those plays are old.

Next in order of age are the A or F scholia,20 which derive from a commentary
ascribed (probably falsely) to John Tzetzes. As their author (like a number of other
Byzantine scholiasts) had access to a version of the old scholia, some scholia are,
strictly speaking, both old and F; nevertheless some writers use the term “old”
only for the scholia found in M. The F scholia are much longer and more nu-
merous than the other classes of scholia but exist only for the “Byzantine triad”
(Prometheus, Persae, and Septem, the plays normally read in the later Byzantine
period). The F scholia are sometimes nearly valueless, but at other times they
provide ancient material omitted or abridged in M; it is clear that their author was
using a manuscript with ancient scholia very similar to those in M but without
some of M’s errors and omissions.

Also confined to the “Byzantine triad” are the Thoman or B scholia21 composed
by Thomas Magister at the end of the thirteenth century. The Triclinian scholia
produced by Demetrius Triclinius in the early fourteenth century, as well as the
proto-Triclinian scholia representing an earlier version of his commentary, exist
both for the triad and for the Agamemnon and Eumenides. The proto-Triclinian
scholia are based on a better text of the old scholia than that now surviving in M,
so they are useful for reconstructing the old material, particularly for the sections
of the Agamemnon missing from M. The Triclinian scholia represent more origi-

18. See Gudeman (1921: 654); Wartelle (1971: 185–95, 344); Dawe (1975: 642–3).
19. This is actually the same manuscript as the one called “L” when dealing with

Sophocles (and Apollonius Rhodius); its full name is “Laurentianus Mediceus 32.9.”
20. The designation “A” goes back to Butler and is much more commonly used than

“F,” which originated with Wilamowitz; F is nevertheless preferable because it avoids
confusion with manuscript A (with which these scholia have no special connection, though
F scholia do appear in that manuscript). The designation F is therefore gaining popular-
ity and is used e.g. in the most recent Teubner text of Aeschylus.

21. The B scholia have no more connection to manuscript B than the A/F scholia
have to manuscript A (in fact less, since manuscript B tends to have F scholia), but in
this case there is no accepted alternative designation. The classification of Aeschylus
scholia into the various types is also less than straightforward, and many individual scholia
have been reclassified as they were better understood, with the result that scholars of
previous generations do not always mean exactly the same thing as more recent writers
when they discuss B (or A) scholia.
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nal work by Triclinius and so are useful primarily for understanding Byzantine
scholarship; they are exceptionally well preserved, because we have Triclinius’
autograph manuscript (T).22 In addition, there are a few later (post-Triclinian)
scholia and some “minority” scholia that cannot be assigned with confidence to
any of the above classes.

For scholia on the Agamemnon, Choephori, Eumenides, and Supplices, the best
text is unquestionably that of O. L. Smith (1976a =TLG), which includes all ex-
tant scholia on those plays. Old, proto-Triclinian, and Triclinian scholia are given
in separate sections, making it easy to tell the type of material in the scholion one
is reading but less than straightforward to follow up a reference. If Smith’s text is
unavailable, the next best choice for the Oresteia is Thomson’s edition (1966: i.
211–77), though this is not complete; in addition, one may safely use Wecklein
(1885) for the scholia from M, and Van Heusde’s edition (1864) is fairly reliable.

For the Septem the best text is O. L. Smith’s (1982a =TLG); although not ab-
solutely complete with respect to late scholia, this edition contains anything any-
one is reasonably likely to want. Material is presented simply in order of line
numbers, not classified by type of scholion as in Smith’s other volume, so refer-
ences are easy to follow but one has to judge the antiquity of each scholion for
oneself based on the manuscripts in which it occurs (given in full at the end of
each entry). Such judgements are not always easy to make, but the following sim-
plified rules will work most of the time: everything in M and I1 is old; scholia in B,
C, N, Nc, P, Pd, V, Y, and Yb are normally F scholia; scholia in F, Fb, Fc, K, Lc,
Lh, Ra, Rb, or q (the symbol for the agreement of all these manuscripts) are
Thoman; scholia occurring only in F are proto-Triclinian; scholia in T are Triclinian;
and post-Triclinian material occurs in manuscripts A2 and Xa.

In the absence of Smith’s text one could attempt to use Morocho Gayo’s (1989)
edition, which has the advantage of being even more comprehensive (except for
the interlinear scholia and glosses, which are all omitted) but the disadvantage of
containing many errors. Otherwise one must use different publications for the
different manuscripts: Wecklein (1885) for M, O. L. Smith (1975: 240–6) for
the proto-Triclinian material, W. Dindorf (1863a, 1864) for the Triclinian scholia,
and W. Dindorf (1851a) for the F scholia.

For the Prometheus and the Persae no comprehensive editions of scholia exist.
Herington (1972 =TLG) provides an excellent text of M, F, and minority scholia
to the former play, while Smyth (1921 =TLG) records all the Triclinian scholia to
the Prometheus (important supplements in O. L. Smith 1974). For the Persae

22. When using editions of this manuscript (which is sometimes necessary), one
should observe that Triclinius marked the marginal scholia to indicate their origins:
Triclinius’ own work is preceded by a cross (+) and sometimes the word hJmevtera or
hJmevteron, while older material (including the B scholia) is indicated by a capital letter
and sometimes the word palaiovn or palaiav. Interlinear glosses are not so marked, but it
is clear that some of these are old and some are Triclinian—though not always clear which
are which.

2.1.5 AESCHYLUS
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Massa Positano (1963 =TLG) has edited the Triclinian scholia, and the scholia
from M can be found in Wecklein (1885); the F scholia have been edited by
Zabrowski (1984), in the absence of which text either Dähnhardt (1894 =TLG)
or W. Dindorf (1851a =TLG) can be used, though neither is very accurate. In
using both Dindorf and Wecklein one should beware of variant readings labelled
“sch. rec.” (and listed in the TLG Canon as “scholia recentiora”); in many cases
these are not alternative manuscript readings at all, but corrections to the scholia
made by a sixteenth-century editor (see O. L. Smith 1982b; Zabrowski 1987).

Discussions of the Aeschylus scholia are numerous and sometimes confus-
ing. The most useful are probably Herington’s introduction (1972: 3–51, in
English with bibliography) and the prefaces to O. L. Smith’s two volumes (1976a,
1982a, both in highly readable Latin and the former with a good bibliography).
Also useful are Spoerri (1980), O. L. Smith (1967, 1975 (with good bibliogra-
phy), 1979, 1980), Thomson (1966: i. 63–4; 1967), Turyn (1943), Smyth (1921),
and Gudeman (1921: 652–6). The papyri are discussed by McNamee (1977:
160–2; forthcoming).

Most of the plays are accompanied by hypotheses, which are printed with the
text in standard editions. See also Rossum-Steenbeek (1998: 35–6, 233–6).

2.1.6 Pindar
The voluminous scholia to Pindar offer abundant ancient material unmixed with
later additions and are useful for a number of different purposes. Because of the
extent to which these purposes diverge, discussions and even editions of Pindar
scholia often cover only one type of material. The main divisions are between
metrical and non-metrical and between old and Byzantine scholia.

There is a large body of old metrical scholia, compiled probably in the fifth
century ad and based on a metrical analysis of the Odes written in the second
century ad. This analysis incorporated a commentary by Didymus that transmit-
ted the work of Alexandrian scholars and was based on the text and metrical divi-
sions established by Aristophanes of Byzantium; its medieval transmission was in
part separate from that of the text of the Odes and their non-metrical scholia.
Scholars now generally agree that Aristophanes’ colometry and the Alexandrian
metrical analysis do not go back to Pindar himself and that in consequence the
metrical scholia are of little use for understanding Pindar’s own metrical inten-
tions. They are, however, very important for our understanding of ancient metri-
cal theory, since their detailed, line-by-line analysis (with continuous texts often
resembling a treatise rather than traditional scholia) offers one of the few surviv-
ing examples of the practical application of the theories preserved in Hephaestion’s
manual.

Several Byzantine works on Pindaric meters are also preserved, including an
influential verse treatise by Isaac Tzetzes, brother of the more famous John Tzetzes,
and a substantial set of scholia by Demetrius Triclinius. Both of these contain
ancient material and so are important for reconstructions of the original text of
our metrical scholia, as well as for an understanding of the revival of metrical study
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in the Byzantine period. Tzetzes’ work is, however, based much more on ancient
sources than is Triclinius’ largely original analysis.

The old metrical scholia are best consulted in the editions of Tessier (1989) or
Irigoin (1958); if necessary they can also be found in Drachmann’s text of all the
old Pindar scholia (1903–27 =TLG). An edition of Tzetzes’ work is given by
Drachmann (1925), and that of Triclinius is split between Abel (1891 =TLG),
who edits the scholia to the Olympian Odes and Pythians 1 and 2, and Irigoin
(1958), who provides the scholia to Pythians 2–12. Günther (1998) has edited a
third Byzantine treatise. Discussions, however, are more unified: Budelmann
(1999) offers a brief introduction to all the metrical scholia, and Irigoin (1958)
provides an excellent detailed study of the corpus.

The exegetical scholia to Pindar are more numerous than the metrical scholia
and have an equally impressive pedigree, since they preserve the remains of com-
mentaries by Aristarchus and several of his successors, incorporated into a com-
prehensive work by Didymus and then epitomized in the second century ad. Like
the old metrical scholia, they are virtually free of late interpolations, so that al-
most any piece of information found in them can be assumed to come from the
Alexandrians (though not necessarily without abridgement and alteration). These
scholia attempt to explain the difficulties of the Odes and offer an interpretation of
the poet’s meaning. In doing so they invoke historical, biographical, and mythologi-
cal data, some of which appear to derive from accurate transmission of information
going back to Pindar’s own time, though parts seem to be simply Alexandrian con-
jecture based on the poems themselves. The proportions in which these two types
of material occur, and therefore the extent to which one can rely on information
provided by the scholia but not otherwise verifiable, are the subject of debate (see
Lefkowitz 1975a; P. Wilson 1980). It is, however, clear that the interpretations
found in the scholia were widely accepted in antiquity, for they are reflected in
later poetry influenced by Pindar, such as that of Theocritus, Callimachus, and
Horace (see Lefkowitz 1985: 280–2). The best edition of these scholia is that of
Drachmann (1903–27 =TLG); their sources and transmission are discussed by
Deas (1931), Gudeman (1921: 647–52), Irigoin (1952), and Grandolini (1984).23

Two substantial fragments of ancient commentaries on Pindar are preserved
on papyrus,24 and there are also some fragments of the text with marginalia.25

23. Pindar’s Odes have two sets of line numbers, an ancient one (based on the work
of Aristophanes of Byzantium) that divides the poems into very short lines and a modern
one (based on the rediscovery of the underlying metrical structure by Boeckh in the early
19th cent.) yielding longer lines. Though modern scholarship on Pindar uses the newer
line numbers, many editions of the scholia, including Drachmann’s, use the older line
numbers. Conversion is possible by reference to the text, since most editions include both
sets of line numbers.

24. P.Berol. 13419, from the 3rd cent. AD or later (published by Wilamowitz 1918:
749–50) and P.Oxy. xxxi. 2536, from the 2nd cent. AD.

25. P.Oxy. v. 841 (2nd cent. AD), P.Rain. i. 23 (6th cent. AD).

2.1.6 PINDAR
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These fragments, unlike those on many other authors, seem to be related to the
extant manuscript scholia. For details see H. Maehler (1994: 114–20), McNamee
(1977: 271–302; forthcoming), and the editions of the papyri concerned.

Eustathius of Thessalonica, author of the famous twelfth-century commentary
on Homer, also wrote a commentary on Pindar. Only the introduction now remains,
but it is useful for quotations from odes that have since disappeared. Though the
work survives only in a single manuscript, the text is generally good. The definitive
edition is that of A. Kambylis (1991a =TLG); when this is not available the best
alternative is the edition appended to Drachmann (1903–27). The main studies are
by Kambylis (1991b and introduction to Kambylis 1991a). A few minor Byzantine
works on Pindar also exist, some containing older metrical material; some can be
found in Drachmann (1903–27: vol. iii) and others in Abel (1891).

The scholia to Pindar are frequently cited by modern scholars, most often in
discussions of Pindaric interpretation, for which they remain crucial, but also for
historical and mythological information that can be used for other purposes; they
are of course also very useful for work on ancient metrical theory and on the evo-
lution of scholia. Their value for establishing the text of Pindar is high, as they
sometimes preserve the correct reading for passages that have been corrupted in
all extant manuscripts of the text. For examples of how the scholia are used see
Barrett (1973), Hubbard (1987), Lambin (1986), Lefkowitz (1975b), and works
cited in the sources already mentioned. Arrighetti et al. (1991) provide a concor-
dance to the scholia.

2.1.7 Hesiod
The scholia to Hesiod are voluminous, useful, and of impressive antiquity. An-
cient scholarship on Hesiod began early, for lost interpretive works appear to date
at least as early as Aristotle, and the first critical text was produced by Zenodotus.
Zenodotus, Apollonius Rhodius, Aristophanes of Byzantium, Aristarchus, Crates,
Aristonicus, and Didymus all left textual or interpretive comments on Hesiod that
are still preserved under their names, though they did not all write full commen-
taries on the poems.

The oldest portion of our surviving scholia comprises the remains of a com-
posite commentary of uncertain authorship (Choeroboscus and Dionysius of
Corinth have both been suggested, but the author could be completely unknown).
This commentary was a compilation of earlier writings, including both grammati-
cal and critical notes from Alexandrian and other scholars and paraphrases from
school texts; an important source seems to be the commentaries of Seleucus (first
century ad). In general, the material seems mostly to come from before ad 100.

In addition to the direct transmission of this commentary as scholia attached
to the text of Hesiod, there is an indirect transmission via several etymological
works, particularly the Etymologicum genuinum. The authors of these etymologica
quoted extensively from the scholia to Hesiod, and the scholia to which they had
access were better preserved than those in the manuscripts we possess, as well as
being unmixed with any later commentaries.
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In the fifth century ad the Neoplatonist Proclus wrote a philosophical com-
mentary on the Works and Days. Proclus made extensive use of the earlier com-
posite commentary, of which he had a fuller version than that now preserved in
the scholia, and he also drew heavily on a commentary by Plutarch on the Works
and Days. Plutarch’s commentary is now lost in its original form, but Proclus’
survives largely intact in the scholia and preserves significant portions of Plutarch’s
work. In our manuscript scholia to the Works and Days Proclus’ commentary has
been mixed with the scholia derived from the earlier composite commentary, but
a few manuscripts mark the notes from Proclus’ commentary with special sym-
bols, so they are relatively easy to separate.

There is also a substantial amount of Byzantine commentary on Hesiod. For
the Theogony the major Byzantine sources are a continuous allegorical commen-
tary by Ioannes Diaconus Galenus (date unknown) and a similar commentary
known as the Anonymous Exegesis; there are also reworkings of the old scholia by
Triclinius. For the Works and Days we have extensive Byzantine scholia that re-
produce, largely intact, the text of lectures by John Tzetzes (twelfth century) and
commentaries by Moschopulus (c.1300) and Triclinius (c.1318). There are also two
self-standing numerological commentaries, as well as some scholia by Planudes. A
small body of scholia to the Scutum is ascribed to Ioannes Diaconus Pediasimus
(fourteenth century). The Byzantine commentaries on the Theogony sometimes
preserve readings lost from the main tradition of the text and so can be useful for
textual criticism, and Tzetzes seems to have had access to a version of the old
scholia fuller than has otherwise survived, but in general the Byzantine commen-
taries are little used by modern scholars.

There is no unified text of the Hesiod scholia, nor are all of them available in
satisfactory editions. The standard text of the old Theogony scholia is that of Di
Gregorio (1975 =TLG), which is excellent and includes Byzantine versions and
passages from the etymologica (the former clearly marked, and the latter in a “par-
allels” section at the bottom of the page). Flach’s edition of the Theogony scholia
(1876 =TLG) can and should be avoided for the old scholia, but for the self-
standing Byzantine commentaries one must choose between Flach and Gaisford
(1823). The old scholia on the Works and Days, including those from Proclus, are
best consulted in Pertusi’s edition (1955 =TLG), where Proclus’ notes are marked
with an asterisk and the apparatus and parallels are printed separately at the end
of the book. For the remains of Plutarch’s commentary (including a few from
sources other than Proclus) one can also use Sandbach’s edition of Plutarch frag-
ments (1967), in which they appear as fragments 25–112 and so are provided with
an English translation (Sandbach 1969). Tzetzes’ prolegomena and life of Hesiod
are given by Colonna (1953), but for the rest of the Byzantine scholia on the Works
and Days one must resort to Gaisford (1823 =TLG). However, Gaisford omits one
of the numerological commentaries, which is given by H. Schultz (1910: 34–40),
as well as Planudes’ scholia, which remain unpublished. The scholia to the Scutum
were last edited by Ranke (1840: 19–65) but can also be found, in a radically dif-
ferent form, in Gaisford (1823 =TLG).

2.1.7 HESIOD
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Much has been written on the Hesiod scholia. Excellent overviews can be found
in M. L. West (1978: 63–75, with bibliography, p. 91) and Rzach (1912). The
history of the commentaries and the manuscript tradition have been explained by
H. Schultz (1910, 1913a), Pertusi (1955, with references to earlier literature), Di
Gregorio (1975, with more references), and Faraggiana di Sarzana (1978, 1981,
1987), and the connection with the etymologica is examined by M. L. West (1974:
162–3). Among the articles that use the scholia for interpreting Hesiod or for
historical information are those of Rechenauer (1993), Follet (1992), Van der Valk
(1984: 41–3), Pritchett (1976), Meritt (1974), and Sicking (1970).

2.1.8 Other Early Poetry
Most other poetry from the classical and archaic periods survives not via a direct
manuscript tradition, but on papyrus or as fragments gathered from quotations
by later authors. There are therefore no manuscript scholia to such poems. At the
same time their study often involves the study of manuscript scholia, since the
scholia on better-preserved authors are a major source of fragments of lost poetry.
When poems are preserved on papyrus, we sometimes have commentary or mar-
ginalia from the papyrus as well; in fact some poetic fragments themselves derive
from papyrus commentaries on the author concerned. The hypotheses to some
dramatic texts, particularly those of Menander, are also preserved on papyrus.

Many papyrus scholia to fragmentary authors can be consulted only in the
original publications of the papyri concerned, which in general tend to provide
the fullest publication and most comprehensive discussion of papyrus marginalia
and commentaries. The most legible and important material is often reprinted with
the poetic fragments in collections such as that of Davies (1991), but the ancient
scholarship printed in such editions usually represents only a selection of what is
available. For hypotheses, however, Rossum-Steenbeek (1998) provides a com-
prehensive collection. The new collection Commentaria et Lexica Graeca in Papyris
reperta, to be published by K. G. Saur, may eventually provide a comprehensive
set of texts of papyrus commentaries with up-to-date discussion, but little has
appeared so far.

A thorough overview of such papyrus material cannot be undertaken in a book
of this type, so only a few examples will be given here; a more comprehensive
discussion is provided by McNamee (1977, forthcoming). Some of the most ex-
tensive remains are those pertaining to the poetry of Alcman, on which we have
a large body of marginal scholia (coming especially from P.Louvre E 3320) and
two substantial pieces of commentary (P.Oxy. xxiv. 2389, 2390), as well as nu-
merous smaller commentary and lexicon fragments. Discussions include those of
Most (1987), Cataudella (1972), M. L. West (1965a), and Gudeman (1921: 646–
7); see also CPF iii #1.

Large fragments of papyrus scholarship on other authors include P.Oxy. xxix.
2506 and xxxii. 2637, both long commentaries on lyric poetry from the second
century ad. The spectacular Derveni papyrus from the fourth century bc contains
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extensive exegesis of Orphic poems.26 There are also individual commentaries on
Bacchylides (P.Oxy. xxiii. 2367, 2368), Simonides (P.Oxy. xxv. 2434), Hipponax
(P.Oxy. xviii. 2176), Anacreon (P.Oxy. liv. 3722), Eupolis (Tojahn 2002), Anti-
machus (Wyss 1936), and other authors (e.g. in P.Oxy. xxxvii). For ancient schol-
arship on Alcaeus see Porro (1994), for that on comedies see Austin (1973), and
for hypotheses to Menander and other dramatists see Rossum-Steenbeek (1998).

2.2 CLASSICAL PROSE
The ancient scholarship on prose authors is less well known than that on poetry,
though it is much more plentiful and in some ways richer. Ancient commentaries
on a number of prose authors survive intact or in substantial fragments, offering
vital information on the nature and history of ancient scholarship as well as on
the texts concerned and providing a framework within which the poetic scholia
can be understood. While the scholia to prose authors are in general less exciting
than the scholia to Homer or the dramatists, they often contain valuable informa-
tion, and several large corpora of such scholia remain unpublished and largely
unexplored, offering excellent prospects for future work.

2.2.1 Hippocrates and Galen
Probably the most interesting ancient scholarship on prose authors is that on the
two most famous physicians of antiquity, Hippocrates (fifth century bc) and Galen
(second century ad). Scholarship on these two writers cannot be fully separated,
for many of Galen’s works are commentaries on Hippocrates, so that commen-
tary on Galen is often also commentary on Hippocrates. The medical works at-
tributed to Hippocrates (most of which were probably not written by Hippocrates
himself, though many must have been composed within a century of his death)
attracted a huge body of commentary. The commentators’ primary interest was in
medical knowledge, and their works were often important medical treatises in their
own right, but some, particularly Galen, also paid attention to the sort of textual
and historical questions found in ancient scholarship on literary works. Many
of the commentaries, including some of impressive antiquity, still exist as self-
standing works (sometimes as many as four different ancient commentaries on a
single work of Hippocrates survive), so they are an important source for our un-
derstanding of ancient scholarly techniques.

Interpretation of the Hippocratic corpus began very early and continued
throughout antiquity; for few other writers do we have evidence of such an un-
broken tradition of scholarship. The earliest commentaries on Hippocrates were
probably produced by the physician Herophilus, who worked at Alexandria in the
early third century bc, and glossaries of Hippocratic words first appeared at the
end of that century. Though these early works are lost, we have a fair amount of
information about them from discussions in extant commentaries and glossaries.

26. See Betegh (2004), Janko (2002), Laks and Most (1997), and CPF iii. 565–85.
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The earliest surviving commentary, that of Apollonius of Citium to Hippocrates’
On joints (a treatise on reducing dislocations), dates to the first century bc. It is
thus the second-oldest commentary to have survived via the manuscript tradition,
surpassed only by Hipparchus’ commentary on Aratus (from the second century
bc); it is, however, a simplified retelling rather than a commentary in the strict
sense of the word and is concerned with medical rather than scholarly questions.
The work is accompanied in one manuscript by a set of illustrations thought to
descend directly from ones designed by Apollonius himself.

The second surviving commentator, Galen, was by far the most important of
the commentators on Hippocrates, as well as being a famous physician, intellec-
tual, and medical writer in his own right. Thirteen of Galen’s commentaries on
Hippocrates survive, as well as some commentaries falsely attributed to Galen.
Not all are intact, but some commentaries and portions of commentaries that do
not survive in Greek are preserved in Arabic translations, or occasionally in Latin
or Hebrew. Though primarily concerned with medical questions, Galen’s work is
of particular interest to students of ancient scholarship because of his occasional
discussions of the authenticity of specific works and passages, textual corruption,
and proposed emendations. Galen brings linguistic, historical, and medical argu-
ments to bear on such questions; sometimes he summarizes the views of earlier
scholars on a given point, thereby providing us with most of our information about
their methods and opinions and revealing much about ancient editorial theory and
practice that we cannot learn from the scholia’s abbreviated and mutilated frag-
ments of similar debates over the text of literary works. In discussion of textual
variants Galen even distinguishes between older and newer manuscripts. The
extended quotations in the lemmata to the commentaries also provide a crucial
source for the text of Hippocrates.

In addition to the commentaries, Galen has left us a number of other writings
devoted to discussion of Hippocrates’ work and general questions of interpreta-
tion. These include De captionibus, a discussion of linguistic ambiguity and in-
terpretation that offers intriguing insights into second-century views of a number
of linguistic and textual issues, including the role of accentuation.

Late antique and Byzantine writers produced numerous commentaries on both
Hippocrates and Galen; many of these works survive at least partially, but they
are less respected and less exciting than Galen’s commentaries, and not all have
been edited. Most were not written for publication but are students’ transcripts
of the “author’s” lectures. The most important late commentators are Palladius
(sixth century), from whom we have works on Hippocrates’ On fractures and book 6
of his Epidemics, as well as on Galen’s De sectis; Stephanus of Athens27 (sixth–
seventh century AD), to whom are attributed extant commentaries on Hippocrates’
Aphorisms, Prognostic, and On fractures (this last actually belongs to an unknown
earlier commentator) and one on Galen’s Therapeutics; and John of Alexandria,

27. Also known as Stephanus of Alexandria and as Stephanus the Philosopher, and
probably the same person as the Stephanus who commented on Aristotle.
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of whose commentaries on Hippocrates’ Epidemics book 6 and On the nature of
the child only fragments survive in Greek (though more exists in Latin). There are
also fragmentary and Byzantine commentaries on both Hippocrates and Galen
by a variety of authors.28 Some commentaries now survive only in Latin or Arabic
translation, and some were originally written in those languages.

Several papyrus commentaries on Hippocrates and Galen survive, and there
are also papyrus texts with marginalia.

Almost as important and ancient as the Hippocratic commentaries are the
Hippocratic glossaries. Compilation of these glossaries, which were the first author-
specific lexica, probably began with Bacchius of Tanagra, who worked in Alexan-
dria in the late third century bc. Though Bacchius’ work is no longer extant, it
was a major source for the earliest surviving glossary, that of Erotian (first cen-
tury ad). Erotian’s work was originally a large lexicon of obscure words found in
thirty-seven Hippocratic treatises, arranged in the order of their occurrence in the
texts; now we have an abridged version, rearranged in partial alphabetical order,
and a collection of fragments. The material in Erotian’s glossary overlaps to some
extent with that found in literary glossaries and scholia on several poetic works,
suggesting that his sources included scholarship on literary texts. The preface, in
which Erotian discusses earlier Hippocratic glossography, is particularly valuable.

We also have a Hippocratic glossary by Galen, based heavily on earlier glossa-
ries; unlike Galen’s commentaries it is largely scholarly rather than scientific in
orientation, and the preface contains much useful information on the work of
earlier scholars. Galen’s glossary has the distinction of being the earliest surviving
Greek work to employ complete alphabetical order (i.e. words are not merely
grouped together by their first letters, or by their first two or three letters, but fully
alphabetized as in a modern dictionary), though it is thought that this feature may
be due not to Galen but to one of his predecessors.

In addition to the commentaries and glossaries, there is a large body of scholia
to the works of Hippocrates and Galen, though very few of these have been stud-
ied or published: Dietz’s Scholia in Hippocratem et Galenum (1834) and most other
editions of “scholia” to medical writers are actually editions of self-standing com-
mentaries, not of marginal scholia.29 Although a few selections from the scholia
have been published piecemeal, the bulk of unpublished, unexplored material
remains a promising field for further research.

Editions of the ancient scholarship on Hippocrates and Galen are too numer-
ous to be fully listed here, but a fairly comprehensive listing for the commentaries
and such scholia as are published can be found in Ihm (2002). Key editions in-
clude the Corpus Medicorum Graecorum, known as CMG (which often includes
translations), Dietz (1834 =TLG), Kühn (1821–33 =TLG), Dickson (1998), Irmer

28. Ihm (2002) lists 271 known commentaries on medical writers; most of these are
now lost, but many survive at least in fragments.

29. On the different use of the term “scholia” by scholars working on scientific texts,
see Ch. 1 n. 25 above.
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(1977 =TLG), and CPF iii (#3, 4). Ihm is also the best source for bibliography on
the various commentators; particularly useful as an introduction is the overview
of ancient scholarship on Hippocrates up to and including Galen by W. D. Smith
(1979). Good discussions of Galen include those of Bröcker (1885), Manetti and
Roselli (1994), Hankinson (1994), Hanson (1998), and Von Staden (2002); Galen’s
statements on his own commentaries are collected by Moraux (1985: 150–2).
Garzya and Jouanna (1999) and Geerlings and Schulze (2002) provide useful
collections of articles. On the papyri see CPF iii (#3, 4) and Andorlini (2000).
The glossaries are not covered by Ihm, but Nachmanson (1918 =TLG) gives a
text of Erotian, and Galen’s glossary is in Kühn (1821–33: vol. xix =TLG). Useful
studies of the glossaries (with further references) include Giuliani (1997), Salazar
(1997), Von Staden (1992; 1989: 484–500), Wellmann (1931), and several pieces
in Garzya and Jouanna (1999). Ihm also omits those works of Galen that are not
commentaries; most of these are to be found in CMG or Kühn (1821–33), but
Ebbesen (1981 =TLG) gives a text of De captionibus and Edlow (1977) a text and
translation. Durling (1993) is a useful aid for reading any of Galen’s works.

2.2.2 Plato
The corpus of ancient Platonic scholarship is extensive: two separate sets of scholia,
a lexicon of Platonic words, a large number of Neoplatonic commentaries, and
some shorter Neoplatonic and Middle Platonic writings. Most of this work, how-
ever, is philosophical in nature, and there is little that deals with the text or lan-
guage; in particular it is striking that we have no certain remains of Alexandrian
or other Hellenistic scholarship among the surviving scholia and commentaries
on Plato.30

The scholia are divided into two groups, the scholia vetera and the scholia
Arethae. The latter are so called because they were added to manuscript B, in which
they first appear, by Archbishop Arethas (of Caesarea in Cappadocia) in his own
hand (c.900 ad). The scholia Arethae are primarily exegetical and seem to be de-
rived from lost Neoplatonic commentaries.

The scholia vetera also have a large exegetical component derived from Neo-
platonic commentaries (though apparently not the same commentaries), but they
also preserve some earlier material. This consists of lexicographical notes that
because of their similarity to Hesychius’ entries probably come from the second-
century lexicon of Diogenianus, Hesychius’ source; notes on Atticisms that prob-
ably derive from second-century lexica by Aelius Dionysius and Pausanias; and
notes on proverbs that appear to come directly from the collection of Lucillus
Tarrhaeus (first century ad and thus the earliest significant source for the scholia).
The scholia have no transmitted lemmata (those now found with the scholia are
modern additions) and so are of little use for establishing the text of Plato, and

30. Whether there was even an Alexandrian edition of Plato is a matter of dispute;
see e.g. Tarán (1976) and Solmsen (1981). The anonymous commentary on the Theaetetus
could, however, belong to the late 1st cent. BC; see Sedley (1996: 84).
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their exegetical components are less interesting than they would be if we did not
have so many intact Neoplatonic commentaries. The lexical material, however, is
valuable, and the scholia are useful for their preservation of quotations from lost
works of literature and for information on Greek religion and culture, the history
of Greek literature, biography, and mythology. The standard text, for both sets of
scholia, is that of Greene (1938 =TLG); Hermann (1853) is a poor second choice,
but Naddei (1976) is usable for the Gorgias scholia and provides an Italian trans-
lation and commentary for that dialog. Discussions can be found in Greene (1937),
Cohn (1884), Beutler (1938), Erbse (1950: 48–57), Gudeman (1921: 687–92),
Dodds (1959), and N. Wilson (1983a: 121–3); cf. also Chroust (1965) and Solm-
sen (1981). Kougeas (1985) discusses Arethas, and McNamee (1977: 148–53;
forthcoming) provides information on papyri with marginalia.

In addition to the scholia, we have a lexicon to Plato attributed to Timaeus the
Sophist, which survives in a single manuscript. Nothing is known about Timaeus,
who probably wrote sometime between the first and fourth centuries ad, and the
work has clearly suffered significant additions and subtractions at later periods,
leading to the inclusion of many non-Platonic words and to non-Platonic defini-
tions of words that do occur in Plato. The lexicon is nevertheless important as the
sole surviving witness to a genre: two other Platonic lexica, by Boethus and Clem-
ent, are known only from insubstantial fragments. Timaeus seems to have used
earlier commentaries on Plato that are now lost, and his lexicon also appears to
be one of the sources of our extant scholia. There is no consensus on the best text
of Timaeus; the most easily accessible is that of Hermann (1853), but this is based
largely on the work of Ruhnken (1789), and Ruhnken’s original, which is equipped
with a detailed commentary, is preferred by true connoisseurs. F. Dübner’s text,
printed in Baiter et al. (1839 =TLG), is important because it represents a new
study of the manuscript, but this work is difficult to use effectively because it
combines glosses from Timaeus’ lexicon with material from other sources, so it is
rarely cited. Discussion of the lexicon, and of the fragments of other Platonic lexica,
can be found in Dyck (1985), Bonelli (1997), Von Fritz (1936), Roselli (1996),
Theodoridis (1982–: ii, pp. xlvii–l), and Dörrie and Baltes (1987–: iii. 229–35), as
well as in many of the discussions of the scholia listed above.

Timaeus’ was not the only Platonic glossary circulating in antiquity, and while
it is the only one to survive in substantial bulk, there is also a short work entitled
Peri; tw÷n ajporoumevnwn para; Plavtwni levxewn. This glossary bears the name of
Didymus, but the attribution is considered false. A text can be found in Miller
(1868: 399–406) or reprinted in Latte and Erbse (1965: 245–52).

The Neoplatonic commentaries represent the bulk of ancient scholarship on
Plato. Many of their authors were famous philosophers in their own right, and
the commentaries are important for the study of Neoplatonism, so most of them
can easily be found in good editions and even translations. There is also a large
body of secondary literature on the commentaries and their authors. Precisely
because of their originality and philosophical nature, however, the commentaries
are now considered to be of little use for the study of Plato’s own writings, and in
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consequence only the briefest summary of this body of work can be given here.
For more information, including further editions of the texts, secondary literature,
and other Platonist writings, see the bibliographies of Göransson (1995), R. Jack-
son et al. (1998), and other works mentioned below; Coulter (1976), Tarrant
(2000), and Dörrie and Baltes (1987–) are also useful.

Many of the surviving Neoplatonic commentaries were composed by Proclus
Diadochus, head of the Neoplatonist school at Athens in the fifth century ad

and a prolific scholar. Proclus’ surviving works include lengthy commentaries
on the Republic, Parmenides, Timaeus, and Alcibiades I, excerpts from a com-
mentary on the Cratylus, and numerous other works having to do with Plato
but less easily categorized as Platonic scholarship. Texts can be found in Kroll
(1899–1901 =TLG), Cousin (1864 =TLG), Diehl (1903–6 =TLG), Segonds
(1985–6), Pasquali (1908 =TLG), and Romano (1989); translations in Festugière
(1970, 1966–8), Morrow and Dillon (1987), O’Neill (1965), Segonds (1985–
6), and Romano (1989); further information in Pépin and Saffrey (1987). A
thirteenth-century Latin version of the Parmenides commentary by William of
Moerbeke preserves some sections that are now lost in Greek; see Klibansky
and Labowsky (1953).

Another major source of Neoplatonic commentaries is Olympiodorus, a mem-
ber of the Neoplatonist school at Alexandria in the sixth century ad. His surviving
commentaries, which are based on lost commentaries by Ammonius, were not
composed for publication but are transcripts of his lectures on Plato’s dialogs. We
have Olympiodorus’ commentaries on the Gorgias, Phaedo, and Alcibiades I. All
three have been edited by Westerink (1956, 1970, 1976, all =TLG); earlier edi-
tions by Norvin (1913, 1936) are less good but still usable. The commentaries to
the Gorgias and Phaedo have been translated into English, in both cases with good
introductions (Westerink 1976; R. Jackson et al. 1998).

Other Neoplatonic works have also survived. These include a commentary on
the Phaedrus by the fifth-century Hermeias of Alexandria (edited by Couvreur 1901
=TLG) that largely reproduces the views of Hermeias’ teacher Syrianus, and anony-
mous prolegomena to Platonic philosophy derived from sixth-century lecture notes
from the Neoplatonist school at Alexandria (edited by Westerink 1962 =TLG;
Westerink et al. 1990). Damascius (early sixth century) left commentaries on the
Philebus, Phaedo, and Parmenides (Westerink 1959 =TLG, 1977 =TLG; Westerink
and Combès 1997–2003), though these used to be attributed to Olympiodorus.

Earlier works have fared less well, but there are a few survivals from the early
centuries of the empire. The best-preserved author of this group is Plutarch, from
whose numerous works on Plato two survive: the Platwnika; zhthvmata (“Pla-
tonic questions”) and a treatise on the generation of the soul in the Timaeus
(Moralia 999c–1011e and 1012b–1032f). In addition, a short prologue by the
second-century philosopher Albinus, discussing the genre of the philosophical
dialog, is preserved intact (see Nüsser 1991; Le Corre 1956), as is a work by an
otherwise unknown Alcinous entitled Didaskalikov" or Handbook of Platonism
(see Whittaker 1990; Dillon 1993; Invernizzi 1976). Until very recently it was
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believed that Alcinous was the same person as Albinus, but now that identity is
often rejected, though a second-century date for Alcinous is still likely. From Galen
(second century ad) we have a treatise On the doctrines of Plato and Hippocrates
and fragments of a commentary on the Timaeus (see CMG v.iv.i.ii and Larrain
1992). Porphyry, an important Neoplatonist who was head of the school at Rome
in the third century ad, has left us fragments of commentaries on several dialogs
(A. Smith 1993; Sodano 1964 =TLG) and perhaps a surviving (but not intact)
work on the Parmenides, though this anonymous commentary is sometimes dated
to earlier or later periods (see Bechtle 1999; P. Hadot 1968 =TLG). The remains
of commentaries on the dialogs by the third-century Platonist Iamblichus fill a
substantial volume of fragments (Dillon 1973).

Several papyri with commentaries on the Platonic dialogs survive; the most
important of these is a long piece of commentary on the Theaetetus (BKT ii, CPF
iii #9) that is normally dated to the second century ad but might be as early as the
late first century bc. A number of others, all from the second century ad and later,
are also interesting (CPF iii #5–13).

2.2.3 Aristotle
The amount of surviving ancient commentary on Aristotle is vast, more than double
that on any other ancient writer. Much of this material consists of self-standing
exegetical commentaries that are works of philosophy in their own right, like the
Neoplatonic commentaries to Plato. There is also an enormous mass of scholia,
most of which consist of extracts from the self-standing commentaries, usually
from ones that are still extant but occasionally from ones that have been lost as
independent works.

The commentaries that survive more or less intact are generally known and
easily available, except for some of the less interesting Byzantine works. They are
both numerous and lengthy, but in some cases heavily derivative from each other
(as well as from lost commentaries). The earliest of these commentators, Aspasius
of Athens, was an Aristotelian of the second century ad; the prolific and original
Alexander of Aphrodisias (second–third century) and the paraphraser Themistius
(fourth century) were also Aristotelians. Most commentators, however, were Neo-
platonists, whose commentaries can be divided into two types: the works of Por-
phyry (third century), Dexippus (fourth century), Syrianus (fifth century), and
Simplicius (sixth century) were written for publication like the commentaries of
the Aristotelians, and the same is true of Ammonius’ (fifth–sixth century) com-
mentary on the De interpretatione; but Ammonius’ other commentaries, and those
of his followers Ioannes Philoponus, Olympiodorus, Asclepius of Tralles, Elias,
David (all sixth century), and Stephanus (sixth–seventh century) are transcripts
of lectures (sometimes Ammonius’ lectures rather than those of the philosophers
whose names they bear) rather than written commentaries. There is much over-
lap in content among the works of this latter group. After the Neoplatonists, there
is a hiatus of several centuries followed by numerous later Byzantine commentar-
ies. In addition, there are anonymous commentaries of each type (Aristotelian,
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Neoplatonist, and Byzantine), and the fragments of numerous lost commentaries
can be extracted from the surviving material.

Most of the commentaries have been edited as part of the Commentaria in
Aristotelem graeca (known as CAG); this massive 23-volume set includes texts of
almost all ancient commentaries of which substantial portions survive, as well as
the most important of the Byzantine commentaries. Some additional commen-
taries have been edited later outside this corpus (e.g. Tarán 1978 =TLG; Westerink
1967), and there are also some post-CAG collections of fragments (e.g. Larsen
1972); some other commentaries can be found only in Brandis (1836), and some
still remain unpublished. Much of the CAG corpus is currently being translated
into English in the “Ancient Commentators on Aristotle” series, many volumes of
which are already available.31 Modern scholarship on the commentaries forms a
field in itself and cannot be summarized here, but an overview and introduction
to both the ancient commentaries and modern work on them is provided by Sorabji
(1990, with further bibliography), who also gives a survey of the contents of CAG
and references to supplementary editions.

As Aristotle was one of the most widely read Greek authors in the medieval
period, there are more than a thousand extant manuscripts of his works, many of
which contain scholia. Because of the sheer bulk of these scholia, they have never
been systematically studied, and most remain unpublished. The scholia consist
primarily of extracts from the extant commentaries, usually transmitted in poorer
condition than in the self-standing versions of those commentaries, and this du-
plication is one of the reasons for the lack of attention to the scholia. But there is
also some Byzantine material, largely unexplored and perhaps interesting for the
history of Byzantine thought, as well as a few old manuscripts whose scholia con-
tain fragments of lost Neoplatonic or Aristotelian commentaries; a number of
collections of newly discovered fragments have been published in the past sev-
eral decades on the basis of these scholia. The scholia can also give us hints as to
how Aristotle was read and understood at different periods.

There are several texts that purport to be editions of scholia to Aristotle. The
main one, the Scholia in Aristotelem of Brandis (1836), is not primarily an edition
of scholia but rather of extracts from the commentaries, among which a few ac-
tual scholia are scattered; it is therefore superseded by CAG except for a few
passages.32 The same applies to Waitz’s edition (1844) of some “scholia” to the
Organon, which mixes marginal scholia with extracts from separate commentar-
ies. There are some true editions of scholia, but only of very small selections of
the whole; these include De Falco (1926), Bülow-Jacobsen and Ebbesen (1982),
Tarán (1978: pp. xxv–xli), Ebbesen (1981), and Moraux (1979: 51–7, etc.). A
glossary attributed to Alexander of Aphrodisias has been published by Kapetanaki

31. For a list see abbreviations at the beginning of the Annotated Bibliography, un-
der ACA. The technical glossaries at the back of these volumes will also be of use.

32. For the different use of the word “scholia” by scholars working on Aristotle and
certain other authors, see Ch. 1 n. 25 above.
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and Sharples (2000). For further discussion of the Aristotle scholia see Wartelle
(1963: pp. x–xi), Moraux (1967: 29–37; 1979: 7–8), Ebbesen (1981), Saffrey
(1969), and Rashed (1995, 1997), the last three with further references.

There is a first-century (ad) papyrus fragment of a commentary on the Topica;
see CPF iii #2.

Ancient scholarship on Aristotle is not confined to the Greek language. Some
commentaries or parts thereof are lost in Greek but preserved in Arabic translation;
these are included in CAG with the Greek commentaries. The Roman philoso-
pher Boethius, a contemporary of the Greek Neoplatonists, wrote Latin commen-
taries using Greek sources now lost, and valuable witnesses to the text of the extant
Greek commentaries come from literal Latin translations made in the later Middle
Ages. Though these works are beyond the scope of this book, they are important
for anyone seriously interested in Aristotelian scholarship.

2.2.4 Demosthenes
The ancient scholarship on Demosthenes offers a particularly fruitful field for
study, since we possess not only two sets of manuscript scholia (one of them very
large) and a small lexicon, but also numerous substantial papyrus fragments with
commentaries or other works on Demosthenes, one of them expressly attributed
to Didymus himself.

The majority of the scholia come from manuscripts of Demosthenes’ orations,
as is usual for scholia, but a second group has been found without the text in a
tenth-century manuscript from Patmos. Both sets of scholia are important for
establishing the text of Demosthenes, but the Patmos ones are particularly useful
in this regard because they were separately transmitted from an early date. The
scholia to Demosthenes are also helpful in terms of the historical details they trans-
mit and the evidence they give for the practical application of ancient rhetorical
theory. Unfortunately, they rarely identify the sources of their information, and
so although it is known that many important figures worked on Demosthenes, it
is not always clear what these scholars contributed to our extant scholia.

The primary basis of the scholia is a detailed commentary by Didymus (Au-
gustan age), which in turn drew on earlier scholarly works, including a lexicon
of Demosthenic words and a commentary from the second century bc. Didymus’
work was primarily historical, biographical, and lexicographical in nature, but
rhetorical and stylistic commentary on Demothenes was also practiced from an
early period, beginning with Peripatetics who wrote soon after Demosthenes’
own time. In the early Roman period this type of material was merged with
Didymus’ commentary, and as time went on the elements of rhetorical exegesis
and elementary grammatical explanation seem to have increased at the expense
of the historical material, which forms a relatively small part of the manuscript
scholia.

A short, elementary lexicon to Demosthenes also survives via the manuscript
tradition; the entries are arranged not in alphabetical order but in order of their
appearance in the text. The lexicon’s editor believes it could have served as a basic
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Greek textbook and that it has little connection with the Demosthenic lexica
preserved on papyrus.

As well as historical data and fragments of lost literary works quoted by the
commentators, the papyrus commentaries offer a valuable glimpse into the evo-
lution of ancient Demosthenic scholarship. By far the most important is the
Didymus papyrus, which is much longer than most surviving fragments of papy-
rus commentaries: fifteen columns, covering Philippics 9, 10, 11, and 13. Didymus
is explicitly named as the author of the commentary, and the papyrus dates to the
early second century AD, so it is relatively close in time to Didymus himself—though
the work appears nevertheless to have undergone some abbreviation and alter-
ation in the interval, and it may even be a set of excerpts from Didymus’ commen-
tary. The other papyri (from the first to fourth centuries AD) comprise smaller,
but still significant, pieces of anonymous commentary, hypotheses, and lexica.33

One, from the third century, contains several entries that are virtually identical to
ones in the manuscript scholia, showing a surprisingly high level of continuity
through the late antique and early medieval periods.

There is now a good text of the main group of manuscript scholia, that of Dilts
(1983–6 =TLG); W. Dindorf (1851b) is a poor second choice. Unfortunately,
however, Dilts (like Dindorf) includes neither the Patmos scholia nor the papyri.
The text of the Patmos scholia is given only by Sakkelion (1877), and the manu-
script lexicon by Kazazis (1986). The Didymus papyrus is well edited by Pearson
and Stephens (1983), though the original edition (BKT i) is also usable; both
editions also include the fragments (gathered from Harpocration) of the rest of
Didymus’ work on Demosthenes. A translation and commentary of the papyrus
and the other Didymus fragments is provided by C. Gibson (2002: 77–156). The
major studies of ancient scholarship on Demosthenes and the history of the scholia
are those of C. Gibson (2002) and Lossau (1964), but for the textual tradition of
the primary group of manuscript scholia one should consult Dilts (1984, 1985,
and works cited therein), and for the Patmos scholia Kontos (1877), Riemann
(1877), and Luschnat (1958). Much has been written on the Didymus papyrus
and its contributions to our historical and literary knowledge; see the bibliogra-
phies in Pearson and Stephens (1983) and also Arrighetti (1987) and Savorelli
(1992). For other work on ancient Demosthenic scholarship see the bibliogra-

33. They are: a hypothesis and beginning of a commentary on Kata; Meidivou (Or.
21) from c.100 (see C. Gibson 2002: 201–9; Blass 1892; Kenyon 1892: 215–19), part of
some sort of work on Kata; !Androtivwno" (Or. 22) from c.50–150 and nicknamed
“Anonymus Argentinensis” (see C. Gibson 2002: 175–89; Wilcken 1907), part of a com-
mentary on Peri; th÷" eijrhvnh" (Or. 5) from the 2nd cent. (see C. Gibson 2002: 172–4;
H. Maehler 1992, 1994: 122–4), part of a commentary on Kata; !Aristokravtou" (Or.
23) from the late 2nd cent. (see Hubbell 1957), part of a commentary on Peri; th÷"
parapresbeiva" (Or. 19) from the 3rd cent. (P.Rain. i. 25), part of a lexicon to Or. 23
from the 4th cent. (see C. Gibson 2002: 157–71; Blass 1882; BKT i: 78–82), and part of
a lexicon to Or. 21 from the 4th or 5th cent. (see C. Gibson 2002: 190–9).
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phies of C. Gibson (2002), Lossau (1964), Dilts (1983–6), and Gudeman (1921:
697–703), and for examples of the use of the scholia by modern scholars see Harris
(1986) and M. Hansen (1993).

2.2.5 Aeschines
The scholia to Aeschines are among the most useful and enjoyable of scholia to
prose writers. It is thought that this high quality is due at least in part to the short
length of the preserved works of Aeschines, which did not tempt later copyists to
shorten the speeches or commentary by epitomizing. The scholia clearly derive
from a commentary by an ancient scholar, probably Didymus, who had access to
a considerable amount of information now lost to us. They are particularly useful
for explanations of the orator’s allusions to contemporary events, but they also
provide quotations from lost works of literature and valuable information on lan-
guage and Athenian history.

The best edition of these scholia is that of Dilts (1992), who provides a gener-
ally reliable text and apparatus (though it is not free of typographical errors and
has some other flaws: see MacDowell 1993 and Hillgruber 1996 for some correc-
tions) as well as a supplementary apparatus with a generous selection of refer-
ences to parallel passages. Readers should note that the numbers in bold type at
the start of each scholion are not references to the paragraphs of the text of
Aeschines, as one might expect, but a numbering system for the scholia them-
selves; cross-references to the text are in the margins. This edition omits some
late scholia included in earlier texts.

In the absence of Dilts, the second best text is F. Schultz’s 1865 (=TLG) edi-
tion of the speeches of Aeschines, which includes the scholia (or rather those of
which Schultz was aware); a few more are added, and some important correc-
tions made, in a later article (F. Schultz 1868). Even with this supplement, Schultz’s
edition is less complete than Dilts’s, and it is based on an inadequate understand-
ing of the manuscript tradition. Even fewer scholia, less reliably edited, are found
in W. Dindorf (1852a).

Little has been written on the interpretation of the scholia, particularly in the
twentieth century. Dilts’s introduction deals only with textual issues, so the most
useful work is probably that of Gudeman (1921: 694–7); other good sources include
articles by A. Schaefer (1866) and F. Schultz (1866) and a dissertation by Freyer
(1882). Further references can be found in Dilts’s bibliography (1992: pp. xvi–xvii).

2.2.6 Herodotus
Ancient scholars displayed considerable interest in Herodotus, both because of
the importance of his work and because his Ionic dialect had become a rarity.
Many ancient works relating to Herodotus survive intact, including a number that
are scholarly in nature: two glossaries, a fragment of a commentary by Aristarchus,
a small body of scholia, and a work of dialectology by Moschopulus.

The two glossaries are essentially different versions of the same work, one
arranged in the order of the words’ appearance in Herodotus’ text and one in

2.2.5 AESCHINES
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alphabetical order. They are often referred to together as the Levxei", with the
two versions designated by A and B, but sometimes the title Levxei" @Hrodovtou is
reserved for the non-alphabetical version, while the alphabetical one is called the
Lex;iko;n tw÷n @Hrodoteivwn levxewn. The non-alphabetical version is older; its date
is unknown, but it was clearly written to accompany an unaccented version of
the text (i.e. before c.900 ad). It seems to be based (at least in part) on a com-
mentary, for it sometimes offers definitions intended to clarify the interpretation,
in a specific context, of common words easily confused with homonyms. The al-
phabetical version of the Levxei" appears in several manuscripts and differs from
one to another; it seems to consist primarily of rearrangements of the older ver-
sion into alphabetical order but also contains some additions (including words
that do not occur in the text of Herodotus as we have it), subtractions, and other
modifications. The glossaries are best edited by Rosén (1962: 222–31), where the
two versions are merged; essentially the same text can be found in Asheri et al.
1977–98), while Stein’s text (1871: 441–82 =TLG) helpfully separates the alpha-
betical and non-alphabetical versions. Rosén also prints extracts from the glossa-
ries at the bottom of the relevant pages of his Herodotus edition (1987–97).

The commentary fragment, preserved on papyrus, is important because it car-
ries a specific attribution to Aristarchus. It seems, however, to be an abridgement
or set of extracts rather than a full version of the original commentary, and it is con-
siderably later than Aristarchus himself, probably from the third century ad. The
fragment is also rather short, with only one legible column, containing the end of
the commentary on book 1. It is published in Paap (1948) and as P.Amh. ii. 12.

The scholia to Herodotus are few and mostly late, but they contain some rem-
nants of early work. They have never been completely published; the best and
most extensive edition is that of Rosén (1987–97), but most of the scholia can
also be found in the editions of Asheri et al. (1977–98, with facing Italian trans-
lation) and Stein (1871: 431–40). They have never been properly studied.

Moschopulus’ Peri; !Iavdo" is a description of the Ionic dialect with special refer-
ence to Herodotus. It is of interest primarily for the history of the text of Herodotus
and for the insight it offers into Byzantine views of dialectology; there is an edition
in Rosén (1987–97: i, pp. lxviii–lxxxviii). Gregory of Corinth’s work on the Ionic
dialect also contains numerous references to Herodotus. Other ancient works bearing
on Herodotus but less scholarly in nature include Plutarch’s De Herodoti malignitate
(Moralia 854e–874c) and Lucian’s De Syria dea, a highly amusing parody.

At present, ancient scholarship on Herodotus is used chiefly in investigations
of the possibility that Herodotus’ dialect, as it appears in our manuscripts, comes
more from ancient editors than from Herodotus’ own pen. In general, however,
modern scholars pay little attention to the ancient scholarship on Herodotus, which
in consequence is ripe for serious study. Information can be found in Rosén (1962:
218–35) and Jacoby (1913), and an example of the way the scholia can be used is
given by Corcella (1996). Rosén (1987–97: ii. 456–67) provides an index of words
treated in the surviving ancient scholarship to Herodotus.
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2.2.7 Thucydides
The Thucydides scholia, though substantial and based in part on ancient sources,
are generally neglected. Half a century ago Luschnat (1954: 14) pointed out that
they were underestimated and the time was ripe for a re-evaluation, but that re-
evaluation is still awaited, and they are rarely mentioned in modern work on
Thucydides. The one usable text, that of Hude (1927 =TLG), is largely sound
but unreliable for the scholia from certain sources (see Powell 1936); it does,
however, contain all the manuscript scholia and the two papyrus fragments of
ancient commentary on Thucydides (from the second and third centuries ad),
which have little in common with the manuscript scholia. The definitive study of
the Thucydides scholia is that of Luschnat (1954, with further bibliography); see
also Maurer (1995: 58–85), Dover (1955), Kleinlogel (1964, 1965), Luschnat
(1958), Luzzatto (1993, 1999), and Tosi (1980–2).

2.2.8 Isocrates
Ancient scholars appear to have devoted considerable efforts to the elucidation
of Isocrates, but almost all their work has perished. We now have only a biogra-
phy of Isocrates, hypotheses to some of the speeches, and a very small body of
scholia, derived in part from a commentary by Didymus. This material is in des-
perate need of a good edition to replace W. Dindorf (1852a =TLG), and of some
serious study; for what is known so far, see Gudeman (1921: 693–4).

2.2.9 Xenophon
There is very little surviving ancient scholarship on Xenophon. His works were
popular in antiquity, and some of the scraps of surviving commentary appear to
be of considerable antiquity, so it is assumed that ancient commentaries on his
writings once existed but have been lost. A few fragments of scholia survive but
are generally considered to be of little value; not all of these have been published.
The largest publication, containing only scholia to the Anabasis, is that of L. Dindorf
(1855 =TLG), but since that publication a better manuscript has been discov-
ered (see Piccolomini 1895). Some scholia from that manuscript (pertaining to
the Anabasis, but completely different from Dindorf’s) have been edited by Lund-
ström (1913), who indicates the presence of further, unpublished scholia. For an
overview see Gudeman (1921: 692–3).

2.3 HELLENISTIC LITERATURE
Ancient scholarship on Hellenistic literature is more important and more ex-
tensive than is generally believed. The best-preserved portions of such scholarship
are scientific in orientation: numerous commentaries on Hellenistic mathe-
matical works survive, and we even have an intact commentary, dating to the
second century bc, on an astronomical work. In addition, several of the Alexan-
drian scholars wrote poetry, and the scholia to those poems contain some im-
portant material.

2.2.7 THUCYDIDES
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2.3.1 Aratus
Ancient scholarship on Aratus Soleus offers us a unique prize: a complete, self-
standing ancient commentary that survived intact through the medieval manu-
script tradition without being converted into scholia. At first glance such a survival
seems particularly astonishing in the case of Aratus, who lived in the third cen-
tury bc and produced an astronomical poem entitled Phaenomena, because he is
largely ignored today. In antiquity and the middle ages, however, the Phaenomena
achieved great popularity: it was translated repeatedly into Latin, imitated and
followed by poets and astronomers both Greek and Latin, and was the subject of
a vast amount of commentary.34 This prolonged and intense interest contributed
to the survival not only of the intact commentary, but also of a large corpus of
ancient scholia and introductory material.

The oldest extant scholarship on Aratus is the self-standing commentary, en-
titled @Ippavrcou tw÷n !Aravtou kai; Eujdovxou Fainomevnwn ejxjhghvsew" bibliva
triva and written by Hipparchus of Nicaea in the later second century bc. The
commentary is concerned principally with correcting Aratus’ astronomy—
Hipparchus was a noted astronomer in his own right, and the commentary sur-
vives in part because of its intrinsic astronomical value—but also discusses textual
issues to some extent. Hipparchus’ textual comments give us an insight into the
early period of transmission, before a canonical text of Aratus had been estab-
lished (cf. Martin 1956: 33). He also serves as one of our major sources of infor-
mation on Eudoxus of Cnidus, on whose lost astronomical writings Aratus (himself
more a poet than an astronomer) is said to have based the Phaenomena; Hipparchus
compares Aratus’ work to Eudoxus’ own writings and quotes the latter at length.35

The standard text of this commentary is that of Manitius (1894 =TLG), which
is equipped not only with indices and notes, but also with a facing German transla-
tion (highly useful in view of the mathematical Greek).36 Discussions of Hipparchus
can be found in Hübner (1998), Kidd (1997: 18–21), Bowen and Goldstein (1991),
Nadal and Brunet (1984, 1989), Martin (1956: 22–9; 1998: i, pp. lxxxvi–xcvii, 124–
31), and Maass (1892: 61–117), as well as in Manitius (1894: 282–306) and else-
where. For information on Germanicus Caesar’s use of Hipparchus’ commentary
in his translation of the Phaenomena, see Gain (1976: 14–16) and Le Bœuffle (1975:
pp. xix–xx).

Hipparchus also preserves substantial remnants of an even earlier commentary
by Attalus of Rhodes (earlier second century bc). This work was also heavily astro-
nomical in content, but it differed from Hipparchus’ in that Attalus tended to jus-

34. For possible explanations of this popularity, see Lewis (1992).
35. For further information on Eudoxus and Hipparchus’ value in understanding his

work, see Lasserre (1966), Maass (1892: 279–304), and Kidd (1997: 14–18). Martin
(1998: i. pp. lxxxvi–xcvii, cf. also 124–31) argues that Hipparchus has exaggerated the
extent of Aratus’ dependency on Eudoxus.

36. For help with the Greek, there is also Mugler’s dictionary of geometrical termi-
nology (1958–9).
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tify Aratus’ astronomy rather than to correct it; Hipparchus thus quotes Attalus in
order to disagree with him. The fragments of Attalus have been collected from
Hipparchus’ text by Maass (1898: 1–24), and discussions of his work can be found
in Martin (1956: 22–8), Kidd (1997: 18), and Maass (1898: pp. xi–xv).

As time went on work on Aratus grew to include research into the myths about
the stars included in the Phaenomena, as well as textual criticism and astronomy.
The definitive edition of the Phaenomena was produced in the first century bc

37

and included an introduction with a life of Aratus, extensive commentary, and a
corrected text of the Phaenomena (Martin 1956: 196–204). The remains of this
commentary form the core of our preserved scholia, though not all of it survives
and many scholia have other sources (see below).

Plutarch (first to second centuries ad) wrote an explanation of Aratus entitled
Aijtivai tw÷n !Aravtou Dioshmiw÷n; this work is now lost, but fragments of it have
been preserved in the scholia to Aratus. The best text of these fragments is that of
the scholia (see below), but they have also been collected as fragments 13–20 of
Plutarch’s Moralia and hence provided with an English translation (Sandbach
1969: 88–97; text also at Sandbach 1967: 17–21).

The grammarian Achilles (third century ad) wrote a work entitled Peri; tou÷
pantov" (“On the universe”) that was probably not intended to be a commentary
on Aratus. A collection of extracts from this work, however, was pressed into ser-
vice as an introduction to the Phaenomena. The original is lost, but the extracts
survive; a text of them may be found in Maass (1898: 25–75) and discussion in
Martin (1956: 131–2) and Maass (1892: 7–59; 1898: pp. xvi–xviii, espousing views
no longer accepted).

In the seventh century the Byzantine engineer Leontius wrote a manual on
the construction of globes used for understanding Aratus; for his works see Maass
(1898: p. lxxi, 559–70). Much later Maximus Planudes (c.1290) and Demetrius
Triclinius (early fourteenth century) wrote their own comments on Aratus; see
Martin (1956: 196, 290–1, 295–9; 1974: pp. xxix–xxxiii; Kidd 1997: 55–7).

Several anonymous commentaries also survive. The work known as “Anonymus
I” is a general astronomical introduction, not especially relevant to Aratus, which
was composed sometime after the first century ad and later incorporated into the
explanatory material on Aratus; scholars have traditionally displayed little inter-
est in it. For the text see Maass (1898: 87–98), for brief discussion Martin (1956:
130–2) and Maass (1898: pp. xix–xx). “Anonymus III” is essentially a short Latin
epitome of Aratus, a description of the constellations following Aratus’
order, and is usually ignored like “Anonymus I.” A text of it and some discussion
can be found in Maass (1898: pp. xlv–xlvi, 307–12).

37. Martin attributes this commentary to the grammarian Theon, but Cameron has
argued (1995: 197–8) that the Theon mentioned in the Aratus scholia is in fact Theon of
Alexandria, the 4th-cent. mathematician; if so, neither Theon is likely to be the author of
the commentary.

2.3.1 ARATUS
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Of much greater importance is the work known as “Anonymus II.” This exten-
sive body of explanatory material goes back to the second edition of the Phaeno-
mena, known as F (for which see Martin 1956: 35–126; 1998: i, pp. cxxvi–cxxx),
and is witness to an intriguing development in the history of the text. In the sec-
ond or third century ad, when the old scholarly edition had been widely accepted
for centuries, another editor decided to create a new and more popular version of
the poem. To do so he took the earlier edition’s text and removed most of the
commentary (which was often difficult and technical), keeping only the biogra-
phy of Aratus and extracts from the preface and commentary. He then replaced
the omitted notes with a new and more attractive body of explanatory material.
This new material was drawn from a range of sources, including extracts from
commentaries and works on Aratus and from other astronomical and mythologi-
cal works that had not been intended as commentaries; in addition, an appealing
series of illustrations was provided. Most of the new material came from a work
known as the Catasterismi of Eratosthenes, which appears to be the late epitome
of a lost astronomical treatise probably written by the third-century bc scholar
and mathematician Eratosthenes as an elementary and literary astronomy manual
designed to complete and explain Aratus. The editor of F apparently took extracts
from this original work and rearranged them in the order of Aratus’ poem to en-
hance the appeal of his new edition.38

The F edition proved wildly popular and soon replaced the scholarly edition
entirely in the West; in the Byzantine world both editions existed side by side,
resulting in extensive cross-fertilization of the explanatory material. As a result,
while some surviving manuscripts (most notably M) contain scholia largely de-
rived from the earlier edition and others (notably S and Q) contain substantial
amounts of explanatory material from the F edition, manuscripts of the earlier
edition generally show at least some influence from F. Much of the F commen-
tary has, however, been lost in Greek; the “Anonymus II” consists primarily of a
Latin translation of the F edition made in the seventh or eighth century and known
as the Aratus Latinus.39 Portions of the work’s introductions and biographies sur-

38. See Martin (1956: esp. 58–62, 95–103). The Catasterismi epitome exists inde-
pendently; the best text of it is that of Olivieri (1897) with additions by Rehm (1899),
and there is an English translation by Condos (1970) and an annotated Spanish one by
Del Canto Nieto (1993). Martin (1956: 63–126) has shown that Hyginus’ De astronomia
(for which see Viré (1992) for the text and Le Bœuffle (1983: pp. ix–xviii) for discussion
of sources) is based on the lost original of this work, and Robert (1878) has produced an
edition that attempts to come as close as possible to (his pre-Martin understanding of)
the original, by printing in parallel columns the epitome and relevant sections of Hyginus,
the scholia to Aratus, and the scholia to Germanicus. For general information on Era-
tosthenes see Geus (2002).

39. For further information on the Aratus Latinus see Le Bourdellès (1985), Martin
(1956: 42–51), and Kidd (1997: 52–5); for the text of “Anonymus II,” see Maass (1898:
99–306, cf. also pp. xxi–xliv). For a new and important manuscript fragment of this text
(in Greek), see Moraux (1981) and Erren (1994: 200–3).
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vive in Greek as well, and these are given in parallel columns with the Latin in
Maass’s edition.

The Aratus Latinus is not the only Latin witness to F. The Phaenomena were
translated into Latin repeatedly before the creation of F, and the most successful
of these translations was that created in the early first century ad and attributed
to Germanicus Caesar. In the third century the F commentary was translated into
Latin and attached to Germanicus’ translation to become the so-called scholia to
Germanicus, which are still extant.40

There are thus two separate bodies of explanatory material that one might wish
to recover when editing scholia to Aratus, that of the early scholarly edition and
that of F; each contains not only scholia but also other material such as introduc-
tions and biographies of Aratus. The two cannot be fully separated, for the F edition
incorporated some of the earlier edition’s material and some of the commentary
of that earlier edition survives only as part of F. As the earlier commentary con-
tains information now valued much more highly than that of the F commentary,
editions of the scholia focus on the older material. The definitive edition, that of
Martin (1974 =TLG), not only gives scholia from Greek manuscripts (both texts
of Aratus and manuscripts of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Vinctus, which include some
old Aratus scholia as part of the Aeschylus “A” scholia; see Martin 1974: pp. xxv–
xxviii), but also quotes lengthy portions of the Aratus Latinus and the scholia to
Germanicus where these are thought to reflect material from the earlier edition.
Martin also includes scholia that preserve later interpolations from Plutarch,
Sporus (a writer of unknown date who probably produced a lost commentary on
Aratus; see Martin 1956: 205–9), and Apollinarius (an astronomer, probably of
the first or second century ad; see Kidd 1997: 48). He does not, however, include
the purely medieval scholia (some of which can be found in Dell’Era 1974) or the
Catasterismi fragments. In the absence of Martin one can consult the scholia from
two of the manuscripts in Maass’s edition (1898: 334–555).

A number of papyri also contain scholia or commentary on Aratus. The most
important of these is a fragment from the third or fourth century ad with a popu-
lar commentary on Aratus that bears little relationship to our scholia.41 Other
papyrus scholia are not included in Martin’s edition and are generally of little in-
terest; for overviews of them see Kidd (1997: 49–52), Martin (1956: 213–18; 1998:
i, pp. clxxvi–clxxviii), and McNamee (1977: 212–13; forthcoming).

Discussions of the scholia to Aratus can be found in Martin’s preface (1974)
and scattered through his earlier work (1956), in both cases with a focus on tex-
tual history (for a good overview of which see Martin 1998: i, pp. cxxvi–clxxviii).

40. Part of the scholia to Germanicus have been edited by Dell’Era (1979a and b);
for the rest, and in the absence of Dell’Era for all these scholia, one can consult Breysig
(1867: 55–258). Discussion of these scholia can be found in Dell’Era (esp. 1979b, with
bibliography), Martin (1956: 38–41), Bartalucci (1984), and Robert (1878: 201–20).

41. For a recent edition of this piece with discussion, see M. Maehler (1980); Mar-
tin (1974: 560–2) merely reprints an uncorrected version of Maass’s text (1898: 556–8).

2.3.1 ARATUS
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A brief discussion in English is given by Kidd (1997: 43–8, see also 49–68 on textual
history), and further information can be found in Luck (1976) and Maass (1898:
pp. xlix–lxix). For further bibliography see Martin (1998: i, pp. clxxix–clxxxv), Kidd
(1997), and especially Erren (1994). Since all the extant Latin translations of
Aratus used scholia and commentaries to some extent, editions and discussions
of those translations often treat such material as well; see Lausdei (1981) and
Soubiran (1972: 93) on Cicero’s version, Le Bœuffle (1975: pp. xix–xx) and Santini
(1981) on Germanicus’ version, and Soubiran (1981: 53–7) and Robert (1878:
26–9) on Avienus’ version (fourth century ad).

2.3.2 Euclid
Euclid (fourth–third century bc) was probably the most important mathemati-
cian of antiquity. His Elements is a technical work that requires considerable ex-
planation, so it is unsurprising that much commentary on it survives. We have
not only a substantial body of scholia, but also an intact commentary by Proclus
(fifth century ad) and part of a commentary by Pappus (fourth century AD), as
well as a variety of other works.

Proclus’ commentary, a four-book work that covers only the first book of the
Elements, is of considerable interest. It is based on a number of earlier works,
including Eudemus of Rhodes’ lost History of geometry (c.330 bc), lost works of
Porphyry (third century ad), and commentaries on Euclid from the Roman pe-
riod. The commentary is oriented toward the curriculum of the Neoplatonist school
and has philosophical and historical as well as mathematical value; as a result it
has been translated into several modern languages. It is frequently cited by mod-
ern scholars in discussions of philosophy, mathematics, Euclid, and its lost sources.
The standard text of the commentary is that of Friedlein (1873 =TLG), and trans-
lations are provided by Morrow (1992), Ver Eecke (1948), Schönberger and Steck
(1945), and Cardini (1978). For examples of recent use of the commentary see
Zhmud (2002), Cleary (2000), Netz (1999b), Eide (1995), and Glasner (1992).

Pappus’ commentary originally dealt with the entire Elements, but the two
surviving books cover book 10 only. The original Greek version is lost in its en-
tirety, and the two books that survive exist only in an Arabic translation. Pappus’
commentary, which is less respected than Proclus’ but not without value, includes
a philosophical introduction to book 10 as well as detailed mathematical discus-
sion. There is a good edition with full English translation in Junge and Thomson
(1930).

Heron of Alexandria (first century ad) wrote a commentary on books 1 through 9
of the Elements. The work itself is lost, but extensive fragments are preserved in
Proclus’ commentary and in a tenth-century commentary by Anaritius (Al-Nayrizi),
which was originally written in Arabic and translated into Latin. (For editions and
translations see Mansfeld 1998: 26 n. 90). Anaritius’ commentary also preserves frag-
ments of a commentary by Simplicius (sixth century) on book 1 of the Elements.

Theon of Alexandria (fourth century) produced revised editions of the Elements
and (probably) the Optica. Traces of his work on the Elements are preserved in
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scholia and commentaries, and an introduction to the Optica attributed to him
survives intact. See Heiberg (1882) and Heiberg and Menge (1883–1916: vol. vii).

Marinus of Neapolis (fifth–sixth century), a pupil of Proclus, has left an intro-
duction (often referred to as a commentary) to the Data. See Heiberg and Menge
(1883–1916: vol. vi =TLG) and Michaux (1947). Later commentaries also exist.

The scholia to Euclid are extensive but less interesting than the commen-
taries. For the Elements, the scholia’s oldest sources seem to be Proclus’ com-
mentary (for book 1) and Pappus’ commentary (for books 2 through 13). There
are also some scholia to the Data, Optica, and Phaenomena. The standard edi-
tion is that of Heiberg and Menge (1883–1916: vols. v–viii =TLG), but some
additional scholia are provided by Heiberg (1903: 328–52). The key study is that
of Heiberg (1888).

For discussion of the commentaries and scholia, with further bibliography, see
Mansfeld (1998) and Knorr (1989). Mugler’s dictionaries of technical terminol-
ogy (1958–9, 1964) are useful for reading these texts.

2.3.3 Archimedes
The Syracusan mathematician Archimedes (third century bc) was almost as im-
portant as Euclid, but we have considerably less commentary on his works. What
we have, however, is quite valuable: intact commentaries on three of Archimedes’
works by Eutocius of Ascalon (fifth–sixth century). The three commentaries are
on De sphaera et cylindro, De planorum aequilibriis, and De dimensione circuli.
They are important mathematical works in their own right and significant for our
understanding of Greek mathematics and its history. Later commentaries also exist.

In addition to the commentaries, there are some scholia to Archimedes. These
are not considered important or of significant antiquity, but they are interesting
because they contain mathematical diagrams.42 Only a selection (those that ap-
pear to go back to the archetype of the Greek manuscripts) has been published.

Heiberg (1915 =TLG) provides a good text of Eutocius’ commentaries and the
scholia from the archetype and equips the commentaries (but not the scholia)
with a facing Latin translation. Mugler (1972) offers another good edition of the
commentaries, with French translation; he omits the scholia but includes a few
odd scraps of other ancient comments on Archimedes. There is also an English
translation of some of Eutocius’ commentaries by Netz (2004–), and another
French translation by Ver Eecke (1960). For examples of recent work on Eutocius
see Cameron (1990), Netz (1999–2000), Knorr (1989), and Mansfeld (1998, with
further references). Mugler’s dictionaries of technical terminology (1958–9, 1964)
are useful for reading these texts.

42. The scholia and commentaries on other mathematicians often contain diagrams
too, but in many modern editions it is difficult to ascertain the extent to which the dia-
grams published with the text come from the manuscripts or are the editors’ creations;
see Netz (1999a). Some of the scholia to Archimedes consist only of diagrams, which
have been published from the manuscripts.

2.3.3 ARCHIMEDES
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2.3.4 Apollonius of Perga
The mathematician Apollonius of Perga produced his Conica around 200 bc; half
of this work has survived in Greek, accompanied by a commentary by Eutocius of
Ascalon (fifth–sixth century). Though not as famous as Eutocius’ commentary
on Archimedes, this work has some philosophical and mathematical value. It has
been edited and provided with a Latin translation by Heiberg (1891–3 =TLG),
and there is a good introduction with further bibliography in Mansfeld (1998);
see also Knorr (1989) and Decorps-Foulquier (1998).

2.3.5 Apollonius Rhodius
Apollonius Rhodius lived in the third century bc and was one of the librarians at
Alexandria, rather than one of the classical poets they so diligently edited, so it is
perhaps surprising to find that there is a large body of scholia on Apollonius’
Argonautica, including much ancient material and going back at least to the first
century bc. While not as useful to us as the scholia on Aristophanes or Euripides,
the Apollonius scholia contain much information that is still valuable, particu-
larly when they shed light on how Apollonius used Homer, on how ancient au-
thors who imitated Apollonius understood his text, and on the details of Greek
mythology; they are of course also of use for establishing the text of the Argonautica.

A few papyri with marginal or interlinear scholia to Apollonius’ works survive,43

though these are too fragmentary to be of much use; there is also one fragment of
a self-standing commentary.44 The vast majority of our evidence for ancient schol-
arship on the Argonautica, however, is derived from medieval sources. The scholia
to Apollonius state (at the end of book 4) that they are derived from the commen-
taries of Theon (first century bc), Lucillus Tarrhaeus (mid-first century ad), and
Sophocles (second century ad). The last of these commentaries was also used
(perhaps indirectly) by Stephanus of Byzantium, and the scholia themselves, in a
state of preservation better than that of the present day, were used extensively by
the compilers of the Etymologicum genuinum and more sparingly by Eustathius
and John Tzetzes. The transmission is thus double, “direct” in manuscripts of
Apollonius and “indirect” in the other sources, and quotations from the Etymolo-
gicum and other indirect sources are considered to be (and in editions printed as)
part of the corpus of scholia to Apollonius. The direct transmission of the scholia
has several distinct branches, L, P, and A (this last being closely related to, but
not directly descended from, L); these are reproduced to varying degrees in dif-
ferent publications.

The best edition of Apollonius scholia, that of Wendel (1935 =TLG), is not
really satisfactory. Wendel attempts to print all important scholia, but he frequently
does not note major variations in order and wording among the different witnesses;
a perusal of the explanation of the principles used in his apparatus (1935: pp. xxv–

43. P.Köln 12 + P.Mil. Vogl. 6, from the early 1st cent. AD (for combined publication
see Henrichs 1970); also P.Oxy. xxxiv. 2693 and 2694, both 2nd cent. AD.

44. P.Berol. 13413, from 1st or 2nd cent. AD, pub. in Wifstrand (1932).
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xxvi) is both enlightening and alarming. In many cases, moreover, material from
the indirect transmission is given only in the apparatus, so that sometimes when
one is trying to follow up a reference to an Apollonius scholion one has to look in
the apparatus rather than in the main text. The P tradition, still more unfortu-
nately, is given rather short shrift, so that material found only in P is sometimes
omitted entirely from Wendel’s text; if one needs to find this material, the only
real option is to use G. Schaefer’s (1813) text of the P scholia. Wendel’s text is,
however, the only unified text of the Argonautica scholia; if it is unavailable, one
must use Schaefer for the P scholia and Keil (1854) for the L scholia. (The A
scholia can be found only in Wendel and in very early editions of Apollonius, but
they rarely show significant differences from the L scholia.)

Discussion of the Apollonius scholia is fairly extensive. Wendel provides, in
addition to the introduction to his edition of the scholia (1935), a separate mono-
graph on the textual history of the scholia (1932) and some later discussion (1942);
his work is based on that of Deicke (1901 and unpublished). Wendel’s discus-
sions are not always easy to follow, and many of his views are no longer generally
accepted, so that anyone interested in textual history should consult H. Fränkel
(1964: 92–110; 1968), who provides many corrections to Wendel’s text as well as
to his analyses, and Herter (1955). The papyri are discussed by H. Maehler (1994:
105–9), H. Fränkel (1964: 92–3), McNamee (1977: 204–6; forthcoming), and
their editors; their more legible portions are reproduced in Wendel (1935) at the
appropriate line numbers.

Perhaps the most fruitful area of scholarship involving the Apollonius scholia
is that of how they were used by other ancient writers who imitated Apollonius
(such as Valerius Flaccus). There is no doubt that some ancient writers were fa-
miliar with the ancestors of our Argonautica scholia, and the interpretations con-
tained in such commentaries seem to have influenced their creative activity to
some extent. On this point see Nelis (2001), Scaffai (1997, with good discussion
of earlier work), Bessone (1991), H. Fränkel (1964: 94–8), and Herter (1955: 243).

2.3.6 Theocritus
The scholia to Theocritus are useful and relatively unproblematic. Of ancient
scholarship on Theocritus we possess introductory material, hypotheses to the
individual poems, and marginal and interlinear scholia; some of the scholia are
Byzantine, but many are ancient.

The old scholia, which fill a volume much thicker than that of Theocritus’ own
work, derive from a massive composite commentary assembled from at least two
earlier works. One was a scholarly commentary dating to the Augustan period,
composed primarily by Theon but also incorporating the work of Asclepiades of
Myrlea (first century bc); in addition to many of the scholia, the surviving pro-
legomena and hypotheses have their bases in this commentary. The second major
source of the composite commentary appears to be a work independently com-
posed by Munatius of Tralles in the second century ad and containing a number
of gross errors. It is thought that Munatius, who clearly had little interest in achiev-
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ing high standards of scholarship, produced primarily paraphrases of the poems
and identifications of the people mentioned in them. These two commentaries
were later combined, along with the work of the second-century commentators
Theaetetus and Amarantus; it is likely but not certain that the compilation was
done by Theaetetus in the second century. From the fourth to sixth centuries a
revival of Theocritan studies resulted in some further alterations to the commen-
taries, but since no scholars later than the second century are named in the old
scholia it is likely that no significant additions were made at that period.

The scholia as they have come down to us represent a severely abridged ver-
sion of the original commentaries, which were used by a number of early scholars
in their fuller forms. There is thus a significant indirect tradition for the Theocritus
scholia, involving Eustathius, Hesychius, various etymological works, and espe-
cially the scholia to Vergil.

The Byzantine scholia are easily separable from the old scholia and are gener-
ally considered to have no value except for the study of Byzantine scholarship it-
self, since they are based entirely on extant sources. They consist primarily of the
work of Moschopulus and Planudes, with fragments of an earlier commentary by
Tzetzes and notes by Triclinius.

Separate in origin from both these groups is the body of scholia on the Techno-
paegnia, a group of poems whose lines form shapes on the page. This group in-
cludes Theocritus’ Syrinx, as well as a number of works by other poets, and was
ultimately incorporated into the Greek Anthology. The scholia go back to the late
antique period and are of particular interest for the history of this unusual poetic
genre.

In addition to the manuscript scholia, we have a papyrus fragment from the
first or second century ad containing a small piece of a commentary on Theocritus45

and substantial marginal scholia on papyrus texts of the poems from the late sec-
ond century and from c.500 ad (Hunt and Johnson 1930; Meliadò 2004). None
of these remains shows close agreement with the manuscript scholia, and the
commentaries from which they derive were clearly far less good than that of Theon.

The scholia are useful particularly for the interpretation of Theocritus, but also
for establishing the text. They can also aid in the interpretation of other ancient
poetry, for later poets, particularly Vergil, made use of Theocritus and understood
his poems in the light of ancient commentaries. Ancient scholars’ discussions of
Theocritus’ literary Doric dialect are also important for our understanding of the
history of Greek dialectology.

The standard edition of the old scholia is that of Wendel (1914 =TLG), which
includes material derived from the indirect tradition and the Technopaegnia scholia
but omits the papyri and the Byzantine scholia. The latter can be found in earlier
editions of the Theocritus scholia, preferably that of Ahrens (1859), in which they
are marked with “Rec”; the papyri must be consulted in their original editions.
The definitive discussion of the scholia is also by Wendel (1920, with further

45. P.Berol. 7506, pub. in BKT v.i, p. 56.
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references), but Gow (1952: i, pp. lxxx–lxxxiv) offers a briefer explanation that is
more cautious than Wendel’s on some points, and H. Maehler (1994: 97–105),
McNamee (1977: 217–28; forthcoming), and Meliadò (2004) discuss the papyri.
For examples of use of the scholia in modern work on Theocritus, see Gow (1952:
ii, passim), Payne (2001), and S. Jackson (1999).

2.3.7 Lycophron
The Alexandra of Lycophron (third or second century bc) is an abstruse poem on
Trojan War themes. Though not popular in modern times, it attracted consider-
able attention at earlier periods and was the subject of commentaries by Theon
and Tzetzes, among others.

A considerable body of scholia to the Alexandra (in fact much larger than the
poem itself) survives and is divided into two groups: old scholia and Tzetzes’ scholia.
Tzetzes drew heavily on the old scholia and is in consequence an important wit-
ness to the ancient tradition, but some old material is also preserved separately. It
is uncertain whether the Tzetzes in question was John or Isaac.

The standard edition of the scholia to Lycophron is that of Scheer (1908 =TLG);
this text combines the two types of scholia, and most of those presented are
Tzetzes’, but where Tzetzes and the old scholia diverge, Scheer prints the text in
two columns, with the old scholia on the left and Tzetzes’ on the right. Gualandri
provides indices to Scheer’s edition (1962, 1965). Leone has published two stud-
ies of the manuscript tradition in preparation for a new edition (1991, 1992–3).

The principal discussion of the scholia is that of Scheer (1908). They are rich
in mythographical information and also useful as evidence in the debate as to
whether the author of the Alexandra can be identified with the Lycophron who
was a tragedian of the third century bc or whether the poem was composed by
another Lycophron in the second century bc; on this point see Ceccarelli and
Steinrück (1995) and S. West (1984), both with further references.

2.3.8 Nicander
Nicander, a poet of the third or second century bc, produced two surviving works:
the Theriaca, a didactic poem explaining remedies for the bites of snakes and other
poisonous animals, and the Alexipharmaca, a similar explanation of remedies for
poisons. Though these works are now somewhat neglected, and the information
they contain is generally regarded as false, they were popular in antiquity and
attracted the attention of many ancient commentators, including Theon and
Plutarch.

There is a large body of surviving scholia for each poem; in both cases the mass
of scholia is considerably larger than the poem itself. The scholia cover a wide
variety of topics; while much of this material is late, some of it preserves valuable
ancient commentary. The scholia are used particularly for the information they
provide on the history of the poems and Nicander’s other writings. There are also
full-length prose paraphrases to both poems, attributed to one Eutecnius and dat-
ing perhaps to the fourth century ad. An interesting piece of papyrus commentary,
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P.Oxy. xix. 2221 from the first century ad, shows no overlap with either scholia or
paraphrases.

The standard edition of the Theriaca scholia is that of Crugnola (1971 =TLG),
and the Alexipharmaca scholia have been edited by Geymonat (1974 =TLG). The
editions of both in O. Schneider’s edition of Nicander (1856) are also acceptable.
The paraphrases can be found in Geymonat (1976) and Bussemaker (1849). A
short overview is given by Gow and Scholfield (1953: 16), and examples of the
use of the scholia are provided by Gallavotti (1988), Geymonat (1970), and
Cazzaniga (1976).

2.3.9 Callimachus
The scholia to Callimachus appear to have originally resembled those for Apol-
lonius Rhodius and Theocritus, but their state of preservation is much worse. Few
scholia are found in the manuscripts, and little ancient scholarship can be extracted
from them, though a respectable quantity has been recovered on papyri (both as
marginalia and as separate commentaries). We also have a number of Roman-
period papyri with diegeses, or summaries of the content of Callimachean poems;
as in the case of the hypotheses to dramatic texts and to Homer, groups of these
summaries circulated on papyrus without the poetic texts, but related summaries
are found with the text in medieval manuscripts.

The main edition is that of Pfeiffer (1949–53 =TLG), but see also P.Oxy. xx.
2258, F. Montanari (1976), Henrichs (1969), Parsons (1977), Cameron (1995),
and especially Rossum-Steenbeek (1998). Examples of recent use of the Cal-
limachus scholia include Ambühl (1995), Krevans (1986), and McNamee (1982).
For further references see Lehnus (2000).

2.3.10 Batrachomyomachia
The scholia to the Batrachomyomachia are mostly Byzantine and have attracted
little attention in recent years. Many are short glosses, but there are also lengthier
notations and a prose paraphrase of the poem. They make up a substantial body
of work, much of which derives from the work of Moschopulus (c.1300) and other
scholars of the same period. Such ancient material as is preserved comes primar-
ily from extant sources such as lexica. The scholia are useful primarily for estab-
lishing the text of the poem. The standard edition and definitive study is that of
Ludwich (1896: 117–35 and 198–318); Gudeman (1921: 645–6) provides an
overview and Keaney (1979) offers some corrections to the attribution of indi-
vidual notes.

2.4 LITERATURE OF THE ROMAN PERIOD
Most scholarship on authors of the Roman period (except Galen, for whose works
see 2.2.1) is less significant than that on earlier writers. Some of it, however, is
important, and in certain cases such scholarship can be shown to use lost sources
that considerably predate the author under discussion; thus material going back
to the classical period can sometimes be found in scholarship on writers of the
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second century ad. The number of Roman-period authors on whose works com-
mentary survives is so great that only those with the most significant scholarship
can be discussed here.

2.4.1 Ptolemy
Claudius Ptolemy of Alexandria, the great mathematician and astronomer, lived
in the second century ad. His most famous composition is the Almagest, or
Maqhmatikh; suvntaxi", but he also wrote many other works. A great deal of schol-
arship on Ptolemy survives; not only are there numerous extant commentaries,
but even commentaries on the commentaries. Much of this material is unpub-
lished, and some that is published lacks modern editions. Only a minimal over-
view can be given here.

Pappus (fourth century) is responsible for the earliest surviving commentary
on the Almagest. His work seems to have originally covered at least books 1 to 6 of
the Almagest, but only the portion on books 5 and 6 is still extant. The standard
edition is that of Rome (1931–43: vol. i =TLG).

Theon’s commentary on the Almagest (fourth century) is only slightly later than
Pappus’ and much better preserved, though not complete. It originally covered
books 1 through 13, but the section on book 11 is lost. Of the section on book 5
only a small fragment survived via the direct manuscript tradition, but most of
the remainder has been preserved as scholia to the Almagest. The commentary
on book 3 provides a rare glimpse of ancient scholarship produced by a woman,
for it was based on a text edited by Theon’s daughter Hypatia, who was made
famous in the nineteenth century by Charles Kingsley’s novel Hypatia. (Hypatia
was an important Neoplatonist teacher until lynched by Christian monks; she also
wrote her own commentaries, which unfortunately do not survive. See Dzielska
1995 and, on her editing, Cameron 1990 and Knorr 1989: 753–804.) Rome (1931–
43: vols. ii–iii =TLG) provides a good edition of the commentary on the first four
books of the Almagest, but there is no modern edition of the rest of the commen-
tary. The portions that survived in the direct transmission can be found in Grynaeus
and Camerarius (1538), and the scholia containing the remains of commentary
on book 5 are unpublished but discussed in Tihon (1987).

An anonymous Neoplatonist of the late antique period has left us an introduc-
tion and partial commentary on book 1 of the Almagest. This commentary is based
on earlier sources, including both Pappus and Theon. Only portions of it have
been published, by Mogenet (1956) and Hultsch (1878).

In addition to his Almagest commentary, Theon composed two works on
Ptolemy’s Provceiroi kanovne" (“Handy Tables”). Both are self-standing treatises
rather than commentaries in the strict sense of the word. The “Great Commen-
tary” originally comprised five books, of which the first four are still extant, and
the “Little Commentary,” which has survived intact, is in one book. Marinus of
Neapolis (fifth–sixth century) composed a commentary on Theon’s Little Com-
mentary; this secondary commentary is lost in its original form, but some of it is
preserved as scholia to the Little Commentary. The Great Commentary and Little
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Commentary have been edited and translated by Tihon (1978 =TLG, 1991 =TLG,
1999) and Mogenet and Tihon (1985 =TLG). The scholia deriving from Marinus’
commentary are mostly unpublished, but there is a discussion of them by Tihon
(1976), who also discusses the scholia to the Great Commentary (Mogenet and
Tihon 1981).

We also have a fragment of an elementary commentary on the “Handy Tables”
from the early third century. This has been edited and translated by Jones (1990).

Ptolemy’s !Apotelesmatikav or Tetravbiblo" concerned astrology and so at-
tracted particular attention from commentators. An introduction and explanation
is attributed to Porphyry (third century) and edited by Boer and Weinstock (1940
=TLG). A long anonymous commentary of somewhat later date has no modern
edition (text in Wolf 1559). There is also a paraphrase/commentary attributed
(probably incorrectly) to Proclus, of which there is no modern edition (text in
Allatius 1635). For more information on these commentaries see Gundel and
Gundel (1966: 213–16).

Porphyry (third century) has left us a commentary on the Harmonica, of which
there is a good edition by Düring (1932 =TLG), updated by Alexanderson (1969).
Many later commentaries on Ptolemy’s works also exist in a variety of languages.

For discussion of the commentaries to Ptolemy see especially the introductions
to the editions, and Knorr (1989), and Mansfeld (1998, with further bibliogra-
phy); for examples of their recent use see Cameron (1990), Jones (1999), and
Gersh (1992).

There is also a large body of scholia to Ptolemy’s works, though it has never
been properly studied or edited. As a result it is still possible to make major
discoveries by working on the scholia: the remains of Theon’s commentary on
Almagest 5 were found there only recently. See for example Mogenet (1975), Tihon
(1973, 1987), Antoniou (1997), and Mansfeld (2000).

2.4.2 Nicomachus
There are four extant commentaries to the Introductio arithmetica of the math-
ematician Nicomachus of Gerasa (c.100 ad), as well as a prologue and a body of
scholia. The earliest commentary is that of Iamblichus from the third century,
while the next two are both based on lectures of the Neoplatonist Ammonius in
the sixth century: Asclepius of Tralles reports the lectures directly, while Philo-
ponus’ commentary is more removed and may be based on Asclepius’ work rather
than personal memory of the lectures. Philoponus’ commentary survives in two
versions, of which the second has sometimes been ascribed to Isaac Argyros. Then
there is an anonymous Byzantine commentary (“recensio IV”) that is sometimes
confused with Asclepius’ commentary in manuscript catalogs; though this work
was for a while attributed to Arsenius Olbiodorus, its authorship is unknown. The
prologue is also anonymous, and the scholia are Byzantine.

Iamblichus’ commentary has been edited by Pistelli (1894 =TLG), Asclepius’
by Tarán (1969), and the first version of Philoponus’ by Hoche (1864–7). The
second version of Philoponus’ commentary is published only in the form of col-
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lections of variants from the first version: the divergences from Philoponus’ first
book are given by Hoche (1864–7: ii, pp. ii–xiv), and those from Philoponus’ sec-
ond (and final) book by Delatte (1939: 129–87). The anonymous commentary is
unpublished, as are the scholia, but the prologue has been edited by Tannery
(1893–5: ii. 73–7). Giardina (1999) has reproduced Hoche’s text of Philoponus,
with an Italian translation. For further information see D’Ooge (1926), the intro-
duction to Tarán (1969), and Mansfeld (1998).

2.4.3 Lucian
Since Lucian lived in the second century ad, well after the great age of Hellenis-
tic scholarship, one might reasonably expect that the scholia to his works would
have little to offer. But the scholiasts to Lucian drew on lost works of ancient
scholarship that go back long before his time, so their products are useful even
for historical information on classical Athens. There is of course also a significant
Byzantine component, including much amusing castigation of the author by Chris-
tian readers.

The scholia are divided into five classes, of which class I represents the oldest
commentary (dated, in its final form, to anywhere from the fifth to the ninth cen-
tury), class II represents the commentary of Arethas (ninth–tenth century, but
using earlier material), and classes III–V represent a combination of the two. The
most important ancient sources of the scholia seem to be lexica and lost paro-
emiographical works.

The standard text of the scholia is that of Rabe (1906 =TLG), which does not
include all the scholia that appear in the manuscripts. The main studies are those
of Helm (1908) and Winter (1908). J. Schneider (1994: 196–9) offers a good
summary of previous research with further references, and Lowe (1998), Skov
(1975), and Baldwin (1980–1, with further references) provide examples of the
way the scholia can be used.

2.4.4 Aelius Aristides
A large body of ancient and Byzantine scholarship on Aelius Aristides (a rhetori-
cian of the second century ad) remains; it comprises a substantial set of scholia
as well as prolegomena and hypotheses to some speeches. Much of this material
goes back to the fourth-century rhetorician Sopater, who made use of earlier
sources, but Sopater’s work has been considerably tampered with by subsequent
scholiasts and is not always easy to distinguish. There is also a body of scholia by
Arethas (ninth–tenth century, but based on Sopater).

The ancient scholarship on Aristides is useful not only for the information it
provides about the author and his works, but also for historical information going
as far back as classical Athens. However, use of the scholia is hindered by the
lack of a reliable edition.

The standard and only complete text of the scholia is that of W. Dindorf (1829
=TLG), which simply prints the eighteenth-century collation of Reiske and is
completely untrustworthy. For orations 1–3 a better choice is Frommel’s edition
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(1826), but this work has its own flaws and is rarely cited because of its obscurity.
A new edition of the whole is urgently needed. There is, however, a good study by
Lenz (1934); see also Pernot (1981: 260–5). The prolegomena have been well
edited and thoroughly studied by Lenz (1959); see also Behr (1968: 142–7). Ex-
amples of the uses of the scholia are provided by Piccirilli (1983), Thompson
(1985), and Stichel (1988).

2.4.5 Oppian
Oppian, a poet of the second century ad, has left us a little-noticed poem about
fish entitled Halieutica; a Cynegetica is also attributed to him but now considered
spurious. Scholarly material is preserved for both poems and includes extensive
scholia as well as full-length prose paraphrases attributed to one Eutecnius, who
may have lived in the fourth century ad.

The paraphrase of the Halieutica, of which only the second half survives, is
preserved in a very early manuscript (c.500 ad) and so is important for the estab-
lishment of the text of the poem itself, which is not found in manuscripts earlier
than the twelfth century and is seriously corrupt. The standard text of this para-
phrase is that of Papathomopoulos (1976), but Gualandri’s edition (1968) is also
usable; there are studies by Fajen (1979) and Gualandri (1968). The paraphrase
of the Cynegetica is generally ignored but can be found in Bussemaker (1849).

The scholia, which seem to be at least primarily Byzantine, have an interesting
history, in that some of them were transmitted independently of the text from the
sixteenth century. The Cynegetica scholia consist largely of glosses and are rarely
mentioned; a text can be found in Bussemaker (1849 =TLG). The Halieutica
scholia are substantial (much larger than the poem itself) and fall into three groups,
A, B, and C, of which only A has been published, and that only partially and in-
adequately (by Bussemaker 1849 (=TLG) and Vári 1909). The A scholia appear
to derive primarily from the work of Tzetzes. There are a number of studies of
their textual history; see Fajen (1969: 32–3) and Leverenz (1999, with further
references). For an example of the use of the scholia see Dyck (1982a).

2.4.6 Other Authors
Scholia or commentaries to a number of other authors exist but are rarely mentioned,
usually because of their poor quality or their inaccessibility. Some of these are:

A set of Byzantine scholia to the De materia medica of Dioscorides Pedanius
(first century ad) is published in the apparatus of Wellmann (1906–14) and dis-
cussed by Riddle (1984) and N. Wilson (1971: 557–8).

A few scholia to the geometrical works of Hero of Alexandria (first century ad)
have been published by Heiberg (1914: 222–32).

A Neoplatonist commentary on the Encheiridion of the Stoic Epictetus (first–
second century), composed by Simplicius (6th century), has been edited and dis-
cussed by I. Hadot (1996) and translated by Brittain and Brennan (2002).

Some Byzantine scholia to Plutarch have been edited and discussed by Man-
fredini (1975, 1979).
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Dionysius Periegeta (second century) produced a didactic poem with a descrip-
tion of the world. There is an extant commentary by Eustathius, far longer than
the poem itself and important for its preservation of portions of Strabo and of
Stephanus of Byzantium that do not survive elsewhere; also a substantial body of
scholia and a detailed prose paraphrase. All this material can be found in Bern-
hardy’s edition (1828), which is essentially reproduced in Müller (1861 =TLG)
and of which a critique, corrections, and partial re-edition are provided by Ludwich
(1884–5: ii. 553–97 =TLG); see also Sakellaridou-Sotiroudi (1993).

A small body of scholia to Pausanias has been published by Spiro (1894 =TLG;
1903: iii. 218–22). These scholia are Byzantine (but drawing on earlier material)
and useful primarily for studies of the history of the text of Pausanias and of clas-
sical scholarship in the Byzantine period. They have been studied by Reitzenstein
(1894), Wilamowitz (1894), and Diller (1956: 87, 96).

The scholia to Marcus Aurelius’ Meditations are of little value except for es-
tablishing the history of the text. They consist primarily of Byzantine glosses and
have never been fully published. A few are printed by Schenkl (1913: 160–1),
and Dalfen (1978) offers a detailed discussion.

A few scholia to the works of Maximus of Tyre (a philosopher of the second
century) are printed at the bottom of relevant pages of Hobein’s edition (1910).

There is a small set of tenth-century scholia to the Anaplus Bospori of Dionysius
of Byzantium, a minor geographer from the second century. They can be found in
Güngerich (1927 =TLG).

The works of Hermogenes, a rhetorician who lived in the second and third
centuries, attracted commentary from the third century onward. Two long com-
mentaries by the fifth-century Aristotelian commentator Syrianus are preserved
intact and have been edited by Rabe (1892–3). An enormous body of scholia is
also preserved, including much material from the fourth and fifth centuries ad; it
can be found in Walz (1832–6: vols. iv–vii).

A few scholia to the Progymnasmata of Aelius Theon,46 a rhetorician of un-
known date, are published by Walz (1832–6: i. 257–62 =TLG); they appear to be
taken from the scholia to Aphthonius.

Later authors are beyond the scope of this study, but scholia and commentaries
on their works are not uncommon. Gregory of Nazianzus, Oribasius, Diophantus,
and Aphthonius, for example, are the subject of extensive surviving commentary.
For further information on Byzantine commentary on these (and earlier) authors
see Hunger (1978: ii. 55–77).

46. Listed in reference works under Theon, not Aelius.
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3

Other Scholarly Works

While the production of texts and commentaries

on literary works was probably the primary goal of ancient scholarship, other lines
of work were pursued as well, particularly in the later Hellenistic and Roman pe-
riods. Among these other scholarly genres were the grammatical treatise, in which
scholars analysed the classical Greek language and tried to codify the underlying
principles of correct usage, and the lexicon, in which unusual words were col-
lected, classified, and explained. (Two other popular genres, mythography and
paroemiography, have been excluded from this book but were clearly related to
the scholarly genres discussed here.) Modern interest currently focuses on the
grammatical writings much more than on lexica, and thus it is much easier to find
reliable texts, commentaries, and translations of grammatical works than of lexica;
precisely for this reason, however, the latter offer greater opportunities for future
work.

This section includes only authors whose works still survive and ones whose
fragments are normally consulted in a collected edition; that is, those who cur-
rently have an independent existence as authors. Many other ancient scholars have
left traces in scholia or later authors, but the issues involved in finding and read-
ing those traces have less to do with the original scholar than with the works in
which the fragments are preserved, so they are not treated here. (For further in-
formation on using them, see the footnotes in Chapter 1.) A useful source of
additional information on the authors in this chapter, and on many grammarians
not covered here, is the Lessico dei grammatici greci antichi (LGGA), available at
http://www.aristarchus.unige.it/lgga. This site provides very detailed information
but currently includes only a few authors; it is hoped that eventually it will be-
come a major resource for the study of ancient grammarians.

3.1 GRAMMATICAL TREATISES
Our understanding of the evolution of Greek grammar is complicated by the loss
of most of the early works on the subject and by controversy over the authenticity
of the earliest surviving treatise. Fortunately, much remains from the writings of
two crucial figures from the second century ad, Apollonius Dyscolus and Herodian.

http://www.aristarchus.unige.it/lgga
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3.1.1 Apollonius Dyscolus
The works of Apollonius Dyscolus1 are the most important and influential of sur-
viving grammatical treatises. In antiquity and the Byzantine world Apollonius was
considered the greatest grammarian, and it is no coincidence that far more re-
mains of his work than of any other Greek grammarian before the Byzantine pe-
riod. Apollonius, who lived in Alexandria in the mid-second century ad and was
the father of the grammarian Herodian, wrote numerous treatises, of which four
survive: the Syntax (a major work in four books) and shorter treatises on pronouns,
adverbs, and conjunctions. Considerable portions of his other writings can be
extracted from Priscian, who translated much of Apollonius’ work into Latin (and
through whom Apollonius exerted a powerful influence on the entire Western
grammatical tradition), and from scholia and commentaries, especially the “scholia”
to Dionysius Thrax.2

Apollonius may have invented syntax as a grammatical discipline; even if he
did not, his works are the earliest surviving discussions of the topic and represent
an important and original contribution that laid the foundations for future dis-
cussion. His analyses are theoretical rather than didactic and are concerned with
discovering the underlying rules that govern the regularities of language; his goal
is the construction of a theoretical framework that accounts for all the observed
facts about the aspects of the Greek language he considers. Although his works
are primarily important for their portrayal of Apollonius’ own ideas, they are also
useful as sources of information on the lost writings of earlier scholars, since they
include numerous references to Zenodotus, Aristarchus, and others. Apollonius
seems to have been particularly indebted to Trypho, though (perhaps because the
latter was a scholarly “grandchild” of Aristarchus) Aristarchus’ direct and indirect
influence is also considerable.

There are two editions with a good claim to be the standard text of the Syntax:
that of Uhlig (Grammatici Graeci (GG) ii.ii =TLG) and Lallot’s text (1997), which
is based on Uhlig’s and scrupulously notes all deviations from it. Bekker’s version
(1817) is seriously out of date. There is an English translation of the Syntax (House-
holder 1981), but the French version (Lallot 1997) is much better; one can also
find Spanish (Bécares Botas 1987) and German (Buttmann 1877) versions, and
Uhlig gives a running Latin paraphrase in his edition.

The minor works are more problematic, since they survive in only one manu-
script, and since damage to that manuscript makes the text very difficult to estab-
lish in a number of places. The standard edition of these works is currently that
of R. Schneider (GG ii.i (=TLG), with extensive commentary in GG i.ii = ii.i.ii),

1. This Apollonius is sometimes known as Apollonius Alexandrinus but is to be dis-
tinguished from the numerous other Apollonii involved with ancient scholarship, many
of whom are also associated with Alexandria.

2. When these “scholia” agree with Priscian, both are usually assumed to be derived
from Apollonius even if his name is not explicitly mentioned.

3.1.1 APOLLONIUS DYSCOLUS
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but it is possible that Dalimier’s edition (2001) will supersede Schneider’s for the
Conjunctions, of which any text is something of a creative reconstruction. Branden-
burg (2005) has produced a new edition of the Pronouns (differing little from that
of Schneider) that will probably win adherents, and Maas (1911b) gives a text
(based on Schneider) of Pronouns 3.1–49.7. Part of the text preserved with the
Adverbs (201.1–210.5) appears to belong not to that work but to the lost portion
of the fourth book of the Syntax, and in consequence is reprinted in Lallot (1997).
All the minor works have also been edited by Bekker (1813; 1814–21: vol. ii),
though that edition is now a last resort. Translations are sparse: Dalimier gives a
French translation of the Conjunctions (2001) and Brandenburg a German one
of the Pronouns (2005), while Lallot (1997) and Householder (1981) both include
translations of the portion of Adverbs thought to belong to the Syntax (a complete
translation of the Adverbs is in preparation by Sylvain Broquet). There are also
Schneider’s Latin summaries (GG ii.i).

Numerous fragments of Apollonius’ lost works survive (many of them in Latin,
since Priscian is one of the chief sources). The most important of the lost works
are Peri; ojnomavtwn and Peri; rJhmavtwn; others include Peri; ojrqografiva", Peri;
dialevktwn, Peri; stoiceivwn, and Peri; prosw/diw÷n. They are usually best con-
sulted in R. Schneider’s edition of Apollonius’ fragments (GG ii.iii), though when
the source text of a fragment has received a good new edition since 1910, it is
prudent to consult that version as well.

References to Apollonius’ works are usually given by work, page, and line num-
ber of the Grammatici Graeci texts; these numbers are reproduced in the margins
by Lallot and Dalimier (but not Householder). Older works, including some (but
not all) cross-references within the Grammatici Graeci edition, use Bekker’s nu-
meration, which Uhlig, Schneider, and Householder print in their margins but
which does not appear in Lallot’s or Dalimier’s editions. LSJ uses Bekker’s nu-
meration for the Syntax but Schneider’s pagination for the other works. Occasion-
ally one also finds references by book and paragraph numbers, which remain
constant in all editions but do not allow for sufficient precision when dealing with
an author as difficult as Apollonius.

Apollonius’ style is notoriously opaque and elliptical, and his terminology is
idiosyncratic; indeed since antiquity one of the explanations offered for his nick-
name duvskolo" “troublesome” has been a reference to the sufferings he inflicted
on his readers. As a result, there are a number of special aids to understanding
Apollonius’ writings. Uhlig and Schneider provide glossaries/indices (GG ii.ii: 507–
29; GG ii.iii: 162–283) with Latin translations of much of Apollonius’ terminol-
ogy, and Dalimier (2001: 437–75) offers a similar tool for the words appearing in
Conjunctions. Bednarski (1994) has even produced a book-length study of Apol-
lonius’ grammatical terminology. Schneider also provides a detailed discussion of
the peculiarities of Apollonius’ grammar and syntax (GG ii.iii: 141–61). Both Uhlig
(GG ii.ii: 530–7) and Lallot (1997: i. 88–95) give detailed tables of contents of
the Syntax, Dalimier (2001: 61–2) does the same for the Conjunctions, and
Schneider provides such help for all the minor works (GG ii.i: 259–64).
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Modern scholarship on Apollonius, which is abundant, tends to focus on the
Syntax. The importance of Apollonius’ work, combined with its difficulty, offers
fertile ground for debate about the meanings of his theories; other topics investi-
gated include Apollonius’ originality, his debt to the Stoics and other predeces-
sors, the interpretation of his terminology, the textual tradition, and the extent to
which Apollonius can be claimed to have anticipated modern syntactic theories.
An excellent introduction to Apollonius, with commentary on earlier work, is of-
fered by Blank (1993), while extensive discussions are provided by Lallot (1997),
Dalimier (2001), Blank (1982), Ildefonse (1997), Thierfelder (1935), Egger (1854),
and Lange (1852). Treatments of specific points include those of Kemp (1991:
316–30), Lallot (1985, 1994a, 1994b), Blank (1994), Van Ophuijsen (1993a), and
Sluiter (1990); for further bibliography see the recent major studies and Schmid-
hauser (forthcoming).

3.1.2 Herodian
Aelius Herodianus3 (second century ad), son of Apollonius Dyscolus, is respon-
sible for most of our knowledge of ancient accentuation. His main work, the Peri;
kaqolikh÷" prosw/diva", is said originally to have given the rules for attaching ac-
cents and breathings to perhaps as many as 60,000 Greek words, with explana-
tions based on their terminations, number of syllables, gender, and other qualities;
it now survives in fragments and epitomes and is one of the major extant gram-
matical works despite being considerably reduced in size. The only one of Hero-
dian’s works to survive intact is the Peri; monhvrou" levxew", a treatise on anomalous
words. Two smaller works that predate the Peri; kaqolikh÷" prosw/diva", the Peri;
!Iliakh÷" prosw/diva" and the Peri; !Odusseiakh÷" prosw/diva", focus on Homeric
accentuation and are preserved in fragments gathered from the Homeric scholia.
Other grammatical works of which substantial fragments survive include the Peri;
paqw÷n (on modifications of words), Peri; ojrqografiva" (on spelling), and Peri;
klivsew" ojnomavtwn (on the declension of nouns).

Herodian’s rules were meant to apply to classical and Homeric words, i.e. to a
state of the language six centuries and more before his own time. It is clear that
he possessed some knowledge of this earlier state of the language and the ways in
which its accentuation system differed from that of the language he spoke, for his
pronouncements can sometimes be proven right by modern techniques of com-
parative philology. Yet it is uncertain what his ultimate source was: we know that
Alexandrian scholars from Aristophanes of Byzantium (c.257–c.180 bc) onward
worked on accentuation, and Herodian certainly built on a tradition going back
to these scholars, but even they were too distanced from classical and Homeric
Greek to possess any native-speaker knowledge of those dialects. Many modern
scholars believe that the Alexandrians drew on a living tradition of accentuation
going back to the classical period and perhaps beyond, but there is some debate
as to the form and extent of that tradition.

3. Not to be confused with the historian Herodian (2nd–3rd cent. ad).

3.1.2 HERODIAN
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Working with Herodian is difficult because of the dubious state of the text.
The only collected edition of his works is that of Lentz (GG iii.i–ii = Lentz 1867–
70 =TLG), but this edition often presents a somewhat fanciful attempt at a re-
construction of Herodian’s work, rather than laying out the surviving evidence;
Lentz’s text can never be assumed to be Herodian’s without further examination.
Fortunately Dyck (1993a) provides a detailed, work-by-work explanation of the
problems and available aids; this piece should always be consulted when using
Lentz (or any other work on Herodian). References to Herodian are usually given
by volume, page, and line number of Lentz.

In many cases use of Lentz’s edition can be avoided by going back to his sources,
and this is usually advisable where practical. The main sources for the Kaqolikh;
prosw/diva are two epitomes, one misattributed to Arcadius and the other by
Joannes Philoponus of Alexandria; although there are no real critical editions of
the epitomes, the first of them can be consulted in Moritz Schmidt (1860 =TLG),
or failing that in E. Barker (1820), and the second in W. Dindorf (1825). We now
also have portions of two other epitomes, both unknown to Lentz: a palimpsest
containing portions of books 5–7 (Hunger 1967) and a fourth-century papyrus
fragment containing part of book 5 (P.Ant. ii. 67; see Wouters 1979: 216–24).

For the remains of the Peri; !Iliakh÷" prosw/diva", which is entirely fragmen-
tary, Lentz (GG iii.ii: 22–128) reprints Lehrs’s edition (1848: 191–336), a text
not without its own problems. Our source for this treatise is the scholia to the
Iliad, which specifically acknowledge their overall use of Herodian; individual
scholia do not usually specify a source, but it is normally assumed that scholia
pertaining to accentuation are derived from Herodian’s Peri; !Iliakh÷" prosw/diva".
Since Erbse’s edition of the Iliad scholia (1969–88) is much better than the texts
at Lehrs’s disposal, Lentz can profitably be circumvented by direct consultation
of the scholia.4

The Peri; !Odusseiakh÷" prosw/diva" likewise survives only in fragments gath-
ered from the scholia, but because the Odyssey scholia are less extensive than those
to the Iliad, less remains of this treatise. The absence of a good edition of the
Odyssey scholia means that one has little choice but to rely on Lentz’s text (GG
iii.ii: 129–65) and on the additional fragments provided by Ludwich (1891).

The Peri; paqw÷n, a work that now consists of numerous fragments from a variety
of sources, presents particular problems. Lentz has incorrectly separated the re-
mains into two works (@Hrwdianou÷ peri; paqw÷n, GG iii.ii: 166–388, and @Upovmnhma
tw÷n peri; paqw÷n Diduvmou, GG iii.ii: 389), as well as arranging the fragments in
the wrong order and making some poor editorial decisions. There is nevertheless
no good alternative to Lentz for this work.

The Peri; klivsew" ojnomavtwn is preserved primarily in fragments found in
Choeroboscus’ commentary on Theodosius; the edition of this commentary in GG

4. Erbse marks scholia probably derived from Herodian with the marginal notation
“Hrd.,” so they are not difficult to find; one can also use his index of words whose accen-
tuation is discussed in the scholia (1969–88: vii. 5–15).
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iv. i–ii is far superior to the texts on which Lentz’s reconstruction (GG iii.ii: 634–
777) was based. Some other sources for the treatise were not available to Lentz,
including a fifth-century papyrus fragment of an epitome of the work, for which
see Wouters (1973; 1979: 231–6).

For the Peri; monhvrou" levxew" Lentz (GG iii.ii: 908–52) reprints Lehrs’s (1848:
7–189) text, though without his detailed and useful commentary. Since the work
is intact rather than a modern reconstruction, this edition is largely sound, but
some important corrections to Lehrs’s text can still be made; see Egenolff (1884:
62–70; 1900: 254–5).

Herodian’s numerous doubtful and spurious works are omitted from Lentz’s
edition, but some of these are easier to consult than the genuine works. An Atticist
glossary entitled Filevtairo", originally composed sometime between the second
and fourth centuries ad, survives in an abridgement that has been edited by Dain
(1954 =TLG). A treatise Peri; schmavtwn, composed of two independent works
neither of which can be attributed to Herodian, is now available in a critical edi-
tion by Hajdú (1998); there are less good editions in Walz (1832–6: viii. 578–
610) and Spengel (1856: 83–104 =TLG). An epitome of this treatise also exists
and can be found only in Hajdú (1998). The Peri; soloikismou÷ kai; barbarismou÷
and the Peri; ajkurologiva" have been edited by Nauck (1867: 294–312 =TLG,
313–20), and Vitelli (1889) has provided supplements to the latter. A transcript
of a manuscript of the Schmatismoi; @Omhrikoiv has been published by Egenolff
(1894 =TLG). The Peri; paragwgw÷n genikw÷n ajpo; dialevktwn and Peri; tw÷n
zhtoumevnwn kata; pavsh" klivsew" ojnovmato" are edited by Cramer (1836: 228–
36, 246–55 =TLG; some other fragments attributed to Herodian can also be found
in this volume). The Peri; aujqupotavktwn kai; ajnupotavktwn is printed by Bekker
(1814–21: iii.1086–8 =TLG), and a short metrical work called Peri; th÷" levxew"
tw÷n stivcwn is carefully edited by Studemund (1867; superseded edition by De
Furia 1814: 88 =TLG). The Parekbolai; tou÷ megavlou rJhvmato" can be found in
La Roche (1863 =TLG).

The only portions of Herodian’s works that have been translated are the pa-
pyri, by Wouters (1979).

Discussion of Herodian’s work, while less abundant than discussion of Apol-
lonius Dyscolus, is not uncommon. It focuses on textual and interpretive prob-
lems, on the literary fragments to be found in the text, and on the sources (both
immediate and ultimate) for Herodian’s knowledge of classical and Homeric
accentuation. Dyck (1993a) offers an excellent introduction and further bib-
liography, and other useful works include those of Dyck (1977, 1981),
Argyle (1989), Erbse (1960: 344–406), Van der Valk (1963–4: i. 592–602),
Martin Schmidt (1976: 32–5), Wackernagel (1893, 1914a, 1914b), and Laum
(1928).

3.1.3 Dionysius Thrax
A short, simple grammatical introduction entitled Tevcnh grammatikhv is tradi-
tionally attributed to Dionysius (c.170–c.90 bc), a pupil of Aristarchus. This

3.1.3 DIONYSIUS THRAX
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handbook was enormously influential from late antiquity onwards5 and is certainly
one of the most important surviving grammatical works. If the attribution to
Dionysius can be trusted, the handbook is also the only Hellenistic grammatical
treatise to survive to modern times. Dionysius’ authorship, however, has been
doubted since antiquity and has recently been the focus of considerable discus-
sion; some scholars maintain that the entire treatise is a compilation of the third
or fourth century AD, while others defend its complete authenticity and date it to
the end of the second century bc. There is also a range of intermediate positions,
which in recent years have gained much ground against both the more extreme
views: some portion of the beginning of the work could go back to Dionysius, while
the rest was written later, or the entire work (or sections of it) could be originally
Dionysius’ but seriously altered (and perhaps abridged) by later writers. Some argue
that if the Tevcnh is spurious, we must revise our whole view of the development
of Greek grammatical thought, to put the creation of fully developed grammatical
analysis in the first century BC. Others maintain that Aristarchus and his follow-
ers already possessed an advanced grammatical system and that the date of the
Tevcnh therefore makes little difference to our view of the evolution of grammar.

The Tevcnh itself is relatively straightforward; it consists of a concise explana-
tion of the divisions of grammar and definitions of the main grammatical termi-
nology. Because of its extreme brevity, it accumulated a large body of explanatory
commentary (this material is all traditionally known as “scholia,” but it includes
continuous commentaries as well as marginal scholia), which is in many ways more
interesting and informative than the text itself, though clearly later. The Tevcnh is
also traditionally accompanied by four supplements, which are probably old but
later than the text itself: Peri; prosw/diw÷n (De prosodiis), Peri; tevcnh" (Definitio
artis), Peri; podw÷n kai; peri; tou÷ hJrwi>kou÷ mevtrou (De pedibus et de metro heroico),
and a paradigm of the declension of tuvptw derived from the Kanovne" of Theo-
dosius. Some of these supplements are the subjects of additional commentaries.
Both “scholia” and supplements contain valuable information about other ancient
grammatical writings, particularly the lost works of Apollonius Dyscolus, and cover
a wide variety of topics.

Dionysius also wrote a number of other works that survive only in fragments,
including various grammatical works and a commentary on Homer. As unques-
tioned testimonia to Dionysius’ grammatical ideas, these 59 short fragments (47
of them on Homer) are important for the debate over the authenticity of the Tevcnh
as well as for studies of Hellenistic grammatical thought.

The standard text of the Tevcnh is that of Uhlig in Grammatici Graeci (vol. i.i
=TLG), with a thorough discussion of the textual tradition, extensive apparatus,
and superbly detailed indices that include much information on the meanings and
usage of Greek terms; this text is reprinted in Lallot (1998) and Swiggers and
Wouters (1998). A more recent text by Pecorella (1962) has not superseded Uhlig’s
edition (see Lallot 1998: 15), and the older edition by Bekker (1814–21: vol. ii)

5. Arguably even to the present day; see Wouters (1979: 35).
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should be used only as a last resort. Translations of the Tevcnh abound; there is an
English version by Kemp (1986), a German one by Kürschner (1996), and a Dutch
one by Swiggers and Wouters (1998) in addition to the important French trans-
lation by Lallot (1998).

The supplements and “scholia” are best consulted in Grammatici Graeci (sup-
plements on pp. 103–32 of vol. i.i, “scholia” in vol. i.iii (=TLG), good indices in
both volumes); the first three supplements can also be found in Pecorella’s edi-
tion (1962). None of the translations of the Tevcnh include these works, but the
commentaries by Lallot (1998) and Robins (1993) include translations or sum-
maries of many of the most important “scholia.” Uhlig, in his introduction to GG
i.i, offers an excellent discussion of the content, sources, and textual tradition of
both “scholia” and supplements; a more detailed treatment of the “scholia” is pro-
vided by Hilgard in the introduction to GG i.iii, and a shorter overview can be
found in Lallot (1998: 31–6). The fragments do not appear in Grammatici Graeci;
the best edition of them is that of Linke (1977 =TLG), who provides a good intro-
duction and commentary. In the absence of this edition, Moritz Schmidt (1852)
provides a poor substitute.

References to works that appear in Grammatici Graeci are usually made by
work, page, and line number of that edition, though references to the Tevcnh are
sometimes given by the pages of Bekker’s edition, which Uhlig prints in the mar-
gins, or simply by chapter numbers (though this is unkind, especially in the longer
chapters). Older works, including cross-references within the Grammatici Graeci
editions, use Bekker’s numeration for both Tevcnh and “scholia.”

The best introductions to the Tevcnh are those of Lallot (1998) and Swiggers
and Wouters (1998). The work has recently been the subject of an enormous
amount of scholarly attention, much of it devoted to the questions of the dating
of the Tevcnh and whether Dionysius himself had a fully developed system of gram-
matical analysis; pieces on these issues include those of Erbse (1980), Kemp (1991:
307–15), Di Benedetto (1990, 2000), Blank (2000), Ax (1982), Schenkeveld
(1983, 1994: 266–9), Law (1990), Ildefonse (1997: 447–59), and Law and Sluiter
(1995). Works that deal with other issues include those of Lallot (1995), Wouters
(1975, 1979, 1991–3, 2000), Swiggers and Wouters (1994, 1995a, 1995b), Rob-
ins (1986, 1993: 41–86, 1996), Pecorella (1962), Fuhrmann (1960: 29–34, 144–
56), Siebenborn (1976), and Pantiglioni (1998). Treatments of the “scholia” and
supplements are much rarer than those of the Tevcnh itself, but still not uncom-
mon; they include the works of Caujolle-Zaslawsky (1985), Lallot (1985: 70–4),
Rijksbaron (1986), Robins (1993: 41–86), Wouters (1994), Erbse (1960: 213–
29), R. Schneider (1874), Hoerschelmann (1874), and Moritz Schmidt (1853:
243–7). For further bibliography see Lallot (1998) and Swiggers and Wouters
(1994, 1998).

The Tevcnh was translated into both Armenian and Syriac in the fifth to sixth
century ad; these translations, and commentaries on the Tevcnh in those languages,
are discussed by Adontz (1970), Clackson (1995), Sgarbi (1990), Merx (GG i.i,
pp. lvii–lxxiii), and Uhlig (GG i.i, pp. xliii–xlvi). The Armenian translation in

3.1.3 DIONYSIUS THRAX
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particular is sometimes useful in establishing the Greek text, since it represents a
tradition divergent from that of all our extant manuscripts.

3.1.4 Choeroboscus
George Choeroboscus,6 who lived in the eighth and ninth centuries ad,7 was a
Byzantine teacher and author of a number of grammatical works. Choeroboscus’
works were not intended as contributions to the advancement of grammatical theory;
they are clearly part of his teaching materials and were often intended for fairly ele-
mentary students. Their significance lies in three areas: the light they shed on gram-
matical teaching in the ninth century, the influence they exerted on later scholars
(including Eustathius and the compiler of the Etymologicum genuinum), and their
extensive use of earlier grammatical treatises (Choeroboscus is for example respon-
sible for much of the preservation of Herodian’s Peri; klivsew" ojnomavtwn).

The longest and most important of Choeroboscus’ works is a gigantic commen-
tary on the Kanovne" of Theodosius (see 3.1.7), evidently composed as a teaching
tool, which survives both intact and drastically excerpted in a short collection of
extracts on accents entitled Peri; tovnwn. Choeroboscus also produced a commen-
tary on the Tevcnh of (ps.-) Dionysius Thrax that is preserved in extracts under
the name of Heliodorus.8 Closely related is Peri; prosw/diva", a commentary on
the Peri; prosw/diw÷n supplement to the Tevcnh, which survives both under Choero-
boscus’ own name and in a longer version rewritten by Porphyry.9 From a discus-
sion of correct spelling, Peri; ojrqograûiva", we have both an epitome under that
name, in which difficult words are listed and their correct spellings explained and
justified, and an extract Peri; posovthto" “On quantity.” Choeroboscus also left
us a commentary on the Encheiridion of Hephaestion (discussing Greek meter)
and a set of epimerismi on the Psalms that contain both religious and scholarly
information, and his work is one of the sources of the Peri; pneumavtwn, a Byzan-
tine collection of extracts on breathings.

6. Sometimes identified by the epithets “diakonos” or “chartophylax.”
7. Choeroboscus’ dating was long disputed, and in many older books he is put as much

as 200 years earlier, but the later date has recently been definitely established by recog-
nition of Choeroboscus’ citations of other late authors; see e.g. Theodoridis (1980) and
N. Wilson (1983a: 70).

8. Until the redating of Choeroboscus, this Heliodorus was thought to be a grammar-
ian of probably the 7th cent. who made the excerpts from Choeroboscus’ work. Now it is
unclear when Heliodorus lived and what his exact connection with the excerpts was. There
are a number of known writers of the same name with whom he is probably not to be
identified, including the author of the novel Aethiopica; the Homerist; the metrician
mentioned in the scholia to Aristophanes; a Neoplatonist philosopher who was the son
of Hermeias and brother of Ammonius; a bishop of Tricca; Heliodorus Periegeta the
antiquarian; and Heliodorus Arabius the sophist.

9. This Porphyry is not the 3rd-cent. Neoplatonist who left works on Homer, Plato,
Aristotle, and Ptolemy, nor either of the Latin writers Publilius Optatianus Porfyrius and
Pomponius Porphyrio, but an otherwise unknown later scholar; see GG i.iii, pp. xxi–xxii.
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There are also a number of extant works of uncertain authorship that are some-
times attributed to Choeroboscus. These include the Epimerismi Homerici (see
2.1.1.3) and a short work on poetical figures of speech entitled Peri; trovpwn
poihtikw÷n.

The Grammatici Graeci collection contains Choeroboscus’ most important
grammatical works: the intact version of the commentary on Theodosius (iv.i: 101–
iv.ii: 371 =TLG), the extracts from the commentary on the Tevcnh (i.iii: 67–106
=TLG; cf. i.i, p. xxxiv, and i.iii, pp. xiv–xviii), and both versions of the Peri;
prosw/diva" commentary (i.iii: 124–50 =TLG; cf. i.i, pp. l–li, iv.ii (original, = iv.i
in reprint), pp. lxx–lxxii). Other works are scattered through older publications;
the Peri; ojrqograûiva" epitome can be found in Cramer10 and the Peri; posovthto"
extract from it is in the same volume.11 The commentary on Hephaestion has been
edited by Consbruch (1906: 175–254 =TLG), the Peri; pneumavtwn by Valckenaer
(1822: 188–215 =TLG), and the epimerismi on the Psalms by Gaisford (1842:
vol. iii =TLG). The Peri; tovnwn extracts are given by Koster (1932 =TLG), the
Epimerismi Homerici have been edited by Dyck (1983–95 =TLG), and the Peri;
trovpwn poihtikw÷n can be found in Walz (1832–6: viii. 799–820) and Spengel
(1856: 244–56 =TLG).

In addition to the works mentioned above, discussion of Choeroboscus is pro-
vided by Hilgard (GG iv.ii (original) or iv.i (reprint): esp. pp. lxi–xc), Kaster (1988:
394–6), F. Montanari (1997a), Cohn (1899), N. Wilson (1983a: 69–74), Erbse
(1960: 213–29), Richard (1950: 202–3), M. L. West (1965b: 232), Rijksbaron
(1986: 435–7), Hunger (1978: ii. 11, 13–14, 19, 23, 50), and Egenolff (1887,
1888). Kaster (1988), F. Montanari (1997a), and Cohn (1899) provide further
bibliography.

3.1.5 Philoponus
The sixth-century philosopher Ioannes Philoponus of Alexandria,12 who is known
primarily for his heretical Christian theology and for his commentaries on Aristotle
(for which see 2.2.3), is also credited with several grammatical works, three of
which survive. One, the Tonika; paraggevlmata, was originally an epitome of
Herodian’s Peri; kaqolikh÷" prosw/diva". The surviving work is very brief and seems
to be an epitome of Philoponus’ epitome, which was used in a fuller form by
Eustathius. It is useful because Herodian’s original work has been lost.

10. Cramer (1835: 167–281 =TLG); cf. R. Schneider (1887: 20–9) and GG iv.ii (orig.)
or iv.i (repr.), pp. lxxviii–lxxx.

11. Cramer (1835: 283–330); cf. R. Schneider (1887: 29–33) and GG iv.ii (orig.) or
iv.i (repr.), pp. lxxx–lxxxi.

12. Often called John of Alexandria and occasionally Joannes Grammaticus, but to
be distinguished from the John of Alexandria who produced commentaries on Galen and
Hippocrates in the 6th/7th cent.; from the 5th-cent. Joannes Grammaticus of Antioch;
and from the 9th-cent. iconoclast Joannes Grammaticus.

3.1.5 PHILOPONUS
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Philoponus also produced a treatise on homonyms that are distinguished only
by their accents, which survives (probably in abbreviated form) in many manu-
scripts but for which there is no established title. The work is probably based to
some extent on Herodian, but the extent of its dependence on Herodian and the
degree of interpolation it underwent between Philoponus’ time and our earliest
manuscripts are both matters of debate. The treatise consists of pairs of words
with a short definition of each; some pairs, such as bivo" “life” and biov" “bow,” are
genuinely homonyms apart from the accent, but others, such as e{tero" and
eJtai÷ro", are spelled very differently and were homophonous only in postclassical
Greek pronunciation.

Philoponus is also credited with a Peri; dialevktwn, which was an important
source for Gregory of Corinth and of which some abbreviated extracts survive
directly. The remains are short and basic and rarely considered useful today, though
they have some value for the history of the Greek perception of dialects.

The grammatical works of Philoponus are not easy to consult. The only edi-
tion of the Tonika; paraggevlmata is the very rare text of W. Dindorf from 1825,
and the Peri; dialevktwn was last edited by Hoffmann (1893: 204–22). The work
on homonyms has recently been edited by Daly (1983 =TLG), who found it im-
practical to reconstruct a common text from the disparate manuscript tradition
and so gives five separate versions; there is also an earlier edition by Egenolff (1880)
that reproduces only one of the forty-four manuscripts. The most thorough dis-
cussion is that of Kroll (1916, with further references), but see also Koster (1932).

3.1.6 Gregory of Corinth
Gregorios (or Georgios) Pardos, bishop of Corinth probably in the eleventh to
twelfth centuries,13 was the author of a number of extant scholarly works, as well
as some religious and rhetorical writings. His most famous work is the Peri;
dialevktwn (“On dialects”), which discusses the Greek literary dialects (Attic, Doric,
Ionic, and Aeolic). Although this treatise is not very accurate, it is useful for under-
standing the Greeks’ perception of their own dialect situation, and it preserves
some earlier scholarship, for it is based on lost dialectological works of Trypho
and Philoponus. Gregory’s other productions include the Peri; suntavxew" lovgou,
a work of less than the highest quality that is the third oldest Greek syntactic work
we possess (after those of Apollonius Dyscolus and Michael Syncellus); its attri-
bution to Gregory has been questioned but is now accepted as correct (Donnet
1967: 16–19). A short treatise Peri; trovpwn, discussing rhetorical figures,
has been attributed to Gregory but certainly predates him; it may have been writ-
ten by Trypho (M. L. West 1965b). A long commentary on the Peri; meqovdou
deinovthto" (“On the method of forcefulness”) attributed to Hermogenes is a teach-
ing tool and discusses various passages in classical literature as well as rhetorical

13. Gregory’s dating has been debated; he used to be put in the 12th–13th cents., and
while most now believe that he was bishop after 1092 and before 1156, some place him in
the 10th cent. See Laurent (1963), Becares (1988), and Montana (1995: pp. xlviii–xlix).
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issues; this work may be based partly on lost ancient sources, but it is now gener-
ally neglected.

Most of Gregory’s works can be consulted in only one edition. For the Peri;
dialevktwn, this edition is that of G. Schaefer (1811); for the Peri; suntavxew"
lovgou that of Donnet (1967); and for the Hermogenes commentary that of Walz
(1832–6: vii. 1088–1352). The best edition of the misattributed Peri; trovpwn is
that of M. L. West (1965b), but it can also be found in Walz (1832–6: viii. 761–
78) and Spengel (1856: 215–26). Only the Peri; suntavxew" lovgou has been trans-
lated, into French by Donnet (1967).

Discussions of Gregory’s works include those of Kominis (1960), Donnet (1966,
1967), N. Wilson (1983a: 184–90), Bolognesi (1953), Glucker (1970), Montana
(1995), Robins (1993: 163–72), and Hunger (1982); for further bibliography see
Montana (1995), Donnet (1967), and Kominis (1960).

3.1.7 Theodosius
Theodosius of Alexandria, who lived probably in the fourth and fifth centuries
ad,14 was the author of the Kanovne", a set of rules and paradigms for declensions
and conjugations. This long and detailed work was a teaching tool intended to
supplement the Tevcnh of (ps.-) Dionysius Thrax and appears to be the ancestor
of the fourth supplement to that work. It gives all theoretically possible forms of
the words it illustrates (most famously in an ultra-complete paradigm of tuvptw),
thus producing a large number of forms unattested in actual usage. Partly as a
result of this inclusiveness, the Kanovne" are not highly respected today, but for
many centuries they exerted an important influence on Greek textbooks.

Two lengthy commentaries on the Kanovne" survive; that of Choeroboscus
(eighth–ninth century) is intact, and that of Joannes Charax (sixth–eighth cen-
tury) is preserved in an excerpted version by Sophronius (ninth century). These
commentaries, particularly that of Choeroboscus (see 3.1.4), are now considered
more important than the Kanovne" themselves.

The best text of the Kanovne" is that of Hilgard (GG iv.i =TLG); this work of-
fers not only a critical edition, detailed introduction, and indices, but also texts of
the commentaries of Choeroboscus and Charax / Sophronius.

Theodosius is also credited with short treatises entitled Peri; klivsew" tw÷n eij"
wn
__

 barutovnwn and Peri; klivsew" tw÷n eij" wn
__

 ojxutovnwn (text of both in Hilgard
1887: 16–22, 22–4 =TLG) and he may be responsible for the Peri; prosw/diw÷n
supplement to (ps.-) Dionysius Thrax’s Tevcnh (q.v.; text in GG i.i. 105–14 =TLG).
Spurious works include a long Peri; grammatikh÷" (text in Goettling 1822: 1–
197 =TLG), and shorter works entitled Peri; dialevktwn (text in R. Schneider 1894
=TLG), and Peri; tovnou (text in Goettling 1822: 198–201 =TLG).

14. This Theodosius is to be distinguished from a number of emperors with the same
name, one of whom was responsible for the Theodosian Code, and from Theodosius of
Bithynia, an astronomer and mathematician who wrote c.100 bc.

3.1.7 THEODOSIUS
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Discussion of Theodosius’ works is not extensive, but information can be found
in Kaster (1988: 366–7), N. Wilson (1983a: 42–3), Robins (1993: 111–15), Hun-
ger (1978: ii. 11–12), Oguse (1957), and Wouters (1979, esp. 271–2). Kaster
(1988: 366–7) provides further bibliography.

3.1.8 Trypho
Trypho(n) son of Ammonius, a scholarly “grandchild” of Aristarchus who worked
in Rome in the second half of the first century bc,15 is a somewhat elusive figure
who probably made crucial contributions to the development of Greek grammatical
thought, though little of his work survives. His name carried great authority for
later writers, especially Apollonius Dyscolus, and much of what we know about
him comes from their citations.

The surviving portions of Trypho’s work amount to 109 fragments, most of them
short, and several extant treatises; all the latter are of doubtful authenticity and,
if descended from Trypho’s own work at all, were probably severely altered in trans-
mission. A treatise on rhetorical figures entitled Peri; trovpwn is preserved under
Trypho’s name, and another treatise of the same name, misattributed in modern
times to Gregory of Corinth, is ascribed to Trypho in the manuscripts and may in
fact descend (with alterations) from his work. The Peri; paqw÷n th÷" levxew", which
classifies linguistic changes, irregularities, and dialect forms, probably contains
at least some authentic work of Trypho and could be simply an abridgement of
his work on that topic. A Byzantine collection of excerpts on breathings, Peri;
pneumavtwn, claims Trypho’s treatise of that name as one of its sources. A sub-
stantial fragment of a Tevcnh grammatikhv, attributed to Trypho in a papyrus of
c.300 ad, is probably not the work of this grammarian but could be by a later scholar
of the same name, and the Peri; mevtrwn (“On meters”) and Peri; tou÷ w{" (“On
the particle w{"”) are not by Trypho.

Editions of Trypho’s work are almost all very old. The standard edition of the
fragments is that of Velsen (1853 =TLG), which omits the extant treatises and a
more recently discovered fragment (the latter published by Pasquali in 1910). The
Peri; trovpwn attributed to Trypho can be found in Walz (1832–6: viii. 726–60)
and Spengel (1856: 189–206 =TLG), and the Peri; trovpwn attributed to Gre-
gory of Corinth is best consulted in M. L. West (1965b =TLG) but also available
in Walz (1832–6: viii. 761–78) and Spengel (1856: 215–26). R. Schneider (1895
=TLG) provides a text of the Peri; paqw÷n, and Valckenaer (1822: 188–215) one
of the Peri; pneumavtwn compilation. A good edition of the Tevcnh grammatikhv
fragment, with translation and commentary, is provided by Wouters (1979: 61–
92), but the original edition by Kenyon (1891) is also usable. Matthaios (forth-
coming) is expected to provide a complete re-edition of all Trypho’s works.

Trypho has not been much studied in recent years, but there are some useful
discussions. Probably the most helpful is Wendel (1939b); others include Sieben-

15. There is also a second and probably later grammarian named Trypho, about whose
work little is known.
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born (1976: 48–9, 89, 150–1, 161–2), Fraser (1972: i. 474, ii. 687–8), Wackernagel
(1876: 26–32), and Bapp (1885). For further bibliography see Wendel (1939b)
and Baumbach (2002).

3.1.9 Tyrannio and Diocles
These two grammarians tend to be treated together because they are impossible
to distinguish completely. Tyrannio(n), also known as Tyrannio the Elder, was a
pupil of Dionysius Thrax and lived from c.100 to c.25 bc, first in Pontus and then
in Rome, where he had a distinguished career that included tutoring Cicero’s son
and (at least according to some sources) discovering the manuscripts from which
our texts of Aristotle ultimately descend. Diocles16 (first  century bc to first cen-
tury ad) was a pupil of Tyrannio, whose name he adopted, with the result that he
is also known as Tyrannio the Younger. It is possible that there was another scholar
named Diocles who cannot now be distinguished completely from this Diocles,
and in addition Tyrannio the Younger / Diocles cannot be completely distinguished
from Tyrannio the Elder. The works of both authors are largely lost; we have a
total of 67 fragments of their works, of which 55 come from Tyrannio’s Peri; th÷"
@Omhrikh÷" prosw/diva", a treatise on Homeric accentuation, and the rest come
from a wide variety of other works of both authors.

The standard edition of the fragments of Tyrannio and Diocles is that of Haas
(1977 =TLG); most of the fragments are from the scholia to the Iliad and there-
fore can also be found in Erbse (1969–88). Discussions are neither common nor
extensive; they include those of Haas (1977), Wendel (1948a, 1948b), Lehmann
(1988), Pfeiffer (1968: 272–3), F. Montanari (1997b), Chroust (1965: 44–6),
Tolkiehn (1915), and Düring (1957). For further bibliography see Haas (1977)
and Wendel (1948a).

3.1.10 Philoxenus
Philoxenus17 of Alexandria, a grammarian who worked in Rome in the first cen-
tury bc, wrote a variety of works that now exist only in fragments. His main work,
Peri; monosullavbwn rJhmavtwn, was etymological (probably in the synchronic rather
than the historical sense) and concerned with deriving the Greek vocabulary from
a core of monosyllabic verbs (as opposed to the Stoic view that the base words
were nouns). The surviving fragments therefore come principally from Orion and
the etymologica, though scholia are also a major source.

The fragments have been well edited by Theodoridis (1976a =TLG), with fur-
ther suggestions by Dyck (1982c) and Koniaris (1980), and discussed by Lallot
(1991) and Heller (1962).

16. This Diocles is to be distinguished from a host of better-known men with the same
name, including Diocles of Carystus (a medical writer of the 4th cent. bc), Diocles of
Magnesia (a historian of philosophy from the 1st cent. bc), Diocles of Peparethos (a his-
torian probably of the 3rd cent. bc), a mathematician, a comic poet, and several Syracusans.

17. Not to be confused with several poets of the same name.

3.1.9 TYRANNIO AND DIOCLES
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3.1.11 Theognostus
Theognostus,18 a Byzantine grammarian of the ninth century ad, has left us a work
on correct spelling entitled Peri; ojrqograûiva" or Kanovne". This treatise consists
of more than a thousand rules for producing the correct ancient spellings of sounds
that had merged in Byzantine Greek, with lists of words illustrating each rule. It
is useful today not only for an understanding of Byzantine scholarship but also
because it preserves elements of the ancient Greek vocabulary not attested in
earlier works. Theognostus’ sources were earlier works of scholarship, including
Cyrillus and lost works of Herodian.

The best edition of Theognostus, that of Alpers (1964), contains only the be-
ginning of the work; for the rest one must rely on Cramer’s text (1835: 1–165
=TLG), which was published before the discovery of an important manuscript.
For discussion see Alpers (1964), Kambylis (1971), and Bühler (1973).

3.1.12 Michael Syncellus
Between ad 810 and 813 Michael, Syncellus of the Patriarch of Jerusalem, com-
posed a textbook on Greek syntax entitled Mevqodo" peri; th÷" tou÷ lovgou
suntavxew" (“Treatise on the syntax of the sentence”). This work, which makes
use of the writings of (ps.-) Dionysius Thrax, Apollonius Dyscolus, and Herodian,
is less theoretical than these earlier works and more didactic. It preserves little in
the way of fragments of lost works and is primarily of interest as the first Byzan-
tine work on syntax; as such it documents a key stage in the evolution of Greek
linguistic thought from antiquity into the Middle Ages.

The treatise is thorough and systematic, covering the syntax of all parts of speech
but largely ignoring morphological issues; clearly its author expected his readers
to know basic Greek already but to need help in forming correct constructions.
The presentation is generally straightforward and the style fairly clear.

The standard edition of Michael’s treatise, and the only usable one, is that of
Donnet (1982), who provides a good introduction to the work, a detailed descrip-
tion of the complex and abundant manuscript tradition, the complete text with
apparatus criticus, facing French translation, and commentary. Discussion of
Michael and of the treatise can be found in Robins (1993: 149–62), M. Cunning-
ham (1991), Donnet (1987), and Hunger (1978: ii. 15); further bibliography in
Donnet (1982) and M. Cunningham (1991).

3.1.13 Other Grammatical Writers
While the grammarians discussed here are those whose surviving works are the
most substantial and significant, there are many other remains as well. Some
Byzantine works of considerable dimensions are preserved intact, though these

18. This Theognostus is not to be confused with Theognostus of Alexandria, who lived
in the 3rd cent. ad, nor with Theognostus the monk, a political opponent of Photius in
the 9th century.
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do not on the whole preserve significant amounts of ancient scholarship. In addi-
tion, numerous fragments, short epitomes, and minor works survive from older
writers, primarily but not exclusively those of the late antique and Roman peri-
ods. Some of these remains have been collected and published in modern edi-
tions, for example Lesbonax by Blank (1988), Comanus of Naucratis by Dyck
(1988), and Agathocles, Hellanicus, Ptolemaeus Epithetes, Theophilus, Anaxa-
goras, Xenon by F. Montanari (1988a), and Epaphroditus by Braswell and Biller-
beck (forthcoming). Most, however, have received only non-critical editions with
little systematic study, usually in dissertations or Programmschriften; these texts
are hard to use but offer excellent opportunities for future research. There is good
information on late antique and Byzantine grammarians and their editions in
Hunger (1978: ii. 3–83), and the list of editions in Erbse’s edition of the Iliad
scholia (1969–88)19 is a good key to the works of grammarians of all periods; many
editions are also listed in the TLG Canon.20

There is also a substantial body of grammatical papyri, containing doctrine that
is often anonymous but usually of considerable antiquity. These papyri have been
collected and discussed by Wouters (1979 =TLG), but more have been published
since, including by Wouters (1997). Further discussions include those of Holwerda
(1983), Swiggers and Wouters (1995b), and Wouters (1993, 2000).

3.2 LEXICA
A large number of ancient and Byzantine lexica survive intact or abbreviated. These
are the source of our knowledge of many elements of Greek vocabulary and of
much of our information on lost works of literature, and much still remains to be
learned from them. They must, however, be used with care, as they are usually
poorly transmitted and often inadequately edited. Moreover, the Byzantine lexica
are mostly interrelated; the most significant of those relationships are indicated
in this chapter, but others exist as well. When using Byzantine lexica it is impor-
tant to find out whether entries in two lexica that bear on the same topic are in-
dependent witnesses to ancient information or not; very often they are not. Those
needing to use multiple Byzantine lexica should learn as much as they can about
the history of the works involved; a good place to start is I. Cunningham (2003).

19. Found at the front of each volume as part of the list of abbreviations, though works
that Erbse did not cite in every volume appear only in the list in the volume where they
are cited. Erbse’s list is in general an excellent guide to editions of any type of ancient
scholarship, since he can be trusted to cite the best text that had been published by c.1960
(and usually, in the later volumes, the best published up to c.1975) and to reproduce the
bibliographical information correctly; it is, however, not complete.

20. Either via Berkowitz and Squitier (1990) or at http://www.tlg.uci.edu. This list is
more comprehensive than Erbse’s, and somewhat more up to date, but it cannot be re-
lied upon to cite the best editions or to give correct bibliographic information, and it is
not complete.

3.2 LEXICA

http://www.tlg.uci.edu
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3.2.1 Hesychius
Hesychius of Alexandria21 composed in the fifth or sixth century ad

22 a lexicon of
obscure words of which an abridged and interpolated version still survives. Hesychius
based his work on the lexicon of Diogenianus,23 which he claims to have supple-
mented from the works of Aristarchus, Heliodorus, Apion, and Herodian; such
claims are now difficult to verify or refute, but the work clearly contains material
from lost sources much earlier than Hesychius himself.

The lexicon consists of a list of poetic and dialectal words, phrases, and short
proverbs. The words are often in inflected forms (as they appeared in the original
texts from which Hesychius’ predecessors extracted them), rather than the dic-
tionary forms used today. They are alphabetized (usually by the first three letters)
under the actual form of the lemma, so that, for example, augmented verbal forms
are listed under e, and prepositional phrases are listed under the preposition. Most
entries are followed by one or more equivalents more intelligible to later Greeks
(and usually, though not always, to us); the entry is separated from the gloss sim-
ply by a high point. In some cases the gloss is not in fact an equivalent, but the
abridged remains of Hesychius’ originally more complex explanation. Some longer
explanations survive, but even these tend to be extremely compressed.

Hesychius’ lexicon is useful for several reasons. It is the only source for a large
number of rare words that occur nowhere else in extant literature (particularly
dialect forms). It also preserves, and provides information on, many words that
would be omitted from a modern dictionary for being proper names (thus, for
example, it is one of our main sources for the names of Attic gevnh); in some ways
an ancient lexicon fulfilled the function of a modern encyclopedia as well as that
of a modern dictionary. In some cases Hesychius’ entries can be used as indepen-
dent witnesses to the texts of extant authors and can supply correct readings of
words corrupted in the transmission of those texts. Because of problems with the
textual tradition, however, all words and readings taken from Hesychius must be
treated with caution; the accentuation in particular is thoroughly unreliable.
Hesychius also tells us what ancient scholars thought his obscure words meant;
this information can be useful both as a guide to the actual meanings of the words
and as a source of insight into the ways that ancient scholars understood and in-
terpreted literature.

21. Not to be confused with Hesychius of Jerusalem, Hesychius of Miletus (also
known as Hesychius Illustrius and sometimes confused with our Hesychius in antiquity,
cf. schol. rec. to Aristophanes’ Clouds 540), or any of a large number of other Hesychii.

22. The work is often dated to the 5th cent. on the assumption that the Eulogius
addressed in the dedicatory epistle can be identified with a Eulogius Scholasticus thought
to have lived in the 5th cent., but Latte (1953–66: i, pp. vii–viii) rejects this identifica-
tion and dates the lexicon to the 6th cent.

23. This work, itself a compilation of earlier lexica, was composed in the 2nd cent.
AD; the author was not the Epicurean Diogenianus. The lexicon is now lost.
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The lexicon in its current form is substantially different from the one Hesychius
wrote. Not only was his work severely abridged in transmission (a process that
eliminated, among other things, most of Hesychius’ indications of his sources for
the various words), but it has been heavily interpolated as well. About a third
of “Hesychius’” entries are Biblical glosses from a lexicon attributed to Cyrillus
(see 3.2.14), and material from paraphrases of Homer and Euripides, from the
Onomasticum sacrum, and from Epiphanius has also been added to Hesychius’
original core. The status of some other material, including Latin and Atticist
glosses, is disputed. The interpolations must have occurred rather early, for ma-
terial from Cyrillus was already in Hesychius’ work by the eighth century.

A further complication is the state of the text. Only one manuscript of Hesychius
survives, and it is late (fifteenth century), damaged, and seriously corrupt. The
best edition, that of K. Latte (1953–66 =TLG) and P. Hansen (2005), covers only
A–S;24 for the rest of the alphabet the standard text is Moritz Schmidt’s editio
maior (1858–68 =TLG), which covers the whole alphabet and is very different
from Latte’s. Though generally less good, Schmidt’s edition has some advantages
over Latte’s, including excellent critical material and indices. It is sometimes use-
ful to supplement consultation of Schmidt’s edition with examination of Alberti’s
text (1746–66). Moritz Schmidt’s editio minor (1867) is more commonly avail-
able than his editio maior but should be avoided, for it is the result of an attempt
to reconstruct Diogenianus’ lexicon by removing all other material. As this other
material had not been correctly identified by 1867, the result not only includes
many of the interpolated glosses, but also omits a number that probably do go
back to Diogenianus.

A number of fragments of Diogenianus’ work survive independently of Hesychius.
These include PSI viii. 892, P.Oxy. xlvii. 3329, a fragment on dialect glosses (kata;
povlei") published by Latte (1924), and numerous fragments preserved in scholia.

Major studies of Hesychius are less common than one would expect, given the
acknowledged importance of his work, but there are hundreds of discussions of
minor points, many of which represent the best work on the text of specific en-
tries. The best overall introduction is the introduction to Latte’s edition (in very
readable Latin); other useful sources include Tosi (1988), Latte (1942), Blumen-
thal (1930), H. Schultz (1913b), and the discussions in Moritz Schmidt (1858–
68: iv, pp. i–cxcii). Hesychius’ own introductory letter is also worth reading. Textual
and exegetic notes on specific entries include those of Perilli (1990–3), Degani
(1998), Bossi (2000), Spanoudakis (2000), and a long series of articles by Casadio,
Curiazi, Funaioli, Dettori, Marzullo, and others in Museum Criticum from 1980
to 2000. For further bibliography see Tosi (1998).

References to Hesychius are often given without any numeration, simply by
citing the word; as the lexicon’s alphabetical order is not exact, persistence may
be needed to track down one of these references. Those scholars with more sym-
pathy for their readers give a numerical reference, such as “a 4430” or (even better)

24. The rest of the alphabet is to be covered by I. Cunningham (forthcoming).

3.2.1 HESYCHIUS
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“a 4430 Latte,” which means that the word in question is the 4,430th word be-
ginning with a (in Latte’s edition). If the name of the editor is not given it is im-
portant to find out which edition of Hesychius the scholar in question was using,
since although both Latte and Schmidt number their entries in this way, any given
word has a different number in each edition.

3.2.2 Suda
The Suda is a huge dictionary/encyclopedia compiled in the late tenth century.
From the twelfth until the mid-twentieth century the work was referred to as
Suidae lexicon, the “Lexicon of Suidas,” but now it is generally thought that the
Sou÷da in manuscripts is the work’s title, not the author’s name, and in consequence
the work is usually called the Suda and considered to be anonymous.25 The Suda
may have been compiled by a group of scholars, but authorship by an individual
cannot be ruled out.

The Suda consists of c.30,000 entries of varying types; some lemmata are fol-
lowed by short definitions as in a lexicon, and others by detailed articles resem-
bling those in a modern encyclopedia. They are arranged in a form of alphabetical
order adapted to Byzantine Greek pronunciation (i.e. vowels not distinguished in
pronunciation are alphabetized together). Sources are transcribed largely intact
and are usually identifiable. The work is obviously related to Photius’ Lexicon, and
there has been much debate over the nature of the relationship, but the latest
evidence suggests that the compiler of the Suda simply drew directly on Photius’
work.

Despite its late date, the Suda is of great importance for our knowledge of
antiquity, since it is based to a large extent on lost sources. Most of the immedi-
ate sources were lexica and other scholarly compilations of the Roman and late
antique periods, such as Harpocration, Diogenianus, and scholia (though some
pieces of classical literature, particularly the plays of Aristophanes, seem to have
been consulted directly), but as these compilations were based on earlier work,
the ultimate sources of the Suda include a significant amount of Alexandrian schol-
arship and historical material reaching back to the classical period. The plays of
Aristophanes and scholia to them are particularly well represented, appearing in
more than 5,000 entries. The Suda is especially useful for information about clas-
sical and later writers (indeed, it is our main source for the titles of lost literary
works and the original extent of each author’s output) because it includes mate-
rial from a lost dictionary of literary biography composed by Hesychius of Miletus.
It is also the source of important poetic and historical fragments, not to mention
countless fragments of ancient scholarship.

25. The arguments about the word and its meaning are many, and not everyone is
convinced that “Suidas” is not a name; for an example of dissent see Hemmerdinger (1998),
and for summaries of the different variations on the standard view see Tosi (2001) and
Hunger (1978: ii. 40–1).
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There is an excellent edition of the Suda by Ada Adler (1928–38 =TLG), and
some of the entries have been translated into English and provided with annota-
tions by the Suda On Line project.26 Discussions are numerous: N. Wilson (1983a:
145–7) provides a good introduction, and more detailed studies include those of
Adler (1931), Theodoridis (1988; 1993; 1982–: ii, pp. xxvii–xl, li–ci), and the es-
says in Zecchini (1999).

3.2.3 Etymologica
A number of enormous, anonymous Byzantine etymological lexica have survived
more or less intact and preserve much valuable ancient scholarship. Though tra-
ditionally referred to as etymologica, they are by no means strictly concerned with
etymologies. They consist of lemmata (in alphabetical order) followed by some
type of explanation, such as a definition, an etymology, and/or further informa-
tion on usage, often including quotations from literature.

The oldest and most important of these is the Etymologicum genuinum, which
was compiled in the ninth century, though our only witnesses to it are two tenth-
century manuscripts of unusually poor quality. From the original version of this
work, with various excisions and additions, are descended almost all the other
etymologica, of which the most important are the Etymologicum magnum from
the twelfth century, the Etymologicum Gudianum from the eleventh century, and
the Etymologicum Symeonis from the twelfth century. The Etymologicum (Floren-
tinum) parvum, for which we have only entries from the first half of the alphabet,
is somewhat older but much less useful because of its small scale and lack of
quotations.

The sources of the etymologica vary but generally date to the second century
AD and later; major sources include Herodian, Orus, Orion, Theognostus, Choero-
boscus, scholia, and the Epimerismi Homerici. But since these works were them-
selves usually based on earlier scholarship, the etymologica are indirect witnesses
to a considerable amount of Hellenistic scholarly work, as well as preserving nu-
merous fragments of classical literature otherwise lost.

The etymologica are difficult to use because editions are scattered, mostly el-
derly, and woefully incomplete. The primary edition is that of Lasserre and Livadaras
(1976– =TLG), which offers synoptic texts of the Etymologicum genuinum, the
Etymologicum magnum, and the Etymologicum Symeonis, but this edition has so
far reached only as far as the letter b; its first volume is partially duplicated by
Sell’s edition (1968) of some entries beginning with a from the Etymologicum
Symeonis, and its second volume by Berger’s edition (1972) of entries beginning
with b from the Etymologicum genuinum and Etymologicum Symeonis. For the
rest of the alphabet the Etymologicum magnum can be consulted only in Gaisford’s

26. Available at www.stoa.org/sol/. The translations must be used with careful atten-
tion to the notes that indicate whether or not they have been checked by the editors, as
many are the uncorrected work of people with no expertise in the subject.

3.2.3 ETYMOLOGICA

www.stoa.org/sol/
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edition (1848 =TLG), and the Etymologicum Symeonis remains unpublished.27

The Etymologicum genuinum has received some piecemeal publications: apart
from Lasserre and Livadaras’s edition of the beginning, we have Miller’s partial
text of one manuscript (1868: 1–318), which covers the whole alphabet but in-
cludes only a few of the entries for each letter; an edition of the entries beginning
with the letter z (Funaioli 1983), two editions of the entries beginning with the
letter l (Alpers 1969 (=TLG) and Colonna 1967), an edition of the entries begin-
ning with m, n, x, and w (Curiazi, Funaioli, et al. 1980–2), and a series of articles
containing annotated editions of some (but not all) of the entries beginning with
g (Casadio 1986–7), d (Casadio 1988–9), and e (Casadio 1990–3). The Etymol-
ogicum Gudianum has been separately edited: De Stefani (1909–20 =TLG) cov-
ers letters a–z only, and the rest must be consulted in Sturz’s text (1818 =TLG).
The Etymologicum parvum has been edited by Pintaudi (1973 =TLG), and sev-
eral other Byzantine etymologica exist in unpublished form (but note Parlangèli
1953–4 for publication of a fragment of the Etymologicum Casulanum).

Discussions include those of Reitzenstein (1897), Erbse (1960: 123–73), Pin-
taudi (1975), Hunger (1978: ii. 45–8), Cellerini (1988), Maleci (1995), and the
introductions to the various editions; for further references see Cellerini (1988).
There have also been numerous short publications making textual suggestions and
reporting discoveries of new fragments of classical literature from the etymologica,
including Curiazi (1983), Perilli (1990–3), Massimilla (1990), and Calame (1970).

3.2.4 Aristophanes of Byzantium
Aristophanes of Byzantium (c.257–c.180 bc) was one of the most important
Alexandrian scholars and the teacher of Aristarchus; his works survive only in
fragments. Aristophanes produced editions of Homer, Hesiod, the lyric poets
(including Pindar), and Aristophanes the comedian (and perhaps other authors of
Old Comedy), and he seems to have worked on Sophocles, Euripides, and Menander
as well. Most scholars believe that he produced only texts, not commentaries, but
others maintain that he left at least some sort of notes to explain his texts.
Aristophanes’ work also forms the basis for some of the “hypotheses” or introduc-
tions attached to tragedies and comedies; these hypotheses contain valuable in-
formation about the circumstances of each play’s production, and Aristophanes
is thought to have based them on the work of Callimachus and of Dicaearchus,
the pupil of Aristotle.28 He also composed some monographs on subjects such as

27. But Gaisford (1848) reports in his apparatus the readings of a manuscript (V) that
is actually a witness to the Etymologicum Symeonis.

28. Some plays have two or three hypotheses: a scholarly one that could be derived
from the works of Aristophanes, a popular one descended from Hellenistic works but
offering a summary of the play rather than scholarly information, and a longer Byzantine
one (13th–14th cent. AD). Clearly none of Aristophanes’ hypotheses survive unaltered,
and it is difficult to tell which of the scholarly hypotheses descend from his work and
how different our versions of these hypotheses are from the ones he produced.
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proverbs, and an important glossary entitled Levxei", which contained sections
such as Peri; tw÷n uJpopteuomevnwn mh; eijrh÷sqai toi÷" palaioi÷" “On words sus-
pected of not having been said by the ancients” (i.e. post-classical words), Peri;
ojnomasiva" hJlikiw÷n “On the names of ages” (i.e. terms used to designate men,
women, and animals of different ages), and Peri; suggenikw÷n ojnomavtwn “On
kinship terms.”29 Aristophanes seems to have been the first editor of lyric poetry
to divide the text into verse lines, rather than writing it out as prose, and to note
the metrical structure of the poems; his input was also important in establishing
the canonical corpus of classical works. In addition, he made crucial contribu-
tions to the history of diacritical signs: Aristophanes is credited with inventing
the symbols for Greek accents that we still use today, as well as a system of criti-
cal signs for commenting upon texts.

Of this prodigious output we have only fragments. Some hypotheses survive,
though variously altered, and comments in the scholia to the texts Aristophanes
edited preserve a few of his readings. The critical signs are largely lost, but the
accent marks are still in use. Hundreds of fragments of the Levxei" exist, most
gathered from sources such as Eustathius, Erotian, Pollux, and the scholia to
Lucian but some also surviving in a direct manuscript tradition. A few fragments
of the other monographs survive by indirect transmission.

The standard text of the fragments is that of Slater (1986); an older edition by
Nauck (1848 =TLG) is excellent but lacks some of the most important sources,
which were discovered after its publication. Slater’s edition, however, omits the
hypotheses, a few of which (i.e. the ones Nauck believed to be genuine) can be
found in Nauck’s edition. The other hypotheses can be found in editions of the
texts of the dramatists concerned. Slater also omits the full version of the testi-
monia to Aristophanes’ invention of the marks for accents and breathings, which
are best consulted in Lameere (1960: 90–2), though they can also be found in
Nauck (1848: 12–15). In addition, Slater confines to an appendix with little dis-
cussion the numerous and important fragments of Aristophanes’ edition of Homer,
on the grounds that these fragments, which come from the Homer scholia, are
best consulted in editions of those scholia; Nauck gives these fragments pride of
place and accords them substantial discussion. Both editions have excellent indi-
ces. A few more recently discovered fragments are absent from both editions but
can be found in Lasserre (1986–7) and Roselli (1979).

Discussions of Aristophanes are numerous. The best general introduction is
that of Pfeiffer (1968: 171–209), and the most detailed study that of Callanan
(1987), though both editions also provide significant discussion. Much recent work
has attempted to recover Aristophanes’ ideas of grammatical analysis and deter-
mine how sophisticated his system was, but some focuses on his methods of textual
criticism or attempts to reconstruct his monographs. A good survey of important
work on Aristophanes up to the 1980s is given by Callanan (1987: 9–20; see also

29. A few scholars think that these sections were self-standing works and maintain
that the overall title Levxei" is a fiction (see Slater 1976: 237 n. 11).

3.2.4 ARISTOPHANES OF BYZANTIUM
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the bibliography in Slater 1986); more recent discussions include those of Ax
(1990; 2000: 95–115), Schenkeveld (1990, 1994), Slater (1982), Blank and Dyck
(1984), Rengakos (1993: 89–96), Van Thiel (1992: 14–15), Porro (1994: 3–12,
223–4, 238), Longo (1987), and Tosi (1990–3, 1997). The hypotheses are treated
by Zuntz (1955: 129–52), Meijering (1985), Koster (1962), O. Montanari (1970–
2), and Achelis (1913–16).

3.2.5 Harpocration
Valerius Harpocration produced a glossary to the Attic orators, Levxei" tw÷n devka
rJhtovrwn, in the later second century ad. The glossary is particularly important as
a source of fragments of lost works and of historical information on classical Ath-
ens; the information it contains is notably more accurate than the average of an-
cient scholarship. The work is also significant in the history of ancient lexicography,
as it is one of the earliest surviving glossaries. Unusually for a work of this period,
Harpocration’s glossary follows complete alphabetical order (i.e. words are not
merely grouped together by their first letters, or by their first two or three letters,
but fully alphabetized as in a modern dictionary); there is, however, some debate
about whether this feature can be traced to Harpocration himself or was added at
a later stage of transmission.

The work survives, in a contaminated and somewhat abridged form, in a num-
ber of late manuscripts; this version is known as the “full version” in contrast to
our other main witness to the text, an epitome dating probably to the early ninth
century. There is also an early papyrus fragment of the glossary, from the second
or third century ad, as well as extracts from Harpocration preserved in Photius
and in scholia to the orators.

There is no consensus on the best text of Harpocration. Keaney’s text (1991)
is an important edition and cannot be ignored, but it is too full of errors to be
safely usable by itself (see Otranto 1993), while the previous edition, that of
W. Dindorf (1853 =TLG) is not without its own problems, with the result that some
scholars prefer to rely on Bekker’s text (1833b). The safest method is usually consul-
tation of at least two of these editions. The papyrus is published as P.Ryl. iii. 532 and
supplemented by Naoumides (1961). Discussions include those of Hemmerdinger
(1959), Keaney (1973, 1995), Whitehead (1997, 1998), and H. Schultz (1912). Some
examples of the way Harpocration has recently been used are provided by Kinzl (1991),
C. Gibson (1997), Thompson (1983), and Keaney (1967).

3.2.6 Ammonius / Herennius Philo
A lexicon entitled Peri; oJmoivwn kai; diaûovrwn levxewn (De adfinium vocabulorum
differentia) is preserved in late manuscripts under the name of Ammonius, but it
is generally agreed not to have been composed by any of the known bearers of
that name.30 The work is closely related to a number of other lexica that survive

30. The main contenders would be Ammonius of Alexandria (pupil and successor of
Aristarchus, and author of many scholarly works now lost), Ammonius Saccas (an Alex-
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only as epitomes, of which the most significant are the Peri; diaûora÷" levxewn
attributed to Ptolemaeus31 and the Peri; diaûovrou" shmasiva" (De diversis ver-
borum significationibus) of Herennius Philo.32 It is thought that the ancestor of
all these works was probably a lexicon composed by Herennius Philo in the early
second century ad, which was severely epitomized both with and without its
author’s name and preserved (probably still in a reduced form, but one of sub-
stantial size) with the substitution of Ammonius’ name.33

The lexicon consists primarily of pairs of words that are similar or identical in
some way, with an explanation of the difference between them. It is often called
a lexicon of synonyms, and in the majority of cases the paired words are in fact
synonyms (e.g. povli" and a[stu, or euj ¿ and kalw÷"), but in other cases they are
homonyms, similar or identical in form but different in meaning (e.g. ejkei÷ and
ejkei÷se, or dh÷mo" “populace” and dhmov" “fat”). Some are similar in both form and
meaning, and occasionally an entry consists of a single word followed by a list of
synonyms. The sources include classical literature, Alexandrian scholarship, and
scholarship of the early Roman period, most now lost; sometimes literary quota-
tions are included to exemplify the meaning or usage of a particular word. While
the vast majority of the entries contain information that is correct by the stan-
dards of classical usage, and some of them preserve really valuable scholarly in-
formation, there are also a few mistakes and a certain amount of banality.

The standard edition of Ammonius’ work is that of Nickau (1966 =TLG), who
provides in an appendix entries missing from manuscripts of Ammonius but re-
coverable from the epitomes. Since the publication of this edition some more
manuscripts of Ammonius have been discovered and findings from them published
by Bühler (1972) and Nickau (1978), but they do not greatly alter our understand-
ing of the text. There are separate editions and discussions of the epitomes attrib-
uted to Herennius (Palmieri 1981, 1988, both =TLG) and Ptolemaeus (Heylbut
1887; Palmieri 1981–2; Nickau 1990), as well as of a number of other fragments

andrian Platonist of the 3rd cent. ad and the teacher of Plotinus), and Ammonius son of
Hermeias (an Alexandrian Neoplatonist of the 6th cent. AD, some of whose commentaries on
Aristotle are still extant); none of these lived at the right time to be the author of the lexicon.

31. The Ptolemy in question is presumably intended to be the 1st-cent. grammarian
Ptolemy of Ascalon, who cannot be the author of the work (nor can the scientist Ptolemy
of Alexandria or any other known Ptolemy); probably the attribution is simply false, but
Ptolemaeus could be the name of a later epitomator.

32. Also known as Erennius Philo and as Philo of Byblos, but not to be confused with
Philo Judaeus (Philo of Alexandria), author of numerous extant religious works. Herennius
Philo was a prolific antiquarian writer of the late 1st and early 2nd cent. ad; most of his
work was not concerned with language and is in any case lost, but his most famous work,
the Phoenician history, survives in substantial fragments.

33. The name could indicate that someone named Ammonius (who might or might
not be one of the famous Ammonii) abridged the work or was otherwise involved in its
transmission, but it could also have been attached simply in order to lend the work more
authority by associating it with a more famous scholar.

3.2.6 AMMONIUS / HERENNIUS PHILO
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of related work (e.g. Palmieri 1984, 1986, both =TLG), but these are useful pri-
marily for understanding the transformations that the lexicon underwent between
the time of Herennius and the late Byzantine period. The most important discus-
sions of the lexica are those of Erbse (1960: 295–310) and Nickau (1966: preface;
2000); because these scholars changed our understanding of the lexica signifi-
cantly, earlier studies are not normally useful.

3.2.7 Pollux
Julius Pollux (or Polydeuces) of Naucratis, a rhetorician of the latter part of the
second century ad, was the author of the Onomasticon, a wide-ranging lexicon in
ten books. The work now survives only in the form of an epitome that has suf-
fered interpolation as well as abridgement, but it is still of considerable bulk and
primarily Pollux’s own work. It is based on works of classical literature and Alex-
andrian scholarship, including many no longer extant; among these sources are
Aristophanes of Byzantium and Eratosthenes.

The Onomasticon is organized not in alphabetical order like other surviving
ancient lexica, but by topic; in this it preserves a very early method of organiza-
tion that originally predominated in Greek scholarship and was only gradually
replaced by alphabetical ordering. Some entries are very brief, but others are com-
plex and detailed, offering much more than a simple definition. Perhaps the most
famous section is Pollux’s discussion of the classical theater and its parapherna-
lia, including a description of seventy-six different types of mask for different
characters in tragedies, comedies, and satyr plays, which is an invaluable source
of information on the ancient stage. Much other historical information can also
be found in the Onomasticon, as can fragments of lost works, better readings of
extant works, and definitions (including some earliest attestations) of obscure
words.

The standard edition of the Onomasticon is that of Bethe (1900–37 =TLG),
which also includes the scholia found in some manuscripts (printed below the
text). Numerous textual suggestions have been made since the appearance of this
edition, such as those of Marzullo (1995–6). For further information see Bethe
(1917) and Tosi (1988: 87–113), and for examples of recent use of Pollux see
Poe (1996, 2000), Theodorides (1976b), and Vinson (1996). Wieseler (1870) can
be helpful in understanding Pollux’s unusual vocabulary.

3.2.8 Phrynichus
Phrynichus Arabius,34 a rhetorician and lexicographer of the later second century
ad, was one of the strictest of the Atticists. Unlike many Atticists of his period, he
sought examples of usage from tragedy and Old Comedy, and he was prepared to
censure even words appearing in standard Attic prose authors if they did not be-

34. This Phrynichus, who is also identified as being from Bithynia, is not to be con-
fused with Phrynichus the tragedian or Phrynichus the comedian, both of whom belong
to the classical period.
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long to fifth-century usage. Two of his works survive, both concerned with the
nuances of correct Attic usage.

Phrynichus’ major work was the Soûistikh; proparaskeuhv (Praeparatio sophis-
tica), a lexicon of Attic words originally in thirty-seven books but now surviving
only in a substantial epitome and a collection of fragments. The entries, which
are alphabetized by first letters only, consist of obscure words, often collected from
lost tragedies or comedies, with definitions and sometimes specific attributions
to classical authors. The work was extensively discussed by Photius, who is the
source of many of the fragments.

Phrynichus’ other work, the !Eklogh; !Attikw÷n rJhmavtwn kai; ojnomavtwn
(Ecloga), used to be considered an epitome but is now thought to be more or less
complete; it is in two books, with a certain amount of repetition between them,
and two short epitomes are also preserved. The work consists of a series of pro-
nouncements on different aspects of Attic and non-Attic usage, arranged in the
form of a lexicon (but not in alphabetical order, except for a few sets of entries
taken over from alphabetizing sources). Many entries consist of a non-Attic word,
usually but not always from the koiné (e.g. dusiv), an injunction against using it,
and the appropriate Attic replacement (e.g. duoi÷n), while others give the proper
Attic syntax of the lemma (e.g. tugcavnw must be accompanied by w[n when it
means “happen to be”) or the difference between easily confused words (e.g. a
mei÷rax is female, but a meiravkion is male). Phrynichus’ sources include the
Antiatticista (see 3.2.9) and several lost works of ancient scholarship, and his work
is valuable both for preserving such fragments and for the light it sheds on the
way the Atticists worked and on the type of mistakes that Greek speakers trying
to write classical Attic were likely to make in the second century.

The standard edition of the Praeparatio is that of Borries (1911 =TLG), and for
the Ecloga that of Fischer (1974 =TLG). Discussions include the introductions to
the editions, Slater (1977), Rutherford (1881), Bossi (1980–2), and Blanchard
(1997).

3.2.9 Antiatticista
The anonymous composition normally referred to as the work of the Antiatticista
is not, as this designation might seem to suggest, a polemic against Atticism, but
rather a second-century (ad) Atticist lexicon that is “Antiatticist” only in having a
broader definition of “Attic” than did the strict Atticists like Phrynichus. The
Antiatticist admitted a larger group of authors into his canon and apparently held
that the use of a word by any Attic author made it acceptable as Attic, even if a
more recherché alternative existed. Until recently it was believed that the Anti-
atticist was a contemporary of Phrynichus who wrote in response to the first book
of Phrynichus’ Ecloga and against whom the second book of the Ecloga was then
directed, but now some hold that Phrynichus attacked the Antiatticist through-
out the Ecloga, and others that Phrynichus used the Antiatticist’s work rather than
attacking it, suggesting that the Antiatticist may have been a predecessor rather
than a contemporary.

3.2.9 ANTIATTICISTA
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The lexicon seems to have originally consisted of a list of Attic words, with
definitions and references to the words’ occurrences in classical texts; many of
the words listed were ones whose claim to be considered properly Attic had been
disputed by the stricter Atticists, and the Antiatticist seems to have made a point
of showing that those words were indeed attested, often by quoting the relevant
passage. Unfortunately the work survives only in the form of a drastically reduced
epitome from which most of the quotations have been excised, leaving only tan-
talizing references to lost works. Enough remains, however, that the work is use-
ful for information on lost literary works, historical details about classical Athens,
and fragments of Hellenistic scholarship, as well as for understanding the con-
troversies of the Second Sophistic period.

The epitome has been published by Bekker (1814–21: i. 75–116 =TLG) and
discussed by Latte (1915), Fischer (1974), Slater (1977), and Arnott (1989);
Jacoby (1944) and Tosi (1997) provide examples of its uses.

3.2.10 Moeris
The Atticizing lexicographer Moeris has left us an intact work entitled Levxei"
!Attikw÷n kai; @Ellhvnwn kata; stoicei÷on, or !Attikisthv". Moeris’ date is uncer-
tain, but it was clearly late enough to allow him to use all the other Atticists; the
third century ad is a likely possibility. His lexicon consists of almost a thousand
entries, alphabetized by their first letters, most of which involve Attic/non-Attic
pairs. Many appear in a formula that juxtaposes !Attikoiv and $Ellhne", as ojmnuvnai
!Attikoiv: ojmnuvein $Ellhne" “The Attic speakers [used as the infinitive of o[mnumi]
ojmnuvnaiv, but the [other, i.e. later] Greeks [use] ojmnuvein.” Sometimes koinovn or
koinw÷" (or the name of a different dialect) appears instead of $Ellhne", some-
times no non-Attic equivalent is given, and sometimes a reference to a classical
author supports the claim of Attic usage. Moeris’ Attic canon excluded tragedy
and New Comedy but included, in addition to prose and Old Comedy, Homer
and Herodotus.

The standard edition and study of Moeris is that of D. Hansen (1998), who
provides ample further bibliography.

3.2.11 Philemon
Two Greek glossographers bore the name Philemon.35 The first, living in the third
and second centuries bc, wrote a work called Peri; !Attikw÷n ojnomavtwn h] glwssw÷n;
it is lost, but fragments are preserved in the works of later writers, particularly
Athenaeus and “Ammonius.”

The second Philemon was an Atticist who around ad 200 composed in iambics
a work entitled Peri; !Attikh÷" ajntilogiva" th÷" ejn tai÷" levxesin. This piece sur-
vives only in two brief extracts, both of which are essentially alphabetic lists of non-

35. They are not to be confused with the 3rd-cent. Latin grammarian of the same
name, nor with several comic poets named Philemon. The two discussed here are num-
bers 13 and 14 in RE.
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Attic words and their Attic equivalents. One covers the whole alphabet and has been
published by Reitzenstein (1897: 392–6), while the other, which has more entries
beginning with each letter and gives more detail on each entry, covers only the first
four letters of the alphabet; this one has been edited by Osann (1821).

The Philemons have been discussed by Cohn (1898), but much remains to be
done.

3.2.12 Aelius Dionysius and Pausanias
Aelius Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Pausanias,36 both from the early second
century ad, were the founders of Attic lexicography. Both produced lexica of Attic
words and phrases in alphabetical order, respectively entitled !Attika; ojnovmata
and !Attikw÷n ojnomavtwn sunagwghv, that had a great influence on later lexicog-
raphers and survived at least until the twelfth century. Their sources included
Alexandrian scholarship such as the works of Aristophanes of Byzantium. Both
lexica are now lost, but a substantial body of fragments can be recovered from the
works of later scholars, particularly Eustathius; these have been collected by Erbse
(1950 =TLG), though this collection also contains a number of items not specifi-
cally attributed to Aelius Dionysius or Pausanias in the sources but assigned to
them by Erbse on various grounds. Erbse (1950) also provides the main discus-
sion of the lexica. See also Van der Valk (1955) and Heinimann (1992).

3.2.13 Orus and Orion
These two grammarians of the fifth century ad are confused with one another in
Byzantine and early modern works, but their respective surviving works have now
been separated. Orus, who was born in Alexandria and worked in Constanti-
nople,37 produced numerous grammatical and lexicographical works, of which only
four survive to any significant extent: an Attic lexicon, a manual on orthography,
and short treatises on words with multiple meanings and on ethnic names. Orio(n)
of Thebes38 wrote a number of scholarly works, of which we now have only one,
an etymological lexicon, plus the fragments of a florilegium (see Haffner 2001).

Orus’ Attic lexicon, entitled !Attikw÷n levxewn sunagwghv, is probably the best
known of his works, but all we have of it is a large group of fragments, collected
primarily from the lexicon of Zonaras. The work, which is concerned more with
distinguishing classical from koiné Greek than with identifying peculiarities of the
Attic dialect, was written in opposition to Phrynichus and is based on classical
sources. There is a good edition of the fragments with discussion by Alpers (1981
=TLG).

36. This Pausanias is to be distinguished both from the Spartan kings of that name
and from the author of the Periegesis or Description of Greece.

37. He is also, for unknown reasons, associated with Miletus and so may be identi-
fied by reference to any of these three cities.

38. The Egyptian Thebes. He was born there but worked in Alexandria, Constan-
tinople, and Caesarea.

3.2.12 AELIUS DIONYSIUS AND PAUSANIAS
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From Orus’ manual on orthography (!Orqograûiva) we possess a substantial
excerpt concerning the use of the iota subscript. This consists of a list of words in
alphabetical order (only entries from the second half of the alphabet are preserved),
with indication of whether or not each is written with the iota. Entries are often
accompanied by evidence in the form of quotations from classical literature, thus
sometimes preserving fragments of lost works, and some fragments of earlier schol-
arship can be found as well. The excerpt has been published by Rabe (1892 =TLG,
1895) and discussed by Reitzenstein (1897: 289–316) and Erbse (1960: 274–80).

Orus’ treatise on ethnics was called Peri; ejqnikw÷n or $Opw" ta; ejqnika;
lektevon; from it we have a set of fragments gathered from Stephanus and the
Etymologicum genuinum. Of the treatise on words with multiple meanings, en-
titled Peri; polushmavntwn levxewn, we have substantial excerpts, preserved in-
dependently in the manuscript tradition. Both have been edited and discussed by
Reitzenstein (1897: 316–35, 335–47).

The !Etumologikovn or Peri; ejtumologiva" of Orion survives in three abbrevi-
ated versions, one of which is still of considerable bulk; the smaller versions are
known as the Werfer excerpts and the Koës excerpts after their first transcribers.
The work is an etymological lexicon that combines material from other scholars
in alphabetical order and so preserves much earlier scholarship, including por-
tions of Aristonicus’ work on Homer. All three versions have been published by
Sturz (1818: 611–17 =TLG; 1820 =TLG), and one of them re-edited by Micciarelli
Collesi (1970a =TLG). The lexicon has been discussed by Erbse (1960: 280–94),
Reitzenstein (1897: 309–11, 347–50), Wendel (1939a), Garzya (1967), Theo-
doridis (1976a: 16–41), and Micciarelli Collesi (1970b), but much remains to be
done.

3.2.14 Cyrillus
A substantial lexicon compiled in the fifth century ad is attributed to Cyrillus.39

It consists primarily of Biblical glosses, but there is also some material from the
ancient scholarly tradition, including Atticist writings and scholia. Entries from
this lexicon have been heavily interpolated into our version of Hesychius, but
Cyrillus’ lexicon also exists independently in numerous manuscripts.

Unfortunately most of the lexicon is unpublished. The most important study,
that of Drachmann (1936), provides an edition of only a few sections (words be-
ginning with ba-, qa-, qe-, la-, and le-), and Cramer’s text (1839–41: iv. 177–
201) contains a drastically abbreviated version. Selected glosses from individual
manuscripts have been edited by Naoumides (1968), Burguière (1961–2), and
Moritz Schmidt (1858–68: iv, e.g. 365–8). Discussions include those of Latte
(1953–66: i, pp. xliv–li), I. Cunningham (2003: esp. 43–9), Burguière (1970),

39. Or Cyril. The attribution probably refers to St. Cyril of Alexandria—though
St. Cyril of Jerusalem and Cyril of Scythopolis are also candidates—and the person so
designated may well have had something to do with the lexicon, but the work as it stands
cannot be simply the composition of any of these Cyrils.
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Henrichs (1971–3: 112–16), Reitzenstein (1888), and Lucà (1994), but much
remains to be done. A new edition is expected from N. Wilson and H. van Thiel.

3.2.15 Stephanus
Stephanus of Byzantium,40 a grammarian who taught in Constantinople in the
sixth century AD, composed a gigantic geographical lexicon in more than fifty books.
The work, called Ethnica, originally contained detailed linguistic, geographical,
historical, and mythological information about hundreds of place-names and the
ethnic adjectives corresponding to them. Its sources included Herodian, Orus,
Pausanius, Strabo, and some ancestors of the Homer scholia, as well as many lost
works of scholarship. We now have an epitome, in which the amount of informa-
tion given about each entry is drastically reduced (in many cases to a mere listing
of place-names and their adjectives); eight pages of the original that survive in
a separate manuscript; and several fragments preserved in the work of later
Byzantines, notably Constantine Porphyrogenitus. Though these remains are only
a fraction of the original work, their bulk is still impressive.

The Ethnica have been edited by Meineke (1849 =TLG), though this text is
not entirely satisfactory; a new edition is in preparation by Margarethe Billerbeck.
Studies include those of Diller (1938, 1950), Erbse (1960: 251–69), and White-
head (1994).

3.2.16 Photius’ Lexicon
Photius (c.810–c.893), patriarch of Constantinople, is now known chiefly for his
Bibliotheca (see 3.3.1), but he also composed a lexicon. The work is huge and
concerned chiefly with prose words, though a number of items from Old Com-
edy also appear. Most entries are short, consisting only of the lemma and a one-
or two-word definition, but some are substantial paragraphs with citations of
authors who use a word, and sometimes with quotations. The lexicon’s immedi-
ate sources are other late lexica, particularly that of Cyrillus (see 3.2.14), but it
indirectly preserves much earlier scholarship (particularly material from the lost
lexica of Diogenianus, Aelius Dionysius, and Pausanias) and is a source of frag-
ments of lost literary works.

Significant portions of the lexicon were unknown until 1959, when the only
complete manuscript of the work was discovered. A new edition incorporating
this material is in progress (Theodoridis 1982– =TLG) and is by far the best; until

40. This Stephanus is to be distinguished from Stephanus of Alexandria / Stephanus
of Athens / Stephanus the philosopher, who wrote commentaries on Hippocrates, Galen,
and Aristotle (and who may himself be more than one person); from the 7th-cent. gram-
marian Stephanus who is responsible for some of the “scholia” to Dionysius Thrax; and from
the 16th-cent. scholar and publisher Henri Estienne, often known by his Latinized name
Stephanus; this last Stephanus is the one responsible for the gigantic dictionary called
Thesaurus Graecae Linguae or Stephani Thesaurus, as well as for the Stephanus numera-
tion of Plato.

3.2.15 STEPHANUS
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it is complete, however, Porson’s edition (1823 =TLG) remains the best choice
for the rest of the lexicon (rather than Naber’s 1864–5 edition). Discussions of
the work are numerous; N. Wilson (1983a: 90–3) provides a good introduction,
and Theodoridis’ edition includes important, comprehensive studies (in the sec-
ond volume as well as in the first). There is a series of critical notes in Casadio
et al. (1984–5). For further bibliography see Theodoridis (1982–).

3.2.17 Sunagwgh; levxewn crhsivmwn

This lexicon, also known as Lexicon Bachmannianum and as Lexicon Bekkeri VI,
was composed in the late eighth or early ninth century ad, though a substantial
body of material was added later. Its original basis was the lexicon of Cyrillus, which
is still extant (see 3.2.14), and many of the other sources are also extant. It is there-
fore often ignored, but the fact that we can trace the growth of the work over several
centuries and know its contents at each point makes it useful for understanding
Byzantine lexicography. The best text of and source of information on the Sunagwghv
is I. Cunningham’s edition (2003).

3.2.18 Lexicon aiJmwdei÷n

A small lexicon dating to the ninth or tenth century is known as the Lexicon
aiJmwdei÷n after the lemma of the first entry. This work has fairly detailed entries
and is sometimes useful for its preservation of earlier scholarship, since it is based
in part on lost scholarly material. There is a good edition and study in Dyck (1983–
95: ii. 825–1016).

3.2.19 Zonaras
An enormous lexicon compiled in the first half of the thirteenth century carries
the name of Zonaras, a historian who lived in the eleventh and twelfth centuries
and so cannot have written it. The lexicon draws freely on the works of a wide
variety of earlier (late antique and early Byzantine) scholars and so preserves much
scholarship that is otherwise lost, including many of the fragments of Orus’ lexi-
con. It is organized first alphabetically (to two letters) and then by grammatical
category. Entries range in length from two words (lemma and definition) to long
paragraphs including quotations from ancient literature.

The only edition of the lexicon is that of Tittmann (1808 =TLG), whence it is
sometimes called the Lexicon Tittmannianum. The work has been little studied,
and some of what has been done is unusable; for the best available see Alpers
(1972; 1981: 3–55).

3.2.20 Other Lexica
The works mentioned above are by no means all the lexica that preserve ancient
scholarship. A number of important lexica to the works of individual authors sur-
vive: Apollonius Sophista’s and Apion’s works on Homer (see 2.1.1.3), Erotian’s
and Galen’s glossaries of Hippocratic words (see 2.2.1), Timaeus’ lexicon to Plato
(see 2.2.2), and some anonymous lexica to Herodotus (see 2.2.6). In addition, there
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is a substantial body of other lexicographical material surviving on papyrus or via
the manuscript tradition; these works and fragments are too numerous and too
obscure to be discussed individually here but are nevertheless useful on occasion.

A number of minor lexica from the late antique and Byzantine periods have
survived in manuscripts, and of these a few are reasonably accessible. There is a
good edition by Naoumides (1975 =TLG) of a little school lexicon related to the
scholia on Aristophanes, Pindar, and Demosthenes and perhaps dating to the late
antique period. Suetonius, the Roman biographer, wrote two Greek works Peri;
blasûhmiw÷n and Peri; paidiw÷n, of which lexicon-like epitomes survive (Peri;
blasfhmiw÷n in its present form can be fairly described as a dictionary of insults)
and have been edited by Taillardat (1967 =TLG). Thomas Magister’s Attic lexi-
con has been edited by Ritschl (1832), and Nauck (1867 =TLG) has edited the
Lexicon Vindobonense, a compilation of the early fourteenth century ascribed to
Andreas Lopadiotes (see Guida 1982). A number of additional lexica can be found
in Latte and Erbse (1965), Bachmann (1828), and the “Anecdota Bekker” (Bekker
1814–21), but others are confined to obscure dissertations or Programmschriften
or remain entirely unpublished. For references to these and to the scattered frag-
ments of and testimonia to earlier lexica, see general discussions of Greek lexi-
cography; particularly good ones with extensive further references are Degani
(1995) and Hunger (1978: ii. 33–50), and useful lists of editions can also be found
in Erbse (1969–88) and in the TLG Canon.41

There are also numerous fragments of older lexica surviving on papyrus. Most
of these lexica appear to be focused on the works of a particular author or group
of authors, but more general lexica are not unknown. Naoumides (1969) offers a
list of papyrus lexica with discussion of their characteristics, but more have been
published since, including P.Oxy. xlv. 3239 and xlvii. 3329. The collection Com-
mentaria et Lexica Graeca in Papyris reperta, to be published by K. G. Saur, is
expected eventually to include texts and discussions of papyrus lexica.

3.3 OTHER TYPES OF WORK

3.3.1 Photius’ Bibliotheca
Photius, patriarch of Constantinople in the ninth century, was the most important
of the Byzantine scholars. His influence was responsible for the preservation of many
ancient texts that would otherwise have been lost, and his own work drew on, and
thus preserves fragments from, many other works that subsequently disappeared.

41. Erbse gives a list of editions as part of his list of abbreviations at the front of each
volume; this list is a reliable guide to the best editions that had been published by c.1960
(and a mostly reliable guide up to 1975), but it is not complete, and some new editions
have since appeared. The Canon can be found in Berkowitz and Squitier (1990) or at
http://www.tlg.uci.edu; it too is incomplete and somewhat out of date, and in addition
neither the choice of editions nor the bibliographical information given there is completely
trustworthy.

3.3 OTHER TYPES OF WORK

http://www.tlg.uci.edu
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Two of his works concern classical scholarship: the Lexicon (for which see 3.2.16)
and the Bibliotheca.42 The latter, which is sometimes called the Myriobiblos, is an
enormous literary encyclopedia covering a wide range of authors from the classi-
cal to the early Byzantine periods. It contains summaries and discussions of the
books Photius had read, ostensibly prepared for his brother’s use when Photius
was departing on an embassy. The Bibliotheca consists of 280 entries, known as
codices (“books”), each of which is concerned with a different work or set of works;
some are only a few lines in length, but others stretch to many pages. The works
discussed come from many different subjects and genres, both Christian and
pagan, with two major restrictions: technical scientific works and poetry are both
excluded.

The entries contain not only summaries but also critical commentary of vari-
ous types, with an emphasis on style. From Photius’ perspective one of the main
reasons for reading ancient literature was the improvement of one’s own prose
style, so he frequently offered stylistic judgements of the works included; inter-
estingly, his highest praise was reserved not for any of the classical writers, but
for Atticists of the Roman period. He also discussed textual issues and questions
of authenticity, using both his own judgement and ancient scholarly materials.

Many of the works Photius discussed are now lost, so that his summaries pro-
vide all or most of what we know about them. Even when the originals have sur-
vived, Photius’ comments can be very useful to modern scholars, for apart from
the fact that he was an intelligent and perceptive scholar, he often had access to
better or more complete texts than we do, and he sometimes provides informa-
tion on the age of the manuscript he used or on how many manuscripts of a work
he found. In addition, his discussions tell us much about the history of the trans-
mission of ancient literature by indicating how much survived into the ninth cen-
tury and was then lost.

The standard text of the Bibliotheca is that of Henry (1959–77 =TLG), who
provides a facing French translation, and some of the more interesting entries have
been translated into English with notes by N. Wilson (1994). Good introductions
to the work can be found in N. Wilson (1983a: 93–111; 1994), and significant
studies include those of Schamp (1987, 2000), Treadgold (1980), Hägg (1975),
Lemerle (1971: 177–204), and Ziegler (1941); there is also a collection of articles
in Menestrina (2000).

3.3.2 Hephaestion
Hephaestion of Alexandria,43 who lived in the second century AD, was the author
of the most important ancient metrical treatise and is now our main source for
ancient metrical theory, analysis, and terminology. His treatise originally comprised
forty-eight books, but after repeated epitomizing, much of it conducted by the
author himself, we now have an epitome in one book, known as the Handbook or

42. For Photius’ other works see N. Wilson (1983a: 111–19).
43. Not to be confused with Hephaestion of Thebes, author of the Apotelesmatica.
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Encheiridion. There are also some fragments of disputed authorship that could
be excerpts from fuller versions of the work, entitled Peri; poihvmato", Peri;
poihmavtwn, and Peri; shmeivwn.

The most important of these survivals is the Encheiridion, which discusses and
explains different metrical structures, illustrating them with extensive quotations
from ancient poetry. The two fragments on poems, the contents of which overlap
to a great extent, concern the analysis of poetic texts by metrical structure, and
the Peri; shmeivwn discusses the use of the coronis, diple, asteriskos, and other
diacritic marks in different types of meter.

Though not designed as an introduction to the field, the Encheiridion soon
became a textbook because of its straightforward, systematic presentation and was
used as such for much of the Byzantine period. In consequence it accumulated
an extensive body of scholia and commentary, including a detailed and informa-
tive commentary by Choeroboscus (early ninth century). A reworking in verse by
John Tzetzes is also extant. Hephaestion continued to be the basis of metrical
theory until the nineteenth century, and while modern work on meter has tended
to move away from Hephaestion’s theories, his terminology is still standard in the
field.

Recently Hephaestion has been used chiefly in work on ancient metrical theory,
for which Hephaestion’s own work is crucial and the ancient commentary on it is
also valuable. The collection is however also very important as a source of frag-
ments of lost poetry, and for our understanding of Byzantine classical scholarship.

Hephaestion’s exposition has a parallel in the first book of Aristides Quintilianus’
three-book De musica, which devotes considerable attention to meter. Aristides
cannot be securely dated, but he probably wrote between the second and the fourth
centuries ad and so is likely to be somewhat later than Hephaestion. His and
Hephaestion’s treatises are frequently discussed together, as each aids greatly in
the interpretation of the other.

The standard text of all Hephaestion’s surviving work, Choeroboscus’ commen-
tary, and the scholia is that of Consbruch (1906 =TLG); for Aristides Quintilianus
one uses the text of Winnington-Ingram (1963) and A. Barker (1989) for transla-
tion and discussion. The Encheiridion has been translated into English, with exten-
sive commentary, by Van Ophuijsen (1987). The two fragments on poems have been
translated into German by Nehrling (1989–90), and Van Ophuijsen (1993b) gives
an English translation of most portions of these fragments, together with the paral-
lel passages from Aristides Quintilianus. Aristides’ complete work has been trans-
lated into English by Mathiesen (1983) and into German by Schäfke (1937). Other
works on Hephaestion include those of Palumbo Stracca (1979) and Consbruch
(1889), and examples of recent work using Hephaestion include Lomiento (1995),
Gentili (1983), Gentili and Perusino (1999), Wouters (1991–3), and Fowler (1990).

3.3.3 Stobaeus
Ioannes Stobaeus, or John of Stobi, was a writer of the fifth century ad from Stobi
in Macedonia. He compiled an anthology of Greek literature from Homer to the

3.3.3 STOBAEUS
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fourth century ad, consisting of a set of excerpts ranging in length from a single line
to several pages, grouped by theme. The themes involved are primarily (but not
exclusively) ethical ones, and the more than five hundred authors represented come
from a range of genres in both poetry and prose; Neoplatonic sources tend to pre-
dominate, and Christian texts are conspicuously absent. Stobaeus’ sources seem to
have been primarily earlier anthologies, rather than the original texts themselves.

Stobaeus’ work is useful to modern scholars because he preserves numerous
extracts from works that are otherwise lost; even when the originals survive,
Stobaeus offers an independently (though not necessarily more accurately) trans-
mitted text and so can be useful for textual criticism. Because the anthology was
influential in the Byzantine world, it is also helpful for understanding the Byzan-
tine reception of classical literature.

The anthology is in four books and has survived almost intact, though the first
book in particular seems to have been somewhat abbreviated. There is an edition
by Wachsmuth and Hense (1884–1912 =TLG), and an introduction with refer-
ences to further discussion can be found in Piccione and Runia (2001); Campbell
(1984) and Sider (2001) offer some cautions and insights about his quotation and
citation processes.
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Introduction to Scholarly Greek

The difficulties ancient scholarship presents to

the reader are very different from those involved in reading literary authors such
as Demosthenes, Sophocles, Lucian, or Aristophanes. Sentences in lexica, gram-
mars, and scholia tend to be fairly short, and grammatical and syntactic complexi-
ties are relatively rare. These works are largely free of obscure, archaic, and dialectal
forms, and the vocabulary is in many ways more limited and more manageable
than that of most literary texts. Yet scholarly Greek is not easy to read until one
becomes familiar with the genre, because it employs a set of space-saving con-
ventions and numerous technical words pertaining to scholarly disciplines. In
addition, it sometimes happens (though not as often as one would expect) that
the late date of the writer betrays itself in the use of post-classical words or con-
structions, and a grasp of the Greek numeral systems and the use of various edi-
torial symbols is not infrequently required to get the full meaning of a passage.

4.1 CONVENTIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF SCHOLARLY WRITING

4.1.1 Introduction
Scholarly Greek makes use of certain syntactic conventions rarely encountered
in classical literature. These allow many words to remain unexpressed and so
permit highly compact, very efficient writing, but they require some adjustment
on the part of readers more familiar with other types of Greek. Though many such
conventions are restricted to particular types of scholarship, others are found more
generally.

4.1.2 Basic Formula
In scholia and lexica each entry consists of two parts: the lemma (word or words
to be explained) and the definition or comment. The lemma always comes first
and in modern editions is usually separated from the comment upon it by an extra
space, a change in type font, or a symbol such as a high point or Roman colon.
The material that follows the lemma may be any type of comment—a variant read-
ing, a note on spelling or punctuation, a discussion of interpretation, etc.—but if
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no indication is given to the contrary, it is usually assumed to consist of, or at least
to begin with, a definition or paraphrase. Thus Hesychius’ entry goi÷no": oij ¿no"
(G 784 Latte) can be translated “goi÷no"1 [means] ‘wine’,” and the T scholion to
Iliad 12. 6 h[lasan: ejxevteinan, ajpo; tw÷n sidhvrwn can be translated “h[lasan
[means] ‘they stretched out,’ from iron things” [i.e. from the word’s use in iron-
work], or simply “h[lasan: ‘they stretched out,’ from iron things.”2

4.1.3 Bracketed Lemmata
Often the lemmata of scholia are bracketed in modern editions; this means that
they are absent from the manuscripts and have been supplied from the text com-
mented on. Thus a T scholion to Iliad 12. 13 reads ãkata; me;n Trwvwn qavnon:Ã
!Iakh; diaivresi", that is, “kata; me;n Trwvwn qavnon [is an example of] Ionic sepa-
ration [i.e. tmesis].” A few editions of scholia lack lemmata altogether, forcing the
reader to supply them from an edition of the text, but this practice is rare.

4.1.4 Multiple Definitions
In both scholia and lexica a single lemma may be followed by multiple definitions
or comments, and in composite works these different definitions or comments
may have separate sources. They may be separated only by punctuation, but the
addition of words meaning “or,” “and,” or “alternatively” is not uncommon. Thus
one of Hesychius’ entries (A 7280 Latte) reads a[rko": a[rkesma. bohvqeia. h] to;
paiovnion. kai; to; zw/÷on. kai; iJevreia th÷" !Artevmido", which could be translated
“a[rko" [means] ‘aid’ [or] ‘help,’ or the medicine, and the animal,3 and a priestess
of Artemis.” In such a passage there is often no difference between “and” and “or.”

4.1.5 a[llw"

In scholia multiple explanations are often separated by a[llw", a word indicating
that the material after the a[llw" comes from a different source from that of the
material preceding it. Thus the scholia to Pindar’s Pythian 3. 97 (or 3.173a; really
on the sentence ejn d’ au ¿jte crovnw/ / to;n me;n ojxeivaisi quvgatre" ejrhvmwsan pavqai"
/ eujûrosuvna" mevro" aiJ trei÷", 96–8) read in part to;n me;n ojxeivaisiÚ to;n me;n
Kavdmon aiJ qugatevre" ajpolluvmenai to; th÷" eujûrosuvnh" mevro" hjrhvmwsan. ejn
schvmati de; eij ¿pen, ajnti; tou÷ eujûrosuvnh" e[rhmon ejpoivhsan. b. a[llw": to;n me;n
Kavdmon aiJ trei÷" qugatevre" tai÷" ojxeivai" sumûorai÷" to; th÷" eujûrosuvnh"

1. Hesychius uses gamma for digamma here.
2. i.e. this usage of the term is derived from iron-working. ejlauvnw usually means “drive”

in Homer, but that meaning is inappropriate in this passage, since the reference is to the
process of creating the ditch the Greeks had dug around their protective wall. The scholiast
is both explaining how to understand the verb here and suggesting a source for the odd
meaning by connecting it with a rare Homeric usage of ejlauvnw for “to hammer out [metal]”
(see Iliad 7. 223): metal is stretched out by hammering it.

3. i.e. the bear (which had a particular connection to Artemis); this entry mixes mean-
ings of a[rko", -eo", tov with those of a[rk(t)o", -ou, oJ and hJ.
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mevro" hjrhvmwsan kai; ajûeivlanto: . . . This could be translated “to;n me;n ojxeivaisi:
‘his daughters, by dying, deprived Cadmus of his share of happiness.’ For [the poet]
said it in a figure, instead of ‘they made him destitute of happiness.’ Alternatively:
‘his three daughters, with sharp misfortunes, deprived Cadmus of his share of hap-
piness and took [it] away’ . . .” In this case (though by no means always) the two
entries are very similar and may well have the same ultimate source, but certain
scribes were nonetheless scrupulous in distinguishing them. A number of other
scribes who copied this same set of scholia were less scrupulous and conflated
the two, jumping from the end of the first entry to the end of the section quoted
here and thereby making it appear that the information that follows (an explana-
tion of who Cadmus’ daughters were and what happened to them) originally went
with the first entry rather than the second. Such conflations are common and need
to be taken into account in arguments about the original source of a scholion.

4.1.6 Abbreviated Lemmata
The lemma of a scholion may, especially if it is original, be only a part of the pas-
sage explained by the scholion. This is the case in the scholion just quoted, for
which the lemma makes no sense independently and is simply the beginning of
the line4 whose meaning is discussed; it acts as a link enabling one to find the
correct place in the text, like the symbols that were sometimes employed instead
of lemmata in ancient hypomnemata. Such abbreviated lemmata are common,
with the result that the most important aid to reading scholia is often the text
commented on.

4.1.7 Form of Lemmata
The lemmata of scholia and commentaries normally appear in the same form as
in the text. The lemmata of lexica vary in form, even within individual lexica; some
are in what we think of as the citation form of the word concerned (nominative
singular, first-person active indicative), but others, taken over from commentaries,
occur in inflected forms.5 Definitions normally appear in the same form as the lemma;
that is, if the lemma is an accusative singular, the definition is in the accusative sin-
gular as well, in order to identify the form of the lemma concisely. Thus one of
Hesychius’ entries (B 647 Latte) reads blavben: ejsûavlhsan. ejstevronto. ejblavbhsan;
this informs us that blavben is an alternative third-person plural aorist passive of
blavptw and yields the translation “blavben [means] ‘they were overthrown’ [or]
‘they lost’ [or] ‘they were harmed’.” Similarly a T scholion to Iliad 11. 308 reads
ijwh÷": oJrmh÷", para; to; i[w, which could be translated “ijwh÷" [means] ‘of a rush,’
[and it comes] from i[w” (for i[w see 4.1.22).

4. Note that it is not the beginning of the sentence, which starts at the end of 96.
5. This feature is very useful, as sometimes it allows us to trace these lemmata to

their original sources in literary texts. However, on occasion lemmata are inflected to
fit the syntax of their new contexts, so not all inflected lemmata can be assumed to be
original.

4.1.6 ABBREVIATED LEMMATA
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4.1.8 Form of Definition
Definitions, especially in lexica, are not necessarily self-standing, that is, they are
not always comprehensible without reference to the lemma. Rather the lemma is
taken as a basis that remains syntactically available, and from which elements can
be understood at any point in the explanation. Thus one of Hesychius’ entries
(B 1269 Latte) reads bruchvsasqai: wJ" levwn, which means “bruchvsasqai [means
to roar] like a lion.”

4.1.9 Nominatives: Definitions
Definitions may be given anywhere in an entry, not only at the beginning, and such
definitions often follow the convention that the word to be defined comes first, with-
out an article, and the definition follows it, with the article. The general syntactic
rule that of two Greek nominatives the one with the article is the subject and the
other the predicate indicates that in such cases the definition is actually the subject
and the word to be defined the predicate. Strictly speaking, therefore, the verb
to be understood is “is called” rather than “means,” and the proper English order
would be the reverse of the Greek order. Thus when Hesychius says ajsalei÷n:
ajûrontisth÷sai. Savla ga;r hJ ûrontiv" (A 7616 Latte), the literal translation is
“ajsalei÷n [means] ‘to be heedless.’ For thought [is called] savla” rather than “. . .
for savla [means] ‘thought’.” The reverse in order, however, causes a regrettable
shift of emphasis, and in some cases the definition is so long and complex that
such a reversed order is impractical. Scholars do not agree about whether it is
better to be faithful to the grammar or the word order when translating Greek
definitions, though readers of this book will observe that I personally tend to fol-
low the grammar.

4.1.10 Nominatives: Sources
Often scholia and entries in lexica contain words in the nominative that are
clearly not definitions but govern no expressed verb. Such nominatives are usu-
ally sources: most often sources of a particular reading, interpretation, or us-
age, but potentially sources of anything asserted by the writer of the entry (see
below for examples). The type of source can normally be determined by the
context, and a verb must usually be added in order to translate the entry unam-
biguously into English.

4.1.11 Sources: Scholars and Texts
In scholia, when a nominative is the name of a scholar or a group of texts, the meaning
is usually that another word or phrase given in the scholion (usually immediately
after the nominative) was read instead of (part of) the lemma by that scholar, or
that it was found instead of the lemma in that group of texts. Thus an A scholion to
Iliad 10. 79 reads ãejpevtrapen:Ã !Arivstarco" “ejpevtrepe,” which could be trans-
lated “ejpevtrapen: Aristarchus [reads] ejpevtrepe [instead],” and a T scholion to Iliad
10. 38 reads ãojtruvnei"ÚÃ aiJ !Aristavrcou “ojtrunevei"” dih/rhmevnw", which means
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“ojtruvnei": the [texts6] of Aristarchus [have] ojtrunevei" separately [i.e. without con-
traction].” An A scholion to Iliad 11. 632 makes the interesting statement ãhj ¿g! oJ
geraiov"ÚÃ dicw÷" !Arivstarco", hj ¿g! oJ geraiov" kai; “eij ¿c! oJ geraiov",” that is, “hj ¿g!
oJ geraiov": Aristarchus [reads the text of this passage] in two ways, hj ¿g! oJ geraiov"
and eij ¿c! oJ geraiov".” The source may also be less precisely identified, as in a T scholion
to Iliad 12. 142: ãejovnta":Ã “ejovnte"” aiJ pleivou", which means “ejovnta": most [texts
have] ejovnte".” Similarly a T scholion to Iliad 11. 652 reads pavlin a[ggelo": tine;"
uJû! e}n “palinavggelo"”, ouJc uJgiw÷", that is, “pavlin a[ggelo": some [texts have (or
perhaps ‘some scholars read’) this] as a single word, palinavggelo", [but] not well
[i.e. it should be two words].” Sometimes, however, the meaning is that the scholar
or texts named is the source of the lemma; in such cases no alternative reading is
given and the name of the source is usually preceded by ou{tw("), as in another (A)
scholion to Iliad 12. 142, which reads ãejovnte"ÚÃ ou{tw" !Arivstarco" ejovnte" kata;
th;n eujqei÷an, that is, “ejovnte": so Aristarchus [reads], ejovnte" in the nominative.”7

4.1.12 Sources: Authors
In lexica, the sources mentioned are normally not sources of readings, but rather
authors or dialects in which the lemma occurs. When the source is an author, the
work in which the lemma is found may be given in the dative, as in Hesychius’
entry a[septon: ajsebev". Soûoklh÷" Aijcmalwtivsin (A 7644 Latte) would be trans-
lated “a[septon [means] ‘unholy.’ Sophocles [uses this word] in the Aechmalotides.”
Dialects are usually indicated by a masculine plural form designating the speak-
ers of a given dialect, so that Hesychius’ entry bivwJr: i[sw". scedovn. Lavkwne"
(B 645 Latte) can be translated “bivwJr [means] ‘perhaps’ [or] ‘almost.’ The Laconians
[use this form].” This type of source designation can also be found in scholia, for
example in a T scholion to Iliad 12. 77 that reads pruleve": ou{tw Gortuvnioi and
means “pruleve": so the people of Gortyn [call foot-soldiers],” indicating that the
word belongs to a Cretan dialect.

4.1.13 Sources: Imprecise
A source can also be the source of a definition or interpretation. A bT scholion to
Iliad 10. 23 reads ãdafoinovn:Ã livan ûoneutikovn. tine;" de; purrovn, which means
“dafoinovn [means] ‘very deadly,’ but some [say it means] ‘yellowish-red’.” Simi-
larly Apollonius Sophista’s entry on poluvaine (133. 14 Bekker) reads poluvaine:
!Arivstarco" pollou÷ ejpaivnou a[xie. oiJ de; poluvmuqe, which could be translated

6. The word implied here is ejkdovsei"; Didymus cites two Aristarchean ejkdovsei", which
do not always have the same readings (see M. L. West 2001: 61–2).

7. Note that in both the scholia to Iliad 12. 142 quoted here, the lemmata have been
supplied by the editor. He was able to work out that one scholion presupposed the lemma
ejovnta" and the other presupposed ejovnte" because of the convention that if ou{tw(") pre-
cedes the nominative, the source named is the source of the lemma, but if there is an
alternative and no ou{tw("), the source named is the source of the alternative.

4.1.12 SOURCES: AUTHORS
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“poluvaine: Aristarchus [says it means] ‘worthy of much praise,’ but others [say it
means] ‘much talked about’.” Occasionally it is difficult to distinguish this type of
source from the others, as in Hesychius’ entry bla÷ka kai; blakeuvein: to;n ajrgo;n
kai; ajrgei÷n !Aqhnai÷oi. e[nioi probatwvdh (B 664 Latte), where the first part clearly
means that bla÷ka and blakeuvein are words from the Athenian dialect meaning
“idler” and “to do nothing.” The second part could conceivably mean either that
some scholars think the words mean “sheep-like” (i.e. simple-minded), or that some
speakers of other dialects used these words with this meaning (either “[But] some
[say it means] ‘sheeplike’” or “[But] some [use it with the meaning] ‘sheeplike’”),
though in this case the first possibility is much more likely.

4.1.14 Sources: Other
Occasionally other kinds of sources are indicated in the same way. Thus for ex-
ample an A scholion to Iliad 12. 205 states ijdnwqeiv"Ú yilwtevon to; i-. ou{tw" kai;
!Alexivwn kai; oiJ a[lloi, which since Alexion was a grammarian means “ijdnwqeiv":
the i must have a smooth breathing. Thus both Alexion and the other [grammar-
ians say that this word should be written/pronounced].”

4.1.15 Non-nominative Sources
Of course, nominatives without expressed verbs are not the only kind of source
designation found in scholia and lexica. Verbs are not infrequently expressed, and
the origin of a lemma or an alternative can also be indicated in other ways that
pose less difficulty to English-speaking readers. Thus an A scholion to Iliad 12.
179 reads ãqumovnÚÃ ejn a[llw/ “qumw÷/>,” which means “qumovn: in another [copy/manu-
script there is the word] qumw/÷ [instead].”

. . . . .
4.1.16 Articles: Paradigms
The article plays a vital role in scholarly Greek, where it has several distinct uses
not found in literary texts. When the complete declension of a noun or adjective
is given, or when a single case form other than the nominative singular is consid-
ered, the article is often used to indicate gender, number, and case.8 (In the voca-
tive, the particle wj ¿ substitutes for the article.9) This convention relieves the author
of having to produce the kind of verbose descriptions of a form that we often use.
Thus to decline carivei" in the masculine dual, one simply says “Tw; carivente,

8. For these purposes the article’s feminine dual forms are ta– v (nom.-acc.) and tai÷n
(gen.-dat.), rather than the classical Attic twv and toi÷n, which would not distinguish gen-
der effectively.

9. Many ancient grammarians considered wj ¿ to be the vocative of the article; though
this view is false from the standpoints of etymology and of classical usage and was recog-
nized as false in antiquity (see Apollonius Dyscolus, Synt. 62. 6–74. 3), this particle does
function as the vocative of the article in grammatical works.
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toi÷n carievntoin, wj ¿ carivente” (GG iv.i: 11. 15), which is the equivalent of
“Nominative-accusative masculine-neuter dual, carivente; genitive-dative mascu-
line-neuter dual, carievntoin; vocative dual, carivente.”

4.1.17 Articles: Quotation Marks (i)
The article is also frequently used with a word or phrase that is the topic of discus-
sion; phrases normally take neuter articles (as do letters of the alphabet, verb forms,
and other words with no gender of their own), and words with their own gender
can take either neuter articles or ones corresponding their own gender. These ar-
ticles serve two important purposes: they show the case that the word has in the
syntax of the sentence discussing it, thus making it possible to use a verb form, or
even a noun form in an inappropriate case, as the subject of a sentence or as the
object of a verb or preposition, and they function like quotation marks in showing
that a word is the topic of discussion rather than simply part of a sentence. (Al-
though modern editions may set off such words with quotation marks, letter-spac-
ing, capital letters, or different fonts, no such devices were used in ancient times,
and therefore it was essential for Greek writers to make their meaning clear by purely
syntactic means.)

4.1.18 Articles: Quotation Marks (ii)
Thus one sees sentences like Peri; de; tou÷ Aujgouvsta levgousin o{ti w[ûeilen
Aujgouvsth eij ¿nai hJ eujqei÷a dia; tou÷ h– . . . , which means “About the [word]
Aujgouvsta [fem. nom. sg., modified by an article in the neut. gen. sg.] they say
that the nominative should be Aujgouvsth with an h . . .” (GG iv.i: 305. 7). Simi-
larly, an A scholion to Iliad 10. 10 concludes ejlevgcetai de; oJ Zhnovdoto"
aJmartavnwn ejk tou÷ “w}" d! au[tw" Menevlaon e[ce trovmo",” which means “but
Zenodotus is shown to be in error by the [phrase] w}" d! au[tw" Menevlaon e[ce
trovmo",” i.e. by the fact that Homer a few lines later says w}" d! au[tw" Menevlaon
e[ce trovmo". Occasionally such articles, rather than being in the neuter, agree
in gender with an understood noun such as a part of speech: thus an A scholion
to Iliad 10. 18 notes Pavmûilo" th;n ejpiv ajnastrevûei (“Pamphilus puts the
[preposition] ejpiv into anastrophe,” i.e. accents it e[pi), where the feminine ar-
ticle agrees with an understood provqesin “preposition.” Such articles are usu-
ally omitted when translating into English, as they are not needed if the word or
phrase so marked remains in Greek.

. . . . .

4.1.19 Order: Paradigms
The order in which elements are given can also convey important information.
Since the Greeks normally presented paradigms in a fixed order, context some-
times permitted them to omit the article in declension, as we sometimes omit the
verbal description of gender, number, and case. Nominal paradigms without articles

4.1.17 ARTICLES: QUOTATION MARKS (I)
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assume the following order:10 nominative singular, genitive singular, dative singu-
lar, accusative singular, vocative singular; nominative-accusative dual, genitive-dative
dual, vocative dual; nominative plural, genitive plural, dative plural, accusative plural,
vocative plural. For gender, the order is masculine, feminine, neuter. Verbs are
conjugated in the order first person, second person, third person, with singular
preceding plural, and active preceding middle and passive (whose position rela-
tive to each other is not consistent).

4.1.20 Order: Derivations
In etymological works, a series of forms is often given to illustrate the steps by
which one word is derived from another. The order here is one of progression from
the original word to the derivative via intermediate steps that break down the dif-
ferences between them into one difference per step, and no assertion that the
intermediate forms necessarily exist is implied by their presentation in such a
context. Such derivations are often simply the way an oblique form relates to its
nominative or present indicative, as in the Etymologicum Gudianum’s explana-
tion of ei{marmai (ed. De Stefani, vol. ii, p. 420. 7–11): povqen; ûame;n ajpo; tou÷
meivrw, merw÷, mevmarka, mevmarmai, kai; kata; tou;" !Attikou;" ajpobolh/÷ tou÷
sumûwvnou kai; proseleuvsei tou÷ i- ei{marmai, wJ" to; levlhûa ei[lhûa. This could
be translated “Where [does it come] from? We say [that it comes] from meivrw,
[via the future] merw÷ [which gets rid of the i], [the perfect active] mevmarka [which
changes the e in the root to a], [the perfect passive] mevmarmai [which changes
the ending to -mai], and according to Attic speakers [i.e. in Attic] with loss of the
consonant and addition of the i [we get] ei{marmai, as levlhûa [becomes] ei[lhûa
[in Attic].” In this example the intermediate steps also indicate what grammatical
form ei{marmai is, namely the Attic perfect passive of meivrw, but such informa-
tion is not always provided. Thus the entry for hJrwv/dh" in the Etymologicum mag-
num comments (ed. Gaisford, 437. 56–438. 2): e[sti ga;r h{rw", h{rwo", h{rwi>:
kai; givnetai hJrwi?dh": kai; kata; sunaivresin tou÷ w– kai i- eij" th;n wi– divûqoggon,
hJrwv/dh". That is, “for there is [as the base form] [nom. sg.] h{rw", [from which we
get the stem h{rw- from the gen. sg.] h{rwo", [and the i from the dat. sg.] h{rwi>;
and it becomes hJrwi?dh"; and by synaeresis of the w and i into the diphthong w/
[we get] hJrwv/dh".”

. . . . .
4.1.21 Post-Classical Features
Since most Greek scholarship was written well after the end of the classical period,
scholarly Greek often shares many of the characteristics of post-classical Greek. Late
Greek (especially that of the Byzantine period) normally differs markedly from the
classical language, but such differences are less noticeable in scholarly texts than in

10. This ancient order of the cases is still followed by many of today’s Greek text-
books, though British textbooks are more likely to use a revised order inspired partly by
Sanskrit grammatical order; see Allen and Brink (1980).
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some other types of literature, since most scholars were well trained in classical Greek
usage and made great efforts to write like the classical authors. Nevertheless, even
the best grammarians use non-classical constructions on occasion, and in some texts
post-classical language is rampant. It is thus useful to be aware of some of the main
characteristics of late Greek when reading scholarly texts.11

4.1.22 Regularization
One of the most common grammatical features of late Greek is regularization of
irregular paradigms. Even grammarians can make the aorists of a[gw, leivpw, divdwmi,
and tivqhmi into hj ¿xa, e[leiya, e[dwsa, and e[qhsa, or use hJduvtato" as the super-
lative of hJduv". There is also a tendency for prefixes to be augmented (or even re-
duplicated) where a classical writer would augment the verb after the prefix. Verbs
that normally lack certain forms in the classical period often acquire those forms
later; thus the verb tuvptw, for which perfect and aorist forms are very rare in clas-
sical writers and which therefore has suppletive principal parts in modern gram-
mars, appears without difficulty in those tenses in later authors.12 Similar to this
general regularization in effect, but distinct from it in cause, is a tendency among
grammarians to cite a simple, one-syllable base form for a verb that normally has
a more complex citation form: thus we consider bw÷ to be the aorist subjunctive of
baivnw, but on occasion an ancient scholar can use bw÷ as an equivalent of baivnw,
viewing the shorter form as a kind of underlying base form. Thus a T scholion to
Iliad 11. 308 reads ijwh÷": oJrmh÷", para; to; i[w, which could be translated “ijwh÷"
[means] ‘of a rush,’ [and it comes] from i[w.” Here i[w (technically the subjunctive
of eij ¿mi ibo) is being used as an alternative citation form for eij ¿mi.13

4.1.23 Loss of Distinctions
Some classical Attic distinctions, such as those between ouj and mhv, between a[llo"
and e{tero", and between ouJ ¿to" “the former” and o{de “the latter,” are often ig-
nored by later authors (scholiasts, for example, nearly always use ou{tw" both where
classical authors would have used ou{tw" and where they would have used wJ ¿de).
The perfect and aorist tenses may be used interchangeably. Comparative forms

11. Late Greek, which has already been thoroughly described elsewhere, is really a
separate phenomenon from scholarly Greek. These sections are therefore far more cur-
sory and derivative than the rest of Ch. 4.1; they are intended only to provide the most
essential information needed by readers of scholarly Greek that contains late features.
Readers are encouraged to consult Gignac (1976–81) or Blass and Debrunner (1979) for
more detailed information.

12. Because of its relevance to the students’ classroom experience, tuvptw was the
standard paradigm verb in elementary Greek grammars for many centuries and was there-
fore provided with all theoretically possible forms. Not until the modern period did a
change in educational philosophy result in the replacement of tuvptw with alternatives
like paideuvw.

13. For such shortened base forms see Dyck (1983–95: ii. 647, s.v. pavto").

4.1.22 REGULARIZATION
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of adjectives are sometimes used as positives (as Dwrikwvtero" for “Doric”), and
sometimes ma÷llon is then added to comparatives to make their comparative force
clear (as ma÷llon katallhlovtero" for “more correct”). Neuter plural subjects very
often take plural verbs rather than singular ones. Indirect interrogatives such as
oJpovtero" and o{sti" may be used in direct questions where classical usage would
require the direct interrogatives povtero" and tiv". The subjunctive and the in-
dicative may be confused (not only within each tense, but also to the extent that
the aorist subjunctive can be used as a future), and uncertainty occurs in the use
of a[n, leading to confusion between eij/o{te and ejavn/o{tan and to potential optative
constructions that lack a[n and so look like wishes. Conditional sentences can
undergo not only confusion of moods and in the use of a[n, but also some other
changes in conjunctions: both o{ti mhv and cwri;" eij mhv are equivalent to eij mhv.

4.1.24 New Formations
Many of the tendencies of late Greek are found in the classical period as well but
greatly increase in frequency later. For example, new adjectives are freely formed
(especially with -ikov") and used instead of genitives; thus an idea of Aristarchus’
is Aristavrceio" “Aristarchean,” while the syntax of the adverb is ejpirrhmatikh;
suvntaxi" “adverbial syntax.” On the other hand, one sometimes finds preposi-
tional phrases with ejk, ajpov, or katav where such an adjective (or a plain posses-
sive genitive) might seem more natural to us (e.g. hJ diavbasi" hJ ajpo; th÷" ejnergeiva"
at Apollonius Dyscolus, Adv. 119. 10, where one could have written hJ ejnerghtikh;
diavbasi" “active force.”)

4.1.25 Periphrasis
There is also a tendency toward periphrasis,14 including periphrastic verb forms
such as e[stin e[con “is having” for e[cei “has” or parepovmenovn ejstin “is follow-
ing” for parevpetai “follows” (and, since the verb “be” can be omitted in Greek,
such forms sometimes occur without the ejstiv). Certain authors, particularly but
not exclusively Apollonius Dyscolus, often use a neuter article with the partitive
genitive where a classical writer would use the noun alone (e.g. ta; tou÷ tovnou
“the [things] of the accent” for oJ tovno" “the accent,” or to; th÷" suntavxew" “the
[thing] of the construction” for hJ suvntaxi" “the construction”); they may also use
the same construction with a prepositional phrase instead of the genitive (e.g. ta;
ejn th÷/ poiovthti “the [things] in the quality” for hJ poiovth" “quality,” or to; kata;
to; leukwvleno" “the [thing] about the [word] ‘white-armed’” for to; leukwvleno"
“the [word] ‘white-armed’ ”). Apollonius also has a tendency to use an article with
a relative clause to show the case of an omitted antecedent; thus tw÷n oiJ ¿" uJpetavgh
“of the [things] to which they are subordinated” (Synt. 81. 5) or tw÷/ pro;" o{n “to
the [person] towards whom” (Synt. 156. 2).15

14. For which see Aerts (1965).
15. Apollonius’ language is idiosyncratic; for more information on it see Schneider’s

excellent explanation in GG ii.iii: 141–61.
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4.1.26 Substantivization
Instead of nouns, substantivized adjectives in the neuter are very often used; while
for Euripides it may have been true that to; soûo;n ouj soûiva (Bacch. 395), for
some grammarians there is clearly no difference between katallhlovth" “correct-
ness” and to; katavllhlon “the correct [thing].”

. . . . .
4.1.27 Prepositions
The use of prepositions in scholarly writing is particularly tricky. In post-classical
Greek prepositions are used more often and in new ways, and the meanings of
some prepositions are unpredictable and must simply be gathered from the con-
text. At the same time, however, there are specifically scholarly uses of certain
prepositions that are fixed and must be borne in mind whenever those preposi-
tions occur in scholarly contexts. And it is always possible for a preposition to be
used in its normal classical sense, even in close proximity to late or technical uses.

4.1.28 Prepositions: parav

The preposition parav has a number of common scholarly uses. parav with the
dative is used to indicate authors who employ a term or usage under discussion,
and in such contexts is translatable as “in the works of” or simply “in,” as peri;
tw÷n par! @Omhvrw/ Kuklwvpwn kai; Laistrugovvnwn (scholion to Thucydides 6. 2. 1),
which means “about the Cyclopes and Laestrygonians in Homer”, or to; ga;r oJ
e{tero" dia; tou÷ ou— ou{tero", wJ" para; @Hrodovtw/ (scholion to Theocritus 7. 36a,
p. 88. 10–11 Wendel), which could be translated “for the [phrase] oJ e{tero" [when
brought together in crasis is written] with an ou, [that is] ou{tero", as in Herodotus.”
parav with dative can also be used with the name of a group of speakers to desig-
nate a dialectal or foreign word, as in Hesychius’ entry buvblioi: oiJ tw÷n tavûwn
ûuvlake", para; Kuprivoi" (B 1290 Latte), meaning “buvblioi [are] the guardians
of tombs, among [i.e. in the dialect of the] Cyprians.”16 With accusative, oddly,
parav often means “from,” in the sense of “derived from.” Thus a typical entry in
the Etymologicum magnum (580. 25) states Mermhvrixe: para; to; meivrw, that is,
“Mermhvrixe [is derived] from meivrw,” and Apollonius Sophista comments (107.
24–6 Bekker) leirioventa . . . para; to; livan, meaning “leirioventa . . . [is derived]
from livan.” (The same idea, however, is also frequently expressed with ejk or ajpov
+ genitive, as Lavx: ajpo; tou÷ lhvgw rJhvmato" (Etymologicum magnum 556. 14),
which means “Lavx [is derived] from the verb lhvgw.”) With genitive, like a num-
ber of prepositions, parav in late texts can mean “by” in a genitive of agent con-
struction, as in a bT scholion to Iliad 1. 545 that mentions ta; para; !Agamevmnono"
pro;" !Odusseva legovmena “the things said by Agamemnon to Odysseus.”

16. Greek parav + dative thus has almost exactly the same scholarly meanings as French
chez and Latin apud; it is English that is difficult here.

4.1.26 SUBSTANTIVIZATION
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4.1.29 Prepositions: eij"
The preposition eij" is often used, with or without the verb lhvgw “end,” to group
words by their terminations, in which situations it is best translated “(ending) in.”
Thus tw÷n de; eij" miä lhgovntwn rJhmavtwn suzugivai eijsi; tevssare" (GG i.i: 59.3)
means “and there are four conjugational types of the verbs ending in -mi [i.e. the
mi-verbs],” and ta; eij" o"ä e[conta rJh÷ma ajntiparakeivmenon dia; tou÷ euäwä

(Etymologicum magnum, ed. Gaisford 462. 10–11) means “[nouns ending] in
-o" that have a corresponding verb in -euw.” eij" can also be used in lexica (espe-
cially the later ones) to indicate a cross-reference. The Etymologicum Gudianum
has a fairly typical entry (p. 195. 8 De Stefani) !Ariqmhtikav: eij" to; Ei[kosi
kai @Ebdomhvkonta, which could be translated “!Ariqmhtikav: see Ei[kosi and
@Ebdomhvkonta.” When the cross-reference is in addition to some information given
under the original heading, it often appears in the form kai; eij", “see also,” as in
the same etymologicum’s entry on Geloivio", which concludes (p. 303. 16 De
Stefani) kai; eij" to; Skw÷mma, that is, “see also Skw÷mma.” Sometimes the formula
occurs in a fuller form with zhvtei that gives a hint as to its origin: thus the entry
on Oijdivpou" in the Etymologicum magnum concludes (617. 3) with zhvtei eij" to;
Eijdivpou", which means “see (also) Eijdivpou".” Occasionally only the first letter
of the cross-reference is given, as eij" to; Q, which can be translated “see in the
section for words beginning with the letter Q.”

4.1.30 Prepositions: diav
Discussions of spelling normally use the formula diav + genitive “with.” Thus one
finds phrases like dia; tou÷ a– gravûetai meaning “it is written with an a” (T scholion
to Iliad 10. 29) and dia; tou÷ n– ajnsthvswn (“ajnsthvswn with a n,” A scholion to
Iliad 10. 32). Sometimes, when it refers to the spelling of the end of a word, this
type of diav is almost indistinguishable from eij", as in the second example quoted
in 4.1.29.

4.1.31 Prepositions: ejpiv

ejpiv + genitive can often be translated “applied to” or “with reference to,” as in
Apollonius Sophista’s entry (4. 32–4 Bekker) ajgavasqai: ejpi; me;n tou÷ qaumavzein
“wJ" se; guvnai a[gamai tevqhpav te deivdiav t! aijnw÷",” ejpi; de; tou÷ ûqonei÷n “ejxeivpw,
kai; mhvti kovtw/ ajgavshsqe e{kasto",” which could be translated “ajgavasqai [is]
applied on the one hand to being amazed, [as in the line] wJ" se; guvnai a[gamai
tevqhpav te deivdiav t! aijnw÷", and on the other hand to envying, [as in the line]
ejxeivpw, kai; mhvti kovtw/ ajgavshsqe e{kasto".”17 With accusative or dative, ejpiv
can mean “after,” as in diastaltevon ejpi; to; provsqe (A scholion to Iliad 12. 446–7),
“it is necessary to distinguish [i.e. punctuate] after provsqe.”

17. The lines quoted here are Odyssey 6. 168 and Iliad 14. 111; it is amusing to com-
pare them to these lines as they now appear in texts of Homer.
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4.1.32 Prepositions: katav
The preposition katav develops such a wide range of meanings in late texts that they
are almost beyond classification, and sometimes the meaning must simply be gath-
ered from the context. One often finds phrases like kata; pleonasmo;n tou÷ e– (A
scholion to Iliad 11. 201) “by addition of an extra e”; kata; thvvn eujqei÷an (A scholion
to Iliad 12. 142) “in the nominative”; kata; kra÷sin (A scholion to Iliad 11. 88)
“with crasis”; gravûetai ga;r kat! ajmûovtera (scholion to Lucian, Phalaris 1. 2)
“it is written both ways.”

4.1.33 Prepositions: ejn
ejn may be found with datives that in classical usage would not need a preposition
at all, such as after verbs that take the dative, and both ejn w/J ¿ and ejn oiJ ¿" can mean
“because.” But ejn is also a common way to give references to specific works, as
o{tan de; levgh/ ejn th÷/ T th÷" !Odusseiva", which means “when [Homer] says in
[book] 19 of the Odyssey” (Apollonius Sophista 68. 11 Bekker). When the article
th/÷ or an ordinal numeral in the feminine (prwvth/, pevmpth/, etc.) is found alone
after ejn, as here, the noun to be understood is usually bivblw/; when the article or
number is neuter, the noun understood is biblivw/, but the meaning “book” is the
same in either case.

4.1.34 Prepositions: periv

periv commonly has an inclusive use when preceded by a form of oiJ, so that oiJ peri;
Zhnovdoton (literally “those around Zenodotus,” i.e. Zenodotus’ followers) means
“Zenodotus and his followers” (e.g. bT scholion to Iliad 1.1). Sometimes this con-
struction is even used periphrastically for a single individual, so that tw÷n peri;
Truvûwna (Apollonius Dyscolus, Pronouns 65. 20) equals Truvûwno" and para; toi÷"
peri; to;n !Alkai÷on (Apollonius, Adverbs 177. 5) is equivalent to para; !Alkaivw/.18

. . . . .
4.1.35 Other Special Words: leivpei

A number of other words also have notable uses in scholarly writings. When the
original text leaves a word to be understood, the scholia often supply that word
and indicate it with leivpei or ejlleivpei meaning “is lacking,” “is omitted,” or “is
understood,” as in the A scholion on Iliad 15. 432 katevkta Kuqhvroisi. This
scholion begins o{ti ejlleivpei hJ e[n: e[stin ga;r ejn Kuqhvroi", which means “the
[preposition] ejn is omitted; for [the meaning of the phrase] is ejn Kuqhvroi"” (for
o{ti see 4.1.44).

4.1.36 seshmeivwtai

The perfect passive of shmeiovw “note,” seshmeivwmai, developed in grammatical texts
the specialized meaning “be a (noted) exception.” It is thus used for exceptions to

18. These constructions have been much discussed; see Gorman (2001).

4.1.32 PREPOSITIONS: katav
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rules even when not previously noted in the work at hand. So Herodian says (in
Schmidt’s edition of [Arcadius’] epitome, 39. 4–6) ta; eij" c–i"— ojxuvnetai, eij mh;
ojnovmata povlewn h] nhvswn ei[h: Kolciv" !Antiociv" pannuciv". to; de; rJavci"
seshmeivwtai, which means “[words ending] in -ci" are oxytone, unless they
be names of cities or islands: Kolciv", !Antiociv", pannuciv". But rJavci" is an
exception.”

4.1.37 provskeitai

As in classical Greek, kei÷mai and its compounds regularly function as the perfect
passive of tivqhmi and its compounds. provskeimai is therefore the perfect passive
of prostivqhmi “add.” It is employed, among other ways, in explanations of gram-
matical rules: the rule is first stated, and then particular provisions of it, intro-
duced by provskeitai, are justified. Thus the Etymologicum magnum entry for qusiva
contains the rule ta; dia; tou÷ ia— qhluka; monogenh÷ pro; mia÷" e[conta to;n tovnon
uJperdisuvllaba, mh; o[nta . . . dia; tou÷ i– gravûetai (461.36–43) “feminine [words]
in -ia, having only one gender [i.e. being nouns not adjectives], of more than two
syllables, having the accent one syllable before the end, if they are not . . . [a long
list of exceptional categories follows here], are written with i [i.e. are spelled
-ia not -eia].” This rule is followed by a clause-by-clause explanation, beginning
provskeitai “monogenh÷” dia; to; Poludeuvkeia . . . (461.44) “[the specification]
monogenh÷ has been added because of Poludeuvkeia [which would otherwise be
an exception to the spelling rule] . . .”

4.1.38 to; eJxh÷"

Difficult passages are often explained in scholia and commentaries by paraphrases
in which as many as possible of the original words are retained but the sense is
clarified by changing their order (and sometimes adding additional words, as in
the Pindar scholion quoted in 4.1.5). Such rearrangements may be introduced by
to; eJxh÷" (ejsti) “the sequence in which the words are to be taken is.” Thus Iliad
10. 19, ei[ tinav oiJ su;n mh÷tin ajmuvmona tekthvnaito, is explained by an A scholion
with eijsi;n oi} ajnevgnwsan kaq! e}n mevro" lovgou wJ" eu[mhtin, kakw÷": duvo gavr
ejsti mevrh lovgou, su;n kai; mh÷tin. to; de; eJxh÷" ejsti suntekthvnaito mh÷tin,
which could be translated “There are those who read [this] in one word, like
eu[mhtin, [but they do this] wrongly; for there are two words, suvn and mh÷tin. And
the sequence in which the words are to be taken is suntekthvnaito mh÷tin.” to;
eJxh÷" in this meaning should be carefully distinguished from ta; eJxh÷", which means
“et cetera,” and from the adverbial usage of eJxh÷", in which it means “following,
later” as dio; kai; eJxh÷" levgei “wherefore he also says later” (A scholion to Iliad 10.
23, mentioning Iliad 10. 34).

4.1.39 oJ dei÷na

The expression oJ dei÷na is used for “someone” to designate an indeterminate per-
son when giving examples; its meaning partially overlaps with that of ti". Thus a
scholion on Lucian’s Phalaris 1. 1 reads in part pavredroi: pavredro" tou÷ dei÷no",
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paredreuvei de; tw÷/ dei÷ni: to; o[noma meta; genikh÷", to; de; rJh÷ma meta; dotikh÷",
which means “pavredroi: [one is a] pavredro" of someone, but [one] acts as a
pavredro" to someone; the noun [is construed] with the genitive, but the verb with
the dative.”

4.1.40 oiJ ¿on

The neuter oiJ ¿on is used adverbially in grammatical, syntactic, and etymological
discussions with the meaning “such as,” “as,” “e.g.” to introduce examples per-
taining to a rule that has just been stated. Thus in the Tevcnh attributed to Dionysius
Thrax one finds statements like Tuvpoi de; tw÷n patrwnumikw÷n ajrsenikw÷n me;n
trei÷", oJ eij" d

–
h"
—

, oJ eij" wn—, oJ eij" ad—io—"–, oiJ ¿on !Atreivdh", !Atreivwn, kai; oJ tw÷n
Aijolevwn i[dio" tuvpo" @Urravdio" . . . (GG i.i: 26. 1–3), which could be trans-
lated “And [there are] three types of masculine patronymic: the one in -dh", the
one in -wn, [and] the one in -adio", such as !Atreivdh", !Atreivwn, and the @Urravdio"
type [that is] unique to the Aeolians.” The example introduced may be a single
word, a phrase, or a whole quotation, as in the Etymologicum magnum entry on
o{", which reads in part shmaivnei kai; ajntwnumivan ijsodunamou÷san th÷/ ouJ ¿to":
oiJ ¿on, ^O" ga;r deuvtato" hj ¿lqen !Acaiw÷n calkocitwvnwn (635. 14–15), that is,
“it also has the force of a pronoun having the same meaning as the [pronoun]19

ouJ ¿to", as [in the line] ^O" ga;r deuvtato" hj ¿lqen !Acaiw÷n calkocitwvnwn.”

4.1.41 eij ¿do"

The formula eij ¿do" + genitive is often used in definitions to mean “a kind of,” as in
an A scholion to Iliad 10. 30 that reads steûavnh eij ¿do" perikeûalaiva" and means
“steûavnh [is] a kind of helmet”; or as in Hesychius’ entry (D601 Latte) delûivnion:
eij ¿do" botavnh", which means “delûivnion [is] a kind of plant.”

4.1.42 oJ poihthv"

If a reference is given to oJ poihthv", and the context does not indicate which poet
is involved, Homer is normally meant.20 Thus Erotian, in his glossary of Hippo-
cratic words (A 31 Nachmanson), uses didavskei de; kai; oJ poihthv" “and the poet
also teaches us” to introduce a quotation from Homer in an entry where not only
has Homer not been previously mentioned, but Euripides has just been named.
In some texts there is a similar usage of oJ tecnikov" (“the grammarian”) to mean
Apollonius Dyscolus or Herodian.

4.1.43 Omitted Subject
The particular poet or other author who is the subject of commentary need not
be designated by any noun at all, since he is assumed to be the subject of any
appropriate verb for which no other subject is expressed. Thus an A scholion on

19. The noun implied by th/÷ is ajntwnumiva/ “pronoun.”
20. This rule is not absolute, and other poets are occasionally so designated by Byz-

antine writers.

4.1.40 oiJ ¿on
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Iliad 10. 326 states ãmevllousin:Ã o{ti ajnti; tou÷ ejoivkasi. kai; ou{tw" ajei; kevcrhtai
th/÷ levxei, which means “mevllousin [is] instead of ejoivkasi. And [Homer] always
uses the word in this way.”21

4.1.44 o{ti etc.
o{ti is sometimes used redundantly at the beginnings of scholia, as in the passage
just quoted and that in 4.1.35. This usage may go back to Alexandrian marginal
signs and have originally meant something like “the sign is there because” or
“Aristarchus put a sign there because.” Sometimes such a o{ti can be translated
with “because” or “note that,” but often it is best treated as an introductory marker
(and omitted in translation). In this function it can be useful for separating sev-
eral comments that appear in the same scholion, since it can appear at the start
of each one. diovti, kaqovti, and kaqov can all mean “because.” o{ti, wJ", and some-
times kaqov and diovti can mean “that” and introduce indirect statements, which
are much less likely to use the accusative and infinitive or accusative and parti-
ciple constructions than are indirect statements in classical Attic.

4.1.45 wJ"

Apollonius can use wJ" with participles to mean “because,” even when it is accom-
panied by a[n or is in the compound forms wJseiv, wJsaneiv, or wJspereiv; thus we
find not only oujc wJ" ejgkeimevnou tou÷ puvsmato" “not because there is an inter-
rogative in [it]” (Synt. 455. 15–16), but also wJ" a]n aujtou÷ prou>ûestw÷to" “be-
cause it existed previously” (Synt. 19. 4) and wJsei; lelhsmevnoi “because having
forgotten” (Synt. 392. 9–10). When used with conjugated verbs, wJseiv can be the
equivalent of either wJ" or o{ti, and with adjectives wJ" can mean “quasi-” or “used
like.”

. . . . .
4.1.46 Horizontal Bar
Certain typographical conventions widely used in editions of scholarly texts are
also helpful to the reader. The most important of these is that when groups of
letters that do not form a complete word are discussed, a horizontal line is nor-
mally placed over them to indicate that they are not to be read as a word, as “ta;
eij" q

–
ai
—

 lhvgonta” meaning “words ending in -qai” (A scholion to Iliad 10. 67).
The same applies to discussions of individual letters, as in another A scholion to
Iliad 10. 67, which comments kai; dh÷lon o{ti metabevblhtai to; g– eij" to; c– ejn
tw/÷ a[nwcqi dia; to; q

–
, that is, “and it is clear that the g has been changed to c in

a[nwcqi on account of the q.” As such use of horizontal bars is usual in manu-

21. The accuracy of this statement as it stands may be debatable, but it contains the
remains of an important point made by Aristonicus, for this fundamental meaning of mevllw
(cf. LSJ s.v.) is more common in Homer than in later texts.
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scripts as well as in modern editions, an editor’s practice in this respect may well
have manuscript authority (though such authority cannot be safely presumed).

4.1.47 Accentuation
When a whole word is being discussed, it is not so marked, but its separation
from the syntax of the sentence may still be indicated by its accentuation, if it is
naturally oxytone. Since a word under discussion is not really part of the sen-
tence in which it is mentioned, a final acute accent on such a word is not changed
to a grave, and these anomalous-looking acute accents can give the reader
valuable hints about how to read a sentence. Thus in the Tevcnh attributed to
Dionysius Thrax one finds the statement tou÷ de; ojnovmato" diaqevsei" eijsi; duvo,
ejnevrgeia kai; pavqo", ejnevrgeia me;n wJ" kr ithv " oJ krivnwn, pavqo" de; wJ" kr ito v"
oJ krinovmeno" (GG i.i: 46. 1–2), which could be translated “and there are two
voices of the noun, active and passive; active like krithv" ‘the one who judges,’
and passive like kritov" ‘the one who is judged’.” This convention is not followed
in all texts.

4.1.48 Spacing
Words that are the topic of discussion are sometimes marked by wider spacing
between the letters than is found in other words, as kr ithv "  and kr ito v" in the
example just given. This spacing, which is a substitute for quotation marks, is not
always easy to spot and can be used inconsistently. Therefore the absence of such
extra spacing, even in an edition where it occurs elsewhere, does not necessarily
show that the word in question should be read as a grammatical part of the sen-
tence. The same type of spacing can also be used for quotations from texts, for
proper names, or for other words the editor wishes to set apart from the rest of
the text.

4.2 TECHNICAL VOCABULARIES

4.2.1 Introduction
Our own system of grammatical analysis is a direct descendant of that developed
by the Greeks, so most Greek concepts in these areas are ones with which we are
familiar. Moreover, most of our grammatical terminology comes from Latin terms
that were themselves calques of Greek grammatical terminology (e.g. “case” from
Latin casus “fall,” which was derived from the Greek use of ptw÷si" “fall” for a
grammatical case). As a result most of the Greek grammatical vocabulary can be
assimilated fairly easily by Classicists: one need only learn the Greek words for
those familiar concepts, for example that dotikhv means “dative case.” The diffi-
culties come in two areas. One is that our system of grammatical analysis is not
identical to that of the Greeks, and therefore some of the concepts expressed by
their terminology are not familiar to us: for example, we tend to say that Greek
had three genders, but many Greek grammarians thought there were four or five

4.1.47 ACCENTUATION
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(see 4.2.11 below), giving us some words for genders that are not immediately
equivalent to anything currently in use.

4.2.2 Fluidity of Usage
The second difficulty is that there is a certain fluidity in Greek technical terminol-
ogy, so that the same word can have a number of different uses in different pas-
sages. Often these differences are the result of the evolution of grammatical theory
during the thousand or so years in which ancient scholarship developed. Our own
grammatical analyses and terminology are not the same as those current in 1000
ad, nor even, in some cases, are the Greek grammatical analyses standard in the
English-speaking world the same as those now used in France or Germany, so it is
not surprising that different ancient grammarians could have different terminology
from one another. Sometimes, however, a single word can have a variety of uses
even within one grammatical treatise; for example Dionysius Thrax uses ajovristo"
both to mean “aorist tense” and to mean “indefinite.” The root of this problem is the
fact that Greek grammatical terms were often common words that had non-technical
as well as technical meanings (e.g. even after it came to be used for “case,” ptw÷si"
continued to mean “fall,” to grammarians as well as to other Greeks), and even the
less common ones were usually formed by a transparent process of derivation that
gave them a basic meaning obvious to all (e.g. ajovristo" is clearly derived from the
alpha privative and oJrivzw “divide, define,” with the result that the basic meaning
“indefinite” is always available). Thus the basic, etymological meanings of grammati-
cal terms continued to be present in the minds of writers and readers, and words
could be used both in those senses and in more developed technical uses (such as
“case” or “aorist”) without any more discomfort than an English speaker would feel
about a sentence like “It is certainly not the case that Greek words could be used in
random order because of the syntactic information conveyed by their cases.” It is
therefore important to look carefully at the context of an ambiguous term and con-
sider all its possible uses before deciding on a translation.

4.2.3 Limitations
Greek grammatical terminology is a complex issue that has been much discussed,
and fuller information about the different terms can be found in the Glossary below
(Ch. 6). The following summary, which is based on the classifications of Dionysius
Thrax, is something of an oversimplification but should suffice for dealing with
most scholarly texts from the Hellenistic, Roman, and later periods. It does not,
however, necessarily apply to the grammatical discussions of Aristotle and the
Stoics, since early Greek grammar employed different concepts from those found
in the later system.

4.2.4 Vowels etc.
A lovgo" (sentence; note that while lovgo" has many meanings in grammatical
writings, it cannot mean “word” in such texts) is made up of levxei" (words; some-
times o[noma, movrion, mevro" lovgou, or other terms are also used for our “word,”
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all with slightly different meanings), which in turn are composed of sullabaiv (syl-
lables, lit. “takings together”) made up of stoicei÷a (sounds/letters, lit. “elements”
of language) written with, and often not clearly distinguished from, gravmmata
(written letters). stoicei÷a can be ûwnhventa (vowels, lit. “things sounding”) or
suvmûwna (consonants, lit. “things sounding with,” because they often cannot be
pronounced without a vowel). fwnhventa may be makrav (long), braceva (short),
or divcrona/koinav (capable of being either long or short); divûqoggoi (diphthongs,
lit. “two sounds”) are formed by combining a protaktiko;n ûwnh÷en (a vowel that
comes first in a diphthong) with a uJpotaktiko;n ûwnh÷en (one that comes second,
i.e. i or u).

4.2.5 Consonants
suvmûwna may be hJmivûwna (lit. “semivowels,” but the sounds so designated are
continuants, i.e. z, x, y, l, m, n, r, and s, since these can be pronounced on
their own almost like vowels; therefore this category corresponds to our liquids,
nasals, and sibilants, not our semivowels), or a[ûwna (stops, lit. “not sounding [on
their own]”), which are further divided into yilav (bare, i.e. without aspiration;
applied to the voiceless unaspirated stops k, p, t), daseva (hairy, i.e. aspirated;
applied to q, û, c), and mevsa (middle, used for the voiced stops b, g, d). Other
groups of consonants include the dipla÷ (double: z, x, y) and the ajmetavbola or
uJgrav (“unchanging” or “fluid,” used for the liquids and nasals: l, m, n, r).

4.2.6 Diacritics and Punctuation
In addition to the stoicei÷a there are prosw/divai (diacritic marks, or features of
pronunciation so indicated). These include pneuvmata (breathings), which may
be daseva (rough) or yilav (smooth, lit. “bare”; note that this terminology corre-
sponds to that used for aspirated and unaspirated stops), and a variety of stigmaiv
(punctuation marks, lit. “dots”). The most commonly mentioned stigmaiv are the
teleiva (period/full stop, lit “complete”), diastolhv (lit. “separation,” used for a type
of comma), and uJpostigmhv (lit. “dot underneath,” used for another type of comma).

4.2.7 Accents (i)
The most frequently mentioned prosw/divai are the tovnoi (accents), which are
more often discussed with verbs than with the nouns and adjectives we tend to
use. ojxuvnein and ojxuvtono" (oxytone, lit. “sharp-toned”) are used for syllables
having an ojxei÷a [prosw/diva] (acute accent), and for words with such an accent
on the final syllable. Words with an ojxei÷a on the penult could be designated by
paroxuvnein/paroxuvtono" (paroxytone), and those with an ojxei÷a on the antepe-
nult by proparoxuvnein/proparoxuvtono" (proparoxytone), though they were often
called baruvtono" (see 4.2.9 below) instead.

4.2.8 Accents (ii)
The second main accentual group consists of words having a perispwmevnh (cir-
cumflex accent, lit. one “drawn around”). These are designated by perispa÷n and

4.2.5 CONSONANTS
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perispwvmeno" (perispomenon), used for syllables bearing a perispwmevnh and for
words with a perispwmevnh on the final syllable, and properispa÷n/properispwvmeno"
(properispomenon), used for those with a perispwmevnh on the penult.

4.2.9 Accents (iii)
Unaccented syllables are designated by baruvnein and baruvtono" (lit. “heavy-
toned”). When referring to whole words, these terms were in antiquity defined as
designating those with no accent on the final syllable,22 but in practice they were
normally used for words with a recessive accent (i.e. one as close to the beginning
of the word as the normal rules of Greek accentuation allow), thus providing a
convenient cover term for the proparoxuvtonoi, most of the paroxuvtonoi, and
many of the properispwvmenoi.23 Only rarely do ancient writers use these terms
for words having a barei÷a (grave accent) on the last syllable.24 Enclitics are
ejgklitikoiv (lit. “leaning on [a word with an accent]”).

4.2.10 Parts of Speech
The mevrh lovgou (parts of speech) are not divided exactly as in modern grammars.
Most, but not all, ancient grammarians divided words into eight parts of speech.
They are the o[noma (noun, lit. “name,” used for both nouns (substantives) and
adjectives), rJh÷ma (verb), metochv (participle, lit. “participation [in the character-
istics of both nouns and verbs]”), a[rqron (article, lit. “joint,” used for both articles

22. See Philoponus, tonika; paraggevlmata, ed. W. Dindorf (1825: 6. 15–17).
23. All proparoxytone words are necessarily recessive; paroxytone ones are recessive

unless the final syllable has a short vowel, and properispomena are recessive if composed
of only two syllables; thus e[lipon, ajpoleivpw, and lei÷pe are all recessive and would be
called baruvtona, but ajpovdo" and ajpodou÷nai are not. By modern definitions, a monosyl-
lable may be recessive even if it is accented (e.g. Zeu÷), but the ancients did not use the
term baruvtono" for monosyllables. Thus the only words in which the ancient definition
(unaccented final syllable) and the ancient practice (recessive accent) do not coincide
are those with three or more syllables, of which the last is short, with an accent on the
penultimate (e.g. ajpovdo" and ajpodou÷nai); and even these are occasionally called baruvtona
(see Arcadius’ epitome of Herodian, Moritz Schmidt 1860: 100. 13, 15).

24. Accent marks almost never occur in inscriptions but are present from the early
Hellenistic period in some papyri; they were invented by Aristophanes of Byzantium (see
Lameere 1960: 90–2). Originally they were applied sporadically as aids to reading, par-
ticularly to indicate the division of words (between which no spaces were left in ancient
texts). The acute and circumflex marked accented syllables, while the grave could be used
to indicate any unaccented syllable; it was particularly helpful in alerting the reader to
long compounds by showing that the syllable that would have been accented in the sim-
plex form had no accent (e.g. o;rei;cavlkwi for our ojreicavlkw/). During the Roman period
the grave came to be used to mark the suppression of a final acute before another word
(as in modern texts). See Moore-Blunt (1978).
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and relative pronouns), ajntwnumiva (pronoun,25 lit. “name-replacement,”), provqesi"
(preposition, lit. “putting before,” designating both prepositions and preverbs),
ejpivrrhma (adverb, lit. “on the verb,” usually applied to adverbs but also to some
words we classify as conjunctions, particles, and interjections), and suvndesmo"
(conjunction, lit. “binding together,” usually applied to conjunctions but also to
some adverbs and particles).

4.2.11 Nouns (i)
ojnovmata have gevno" (gender), which can be ajrrenikovn/a[rren (masculine), qhlukovn/
qh÷lu (feminine), oujdevteron (neuter), koinovn (common, i.e. capable of being ei-
ther masculine or feminine, as oJ or hJ i{ppo"), or ejpivkoinon (epicene, i.e. a word
with a fixed gender used for both masculine and feminine beings, as hJ celidwvn
“swallow,” which is used for swallows of either sex). ojnovmata also have ajriqmov"
(number), which can be eJnikov" (singular), dui>kov" (dual), or plhquntikov" (plu-
ral); and ptw÷si" (case, lit. “fall”): eujqei÷a, ojrqhv, or ojnomastikhv (nominative,
lit. “straight,” “upright,” or “for naming”); genikhv, kthtikhv, or patrikhv (genitive,
lit. “of the gevno",” “possessive,” or “of the father”); dotikhv or ejpistaltikhv (da-
tive, lit. “for giving” or “epistolary”26); aijtiatikhv (accusative27); and klhtikhv or
prosagoreutikhv (vocative, lit. “for calling” or “for addressing”). Those ptwvsei"
that are not ojrqaiv can be grouped together as plavgiai (oblique, lit. “sideways”);
the process of putting a noun into such a case is klivnein (to decline, lit. “cause
to slope”).

4.2.12 Nouns (ii)
ojnovmata are also characterized by eij ¿do" (derivational status, lit. “form”), i.e.
prwtovtupon (primary, underived, lit. “original”) or paravgwgon (derived, lit. “led
aside”); this latter term includes among other derivational types patrwnumikovn
(patronymic), kthtikov" (possessive), sugkritikovn (comparative, lit. “for compar-
ing”), uJperqetikovn (superlative, lit. “for putting higher”), and uJpokoristikovn (di-
minutive, lit. “for calling endearing names”). The term eij ¿do" is also used for a
completely different classification of Ÿojnovmata that includes kuvria (proper names),
proshgorikav (common nouns), ejpivqeta (adjectives, lit. “put on [a noun]”), oJmwvnuma
(homonyms), sunwvnuma (synonyms), ejqnikav (ethnics), ejrwthmatikav or peustikav
(interrogative adjectives), ajovrista (indefinite adjectives), and pepoihmevna (ono-
matopoeic words); some of these categories are not mutually exclusive. ojnovmata
are also classified by sch÷ma (compositional status), by which a word can be aJplou÷n

25. Including the pronominal adjectives known both as “possessive pronouns” and as
“possessive adjectives” in English (ejmov", hJmevtero", etc.).

26. This last term comes from the use of the dative for the addressee in letter head-
ings, e.g. Plavtwn Dionusivw/ caivrein “Plato to Dionysius, greetings” (Epistle 3).

27. The literal meaning of this term is disputed; see Lallot (1998: 146–8), Dalimier
(2001: 345–6), De Mauro (1965).

4.2.11 NOUNS (I)
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(simplex, i.e. uncompounded), suvnqeton (compounded, lit. “put together”), or
parasuvnqeton (derived from a compound).

4.2.13 Verbs
rJhvmata are characterized by e[gklisi" (mood), diavqesi" (voice), provswpon (per-
son, lit. “face”), crovno" (tense), and suzugiva (conjugation, lit. “yoking together
[into classes]”), in addition to the ajriqmov", eij ¿do" (in the first sense, i.e. primary
or derived), and sch÷ma that they share with ojnovmata. The ejgklivsei" are oJristikhv
or ajpoûantikov" (indicative, lit. “for defining” or “for declaring”), prostaktikhv
(imperative, lit. “for commanding”), eujktikhv (optative, lit. “for wishing/praying”),
uJpotaktikhv (subjunctive, lit. “for putting under/after”), and ajparevmûato" (in-
finitive, lit. “with [person, number, etc.] not indicated”); the metochv (participle)
is not an e[gklisi" but a mevro" lovgou. The diaqevsei" are ejnevrgeia (active, lit.
“activity”), pavqo" (passive, lit. “experience”), and mesovth" (middle), while the
provswpa are prw÷ton (first), deuvteron (second), and trivton (third). The crovnoi
are ejnestwv" (present, lit. “standing in [our time]”), parelhluqwv" or parw/chmevno"
(past, lit. “having gone past”), and mevllwn (future, lit. “yet to happen”); parelhluqwv"
is further divided into paratatikov" (imperfect, lit. “continuing”), parakeivmeno"28

(perfect, lit. “lying beside,” “at hand”), uJpersuntevliko" (pluperfect, lit. “beyond
completed”), and ajovristo" (aorist, lit. “without boundaries”). Classified by suzugiva,
a verb can be baruvtono" (ordinary w-verbs, because these have a recessive ac-
cent), perispwvmeno" (contract verbs, because these usually have a circumflex
accent), or eij" mi— lhvgwn (mi-verbs, lit. “ending in -mi”).

4.2.14 Others
a[rqra are divided into protaktikovn (the definite article, because it is put before
the noun) and uJpotaktikovn (the relative pronoun, because it is put after its ante-
cedent), while ajntwnumivai can be ajsuvnarqroi (pronouns, because these do not
take an article) or suvnarqroi (possessive adjectives, because these usually take
an article in Greek). suvndesmoi include sumplektikoiv (lit. “twining together,” used
for copulative conjunctions, i.e. those meaning “and” or “but”), diazeuktikoiv (lit.
“separating,” used for disjunctive conjunctions, i.e. those meaning “or”), sunaptikoiv
(lit. “joining together,” used for conditional conjunctions, i.e. those meaning “if”),
aijtiologikoiv (causal, used for conjunctions meaning “since” or “because”), and
paraplhrwmatikoiv (lit. “filling out,” used for particles such as dhv or ge).

. . . . .
4.2.15 Further Information
The foregoing discussion includes only a few of the most common elements of
grammatical Greek. Some more are included in the Glossary (Ch. 6 below), and
one can also consult LSJ and Bécares Botas (1985). The scholarly literature on

28. Some grammarians agree with modern classifications in considering the perfect
a type of present tense.
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this type of Greek, however, is not always adequate to explain everything one finds
in texts, and sometimes one is reduced to working out a word’s meaning for one-
self. The best way to do this is to examine parallel passages, by collecting as much
data as possible on the way the word in question is used by the author concerned,
or at least in texts from the same genre and date. An effective way to collect such
data is to search the author’s works electronically for the word in question. If the
text involved is a scholion, the word index to Erbse’s edition of the Iliad scholia
(1969–88) is another good source of information on usage. Some editions of other
scholarly texts also have indices that can be useful for this purpose, and occasion-
ally (as in the case of Apollonius Dyscolus) editors even provide a glossary. Such
specialized glossaries must be treated with caution when used for texts other than
the ones for which they were designed, but they may still be a valuable resource
in emergencies.

4.2.16 Other Specialized Vocabularies
Grammatical terminology forms only one of the specialized vocabularies that may
be encountered in scholarly texts. It is the only one explained here because it is
the most common in the type of works covered by this book and the hardest to
master with existing resources, but rhetoric, philosophy, metrical analysis, and
literary criticism all have their own technical terminology, which is not infrequently
encountered in scholia. Readers with particular interest in scholia on these top-
ics should consult modern scholarship in these areas for the detailed nuances of
specific terms, but for ordinary purposes the definitions in LSJ often suffice.
Scholia and commentaries on works on technical subjects, such as medicine,
astronomy, or geometry, often use the technical terminology of the discipline
concerned as well as scholarly vocabularies; here again consultation of subject-
specific works is necessary when one wishes to go beyond the information given
in LSJ. The procedures mentioned in 4.2.15 are also useful.

4.3 NAMES AND TITLES
There are two difficulties with the personal or place-names and book titles that
occur in scholarly texts: determining what is a name or title and what is not, and
identifying the bearers of names. In many modern editions the first problem is
partially solved by the editors, who often capitalize names and at least the first
word of a title; quotation marks are occasionally used for titles as well. Such indi-
cations do not however normally have manuscript authority, and they are not al-
ways completely trustworthy, so it is useful to keep an open mind about what is
and is not a title. With many editions the open mind is encouraged by the fact
that capitalization and quotation marks are used sporadically or not at all.

Determining whether a mention of an ancient work is giving a title or simply a
description can be difficult. Many ancient titles begin with the word periv “about,”
and therefore a comment such as levgei ejn tw/÷ peri; @Omhvrou could in theory
mean either “says in his [book] about Homer” or “says in his [book] About Homer.”
The situation is complicated by the fact that the concept of a book title was not as

4.2.16 OTHER SPECIALIZED VOCABULARIES
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well established in antiquity as it is today: ancient titles often seem not to go
back to the authors themselves, and particularly at early periods works might
have had no title at all (being known by their opening words) or several (being
known sometimes by one and sometimes by another; see Nachmanson 1941
and Schröder 1999). The modern practice is that when a reference to an an-
cient work could contain a title, it is usually assumed to do so. Thus wJ" kai;
Filoxevnw/ ejn tw÷/ Peri; prosw/diw÷n dokei÷ (from an A scholion to Iliad 1. 231)
would be printed with a capitalized Periv and translated “as Philoxenus also
decides in his About Diacritics.”

Names of people and places are usually easier to recognize than titles. It is not,
however, always simple to find out who or what the referent was. Pauly–Wissowa
(RE) has entries on most obscure authors and is often the fullest source of infor-
mation, but some information there is out of date, and finding the right entry when
there are many with the same name requires patience. The Neue Pauly (NP) often
omits obscure authors, though it is usually worth checking anyway for recent bib-
liography. The TLG Canon (Berkowitz and Squitier 1990) can be useful if the
person mentioned left any extant writings (including fragments that have been
edited as a collection), and the distinguishing epithets it provides can then be used
to identify the relevant entry in Pauly–Wissowa. If the name is that of a place rather
than an author, Pauly–Wissowa can still be helpful, but there are various geo-
graphical dictionaries as well that are often useful. Mythological figures, likewise,
can sometimes be located in specialized works.

4.4 REFERENCES
When a quotation or other type of citation occurs in a work of ancient scholar-
ship, most modern editors add to the text a reference to the work cited. Some-
times the reference is to a work that is still extant, and under those circumstances
the references are normally familiar to most readers and easy to follow up (e.g.
line numbers for tragedies, Stephanus numbers for Plato).

Often, however, the citation involves a lost work, and in that case the refer-
ences are usually harder to use. Such references refer to collections of fragments,
and usually all one finds if one looks in the collection is a reprinting of the source
one is already using. Sometimes, however, useful information can be found
in the collection (either because there is information from other sources that
bears on the fragment concerned, or because the editor of the collection has re-
edited the source of the fragment). This is particularly likely to be the case
if the collected fragments have been edited more recently than the source
text.

Precisely in such circumstances, however, it is often difficult to use editors’
references to find the right collection. Editors inevitably refer to collections that
predate their own work, and yet it is particularly important for modern readers to
check collections that postdate the edition of the source text. In addition, the
abbreviations used can make it difficult to find even the collection to which the
editor was referring once it has become obsolete and obscure.
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There are three large collections of fragments that between them cover more
than half the citations in most scholarly texts: tragic fragments are found in Snell,
Kannicht, and Radt’s Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, abbreviated “TrGF” (ex-
cept fragments of Euripides, for which one must still use the older collection:
Nauck’s Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, abbreviated “TGF”), comic fragments
are in Kassel and Austin’s Poetae Comici Graeci, abbreviated “K–A” or “PCG,”
and many types of prose fragments can be found in Jacoby’s Fragmente der griech-
ischen Historiker, abbreviated “FGrHist” or sometimes “Jacoby”. Each of these
collections contains concordances enabling one to find the fragment number that
corresponds to a number in an older edition, so if one needs to follow up an out-
dated reference to a lost work in one of these genres, the best way to proceed is to
skip the work to which the editor refers altogether and use the concordances to
find the fragment in the modern collection.

If the fragment concerned is not in any of these collections, information on
the best place to look for it can often be obtained by looking up the author in
Berkowitz and Squitier (1990), NP, RE, or (for fragments of relatively well-known
authors) OCD, and using the editions listed in those works. Usually once one has
found the best edition it will contain a concordance to enable one to convert frag-
ment numbers belonging to an earlier collection. If one needs to follow up an
editor’s reference to the actual outdated source cited, and the abbreviation used
is not in the editor’s list of abbreviations, it can often be found by looking in older
reference works, especially RE.

4.5 NUMBER SYSTEMS
There are several ancient Greek numeral systems, all of which use letters as num-
bers. The different systems use many of the same letters but assign them differ-
ent values, requiring alertness on the part of the reader. By far the most common
system in scholarly (and literary and scientific) Greek texts is one based on the
order of letters in the alphabet, which closely resembles the numeral system of
Biblical Hebrew. This system uses the letters (normally, but not always, followed
by a small diagonal mark to indicate that they are to be read as numbers rather
than letters) as follows:

aV = 1 iV = 10 rV = 100 ÀaV = 1000
bV = 2 kV = 20 sV = 200 ÀbV = 2000, etc.
gV = 3 lV = 30 tV = 300
dV = 4 mV = 40 uV = 400
eV = 5 nV = 50 ûV = 500
ÛV or "V = 6 xV = 60 cV = 600
zV = 7 oV = 70 yV = 700
hV = 8 pV = 80 wV = 800
qV = 9 V = 90 ÙV = 900

These letters are strung together from left to right, in decreasing order of magni-
tude, with the diagonal mark occurring only after the last one: thus ndV is 54, yxeV

4.5 NUMBER SYSTEMS
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is 765, and ÀhtgV is 8,303. In this numeral system the letters are virtually never
capitalized, at least in modern editions. Such letters can represent ordinal as well
as cardinal numbers.

In referring to books of the Iliad and Odyssey, a different alphabetic system is
used, employing only letters of the classical Ionic alphabet. In this system:

a = 1 h = 7 n = 13 t = 19
b = 2 q = 8 x = 14 u = 20
g = 3 i = 9 o = 15 û = 21
d= 4 k = 10 p = 16 c = 22
e = 5 l = 11 r = 17 y = 23
z= 6 m = 12 s = 18 w = 24

In this system no numeral consists of more than one letter, and diagonal marks
are not normally added. The letters may be capitalized or not; when no work is
specified, most editors follow the convention that capital letters refer to books of
the Iliad and lower-case ones to books of the Odyssey.

The third numeral system has nothing to do with alphabetic order but follows
an acrophonic principle, so that I = 1, P  = 5, D = 10, H = 100, C = 1,000, and
M = 10,000.29 These letters are always capitalized and are strung together from
left to right in decreasing order of magnitude, so that CHHDDDDPI is 1,246. They
can also be combined with each other and with monetary symbols such as S (stater)
and T (talent) in certain prescribed patterns, such as PD  (50), PC  (5,000), or Dí (10
talents), leading to numerals like MCCPH HHPD DGIII (12,768). This numeral sys-
tem is common in classical inscriptions but very rare in works of scholarship.30

The third system is unlikely to cause difficulties, both because its distinctive
strings of capital letters make it easy to identify and because it is so rarely found
in scholarly works. The first two, however, are easily confused. An ancient scholar
referring to book z will mean Odyssey 6 if he is discussing Homer but book 7 if he
is discussing Thucydides, and one referring to book l will mean Odyssey 11 if he
is discussing Homer but book 30 if he is discussing Polybius.

Thus the scholion to the beginning of Pindar’s first Pythian comments ejnivkhse
de; oJ @Ievrwn th;n me;n k"V Puqiavda kai; th;n eJxh÷" kevlhti, th;n de; kqV a{rmati, i.e.
“and Hieron won the 26th Pythiad and the following one with a racehorse, but
the 29th with a chariot,” while that to the beginning of the second Pythian states
th÷" deutevra" w/jdh÷" hJ me;n stroûh; kai; ajntivstroûo" kwvlwn ieV. to; aV divmetron
trocai>ko;n katalhktiko;n . . . , which means “the strophe and antistrophe of the
second ode [are] of 15 cola. The 1st [is] a trochaic dimeter catalectic . . .” Hesychius
says bivstax: oJ bV ãmeta;Ã basileva para; Pevrsai" (B 632 Latte), which can be

29. From pevnte (the symbol P is P written in the old Attic alphabet), devka, eJkatovn
(written in the old Attic alphabet where H indicated a rough breathing rather than the
letter we know as eta), civlioi, and muvrioi. The sign for “one” is not acrophonic.

30. For more complete information on the acrophonic numeral system see works on
Greek epigraphy, e.g. Woodhead (1959: 109).
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translated “bivstax [means] the 2nd [man] after the king, among the Persians [i.e.
in the Persian language].” But the A scholion to Iliad 15. 525 reads in part ouJ ¿to"
Trwi>ko;" Dovloy, Lavmpou uiJo;" tou÷ ajdelûou÷ Priavmou, oJmwvnumo" tw/÷ ejn th/÷ L
Dovlopi, which means “this Trojan Dolops, son of Lampos the brother of Priam,
[is] homonymous with the Dolops in [Iliad] 11” (th/÷ agrees with an understood
bivblw/, see 4.1.33).

4.6 BRACKETS AND OTHER SYMBOLS
Because of their difficult textual tradition, works of ancient scholarship are more
likely than most works of ancient literature to be decorated with brackets, obeli,
and other symbols in modern texts. A correct understanding of such symbols can
be important for successful reading of the text.

The key to the understanding of symbols such as brackets is realization that
there are no universal rules for their use, and thus when confronted with an un-
familiar text one should never jump to conclusions about what the brackets mean.
In some texts, the notation [kaiv] means that the word kaiv is present in the
manuscript(s) but the editor thought it ought not to be, while in others the same
notation means that kaiv was not present but the editor thought it should be. Most
editors include a list of symbols at the front of their texts, or failing that a verbal
description in the preface, and it is important to find this list before making any
assumptions.

Editions of papyri often do not list symbols, however, because almost all pa-
pyri published since 1931 (and many published earlier) follow the “Leiden con-
ventions.” If a papyrus was published after that date and does not contain an explicit
statement to the contrary, the editor can be assumed to be following these prin-
ciples when using brackets, dots, and other symbols. The Leiden conventions can
be found in almost all papyrological handbooks.31

The most important of these symbols are as follows. Square brackets mark a
break in the papyrus, and any writing within them is an editor’s conjecture: for
example ûil[ . . . . ] means that the letters ûil are visible on the papyrus and after
them there is a hole wide enough to contain four letters, while ûivl[tate] repre-
sents the same situation on the papyrus but indicates that the editor thinks the
letters tate originally stood in the gap. Parentheses (round brackets) are used to
expand abbreviations, so ûivl(tate) means that the letters ûil are visible, and they
are all of that word that ever appeared on the papyrus, but the editor believes that
they are an abbreviation for ûivltate.

Some other brackets show erasures and insertions by scribes: ûivl·ta‚tate
means that the writer originally produced ûivltatate but the extra ta was later
erased, and ûivl`taVte means that the writer originally wrote ûilte but this was
then corrected to ûivltate by writing the ta over the line. Others indicate correc-
tions by the editor: ûivl{ta}tate means that the scribe wrote ûiltatate and did

31. e.g. Turner (1980: 70, 203), Rupprecht (1994: 18, 26); the original publication is
in Chronique d’Égypte, 7 (1932), 285–7 (cf. also 262–9).

4.6 BRACKETS AND OTHER SYMBOLS
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not try to change it, but the editor believes that the extra ta was a mistake, while
ûivlãtaÃte means that the scribe wrote ûivlte but the editor thinks the word should
have been ûivltate. Dots indicate doubtful letters, so that ûivlt≥a≥t≥e≥ means that
the letters ûil are indubitable, and they are followed by traces of four other let-
ters that can no longer be securely identified but that the editor thinks were origi-
nally tate. ûil. . . . means that the letters ûil are followed by traces of four other
letters that can no longer be securely identified and of the restoration of which
the editor is uncertain. (Often in such cases there are only a few real possibilities,
usually discussed in notes or an apparatus criticus.)

Some recent editors of non-papyrological texts use variants of this Leiden sys-
tem as well, but many editions of such texts do not follow the Leiden conventions
and frequently use the same symbols with opposite meanings. The only symbol
whose meaning is securely established among editors of non-papyrus texts is the
obelus or dagger (†), which indicates corruption in the word following the obelus,
or in the words between the obeli if two are used.32

When an edition based on medieval manuscripts does not have a list of sym-
bols, the meaning in each individual case can usually be extracted from the appa-
ratus. Erbse’s edition of the Iliad scholia (1969–88), for example, has no list of
symbols, but every time a bracket is used the reason is given in the apparatus.
Erbse’s conventions are essentially the same as the Leiden conventions, with the
following additions: / indicates a line break within a lemma, | separates two dif-
ferent sources within a single scholion, and ——— indicates omission by Erbse
(equivalent of . . . in English, and used primarily for the D scholia, of which Erbse
normally prints only a few words).

Editions of scholia often give, at the end of each entry, an indication of which
manuscripts contain that entry, in the form of a series of sigla. The ultimate source
of the entry (as determined by the editor’s researches) may also be indicated in
the margin; for example Erbse’s edition of the Iliad scholia (1969–88) uses the
following marginal signs: ex. = exegetical tradition (usually applied to bT scholia,
but also to some A scholia), Did. = traceable to Didymus’ portion of VMK, Ariston.
= traceable to Aristonicus’ portion of VMK, Nic. = traceable to Nicanor’s portion
of VMK, Hrd. = traceable to Herodian’s portion of VMK, D = D-scholion.

4.7 THE APPARATUS
When dealing with scholarly texts one cannot afford to ignore the material at the
bottom of the page. In many editions two distinct sets of material are located there.
The upper one, which may or may not be present, is a register (or “apparatus”) of
sources, parallels, and testimonia. In this section are given, in condensed form,
references to related, similar, or relevant passages in other scholarly works; some-
times such information is instead put into the text itself or in the margins. These
parallels are important; often one of them turns out to be a better source of the

32. M. L. West (1973: 80–8) gives a useful explanation of many of the symbols used
by editors, but not all editions follow these recommendations.
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information in question than is the passage one is consulting, and sometimes one
of them is the direct source of that passage. When using scholarly literature for
its factual information, one must take care to track down the different versions
given in the parallel passages and consider their variations. It is also important to
consider the textual traditions and historical interrelationships of the works in-
volved before drawing conclusions about how many independent witnesses to a
given piece of information a list of six or seven parallels actually provides.

The lowest (or only, if there is only one) apparatus on the page is normally the
apparatus criticus, an indication (in extremely abbreviated form) of what is found
in the sources on which the edition is based, at least in those places where the
editor had to make choices. Because the transmission of scholarly texts is often
so much more problematic than that of literary texts, readers of ancient scholar-
ship need to be able to understand an apparatus criticus.33 The base language of
an apparatus is Latin, but most frequently used words are abbreviated. Abbrevia-
tions used in particular editions may be, but often are not, listed in the preface.
Ones it is useful to be aware of are listed below.

a. c., a. corr. ante correctionem, ante correcturam “before correction”
abiud. abiudicavit “rejected” (in the sense of showing that something

does not belong, e.g. of an interpolation)
absc. abscissus “torn off”
acc. accedente “with (name of modern scholar) agreeing” (as ablative

absolute)
add. addidit “added”
adi. adiunxit “joined”
agn. agnoscit “recognizes” or agnovit “recognized”
al. alii “others” or alibi “elsewhere”
approb. approbante “with (name of modern scholar) agreeing” (as abla-

tive absolute)
archet. archetypus “archetype”
arg. argumentum “argument” (in the sense of a summary)
attr. attribuit “attributed”
cett. ceteri “others”
cf. confer “compare”
ci., cj. coniecit “conjectured”
cl. collato “with (the following pertinent passage) being compared”

(as ablative absolute)
cod. codex “manuscript”; plural codd. is often used to indicate the

reading of all or the majority of the manuscripts

33. For a more comprehensive discussion of the apparatus criticus and its conven-
tions see M. L. West (1973: 82–94); this work is also very helpful for anyone editing a
text and therefore constructing his or her own apparatus criticus.

4.7 THE APPARATUS
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coll. collato “with (the following pertinent passage) being compared”
(as ablative absolute)

comm. commentarius “commentary”
coni., conj. coniecit “conjectured,” coniectura “conjecture,” or coniunxit,

coniunctus “joined”
coniung. coniungunt “join”
corr. correxit, correctus “corrected”
cp. compendium “abbreviation” or compara “compare”
damn. damnavit “condemned”
def. defendit “defended” or deficit “is lacking, is missing”
del. delevit “deleted”
deprec. deprecatur “deprecates, rejects”
det. deterior (codex) “worse (manuscript)”; plural dett. is often used

to indicate the reading of a group of inferior manuscripts (usu-
ally identified in the preface)

detr. detritus “rubbed away”
dist. distinxit “separated, distinguished,” used particularly of adding

punctuation and of redividing words
dub. dubitanter “doubtingly” or dubitat “doubts, queries”
ed. pr. editio princeps “first edition”
em. emendavit “emended”
evan. evanuit “disappeared”
ex., exp. expunxit “rejected, crossed out”
expl., explic. explicavit “explained, resolved (an abbreviation, misdivision,

etc.)” or explicatio “explanation, resolution”
flag. flagitavit “demanded”
fort fortasse “maybe”
gl. glossema, glossa “gloss”
gr. gravûetai “gives as a variant reading” (the use of this abbrevia-

tion in an apparatus is derived from its use by scribes, who some-
times noted the readings of other manuscripts in the margin and
used gr(avûetai) to indicate that the reading was an actual vari-
ant found elsewhere, rather than a gloss or their own conjecture.
Some editors use gr. in their apparatus not only when the manu-
script actually has the note gr., but also for equivalent notations
such as tine" dev.)

hab. habet, habuit “has, had”
hyp. hypomnema “ancient commentary” or hyparchetypus “hyparche-

type”
i. r., in ras. in rasura “written over an erasure”
ib., ibid. ibidem “in the same place”
in. initium “beginning”
indic. indicavit “pointed out”
init. initium “beginning”
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ins. inseruit, insertus “inserted”
l. linea “line”
l. c. loco citato “in the place cited”
lac. lacuna “lacuna”
le. lemma “lemma”
m. al. manus alia, manus altera “another hand,” i.e. a different person

writing
m. pr. manus prima, manus prior “first hand”
m. rec. manus recens, recentior “a (more) recent hand”
m. sec. manus secunda “second hand”
mg., marg. margo “margin” or in margine “in the margin”
mg. ext. margo exterior “outer margin”
mg. inf. margo inferior “lower margin”
mg. sup. margo superior “upper margin”
ms. liber manu scriptus “manuscript”
n. nota “note” (imperative)
n. pr., nom. pr. nomen proprium “proper noun”
negl. neglexit “neglected”
nov. novit “knew”
om. omisit “left out”
p. c., p. corr. post correctionem, post correcturam “after correction”
pap. papyrus “papyrus”
par. paraphrasis “paraphrase”
pot. qu. potius quam “rather than”
pr. primus, prior “first”
praef. praefatio “preface”
prob. probavit “approved”
propos. proposuit “proposed”
ras. rasura “erasure”
rec. recens, recentior “(more) recent”
rell. reliqui “the remainder, others”
resp. respicit “refers to, alludes to”
rest. restituit “restored”
rubr. rubricator “rubricator” (the person who supplies initial letters left

by the scribe to be added in a more decorative fashion)
S “scholion”
s. saeculum “century”
s. v. sub voce “under the entry for the word”
sc. scilicet “in other words”
sch. scholium “scholion” or scholiasta “scholiast”
scr. scripsit “wrote” or scriptus “written”
sec. secundum “according to”
secl. seclusit “regarded as an intrusion” (used to justify an editor’s

placing square brackets around words or letters)

4.7 THE APPARATUS
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sim. similia “similar”, similiter “similarly,” vel similiter “or similarly”
sp. spatium “(empty) space”
sq. sequens “following”
ss. supra scriptus “written above” or superscripsit, suprascripsit “wrote

above”
stat. statuit “posited”
suppl. supplevit “supplied”
susp. suspectus, suspicatus est (falsum esse) “suspected (of being wrong)”
test. testimonia “testimonia”
transp. transposuit “transposed, moved”
trib. tribuit “assigned”
trsp., trps. transposuit “transposed, moved”
u. v., uv. ut videtur “as it seems”
v. vox, verbum “word,” versus “line,” or vide “see”
v. l. varia lectio “variant reading”
v. l. ant. varia lectio antiqua “ancient variant reading”
vet. vetus, veteres “old” (plural vett. is sometimes used for the con-

sensus of the older manuscripts)
vid. videtur “seems”
vs. versus “line”
vulg. the vulgate (the main group of manuscripts)

Plurals of nouns and adjectives are often indicated by doubling the last letter
of an abbreviation, as sqq. for sequentes, cll. for collatis, or mss. for “manuscripts.”
Other changes of ending are not normally reflected in the abbreviation; thus all
the verb abbreviations given above with singular definitions can also be used for
the corresponding plurals, and the noun abbreviations given with nominative
definitions for all the oblique cases; often verb abbreviations given in one tense
are also used in other tenses. Thus, in lac. stat. Allen et Bekker, approb. West et
Smith, lac. would stand for lacunam, stat. for statuerunt, and approb. for ap-
probantibus, for a final meaning of “Allen and Bekker posited a lacuna, with West
and Smith agreeing.”

Individual manuscripts are identified by single letters, for which a key (entitled
“sigla”) is given at the start of the edition; often capital Roman letters are used for
extant manuscripts and lower-case and/or Greek letters for lost archetypes recon-
structed on the basis of extant manuscripts. Superscript numbers usually (but not
always) indicate different hands in a single manuscript. The readings of previous
editors and others who have worked on the text are also commonly mentioned, often
with the scholars’ names abbreviated; these abbreviations may not be listed any-
where but can be decoded from the discussion of previous editions in the preface.

Thus a sentence like paidivskh kai; qeravpaina diaûevrei might be accompa-
nied in the apparatus by notations such as “kaiv om. AB,” meaning that manuscripts
A and B do not have kaiv at this point (but implying that the other manuscripts do
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have it), or “kaiv AB,” meaning that manuscripts A and B have kaiv at this point
(but implying that the other manuscripts do not have it), or “kaiv addidi,” meaning
that none of the manuscripts have kaiv at this point but the editor has added it
because he thinks it was originally there (in such cases kaiv may be bracketed in
the text, but it may well not be), or “kaiv Iri.,” meaning that kaiv is in none of the
manuscripts but was added by Irigoin, a previous editor of the text, whose read-
ing the current editor is following. Other possibilities include “kaiv corr. m. pr. e
katav,” meaning that the scribe originally wrote katav but then changed it to kaiv
(i.e. kaiv correxit manus prima e katav), and “kaiv m. alt. in mg. inf. A,” meaning
that in manuscript A a second scribe added kaiv in the bottom margin (i.e. kaiv
(scripsit) manus altera in margine inferiore). Often the reading of more than one
manuscript is reported in the apparatus, as “kai; qeravpaina AÚ qerapaivnh" BÚ
qeravpainav te ç,” which would mean that manuscript A read paidivskh kai;
qeravpaina diaûevrei, manuscript B read paidivskh qerapaivnh" diaûevrei, and
manuscript family c read paidivskh qeravpainav te diaûevrei.

When an emendation replaces words found in the manuscripts (rather than
being an addition to them as in the example above), both the emendation and the
manuscript reading(s) are given in full in the apparatus, with the reading that is
printed in the main text normally coming first. Thus in the apparatus to a text
reading paidivskh kai; qeravpaina diaûevrei one might find “kai; qeravpaina Iri.:
qerapaivnh" ABc” or “kai; qeravpaina Iri.: qerapaivnh" codd.,” both of which would
mean that the manuscripts (codices) had qerapaivnh" but that this had been
emended to kai; qeravpaina by Irigoin and that that emendation was accepted by
the current editor. If however the abbreviation corr. (correxit) is used, the manu-
script readings are listed first in the apparatus even though the emendation is
printed in the text: thus “qerapaivnh" codd.: corr. Iri.” means that Irigoin is re-
sponsible for the words printed in the text (and one cannot tell what those are
from the apparatus alone), but the manuscripts had something different, namely
qerapaivnh". If the emendation was made by the current editor rather than by a
predecessor, the formula used is “qerapaivnh" codd.: correxi.”

Often emendations not printed in the text are mentioned in the apparatus, along
with other information on the opinions of scholars who have worked on the text.
For example “kai; qeravpaina Bc: qeravpaina dev A (def. Iri.): fort. legend. qeravpainav
te” would mean that the reading of this text, kai; qeravpaina, was supported by
manuscript B and manuscript family c, that manuscript A had qeravpaina dev and
Irigoin thought this reading was correct, and that the current editor is not so sure
and suggests that perhaps the correct reading is qeravpainav te (i.e. qeravpaina dev
A (defendit Irigoin): fortasse legendum qeravpainav te).

By no means all variations are indicated in an apparatus; the thoroughness with
which different readings are reported depends on the individual editor, but in
general obvious mistakes that occur in only one or two manuscripts are passed
over without discussion. (Often an editor’s preface gives information on the prin-
ciples on which his or her apparatus is based.) Sometimes even major deviations

4.7 THE APPARATUS
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are ignored, because the point behind an apparatus is normally to indicate genu-
ine alternative possibilities in the reconstruction of the author’s original text.
Modern editions use modern conventions regarding diacritics, often without any
discussion or indication in the apparatus; thus the accents and breathings in most
editions cannot be assumed to be those of the particular manuscripts on which
the editions are based, and in the case of papyri accents, breathings, and word
divisions are usually editorial additions.
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Reader

The purpose of this chapter is to provide practice

in reading scholarly Greek. In order to derive maximum benefit from it, readers
are advised to work systematically through one or more of the four sections, writ-
ing out a translation of each selection and checking it against the key in 5.2 be-
fore proceeding to the next selection. Extracts are arranged here by the type of
skills required to read them, not by the criteria governing the arrangement of
Chapters 2 and 3, and the sections have been arranged in ascending order of dif-
ficulty: lexica are on the whole the easiest ancient scholarship to read, while gram-
matical treatises are the most difficult. Further selections from each group, without
key, are provided in 5.3 for use as class assignments or for extra practice.

Not all texts discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 are represented here. Owing to
space limitations, all that has been attempted is inclusion of some selections from
each major type of scholarly material. Some classes of material, however, have
been systematically excluded: in addition to fragmentary, lacunose, or corrupt texts,
commentary that is primarily philosophical, mathematical, or scientific in nature
has been omitted, on the grounds that reading such material requires different
skills from the ones it is the purpose of this book to provide. Metrical commen-
tary is likewise omitted, because Hephaestion’s treatise and Van Ophuijsen’s trans-
lation of it (1987) already offer a good introduction to reading Greek metrical work.
The selections presented here aim to provide a representative view of the type of
material found in each category, and therefore some of them contain ancient schol-
ars’ errors. No attempt has been made to select the most important or profound
passages from each text; these are rarely self-explanatory enough to be appropri-
ate here and have in any case usually been discussed and translated elsewhere.

Examples are presented in exactly the form in which they appear in the edi-
tions cited, and there is consequently no consistency in the use of symbols, ab-
breviations, types of sigma, etc.1 Any symbols or notations the editors added to
the text itself have been included, although those in the margins and apparatus

1. Except that typographical customs now completely obsolete, such as the use of
ligatures or the use of final sigma within certain words, have been suppressed in the in-
terests of legibility.
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are omitted. Some editors followed conventions of accentuation different from
those now in use (particularly as regards the accentuation of enclitics and the
use of the grave accent before punctuation), and others produced typographi-
cal errors, but these have generally not been altered or corrected, because deal-
ing with the vagaries of editions is part of the task of reading scholarly Greek.2

When errors or editorial practices could be misleading, however, or when the
absence of the apparatus poses a problem, further information is given in the
notes. Unless the notes specify otherwise, all Greek material printed should be
taken as part of the passage, regardless of the type of brackets in which it may
be enclosed.

Scholia quoted here have also been selected for their ability to be understood
without reference to more of the text commented on than is given in the lemma.
Many scholia do not meet this criterion, so readers should be aware that the im-
pression given by this selection that scholia can be read without reference to the
text is largely false; the most useful aid to reading many scholia is a copy of the
text commented on.

When translating scholarly texts one is faced with a question about how much
to translate. If the words under discussion are themselves put into English, pas-
sages that discuss their spelling or textual history may no longer have any mean-
ing. On the other hand, if lemmata are not understood, passages that discuss their
meaning become incomprehensible. The same goes for quotations embedded in
scholarly works: if their purpose is to attest to the use of a word in a particular
form, the point will be lost in translation, but if the reason they are quoted has to
do with their meaning, the point will be lost if the quotation is not understood.
Obviously, it is always best to understand everything in a passage, whether or not
one ultimately translates it; in practice, however, it can be a poor use of time to
struggle with the translation of a syntactically incomplete quotation, in a very dif-
ferent kind of Greek, that is irrelevant to the point of the exercise at hand.

I recommend, therefore, the following procedure for those whose purpose in
translating these exercises is to learn how to read scholarly Greek: (1) initially,
leave the lemma in Greek; (2) translate all the scholarly material, except words or
phrases that are the focus of discussion (those preceded by an article and/or marked
by quotation marks) and quotations, which may be left in Greek; (3) put any ref-
erences added by the editor into the translation, changing them into a familiar
format (this is necessary practice because when actually using scholarly texts one
usually needs to follow up the references); (4) assess the situation—Is it abso-
lutely clear what the lemma means and what the author is saying? Is it certain
that any quotations still untranslated are given purely as attestations of a word’s
use? If so, no more translation is necessary; if not, translate whatever is needed to
make the passage maximally comprehensible. (Some hints about what should be

2. A very few typographical errors have been silently corrected because they were too
awful to retain and too embarrassing to explain in a note, but this procedure has been
adopted only as a last resort.
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translated can be found in the commentary: if notes are given on a quotation, it
needs to be translated.)

Because of the extent to which essential information tends to be left under-
stood in ancient scholarly texts, it is easy to translate the words of such texts with-
out producing any meaning. While some scholarly texts are indeed meaningless
in the form we now have them, no such texts have been included in this reader.
Therefore, an important part of the translation exercise is to supply the missing
information correctly: no translation is finished until it makes sense.

5.1 TEXTS WITH KEY

5.1.1 Lexica
Contents. Hesychius 1–15; Ammonius 16–20; Timaeus 21–3; Apollonius Sophista
24–5; Etymologica 26–35; Suda 36.

1. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 1307
ajeivromai: a[nw ai[romai. Sofoklh÷" Tracinivai" (216)
Notes: cf. 4.1.2, 4.1.12. The line number has been added by the editor.

2. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 1346
ajellavdwn i{ppwn: tacevwn. Sofoklh÷" Oijdivpodi Turavnnw/ (466)
Notes: cf. 4.1.2, 4.1.7, 4.1.12.

3. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7284
ajrktou÷ro": botavnh" eij ¿do". kai; a[stron
Notes: botavnh “plant”; cf. 4.1.4.

4. Hesychius, ed. Latte, B 642
biw/: tw/÷ tovxw/. h] th/÷ zwh÷/
Note that bivo" means “life” and biov" means “bow”; this entry is accented biw/÷ in

the manuscript, but Latte has omitted the accent because Hesychius’ gloss de-

pends on an ambiguity of accent.

5. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7274
ajrkei ÷ : prosarkei÷. bohqei÷. Eujripivdh" Phlei÷ (fr. 624)
Notes: cf. 4.1.4; prosarkevw “give aid.” The reference is to TGF.

6. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 1357
a[eptoi: deinoiv. kai; a[aptoi. Aijscuvlo" Prwtei÷ (fr. 213)
Notes: a[apto" “invincible.” The reference is to TGF and would now be fr. 213 TrGF.

7. Hesychius, ed. Latte, B 1277
bruvticoi: bavtracoi mikroi; e[conte" oujrav"
Notes: bavtraco" “frog”; oujrav “tail.”

8. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7607
ajrw÷": ajriqmou÷ o[noma, para; Pevrsai"
Notes: parav: cf. 4.1.28.

5.1 TEXTS WITH KEY
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9. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7630
a[sbese: dievûqeire. Krh÷te"
Notes: cf. 4.1.7, 4.1.12.

10. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7617
ajsalami vnio": a[peiro" qalavssh". oiJ de; ouj kekoinwnhkw;" uJpe;r
Salaminivwn (Ar. Ran. 204)
Notes: a[peiro" “without experience”; oiJ dev: cf. 4.1.13; koinwnevw “take part in (the

battle)”; Salamivnio" “Salaminian, from Salamis.” The reference, which indicates

where the lemma occurs in extant literature, has been added by the editor.

11. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7305
aJrmatrocihv: hJ tw÷n trocw÷n ajpocavraxi" (Y 505)
Notes: trocov" “wheel”; ajpocavraxi" “incision, track.”

12. Hesychius, ed. Latte, G 759
goggruvzein: tonqruvzein. to; wJ" u ¿J" fwnei÷n, o{per e[nioi gogguvzein.
to; aujto; kai; grulivzein levgetai
Notes: tonqruvzw “mutter”; gogguvzw “murmur”; grulivzw “grunt.”

13. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 6404
ajpokorswsame vnai": ajpokeiramevnai": ko vrsa" ga;r trivca".
Aijscuvlo" @Uyipuvlh/ (fr. 248)
Notes: ajpokeivrw “cut”, esp. of hair: middle, “cut off one’s hair.” The second part

would have the same meaning if the accusatives were nominatives. The refer-

ence gives the fragment number in TGF, which is the same as its number in

TrGF (cf. 4.4).

14. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7619
ajsalgavna": foberov". ei[rhke de; ou{tw" parabarbarivzwn
Notes: ei[rhke: cf. 4.1.43; parabarbarivzw “speak somewhat like a barbarian,” i.e.

imitate barbarians.

15. Hesychius, ed. Latte, B 1262
bruvtto": eij ¿do" ejcivnou pelagivou, w{" fhsin !Aristotevlh" (h. an.
4,530b5) oiJ de; ijcquvn. oiJ de; trisullavbw".@ãa[mÃbrutton, h[n, Lavch"
poiei÷!
Notes: ejci÷no" “hedgehog, sea-urchin”; pelagivou indicates which kind of ejci÷no"

is intended; oiJ dev: cf. 4.1.13; h[n is an exclamation, “see there!”; poievw can mean

“get for oneself.” The last four words are probably a comic fragment (frag. adesp.

com. 296 K–A); see Latte (1942: 85).

16. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 30
a[llo" kai; e{tero" diaûevrei. e{tero" me;n ga;r ejpi; duoi÷n, a[llo" de;
ejpi; pleivonwn.
Notes: ejpiv “applied to” (cf. 4.1.31). Our version of Ammonius seems to use the

singular diaûevrei interchangeably with the plural in such contexts.
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17. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 26
ajlhqe;" kai; a[lhqe" diaûevrei. ajlhqe;" me;n ga;r ojxutovnw" to; ejnantivon
tw/÷ yeuvdei, a[lhqe" de; proparoxutovnw" to; kat! ejperwvthsin
legovmenon.
Notes: cf. 4.1.9; a[lhqe" means “really?” as a skeptical response; ojxutovnw" and

proparoxutovnw": cf. 4.2.7; kat! can be translated “as” here.

18. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 386
pelasth;" kai; Penevsth" diaûevrei. pelasth;" me;n ga;r oJ provsûux,
Penevsth" de; para; Qessaloi÷" oJ kata; povlemon dõoulwÕqei;" wJ" para;
Lavkwsin oiJ Ei{lwte".
Notes: cf. 4.1.9; provsûux “one who seeks protection”; parav: cf. 4.1.28; katav “in

the course of.”

19. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 180
e jpivkouroi kai; suvmmacoi diaûevrousin. ejpivkouroi me;n gavr eijsin
oiJ toi÷" polemoumevnoi" bohqou÷nte" kai; sullambanovmenoi, suvmmacoi
de; oiJ tw÷n polemouvntwn. $Omhro" di! o{lh" ejûuvlaxe th÷" poihvsew"
th;n diaûoravn: oujk e[stin ouj ¿n par! aujtw/÷ ejpikouvrou" @Ellhvnwn
legomevnou" õeuJrei÷nÕ, ajlla; Trwvwn.
Notes: polemevw “make war (on)”; sullambavnw + dat. “take the part of”; e[stin “it

is possible”; the statement about Homer is essentially correct.

20. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 334
nh÷e" ploivwn diaûevrousin. Divdumo" (p. 321 Schmidt) ejn eJndekavtw/
rJhtorikw÷n uJpomnhmavtwn fhsi;n ou{tw": o{ti diaûevrousin aiJ nh÷e"
tw÷n ploivwn. ta; me;n gavr ejsti strogguvla, aiJ de; kwphvrei" kai;
stratiõwvÕtide". !Aristotevlh" de; (fr. 614 Rose) iJstorei÷ ejn Dikaiwvmasi
tw÷n povleømØwn ou{tw": ‘!Alevxandro" oJ Molotto;" uJpo; taujto;n crovnon,
Tarantivnwn aujto;n metapemyamevnwn ejpi; to;n pro;" tou;" barbavrou"
povlemon, ejxevpleuse nausi; me;n pentekaivdeka, ploivoi" de; sucnoi÷"
iJppagwgoi÷" kai; stratiõwtiÕkoi÷"’.
Notes: eJndekavtw/: sc. biblivw/ (cf. 4.1.33); uJpovmnhma “commentary”; ou{tw": see

4.1.23; o{ti: see 4.1.44; ta; mevn and aiJ dev can be translated “the latter” and “the

former” respectively, and their genders indicate the references; strogguvlo"

“round”; kwphvrh" “oared”; stratiw÷ti" “military”; iJstorevw “relate” (as a result of

research); dikaivwma “justification”; uJpov + acc. “at about”; sucnov" “many”;

stratiwtikov" “for soldiers,” i.e. troop transports. The Aristotle reference could

also be given as fr. 407.1 Gigon.

21. Timaeus’ Platonic lexicon, ed. Ruhnken, 190. 2–3.
Puvqioi. d

–
 a[ndre" aiJretoi; para; Lavkwsin, duvo kaq! e{kaston basileva

suvssitoi.
Notes: d

–
 is the equivalent of dV here; aiJretov" “chosen”; suvssito" “messmate.”

5.1.1 LEXICA
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22. Timaeus’ Platonic lexicon, ed. Ruhnken, 78. 1–2.
@Eautw/÷. ejpi; trivtou proswvpou. oiJ !Attikoi; de; ejpi; deutevrou kevcrhntai.
Notes: Attic authors do indeed sometimes use forms of eJautovn for sautovn, e.g. at

Plato, Lysis 209c; ejpiv: see 4.1.31.

23. Timaeus’ Platonic lexicon, ed. Ruhnken, dedicatory epistle, pp. 3–4.
TIMAIOS GENTIANWI

euj ¿ pravttein.
!Epistavmeno" ajkribw÷" th;n gnwvmhn kai; th;n peri; Plavtwna spoudh;n
kai; ûilokalivan, eijwqwv" te th/÷ Kronivwn eJorth/÷ tw÷n ejmautou÷ toi÷"
ûivloi" ajpavrcesqai: paidia/÷ te a{ma kai; th/÷ th÷" paidia÷" ajdelûh/÷
spoudh/÷ crhsavmeno" ejxevlexa ta; para; tw/÷ ûilosovûw/ glwsshmatikw÷"
h] kata; sunhvqeian !Attikh;n eijrhmevna, oujc uJmi÷n movnoi" toi÷"
@Rwmaivoi" o[nta ajsaûh÷, ajlla; kai; tw÷n @Ellhvnwn toi÷" pleivstoi",
tavxa" te tau÷ta kata; stoicei÷on kai; metaûravsa" ajpevsteilav soi,
nomivsa" kai; aujto;n e{xein se paidia;n oujk a[mouson. #ErjrJwso.
Notes: euj ¿ pravttein with the nominative of the sender and dative of the addressee

is one of the standard ways of beginning a letter and can be roughly translated “X

to Y, greetings”; Krovnia “Saturnalia”; ajpavrcomai + gen. “offer some of” (with the

connotations of an offering of first fruits); paidiav “amusement”; spoudhv “serious-

ness”; ejklevgw “pick out”; oJ ûilovsoûo" refers to Plato; parav cf. 4.1.28;

glwsshmatikov" “with unusual words”; kata; stoicei÷on “in alphabetical order”;

metaûravzw “paraphrase”.

24. Apollonius Sophista, ed. Bekker, 4. 8–11
ajglai > ‰a" ta;" kallona;" kai; tou;" kovsmou": “ajglai>va" th/÷" nu÷n ge
meta; dmwh/÷si kevkastai.” kai; eJnikw÷" “ajglai>vhn ga;r e[moige qeoi; oi}
#Olumpon e[cousin w[lesan.” e[sti de; kai; !Aglai>vh kuvrion o[noma:
“Nhreu;" !Aglai>vh" uiJo;" Caropoi÷o a[nakto".”
Notes: kallonhv “beauty”; the quotations are Od. 19. 82 (in a distorted form, and

not comprehensible as it stands), Od. 18. 180–1, and Il. 2. 672 (with a t’ missing

between the last two words).

25. Apollonius Sophista, ed. Bekker, 106. 4–6.
kwvdeian ijdivwç hJ th÷" mhvkwnoç keûalhv. o{tan de; levgh/ “oJ deûh kwvdeian
ajnascwvn,” parevleipen to; w{", i{n! h/j ¿ th;n tou÷ ajnqrwvpou keûalh;n wJ"
th;n th÷" mhvkwno" ajnevscen. tw÷n a{pax eijrhmevnwn.
Notes: mhvkwn “poppy”; the quotation is from Il. 14. 499, apparently with the ex-

pectation that the second word would be divided d! e[ûh rather than into the de;

ûhv (ûhv meaning “like”) preferred by Zenodotus and modern scholars; paraleivpw

“omit”; a a{pax eijrhmevnon is what we call a hapax legomenon, and strictly speak-

ing kwvdeia is not one, though it occurs only once in Homer.

26. Etymologicum Gudianum, ed. De Stefani, vol. ii, p. 356. 16
Divaita: dai÷ç daitovç dai÷ta kai; divaita.
Notes: cf. 4.1.20; divata “way of living”; dai÷" for daiv" “meal.”
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27. Etymologicum genuinum, ed. Lasserre and Livadaras, A 131
ajqevmisto" (I 63): a[diko", a[nomo": qevmisto" kai; ajqevmisto" B, Sym.
197, EM 364.
Notes: qevmisto" “righteous, lawful”; the reference after the lemma indicates where

the word occurs in Homer, and the letters at the end indicate sources and parallels.

28. Etymologicum genuinum, ed. Lasserre and Livadaras, A 500
!Alkavo": o}n ga;r trovpon oiJ #Iwne" ejkbavllousi to; i– tw÷n kthtikw÷n,
h[goun th÷" ei— diûqovggou, to;n aujto;n trovpon kai; oiJ Aijolei÷" th÷" ai—

diûqovggou ejkbavllousin to;  i–, oiJ ¿on Qhbai÷o" Qhbavo", ajrcai÷o" ajrcavo",
!Alkai÷o" !Alkavo". ou{tw" @Hrwdiano;" Peri; paqw÷n (II 276,26) AB,
Sym. 602, EM 885. Hdn. l.c.
Notes: relative-correlative construction; ejkbavllw “drop”;  i– cf. 4.1.46; kthtikov"

“possessive”; h[goun “or rather”; modern studies of Greek dialectology describe these

phenomena somewhat differently. The letters at the end indicate sources and

parallels.

29. Etymologicum magnum, ed. Gaisford, 556. 23–4
Laodivkh: #Onoma kuvrion: ejk tou÷ lao;" kai; tou÷ divkh. Ta; de; eij" OS
ojktacw÷" suntivqentai. Zhvtei eij" to; Q.
Notes: o[noma kuvrion “proper name”; note the use of a neuter article with the femi-

nine divkh to indicate that it is the word under discussion; ta; eij" OS “nouns end-

ing in -o"”; ojktacw÷" “in eight ways”; zhvtei eij" tov: cf. 4.1.29.

30. Etymologicum magnum, ed. Gaisford, 605. 42–5
Nivze: Shmaivnei to; nivpte. OiJ Aijolei÷" ta; eij" PTW rJhvmata eij" duvo
SS metabavllousi, nivptw, nivssw. Tarantivnwn de; ûwnh/÷ givnetai nivzw:
para; to; nivzw givnetai nivtron, wJ" mavssw, mavktron: kai; plhvssw,
plh÷ktron.
Notes: nivptw “wash”; ûwnhv “speech,” i.e. dialect; parav + acc. “from” (cf. 4.1.28);

nivtron “sodium carbonate” (used with oil as soap); mavssw “wipe” (here); mavktron

“towel”; plh÷ktron “instrument for striking a lyre.”

31. Etymologicum genuinum, ed. Lasserre and Livadaras, A 557
ajlûhsthv": oJ euJretikov": oiJ me;n ga;r ejpivqeton tou÷ ajnqrwvpou, oiJ
de; aujto;n to;n a[nqrwpon. para; to; a[lûein, to; euJrivskein: movno" ga;r
oJ a[nqrwpo" euJretikov". ejx ouJ ¿ hJ genikh; tw÷n plhquntikw÷n ajlûhstw÷n
kai; (z 8)

ajlûhstavwn:
o{qen kai; a[lûa to; stoicei÷on wjnovmastai, para; to; a[lûw, to; euJrivskw:
prw÷ton ga;r tw÷n a[llwn stoiceivwn euJrevqh. h] ajpo; tou÷ kata; ajmoiba;"
politeuvesqai: a[lûein ga;r to; ajmeivbein, o{qen kai; (S 593)

ajlûesivboiai
AB, Sym. 642, EM 967, Et. Gud. (c) a 882, Eust. 1224,44; 1422,33;
1788,34. *Methodius.
Notes: ajlûhsthv" is a Homeric word now thought to mean “bread-eating”; euJretikov"
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“inventive”; ejpivqeton “adjective”; parav: cf. 4.1.28; a[lûein and a[lûw are unattested

elsewhere but must be present forms derived from the second aorist of ajlûavnw,

hj ¿lûon; to; euJrivskein is a gloss on to; a[lûein; movno" gavr . . . is an explanation of

the views expressed in the previous clauses (or perhaps just of the second view);

genikhv, plhquntikw÷n: cf. 4.2.11; stoicei÷on “letter”; ojnomavzomai “be named”; to;

a[lûw: cf. 4.1.17–18; the story about the name of the letter alpha is wrong, since

“alpha” comes from the Phoenician name for the first letter in the alphabet; prw÷ton

. . . a[llwn “first, before the others”; h] ajpov introduces an alternate (and incorrect)

explanation of ajlûhsthv"; kata; ajmoibav" “in turn”; ajmeivbw “exchange”; politeuvomai

“govern”; ajlûesivboio" “bringing in oxen.”

32. Etymologicum genuinum, ed. Lasserre and Livadaras, A 584
ajmavmaxu": hJ ajnadendrav": para; to; ajmmivxai, hJ sundedemevnh:
ajnadesmou÷ntai ga;r aiJ ajnadendravde": ajmmixuv", kai; ejn pleonasmw/÷
kai; troph/÷ ajmavmaxu": !Epivcarmo" ejn Ga/÷ kai; qalavssa/ (fr. 24 Kaibel):

oujd! ajmamavxua" ûevrei:
Sapûw; de; dia; tou÷ d

–
 (fr. 173 Lobel–Page):

ajmamavxude"
levgei. Meqovdio" AB, Sym. 725, EM 1012. Methodius.
Notes: ajmavmaxu" “vine trained on two poles”; ajnadendrav" “vine that grows up trees”;

parav: cf. 4.1.28; ajmmivxai is an aorist infinitive of ajnameivgnumi “mix”; understand

something like “therefore” before sundedemevnh, which is a further gloss on

ajmavmaxu"; ajnadesmevw “tie up”; ajmmixuv" is a hypothetical intermediate form; ejn

(here) “with”; pleonasmov" “addition of a letter”; trophv “change of one letter into

another one”; diav + gen. “with” (cf. 4.1.30); tou÷: cf. 4.1.17–18. The reference given

with “fr. 24 Kaibel” is to an outdated collection of comic fragments; the new ref-

erence would be “fr. 21 K–A” (cf. 4.4). The Sappho reference is still good; it refers

to E. Lobel and D. Page, Poetarum Lesbiorum Fragmenta (Oxford 1955).

33. Etymologicum magnum, ed. Gaisford, 512. 37–43
Kianiv":

!Afivkonto Kianivdo" h[qea gaivh".
Kivo" povli" Musiva", ajpo; Kivou tou÷ hJghsamevnou tw÷n Milhsivwn th÷"
ajpoikiva". To; ejqniko;n, Kianov":

Tou[neken eij" e[ti nu÷n per $Ulan ejrevousi Kianoiv.
Katw/vkisan de; aujth;n Musoi;, eij ¿ta Kavre": kai; trivton, Milhvsioi.
#Esti de; kai; potamo;" oJmwnuvmw" th÷" Musiva" pararrevwn th/÷ gh/÷.
@H de; Kivo" e[sti povli", hJ nu÷n Prousivoi" hJ Prou÷sa.
Notes: ejqnikovn “ethnic”; e[sti: Gaisford’s accentuation does not follow modern

conventions, so this means both “there is” and “is” in this passage; Kavre" for Ka÷re";

pararrevw “flow past”; th÷" Musiva" is best taken after th/÷ gh/÷; povli" hJ is equivalent

to “the city that.” The quotations are from Apollonius Rhodius 1. 1177 and 1. 1354.

34. Etymologicum Gudianum, ed. De Stefani, vol. i, p. 39. 14–19
$O  #Ai>di ãA3Ã: oiJ mevn ûacin: para; to; ei[dw, to; blevpw, oJ mevllwn
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ei[cw, o[noma rJhmatiko;n i[c dia; tou÷  i–: polla; gavr eijcin ojnovmata—:
kai; meta; tou÷ cterhtikou ÷ a– #Ai>c, ejn w/J ¿ oujdevn ejctin oJra÷n, kai; hJ genikh;
#Ai>doc kai; $Omhroc ãG322Ã “du÷nai dovmon #Ai>doc ei[cw”, kai; hJ dotikh;
#Ai>di. oiJ dev ûaci kata; metaplaçmo;n ajpo; tou÷ !Ai?dhç !Ai?dou !Ai?dh/
kai; #Ai>di.
Notes: the symbol at the start shows that the lemma is a Homeric word, as is con-

firmed by the reference to Iliad 1. 3; parav: cf. 4.1.28; ei[dw: cf. 4.1.22; blevpw is a

gloss on ei[dw; o[noma rJhmatikovn “verbal noun”; diav: 4.1.30; the dash indicates a

lacuna; a– sterhtikov" “alpha privative”; oujdevn ejstin for oujde;n e[stin; genikhv: cf.

4.2.11; metaplasmov" “metaplasm” (change in declension, esp. the formation of

oblique cases from a non-existent nominative).

35. Etymologicum magnum, ed. Gaisford, 749. 5–22
Tawvn: Povqen_ Para; to; teivnein th;n oujravn: to; ga;r zw/÷on ejnabrunovmenon
tw/÷ eJautou÷ kavllei toi÷" oJrw÷si th;n oujra;n ejxaplou÷n ajpodeiknuvei. Tine;"
de; ajpo; tou÷ tao;" bouvlontai eij ¿nai kat! e[ktasin tou÷ O eij" to; W, kai;
ejnallagh/÷ tou÷ tovnou. !All! oujk e[stin: ejpeidh; to; tao;", w{" ûhsin
@Hrwdiano;", dia; tou÷ O mikrou÷, oujk e[sti suvnhqe" toi÷"  {Ellhsi. Kai;
levgousi tine;", o{ti w[ûeilen eij ¿nai tew;", wJ" lao;" lewv": pro;" ou}" e[stin
eijpei÷n, o{ti sunestalmevnon e[cei to; A: kai; touvtou cavrin oujk ejgevneto
para; !Attikoi÷" troph/÷ tou÷ A eij" E, w{sper to; Oijnovmao". #Axion de;
zhth÷sai, diativ ouj klivnetai taw;" taw÷to", kai; Tuûw;" Tuûw÷to", wJ"
to; ijdrw;" iJdrw÷to". Kai; e[stin eijpei÷n, o{ti ejkei÷na ojxuvnetai, tau÷ta de;
perispa÷tai: kai; o{ti tau÷ta eij" N lhvgei. Mhdei;" de; oijevsqw tau÷ta
dikatavlhkta eij ¿nai: ta; ga;r dikatavlhkta th;n aujth;n klivsin ûulavttei,
rJi;n kai; rJi;" rJinov": tau÷ta de; oujk e[cei th;n aujth;n klivsin: Tuûw÷n ga;r
tuûw÷no", kai; taw÷n taw÷no": kai; tuûw÷" tuûw÷, kai; taw÷" taw÷. Coiroboskov".
Notes: tawvn is an alternate form of tawv"/taw÷" “peacock,” but in order for this

passage to make sense one must assume that the original writer considered the

lemma to be taw÷n (which is probably the correct accentuation—see Chandler

1881: 175–6); oujrav “tail”; ejnabruvnomai “pride oneself on”; ejxaplovw “unfold, spread

out”; taov" is another variant of tawv"/taw÷" but may not actually have existed;

e[ktasi" “lengthening”; ejnallaghv “change”; tovno" “accent”; e[sti: Gaisford’s ac-

centuation does not follow modern conventions, so this means both “is possible”

and “is” in this passage; diav: cf. 4.1.30; sunhvqh" “customary”; sustevllw “shorten”;

ijdrwv" for iJdrwv"; ejkei÷na and tau÷ta are being used in the opposite of their classi-

cal meanings, so that ejkei÷na refers to iJdrwv" and other words of a similar type,

while tau÷ta refers to tawv" and Tuûwv" (which must be accented taw÷" and Tuûw÷"

for this passage to make sense); dikatavlhkto" “having a double ending” (in this

passage, though not always, restricted to words that have two alternative forms in

the nominative but only one form for other cases); klivsi" “declension.”

36. Suda, ed. Adler, P 1617
Pivndaroc, Qhbw÷n, Ckopelivnou uiJovc, kata; dev tinac Dai>ûavntou: o}
kai; ma÷llon ajlhqevc: oJ ga;r Ckopelivnou ejcti;n ajûanevcteroc kai;
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procgenh;c Pindavrou, tine;c de; kai; Pagwnivdou iJctovrhcan aujtovn.
maqhth;c de; Murtivdoc gunaikovc, gegonw;c kata; th;n xeV ojlumpiavda kai;
kata; th;n Xevrxou ctrateivan w]n ejtw÷n mV. kai; ajdelûo;c me;n hj ¿n aujtw/÷
o[noma !Erwtivwn kai; uiJo;c Diovûantoc, qugatevrec de; Eu[mhtic kai;
Prwtomavch. kai; cunevbh aujtw/÷ tou÷ bivou teleuth; kat! eujcavc: aijthvcanti
ga;r to; kavllicton aujtw÷/ doqh÷nai tw÷n ejn tw/÷ bivw/ ajqrovon aujto;n ajpoqanei÷n
ejn qeavtrw/, ajnakeklimevnon eijc ta; tou÷ ejrwmevnou Qeoxevnou aujtou÷ govnata,
ejtw÷n neV. e[graye de; ejn biblivoic izV Dwrivdi dialevktw/ tau÷ta:
!Olumpionivkac, Puqionivkac, Procovdia, Parqevnia, !Enqronicmouvc,
Bakcikav, Daûnhûorikav, Paia÷nac, @Áporchvmata, $Ámnouc,Diquravmbouc,
Ckoliav, !Egkwvmia, Qrhvnouc, dravmata tragika; izV, ejpigravmmata ejpika;
kai; katalogavdhn parainevceic toi÷c $Ellhci, kai; a[lla plei÷cta.
Notes: ajûanhv" “obscure”; prosgenhv" “kinsman”; iJstorevw “record”; katav “during”;

ajqrovon “all at once”; ajpoqanei÷n understand something like “it is said that”; ajnaklivnw

eij" “cause to lean on”; !Olumpiovniko" “[ode] celebrating an Olympian victory”;

prosovdion “processional hymn”; parqevnion i.e. song for a chorus of girls; ejnqronismov"

“enthroning [song]”; uJpovrchma “song for dancing”; skoliovn “drinking-song”; qrh÷no"

“lament”; katalogavdhn “in prose”; paraivnesi" “exhortation.”

5.1.2 Scholia and Commentaries
Contents. Poetry: Homer 37–53; Euripides 54; Aeschylus 55–9; Pindar 60–4;
Aristophanes 65–6. Prose: Plato 67–9; Aeschines 70–5; Hippocrates 76–8. Post-
classical: Lucian 79–81; Apollonius Rhodius 82–6; Aratus 87–8.

37. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 739a (from Didymus?)
ãTrwvwn pedi vw/:Ã ejn a[llw/ “Trwvwn oJmavdw/” (= O 689). AAAAAim

Notes: cf. 4.1.3, 4.1.15; understand ajntigravûw/ “copy” with a[llw/. The notation at

the end indicates the manuscript source: a note written in A between the text and

the main body of marginal scholia.

38. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 395b (from Aristonicus)
ãtei ÷co":Ã o{ti ejlleivpei hJ ejpiv, ãejpi;Ã tei÷co". AAAAAint

Notes: o{ti: cf. 4.1.44; hJ: cf. 4.1.17–18; ejlleivpw “be lacking” (cf. 4.1.35). The no-

tation at the end indicates the manuscript source: a note written in the inside

margin of A.

39. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 459 (from Didymus)
ãmavch":Ã Zhnovdoto" mavch", a[lloi de; “mavchn”. kai; !Aristoûavnh"
de; “mavchn”. AAAAAim

Note: cf. 4.1.11

40. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 394b1 (from Didymus)
ãajkh vmata :Ã e[n tisin “ajkevsmata”: ou{tw" de; kai; !Arivstarco".
ãdiÃcw÷>>ã"Ã ouj ¿n. AAAAAim

Notes: cf. 4.1.11, 4.1.15; understand ajpogravûoi" “copies” after tisin, dicw÷" “in

two ways.”
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41. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 437 (from Nicanor)
Teu÷kre pevpon, ãdh ; nw÷i >n a jpe vktato pisto;" e Jtai ÷ro"Ã: a[xion
ajpodevxasqai th;n sunhvqeian meta; to; pevpon stivxasan, kai; mh; meta;
to;n dhv suvndesmon. AAAAA
Notes: cf. 4.1.47; sunhvqeia “customary practice”; stivzw “punctuate”; suvndesmo"

“conjunction.”

42. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 729 (exegetical)
qrh÷nun: th;n tw÷n kwphlatw÷n kaqevdran bbbbb(BCE3E4) TTTTT h] th;n tou÷
kubernhvtou. !Attikoi; de; qra÷non to; tou÷ kwphlavtou ûasi; kai; qranivta"
aujtouv". bbbbb(BCE3) TTTTT
Notes: kwphlavth" “rower”; kaqevdra “seat”; kubernhvth" “steersman”; !Attikoiv

“speakers of the Attic dialect”; tov understand “seat.” The groups of letters in the

middle and at the end indicate the manuscript sources: T and four members of

the b family, one of which contains only the first part of the scholion.

43. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 444b (exegetical)
i jodovkon: proparoxutovnw" tine;" to;n decovmenon ijouv", “xeinodovkon”
(G 354) de; to;n xenivzonta paroxutovnw" h] to;n xevnou" dokeuvonta.
#Attalo" de; paroxuvnei. A TA TA TA TA T
Notes: the understood verb with tinev" is something like “say that it should be pro-

nounced . . . and means . . .” (cf. 4.1.13–14); proparoxutovnw" and paroxuvnw: cf.

4.2.7; ijov" “arrow”; xenivzw “receive guests”; dokeuvw “watch for.” This is one of the

passages mentioned in 4.1.9 in which subject and predicate need to be reversed

to produce a comprehensible English translation.

44. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 468 (exegetical)
o{ te v moi bio ;n ãe [kbale ceiro v"Ã: o{ te ajnti; tou÷ o{sti". oiJ de;
ãajnti; tou÷Ã o{ti: “o{te me brotoi; ou[ti tivousin” (n 129) ajnti; tou÷ o{ti. TTTTT
Notes: there were no spaces between words at the time that most of the commen-

taries on which scholia are based were composed, so there would be no visible

difference between o{ te and o{te; tou÷: cf. 4.1.17–18; oiJ dev: cf. 4.1.13.

45. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 601b (from Aristonicus)
ãe [melleÃ pali vwxin para; nhw÷n: o{ti uJgiw÷" pali vwxin, pavlin
divwxin, o{tan ejx uJpostroûh÷" diwvkwsin oiJ diwkovmenoi. kai; pro;" to;
e[mellen, o{ti ajnti; tou÷ ejw/vkei. AAAAA
Notes: o{ti: cf. 4.1.44; uJgiw÷" “correctly” (modifying an understood verb like “the

text reads”); uJpostroûhv “turning around”; prov" “regarding”; tou÷: cf. 4.1.17–18.

46. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 417a1 and a2 (from Didymus)
nh÷a": !Arivstarco" cwri;" tou÷ s– gravûei “nh÷a”: proei÷pe ga;r @tw; de;
peri; mia÷" nho;" e[con povnon’ (cf. O 416). AAAAA
!Arivstarco" “nh÷a”, a[lloi de; nh÷a". AAAAAint

Notes: these two notes must go back to the same source, but they have clearly

undergone different developments before ultimately finding their way to different

5.1.2 SCHOLIA AND COMMENTARIES
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places in the same manuscript. The subject of proei÷pe is the poet (cf. 4.1.43);

the quotation appears as tw; de; mih÷" peri; nho;" e[con povnon in our texts of Homer.

47. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 2c (from Herodian)
{polloi; de;} davmen: oJmoivw" tw/÷ “polloi; d! !Argeivwn oiJ me;n davmen,
oiJ d! ejlivponto” (M 14) kai; tw/÷ “ûavnen dev oiJ eujreve" wj ¿moi” (s 68)
ajnegnwvsqh kata; ajûaivresin tou÷ a[rconto" crovnou. e[ûamen dev (sc.
ad A 464a) ta; toiau÷ta ajdiaûovrw" euJreqh÷nai para; tw/÷ poihth/÷. AAAAA
Notes: the brackets around polloi; dev indicate that it should not be part of the

lemma. The topic of discussion is the lack of an augment on davmen (aor. pass. 3rd

pl. of damavzw) so the quotations are examples of other unaugmented verbs. The

cross-reference indicated by e[ûamen dev comes from Herodian’s work before it was

converted into scholia, but the passage referred to survives as another scholion,

hence Erbse’s note. ûavnen is the unaugmented aor. pass. 3rd pl. of ûaivnw; wj ¿mo"

“shoulder”; ajnagignwvskw “read”; ajûaivresi" is the removal of a letter or letters at

the beginning of a word; crovno" “augment” (here); ajdiaûovvrw" “without distinc-

tion”; parav: cf. 4.1.28; oJ poihthv" is Homer (cf. 4.1.42).

48. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 1b1 (exegetical)
dia v te sko vlopa" ãkai ; ta vûron e [bhsanÃ : h] ajnti; tou÷ dia;
skolovpwn kai; tavûrou, wJ" “diav t! e[ntea kai; mevlan aiJ ¿ma” (K 298),
h] to; eJxh÷" dievbhsan. hJ de; diakoph; th÷" levxew" to; talaivpwron kai;
dusdiovdeuton ejmûaivnei: ouj ga;r e[ûugon “th/÷ per !Acaioiv / ejk pedivou
nivsonto” (M 118–9), ajlla; dia; th÷" tavûrou e[ûeugon. bbbbb(BCE3E4) TTTTT |
hJ aujth; diakoph; kai; ejn toi÷" “kata; puro;n a[lessan” (u 109). TTTTT
Notes: the point of the first sentence is that either diav means “through” despite

being followed by the accusative rather than the genitive, or the verb is dievbhsan

by tmesis; skovloy “stake”; tavûro" “ditch”; to; eJxh÷" “sequence in which the words

are to be taken” (cf. 4.1.38); diakophv “tmesis”; levxi" “word”; dusdiovdeuton “diffi-

culty of passing through [the Greek barricades]”; the subject of e[ûugon is the Tro-

jans; nivsomai “come back”; the groups of letters indicate that the last sentence of

the scholion is found only in manuscript T, but the rest is also found in four manu-

scripts of the b family; purov" “wheat”; ajlevw “grind.”

49. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 735b (from Herodian)
{hj ¿ev tina"} ûamevn {eij ¿nai}: to; ûamevn ejntelev" ejsti kai; ejnestw÷ta
crovnon shmaivnei: dio; ta;" duvo sullaba;" barutonhtevon. eij mevntoi
paratatiko;" givnoito, dh÷lon o{ti ajpobolh;;n crovnou tou÷ kat! ajrch;n
pavscei kai; ejpi; th;n ûa— sullabh;n hJ ojxei÷a tavsi" e[stai, o{moion wJ"
to; e[ûamen ejntelev", w{sper ejp! ejkeivnou “ûavmen dev oiJ ouj televesqai”
(d 664), o{per oujk ejpizhtei÷ nu÷n hJ diavnoia. AAAAA
Notes: the brackets in the lemma mean that the lemma should be simply ûamevn;

the discussion concerns the distinction between the present ûamevn and the

unaugmented imperfect ûavmen. The conditional clause is in meaning fundamen-

tally a future less vivid (remote future), despite the abandonment of the optative
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for the present indicative and then for the future indicative. ejntelhv" “complete”;

ejnestw;" crovno" and paratatikov": cf. 4.2.13; diov “on account of which”;

barutonevw “leave unaccented” (cf. 4.2.9); dh÷lon o{ti = dhlonovti, an adverbial unit

meaning “clearly”; ajpobolhv “dropping,” i.e. loss; crovno" “augment”; ojxei÷a tavsi"

“acute accent”; o{per i.e. the interpretation of ûavmen as an imperfect; ejpizhtevw

“require”; nu÷n i.e. in this passage; diavnoia “meaning.”

50. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 4a (from Herodian)
clwroi; uJpai; deivou" ‹peûobhmevnoiÃ: hJ uJpov provqesi" uJpaiv v ejgevneto
oJmoivw" th÷/ “uJpai; povda neivaton #Idh"” (B 824). kai; e[sti to; eJxh÷" uJpo; devou".
ou{tw kai; !Arivstarco": dio; paraithtevon to;n Turannivwna (fr. 35 P.)
baruvnonta th;n u Jpai v kai; hJgouvmenon ajpo; tou÷ u{paiqa eij ¿nai pavqo" to;
th÷" ajpokoph÷". e{w" de; tou÷ u Jpai; dei vou" ojûeivlomen ajnapauvesqai:
ouj ga;r piqano;n e{w" tou÷ clwroi v, eij ¿ta peûobhmevnoi, toutevsti
ûeuvgonte". e[sti mevntoi kai; hJ eJtevra ajnavpausi" oujk ajdovkimo". AAAAA
Notes: cf. 4.1.47. The gavr clause is very parenthetical, so the eij ¿ta clause contin-

ues the thought before the gavr. The point of the last sentence is that although the

writer prefers one punctuation, the other is also possible. provqesi" “preposition”;

e[sti = ejsti; to; eJxh÷" “normal equivalent” (cf. 4.1.38, but this use is unusual be-

cause it does not involve a change of word order); diov “on account of which”;

paraithtevon “it is necessary to reject the view of”; baruvnw “accent recessively”

(cf. 4.2.9); eij ¿nai i.e. “happen” (the subject is pavqo"); pavqo" “transformation” (in

ancient grammatical theory, words changed from one form to another only via

certain clearly defined types of transformations known collectively as pavqh); e{w"

+ gen. “until” i.e. after; ajnapauvomai “pause” i.e. put a comma; ajdovkimo" “uncon-

vincing.” The reference is to M. Planer, De Tyrannione grammatico (Berlin 1852)

and would now be expressed as “fragment 37 Haas.”

51. Eustathius’ commentary on the Iliad, ed. Van der Valk, 600. 32–3
Levgei de; ejkûrastikw÷" oJ poihth;" kai; to; “krati; d! ejp! ajmûivûalon
kunevhn qevto tetraûavlhron, cruseivhn, ejkatovn”, h[toi pollw÷n, “povlewn
prulevesin”, o{ ejsti pezoi÷" oJplivtai", "ajrarui÷an”.
Notes: discussing Iliad 5. 743–4. ejkûrastikw÷" “descriptively,” i.e. in an ecphrasis;

ajmûivûalo" “with two ridges”; kunevh “helmet”; tetraûavlhro" is an obscure word

meaning something like “with four bosses”; h[toi is equivalent here to “i.e.”; ajrarui÷a

“fitted with” here means that the helmet is decorated with human figures.

52. Eustathius’ commentary on the Iliad, ed. Van der Valk, 893. 34–42
Pruleve" de; oiJ ejn mavch/ pezoi; kata; glw÷ssan Gortunivwn, w{" ûasin
oiJ palaioiv. hJ de; th÷" levxew" paragwgh; progevgraptai. nu÷n de;
tosou÷ton rJhtevon wJ", eij me;n ojxuvtono" hJ tauvth" eujqei÷a, eJtevrou
tou÷to lovgou, eij de; baruvtono", sunhgorhqeivh a]n ejnteu÷qen eij ¿nai to;
para; Lukovûroni kuvrion o[noma ejn tw/÷ “tw÷n aujqomaivmwn sugkataskavpthn
Pruvlin”. ou{tw kai; @Ippovth" ejn !Odusseiva/ kuvrion o[noma oJmwvnumon
tw/÷ iJppeuvonti.
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Notes: discussing Iliad 12. 77. glw÷ssa i.e. dialect; paragwghv “derivation”;

ojjxuvtono": cf. 4.2.7; eujqei÷a: cf. 4.2.11, but here probably referring to the nomina-

tive singular; tauvth" and tou÷to both refer to Pruleve"; eJtevrou lovgou “of another

reason,” i.e. it should be explained differently (not via the Pruvlin that is about to

be mentioned); baruvtono": cf. 4.2.9; sunhgorevw “advocate”; ejnteu÷qen i.e. from

Pruleve"; parav: cf. 4.1.28; kuvrion o[noma “proper noun”; oJmwvnumo" “homonymous

with”; tw/÷ iJppeuvonti i.e. the iJppovth" that means “cavalryman”; aujqovmaimo" “blood

relative”; sugkataskavpth" “co-destroyer.” Van der Valk’s notes inform us that the

reference in progevgraptai is to 601. 2–8, that the Lycophron reference is to line

222, and that the name @Ippovth" is not directly attested in the Odyssey but was

inferred from the patronymic @Ippotavdh" (10. 2).

53. Eustathius’ commentary on the Iliad, ed. Van der Valk, 600. 45–601. 8
Tine;" de; to; “eJkato;n povlewn prulevessin ajrarui÷an” ou{tw" e[ûrasan:
eJkato;n povlewn ajristei÷" e[cousan, h] kekosmhmevnhn toi÷" th÷" Krhvth"
oJplivtai", toutevsti ta; tw÷n Korubavntwn e[rga e[cousan ejntetupwmevna.
$Oti de; eJkatovmpoli" hJ Krhvth, kai; ejn !Odusseiva/ dhlou÷tai. wJ" de;
kai; Krh÷te" oiJ Koruvbante", dh÷lon kai; aujtov. Eujqei÷an dev ûasiv tine"
tou÷ prulevessi pruvli", ginomevnhn ejk tou÷ perw÷ peruvw, to; oJdeuvw,
peruvsw, pevruli" kai; pruvli", wJ" damavsw davmali". [ [Isw" de; suntelei÷
ti pro;" th;n toiauvthn klivsin kai; tovnwsin kai; to; kuvrion oJ Pruvli",
oJ para; Lukovûroni.] Kai; mh;n a[lloi, ejn oiJ ¿" kai; @Hrw/dianov", prulhv"
gravûousin ojxutovnw" kai; klivnousi kanonikw÷" prulevo", prulou÷", w{"
pou kai; proeivrhtai. [Kai; e[stin ajsûalevsteron tou÷to. ajpo; gavr toi
tou÷ pruvli" pruvlee" w[ûeilen eij ¿nai wJ" o[ûee", ajlla; mh;n eu{rhtai
pruleve" wJ" eujsebeve".]
Notes: discussing Iliad 5. 744. The brackets enclose additions made by Eustathius

after writing the rest of the entry. ou{tw": see 4.1.23; ûravzw “explain”; ajristei÷" is

acc. pl. of ajristeuv", “chief ”; ejntupovw “carve, mold”; ïeJkatovmpoli" “having a hun-

dred cities”; kai; aujtov “[that] itself [is] also”; eujqei÷a: cf. 4.2.11; peruvw is not at-

tested (nor is its assumed future peruvsw, nor is the pevruli" assumed to be the

link between peruvsw and pruvli") but is being taken to be an intermediate form

between perw÷ and pruvli"; to; oJdeuvw (“travel”) is a gloss on perw÷; suntelevw “con-

tribute” (subject is to; kuvrion oJ Pruvli"); klivsi" “inflection”; tovnwsi" “accentua-

tion”; kuvrion is short for kuvrion o[noma; kai; mhvn “but”; ojxutovnw": cf. 4.2.7; kanonikw÷"

“regularly”; ajsûalhv" “sound.”

54. Euripides scholia, ed Schwartz, Hecuba 13
hj ¿n ajnti; tou÷ h[mhn ûhsivn. e[stin !Attikovn:—Mg

newvtato" d! hj ¿n: ajnti; tou÷ h[mhn ûhsivn. !Attikw÷" de; hj ¿n. kai;
cwri;" de; tou÷ n– hj ¿, ajnti; tou÷ e[a. ou{tw Divdumo". ejn mevntoi toi÷"
ajntigravûoi" hj ¿n ûevretai kai; koinh; ajnavgnwsi" hj ¿n:—Vat. 1345
Notes: Here there are notes from two different manuscripts (M (g = interlinear gloss)

and Vatican 1345) with overlapping content. Some editors accept Didymus’ read-

ing into the text on the authority of this scholion. h[mhn “I was” (late Greek imperfect
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of eijmiv); kai; cwri;" dev: the presence of both kaiv and dev shows that kaiv means “also,”

so understand something like “there is a reading here”; e[a “I was” (Ionic imperfect

of eijmiv); ajntivgraûon “copy, manuscript”; ûevromai “be transmitted.”

55. Aeschylus scholia, ed. Smith, Choephori 973
ajnoivgetai hJ skhnh; kai; ejpi; ejkkuklhvmato" oJra÷tai ta; swvmata a}
levgei diplh÷n turanni vda.
Notes: skhnhv “stage-building”; ejkkuvklhma is a type of wheeled platform whose exact

nature is much debated; the subject of levgei could be Aeschylus or Orestes, the

character who speaks the last two words.

56. Aeschylus scholia, ed. Herington, Prometheus Vinctus 397b
Mediceus: To; stavsimon a[/dei oJ coro;" ejpi; th÷" gh÷" katelhluqwv".
Note: “Mediceus” indicates the manuscript in which the scholion is found.

57. Aeschylus scholia, ed. Wecklein, Persae 34–5
tine;" diairou÷si Sousiskavnh" (Sou÷si" kai; Kavnh" Blomf.) kai; Phgav"
kai; Tagwvn. ta; ga;r ojnovmata pevplake kai; oujk e[stin Aijguptiakav.
Notes: the text on which the scholion comments is Sousiskavnh" Phgastagw;n

Aijguptogenhv"; the material in parentheses is a suggested emendation by the

nineteenth-century scholar C. J. Blomfield; diairevw “divide”; plavssw “fabricate”

(for the subject cf. 4.1.43); e[stin = ejstin. This scholion is considered to be im-

portant evidence for the Alexandrian origins of the Aeschylean scholia, since it

must have been written by someone with knowledge of Egypt.

58. Aeschylus scholia, ed. Smith, Agamemnon 503a (Triclinian)
Tine;" mevmûontai tw÷i poihth÷i o{ti aujqhvmeron ejk Troiva" poiei÷ tou;"
$Ellhna" h{konta".
Note: aujqhmerovn “on the same day.”

59. Aeschylus scholia, ed. Herington, Prometheus Vinctus 561d
@H de; iJstoriva toiauvth: !Iw; hJ tou÷ !Inavcou qugavthr, ejrasqei÷sa para;
tou÷ Diov", ejpei; tou÷to e[gnw  hJ  {Hra kai; e[melle katalambavnesqai
par! aujth÷", meteblhvqh para; tou÷ Dio;" eij" bou÷n, i{na mh; gnwsqh/÷
tiv" ei[h. hJ $Hra de; proselqou÷sa tw/÷ Dii; ejzhvthse tauvthn kai; e[labe
dw÷ron par! aujtou÷, kai; devdwken #Argw/ tw/÷ panovpth/ ûulavttein aujthvn.
oJ de; Zeu;" pavlin ejrasqei;" aujth÷" e[pemye to;n @Ermh÷n ajûelevsqai
tauvthn tou÷  [Argou kai; diakomivsai aujtw/÷. kai; ejpei; a[llw" laqei÷n
#Argon to;n pantovpthn oujk hj ¿n, dia; bolh÷" liqeiva" tou÷ton ajnhv/rhken:
ouJ ¿ to; ûavsma hJ  {Hra th÷/ !Ioi÷ kai; meta; to;n aujtou÷ qavnaton paredeivknuen
ejpi; tw/÷ mavlista ejkûobei÷n aujth;n. hJ de; polla; planhqei÷sa kata;
diaûovrou" tovpou", teleutai÷on ajph÷re kai; pro;" to;n Kauvkason
ojyomevnh to;n Promhqeva. A.
Notes: iJstoriva i.e. background; ejrasqeiv" has passive meaning the first time it oc-

curs, but active meaning (“having become enamored”) the second time; e[melle

has Io as its subject; metabavllw “change”; parav + gen. “by” (cf. 4.1.28); dw÷ron
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“as a gift”; devdwken: cf 4.1.23 for tense; panovpth" “all-seeing”; ûulavttein is an

infinitive expressing purpose; oujk hj ¿n “it was not possible”; ajnairevw “kill, destroy”;

ûavsma “phantom”; ejpi; tw÷/ + inf. is equivalent to a purpose clause; planavomai

“wander”; teleutai÷on “finally”; ajpaivrw “go away.”

60. Pindar scholia, ed. Drachmann, Pythian 2. 106
kuvrie: kurwtike; kai; telestike;, toutevsti pavntwn e[cwn th;n kuriovthta.
Notes: kurwtikov" “sovereign”; telestikov" “completely powerful”; kuriovth" “do-

minion”; kuvrie was a very common word from the first century AD onwards, but at

that period it did not have the same meaning as it does here (this is its only attes-

tation in classical literature), so the scholion serves not to gloss an unfamiliar word

but to alert readers to its archaic meaning.

61. Pindar scholia, ed. Drachmann, Pythian 8. 107
ta; d! oujk ejp! ajndravsi kei÷tai: tau÷ta de; oujk e[stin ejn ajnqrwvpoi",
to; ejk perinoiva" kthvsasqai: to; daimovnion de; eJkavstw/ parevcei.
Notes: the first part (up to the comma) is a paraphrase of the lemma, in which the

tav referred to blessings available to humans, and these blessings are also the un-

derstood object of kthvsasqai; perivnoia “deliberation” (i.e. acting with forethought).

The last clause paraphrases the rest of the line that begins with the lemma, daivmwn

de; parivscei.

62. Pindar scholia, ed. Drachmann, Pythian 4. 1c
su;n !Arkesi vla/: to; suvn pro;" to; au[xh/", i{n! hj ¿/ sunauvxh/". kwmavzonti
de;, kwvmou" a[gonti: kwvmou" de; a[gousin oiJ nikw÷nte" kata; th;n eJautw÷n
patrivda.
Notes: prov" is equivalent to “goes with”; i{na is probably consecutive not final;

kwmavzonti is a second lemma; kw÷mo" “victory procession”; katav “in” (cf. 4.1.32).

63. Pindar scholia, ed. Drachmann, Pythian 6 title
Inscr. Gevgraptai Xenokravtei !Akragantivnw/ nenikhkovti kata; th;n
kd' v Puqiavda. ûanero;n de;, o{ti aiJ wj/dai; ouj kata; crovnon diavkeintai:
hJ ga;r pro; tauvth" wj/dh; !Arkesilavw/ gevgraptai nikhvsanti la v Puqiavda.
Notes: Inscr(iptio) refers to the title of the ode, which reads Xenokravtei

!Akragantivnw/ a{rmati; katav: cf. 4.1.32; Puqiav" “Pythiad” (celebration of the

Pythian games and the interval of time between games, like “Olympiad”); kata;

crovnon i.e. in chronological order; diavkeimai “be arranged”.

64. Pindar scholia, ed. Drachmann, Pythian 3 title
Inscr. b. #Hqelon Ceivrwnav ke Fillurivdan: @Ievrwni Puvqia nikhvsanti
th;n kz v Puqiavda: mevmnhtai de; kai; th÷" pro; tauvth" Puqiavdo", w{ste
ejpi; tai÷" duvo nivkai" th;n wj/dh;n suntetavcqai. sunav/dei de; kai; ta; ajpo;
tw÷n crovnwn. wJ" ga;r h[dh basileuvontov" ûhsin (Vs. 70): o}"
Surakovssaisin a[rcei praù" ajstoi÷". kaqivstatai de; oJ @Ievrwn basileu;"
kata; th;n o" v !Olumpiavda, th÷" kh v Puqiavdo" th/÷ prokeimevnh/
!Olumpiavdi sugcrovnou ou[sh", w{ste pavnth te kai; pavntw" meta;
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th;n u{steron Puqiavda, h{ti" gevgone peri; th;n oe v !Olumpiavda,
suntetavcqai tovnde to;n ejpivnikon. pro;" de; th;n parou÷san tuvchn
tou÷ @Ievrwno" aJrmosavmeno" eu[cetai ejn tai÷" ptucai÷" tou÷ Phlivou
diavgein to;n Ceivrwna uJpe;r tou÷ duvnasqai to;n @Ievrwna qerapeiva"
tucei÷n uJp! aujtou÷: liqiavsei ga;r novsw/ kateivceto. to;n de; Ceivrwna
mia÷" tw÷n !Wkeanivdwn kai; Krovnou genealogou÷sin.
Notes: Inscr(iptio) b indicates that this is the second scholion on the title, though

the lemma that immediately follows is from the first line rather than the title, and

the scholion covers both title and lemma; Puvqia “Pythian games”; Puqiav" “Pythiad”;

mevmnhmai (here) “mention” (the subject is Pindar); suntavssw “compose”; duvo is

indeclinable here; sunav/dw “be in accord [with this]”; ta; ajpo; tw÷n crovnwn “chro-

nological information [in the ode]”; wJ" + gen. absolute i.e. “implying that”;

basileuvonto" understand @Ievrwno"; prau>v" “mild”; katav “during” (cf. 4.1.32);

prokeivmeno" “aforementioned”; pavnth = pavnth/ “in every way”; u{steron could be

adverbial or perhaps a mistake for uJstevran; aJrmosavmeno" prov" “fitting with”; parwvn

“contemporary” i.e. to the dating just discussed; eu[cetai “pray for”: the subject is

Pindar (cf. 4.1.43); diavgw “live on”; qerapeiva “medical treatment”; liqivasi" “kid-

ney stones”; genealogevw “trace a pedigree, say that [someone] is born from.” In

the fifth century both Pythiads and Olympiads lasted four years (the Pythian games

took place in the third year of each Olympiad); the former were counted from 582

BC and the latter from 776.

65. Aristophanes scholia, ed. Koster and Holwerda, Pax 782b
ejn tw/÷ ajntigravûw/ paroxuvvtonon euJ ¿ron to; Karkivno". i[sw" ouj ¿n
sunevsteilen aujtov, wJ" kai;  #Arato". RVG
Notes: tw/÷ i.e. “my”; ajntivgraûon “copy”; paroxuvtono": cf. 4.2.7; Karkivno" is the

word being discussed; sustevllw “shorten” (understood subject is Aristophanes);

the statement about Aratus is true, e.g. Phaenomena 147.

66. Aristophanes scholia, ed. Koster and Holwerda, Pax 1244c
kovttabo": !Aqhvnaio" ejn tw/÷ ie v ûhsi;n o{ti sikelikhv ti" ejsti; paidia;
prwvtwn euJrovntwn Sikelw÷n, w{" ûhsi Kritiva" VG oJ Kallaivscrou V
ejn toi÷" ejlegeivoi"

kovttabo" ejk sikelh÷" ejsti cqonov", ejkprepe;" e[rgon.
Dikaivarco" de; oJ Messhvnio", !Aristotevlou" maqhthv", ejn tw/÷ peri;
!Alkaivou kai; th;n lavtaga aujth;n eij ¿naiv ûhsi sikeliko;n o[noma. latavgh
dev ejsti to; uJpoleipovmenon ejk tou÷ ejkpoqevnto" pothrivou uJgrovn, o}
sunestrammevnh/ th/÷ ceiri; a[nwqen e[rripton oiJ paivzonte" eij" to;
kottavbion. kovttabo" de; ejkalei÷to kai; to; tiqevmenon aj ¿qlon toi÷"
nikw÷sin ejn tw/÷ povtw/ kai; to; a[ggo" eij" o} ejnevballon ta;" lavtaga",
wJ" Krati÷no" ejn Nemevsei deivknusin. o{ti de; kai; calkou÷n hj ¿n, Eu[poli"
Bavptai" levgei:

calkw÷/ peri; kottavbw/.
Plavtwn de; ejn Dii; kakoumevnw/ paidia÷" eij ¿do" paroivnion to;n kovttabon
eij ¿nai ajpodivdwsin, ejn h/ J ¿ ejxivstanto kai; tw÷n skeuarivwn oiJ
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diakubeuvonte". ejkavloun de; ajgkuvlhn th;n tou÷ kottavbou provesin dia;
to; ejpagkulou÷n th;n dexia;n cei÷ra ejn toi÷" ajpokottabismoi÷". kai;
ajgkulhtou;" e[legon kottavbou". o{ti de; aj¿qlon proevkeito tw/÷ proemevnw/,
proeivpomen.

ejlevgonto dev tine" kai; kataktoi; kovttaboi. hj ¿n de; luvcnion ajgovmenon
pavlin te sumpi÷pton uJyhlovn, e[con to;n mavnhn kalouvmenon, ejû! w/J ¿
th;n kataballomevnhn ejpipesei÷n plavstigga, ejnteu÷qen de; ejmpivptein
eij" lekavnhn uJpokeimevnhn plhgei÷san tw/÷ kottavbw/. kaiv ti" hj ¿n ajkribh;"
eujcevreia th÷" bolh÷". tou÷ de; mavnou polloi; mevmnhntai.

hj ¿n de; e{teron eij ¿do" paidia÷" th÷" ejn lekavnh/. au{th de; u{dato"
plhrou÷tai. ejpevkeito de; ejp! aujth/÷ ojxuvbaûa kenav, ejû! a} bavllonte"
ta;" lavtaga" ejk karchsivwn ejpeirw÷nto kataduvein. ajnh/rei÷to de; ta;
kottavbia oJ pleivw kataduvsa".

o{ti de; tw÷n ejrwmevnwn ejmevmnhnto ajûievnte" ejp! aujtoi÷" tou;"
legomevnou" kottavbou", dh÷lon poiei÷ !Acaio;" VG ejn Livnw/ V kai;
Kallivmaco":

polloi; de; ûilevonte" ajkovntion hJ ¿kon e[raze
oijnopovtai sikela;" ejk kulivkwn lavtaga".

sikela;" de; aujta;" oujk ajpeikovtw" wjnovmasen, ejpeiv, wJ" proeivpomen,
Sikelw÷n to; eu{rhma, kai; ejspouvdastai sûovdra par! aujtoi÷" oJ
kovttabo". VG
Notes: insight into the development of scholia can be gained by comparing this

note to the fuller version in the passage of Athenaeus from which it is derived (15.

665–8); ejn tw/÷ ie v “in book 15” i.e. of the Deipnosophistai; ejkprephv" “remark-

able”; lavtax and latavgh “wine-dregs” (the latter form is the Sicilian dialectal vari-

ant); aujthvn “itself”; o[noma “word” (predicate, because it does not have the article);

ejkpivnw “drink up, drain”; pothvrion “drinking-cup”; uJgrovn “wet substance”;

sustrevûw “close [a fist]”; a[nwqen “from above”; kottavbion “kottabos-basin”; a[ggo"

“vessel”; the Plato mentioned here is the comic poet, not the philosopher; kakovw

“distress”; eij ¿do" “type”; paroivnio" “suitable for a drinking party”; ajpodivdwmi “ex-

plain”; ejxivstamai + gen. “abandon”; skeuavrion refers to a small utensil, including

those used for dice games; diakubeuvw “play dice”; the point is probably that this

version of kottabos was a gambling game so alluring that the players gambled away

even their basic implements; ajgkuvlh “bend of the arm”; provesi" “throwing forth”;

ejpagkulovw “bend”; ajpokottabismov" “action of hurling out the last drops”;

ajgkulhtov" “thrown from the bent arm”; proivemai “throw out”; kataktov" “to be

let down”; luvcnion “lamp”; ajgovmenon “[capable of] being drawn up”; sumpivptw

“descend”; mavnh" is a small bronze figure; plavstigx “disk on top of the kottabos

staff”; lekavnh “basin”; plhgei÷san (from plhvssw “strike”) is probably a temporal

participle agreeing with plavstigga; eujcevreia “skill”; mevmnhmai “mention”;

ojxuvbaûon “saucer”; karchvsion “drinking-cup”; ajnairevomai “take”; kottavbion

“kottabos-prize”; aujtoi÷" i.e. the saucers; the quotation is Aetia fragment 69 (from

the story of Acontius and Cydippe), and its text is debated; ajkovntion: Acontius;

hJ ¿kon “threw”; e[raze “to the ground”; oijnopovth" “wine-drinker”; kuvlix “wine-cup”;
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ajpeikovtw" “unreasonably.” The fragments are Critias fr. B 2 in M. L. West, Iambi

et Elegi Graeci (2nd edn., Oxford 1992) vol. ii; Dicaearchus fr. 95 in F. Wehrli,

Die Schule des Aristoteles (2nd edn., Basle 1967) vol. i; Cratinus fr. 124 K–A;

Eupolis fr. 95 K–A; Plato fr. 46 K–A; TrGF Achaeus I fr. 26 (vol. i, p. 123);

Callimachus fr. 69 in Pfeiffer (1949–53).

67. Plato scholia vetera, ed. Greene, Symposium 194b
ojkrivbanta.

to; logei÷on ejû! ouJ ¿ oiJ tragw/doi; hjgwnivzonto. tine;" de; kallivbanta
(sic) triskelh÷ ûasivn, ejû! ouJ ¿ i{stantai oiJ uJpokritai; kai; ta; ejk
metewvrou levgousin.
Notes: logei÷on “speaking-place”; tragw/dov" “tragic actor”; kallivbanta is not oth-

erwise attested (hence the editor’s “sic”), but it must be related to killivba" “stand

or pedestal”; triskelhv" “three-legged”; metevwro" “aloft.”

68. Plato scholia vetera, ed. Greene, Republic 338c
Pouludavma".

ouJ ¿to" oJ Pouludavma" ajpo; Skotouvssh" hj ¿n, povlew" Qessaliva",
diashmovtato" pagkratiasthv", uJpermegevqh", o}" ejn Pevrsai" par!
#Wcw/ genovmeno" tw/÷ basilei÷ levonta" ajnei÷len kai; wJplismevnou"
gumno;" kathgwnivsato.
Notes: pagkratiasthv" “pancration fighter”; uJpermegevqh" “extremely large”; parav

+ dat. “at the court of”; ajnairevw “kill”; katagwnivzomai “defeat”; oJplivzw “arm”;

gumnov" “unarmed.”

69. Plato scholia vetera, ed. Greene, Philebus 66d
to; trivton tw/÷ swth÷ri.

ejk metaûora÷" ei[rhtai tou÷ ejn tai÷" sunousivai" e[qou": Soûoklh÷"
ejn Nauplivw/ kataplevonti (fr. 425 Pearson). ejkirnw÷nto ga;r ejn aujtai÷"
krath÷re" trei÷", kai; to;n me;n prw÷ton Dio;" !Olumpivou kai; qew÷n
!Olumpivwn e[legon, to;n de; deuvteron hJrwvwn, to;n de; trivton swth÷ro",
wJ" ejntau÷qav te kai; dh; ejn Politeiva/ (583b). e[legon de; aujto;n kai;
tevleion, wJ" Eujripivdh" !Andromevda/ (TGF fr. 148) kai; !Aristoûavnh"
Taghnistai÷" (fr. 526 Kock).
Notes: ejk metaûora÷" “metaphorically”; tou÷ i.e. based on the; sunousiva “social

gathering”; Soûoklh÷": cf. 4.1.12; kataplevw “sail back”; kirnavw “mix wine with

water”; swthvr i.e. Zeus Soter (see E. Fraenkel 1950: iii. 652). The reference to

Pearson is to an outdated collection, but the fragment is still numbered 425 in

TrGF; the Kock reference is now fragment 540 K–A (in vol. iii.ii).

70. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 1. 182
365 ajnh;r eiJ ¿" tw÷n politw÷n]  @Ippomevnh" ajpo; Kovdrou katagovmeno",
hJ de; qugavthr Leimwniv". ou{tw Kallivmaco". amgVxLS
Notes: katavgomai “be descended from”; for the Callimachus reference see fr. 94

in Pfeiffer (1949–53).
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71. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 1. 39
83 pro; Eujkleivdou] Eu[mhlo" oJ peripathtiko;" ejn tw/÷ trivtw/ peri; th÷"
ajrcaiva" kwmw/diva" ûhsi; Nikomevnh tina; yhvûisma qevsqai mhdevna
tw÷n met! Eujkleivdhn a[rconta metevcein th÷" povlew", a]n mh; a[mûw
tou;" goneva" ajstou;" ejpideivxhtai, tou;" de; pro; Eujkleivdou
ajnexetavstou" ajûei÷sqai. amgVxLS
Notes: peripathtikov" “Peripatetic” (Aristotelian philosopher); trivtw/: cf. 4.1.33;

Nikomevnh is acc. subject of qevsqai (“made”); mhdevna is subject of metevcein;

Eujkleivdhn a[rconta i.e. the archonship of Eukleides; yhvûisma “decree”; povlew"

i.e. citizenship; a[n = ejavn; ajstov" “citizen”; ajnexevtasto" “unexamined.”

72. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 3. 95
213 suvntagma] oiJonei; plh÷qo" crhmavtwn. levgetai de; kai; ajllacou÷
to; suvntagma kai; ejpi; tou÷ tavgmato" tw÷n stratiwtw÷n. o{qen kai;
para; Menavndrw/ ajnevgnwmen to; ‘suvntagma th÷" ajrch÷"’. to; de;
legovmenon peri; biblivou parav tinwn ouj levgetai suvntagma para;
toi÷" ajrcaivoi", ajlla; ma÷llon suvggramma. VxLSf
Notes: suvntagma “arrangement”; oiJoneiv “that is” (introducing a paraphrase); plh÷qo"

“sum”; ajllacou÷ “elsewhere”; ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31; tavgma “arrangement”; o{qen i.e. for

this reason; ajnagignwvskw “read”; to; legovmenon goes with an understood suvntagma;

parav: cf. 4.1.28; suvggramma “written work.”

73. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 3. 160
366a eij" aijtivan] oiJonei; kathgorivan, ejpeidh; hJ boulhv, ajnapeisqei÷sa
par! aujtou÷, e[quse qeoi÷" cavrin oJmologou÷sa uJpe;r tou÷ Filivppou
qanavtou. e{neka touvtou !Aqhnaivoi" u{steron ejpistevllwn !Alevxandro"
ou{tw" e[grayen: ‘!Alevxandro" tw/÷ me;n dhvmw/ caivrein, th/÷ de; boulh/÷
oujdevn’. xLSf
366b hJ suvntaxi" dev: ‘eij" aijtivan de; th;n boulh;n katevsthsen uJpe;r
th÷" qusiva" tw÷n eujaggelivwn’. xÒ
Notes: oiJoneiv “that is”; aujtou÷ i.e. Demosthenes; ejpistevllw “send a message”; ou{tw":

see 4.1.23; suvntaxi" “construction”; kaqivsthmi eij" aijtivan “bring into blame”;

eujaggevlion “good news.”

74. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 1. 59
135b ajstragavlou" tev tina" diaseivstou"] pollavki" tine;" kwvdwna"
ajrgurou÷" h] calkou÷" ejxh÷pton e[ndon aujtw÷n, i{na ajûievmenoi hj ¿covn
tina ajpotelw÷si kai; tevryin ejn th/÷ paidia÷/. ouJ ¿toi ouj ¿n ejlevgonto
diavseistoi. ‘ûimou;"’ de; ajllacou÷ me;n shmaivnei eij" ou}" ejmbavllontai
aiJ yh÷ûoi, ejntau÷qa de; a} nu÷n kalou÷sin oiJ kubeutai; purgiva. amgVxLSf
Notes: ajstravgaloi “dice”; diavseisto" “shaken about”; kwvdwn “bell”; ejjxavptw “fas-

ten”; hj ¿co" “sound”; ajpotelevw “produce”; paidiav “game”; ûimov" “dice-cup”;

ajllacou÷ “elsewhere”; shmaivnei: subject is ûimouv"; yh÷ûo" “pebble”; ejntau÷qa:

understand ‘ûimou;"’ shmaivnei; kubeuthv" “dice-player”; purgivon diminutive of

puvrgo" “dice-box.”
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75. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 2. 10
27 th÷" iJereiva" ejnuvpnion] peri; th;n graûh;n hJmavrthtai: dei÷ ga;r
gegravûqai @Imeraiva". Tivmaio" ga;r ejn th/÷ e{kth/ ijstorei÷ gunai÷kav
tina to; gevno" @Imeraivan ijdei÷n o[nar ajniou÷san auJth;n eij" to;n oujrano;n
kai; prov" tino" a[gesqai qeasomevnhn ta;" tw÷n qew÷n oijkhvsei". e[nqa
ijdei÷n kai; to;n Diva kaqezovmenon ejpi; qrovnou, ejû! w/J ¿ ejdevdeto purrov"
ti" a[nqrwpo" kai; mevga" aJluvsei kai; kloiw÷/. ejrevsqai ouj ¿n to;n periavgonta
o{sti" e[stin, to;n de; eijpei÷n: ‘ajlavstwr ejsti; th÷" Sikeliva" kai; !Italiva",
kai; ejavnper ajûeqh/÷, ta;" cwvra" diaûqerei÷’. perianasta÷san de; crovnw/
u{steron uJpanth÷sai Dionusivw/ tw/÷ turavnnw/ meta; tw÷n doruûovrwn,
ijdou÷san de; ajnakragei÷n wJ" ouJ ¿to" ei[h oJ tovte ajlavstwr deicqeiv",
kai; a{ma tau÷ta levgousan pesei÷n eij" to; e[daûo" ejkluqei÷san: meta;
de; trivmhnon oujkevti ojûqh÷nai th;n gunai÷ka, uJpo; Dionusivou
diaûqarei÷san lavqra. ouJ ¿to" de; iJevreiavn ûhsin eij ¿nai th;n gunai÷ka,
mhdeno;" tou÷to iJstorhvsanto". amgVxLSiD
Notes: @Imeraiva" i.e. instead of iJereiva"; e{kth/: cf. 4.1.33; iJstorevw “record”; o[nar

is adverbial (“in a dream”); ajniou÷san is participial indirect statement (after ijdei÷n),

but this construction quickly gives way to the infinitive, hence the kaiv connecting

ajniou÷san to a[gesqai; prov" + gen. “by”; qeavomai “view”; oi[khsi" “dwelling”; purrov"

“red-haired”; a{lusi" “chain”; kloiov" “collar”; ajlavstwr “scourge”; perianivsthmi

“wake up”; uJpantavw “encounter”; ajnakravzw “shout out”; e[daûo" “ground”; ejkluvomai

“faint”; trivmhno" “period of three months”; ouJ ¿to" i.e. Aeschines (or perhaps the

copyist who made the mistake pointed out at the beginning of this note).

76. Erotian’s Hippocratic glossary, ed. Nachmanson, introduction (31–2 =
pp. 4–5)

para; tauvthn gev toi th;n aijtivan polloi; tw÷n ejllogivmwn oujk ijatrw÷n
movnon, ajlla; kai; grammatikw÷n ejspouvdasan ejjxhghvsasqai to;n a[ndra
kai; ta;" levxei" ejpi; to; koinovteron th÷" oJmiliva" ajgagei÷n. Xenovkrito"
ga;r oJ Kw/÷o", grammatiko;" wj ¿n, w{" ûhsin oJ Taranti÷no" @Hrakleivdh",
prw÷to" ejpebavleto ta;" toiauvta" ejjxaplou÷n ûwnav". wJ" de; kai; oJ
Kitieu;" !Apollwvnio" iJstorei÷, kai; Kallivmaco" oJ ajpo; th÷" @Hroûivlou
oijkiva". meq! o{n ûasi to;n Tanagrai÷on Bakcei÷on ejpibalei÷n th/÷
pragmateiva/ kai; dia; triw÷n suntavxewn plhrw÷sai th;n proqesmivan,
polla;" paraqevmenon eij" tou÷to marturiva" poihtw÷n, w/J ¿ dh; to;n
ejmpeiriko;n sugcronhvsanta Fili÷non dia; eJxabivblou pragmateiva"
ajnteipei÷n, kaivper !Epiklevou" tou÷ Krhto;" ejpitemomevnou ta;" Bakceivou
levxei" dia; . . suntavxewn, !Apollwnivou te tou÷ #Oûew" taujto;
poihvsanto", kai; Dioskorivdou tou÷ Faka÷ pa÷si touvtoi" ajnteipovnto"
di! eJpta; biblivwn, !Apollwnivou te tou÷ Kitievw" ojjktwkaivdeka pro;" ta;
tou÷ Tarantivnou triva pro;" Bakcei÷on diagravyanto", kai; Glaukivou
tou÷ ejmpeirikou÷ di! eJno;" polustivcou pavnu kai; kata; stoicei÷on
pepoihmevnou taujto; ejpithdeuvsanto" prov" te touvtoi" Lusimavcou tou÷
Kw/vou kV biblivwn ejkponhvsanto" pragmateivan meta; tou÷ triva me;n
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gravyai pro;" Kudivan to;n @Hroûivleion, triva de; pro;" Dhmhvtrion. tw÷n
de; grammatikw÷n oujk e[stin o{sti" ejllovgimo" ûanei;" parh÷lqe to;n
a[ndra.
Notes: parav + acc. “for”; ejllovgimo" “highly regarded”; to;n a[ndra means

Hippocrates but refers to his writings; oJmiliva “speech”; grammatiko;" wj ¿n is for

grammatiko;" w[n; ejpibavllomai “undertake”; ejpibavllw “throw self into”; evjjxaplovvw

“explain”; ûwnhv “phrase”; pragmateiva “treatment of a subject”; suvntaxi" “trea-

tise”; proqesmiva “allotted time”; parativqemai “apply”; ejmpeirikov" i.e. a member

of the Empiricist school of medicine; ejpitevmnw “abridge”; dia; . . suntavxewn is

missing only a number; ûaka÷" “having a birthmark” (gen. sing. here); poluvstico"

“with many lines”; kata; stoicei÷on “in alphabetical order”; ejpithdeuvw “practice”;

parh÷lqe i.e. did not write about.

77. Galen, commentary on Hippocrates’ Aphorisms 4. 48 (Kühn xvii.ii. 727)
to; d! ejpi; th/÷ teleuth/÷ tou÷ ajûorismou÷ dicw÷" euJrivsketai gegrammevnon,
ejn tisi; me;n wJ" progevgraptai, h]n de; mhv ti tw÷n sumûerovntwn
ejkkrivnhtai, ejn tisi; de; cwri;" tou÷ mh;, kata; tovnde to;n trovpon, h]n
dev ti tw÷n sumûerovntwn ejkkrivnhtai: kata; me;n th;n protevran graûh;n
oJ lovgo" e[stai toiou÷to", h]n dev ti tw÷n mh; sumûerovntwn ejkkrivnesqai
ûaivnhtai kenouvmenon, oujk ajgaqovn ejsti: kata; de; th;n deutevran, h]n
dev ti tw÷n sumûerovntwn tw/÷ zwvw/ kai; oijkeivwn ejkkrivnhtai, oujk ajgaqovn
ejsti. beltivwn ouj ¿n hJ protevra graûhv.
Notes: the difficulty here is to distinguish Galen’s own words from quotations and

paraphrases of Hippocrates; dicw÷" “in two ways”; progevgraptai i.e. at the begin-

ning of the passage, which is not quoted here, and in the quotation from

Hippocrates that begins immediately after this word; ejkkrivnw “excrete”; lovgo"

“meaning”; kenovw “evacuate [from the bowels].”

78. Galen, commentary on Hippocrates’ On fractures 1 (Kühn xviii.ii. 323–5)
peri; de; tw÷n katagmavtwn a[xion ejpishmhvnasqai tosou÷ton, wJ"
pleistavki" ojjnomavzwn ou{tw" aujta;, spaniavki" dev pou gravya" ajgmo;"
th;n ejpigraûh;n ejpoihvsato kata; to; spavnion. o{qen e[nioiv ûasin oujde;
dih/rh÷sqai pro;" @Ippokravtou" aujtou÷ ta; suggravmmata, graûh÷nai
de; e}n o{lon a[mûw proskeimevnou tw/÷ nu÷n hJmi÷n prokeimevnw/ biblivw/
tou÷ peri; a[rqrwn ejpigegrammevnou, diaireqh÷nai de; u{steron uJpov tino"
eij" duvo dia; to; mevgeqo", hJnivka de; hj ¿n e}n a[mûw, koino;n kai; to;
ejpivgramma aujtoi÷" eij ¿nai th;n kat! ijhtrei÷on ûwnhvn. kai; touvtou d!
aujtou÷ peirw÷ntai ûevrein marturivan kakw÷", a{te e}n eij ¿nai suvggramma
to; kat! ijhtrei÷on palaio;n a[ndra levgonte", tou÷ !Ippokravtou" tou÷
Gnwsidivkou uiJevw": ouj ga;r dh; to; nu÷n ge ou{tw" ejpigegrammevnon
biblivdion mikro;n, o{per oJ mevga" @Ippokravth" e[grayen, o}" e[doxen
ejn aujtoi÷" $Ellhsin a[risto" ijatrov" te kai; suggraûeuv": ajll! ejpeidh;
peri; tw÷n kat! ijhtrei÷on prattomevnwn ejn touvtoi" duvo biblivoi" oJ
lovgo" aujtw/÷ givnetai, dia; tou÷t! ejpigraûh÷nai kat! ijhtrei÷on aujtav
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ûasi, dia; taujto; de; tou÷to kai; th;n th÷" didaskaliva" tavxin oujk ajkribw÷"
e[cein. e[n te ga;r touvtw/ tw/÷ biblivw/ tw/÷ peri; tw÷n katagmavtwn
ejjxarqrhmavtwn tinw÷n mnhmoneuvein aujto;n kajn tw/÷ met! aujto; peri;
tw÷n ejjxarqrhmavtwn ajnamemivcqai tina; peri; katagmavtwn oujk ojlivgon
lovgon. oiJ ¿" d! ouj dih/rh÷sqai prov" tino", ajll! ejx ajrch÷" duvo gegravûqai
dokei÷ ta; bibliva, kata; to; pleistodunamou÷n ûasin. ou{tw ga;r
nomivzousin aujtoi; ta;" ejpigraûa;" aujtw÷n pepoih÷sqai, kajnteu÷qen
ajrxavmenoi makro;n ajpoteivnousi lovgon, ajpodeiknuvnte" ta; plei÷sta
tw÷n biblivwn aujtou÷ kata; tou÷ton ejpigegravûqai to;n trovpon. ejgw; d!
eij me;n aujto;" @Ippokravth" e[grayen uJû! e}n h] oujc uJû! e}n ajmûovtera
ta; bibliva levgein oujk e[cw . . .
Notes: Galen discusses the title of Hippocrates’ Peri; ajgmw÷n; watch for titles not

marked off from the surrounding text except by their Ionic dialect. ejpishmaivnomai

“note [in addition]”; kavtagma “fracture”; wJ" with ejpoihvsato, of which the under-

stood subject is Hippocrates; ou{tw" i.e. with the term kavtagma; spaniavki" “rarely”;

ajgmov" “fracture”; ejpigraûhv “title”; diairevw “divide”; prov" + gen. “by”; proskeimevnou

. . . ejpigegrammevnou gen. absolute (the second participle is substantivized and is

the subject of the gen. abs.); prostivqhmi “add”; ejpigravûw “entitle”; hJnivka “when”;

a[mûw is the suject of hj ¿n; ejpivgramma “title”; kat! ijhtrei÷on “in the doctor’s

office”; ûwnhv “phrase”; palaio;n a[ndra requires emendation, probably to palaiou÷

ajndrov"; the point is that the famous Hippocrates was the later of two physicians of

that name; ouj gavr: understand something like “this Hippocrates wrote”; didaskaliva

“teaching” is the subject of e[cein; ejxavrqrhma “dislocation”; aujtovn is Hippocrates;

kajn = kai; ejn; oiJ ¿" is governed by dokei÷ and has as its antecedent the understood

subject of ûasin; understand something like “that they were given titles” to intro-

duce kata; to; pleistodunamou÷n; pleistodunamevw “be the greater part” (of the

contents of each book); aujtou÷ refers to Hippocrates; uJû! e{n “in one.”

79. Lucian scholia, ed. Rabe, Apologia 12
aJpaxapavntwn: uJû! e{n: ajnti; ga;r tou÷ pantavpasin. !Aristoûavnh"
Eijrhvnh/ [247]

“aJpaxavpanta katamemuttwteumevna.” ~ ECVûD
Notes: uJû! e{n “as one,” i.e. with one accent, to be read as one word; katamuttwteuvw

“make mincemeat of”; the symbols at the end refer to manuscripts.

80. Lucian scholia, ed. Rabe, Phalaris 1. 3
e jûhvbwn] e[ûhboi levgontai oiJ mevcri tw÷n ieV crovnwn tugcavnonte". ~ F
Notes: mevcri + gen. “up to” (i.e. in age); crovno" “year.”

81. Lucian scholia, ed. Rabe, Soloecista 5
patrw/÷ a*] patrika; o{tan ei[pwmen, ta; tou÷ patro;" levgomen zw÷nto"
tou÷ patrov", o{tan de; ta; patrw/÷a, teqnhkovto". ~ G◊MOËW
Note: the asterisk indicates that although there is no lemma, at least one manu-

script had a sign linking this scholion to the word patrw/÷a.
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82. Apollonius Rhodius scholia, ed. Wendel, end of book 4
Paravkeitai ta; çcovlia ejk tw÷n Loukivllou Tarraivou kai; Çoûokleivou
kai; Qevwnoç. [Tavrra povliç Krhvthç, w{ç ûhçi Loggi÷noç ejn toi÷ç
Filolovgoiç (fg philol. 18 Vauch. 307).] L
Notes: this is the subscription, the note at the very end of the scholia stating where

they come from. The second part has been added later to explain the first part, a

scholion on a scholion. paravkeimai “be written beside [the text]”; scovlia “scholia”;

tw÷n understand “works.” The reference is to L. Vaucher, Études critiques sur le

traité du sublime (Geneva 1854), but the fragment is easier to find on p. 92 of O.

Jahn and J. Vahlen, Dionysii vel Longini de sublimitate libellus (1910, repr. Stuttgart

1967); both are editions of On the Sublime with collections of fragments at the

end.

83. Apollonius Rhodius scholia, ed. Wendel, 1. 1081
wJ ¿lloi mevn r Ja: hJ toiauvth çunaloiûh; th÷ç newtevraç !Iavdoç ejçtiv.
dio; mevmûontai Zhnodovtw/ eijpovnti ãdei÷n ajnaginwvçkeinÃ (B 1) @wJ ¿lloi
mevn rJa qeoiv te kai; ajnevreç’: ouj kevcrhtai ga;r tauvth/ $Omhroç.
Notes: sunal(o)iûhv “crasis”; !Iav" [glw÷tta] “Ionic [dialect]”; diov “on account of

which”; ajnagi(g)nwvskw “read.”

84. Apollonius Rhodius scholia, ed. Wendel, 1. 985
hjoi÷ d! eijçanevban: hJ eijç provqeçiç peritthv. Divndumon de; o[roç
Kuzivkou iJero;n th÷ç @Revaç, dia; to; diduvmouç maçtou;ç ejn aujtw/÷ ajnhvkein,
w{ç ûhçi Filoçtevûanoç (fg 2 M. III 29), ou{tw proçagoreuqevn: çuvmpaça
de; hJ Frugiva iJera; th/÷ qew/÷. h] dia; to; duvo e[cein a[kraç ou{tw kalei÷tai.
Notes: provqesi" “preposition”; perissov" “superfluous”; mastov" “breast, hill”; ajnhvkw

“reach up”; a[kra “top”; prosagoreuvw “call.” The reference is to the collection of

historical fragments that preceded FGrHist: C. (or K.) Müller, Fragmenta His-

toricorum Graecorum (Paris 1841–70, repr. Frankfurt 1975), where this fragment

appears in vol. iii, p. 29; the reference is still valid, as this fragment is not in FGrHist.

85. Apollonius Rhodius scholia, ed. Wendel, 1. 1085–87b
lh÷xin ojrinomevnwn: th;n katavpauçin kai; lwvûhçin th÷ç tw÷n ajnevmwn
bivaç. ãajktaivhç:Ã to; ga;r o[rneon qalavççion kai; ejn toi÷ç aijgialoi÷ç
biou÷n. levgetai de; kai; oJ Zeu;ç ejûexh÷ç ieV hJmevraç h[, w{ç tineç, idV
eujdieina;ç poiei÷n, i{na ajpokuhvçh/ para; toi÷ç aijgialoi÷ç, ai} ajlkuonivdeç
hJmevrai kalou÷ntai, zV pro; tou÷ tovkou kai; zV meta; to;n tovkon. ei[lhûe
de; ta; peri; tw÷n ajlkuovnwn para; Pindavrou ejk Paiavnwn (fg 62 Schr.).
eujlovgwç de; o[ççan eij ¿pe th;n th÷ç ajlkuovnoç ûwnhvn: uJpo; ga;r $Hraç
hj ¿n ajpeçtalmevnh, w{ç ûhçi Pivndaroç.
Notes: katavpausi" “stopping”; lwvûhsi" “cessation”; ajktaivh" (“coastal”) is a sec-

ond lemma, supplied by the editor because the explanation following it is a note

on a different word; o[rneon “bird”; aijgialov" “seashore”; ejûexh÷" “successively, in

a row”; eujdieinov" “clear, fine”; ajpokuevw “bear young”; ajlkuoniv" is the adjective

from ajlkuwvn “halcyon” (a kind of bird); o[ssa “omen-bearing cry.” The reference
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would now be given as fr. 62 Snell–Maehler, referring to H. Maehler, Pindari

carmina cum fragmentis, ii (Leipzig 1989).

86. Apollonius Rhodius scholia, ed. Wendel, 1. 1089a
ajûlavçtoio : !Apollovdwroç ejn tai÷ç Levxeçi (cf. 244 fg 240 J.)
ajpodevdwken a[ûlaçton to; ajkroçtovlion. oujk euj ¿, ejpeidh; to; ajkroçtovliovn
ejçti to; a[kron tou÷ çtovlou, çtovloç de; levgetai to; ejxevcon ajpo; th÷ç
ptuch÷ç kai; dih÷kon a[cri th÷ç prwvraç xuvlon: ptuch; de; levgetai, o{pou
to; th÷ç new;ç ejpigravûetai o[noma. e[çtin ouj ¿n a[ûlaçton ãoujÃ to;
ajkroçtovlion ãto;Ã kata; th;n prwvran, ajll! oJ poihth;ç aujto; paradivdwçin
ejpi; th÷ç pruvmnhç levgwn (O 716 sq.):

@ $Ektwr de; pruvmnhqen ejpei; lavben, ou[ti meqivei
a[ûlaçton meta; cerçi;n e[cwn.!

kai; ei[rhtai a[ûlaçton kata; çuggevneian tou÷ û– pro;ç to; q–, a[qlaçton:
kata; ajntivûraçin, ejpei; eu[qlaçtovn ejçtin. e[çtin ouj ¿n a[ûlaçton çanivdion
kata; th;n pruvmnan.
Notes: a[ûlaston “stern-ornament”; ajpodivdwmi “define”; ajkrostovlion “terminal

ornament”; a[kron “top (of)”; stovlo" “prow”; ejxevcw “project from”; ptuchv “fold”

(part of a ship); dihvkw “extend, reach”; a[cri “as far as”; prwvra for prw/÷ra “front of

a ship”; xuvlon “beam”; ejpigravûw “inscribe”; oJ poihthv": Homer (cf. 4.1.42);

paradivdwmi “teach”; pruvmna “stern”; a[qlasto" “undentable”; ajntivûrasi"

“antiphrasis” (the replacement of a negative word by its opposite, as eu[xeino" for

a[xeino"); eu[qlasto" “easily dented”; sanivdion “small board.” The reference is to

FGrHist = Jacoby 1929.

87. Hipparchus’ commentary on Aratus, 1. 2. 1–5
$Oti me;n ouj ¿n th/÷ Eujdovxou peri; tw÷n ûainomevnwn ajnagraûh/÷
kathkolouvqhken oJ #Arato", mavqoi me;n a[n ti" dia; pleiovnwn
paratiqei;" toi÷" poihvmasin aujtou÷ peri; eJkavstou tw÷n legomevnwn
ta;" para; tw/÷ Eujdovxw/ levxei". oujk a[crhston de; kai; nu÷n di! ojlivgwn
uJpomnh÷sai dia; to; distavzesqai tou÷to para; toi÷" polloi÷". ajnaûevretai
de; eij" to;n Eu[doxon duvo bibliva peri; tw÷n ûainomevnwn, suvmûwna
kata; pavnta scedo;n ajllhvloi" plh;n ojlivgwn sûovdra. to; me;n ouj ¿n e}n
aujtw÷n ejpigravûetai “ #Enoptron”, to; de; e{teron “Fainovmena”. pro;"
ta; Fainovmena de; th;n poivhsin suntevtacen.
Notes: ûainovmena “things that appear [in the sky], [celestial] phenomena”;

ajnagraûhv “description”; katakolouqevw “follow, imitate”; pleiovnwn: understand

something like “passages”; parativqhmi “compare”; levxi" “prose expression”;

a[crhsto" “without profit”; uJpomimnhvskw “mention”; distavzw “doubt”; ajnaûevrw

“attribute”; suvmûwno" “agreeing”; ejpigravûomai “be entitled”; e[noptron “mirror”;

prov" i.e. following; suntavssw “compose” (the subject is Aratus).

88. Hipparchus’ commentary on Aratus, 1. 3. 1–4
$Oti me;n ouj ¿n Eujdovxw/ ejpakolouqhvsa" oJ #Arato" suntevtace ta;
Fainovmena, iJkanw÷" oij ¿mai deiknuvnai dia; tw÷n proeirhmevnwn. ejn oiJ ¿"
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de; diapivptousin ouJ ¿toiv te kai; oiJ sunepigraûovmenoi aujtoi÷", wJ ¿n ejsti
kai; oJ #Attalo", nu÷n uJpodeivxomen. ejkqhsovmeqa de; eujqevw" kai; ejn
oiJ ¿" ijdiva/ e{kasto" aujtw÷n diamartavnei.

Prodialhptevon dev, diovti #Attalo" pa÷si scedo;n toi÷" uJpo; tou÷
!Aravtou legomevnoi" peri; tw÷n oujranivwn sunepigravûetai wJ" sumûwvnw"
toi÷" ûainomevnoi" uJp! aujtou÷ legomevnoi", plh;n ejû! eJno;" kai; qatevrou,
a} dh; kai; uJpodeivxomen ejn toi÷" eJxh÷". levgei gou÷n ejn tw/÷ prooimivw/ to;n
trovpon tou÷ton: “dio; dh; tov te tou÷ !Aravtou biblivon ejxapestavlkamevn
soi diwrqwmevnon uJû! hJmw÷n kai; th;n ejxhvghsin aujtou÷, toi÷" te
ûainomevnoi" e{kasta suvmûwna poihvsante" kai; toi÷" uJpo; tou÷ poihtou÷
gegrammevnoi" ajkovlouqa.” kai; pavlin eJxh÷" ûhsi: “tavca dev tine"
ejpizhthvsousi, tivni lovgw/ peisqevnte" ûame;n ajkolouvqw" th/÷ tou÷
poihtou÷ proairevsei th;n diovrqwsin tou÷ biblivou pepoih÷sqai: hJmei÷"
de; ajnagkaiotavthn aijtivan ajpodivdomen th;n tou÷ poihtou÷ pro;" ta;
ûainovmena sumûwnivan.” toiauvthn ouj ¿n e[conto" tou÷ !Attavlou th;n
diavlhyin, o{sa a]n ajpodeiknuvwmen tw÷n uJpo; tou÷ !Aravtou kai; Eujdovxou
koinw÷" legomevnwn diaûwnou÷nta pro;" ta; ûainovmena, dei÷
dialambavnein kai; to;n #Attalon peri; tw÷n aujtw÷n dihmarthmevnw"
sunapoûainovmenon.
Notes: ejpakolouqevw “follow closely”; ejn oiJ ¿": in both cases, understand anteced-

ents tau÷ta (objects of uJpodeivxomen and of ejkqhsovmeqa); diapivptw “err”;

sunepigravûomai “assent”; uJpodeivknumi “show”; ejktivqemai “set forth, expound”;

eujqevw" “straightaway”; ijdiva/ “individually”; diamartavnw “err”; prodialambavnw “ex-

plain beforehand”; diovti “that”; ejû! eJno;" kai; qatevrou “on one [point] and the

other,” i.e. on one or two points; eJxh÷" “following, later”; prooivmion “preface”; diov

“on account of which”; tov understand “copy”; ejxapostevllw “dispatch”; diorqovw

“correct”; ejxhvghsi" “explanation, commentary”; ajkovlouqo" “conforming to”; tavca

“perhaps”; ejpizhtevw “inquire further”; proaivresi" “purpose”; ajpodivdwmi “give in

explanation”; diavlhyi" “judgement”; diaûwnevw “disagree”; dialambavnw “assume”;

sunapoûaivnomai “agree in asserting.”

5.1.3 Grammatical Treatises
Contents: Theodosius 89; Choeroboscus 90; Michael Syncellus 91; Trypho 92;
Gregory of Corinth 93–4; Dionysius Thrax 95–8; Herodian 99–101; Apollonius
Dyscolus 102–4.

89. Theodosius, Canons (from GG iv.i), 7. 6ff.
Kanw;n eV.

@Enikav. @O Dhmoçqevnhç tou÷ Dhmoçqevnouç: ta; eijç hç—ç ojnovmata
par! oujdetevrwn çunteqeimevna pavntwç eijç o–uç— e[cei th;n genikhvn,
gevnoç eujgenhvç eujgenou÷ç, hj ¿qoç kakohvqhç kakohvqouç: çeçhmeivwtai
to; ajgkuloceivlhç ajgkuloceivlou. Eijdevnai de; dei÷ o{ti pa÷ça genikh;
eijç o–uç— lhvgouça çunh/rhmevnh ejçtivn: dei÷ ouj ¿n to;n klivnonta provteron
lambavnein to; ejntele;ç kai; ou{twç poiei÷n th;n çunaivreçin, tou÷
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Dhmoçqevneoç tou÷ Dhmoçqevnouç. tw/÷ Dhmoçqevnei > tw/÷ Dhmoçqevnei,
to ;n Dhmoçqe vnea to;n Dhmoçqe vnh, wj ¿ Dhmovçqeneç: ta; eijç hç—

eijç o–uç— e[conta th;n genikh;n eijç eç—ç poiei÷ th;n klhtikhvn, Dhmoçqevnhç
Dhmoçqevnouç wj ¿ Dhmovçqeneç.

Dui>kav. Tw; Dhmoçqevnee tw; Dhmoçqevnh, toi ÷n Dhmoçqenevoin
toi÷n Dhmoçqenoi ÷n, wj ¿ Dhmoçqe vnee wj ¿ Dhmoçqe vnh.

Plhq. OiJ Dhmoçqevneeç oi J Dhmoçqevneiç, tw÷n Dhmoçqenevwn
tw÷n Dhmoçqenw÷n, toi÷ç Dhmoçqevneçi movnwç, tou;ç Dhmoçqevneaç
tou;ç Dhmoçqe vneiç wj ¿ Dhmoçqe vneeç wj ¿ Dhmoçqe vneiç.
Notes: The dual and plural forms, though theoretically possible, are unlikely for

practical reasons; the editor’s use of extra spacing for examples follows the prin-

ciple that each element of the paradigm is spaced out the first time it occurs, but

not in later occurrences; cf. 4.1.16, 19 and for vocabulary 4.2.11; kanwvn “rule,” i.e.

paradigm; eij": cf. 4.1.29; parav “from”; suntivqhmi “compound”; pavntw" i.e. al-

ways; shmeiovw cf. 4.1.36; ajgkuloceivlh" “with crooked beak”; sunairevw “contract”;

klivnw “decline”; ejntelhv" “full”; sunaivresi" “contraction”; plhq. = plhquntikav.

90. Choeroboscus, Commentary on Theodosius (from GG iv.i), 307. 5ff.
!Içtevon o{ti ta; eijç h– lhvgonta qhluka; proçqevçei tou÷ ç– poiou÷çi th;n
genikhvn, oiJ ¿on kalhv kalh÷ç, !Aûrodivth !Aûrodivthç, timhv timh÷ç, melevth
melevthç: o{qen th;n gunaikovç genikh;n ajpo; th÷ç guvnaix eujqeivaç keklivçqai
ûame;n kai; oujk ajpo; th÷ç gunhv, ejpei; th÷ç gunh÷ç eij ¿cen eij ¿nai: o{ti de;
th÷ç gunaikovç genikh÷ç guvnaix ejçti;n hJ eujqei÷a, ejn  th/÷ didaçkaliva/ th÷ç
klhtikh÷ç tou÷ qwvrax memaqhvkamen. Tau÷ta me;n ejn touvtoiç.

#Axion dev ejçti zhth÷çai, diativ to; gunhv a[klitovn ejçtin, oujde; ga;r
levgomen th÷ç gunh÷ç: kai; e[çtin eijpei÷n tauvthn th;n ajpologivan, o{ti
ta; eijç nh— lhvgonta diçuvllaba tw/÷ u– paralhgovmena ejktetamevnon
e[couçi to; u–, oiJ ¿on muvnh (hJ protroph; kai; hJ provûaçiç) Buvnh (ou{twç
ejklhvqh u{çteron hJ !Inwv) Fruvnh (o[noma kuvrion): to; de; gunhv çuçtevllei
to; u–: eijkovtwç ouj ¿n wJç monh÷reç a[kliton e[meine. Tau÷ta me;n ejn touvtoiç.
Notes: cf. 4.2.11–12 for vocabulary; provsqesi" “addition”; oiJ ¿on: cf. 4.1.40; klivnw

“decline”; eij ¿cen [a]n] eij ¿nai “would have had to be”; tau÷ta mevn: understand some-

thing like “suffice”; diativ “why”; a[klito" “indeclinable”; ajpologiva “defence”;

disuvllaba “disyllabic [nouns]”; paralhvgomai “to have in the penultimate syllable”

(+ dat.); ejkteivnw “lengthen”; protrophv “incitement”; provûasi" “excuse”; sustevllw

“have short”; eijkovtw" “reasonably”; monhvrh" “exceptional.”

91. Michael Syncellus, ed. Donnet 1982, 11. 69ff.
Peri; kurivwn kai; proshgorikw÷n koinw÷n te kai; ejpikoivnwn.

Kata; shmasivan toivnun tw÷n ojnomavtwn diairoumevnwn eij" kuvriav
te kai; proshgorika; kai; ejpivqeta, ta; me;n kuvria ajei; monogenh÷ ejstin,
h] ajrsenika; movnon, h] qhluka; movnon oiJ ¿on “oJ $Omhro"”, “hJ Kalliovph.”
Tw÷n de; proshgorikw÷n, o{sa me;n zwvwn ejsti; shmantika; wJ" ejpi; to;
plei÷ston koina; tw/÷ gevnei kaqevsthken, ei[toun ajrsenika; kai; qhlukav,
e[nia dev ejstin ejpivkoina.

5.1.3 GRAMMATICAL TREATISES
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Koina; me;n ouj ¿n ejstin o{tan hJ aujth; ûwnh; meta; diaûovrou a[rqrou
proûevrhtai, oiJ ¿on “oJ a[nqrwpo"” kai; “hJ a[nqrwpo"”, “oJ i{ppo"” kai; “hJ
i{ppo".”

!Epivkoina de; o{tan hJ aujth; ûwnh; meta; tou÷ aujtou÷ a[rqrou, oiJ ¿on “hJ
celidwvn” ejpi; tou÷ ajrsenikou÷ kai; qhlukou÷ proûevrhtai: diastevllonte"
de; to; a[rsen ajpo; tou÷ qhvleo", levgomen “hJ celidw;n oJ a[rshn,” kai; “hJ
celidw;n hJ qhvleia”: kai; oJ ajetov" ejpi; tou÷ ajrsenikou÷ kai; qhlukou÷,
diastevllonte" de; to; qh÷lu ajpo; tou÷ a[rseno", levgomen “oJ ajeto;" hJ
qhvleia” kai; “oJ ajeto;" oJ a[rshn.”
Notes: an explanation of the types of noun gender; cf. 4.2.10–12 for vocabulary;

kuvrion sc. o[noma; proshgorikovn sc. o[noma; shmasiva “meaning”; diairevw “divide”;

monogenhv" “having only one gender”; zw/÷on “living being”; shmantikov" “indicative

of [i.e. referring to]”; wJ" ejpi; to; plei÷ston “for the most part”; kaqevsthka “be cor-

rectly”; ei[toun “i.e.”; ûwnhv “word”; proûevrw “utter”; celidwvn “swallow”; diastevllw

“distinguish”; ajetov" “eagle.”

92. Trypho, treatise Peri; trovpwn attributed to Gregory of Corinth, ed. M. L.
West 1965b, p. 238

Katavcrhsi"
Katavcrhsiv" ejsti mevro" lovgou ãajpo; tou÷Ã kurivw" kai; ejtuvmw"
katonomasqevnãto"Ã legovmenon ejpiv tino" eJtevrou ajkatonomavstou kata;
to; oijkei÷on, oiJ ¿on puxi;" calkh÷ kai; trihvrarco". kai; hJ me;n puxi;" kurivw"
kai; ejtuvmw" ejsti;n hJ ejk {xuvlou} puvxou kateskeuasmevnh, ãkatacrhstikw÷"
de;Ã kai; ta; molivbdina ãkai; ta;Ã calkãa÷ puxÃivda" prosagoreuvomen:
kai; trihvrarcon ouj movnon to;n trihvrou" a[rconta, ajlla; kai; penthvrou"
kai; eJxhvrou". kai; to;n ajndriavnta kai; gunaiko;" levgomen. kai; $Omhro"

nevktar ejw/nocovei,
ouj kata; to; oijkei÷on, ajll! ajkatanovmastovn ejsti.
Notes: mevro" lovgou i.e. word; ajpov “[by transference] from”; ejtuvmw" “etymologi-

cally”; katonomavzw “name”; ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31; eJtevrou = a[llou; ajkatonovmasto"

“nameless”; kata; to; oijkei÷on “properly speaking”; puxiv" “box”; puvxo" “box tree”;

molivbdino" “leaden”; prosagoreuvw “call”; penthvrh" “quinquereme” (ship with

five rows of oars); eJxhvrh" “ship with six rows of oars”; ajndriav" “statue”; oijnocoevw

“pour wine”; ajkatanovmaston: for ajkatonovmaston. The Homer quotation is from

Iliad 4. 3.

93. Gregory of Corinth, On Dialects, ed. Schaefer, 23–9
Kai; to; oJmoi÷o" properispwmevnw" ejkûevrousin, wJ" kai; par! @Omhvrw/:

@W" aijei; to;n oJmoi÷on a[gei qeo;" wJ" to;n oJmoi÷on.
kai; e[sti kai; tou÷to ajnavlogon: ta; ga;r dia; tou÷ oi—o"— uJpe;r duvo sullaba;",
mh; o[nta proshgorika;, a{panta properispw÷ntai, oiJ ¿on geloi÷o",
ajlloi÷o", eJteroi÷o", pantoi÷o", ou{tw kai; oJmoi÷o". to; mevntoi uJpe;r duvo
sullaba;" ei[rhtai dia; to; gloio;", ûloio;", kloiov": prostevqeitai de;
to; mh; o[nta proshgorika; dia; to; koloio;", o[noma ojrnevou. to; de; oJmoi÷o"
proparoxuvnetai kata; th;n koinh;n sunhvqeian.
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Trevpei hJ !Atqi;" to; s– ph/÷ me;n eij" t–, ph/÷ de; eij" x
–
: th;n ga;r qavlassan

qavlattan levgei, kai; to; seu÷tlon teu÷tlon, kai; th;n sumûora;n xumûora;n,
kai; to; suvmbolon xuvmbolon. trevpei de; to; s– eij" x

–
 ejpi; tw÷n ajpo; th÷"

su;n proqevsew" ajrcomevnwn kai; sunteqeimevnwn levxewn movnwn. kai;
aujth; de; hJ su;n kaq! eJauth;n eij" xu;n trevpetai, wJ" tov:

— — —!Artevmidi xuvn.
Notes: accentuation does not follow modern practice; cf. 4.2.7, 8, 10 for vocabu-

lary; the understood subject of the first sentence is the speakers of Attic (in this

case specifically old Attic, as later Attic had o{moio"); ejkûevrw “pronounce”; ajnavlogo"

“regular”; ta; dia; tou÷ oi—o"– “those [ending] with -oio"”; uJpevr “more than”; mhv sig-

nals conditional participle; proshgorikovn “common noun” (a designation that in

this passage excludes adjectives); o[rneon “bird”; koinov" i.e. koiné; sunhvqeia “usage”;

!Atqiv" “Attic dialect”; ph/÷ . . . ph/÷ “in some places . . . in other places”; levgei the

subject is still !Atqiv"; suntivqhmi “compound”; levxi" “word”; sunteqeimevnwn i.e.

with suvn. The quotations are from Odyssey 17. 218 and the Homeric hymn to Apollo

165.

94. Gregory of Corinth, On Syntax, ed. Donnet, 33. 192ff.
Provsece ouj ¿n kaiv, kata; tou;" ajriqmouv", ta; oijkei÷a toi÷" ojnovmasi
rJhvmata suvnapte, plh;n tw÷n toiouvtwn “ta; paidiva gravûei, ta; wj ¿ta
ajkouvei, ta; rJhvmata lalei÷tai.” !Entau÷qa ga;r toi÷" plhquntikoi÷", wJ"
ojra/÷", oujdetevroi" ojnovmasin eJnika; ejpiûevrontai rJhvmata kai; ei[wqen
ou{tw gravûesqaiv pote ejn movnoi" toi÷" oujdetevroi".

Shmeivwsai kai; ta; lecqhsovmena: “oJ suvllogo" gravûousin, oJ coro;"
ajnaginwvskousin, hJ plhqu;" qorubou÷sin, to; sunevdrion skevptontai.”
!Entau÷qa ga;r toi÷" eJnikoi÷", wJ" oJra/÷", ojnovmasi plhquntika; ejpiûevrontai
rJhvmata, dia; to; ta; lecqevnta ojnovmata plhvqou" eij ¿nai shmantikav:
kai; ga;r oJ suvllogo" kai; oJ corov" kai; ta; toiau÷ta a[qroismav eijsi
pollw÷n: ejpi; movnwn gou÷n tw÷n toiouvtwn ojnomavtwn eJnikw÷n o[ntwn,
dunato;n tivqesqai rJhvmata plhquntikav.
Notes: cf. 4.2.10–11 for vocabulary; prosevcw [to;n nou÷n] “pay attention”; oijkei÷o"

“suitable”; sunavptw “attach”; ejpiûevromai “follow” (note that Gregory fails here to

follow the rule he is expounding); ei[wqa “be accustomed”; shmeiovw “note [as ex-

ceptions]”; sunevdrion “council”; shmantikov" “indicative [of]”; suvllogo" “assem-

bly”; a[qroisma “gathering.”

95. Dionysius Thrax, Tevcnh, ch. 12 (from GG i.i), 24. 3ff.
#Onomav ejçti mevroç lovgou ptwtikovn, çw÷ma h] pra÷gma çhmai÷non, çw÷ma
me;n oiJ ¿on li vqoç, pra÷gma de; oiJ ¿on paidei va koinw÷ç te kai; ijdivwç
legovmenon, koinw÷ç me;n oiJ ¿on a [nqrwpoç i {ppoç, ijdivwç de; oiJ ¿on
Çwkravthç.—Parevpetai de; tw/÷ ojnovmati pevnte: gevnh, ei[dh, çchvmata,
ajriqmoiv, ptwvçeiç.

Gevnh me;n ouj ¿n eijçi triva: ajrçenikovn, qhlukovn, oujdevteron. e[nioi de;
proçtiqevaçi touvtoiç a[lla duvo, koinovn te kai; ejpivkoinon, koino;n me;n
oiJ ¿on i{ppoç kuvwn, ejpivkoinon de; oiJ ¿on celidwvn ajetovç.
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Ei[dh de; duvo, prwtovtupon kai; paravgwgon. prwtovtupon me;n ouj ¿n
ejçti to; kata; th;n prwvthn qevçin lecqevn, oiJ ¿on Gh÷. paravgwgon de; to;
ajû! eJtevrou th;n gevneçin ejçchkovç, oiJ ¿on Gaihvi >oç <h 324>.

Ei[dh de; paragwvgwn ejçti;n eJptav: patrwnumikovn, kthtikovn,
çugkritikovn, uJperqetikovn, uJpokoriçtikovn, parwvnumon, rJhmatikovn.
Notes: cf. 4.2.10–12 for vocabulary, but note that eij ¿do" also has the meaning “type”

in this passage; ptwtikov" “declinable”; sw÷ma (“concrete thing”) and pra÷gma (“in-

corporeal item”) are objects of shmai÷non; oiJ ¿on “such as” (cf. 4.1.40); ijdivw" “par-

ticularly”; parevpomai “be an accident of”; prostivqhmi “add”; qevsi" “formation”;

parwvnumon “derived from a noun”; rJhmatikovn “derived from a verb.”

96. Dionysius Thrax, Supplement Peri; prosw/diw÷n (from GG i.i), 107. 6ff.
@H ojxei÷a tovpouç e[cei trei÷ç: ojxuvtonon, paroxuvtonon, o} kai; baruvtonon
ãlevgetai, kai; proparoxuvtonon, o} kai; baruvtononÃ paratevleuton
levgetai. ojxuvtonon o[noma kalei÷tai to; ejpi; tou÷ tevlouç e[con th;n
ojxei÷an, oiJ ¿on kalovç çoûovç dunatovç. paroxuvtonon o[noma kalei÷tai
to; pro; mia÷ç çullabh÷ç tou÷ tevlouç e[con th;n ojxei÷an, oiJ ¿on !Iwavnnhç
Pevtroç. proparoxuvtonon o[noma kalei÷tai to; pro; duvo çullabw÷n
tou÷ tevlouç e[con th;n ojxei÷an, oiJ ¿on Grhgovrioç Qeovdwroç.

@H periçpwmevnh tovpouç e[cei duvo, periçpwvmenon kai; properiçpwvmenon.
periçpwvmenon o[noma kalei÷tai to; ejpi; tou÷ tevlouç e[con th;n
periçpwmevnhn, oiJ ¿on Qwma÷ç Louka ÷ç. properiçpwvmenon o[noma
kalei÷tai to; pro; mia÷ç çullabh÷ç tou÷ tevlouç e[con th;n periçpwmevnhn,
oiJ ¿on kh÷poç dh÷moç.

@H ga;r barei÷a çullabiko;ç tovnoç ejçtiv, toutevçtin eijç th;n çullabh;n
th;n mh; e[couçan to;n kuvrion tovnon Ê ejpi; tevlouç ejtivqeto. ajll! i{na
mh; katacaravççwntai ta; bibliva, tou÷to nu÷n ouj givnetai, ajll! eijç
to;n tovpon th÷ç ojxeivaç ejn th/÷ çunepeiva/ tivqetai: oiJ ¿on a [nqrwpoç
kalovç. ijdou; ejntau÷qa eijç to; l–oç— ejtevqh hJ ojxei÷a, o{ti ejpi; tevlouç
euJrevqh. eja;n de; ei[ph/ç kalo;ç a[nqrwpoç, ijdou; wJ ¿de eijç to; l–oç— ejtevqh
hJ barei÷a, o{ti meta; tau÷ta ejtevqh to; a [nqrwpoç.
Notes: one learns something about the author’s date and background from the clearly

Christian orientation of the examples; cf. 4.2.7–9 for vocabulary; paratevleuto"

“penultimate”; oiJ ¿on: cf. 4.1.40; sullabiko;" tovno" i.e. a mark indicating the nor-

mal pitch of an unaccented syllable; kuvrio" “principal”; the ejpi; tevlou" marked Ê

is corrupt and is best omitted; katacaravssw “scratch all over”; i.e. “cover with

marks”; sunevpeia “continuous text”; ijdouv “behold”; some of the aorists near the

end are equivalent to perfects (cf. 4.1.23).

97. Dionysius Thrax, “Scholia” (from GG i.iii), 391. 23ff.
Polla; de; tw÷n ajntigravûwn e[çûaltai: hJ ga;r ojrqovthç tou÷ rJhtou÷
au{th ejçtivn: “diwvnumon dev ejçti”, ûhçivn, “ojnovmata duvo kuvria kaq!
eJno;ç tetagmevna”: oujc ou{twç de; e[cei ta; plei÷çta tw÷n ajntigravûwn,
ajlla; “kaq! eJno;ç kurivou”, pavnu ajnohvtwç.
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Notes: cf. 4.2.12 for vocabulary; ajntivgraûon “copy, manuscript”; sûavllomai “to

err,” pf. “to be incorrect”; ojrqovth" “correct form”; rJhtov" “expression”; diwvnumon

“double name”; tavttw katav “apply to.”

98. Dionysius Thrax, “Scholia” (from GG i.iii), 160. 24ff.
Peri; de; tou÷ eij e[çti gnhvçion to; paro;n çuvggramma Dionuçivou tou÷
Qra/ko;ç hjmûiçbhvthtai: ejpeceivrhçan gavr tineç ou{twç eijpovnteç, wJç
oiJ tecnikoi; mevmnhntai Dionuçivou tou÷ Qra/ko;ç kai; levgouçin, o{ti
diecwvrize th;n proçhgorivan ejkei÷noç ajpo; tou÷ ojnovmato;ç kai; çunh÷pte
tw/÷ a[rqrw/ th;n ajntwnumivan: oJ de; parw;n tecniko;ç th;n proçhgorivan
kai; to; o[noma e}n mevroç lovgou oij ¿den ejn oiJ ¿ç ûhçin <p. 23, 2 Uhl> “hJ
ga;r proçhgoriva wJç eij ¿doç tw/÷ ojnovmati uJpobevblhtai”, kai; to; a[rqron
kai; th;n ajntwnumivan duvo mevrh lovgou ginwvçkei, kai; oujci; e{n. #Eçtin
ouj ¿n eijpei÷n, wJç ejkei÷noç oJ Dionuvçioç a[lloç hj ¿n: ejkei÷noç me;n ga;r
maqhth;ç hj ¿n !Ariçtavrcou, o}ç kai; to;n eJautou÷ didavçkalon zwgraûhvçaç
ejn tw/÷ çthvqei aujtou÷ th;n tragw/divan ejzwgravûhçe dia; to; ajpoçthqivzein
aujto;n pa÷çan th;n tragw/divan: ouJ ¿toç dev ejçtin oJ legovmenoç oJ tou÷
Phrou÷: ejlevgeto de; kai; ouJ ¿toç Qra/÷x, h] dia; to; tracu; i[çwç th÷ç ûwnh÷ç,
h] diovti kai; th/÷ ajlhqeiva/ Qra/÷x hj ¿n: eijko;ç de; kai; kata; plavnhn klhqh÷nai
aujto;n Qra/÷ka. $Oti de; a[lloç ejçti;n ejkei÷noç kai; a[lloç ouJ ¿toç, dhloi÷
kai; oJ par! ajmûotevrwn oJriçmo;ç tou÷ rJhvmatoç: ouJ ¿toç me;n ga;r ou{twç
to; rJh÷ma oJrivzetai, <p. 46, 4 Uhl> “rJh÷mav ejçti levxiç a[ptwtoç,
ejpidektikh; crovnwn te kai; proçwvpwn kai; ajriqmw÷n, ejnevrgeian h] pavqoç
pariçtw÷ça”: oJ de; Dionuvçioç oJ Qra/÷x, w{ç ûhçin !Apollwvnioç ejn tw/÷
@Rhmatikw/÷, ou{twç oJrivzetai to; rJh÷ma, “rJh÷mav ejçti levxiç kathgovrhma
çhmaivnouça.”
Notes: this scholion is part of the still ongoing debate over the authenticity of the

Tevcnh. Cf. 4.2.10–13 for vocabulary; tou÷ goes with the whole clause that begins

with eij (cf. 4.1.17–18); gnhvsio" “authentic”; ejpiceirevw “attack”; tecnikov" “gram-

marian”; mevmnhmai “mention”; diacwrivzw “distinguish”; proshgoriva “appellative,”

i.e. common noun or adjective, not a proper name; uJpobavllw “subordinate”; ejn

oiJ ¿" i.e. “when”; zwgraûevw “paint” (a picture of); ajposthqivzw “repeat by heart”;

kata; plavnhn “by mistake”; parav: cf. 4.1.28; oJrismov" “definition”; oJrivzomai “de-

fine”; a[ptwto" “indeclinable”; parivsthmi “present to the mind,” i.e. “express”; the

@Rhmatikovn is a lost work of Apollonius Dyscolus, so this is fr. 55 Linke; kathgovrhma

“predicate.” There is a distinction between ouJ ¿to" for the author of the present trea-

tise and ejkei÷no" for the pupil of Aristarchus, and an assumed etymological con-

nection between Qra÷/x “Thracian” and tracuv" “rough” (cf. 4.1.26). The references

are to GG i.i.

99. Herodian, Peri; monhvrou" levxew", ed. Lentz (GG iii.ii), 950. 14ff., with
corrections from Egenolff (1884)

! ¿Hn. oujde;n rJh÷ma oJriçtiko;n eJniko;n prw÷ton provçwpon kata; to;n aujto;n
crovnon oJra÷tai prw÷ton provçwpon eJnikou÷ kai; trivton eJnikou÷ kai; prw÷ton
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kai; trivton plhquntikou÷, o{ti mh; movnon to; hj ¿n. hj ¿n ga;r ejgw; !Attikoi;
levgouçi kai; hj ¿n ejkei÷noç: kai; plhquntikw÷ç Çimwnivdhç ejpi; prwvtou
proçwvpou, w{çper kai; ejn ejpigravmmaçin:

hj ¿n eJkato;n ûiavlai, divca dev çûiçin
ajnti; ga;r tou÷ hj ¿men hj ¿n.

th÷ç d! hj ¿n trei÷ç keûalaiv (Hes. Theog. 321).
kai;

kwûoi; d! hj ¿n propavroiqen.
oujk ajgnow÷ de; o{ti a[llwç poikivlwç levgetai to; rJh÷ma.
Notes: cf. 4.2.10–13 for vocabulary; katav “in” (cf. 4.1.32); understand o[n after

oJra÷tai; o{ti mhv “except”; !Attikoiv “speakers of the Attic dialect”; ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31;

w{sper kaiv i.e. “as for example”; ejpivgramma “epigram”; kwûov" “blunt”;

propavroiqen “in front.” The first quotation is odd, as it is difficult to believe that

hj ¿n is a first-person verb here, but in the absence of context such an interpreta-

tion is not impossible. The point of the second and third quotations is that there

hj ¿n is used for hj ¿san.

100. Herodian, Peri; kaqolikh÷" prosw/diva", from Schmidt’s edition of
[Arcadius’] epitome, 58. 5ff.

Ta; ei" KOS uJperdisuvllaba eij paralhvgoito I makrw÷/ baruvnetai:
#Aniko" (kuvrion) Ka viko" Grh vniko" Fi vliko" eij de; th/÷ EI
diûqovggw/, ojxuvnetai: dareikov" boeikov" Dekeleikov" Kerameikov".
seshmeivwtai to; Kamiko v" ojxuvtonon kai; e[con to; I makro;n, wJ" to;
Paliko v".

Ta; eij" IKOS kthtika; ejpiqetika; kai; qhluko;n e[conta ojxuvnetai:
Galatikov" !Italikov" Puqagorikov". to; de; a[diko" ouj kthtikovn.
to; de; h Jli vko" kai; phli vko" paroxuvnontai: ouj ga;r kthtikav.
Notes: cf. 4.2.4, 7, 9, 11–12 for vocabulary; cf. 4.1.17–18 for the use of the ar-

ticle; eij": cf. 4.1.29; uJperdisuvllabo" “of more than two syllables”; paralhvgomai

“have in penultimate syllable” (+ dat.), shmeiovw cf. 4.1.36; qhluko;n e[conta i.e.

not being two-termination adjectives.

101. Herodian, Peri; monhvrou" levxew", ed. Lentz (GG iii.ii), 929. 26ff.
Eijmi v . oujde;n eijç mi— lh÷gon oJriçtiko;n rJh÷ma kata; th;n hJmetevran
diavlekton diûqovggw/ paralhvgetai, ajlla; movnon to; eijmiv, o} çhmaivnei
to; uJpavrcw. oujk ajgnow÷ de; o{ti kai; to; barunovmenon hJ paravdoçiç
dia; th÷ç ei– diûqovggou gravûei: oujc uJgiw÷ç mevntoi ou[te kata; to;
kivnhma aujtou÷ ou[te kata; th;n Aijolivda diavlekton, wJç devdeiktaiv
moi ejn toi÷ç peri; ojrqograûivaç. provçkeitai de; kata; th;n hJmetevran
diavlekton, ejpei; Aijolei÷ç pavlaimi kai; gevlaimiv ûaçi kai; plavnaimi,
Boiwtoi; de; tavrbeimi kai; poiveimi kai; ûivleimi.
Notes: cf. 4.2.4, 13 for vocabulary; lhvgw eij": cf. 4.1.29; katav: cf. 4.1.32; paralhvgomai

“have in the penultimate syllable” (+ dat.); shmaivnw “mean”; uJpavrcw “be”; to;

barunovmenon “[the eijmi] that has a recessive accent,” i.e. eij ¿mi ibo; paravdosi"

“tradition”; diav: cf. 4.1.30; uJgiw÷" “correctly”; kivnhma “inflection”; the point is
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that a verb conjugated 1st sing. -mi, 3rd sing. -si is a true mi-verb (and thus should

not have a diphthong before the -mi) rather than an Aeolic reworking of a con-

tract verb into a mi-verb, which would be conjugated 1st sing. -mi, 3rd sing. no

ending (and would usually have a diphthong before the -mi)—see Choeroboscus

at GG iv.i. 320. 33–322. 12; ojrqograûiva “orthography”; provskeimai: cf. 4.1.37

(the subject is kata; th;n hJmetevran diavlekton).

102. Apollonius Dyscolus, ed. Uhlig (GG ii.ii), Syntax 273. 9ff.
Oujde; ejkei÷no dev me levlhqen, w{ç tineç ejpetavraxan th;n para; pa÷çin
çumûwvnwç piçteuqei÷çan dovxan, wJç mia÷ç levxewç kakiva ejçti;n oJ
barbariçmovç, ejpiplokh÷ç de; levxewn ajkatallhvlwn oJ çoloikiçmovç,
aujtoi; eijçhghçavmenoi to; kai; ejn mia/÷ levxei katagivgneçqai çoloikiçmovn,
eij kata; qhleivaç ûaivh tiç ouJ ¿toç h] plhvqouç uJpovntoç, paraqevmenoi
kai; a[lla th÷ç aujth÷ç ejcovmena eujhqeivaç. to; prw÷ton, o{ti oujdemiva
eujqei÷a çunivçtatai divca rJhvmatoç eijç aujtotevleian, kai; rJhvmatoç
tou÷ mh; ajpaitou÷ntoç eJtevran plagivan. e[çtin ga;r to; ou J ¿toç
peripatei ÷ aujtotelevç, ouj mh;n to; blavptei: leivpei ga;r to; tivna.
ajll! eij kai; ou{twç ûaivhmen, tivç çe e[tuye ; to; ajnqupagovmenon
ouJ ¿toç koino;n e[cei paralambanovmenon to; rJh÷ma: ti vç kalei÷tai
Ai [aç; ou J ¿toç. oujk a[ra ajlhqe;ç to; ejn mia/÷ levxei çoloikiçmo;n
givneçqai. . . . To; ouj ¿n kata; qhleivaç legovmenon ouJ ¿tovç me e[tuyen
oujc aJmavrthma tou÷ lovgou: to; devon ga;r tou÷ katallhvlou ajnedevxato.
eij gou÷n uJpouvçhç qhleivaç ûaivh tiç au{th me e [tuyan, oJmolovgwç
çoloikiei÷ dia; to; ajkatavllhlon tw÷n levxewn, ka]n ajlhqeuvei to; gevnoç.
Notes: Apollonius defends the usual distinction between barbarism and solecism

(cf. Quintilian, Inst. 1.5), arguing that because it is possible for a statement to

be factually wrong without being ungrammatical, lack of concord with the real-

ity outside a sentence does not constitute a one-word solecism. ejpitaravssw “to

trouble,” i.e. “argue against”; parav “among,” here = “by”; sumûwvnw" “harmoni-

ously,” i.e. “unanimously”; levxi" “word”; ejpiplokhv “combination”; ajkatavllhlo"

“lacking in concord”; eijshgevomai “introduce [the idea that]” (the object is the

articular infinitive); katagivgnomai “exist in” (articular infinitive with subject

soloikismovn); katav “about” (cf. 4.1.32); u{peimi “to be the subject of discussion”;

parativqemai “offer”; e[comai “to pertain to”; eujhvqeia “silliness”; o{ti: supply some-

thing like “it is clear” to govern this; eujqei÷a: cf. 4.2.11; sunivsthmi eij" “to form

into”; divca + gen. “without”; aujtotevleia “complete sentence”; mhv signals a ge-

neric participle; ajpaitevw “to require”; plagiva “oblique case”; aujtotelhv" “com-

plete in itself”; leivpw: cf. 4.1.35; ajnqupavgw “to say in reply”; koino;n e[cei “has in

common” (with the tiv");parakatalambavnw “use”; lovgo" “sentence”; to; katavllhlon

“agreement”; ajnadevcomai “receive” (understood subject is the sentence); oJmolovgw"

“agreed-ly,” i.e. “it is agreed that”; soloikivzw “to commit a solecism”; gevno" “gender.”

103. Apollonius Dyscolus, ed. Uhlig (GG ii.ii), Syntax 389. 13ff.
Pw÷ç ouj ¿n ouj geloi÷oi kai; oiJ ajûoriçavmenoi wJç Dwriei÷ç ouj periçpw÷çi
tou;ç uJpotaktikou;ç mevllontaç, kai; oiJ ejpizhthvçanteç kata; tiv ouj
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periçpw÷çin; oJ ga;r lovgoç aujtw÷n ejx ajçuçtavtou lhvmmatoç çunevçthken.
hj ¿n de; to; deleavçan th;n touvtwn a[gnoian hJ genomevnh oJmoûwniva ejk
tou÷ eijç a– lhvgontoç ajorivçtou, e[couça ou{twç. oJ proçgenovmenoç
crovnoç ejn toi÷ç oJriçtikoi÷ç a{ma tw/÷ metaçth÷nai th;n oJriçtikh;n
e[gkliçin perigravûetai: para; ga;r to; e[lexa eujktiko;n me;n givnetai to;
levxaimi, ajparevmûaton de; to; levxai, proçtaktiko;n de; to; levxon. kai; dh;
ouj ¿n ejn th/÷ uJpotaktikh/÷ ejgklivçei taujto;n pareivpeto metapoioumevnou
tou÷ tevlouç eijç to; w– . kaqovti kai; ejpi; tw÷n a[llwn parw/chmevnwn taujto;n
çunevbainen: e [ûagon–e ja ;n ûavgw, e [dramon–e ja ;n dravmw, kai;
ou{twç to; e[lexa–eja;n levxw givnetai o{moion oJriçtikw/÷ mevllonti tw/÷
levxw. o{ti ga;r oujc hJ çuvntaxivç ejçtin tou÷ mevllontoç tou÷ ajcwrivçtou,
çaûe;ç ejk th÷ç prokeimevnhç çuntavxewç: hJ ¿ç eij mh; metalavboien oiJ
ejntelevçteron tw÷n lovgwn katakouvonteç, duçpeiqevçteron ajnaçtrevûouçin.
Notes: Apollonius ridicules those who think there is such a thing as the future

subjunctive; cf. 4.2.13 for vocabulary. ajûorivzomai “determine”; perispavw i.e.

treat as contracted forms (cf. 4.2.8); lovgo" “reasoning”; ajsuvstato" “incoher-

ent”; lh÷mma “premise”; sunivstamai “arise”; deleavzw “to lure [into]”; eij": cf.

4.1.29; e[cw + adverb = eijmiv + adjective; prosgenovmeno" crovno" “augment”;

perigravûw “remove”; parav: cf. 4.1.28; parevpomai “occur in consequence”;

kaqovti “because” (cf. 4.1.44); by “other past tenses” Apollonius must mean sec-

ond aorists (and perhaps aorist passives) here; ejavn (which always takes the sub-

junctive) is used with these examples to make it clear that they are subjunctive;

suvntaxi" first “construction,” then the title of the work from which this passage is

taken; ajcwvristo" “indistinguishable” (i.e. from the aorist subjunctive); prokeimevnh"

i.e. “in front of you”; hJ¿" i.e. the views expressed in this book (governed by

metalavboien);metalambavnw “share”; ejntelevsteron “completely”; katakouvw “listen”

(+ gen.); duspeiqevsteron “stubbornly”; ajnastrevûw “to turn things upside down.”

104. Apollonius Dyscolus, ed. Uhlig (GG ii.ii), Syntax 434. 1ff.
Meta; ta;ç tw÷n rJhmavtwn çuntavxeiç, a}ç ejn tw/÷ pro; touvtou
ajneplhrwvçamen, o[nti trivtw/ th÷ç o{lhç pragmateivaç, mevtimen kai;
ejpi; ta;ç tw÷n proqevçewn çuntavxeiç, deomevnaç ajpodeivxewç pavnu
ajkribeçtavthç, kaqo; dokei÷ ta; movria oiJ ¿ç me;n mevreçi tou÷ lovgou
dovkhçin parevcein çunqevçewç, oiJ ¿ç de; paraqevçewç, e[çq! o{te ouj
bohqouvmena tovnwn ijdiwvmaçi, kaqavper ta; plei÷çta tw÷n merw÷n tou÷
lovgou dia; th÷ç eJnwvçewç tou÷ tovnou to; monadiko;n th÷ç levxewç
uJpagoreuvei, toutevçti to; e}n mevroç lovgou eij ¿nai, h] dia; th÷ç monh÷ç
th÷ç kaq! e{kaçton movrion to; diçço;n ejmûaivnei tw÷n levxewn. To;
ga;r Dio ;ç ko vroç paroxunovmenon me;n th;n genikh;n e[cei ijdiva/
nooumevnhn, o{moion o]n tw/÷ Dio;ç uiJo vç, proparoxunovmenon de; o{moiovn
ejçtin tw/÷ Dio vgnhtoç, Dio vdotoç: tov te euj ¿  now÷ duvo e[con
periçpwmevnaç oJmologei÷ th;n ejx ejpirrhvmatoç kai; rJhvmatoç
paravqeçin, kai; to; $Ellhç povntoç kata; th;n ajrch;n e[con th;n
ojxei÷an, kai; to; e jmou ÷ au jtou ÷ di;ç e[con th;n periçpwmevnhn. tau÷ta
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ga;r kai; ta; touvtoiç o{moia, a[peira o[nta, çunelqovnta me;n kata;
to;n lovgon th÷ç çunqevçewç e[cei kai; to;n tovnon çunh/rhmevnon, oujc
ou{twç de; e[conta kai; ta; tou÷ tovnou e[cei ajçunevleuçta, kaqavper
de; ei[pomen, ejn th/÷ kaq! e{kaçton movrion monh/÷ tou÷ tovnou to; kata;
paravqeçin oJmologei÷.
Notes: This section provides a transition between the discussion of verbs in the

third book and that of prepositions in the fourth book; the need to identify by

accentuation what makes a word is caused partly by the lack of word division in

ancient written texts. Cf. 4.2.7–8, 10 for vocabulary; ajnaplhrovw “to complete”;

pragmateiva “treatise”; mevteimi ejpiv “go after,” i.e. “turn to”; kaqov “because” (cf.

4.1.44); movrion “word”; oiJ ¿" me;n mevresi tou÷ lovgou . . . oiJ ¿" dev “with some parts

of speech . . . but with others”; dovkhsi" “appearance”; suvnqesi" “composition”

(i.e. the formation of compound words); paravqesi" “juxtaposition”; e[sq! o{te

“sometimes”; ijdivwma “individual feature”; e{nwsi" “combination into one,” i.e.

“oneness”; monadikovn “single[ness]”; uJpagoreuvw “imply”; monhv “retention [of the

accent]”; dissovn “two[ness]”; ejmûaivnei subject is ta; plei÷sta tw÷n merw÷n tou÷

lovgou above; genikh; nooumevnh “genitive meaning”; ijdiva/ “by itself”; oJmologevw

i.e. “demonstrate”; a[peiro" “innumerable”; lovgon “rule”; sunairevw “combine”;

ou{tw" i.e. compounded; ta; tou÷ tovnou = to;n tovnon (cf. 4.1.25); ajsunevleusto"

“uncompounded.” The point at the end is that euj ¿ now÷, $Ellh" povnto", and ejmou÷

aujtou÷ all have doubles (eujnow÷, @Ellhvsponto", ejmautou÷) that are compounds

and distinguished from the uncompounded forms only by their accents.

5.2 KEY TO 5.1

5.2.1 Lexica

1. ajeivromai [means] “I rise up.” Sophocles [uses this word] in the Trachiniae
(line 216).

2. ajellavdwn i{ppwn [means] “of swift [horses].” Sophocles [uses this word]
in the Oedipus Rex (line 466).

3. ajrktou÷ro" [is] a kind of plant, and a star.

4. biw/ [means] “with the bow.” Or “with life.”

5. ajrkei÷ [means] “he gives aid” [or] “he helps.” Euripides [uses this word] in
the Peleus (TGF fr. 624).

6. a[eptoi [means] “terrible.” And “invincible.” Aeschylus [uses this word]
in the Proteus (TrGF fr. 213).

7. bruvticoi [are] little frogs that have tails.

8. ajrw÷" [is] the name of a number among the Persians [i.e. in the Persian
language].

5.2 KEY TO 5.1
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9. a[sbese [means] “he destroyed.” The Cretans [use this word].

10. ajsalamivnio" [means] “without experience of the sea.” But others [say that
it means] “not having taken part in [the battle] on behalf of the Sala-
minians” [i.e. the battle of Salamis]. (Aristophanes, Frogs 204)

11. aJrmatrocihv [means] the track of the wheels. (Iliad 23. 505)

12. goggruvzein [means] “mutter” [or] “make a sound like a pig.” [It is] the
same thing that some [call] gogguvzein [“murmur”]. The same thing is also
called grulivzein [“grunt”].

13. ajpokorswsamevnai" [means] “having cut off their hair.” For kovrsai [means]
“hair.” Aeschylus [uses this word in the] Hypsipyle (TrGF fr. 248).

14. ajsalgavna" [means] “fearful”, and [the author] spoke thus imitating
barbarians.

15. bruvtto" [is] a kind of sea-urchin, as Aristotle says (Historia animalium 4.
530b5). But others [say it is] a fish. And others [take it] trisyllabically [i.e.
as a[mbrutton], [as in] “See, Laches is getting himself a sea-urchin.”

16. a[llo" and e{tero" are different. For e{tero" [is] applied to two, but a[llo"
[is] applied to more [than two].

17. ajlhqev" and a[lhqe" are different. For the opposite of false [is called] ajlhqev"
with oxytone accent, but what is said as a question [is called] a[lhqe" with
proparoxytone accent.

18. pelasthv" and Penevsth" are different. For one who seeks protection [is
called] a pelasthv", but one who was enslaved in the course of war, among
[i.e. in the dialect of] the Thessalians, [is called] a Penevsth", like the
Helots among the Spartans.

19. ejpivkouroi and suvmmacoi are different. For those coming to help the people
on whom war is made [i.e. who are attacked] and taking their part are
ejpivkouroi, but the [allies] of those who make the war are suvmmacoi. Homer
preserved the difference through his whole poetry; therefore it is not pos-
sible to find in his works [anyone] called ejpivkouroi of the Greeks, but [only]
of the Trojans.

20. nh÷e" are different from ploi÷a. Didymus (see Moritz Schmidt 1854: 321)
in the eleventh [book] of his rhetorical commentaries says thus: nh÷e" are
different from ploi÷a. For the latter are round, and the former are oared
and military. And Aristotle (fr. 614 in Rose’s edition) relates as follows in
his Justifications of wars: “at about the same time Alexander the Molossian,
when the men of Tarentum had summoned him to the war against the
barbarians, sailed out with fifteen nh÷e" and many horse-transport and
troop-transport ploi÷a.”
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21. Puvqioi [refers], among the Spartans, [to] four chosen men, two messmates
for each king.

22. @Eautw/÷ [is] applied to the third person. But Attic speakers [also] use it
applied to the second person.

23. Timaeus to Gentianus, greetings. Understanding accurately your judge-
ment and your seriousness and love of beauty concerning Plato, and being
accustomed at the festival of Saturnalia to offer to my friends some of my
own [work], making use of amusement and at the same time of the sister
of amusement, seriousness, I picked out the things in the works of the
philosopher that are said with unusual words or according to Attic usage,
as [these things] are unclear not only to you Romans, but also to most of
the Greeks, and having arranged these things in alphabetical order and
paraphrased them I sent them off to you, thinking that it too would pro-
vide you with a not inelegant amusement. Farewell.

24. ajglai?a" [means] beauties and ornaments, [as in] ajglai?a" th/÷" nu÷n ge
meta; dmwh/÷si kevkastai; and in the singular, [as in] ajglai>vhn ga;r e[moige
qeoi; oi} #Olumpon e[cousin w[lesan (“for the gods who hold Olympus de-
stroyed my beauty”). And !Aglai>vh is also a proper name, [as in] Nhreu;"
!Aglai>vh" uiJo;" Caropoi÷o a[nakto" (“Nereus son of Aglaia [and] of lord
Charopos”).

25. kwvdeian [is] properly the head of the poppy. But when [Homer] says oJ
deûh kwvdeian ajnascwvn (“and he spoke lifting up the poppy head”), he
left out wJ" (“like”), so that [i.e. if the wJ" is supplied] it would be [i.e. mean]
“he lifted up the head of the man like that of a poppy.” [And it is one] of
the hapax legomena.

26. Divaita [“way of living”] [comes from] daiv", [genitive] daitov" [“meal”], [via
the accusative singular] dai÷ta.

27. ajqevmisto" (Iliad 9. 63) [means] unjust, lawless; [the opposition / the deri-
vation is] qevmisto" and ajqevmisto".

28. !Alkavo": in the way that the Ionians drop the i of possessives, or rather
from the ei diphthong, in the same way the Aeolians too drop the i of the
ai diphthong, as [in the Aeolic forms] Qhbavo" [for] Qhbai÷o", ajrcavo" [for]
ajrcai÷o", [and] !Alkavo" [for] !Alkai÷o". Thus Herodian [says in his] Peri;
paqw÷n (2. 276. 26).

29. Laodivkh [is] a proper name; from laov" and divkh. And the [nouns ending]
in -o" are compounded in eight ways. [For more information] look in the
[section of words beginning with the letter] q.

30. Nivze means “wash” (imperative). The Aeolians change verbs in -ptw into
two sigmas [i.e. into an ending in -ssw], [so in this case from] nivptw, [they

5.2.1 LEXICA
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have] nivssw. But in the speech of the Tarentines it becomes nivzw; [and]
from nivzw comes nivtron, as mavktron [comes from] mavssw and plh÷ktron
[comes from] plhvssw.

31. ajlûhsthv" [means] an inventive person. For some [say that it is] an adjec-
tive applied to a human and others [say that it means] the human being
himself. [It is] from a[lûein, [which means] to find; for only a human [is]
inventive. From which the [i.e. Its] genitive plural is ajlûhstw÷n and (in
Odyssey 6. 8) ajlûhstavwn. Whence also the letter alpha is named, from
a[lûw [meaning] to find; for it was invented first, [before] the other let-
ters. Or [ajlûhsthv" could be] from governing in turn; for a[lûein [means]
to change, from which also [comes] ajlûesivboiai (in Iliad 18. 593).

32. ajmavmaxu" [is] a vine that grows up a tree; from ajmmivxai, [therefore a vine]
that is tied [to something]; for vines that grow up trees are tied up;
[from ajmmivxai one could get the form] ajmmixuv", and with addition of a letter
and change of one letter into another one [one gets] ajmavmaxu"; Epicharmus
in “Earth and Sea” (fr. 21 K–A) [says] oujd! ajmamavxua" ûevrei; but Sappho
(fr. 173 in Lobel and Page’s edition) says [the word] with a d, ajmamavxude".

33. Kianiv" [occurs in the quotation] !Aûivkonto Kianivdo" h[qea gaivh". Cius
[is] a city of Mysia, [named] from Cius, the man who led the colony of
Milesians. The ethnic [for Cius] is Kianov", [as in the quotation]: Tou[neken
eij" e[ti nu÷n per {Ulan ejrevousi Kianoiv. And Mysians settled it, then
Carians, and thirdly Milesians. And there is also a river with the same name
flowing past the land of Mysia. And Cius is the city that [is] now Prusa
for the Prusians [i.e. that its current inhabitants, the Prusians, call Prusa].

34. #Ai>di (Iliad 1. 3): some say: from ei[dw, [meaning] see, [from which one
can get] the future ei[sw [and thence] the verbal noun i[" with an i. For
there are many nouns . . . ; and with alpha privative [it becomes] #Ai>",
[that is, the place] in which it is not possible to see anything, and the
genitive [is] #Ai>do" and Homer [says] “du÷nai dovmon #Ai>do" ei[sw” (Iliad
3. 322) and the dative [is] #Ai>di. But others say [that #Ai>di arises] by
metaplasm from !Ai?dh/, dative of !Ai?dh".

35. Tawvn [i.e. taw÷n]: where [does it come] from? From extending the tail; for
the creature priding himself on his own beauty shows off his tail to those
watching, spreading it out. But some want [taw÷n to be] from taov", by
lengthening of the o to w, and by change of the accent. But it is not pos-
sible; since taov" with omicron, as Herodian says, is not customary for
Greeks. And some say that [taw÷n] should have been tewv", as [Homeric]
laov" [is in Attic] lewv"; to whom it is possible to reply that [taw÷n] has a
shortened a; and on account of this it did not become [tewv"] among Attic
speakers by the change of a to e, just like Oijnovmao" [which also preserves
an ending in -ao" because the a is short]. And it is worth inquiring why it
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is not declined [nom.] taw÷", [gen.] taw÷to", and [why] Tuûw÷" [is not
declined with genitive] Tuûw÷to", like iJdrwv" [which has the genitive]
iJdrw÷to". And it is possible to say that those words [i.e. ones like iJdrwv"]
are oxytone; and that these [i.e. taw÷" and Tuûw÷"] have a circumflex; and
that these end in n [i.e. have alternate nominative forms taw÷n and Tuûw÷n].
But let no-one think that these [i.e. taw÷" and Tuûw÷"] are words with a
double ending; for words with a double ending keep the same declension,
[as] rJivn and rJiv" [both sharing the genitive] rJinov"; but these [i.e. taw÷" and
Tuûw÷"] do not have the same declension; for Tuûw÷n [has the genitive]
tuûw÷no", and taw÷n [has the genitive] taw÷no"; and tuûw÷" [has the genitive]
tuûw÷, and taw÷" [has the genitive] taw÷. [Information from] Choeroboscus.

36. Pindar, of Thebes, son of Scopelinus, but according to some [son] of
Daïphantus, which also [is] more true; for the [son] of Scopelinus is more
obscure and a kinsman of Pindar’s. But some also recorded that he [was
the son] of Pagonides. And [he was] a disciple of the woman Myrtis, hav-
ing been born in the sixty-fifth Olympiad and being 40 years [old] during
the campaign of Xerxes. And there was to him a brother [i.e. he had a
brother], Erotion by name and a son Diophantus, and daughters Eumetis
and Protomache. And the end of his life happened to him according to
[his] prayers; for [it is said that] having asked for the best [thing] of the
[things] in life to be given to him, all at once he died in the theater, lean-
ing on the knees of Theoxenus, his beloved, [at the age] of 55 years. And
he wrote in seventeen books in the Doric dialect the following: Olympian
victory odes, Pythian victory odes, Prosodia, Parthenia, Enthronismoi,
Bacchica, Daphnephorica, Paeans, Hyporchemata, Hymns, Dithyrambs,
drinking-songs, Encomia, Threnoi, seventeen tragedies, epic epigrams, and
prose exhortations to the Greeks, and very many other [books].

5.2.2 Scholia and Commentaries

37. Trwvwn pedivw/: in another [copy there is instead] Trwvwn oJmavdw/ (which is
the phrase found at Iliad 15. 689).

38. tei÷co": [the sign is there] because the [preposition] ejpiv is lacking, [so the
phrase is equivalent to] ejpi; tei÷co".

39. mavch": Zenodotus [reads] mavch", but others [read] mavchn. And
Aristophanes [of Byzantium] too [reads] mavchn.

40. ajkhvmata: in some [copies the word is] ajkevsmata; and Aristarchus also
[reads the text] this way. So [the text is read] in two ways.

41. Teu÷kre pevpon, ãdhj nw÷i>n ajpevktato pisto;" eJtai÷ro"Ã: [it is] worth ac-
cepting the customary practice which punctuates after the pevpon, and not
after the conjunction dhv.

5.2.2 SCHOLIA AND COMMENTARIES
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42. qrh÷nun: the seat (in the accusative) of the rowers, or the [seat] of the steers-
man. But speakers of the Attic dialect call the [seat] of the rower qra÷no"
and the [rowers] themselves qrani÷tai.

43. ijodovkon: some [say that it should be pronounced] with proparoxytone ac-
cent [and means] the one that receives arrows, but xeinodovkon (Iliad 3. 354),
with paroxytone accent, [means] the one who receives guests or the one
who watches for guests. And Attalus gives [this word] a paroxytone accent.

44. o{ tev moi bio;n e[kbale ceirov": o{ te [is used] instead of o{sti". But others
[say it is] instead of o{ti, [as in] o{te me brotoi; ou[te tivousin (Odyssey 13.
129), [where o{te is used] instead of o{ti.

45. ãe[melleÃ palivwxin para; nhw÷n: [the sign is there] because [the text reads]
palivwxin correctly, [palivwxin meaning] a pursuit back again, when out
of a turning around the pursued pursue [their former pursuers]. And re-
garding the e[mellen, that [it is] instead of ejwv/kei.

46. nh÷a": Aristarchus writes [this] without the s, [as] nh÷a. For [the poet] said
earlier tw; de; peri; mia÷" nho;" e[con povnon (“they were laboring around
one ship”) (Iliad 15. 416, i.e. the preceding line). Aristarchus [writes] nh÷a,
but others [have] nh÷a".

47. davmen: in the same way as polloi; d! !Argeivwn oiJ me;n davmen, oiJ d! ejlivponto
(Iliad 12. 14) and ûavnen dev oiJ eujreve" wj ¿moi (Odyssey 18. 68) [the verb]
was read with aphaeresis (loss) of the initial augment. And we said (in a
passage that is now scholion a to Iliad 1. 464) that such forms are found
without distinction in the works of the poet.

48. diav te skovlopa" kai; tavûron e[bhsan: either for dia; skolovpwn kai; tavûrou,
as in diav t! e[ntea kai; mevlan aiJ ¿ma (at Iliad 10. 298), or the sequence in
which the words are to be taken [is] dievbhsan. And the tmesis of the word
shows the pathos and the difficulty of passing through [the Greek barri-
cades]; for [the Trojans] did not flee th/÷ per !Acaioiv / ejk pedivou nivsonto
(“by the same way as the Achaeans used to come back from the plain,” Iliad
12. 118–19), but they were fleeing through the ditch. The same tmesis also
[occurs] in kata; puro;n a[lessan (“they ground down wheat,” Odyssey 20.
109).

49. ûamevn: ûamevn is complete and indicates the present tense, on account of
which it is necessary to leave the two syllables unaccented [i.e. the word
is enclitic]. If, however, it should be [in the] imperfect, it is clear that it
undergoes a loss of the augment at the beginning and an acute accent will
be on the syllable ûa, like the complete [form] e[ûamen, as in that ûavmen
dev oiJ ouj televesqai (Odyssey 4. 664), which [interpretation] the meaning
in this passage does not require.
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50. clwroi; uJpai; deivou" peûobhmevnoi: the preposition uJpov became uJpaiv in
the same way as in uJpai; povda neivaton #Idh" (Iliad 2. 824). And the nor-
mal equivalent is uJpo; devou". Aristarchus also [interprets this word] in this
way; on account of which it is necessary to reject the view of Tyrannion
(fr. 37 Haas), who accented uJpaiv recessively (i.e. as u{pai) and consid-
ered that the transformation of apocope happened from u{paiqa [i.e. u{paiqa
lost its final syllable]. And we ought to pause after the uJpai; deivou"—for
it is not plausible [to put the pause] after the clwroiv—and then [have in
isolation] peûobhmevnoi, that is, “fleeing.” However, the other pause [i.e.
putting the pause after clwroiv] is also not unconvincing.

51. And the poet says in an ecphrasis also “and he put on his head a golden
helmet with two ridges and four bosses, fitted with the prulevesin,” which
is foot-soldier hoplites, “of a hundred,” i.e. many, “cities.”

52. And “pruleve"” are those in battle on foot [i.e. foot soldiers] in the dialect
of the people of Gortyn, as the ancients say. And the derivation of the word
has already been given. But now [we] should just say that if the nomina-
tive [singular] of this [word] has an acute on the final syllable, it should
be explained differently, but if it has an unaccented final syllable, it could
be advocated that from this is the proper name [found] in Lycophron in
the [phrase] “tw÷n aujqomaivmwn sugkataskavpthn Pruvlin.” In this way
too Hippotes in the Odyssey is a proper name homonymous with the [iJppovth"
that means] “cavalryman.”

53. But some explained the “fitted with the prulevessin of a hundred cities”
thus: having the chiefs of a hundred cities, or decorated with the hoplites
of Crete, that is, having the deeds of the Corybantes molded [on it]. And
that Crete has a hundred cities is shown in the Odyssey too. And that the
Corybantes were also Cretans, [that] itself [is] also clear. And some say
that the nominative [singular] of prulevessi is pruvli", coming from perw÷
[hence] peruvw, [meaning] to travel, [hence the future] peruvsw, [hence]
pevruli" and pruvli", as damavsw [future of damavzw “to subdue”] [produces]
davmali" [“heifer”]. And perhaps the proper [noun] Pruvli", [found] in
Lycophron, also contributes something toward [its having] this sort of
inflection and accentuation. But others, including Herodian, write prulhv"
with an acute accent on the final syllable and decline it regularly [so that
the genitive is] prulevo" [or] prulou÷", as has also already been said. And
this is sounder. For indeed from pruvli" [the nominative plural] ought to
be pruvlee", like o[ûee" [which comes from o[ûi"], but in fact pruleve" is
found, like eujsebeve" [from eujsebhv"].

54. He says hj ¿n instead of “I was”; it is Attic.
newvtato" d! hj ¿n: he says [hj ¿n] instead of “I was”; and it is Attic. And

also [there is a reading here] without the n, hj ¿, instead of [i.e. contracted

5.2.2 SCHOLIA AND COMMENTARIES
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from] “I was”; thus Didymus [read the text]. However, in the manuscripts
hj ¿n is transmitted, and the usual reading is hj ¿n.

55. The stage-building is opened and on an ekkuklema are seen the bodies
that he calls “double tyranny.”

56. The chorus sings the stasimon having come down to earth.

57. Some divide Sousiskavnh" [into Sou÷si" and Kavnh"] and [Phgastavgwn
into] Phgav" and Tagwvn. For he has fabricated the names, and they are
not Egyptian. (Or, following the suggested emendation: some divide [these
words into] Sou÷si" and Kavnh" and Phgav" and Tagwvn.)

58. Some blame the poet because he makes the Greeks arrive from Troy on
the same day [as they left Troy].

59. And the background is like this. Io the daughter of Inachus, having been
loved by Zeus, since Hera [had] discovered this and she [Io] was about to
be caught by her [Hera], was changed by Zeus into a cow, in order that
she might not be recognized [for] who she was. But Hera coming to Zeus
sought her and received [her as] a gift from him, and she gave her to Argos
the all-seeing to guard. But Zeus having again become enamored of her
sent Hermes to take her away from Argos and bring [her] to him. And since
there was no other way to escape Argos the all-seeing, [Hermes] killed
him with a stone blow [i.e. a blow from a stone]. Hera used to show the
phantom of him to Io even after his death in order to frighten her particu-
larly. And she, having wandered much through different places, finally
went away even to the Caucasus in order to see Prometheus.

60. kuvrie: sovereign and completely powerful [in the vocative], that is, having
dominion over everything.

61. ta; d! oujk ejp! ajndravsi kei÷tai: this is not possible, among men, to obtain
[blessings] from deliberation; but the divinity provides [them] to each
[man].

62. su;n !Arkesivla/: the suvn goes with the au[xh/", so as to be sunauvxh/". And
kwmavzonti [means] leading victory processions; and those who win lead
victory processions in their own country.

63. Title. It has been written for Xenocrates of Acragas when he won in the
24th Pythiad. And it is clear that the odes are not arranged in chronologi-
cal order; for the ode before this one was written for Arcesilaus when he
won [in] the 31st Pythiad.

64. Title b. #Hqelon Ceivrwnav ke Fillurivdan: to Hieron when he won the
Pythian games during the 27th Pythiad; and he mentions also the Pythiad
before that one, so that the ode was composed for the two victories. And
the chronological information [in the ode] also accords with [this dating].
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For he says, implying that [Hieron] is already king, o}" Surakovssaisin
a[rcei prau`" ajstoi÷" (line 70). And Hieron became king during the 76th
Olympiad, the 28th Pythiad being at the same time as the aforementioned
[i.e. 76th] Olympiad, so that this epinician ode was composed in every
way and entirely after the later [i.e. 27th] Pythiad, which was about [i.e.
in] the 75th Olympiad. And fitting with the contemporary fortune of
Hieron [Pindar] prays for Chiron to be living on in the folds of Pelion for
the sake of Hieron’s being able to obtain medical treatment by him; for he
was gripped by kidney stones. And they say that Chiron was born from
one of the Oceanids and Cronus.

65. In my copy I found Karkivno" with paroxytone accent. So perhaps
[Aristophanes] shortened it, as Aratus also [did].

66. kovttabo": Athenaeus in book 15 [of the Deipnosophistae] says that it is a
Sicilian game, since the Sicels first invented [it], as Critias the son of
Callaeschrus says in his elegies: kovttabo" ejk sikelh÷" ejsti cqonov",
ejkprepe;" e[rgon (“kottabos is from the Sicilian land, a remarkable thing”).
And Dicaearchus the Messenian, student of Aristotle, in his On Alcaeus
also says that “wine-dregs” itself is a Sicilian word. And wine-dregs is the
wet substance left behind from the drained drinking-cup, which the play-
ers used to throw from above into the kottabos-basin with a closed fist.
And the prize set for the winners in the drinking was also called “kottabos,”
and [so was] the vessel into which they used to throw the dregs, as Cratinus
shows in the Nemesis. And that it was also [made of] bronze, Eupolis says
in the Baptae: calkw/÷ peri; kottavbw/ (“around a bronze kottabos”). And
Plato in the Distressed Zeus explains that kottabos is a type of game suit-
able for a drinking party, [a game] in which the dice-players abandon even
their small utensils. And they used to call the throwing forth of the kottabos
ajgkuvlh (“bend of the arm”) because of the bending the right hand in the
action of hurling out the last drops. And they called the kottaboi ajgkulhtoiv
(“thrown from the bent arm”). And that a prize used to be set out for the
one throwing out [the kottabos], we have already said.

And some [i.e. some kinds of] kottaboi also used to be called to-be-let-
down. And there was [as part of these games] a high lamp [capable of]
being drawn up and descending again, having the so-called mavnh", on
which the disk fell when it was thrown down, and from there it fell into
the basin lying underneath, when it was struck by the kottabos. And there
was a certain precise skill of the throw. And many have mentioned the
mavnh".

And there was another type of game in the basin. And this [the basin]
is filled with water. And on it lay empty saucers, onto which throwing the
dregs from the drinking-cups [the players] tried to sink [the saucers]. And
the one who sank more [than the other players] used to take the kottabos-
prize.
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And that the ones throwing the so-called kottaboi at them [the saucers]
made mention of their beloveds, Achaeus makes clear in the Linus, and
Callimachus: polloi; de; ûilevonte" ajkovntion hJ ¿kon e[raze / oijnopovtai
sikela;" ejk kulivkwn lavtaga". (“And many wine-drinkers, loving Acontius,
threw to the ground the Sicilian dregs out of their cups”). And he called
them Sicilian not unreasonably, since, as we said before, the invention
[is] of the Sicels, and the kottabos was especially valued among them.

67. ojkrivbanta: the speaking-place on which the tragic actors used to com-
pete. But some say [that it is] a three-legged stand, on which the actors
stand and say the things [that come] from aloft.

68. Pouludavma": this Polydamas was from Scotussa, a city of Thessaly, [and
was] a very famous pancration fighter, extremely large, who when he was
among the Persians at the court of King Ochus killed lions and unarmed
defeated armed men.

69. to; trivton tw/÷ swth÷ri: [the expression] has been said metaphorically, based
on the custom in social gatherings; Sophocles [uses this phrase] in his
Nauplius sailing back (TrGF fr. 425). For in them [social gatherings] three
craters [of wine] used to be mixed, and they used to say that the first one
[was] of [i.e. dedicated to] Olympian Zeus and the Olympian gods, and
the second one [was] of the heroes, and the third [was] of Zeus Soter, as
both here and indeed in [Plato’s] Republic (583b). And they also used to
call it [i.e. the third crater] “final,” as Euripides [does in his] Andromeda
(TGF fr. 148) and Aristophanes [does in his] Tagenistae (fr. 520 K–A).

70. ajnh;r eiJ ¿" tw÷n politw÷n (“one of the citizens”): Hippomenes, descended
from Codrus. And the daughter [was] Leimonis. Thus Callimachus [says].

71. pro; Eujkleivdou (“before Euclides”): Eumelus the Peripatetic in his third
[book] about Old Comedy says that a certain Nicomenes made a decree
that no one of those after the archonship of Euclides was to have a share
in the city [i.e. have citizenship], if he did not show [that] both his par-
ents [were] citizens, but that those before Euclides be passed unexamined.

72. suvntagma: that is, a sum of money. And elsewhere too suvntagma is also
used with reference to the arrangement of the soldiers [i.e. military for-
mations]. Whence also in Menander we read the “suvntagma of the rule.”
But the [suvntagma] said by some about a book is not called suvntagma
among the ancients, but rather “written work.”

73. eij" aijtivan: that is, “[into] accusation”, since the council, having been per-
suaded by him [Demosthenes], sacrificed to the gods acknowledging grati-
tude for the death of Philip. On account of this Alexander later sending a
message to the Athenians wrote thus: “Alexander [sends] greetings to the
people, but none to the council.” And the construction is: “he brought the
council into blame for the thank-offering for good news.”
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74. ajstragavlou" tev tina" diaseivstou" (“and some shaken dice”): often
some people used to fasten silver or bronze bells within them [the dice],
so that when thrown they might produce a certain sound and [produce]
enjoyment in the game. These then were called “shaken.” And elsewhere
“dice-cups” [means the things] into which the pebbles are cast, but here
[that word means the things] which the dice-players now call little dice-
boxes.

75. th÷" ijereiva" ejnuvpnion (“the dream of the priestess”): there has been a
mistake about the writing; for what ought to have been written is “[the
dream of the] Himeraean woman”. For Timaeus in his sixth [book] records
that a certain woman, Himeraean by birth, saw in a dream that she was
going up to heaven and being led by someone to view the dwellings of the
gods. There she saw Zeus too [i.e. among others] sitting on his throne, on
which a big and red-haired man was bound with a chain and a collar. So
she asked the one leading her around who [the bound man] was, and he
said: “He is the scourge of Sicily and of Italy, and if he is released, he will
destroy the countries.” And having woken up, later in time she encoun-
tered the tyrant Dionysius with his bodyguards, and when she saw him
she shouted out that he was the man who had been shown [to her] then
as the scourge, and as she said this she fell to the ground having fainted.
And after three months the woman was no longer seen, having been se-
cretly killed by Dionysius. But he [Aeschines] says that the woman was a
priestess, although no one has recorded this.

76. For this reason many of the highly regarded men, not only among the
doctors but also among the grammarians, have made an effort to explain
the man[’s writings] and to bring his words to a more common [type] of
speech. For Xenocritus the Coan, being a grammarian, as Heraclides the
Tarentine says, was the first to undertake to explain phrases of this type.
And as the Citian Apollonius also relates, Callimachus from the house-
hold of Herophilus also [undertook to explain them]. After whom, they
say, Bacchius the Tanagran threw himself into the treatment of the sub-
ject and filled up his allotted time with three treatises, applying to this
[purpose] many pieces of evidence from the poets; in response to whom
indeed Philinus the Empiricist, who was a contemporary, produced a treat-
ment of the subject in a six-book work, although Epicles the Cretan
abridged Bacchius’ glossary in . . . treatises, and Apollonius the son of
Ophis did the same thing, and Dioscurides, the one with the birthmark,
responded to all these in seven books, and Apollonius the Citian wrote
eighteen [books] against [Heraclides] the Tarentine’s three books against
Bacchius, and Glaucon the Empiricist practiced the same thing in one
[book] of very many lines and made in alphabetical order, and in addition
to these Lysimachus the Coan laboriously produced a treatment in twenty
books after writing three [books on this topic] against Cydias the follower
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of Herophilus and three against Demetrius. And of the grammarians there
is none of high repute who passed by the man.

77. But the [part] at the end of the aphorism is found written in two ways, in
some [manuscripts] as was written earlier, h]n de; mhv ti tw÷n sumûerovntwn
ejkkrivnhtai (“and if not any of those things that are useful is excreted”)
and in others without the mhv, in this way, h]n dev ti tw÷n sumûerovntwn
ejkkrivnhtai (“and if any of the things that are useful is excreted”); accord-
ing to the first writing the meaning will be of this sort: “and if any of the
things that are not useful to be excreted is clearly evacuated [from the
bowels], it is not good”; but according to the second [the meaning will be]:
“and if any of the things that are useful to the animal and proper [to it] is
excreted, it is not good.” So the first writing is better.

78. And concerning fractures it is worth noting this much, that although
[Hippocrates] very often names them thus [i.e. katavgmata], and rarely
writes ajgmov", he made the title with the rare [form]. Whence some say
that the writings were not divided by Hippocrates himself, but that both
were written as one entire [work], with the book entitled “On joints” added
to the book that is now before us, and that they were divided later by some-
one into two on account of their bulk, but when they were both one, they
had also as title the phrase “In the doctor’s office” in common. And they
try to supply evidence of this very thing badly, because they say that there
is one work [called] “In the doctor’s office,” of [i.e. by] an ancient man,
Hippocrates the son of Gnosidicus; for indeed [this Hippocrates did] not
[write] the present tiny little book thus entitled, which the great Hip-
pocrates wrote, who seemed the best doctor and writer among the Greeks
themselves; but since he has a discussion in these two books about the
things that are done in the doctor’s office, for this reason they say that
they were entitled “In the doctor’s office,” and that for this same reason
also the order of the teaching is not clear. For in this book, the one about
fractures, he mentions some dislocations, and in the one after it, [which is]
about dislocations, some not inconsiderable discussion about fractures has
been mixed in. And those to whom the books seem not to have been sepa-
rated by someone, but to have been written as two from the beginning, say
[that they were given titles] according to the [subject-matter] that forms the
greater part [of the contents of each book]. For thus they themselves think
that their [i.e. these books’] titles have been made, and beginning from there
they stretch out a long discussion, showing that most of his [Hippocrates’]
books were given titles in this way. And I am not able to say if Hippocrates
himself wrote both the books in one or not in one . . .

79. aJpaxapavntwn: [to be read] as one [word]; for it is instead of “altogether.”
Aristophanes [in his] Peace [line 247] [says] “altogether made into
mincemeat”.
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80. ejûhvbwn: those who happen (to be) up to 15 years [old] are called ephebes.

81. patrw/÷a: when we say patrikav (“paternal”), we are talking about the things
of the father when the father is living, but when [we say] patrw/÷a, [we are
talking about the things of the father when the father is] dead.

82. The scholia from the works of Lucillus Tarrhaeus and Sophocleius and
Theon are written beside [the text]. Tarra is a city of Crete, as Longinus
says in his Philological writings. (ed. Jahn and Vahlen p. 92)

83. wJ ¿lloi mevn rJa (“the others on the one hand”): the crasis is [characteris-
tic] of the more recent Ionic [dialect]. On account of which they blame
Zenodotus because he said that it is necessary to read (at Iliad 2. 1) wJ ¿lloi
mevn rJa qeoiv te kai; ajnevre". For Homer does not use this [type of crasis].

84. hjoi÷ d! eijsanevban: the preposition eij" [is] superfluous. And Dindymus
[is] a mountain of Cyzicus sacred to Rhea, having been called thus on
account of the twin hills reaching up in it, as Philostephanus says (ed.
Müller, vol. iii, p. 29); and all Phrygia is sacred to the goddess. Or it is
called thus because it has two tops.

85. lh÷xin ojrinomevnwn: the stopping and cessation of the force of the winds.
ajktaivh": for the bird [is] of the sea and living on the seashores. And Zeus
too is said to make fifteen days in a row fine, or, as some [say], fourteen,
in order that it may bear its young along the shores, which [days] are called
halcyon days, seven before the birth and seven after the birth. And he has
taken the [material] about the halcyons from Pindar, from the Paeans (fr.
62 Snell–Maehler). And reasonably he called the voice of the halcyon an
omen-bearing cry, for it had been sent by Hera, as Pindar says.

86. ajûlavstoio: Apollodorus in his Lexeis (FGrHist 244 F 240) has defined
a[ûlaston as the ajkrostovlion (terminal ornament). Not well [did he so
define it], since the ajkrostovlion is the top (a[kron) of the prow (stovlo"),
and the beam projecting from the fold and extending as far as the front of
the ship is called “prow”; and [the part] where the name of the ship is
inscribed is called “fold”. Therefore the terminal ornament on the front of
the ship is not the a[ûlaston, but the poet [Homer] teaches that it [the
a[ûlaston] is on the stern, saying “And Hector when he seized it by the
stern, was not at all letting go, having the a[ûlaston between his hands”
(Iliad 15. 716–17). And a[ûlaston has been said by the kinship of the û
to the q: a[qlaston (“undentable”); by antiphrasis, since it is easily dented.
Therefore a[ûlaston is a small board on the stern.

87. Thus, that Aratus has imitated Eudoxus’ description concerning [celes-
tial] phenomena, someone could learn from many [passages] if he com-
pared the prose expressions in Eudoxus to his [Aratus’] verses concerning
each of the things that are said. And it [is] not without profit now too in a
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few [words] to mention [this], because this is doubted by the multitude.
And to Eudoxus are attributed two books about [celestial] phenomena,
agreeing with each other in nearly everything except a very few things. The
one of these is entitled Mirror and the other Celestial phenomena. And
[Aratus] has composed his poem following the Celestial phenomena.

88. Thus that Aratus has composed the Phaenomena having closely followed
Eudoxus, I think I showed sufficiently through the things previously said.
But now we shall reveal [the things] in which these men [Eudoxus and
Aratus] and those who assent to them, among whom is also [i.e. among
others] Attalus, err. And straightaway we shall also set forth in what things
each one of them individually errs.

But it must be explained beforehand that Attalus assents to nearly all the
things said by Aratus about the heavenly [bodies] as [being] in agreement
with the phenomena discussed by him, except on one or two points, which
indeed we shall also show in the following. At least, he speaks this way in the
preface: “On account of which indeed we have dispatched to you both [a
copy of] the book of Aratus corrected by us and the commentary on it, hav-
ing made each thing [in it] both agreeing with the phenomena and conform-
ing to the things written by the poet [i.e. having brought everything in it into
conformity with . . . ].” And again later he says: “Perhaps some will inquire
further: persuaded by what argument do we say that the correction of the
book has been made in conformity with the purpose of the poet?; but we
give in explanation as the most necessary cause the agreement of the poet
with the phenomena.” Since Attalus had this sort of judgement, however
many of the things said in common by Aratus and Eudoxus as we show [to
be] disagreeing with the phenomena, it is necessary to assume that Attalus
too agreed (with them) in asserting erroneously concerning those same things.

5.2.3 Grammatical Treatises

89. Rule 5. Singular: nom. Dhmosqevnh", gen. Dhmosqevnou". The nouns in
-h" compounded from neuters always have their genitive in -ou", [as]
eujgenhv", eujgenou÷" [from] gevno" [and] kakohvqh", kakohvqou" [from] hj ¿qo";
ajgkuloceivlh", ajgkuloceivlou is a (noted) exception. And it is necessary
to know that every genitive ending in -ou" is contracted; therefore it is nec-
essary for the one declining [such nouns] to take the full [form] first and
make the contraction thus: Dhmosqevneo", Dhmosqevnou". [The other forms
are] dat. Dhmosqevnei>, Dhmosqevnei, acc. Dhmosqevnea, Dhmosqevnh, voc.
Dhmovsqene": the [nouns] in -h" having their genitive in -ou" form their
vocative in -e", [as] Dhmovsqene" [from] Dhmosqevnh", Dhmosqevnou". Dual:
nom./acc. Dhmosqevnee, Dhmosqevnh, gen./dat. Dhmosqenevoin, Dhmosqenoi÷n,
voc. Dhmosqevnee, Dhmosqevnh. Plural: nom. Dhmosqevnee", Dhmosqevnei",
gen. Dhmosqenevwn, Dhmosqenw÷n, dat. only Dhmosqevnesi, acc. Dhmosqevnea",
Dhmosqevnei", voc. Dhmosqevnee", Dhmosqevnei".
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90. It is necessary to know that the feminine [nouns and adjectives] ending in
-h make their genitive by the addition of s, as kalhv kalh÷", !Aûrodivth
!Aûrodivth", timhv timh÷", melevth melevth"; whence we assert that the
genitive gunaikov" is declined from the nominative guvnaix and not from
gunhv, since it would have had to be gunh÷" [if it had been from gunhv]; and
that the nominative of the genitive gunaikov" is guvnaix, we have learned
in the teaching of the vocative of qwvrax. These [comments suffice] on these
[points]. And it is worthwhile to investigate why gunhv is indeclinable, for
we do not say gunh÷" [i.e. we do not form the other cases from this stem];
and it is possible to give this defense, that disyllabic [nouns] ending in
-nh [and] having u as penultimate have the u lengthened, as muvnh (both
[in the sense of] “incitement” and [in the sense of] “excuse”), Buvnh (thus
was Ino called later), and Fruvnh (a proper noun); but gunhv has a short u;
reasonably therefore, as being exceptional, it remained indeclinable. These
[comments suffice] on these [points].

91. Concerning proper and common nouns of common and of epicene gender.
Moreover, when nouns are divided according to meaning into proper

nouns, common nouns, and adjectives, the proper nouns are always of a
single gender, either masculine only, or feminine only, such as oJ $Omhro"
[or] hJ Kalliovph. But of the common nouns, however many are indicative
of living beings are for the most part correctly common in gender, i.e. [both]
masculine and feminine, but some are epicene.

[They] are common whenever the same word is uttered with a different
article, such as oJ a[nqrwpo" and hJ a[nqrwpo", [or] oJ i{ppo" and hJ i{ppo".

But [they are] epicene whenever the same word [is uttered] with the
same article, as hJ celidwvn (“the swallow”) is uttered with reference to
[both] masculine and feminine; and when we distinguish the male from
the female, we say hJ celidw;n oJ a[rshn (“the male swallow”) and hJ celidw;n
hJ qhvleia (“the female swallow”); oJ ajetov" (“eagle”) [is] also applied to [both]
the masculine and the feminine, and when we distinguish the female from
the male, we say oJ ajeto;" hJ qhvleia (“the female eagle”) and oJ ajeto;" oJ
a[rshn (“the male eagle”).

92. Katavcrhsi": Catachresis is a word that, [by transference] from the thing
named [by it] properly and etymologically, is spoken with regard to some-
thing else [that is], properly speaking, nameless, as puxi;" calkh÷ (“bronze
box”) and trihvrarco" (“trierarch”). And a box properly and etymologi-
cally is one fashioned from boxwood, but by catachresis we call also
leaden and bronze [containers] boxes; and [we call] trihvrarco" not only
the one ruling a trireme, but also [those ruling] a quinquereme and a
ship with six rows of oars. And we say ajndriav" (“statue of a man”) also
of a [statue of a] woman. And Homer [says] nevktar ejw/nocovei (“he wine-
poured nectar”) not properly speaking, but it [i.e. the act of pouring
nectar] is nameless.
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93. And [Attic speakers] pronounce oJmoi÷o" with a circumflex on the penult,
as also in Homer: @W" aijei; to;n oJmoi÷on a[gei qeo;" wJ" to;n oJmoi÷on. And
this too is regular; for [words] of more than two syllables ending in -oio",
if they are not common nouns, are all circumflexed on the penult, as
geloi÷o", ajlloi÷o", eJteroi÷o", pantoi÷o", and thus also oJmoi÷o". But the
“more than two syllables” was said because of gloiov", ûloiov", [and] kloiov";
and the “not being common nouns” was added because of koloiov", the
name of a bird. But oJmoi÷o" is accented with an acute on the antepenult
according to the koiné usage.

Attic turns s into t in some places, and in other places into x. For it
calls qavlassa qavlatta, and seu÷tlon teu÷tlon, and sumûorav xumûorav,
and suvmbolon xuvmbolon. And it turns s into x only in words beginning
with the prefix suvn and compounded [with it]. And [sometimes] even suvn
itself, by itself, is turned into xuvn, as — — — !Artevmidi xuvn.

94. So pay attention and, according to their numbers, attach the verbs suit-
able to the nouns [i.e. make your verbs agree in number with the nouns],
except those of this sort: ta; paidiva gravûei, ta; wj ¿ta ajkouvei, ta; rJhvmata
lalei÷tai. For here singular verbs follow the plural neuter nouns, as you
see, and it is customary [for them] to be written thus in [the case of] neu-
ters only [i.e. the only plural nouns that can take a singular verb are neu-
ter ones].

Note also (as exceptions) the things that are about to be said: oJ suvllogo"
gravûousin, oJ coro;" ajnaginwvskousin, hJ plhquv" qorubou÷sin, to; sunevdrion
skevptontai. For here plural verbs follow singular nouns, as you see, be-
cause the nouns spoken are indicative of a multitude; for the suvllogo"
(“assembly”) and corov" (“chorus”) and things of that sort are a gathering
of many; to nouns only of this sort, when they are singular, is it possible to
attach plural verbs [i.e. it is possible to attach plural verbs to singular nouns
only if the nouns are of this type].

95. A noun is a declinable part of speech designating a concrete thing or an
incorporeal item (a concrete thing such as livqo", and an incorporeal item
such as paideiva), used generally or particularly (generally such as a[nqrwpo"
[or] i{ppo", and particularly such as Swkravth")—and [there] are five ac-
cidents of the noun: genders, derivational statuses, compositional statuses,
numbers, cases.

Now the genders are three: masculine, feminine, neuter. But some add
to these two others, common and epicene; common such as i{ppo" [or]
kuvwn, and epicene such as celidwvn (“swallow”) [or] ajetov" (“eagle”).

And the derivational statuses are two, underived and derived. So an
underived [noun] is one spoken according to its first formation, such as
gh÷. But a derived [noun is] one having had its origin from another [word],
such as gaihvi>o" (“earth-born”) (attested at Odyssey 7. 324).
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And the types of derived [nouns] are seven: patronymic, possessive, com-
parative, superlative, hypocoristic, derived from a noun, derived from a verb.

96. The acute [accent] has three places: oxytone, paroxytone, which is also
called barytone, and proparoxytone, which is also called penultimate bary-
tone. A [noun] having the acute on the end, such as kalov", soûov", [or]
dunatov", is called an oxytone noun. A [noun] having the acute one syl-
lable before the end, such as !Iwavnnh" [or] Pevtro", is called a paroxytone
noun. A [noun] having the acute two syllables before the end, such as
Grhgovrio" [or] Qeovdwro", is called a proparoxytone noun.

The circumflex [accent] has two places, perispomenon and proper-
ispomenon. A [noun] having the circumflex on the end, such as Qwma÷"
[or] Louka÷", is called a perispomenon noun. A [noun] having the circum-
flex one syllable before the end, such as kh÷po" [or] dh÷mo", is called a
properispomenon noun.

For the grave [accent] is a syllabic accent, that is, it used to be put on
a [i.e. any] syllable not having the principal accent. But in order that the
books not be covered with marks, this does not happen now, but [the grave]
is put in the place of the acute in continuous text: such as a[nqrwpo" kalov".
Behold, here the acute has been put on the -lo", because it was found at
the end. But if you say kalo;" a[nqrwpo", behold in that case the grave has
been put on the -lo", because the a[nqrwpo" was put after those [letters].

97. But many of the manuscripts are incorrect; for the correct form of the
expression is this: “And a double name,” he says, “is two proper nouns
applied to one [person]”; but most of the manuscripts are not thus, but
“[applied] to one proper noun,” utterly senselessly.

98. And there has been a debate about whether the present work is authentic[ally]
of Dionysius Thrax; for some [scholars] have attacked [it] speaking thus,
that the grammarians mention Dionysius Thrax and say that he distin-
guished the appellative from the noun and joined the pronoun to the ar-
ticle; but the present grammarian knows the appellative and the noun [to
be] one part of speech when he says, “For the appellative is subordinated
to the noun as a type [of noun]” (GG i.i. 23. 2), and he recognizes the
article and the pronoun [to be] two parts of speech and not one. So it is
possible to say that that Dionysius was another one: for that [Dionysius]
was a student of Aristarchus, [the Dionysius] who also when he painted a
picture of his own teacher painted Tragedy in his heart, because he
[Aristarchus] [could] repeat every tragedy by heart; but this [Dionysius]
[i.e. the author of the Tevcnh] is the one called the son of Perus. And he
too used to be called “Thrax,” either perhaps because of the roughness of
his voice or because he was also really a Thracian; and [it is] probable that
he was called “Thrax” also by mistake. And the definition of the verb by
both of them also shows that that [Dionysius] is one and this one is an-
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other [i.e. that they are different people]. For this [Dionysius] defines
the verb thus, “A verb is an indeclinable word, showing tenses and per-
sons and numbers, [and] expressing activity or passivity” (GG i.i. 46. 4);
but Dionysius Thrax, as Apollonius says in his Verbal treatise, defines
the verb thus: “A verb is a word signifying a predicate.”

99. ! ¿Hn. No first-person singular indicative verb is seen [to be], in the same
tense, the first person of the singular and the third person of the singu-
lar and the first and third [persons] of the plural, except only hj ¿n. For
Attic speakers say hj ¿n ejgwv and hj ¿n ejkei÷no" [i.e. they use hj ¿n both for “am”
and for “is”]; and Simonides [uses hj ¿n] in the plural with reference to the
first person, as for example in epigrams: hj ¿n eJkato;n ûiavlai, divca dev
sûisin, for [here] hj ¿n [is] instead of hj ¿men. [And in the following we have
hj ¿n for hj ¿san:] th÷" d! hj ¿n trei÷" keûalaiv (Hesiod, Theogony 321) and
kwûoi; d! hj ¿n propavroiqen. And I am not unaware that the verb is spo-
ken [i.e. used] in a variety of other ways.

100. [Words] of more than two syllables [ending] in -ko", if they have long i
in the penultimate syllable, are accented recessively: #Aniko" (proper
name) Kaviko" Grhvniko" Fivliko". But if [they have] the ei diphthong
[in the penultimate syllable], they are oxytone: dareikov" boeikov"
Dekeleikov" Kerameikov". [But] Kamikov", [which is] oxytone and has the
long i, like Palikov", is a (noted) exception.

Possessive adjectives [ending] in -iko" and having a [distinct] feminine
[form] are oxytone: Galatikov" !Italikov" Puqagorikov". But a[diko" is not
possessive [and therefore it is not an exception to this rule]. And hJlivko"
and phlivko" have an acute on the penult; for they are not possessives.

101. Eijmiv. No indicative verb ending in -mi in our dialect has a diphthong in
the penultimate syllable, but only the eijmiv that means “to be.” And I am
not unaware that the tradition writes the [eij ¿mi] that has a recessive ac-
cent with the ei diphthong too; but not correctly, neither according to
its inflection nor according to the Aeolic dialect, as has been shown by
me in [my writings] on orthography. And [the words] “in our dialect” is
added [in the explanation above] since the Aeolians say pavlaimi and
gevlaimi and plavnaimi, and the Boeotians [say] tavrbeimi and poiveimi
and ûivleimi [i.e. since in other dialects there are other mi-verbs with a
diphthong in the penultimate syllable].

102. Nor has it escaped me, that some people argued against the opinion be-
lieved unanimously by all, that a barbarism is a flaw [in] one word , and
a solecism [is a flaw in] the combination of words lacking in concord.
They [i.e. the “some people”] themselves [argued by] introducing [the
idea that] a solecism [can] exist even in one word, if someone should
say ouJ ¿to" about a female or a multitude that is the subject of discus-
sion, offering also other [examples] pertaining to the same silliness [i.e.
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other equally silly examples]. In the first place, [it is clear] that no nomi-
native is formed into a complete sentence without a verb, that is to say,
a verb that does not require another oblique case [i.e. the minimum that
must be added to a nominative to form a complete sentence is an in-
transitive verb]. For ouJ ¿to" peripatei÷ (“this man walks”) is complete in
itself, but not blavptei (“he harms”); for the whom is omitted [i.e. it does
not say whom he harms]. But even if we were to speak thus, tiv" se
e[tuye; (“Who beat you?”) the ouJ ¿to" that is said in reply has in common
[with the preceding question] the verb used: [thus] tiv" kalei÷tai Ai[a";
ouJ ¿to" (“Who is called Ajax?” “This man [is]”). [i.e. even when a nomi-
native like ouJ ¿to" does seem to function as a sentence by itself, a verb
must be understood.] Therefore it is not true that a solecism [can] occur
in one word. . . . Thus ouJ ¿tov" me e[tuyen (“This man beat me”) said about
a female is not an error of the sentence [i.e. a grammatical error], for it
[the sentence] received the necessary thing of the agreement [i.e. it has
the necessary agreement]. Yet at least if, with a female being the sub-
ject of discussion, someone should say au{th me e[tuyan (“She they beat
me”), it is agreed that he will commit a solecism because of the lack of
agreement of the words, even if he speaks correctly as regards gender.

103. So how are they not ridiculous, both those who determined that the
Dorians [i.e. those speaking/writing in the Doric dialect] do not treat
future subjunctives as contracted forms, and those who investigated why
they do not treat [these forms] as contracted? For their reasoning [i.e.
the reasoning of people who make such claims] has arisen from an in-
coherent premise. And the thing that lured [them into] their ignorance
was the homophony [of the putative future subjunctive] that occurred
with the aorist ending in -a [i.e. with the first aorist subjunctive], which
is like this: the augment in [aorist] indicatives is removed at the same
time as the changing of the indicative mood [i.e. is removed when the
mood is changed to something other than indicative]. For from e[lexa
comes the optative levxaimi, and the infinitive levxai, and the imperative
levxon. Thus indeed also in the subjunctive mood the same thing occurred
in consequence when the ending is altered to -w, because also in the
other past [tenses] [i.e. second aorists] the same thing happened: [from]
e[ûagon [2nd aor. indic.] [comes] eja;n ûavgw [aor. subj.], [from] e[dramon
[2nd aor. indic.] [comes] eja;n dravmw [aor. subj.] and in the same way
[from] e[lexa [1st aor. indic.] comes eja;n levxw [aor. subj.], [which is]
similar to the future indicative levxw. For that the construction is not that
of the indistinguishable future [i.e. that the subjunctive levxw we have
here is not the future that in terms of form is indistinguishable from it]
[is] clear from the Syntax in front of you. In which if those listening com-
pletely to the arguments do not share [i.e. if those listening completely
to my arguments do not share the views expressed in this Syntax], they
are stubbornly turning things upside down.

5.2.3 GRAMMATICAL TREATISES
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104. After the constructions of verbs, which we completed in the [book] be-
fore this one, which is the third [book] of the whole treatise, we will also
turn to the constructions of prepositions/preverbs, which need a most
precise demonstration, because the[se] words seem with some parts of
speech to provide the appearance of composition [i.e. they seem to form
compounds], but with others [they seem to provide the appearance of]
juxtaposition, sometimes not being helped by the individual features of
the accents, since most parts of speech imply the singleness of the word,
that is the being one part of speech, through the accent’s oneness [i.e.
with most parts of speech you can tell that something is a single word by
the fact that it has a single accent]; or they show the twoness of the words
through the retention [of the accent] on each word. For Dio;" kovro"
with an acute accent on the penult has its genitive meaning by itself [i.e.
Diov" is a genitive], being similar to Dio;" uiJov", but when it has an acute
accent on the antepenult it is similar to Diovgnhto" and Diovdoto" [i.e. it
is a compound, Diovskoro"]; and euj ¿ now÷ when it has two circumflexes
demonstrates the juxtaposition of an adverb and a verb, and $Ellh"
povnto" having the acute at the beginning, and ejmou÷ aujtou÷ having the
circumflex twice [are each juxtapositions, not compounds]. For these
and the [words] that are similar to these, which are innumerable, when
they come together according to the rule of composition also have the
accent combined [i.e. eujnow÷, @Ellhvsponto", ejmautou÷], but when they
are not thus [i.e. compounded] they have the accent uncompounded as
well [i.e. they have two accents], and, as we said, they demonstrate a
juxtaposition in [i.e. by] the retention of the accent on each word [i.e.
the two accents show that these words are a phrase not a compound].

5.3 TEXTS WITHOUT KEY

5.3.1 Lexica
Contents. Hesychius 105–21; Ammonius 122–6; Timaeus 127–8; Apollonius
Sophista 129–30; Etymologica 131–8; Suda 139.

105. Hesychius, ed. Latte, G 781
goi vdhmi: ejpivstamai
Notes: cf. 4.1.2; g is for digamma.

106. Hesychius, ed. Latte, G 778
goi v: aujtw/÷
Notes: cf. 4.1.2, 4.1.7; g is for digamma.

107. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7643
aj ¿sen: ejnevdhsen (l 61)
Notes: cf. 4.1.7; ejndevw “bind in”; the reference indicates that the entry can be

traced to the Odyssey.
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108. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7279
ajrko vn: scolhvn. Makedovne"
Note: cf. 4.1.12.

109. Hesychius, ed. Latte, G 770
goa÷nai: klaivein. Kuvprioi
Note: cf. 4.1.12.

110. Hesychius, ed. Latte, G 756
govbala: to; o{rion. Foivnike"
Note: o{rion “boundary.”

111. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7307
!Armeqei÷": oiJ eujpatrivdai ejn Kuvprw/
Note: eujpatrivdh" “noble.”

112. Hesychius, ed. Latte, B 685
blavstan: blavsthsin, Kuvprioi
Note: blavsthsi" “sprouting.”

113. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 1330
ajeiûovro": ajeiqalhv". Soûoklh÷" Thlevûw/ (fr. 522)
Notes: cf. 4.1.12; ajeiqalhv" “ever-blooming.” The reference is to TGF and would

now be fr. 580 TrGF.

114. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7273
!Arka;" kunh÷: !Arkadiko;" pi÷lo". Soûoklh÷" !Inavcw/ (fr. 250)
Notes: cf. 4.1.12; pi÷lo" “cap.” The reference is to TGF and would now be

fr. 272 TrGF.

115. Hesychius, ed. Latte, G 753
gnwthv: ajdelûhv: (O 350) Sp h] ejrwmevnh
Notes: the reference indicates that the entry can be traced to the Iliad, and the

Sp shows that the first part of this entry is also in the manuscript designated p

of the Sunagwgh; levxewn crhsivmwn.

116. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 1318
ajeivsito": oJ ejû! eJkavsth/ hJmevra/ ejn tw/÷ Prutaneivw/ deipnw÷n

117. Hesychius, ed. Latte, A 7267
*!Arivwn: oJ i{ppo", Poseidw÷no" uiJo;" kai; mia÷" tw÷n !Erinuvwn AS
Notes: the asterisk indicates that the entry comes from Cyrillus’ lexicon, and the

letters AS refer to the two manuscripts of Cyrillus that contain this entry.

118. Hesychius, ed. Latte, G 736
gnuvpwne": stugnoiv. kathûei÷". a[tolmoi. pareimevnoi. kai; malakoiv,
ajpo; tou÷ eij" govnu peptwkevnai
Notes: stugnov" “gloomy”; kathûhv" “downcast”; pareimevno" (pf. part < parivhmi)

“slack.”

5.3.1 LEXICA
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119. Hesychius, ed. Latte, E 6383
e [sth: stolhv. Kuvprioi. hjgevrqh, i{stato (E 108)
Notes: stolhv “garment”; ejgeivromai “wake up.”

120. Hesychius, ed. Latte, E 6397
@Esti va" cw÷ro": mevro" tou÷ h{pato" ejn qutikh/÷
Notes: hJ ¿par “liver”; qutikhv “art of divination.”

121. Hesychius, ed. Latte, E 6402
e Jstia÷co": oijkourov". oijkw÷nax. kai; Zeu;" par! #Iwsin
Notes: oijkourov" “housekeeper”; oijkw÷nax “master of the house” #Iwn “Ionian.”

122. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 329
nao;" kai; shko;" diaûevrei. oJ me;n ga;r naov" ejsti qew÷n, oJ de; shko;"
hJrwvwn.
Notes: shkov" “sacred enclosure.”

123. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 144
didavskalo" kai; e jpistavth" diaûevrei. didavskalo" me;n gavr ejsti
lovgwn, ejpistavth" de; e[rgwn.

124. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 140
didavxw kai; didavxomai diaûevrei. @didavxw’ me;n ga;r di! eJautou÷,
@didavxomai! de; di! eJtevrou: wJ" @oijkodomhvsw! me;n di! eJautou÷,
oijkodomhvsasqai de; di! eJtevrou.
Notes: understand something like “is said of something that is done” with each

verb discussed; eJtevrou: cf. 4.1.23; the use of the infinitive oijkodomhvsasqai rather

than the first person singular used for the other verbs is not meaningful.

125. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 480
tuvrannon oiJ ajrcai÷oi kai; ejpi; basilevw" e[tasson. @Hrovdoto" (1, 6,
1) ejpi; Kroivsou @turavnnou d! ejqnevwn!, kai; proba;" (1, 26, 1)
@teleuthvsanto" d! !AãlÃuãavtÃtew diedevxato th;n basileivhn!. kai;
!Aristoûavnh" (II p. 1098 M. = fr. 357 K.) ejn Lhmnivai":

@ejntau÷q! ejturavnneuen @Uyipuvlh" path;r
Qova", braduvtero" tw÷n ejn ajnqrwvpoi" dramei÷n!.

e[sq! o{te kai; to;n tuvrannon basileva e[legon, wJ" Eu[poli" ejn Dhvmoi"
(II p. 474 M. = fr. 123 K.) ejpi; tou÷ Peisistravtou.
Notes: basileuv", in the writer’s own time, referred to a king by legitimate inher-

itance, while tuvranno" referred to a king who had seized power; tavssw “apply”;

ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31; probaivnw “continue on”; e[sq! o{te “sometimes.” The references

would now be expressed as fr. 373 K–A and fr. 137 K–A respectively.

126. Ammonius, ed. Nickau, 451
summacei÷n kai; ejpimacei÷n diaûevrei. summacei÷n me;n ga;r levgousi
to; su;n eJautoi÷", ûhsi; Divdumo" (p. 334 Schmidt), ei[t! aujtoi÷" ejpivoien
polevmioi õei[te aujtoi;Õ eJtevroiõ"Õ ejpistrateuvoien. ejpimacei÷n de;
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o{tan tou;" ejpiovnta" ajmuvnwntai movnon. dievstalke Qoukudivdh"
ejn th/÷ prwvth/ (1, 44, 1) levgwn Kerkuraivoi" !Aqhnaivou" summacivan
me;n ouj poihvsasqai, ejpimacivan dev.
Notes: ajmuvnomai “defend self against”; diastevllw “distinguish”; prwvth/: cf. 4.1.33;

summaciva i.e. an agreement to summacei÷n.

127. Timaeus’ Platonic lexicon, ed. Ruhnken, 79. 1–3.
!Edivdaxa. ejpaivdeusa aujto;" di! eJautou÷. !Edidaxavmhn, ejpaideusavmhn
di! eJtevrou, aujto;" ejpimelhqei;" touvtou.
Notes: there are two lemmata here, and the point of the note is the distinction

between them; we would expect ejmautou÷ instead of eJautou÷; ejpimelevomai “have

the charge or management of.”

128. Timaeus’ Platonic lexicon, ed. Ruhnken, 163. 4–6
!Orchvstra. to; tou÷ qeavtrou mevson cwrivon, kai; tovpo" ejpiûanh;"
eij" panhvgurin, e[nqa @Armodivou kai; !Aristogeivtono" eijkovne".
Notes: ejpiûanhv" “prominent”; panhvguri" “festival assembly”

129. Apollonius Sophista, ed. Bekker, 107. 3–4
laossovo" hJ tou;" laou;" soou÷sa, o{ ejsti sobou÷sa kai; ejpi; povlemon
oJrmw÷sa. oJ de; !Apivwn hJ tou;" laou;" swvzousa.
Notes: soevw = seuvw “chase”; sobevw “drive off ”.

130. Apollonius Sophista, ed. Bekker, 106. 15–19.
labreuvetai oJ me;n !Apivwn proglwsseuvei: e[sti ga;r kurivw" lavbron
mevga kata; th;n boravn: to; ga;r la

—
 mevga dhloi÷. metaûorikw÷" ouj ¿n

kei÷tai ejpi; tou÷ megavla boulomevnou dia; to;n lovgon ejmûaivnein. pro;
kairou÷ polulogei÷" kai; lavlo" givnh/, kai; oiJ ¿on ajqrovw" levgei",
ajmevtrw", kai; megalhgorei÷".
Notes: labreuvetai is a corruption of labreuveai (Il. 23. 474, 478), a second-

person form that was altered in the transmission of the glossary because the

definition looked like a third-person form; proglwsseuvomai “be hasty of tongue”

(2nd sing. middle, although it looks like 3rd sing. active); lavbro" “eager”; borav

“food” (the idea is that this word is etymologically present in the second half

of lavbro"); kei÷mai “is applied to”; ejpiv cf. 4.1.31; lavlo" “loquacious”; the last

sentence consists of a string of translations of the lemma, in its original second-

person form.

131. Etymologicum magnum, ed. Gaisford, 617. 30
Oijkh÷a": Oijkeivou", oijkevta", douvlou": oij ¿mai ajpo; tou÷ oijkeu;", wJ"
!Acilleuv".
Notes: tou÷: cf. 4.1.17–18; oijkeuv" is the nominative singular of which oijkh÷a" is

the accusative plural; understand “declined” before wJ".

132. Etymologicum Gudianum, ed. De Stefani, vol. ii, p. 362. 2–3
Dive: para; to; deivw oJ deuvteroç ajovriçtoç e[dion e[dieç e[die, kai; dive
to; proçtaktikovn.

5.3.1 LEXICA
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Notes: parav: cf. 4.1.28; tov: cf. 4.1.17–18; deivw is apparently the verb we know

as deivdw; prostaktikovn: cf. 4.2.13; the writer’s point is that dive is a second aorist

imperative, though in fact it is an unaugmented third-person singular aorist in-

dicative (= e[die), at least where it occurs in Homer.

133. Etymologicum Gudianum, ed. De Stefani, vol. ii, p. 329. 1–2
Daimovnioç: to; ni— i– wJç ejpivqeton: to; mo— mikro;n wJç koinovn. ejk
tou÷ daivmwn daivmonoç.
Notes: understand something like “is written with” after ni, and something like “usual

for” after wJ"; though ejpivqeton is best translated “adjective” and koinovn “common

noun,” the two categories overlap in Greek because common nouns are any type of

noun or adjective that is not a proper name; mikrovn i.e. written with omicron.

134. Etymologicum Gudianum, ed. De Stefani, vol. i, p. 117. 1–3
!Amorraivwn: genikh÷ç tw÷n plhquntikw÷n: o[noma e[qnouç: oJ !Amorrai÷oç,
tou÷ !Amorraivou. oJ de; tovpoç to; mw— mevga kai; e}n r–, oiJ ¿on to; !Amwvrion.
Notes: cf. 4.2.11 for vocabulary; understand something like “is the base form” after

!Amorraivou and “has” after tovpo"; mevga i.e. written with omega; oiJ ¿on: cf. 4.1.40.

135. Etymologicum genuinum, ed. Lasserre and Livadaras, A 515
a[llix (Call. fr. 253,11): shmaivnei de; kata; Qettalou;" th;n clamuvda:
Kallivmaco" (l.c.):

a[llika cruseivh/sin ejpergomevnhn ejnevth/sin.
ajllavssw a[llax kai; a[llix AB, Sym. 611, EM 902. *Methodius.
Notes: clamuv" “cloak”; ajllavssw “change”; a[llax “reversely”; the point of the

last line is that a[llix is derived from ajllavssw via the intermediate form a[llax

(cf. 4.1.20); the letters at the end indicate sources and parallels. The reference

is to Pfeiffer (1949–53: vol. i, fr. 253, line 11).

136. Etymologicum magnum, ed. Gaisford, 635. 4–7
!Orcomenov": Duvo eijsi;, Boiwtiko;" kai; !Arkadikov": ajll! oJ me;n
Boiwtiko;", Minuveio" kalei÷tai: oJ de; !Arkadiko;", poluvmhlo": kai;
toi÷" ejpiqevtoi" diastevlletai hJ oJmwnumiva.
Notes: !Orcomenov" is the name of several cities; poluvmhlo" “rich in flocks”;

ejpivqeton “adjective”; diastevllw “distinguish”; oJmwnumiva “homonymy, ambiguity.”

137. Etymologicum Gudianum, ed. De Stefani, vol. ii, p. 302. 12–14
Gei vnw: to; gennw÷: to; g–ei— divûqoggon: dia; tiv; diovti e[cei ejn tw/÷
mevllonti to; e–. oJ paqhtiko;ç geivnomai, to; trivton geivnetai. kai;
eijç to; Givnomai kai; Gunhv.
Notes: gennavw “beget”; understand something like “is written with” after gei;

divûqoggon: cf. 4.2.4; paqhtikov" “passive”; trivton “third (person)”; eij": cf. 4.1.29;

the point is that because the future is genhvsomai, with an e in the first syllable,

the e must also be present in the other tenses, and therefore the present, which

from its pronunciation could be spelled either geivnw or givnw, must have the ei

diphthong (geivnw) rather than the i alone (givnw).
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138. Etymologicum genuinum, ed. Lasserre and Livadaras, A 122
ajhdwvn: para; to; ajeivdw ajeidwvn, kai; troph/÷ Aijolikh/÷ th÷" ei–  diûqovggou
eij" h– ajhdwvn. a[lloi de; troph;n movnon levgousi gegonevnai tou÷ e–

eij" h– kai; mevnei to; i– prosgegrammevnon B, Sym. 188, EM 361. Orio
28,1+
Notes: ajhdwvn “nightingale”; parav: cf. 4.1.28; ajeivdw “sing”; ajeidwvn is a hypothetical

intermediate form, (though it is possible that in an originally unaccented form of

this entry there was a conflation of ajeidwvn, the form necessary to give ajhdwvn, with

ajeivdwn, the present participle of ajeivdw); trophv “sound change”; i– prosgegrammevnon

“iota subscript.” The view of the a[lloi is that the correct form is ajh/dwvn.

139. Suda, ed. Adler, T 1115
Truvûwn, !Ammwnivou, !Alexandreuvç, grammatiko;ç kai; poihthvç,
gegonw;ç kata; tou;ç Aujgouvçtou crovnouç kai; provteron. Peri;
pleonaçmou÷ tou÷ ejn th/÷ Aijolivdi dialevktw/ bibliva zV, Peri; tw÷n par!
@Omhvrw/ dialevktwn kai; Çimwnivdh/ kai; Pindavrw/ kai; !Alkma÷ni kai;
toi÷ç a[lloiç lurikoi÷ç, Peri; th÷ç @Ellhvnwn dialevktou kai; !Argeivwn
kai; @Imeraivwn kai; @Rhgivnwn kai; Dwrievwn kai; Çurakouçivwn, Peri;
th÷ç ejn klivçeçin ajnalogivaç aV, Peri; th÷ç ejn eujqeiva/ ajnalogivaç,
Peri; ojnomavtwn çugkritikw÷n aV, Peri; th÷ç ejn monoçullavboiç
ajnalogivaç, Peri; ojnomavtwn carakthvrwn aV, Peri; rJhmavtwn ajnalogivaç
barutovnwn aV, Peri; rJhmavtwn ejgklitikw÷n kai; ajparemûavtwn kai;
proçtaktikw÷n kai; eujktikw÷n kai; aJplw÷ç pavntwn, Peri; ojrqograûivaç
kai; tw÷n aujth/÷ zhtoumevnwn, Peri; pneumavtwn kai; trovpwn: kai;
a[lla.
Notes: cf. 4.2.11–13 for vocabulary; katav “during”; the capitalization of Periv

means that the editor considers these to be the titles of the books, not simply

descriptions of their contents; pleonasmov" “redundancy”; parav: cf. 4.1.28;

lurikov" “lyric poet”; klivsi" “declension”; ajnalogiva “analogy, regularity”; aV: sc.

biblivon; though o[noma is usually translated “noun” it also includes adjectives;

carakthvr “declensional category”; aujth/÷ zhtoumevnwn “inquired about in it” (i.e.

its difficulties), or perhaps “sought by means of it” (i.e. its goals); pneu÷ma: cf.

4.2.6; trovpo" “trope.”

5.3.2 Scholia and Commentaries
Contents. Poetry: Homer 140–57; Euripides 158–9; Aeschylus 160–2; Pindar 163–
6; Aristophanes 167–8. Prose: Plato 169–70; Aeschines 171–5; Hippocrates 176–
8. Post-classical: Lucian 179–82; Apollonius Rhodius 183–6; Aratus 187.

140. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 467a (from Didymus?)
ãw ] po vpoi:Ã ejn a[llw/ “wj ¿ pevpon”. AAAAAim

Notes: understand ajntigravûw/ “copy” after a[llw/. The notation at the end indi-

cates the manuscript source: a note written in A between the text and the main

body of marginal scholia.
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141. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 388 (exegetical)
ãxustoi÷si:Ã leivpei dovrasin. TTTTTil

Notes: leivpw: cf. 4.1.35. The notation at the end indicates that the scholion comes

from T, where it was written over a verse of the text.

142. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 427b (exegetical)
ãmin:Ã ajnti; tou÷ aujtou÷, !Attikw÷". TTTTTil

Note the broad definition of “Attic” to include a word that we might think of as Ionic;

tou÷: cf. 4.1.17–18. The point is that the scholiast interprets min as a genitive here.

143. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 450a1 (from Didymus)
ãi Jeme vnwn:Ã dicw÷" !Arivstarco", kai; “iJemevnw/” kai; i Jeme vnwn. AAAAAim

Notes: cf. 4.1.11; dicw÷" “in two ways.”

144. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 737a2 (from Didymus)
ãou j me vn ti:Ã ou{tw" !Arivstarco" cwri;" tou÷ s–. tine;" de; “ouj mevn
ti"”. TTTTTil

Note: cf. 4.1.11.

145. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 554 (from Herodian)
ãajneyiou÷:Ã th;n yi— sullabh;n ejktatevon dia; to; mevtron. AAAAAim TTTTTil

Notes: ejktatevon “it is necessary to lengthen”; this word is interesting because

its failure to scan results from contraction of the earlier genitive ending -oo to

-ou: if the -oo is restored, the i need not be lengthened.

146. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 363b (from Nicanor)
ãnhpie vh /sin:Ã bevltion meta; to; nhpie vh /sin uJpostiktevon. AAAAAint

Note: uJpostivzw “put a comma.”

147. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 639a (exegetical)
Koprh÷o": Kopreu;" Pevlopo" pai÷" tou÷ !Hleivou. e[sti de; kai; a[llo"
Boiwvtio", !Aliavrtou pai÷". TTTTT
Notes: !Hlei÷o" “Elean”; understand Kopreuv" with a[llo".

148. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 488 (from Nicanor)
nh ÷a" a jna ; glaûura v" : bevltion tou÷to toi÷" a[nw sunavptein.
protrevpei ga;r aujtou;" ejpi; ta;" nau÷" oJrma÷n. AAAAA
Notes: the lemma occurs at the beginning of a line, so the question addressed by

this scholion is whether to punctuate before it and take it with the other mate-

rial in its own line, or to punctuate after it and take it with the preceding line.

toi÷" a[nw i.e. the words in the preceding line, protrevpw “urge forward” (the sub-

ject here is the speaker of the lines, Hector).

149. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 626b (from Aristonicus)
deino ;" a jh vth: o{ti ajrsenikw÷" deino ;" a jh vth, ajll! ouj deinhv, wJ"
“kluto;" @Ippodavmeia” (B 742). e[nioi de; ajgnoou÷nte" poiou÷si “deino;"
ajhvth"”. ajll! ouj dei÷ gravûein ou{tw". AAAAA
Notes: o{ti: cf. 4.1.44; ajrsenikw÷" “in masculine form.”
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150. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 563a1 (from Didymus)
aijdomevnwn d! ajndrw÷n: cwri;" tou÷ sundevsmou e[graûen !Arivstarco",
pavntw" i{na ajsundevtw" genovmeno" oJ lovgo" plevon te diasth/÷ kai;
ma÷llon ejmûhvnh/. AAAAA
Notes: suvndesmo": cf. 4.2.10; pavntw" “certainly”; ajsuvndeto" “without conjunc-

tions”; lovgo" “sentence”; dii?sthmi “separate”; ejmûaivnw i.e. stand out.

151. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 414a1, a2 (from Aristonicus)
a[lloi d! a jmû! a [llh /si mavchn ãe jmavconto ne vessinÃ: o{ti ejk
touvtou dieskeuvastai oJ th÷" teicomaciva" stivco" (M 175): “a[lloi
d! ajmû! a[llh/si mavchn ejmavconto puvlh/sin”. AAAAA
o{ti ejnteu÷qen oJ ejn th/÷ teicomaciva/ metapepoivhtai stivco": ajrevskei
ga;r !Aristavrcw/ mivan eij ¿nai puvlhn. TTTTTil

Notes: these two notes, from different manuscripts, must go back to the same

source, and neither is fully comprehensible without the other. The point is that

because there is (in Aristarchus’ view) one gate but many ships, the line with

the plural is more at home here than in book 12 and therefore must have origi-

nated here. o{ti: cf. 4.1.44; diaskeuavzw “prepare”; metapoievw “remake”; the

stivco" in the second note should be taken before metapepoivhtai.

152. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 382a, b1 (first from Herodian, sec-
ond D scholion and exegetical)

nho ;" u Jpe ;r toi vcwn : oujk ajnagkai÷ovn ejstin ajnastrevûein th;n
provqesin, ajlla; suntavssein th/÷ toi vcwn genikh/÷. AAAAA
ãnho;" u Jpe ;r toi vcwn:Ã ajnti; tou÷ uJpe;r tou;" toivcou". | uJyhlovteron
genovmenon to; ku÷ma tw÷n toivcwn th÷" newv". TTTTTil

Notes: These two scholia show the development of interpretation of a passage.

The earliest section is probably the first part of the second scholion (up to the |),

which is a D scholion. Both the A scholion (from Herodian) and the T scholion

build upon that information, but in different ways. Cf. 4.2.10–11 for vocabu-

lary; ajnastrevûw “take in anastrophe” (i.e. move the accent to the first syllable

and assume that the preposition is following its object); suntavssw “take together”;

toi÷co" “side.”

153. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 365b (exegetical)
h [i >e : !Arivstarco" dasuvnei, para; th;n e{sin tw÷n belw÷n: oJ de;
@Hrwdiano;" (2, 95, 26) yiloi÷: ajei; ga;r to; h– pro; ûwnhvento" yilou÷tai.
oiJ de; para; th;n i[asin h] para; to; ijevnai: h{lio" gavr ejstin. e[sti de;
peripaqh;" hJ ajnaûwvnhsi" kai; ejmûantikh; th÷" dunavmew" tou÷ qeivou.
bbbbb (BCE3) TTTTT
Notes: dasuvnw “write with a rough breathing”; parav: cf. 4.1.28; e{si" “throwing”;

yilovw “write with a smooth breathing”; ûwnh÷en: cf. 4.2.4; i[asi" “healing”; the point

of h{lio" gavr ejstin (of which h{lio" is the predicate) is that h[i>o" is an epithet of

Phoebus, who is the sun-god, and the sun is always in motion and involved in

healing; e[sti = ejsti; peripaqhv" “passionate”; ajnaûwvnhsi" “appellation.”
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154. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 545a1 (from Aristonicus)
{sulhvsein. e{ktwr de;} kasignhvtoisi: o{ti kasivgnhtoi koinovteron
oiJ suggenei÷": | shmeiou÷ntai gavr tine" o{ti tou;" ajneyiou;"
kasignhvtou" ejkavloun: oJ ga;r Melavnippo" ajneyio;" hj ¿n $Ektoro".
ajneyioi; dev eijsin oiJ tw÷n ajdelûw÷n pai÷de", w{sper Ai[a" kai;  jAcilleuv",
oJ me;n Telamw÷no", oJ de; Phlevw". AAAAA
Notes: the brackets indicate that the lemma should be only kasignhvtoisi, and

the vertical line marks the point from which this A scholion is paralleled by a D

scholion that may also descend from Aristonicus. koinovteron “in a more general

form,” i.e. in the koiné form; ajneyiov" “cousin”; shmeiovomai “note.”

155. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 619a1 (from Herodian)
hjli vbato" {megavlh}: yilw÷": ajpo; ga;r tou÷ ajlitei÷n ejschmavtistai:
kai; w[ûeilen o{moion eij ¿nai tw/÷ “hjlitovmhno"” (cf. T 118), sugkoph;n
de; e[paqen. didavskei de; kai; to; th÷" sunaliûh÷" o{ti yilou÷tai: “to;n
mevn t! hjlivbato" pevtrh” (O 273). oiJ mevntoi dasuvnonte" ejtumologou÷si
para; to;n h{lion, th;n hJlivw/ bath;n ouj ¿san movnw/. oujk ejpeivsqh de; hJ
paravdosi", wJ" provdhlon ejgevneto ejk th÷" sunaliûh÷". AAAAA
Notes: the brackets in the lemma indicate that the comment is purely about

hjlivbato", an epithet of rocks whose meaning is unknown. The point of the quo-

tation is that the t’ is not aspirated into q’. yilw÷" etc.: cf. 4.2.6; schmativzw “form,”

i.e. “derive”; sugkophv “syncope” (in this case loss of -to-); tov understand some-

thing like “results”; sunal(o)iûhv “elision”; ejtumologevw “derive”; parav: cf. 4.1.28;

batov" “accessible”; th;n hJlivw/ bath;n ouj ¿san movnw/ is a definition of hjlivbato"

according to those who would write it hJlivbato" and is in the feminine accusa-

tive because it agrees with an understood hjlivbaton pevtran, object of dasuvnonte"

and ejtumologou÷si; paravdosi" “tradition” (i.e. the main group of manuscripts).

156. Homer scholia, ed. Erbse, Iliad 15. 741a (from Nicanor)
tw÷ e jn cersi ; ûo vw", ãou j meilici vh / pole vmoioÃ: !Arivstarco"
kata; dotikh;n e[graûen, sunavptwn dhlonovti o{lon to;n stivcon: e[stai
de; ou{tw" to; eJxh÷", tw/÷ ejn cersivn, ouj meilicivh/, tevlo" polevmoio,
oiJ ¿on ejn tw/÷ dovrati, oujk ejn proshneiva/ oujd! ejn ajrgiva/ kei÷tai hJ
tou÷ polevmou swthriva. Dionuvsio" de; oJ Qra/÷x (fr. 20 Schm.) kat!
eujqei÷an ptw÷sin,  w/J ¿ ajkovlouqovn ejsti stivzein ejpi; to; ûo vw" teleiva/
stigmh/÷: kai; e[stai kaq! eJauto; eJkavteron hJmistivcion. oJ de; lovgo":
diovper ejn cersi;n hJ swthriva, proshvneia de; oujk e[sti polevmou. AAAAA
Notes: kata; dotikhvn “in the dative case”; the understood object of e[graûen is

meilicivh/ “gentleness”; dhlonovti i.e. “clearly”; stivco" “line”; to; eJxh÷": cf. 4.1.38;

the distinction between tw÷ in the lemma and tw/÷ in the paraphrase is not rele-

vant to the import of the scholion but comes from a divergent textual tradition:

both tw÷ and tw/÷ are attested for the text of Homer here; oiJ ¿on introduces a sec-

ond, looser paraphrase of the same line; proshvneia “softness”; eujqei÷a ptw÷si":

cf. 4.2.11 and understand something like “puts the meilicivh/”; ajkovlouqo" “in ac-

cordance with”; stivzw “punctuate”; ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31; teleiva stigmhv “period”; kaq!
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eJautov “by itself”; hJmistivcion “half line”; lovgo" “sense” (introducing another para-

phrase); e[sti = ejsti; polevmou “suitable to war, belonging to war.” The refer-

ence is to Moritz Schmidt (1852) and would now be expressed as fr. 17 in Linke

(1977).

157. Eustathius’ commentary on the Iliad, ed. Van der Valk, 1084. 19–21
To; de; “oujde; dh;n cavzeto” to; th÷" bolh÷" gennai÷on piqanologei÷. oJ
ga;r mh; cazovmenov" tino", ajll! ejggu;" dhladh; gegonwv", duvnait!
a]n kai; gennaivan ejkeivnw/ ejntinavxai plhghvn.
Notes: this passage (Iliad 16. 736) is important because the scholia and all the

major manuscripts have a{zeto here rather than cavzeto, but cavzeto could well

be the correct reading (though it is not without its own problems); dhvn “for long”;

cavzomai “withdraw from”; bolhv “stroke, blow”; to; gennai÷on “excellence” (cf.

4.1.26); piqanologevw “speak persuasively about”; dhladhv “clearly”; ejntinavssw

“hurl against.”

158. Euripides scholia, ed. Schwartz, Hecuba 847
kai ; ta;" a jna vgka" oi J no vmoi diwvrisan: metallaktevon ta;"

ptwvsei": e[sti gavr: kai; aiJ ajnavgkai tou;" novmou" diwvrisan. oJ de;
nou÷": deino;n o{ti pavnta sunevrcetai ta; kaka; kata; taujto;n toi÷"
ajnqrwvpoi", kai; aiJ ajnavgkai ta; nenomismevna toi÷" ajnqrwvpoi"
methvllaxan. ejdevdokto ga;r polevmion eij ¿nai th/÷ @Ekavbh/ to;n
!Agamevmnona, ajll! hJ ajnavgkh to; nenomismevnon th/÷ @Ekavbh/
methvllaxen:—MB

kai; a[llw": ejnantivw" eij ¿pen. e[dei gavr: kai; tou;" novmou" aiJ ajnavgkai
diorivzousin: auJ ¿tai ga;r kai; novmwn ejpikratevsterai, ouj to; ejnantivon,
diovti oiJ novmoi ta; eJkouvsia timwrou÷ntai, oujci; ta; ejx ajnavgkh"
drwvmena: wJ" kai; nu÷n hJ grau÷" ejx ajnavgkh" ûivlon poiei÷tai to;n
polevmion:—MB

oJ  de; Divdumo" ou{tw": ma÷llon w[ûeilen eijpei÷n o{ti tou;" novmou" aiJ
ajnavgkai diorivzousin: aiJ ga;r ajnavgkai kai; tw÷n novmwn ejpikratevsterai,
oujc oiJ novmoi tw÷n ajnagkw÷n. kai; nu÷n ouj ¿n toujnantivon eij ¿pen:—M
Notes: the unexpressed subject of the verbs of saying is Euripides (cf. 4.1.43);

metallaktevon “it is necessary to transpose” (from metallavssw “change, transpose”);

diorivzw “determine, define”; nou÷" “sense, meaning”; kata; taujtovn “at the same time”;

a[llw": cf. 4.1.5; ejpikratevstero" “stronger”; eJkouvsion “voluntary [acts].”

159. Euripides scholia, ed. Schwartz, Orestes 331
i {na mesovmûaloi le vgontai: ojmûalo;" kevklhtai hJ Puqw; para;

ta;" ojmûa;" ta;" uJpo; tou÷ qeou÷ crhsthriazomevna". h] para;
to; eij ¿nai ejn mevsw/ th÷" oijkoumevnh" th;n Puqwv. levgetai ga;r to;n
Diva maqei÷n boulovmenon to; mevson th÷" gh÷" duvo ajetou;" ijsotacei÷"
ajûei÷nai, to;n me;n ajpo; duvsew", to;n de; ajpo; ajnatolh÷", kai; ejkei÷se
aujtou;" ajpanth÷sai, o{qen ojmûalo;" ejklhvqh. ajnakei÷sqaiv te crusou÷"
ajetouv" ûasi tw÷n muqeuomevnwn ajetw÷n uJpomnhvmata:—MTAB
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Notes: Puqwv Pytho, the region in which Delphi is located; parav: cf. 4.1.28; ojmûhv

“voice”; crhsthriavzw “prophesy”; oijkoumevnh “inhabited world”; ajetov": “eagle”;

duvsi" “west”; ajnatolhv “east”; ajpantavw + dat. “meet”; ajnakei÷mai is perfect pas-

sive of ajnativqhmi “dedicate”; uJpovmnhma “memorial”; muqeuvw “tell about in a myth.”

160. Aeschylus scholia, ed. Smith, Choephori 899
meteskeuvastai oJ ejxavggelo" eij" Pulavdhn i{na mh; dV levgwsin.
Notes: metaskeuavzw “transform”; ejxavggelo" “messenger coming from indoors”;

the reason four characters could not speak is that most tragedies used only three

speaking actors.

161. Aeschylus scholia, ed. Herington, Prometheus Vinctus 472b
pevponqa" k. t. l.] Tou÷to dia; to; ûiloneikh÷sai Diiv. mesolabou÷si
de; aiJ tou÷ corou÷ th;n e[kqesin tw÷n katorqwmavtwn, dianapauvousai
to;n uJpokrith;n Aijscuvlou.
Notes: the scholiast is attempting to justify the insertion of a few lines of sympa-

thetic comment from the chorus in the midst of Prometheus’ long recitation of

his woes; ûilon(e)ikevw “engage in rivalry”; mesolabevw “interrupt”; e[kqesi" “ex-

position”; katovrqwma “success”; dianapauvw “allow to rest awhile.”

162. Aeschylus scholia, ed. Smith, Septem 311a
Thquvo" de; pai÷de": pavlin tou;" potamou;" ojnomavzei: muqeuvetai
ga;r o{ti oJ Oujrano;" summigei;" th/÷ Gh/÷ ajpevteke to;n !Wkeano;n kai;
th;n Thqu;n kai; a[llou" oujk ojlivgou" pai÷da" te kai; qugatevra". oJ
de; !Wkeano;" migei;" th/÷ Thquvi th/÷ aujtou÷ ajdelûh/÷ ejgevnnhse tou;"
potamou;" kai; ta;" phga;" ta;" ou[sa" ejn tw/÷ kovsmw/, kai; ou{tw"
levgontai oiJ potamoi; pai÷de" Thquvo".
CNaNcNdP2PdSjVWXaXcYYa
Note: muqeuvw “relate (fabulously).”

163. Pindar scholia, ed. Drachmann, Pythian 2. 107
eujsteûavnwn: h[toi uJyhlw÷n, h] euj ¿ teteicismevnwn. stevûano" ga;r
povlew" to; tei÷co".
Notes: h[toi “either”; uJyhlov" “high.”

164. Pindar scholia, ed. Drachmann, Pythian 8. 91
tovqi carmavtwn: wJ" tou÷ !Aristomevnou", pri;n labei÷n ta; Puvqia,
nenikhkovto" ejn oi[kw/, toutevstin ejn Aijgivnh/ ajgw÷na iJero;n !Apovllwno"
pevntaqlon. a[getai de; ejn Aijgivnh/ Delûivnia !Apovllwni.
Notes: the lemma, which literally translated would be “there of joys,” is only a

key to the larger section of text to which this comment applies: to; me;n mevgiston

tovqi carmavtwn / w[pasa", oi[koi de; provsqen aJrpalevan dovsin / pentaeqlivou

su;n eJortai÷" uJmai÷" ejpavgage" (64–6) (cf. 4.1.6); !Aristomevnh" is the dedica-

tee of the ode, which celebrates his Pythian victory; lambavnw i.e. “win”; Puvqia

“Pythian games”; ejn oi[kw/ “at home”; a[gomai “be held”; Delûivnia “Delphinian
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games”; the point of the last sentence is only to give the name of the games where

Aristomenes had his earlier victory.

165. Pindar scholia, ed. Drachmann, Pythian 6. 15
patri ; tew/ ÷ Qrasuvboule: wj ¿ tou÷ Xenokravtou" pai÷. tou÷ton de;
wJ" ûilopavtora kai; proestw÷ta th÷" iJppikh÷" ejpainei÷, oujc w{" tine"
ejboulhvqhsan, hJnivocon. oJ ga;r hJnivoco" Nikovmacov" ejstin, wJ" ejk
tw÷n !Isqmionikw÷n (II 22) dh÷lov" ejstin.
Notes: ûilopavtwr “devoted to one’s father”; proivsthmi “be outstanding in”; iJppikhv

“horsemanship”; ejpainei÷: cf. 4.1.43; hJnivoco" “charioteer”; the !Isqmioni÷kai are

the group of odes we call the Isthmians, so the reference is to Isth. 2. 22.

166. Pindar scholia, ed. Drachmann, Pythian 6. 35
a. Messani vou de ; ge vronto": Messhvnion to;n Nevstorav ûasin
ouJ ¿toi, o{soi uJpevlabon th;n Puvlon th÷" Messhvnh" eij ¿nai, ajll! oujci;
th÷" kata; th;n !Arkadivan Triûuliva". oJ mevntoi $Omhro" oij ¿den
uJpotetagmevnhn th/÷ Lakwnikh/÷ th;n Messhvnhn. ûhsi; gavr (û 13. 15):

dw÷ra tav oiJ xei÷no" Lakedaivmoni dw÷ke tuchvsa":
tw; d! ejn Messhvnh/ xumblhvthn ajllhvloii>n.

b. oJ de; nou÷": tou÷ de; Messhnivou gevronto" taracqei÷sa hJ ûrh;n
ejbova to;n pai÷da. c. a[llw": kai; Pivndaro" to;n Nevstora ejk
th÷" Messhniakh÷" Puvlou ûhsi;n eij ¿nai. triw÷n ga;r o[ntwn tw÷n ejn
Peloponnhvsw/ Puvlwn eiJ ¿" mevn ejstin oJ peri; to;n !Alûeio;n potamo;n
ejn #Hlidi Puvlo", o}n kai; uJJû! @Hraklevo" peporqh÷sqaiv [ûasin]: e{tero"
de; oJ Triûuliako;" Puvlo", ejn w/J ¿ oJ !Amaqovei" potamov": trivto" ejn
Messhvnh/ peri; to; Koruûavsion. eijsi; de; oi{ ûasi tou;" trei÷" Puvlou"
peri; to; Koruûavsion uJpo; to;n Nhleva eij ¿nai: dokei÷ de; tw/÷ Diduvmw/
ejk tou÷ Triûuliakou÷ Puvlou eij ¿nai to;n Nevstora, e[nqa kai; !Amaqovei"
ejsti; potamo;" kaq! $Omhron.
Notes: uJpolambavnw “suppose”; katav “in”; Triûuliva is a place; uJpotavttw “sub-

ordinate, subject”; nou÷" “meaning”; a[llw": cf. 4.1.5; porqevw “destroy, sack”; uJpov

+ acc. “subject to”; Neleus was Nestor’s father. There were indeed three ancient

towns named Pylos, all of which claimed to be the home of Homer’s Nestor (in

part because the information given by Homer about Pylos matches none of them

perfectly), but only the Messenian one was near the Coryphasium (a promon-

tory). The Mycenean palace now called “Nestor’s,” from which come Linear B

tablets identifying the place as Pylos, is near (but not identical with) the Mes-

senian Pylos of the classical period.

167. Aristophanes scholia, ed. Koster and Holwerda, Pax 755a
ajp! ojûqalmw÷ n Kuvnnh" Â: !Eratosqevnh" ajgnohvsa" ta; kata; th;n
Kuvnnan “kuno;"” gravûei, Â◊G

kuno;" wJ" ajkti÷ne" e[lampon. ◊G
Kuvnna de; kai; Salabakcw; povrnai !Aqhvnhsin. Â◊G
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Notes: ta; katav “the facts about”; the indented line is a quotation of the second

half of Pax 755 according to the text of Eratosthenes; !Aqhvnhsin “at Athens.”

The groups of letters indicate that there are three manuscripts from which this

scholion is drawn, but none of them contains all of it: the lemma is only in R,

and the quotation only in ◊ and G.

168. Aristophanes scholia, ed. Koster and Holwerda, Pax 123d
kai; kovndulon Â: Dhmhvtrio" oJ zhnodovteio" metagravûei “kavndulon”:
◊ eij ¿do" dev ejsti plakou÷nto". ajlla; dia; to; “o [yon” peritth; hJ
metagraûhv. Â◊
Notes: the context of the lemma is h]n d! ejgw; euj ¿ pravxa" e[lqw pavlin, e{xet! ejn

w{ra/ / kolluvran megavlhn kai; kovndulon o[yon ejp! aujth/÷, “but if I come back

having done well, you will soon have a big bread-roll and kovndulon relish on it”;

thus Aristophanes made a pun by putting the word kovndulon (“knuckle,” i.e.

thrashing) where a word for food was expected, Demetrius removed the pun,

and the present scholiast defends the original; zhnodovteio" “Zenodotean,” i.e.

student of Zenodotus; metagravûw “change the reading to”; eij ¿do" “type”; plakou÷"

“cake”; o[yon “relish”; perittov" “superfluous”; the letters Â and ◊ are manuscript

designations, and when they come in the middle of the text they indicate that

individual parts of it are found only in one or the other manuscript.

169. Plato scholia vetera, ed. Greene, Apologia 22a
nh; to;n kuvna.

@Radamavnquo" o{rko" ouJ ¿to" oJ kata; chno;" h] kuno;" h] platavnou
h] kriou÷ h[ tino" a[llou toiouvtou.

oiJ ¿" hj ¿n mevgisto" o{rko"
a{panti lovgw/ kuvwn, e[peita chvn, qeou;" d! ejsivgwn.

Krati÷no" Ceivrwsi (fr. 231 Kock). toiou÷toi de; kai; oiJ Swkravtou"
o{rkoi.
Notes: katav “by”; chvn “goose”; plavtano" “plane-tree”; kriov" “ram.” The refer-

ence would now be expressed as fr. 249 K–A.

170. Plato scholia vetera, ed. Greene, Philebus 60d
oiJ.

oiJ ¿ perispwmevnw" eJautw/÷, wJ" nu÷n: ojxutovnw" de; ouJ ¿toi. shmaivnei
de; kai; to; o{pou.
Notes: cf. 4.2.7–8 for vocabulary; nu÷n i.e. in this passage. Note the way the defi-

nitions indicate the different cases of oiJ ¿ and oi{.

171. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 2. 157
339 tou;" Karivwna" kai; Xanqiva"] ajnti; tou÷ @douvlou"!: toiau÷ta ga;r
ta; tw÷n douvlwn provswpa eijsavgetai ejn th/÷ kwmw/diva/, Xanqivou kai;
Karivwno" kai; a[llwn tinw÷n. mgVxLSfi
Notes: provswpon “character”; eijsavgw “introduce.” The point is that Xanthias and

Carion are standard slave names in comedy.
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172. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 1. 29
66 ta; o{pla mh; tivqesai] to; tivqesqai levgetai kai; ejpi; tou÷ ajpotivqesqai
ta; o{pla kai; ejpi; tou÷ peritivqesqai kai; ejnduvesqai, wJ" e[gnwmen ejn
toi÷" Qoukudideivoi" ejn tw/÷ deutevrw/ (2). ejntau÷qa ouj ¿n ejpi; tou÷
peritivqesqai levgei. amgVxLSf
Notes: ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31; ajpotivqemai “take off”; peritivqemai “put on”; ejnduvomai

“get into”; gignwvskw “determine”; Qoukudivdeio" i.e. a commentary or work on

Thucydides; deutevrw/: cf. 4.1.33; ejntau÷qa i.e. in this passage; levgei: cf. 4.1.43.

The reference is to a scholion on Thucydides 2. 2.

173. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 1. 157
315 povrnou" megavlou" Timarcwvdei"] tou÷to Parmevnwn oJ kwmiko;"
e[skwyen eij" Tivmarcon tou÷ton to;n rJhvtora. hj ¿n de; kai; e{tero"
Tivmarco" Tisivou me;n uiJo;" tou÷ @Ramnousivou, !Iûikravtou" de;
ajdelûidou÷" tou÷ strathgou÷. amgVxLS
Note: ajdelûidou÷" “nephew.”

174. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 3. 222
485a Povllin] strathgo;n Lakedaimonivwn, peri; ouJ ¿ kai; oJ !Aristeivdh"
(2, 232 Di.) levgei ejn tw/÷ uJpe;r tw÷n tessavrwn o{ti ouJ ¿to" ejpwvlhse
to;n Plavtwna. xLSf
485b. katenaumavchse de; aujto;n Cabriva" peri; Navxon th;n nh÷son. LS
Notes: uJpe;r tw÷n tessavrwn is a title; pwlevw “sell”; katanaumacevw “defeat in a

sea battle.” According to legend, the philosopher Plato spent a period as a slave,

having been sold to the Aeginetans while in Sicily. The reference is to G. Dindorf,

Aristides (Leipzig 1829), vol. ii, speech 46, marginal number 232; now that ref-

erence would be expressed as speech 3, marginal number 379, in F. W. Lenz

and C. A. Behr, P. Aelii Aristidis opera quae exstant omnia (Leiden 1976).

175. Aeschines scholia, ed. Dilts, 1. 64
147 Krwbuvlo"] Krwbuvlon kalei÷ to;n ajdelûo;n tou÷ @Hghsavndrou to;n
@Hghvsippon to;n misoûivllipon, kaqo; aujto;" ajleivûei th;n keûalh;n
kai; ûilokalei÷ ta;" trivca". krwbuvlo" gavr ejstin eij ¿do" ejmplevgmato"
prw/vhn genomevnou para; toi÷" palaioi÷" tw÷n !Aqhnaivwn, wJ" e[gnwmen
ejn toi÷" Qoukudideivoi" (1, 6). amgVxLSf
Notes: krwbuvlo" “top-knot”; misoûivllipon from misoûivlippo" “hating Philip”;

kaqov: cf. 4.1.44; ajleivûw “anoint with oil”; ûilokalevw “beautify”; eij ¿do": cf. 4.1.41;

e[mplegma “plait”; prw/vhn “formerly”; gignwvskw “determine.” The reference is to

a scholion on Thucydides 1. 6. 3.

176. Erotian’s Hippocratic glossary, ed. Nachmanson, introduction (35 = p. 8)
diovper hJmei÷" kaq! eJkavsthn graûh;n ejklexavmenoi ta;" katagegrammevna"
levxei" dia; me;n tou÷ suggravmmato" dhlwvsomen, oJpoi÷ai tugcavnousi
keivmenai ejn o{sai" te bivbloi" iJstorou÷ntai aiJ mh; sunhvqei", dia;
de; th÷" ejxaplwvsew" ejmûanivsomen povsa shmaivnousi, mimnh/skovmenoi
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kai; tw÷n a{pax eijrhmevnwn kai; ta;" ajnakecwrhkuiva" diduvmoi"
pistouvmenoi marturivai", ta;" de; oujc ou{tw" ajsaûei÷" eij" to; ãe{nÃ
ajnq! eJno;" dhlouvmenon uJpavgonte", prosexaplou÷nte" de; kai; ta;" para;
toi÷" a[lloi" tevleon paraleleimmevna". tov te ga;r tevrqron tou÷ pavqou"
oujdei;" aujtw÷n ejxhgei÷tai kai; ta;" aijqovlika" kai; to; kercnw÷de" kai;
ta;" termivnqou" tov te qhriw÷de" kai; to; skordivnhma kai; to;n ski÷ron
kai; th;n ejknuph;n mhvtran kai; to; ejphlugavzesqai tav te aiJmovkercna
kai; to; ûollikw÷de" kai; to; e[naimon neu÷ron kai; to; i[ktar kai; a[lla"
pleivou" levxei", uJpe;r wJ ¿n ejn toi÷" kata; mevro" ejrou÷men.
Notes: ejklevgw “pick out”; suvggramma “treatise”; ejxavplwsi" “explanation”; kei÷mai

“be attested”; iJstorevw “record”; a a{pax eijrhmevnon is what we call a hapax lego-

menon; ajnakecwrikwv" “obsolete”; pistovomai “guarantee,” i.e. cite attestations

of; to; ãe{nÃ ajnq! eJno;" dhlouvmenon i.e. a regime of one explanation or citation per

word; uJpavgw eij" “bring under”; prosexaplovw “explain additionally”; tevleon “com-

pletely”; tevrqron “crisis”; aijqovlix “pustule”; kercnwvdh" “rough”; tevrminqo" “tere-

binth,” i.e. a swelling like the fruit of the terebinth tree; qhriwvdh" “malignant”;

skordivnhma “stretching”; ski÷ro" “hardened tumor”; ejknupov" “distended” (perhaps);

mhvtra “womb”; ejphlugavzomai “be suppressed”; aiJmovkercnon “cough with blood-

spitting”; ûollikwvdh" “scabby”; e[naimon neu÷ron “vein”; i[ktar “female genitalia.”

177. Galen, commentary on Hippocrates’ Aphorisms, 5. 13 (Kühn xvii.ii.
797–8)

@Okovsoi aiJ ¿ma ajûrw÷de" ptuvousi, toutevoisin ejk tou÷ pneuvmono" hJ
ajnagwgh; givnetai.

——————

Kai; tw÷n ajntigravûwn ta; polla; kai; tw÷n ejxhghsamevnwn to; biblivon
oujk ojlivgoi i[sasi kata; thvnde th;n levxin to;n ajûorismo;n gegrammevnon,
oJkovsoi ajûrw÷de" aiJ ¿ma ejmevousi. kaiv tinev" ge th;n ejxhvghsin aujtou÷
poiouvmenoi plh÷qo" ejndeivknusqaiv ûasi tou[noma kai; dia; tou÷to ajpo;
tou÷ kurivou metenhnevcqai. prodhvlw" d! ouJ ¿Jtoi katayeuvdontai tou÷
ûainomevnou. pollavki" ga;r wj ¿ptai ptuvsi" ai{mato" ajûrwvdou" a[neu
plhvqou" gegenhmevnh. eij me;n ouj ¿n o[ntw" uJû! @Ippokravtou" ou{tw"
ejgravûh, katakecrh÷sqai th/÷ proshgoriva/ ûhvsomen aujtovn.
Notes: the first sentence is Hippocrates’ aphorism and is therefore in literary Ionic,

the dialect in which Hippocrates wrote; the material below the horizontal line is

Galen’s commentary, in Attic—but watch for unmarked quotations from Hip-

pocrates. The problem the note addresses is the precise difference in meaning

between ejmevw and ptuvw, and whether Hippocrates was aware of that difference.

oJkovso" = oJpovso";ajûrwvdh" “foamy”; ajnagwghv “bringing up” (of the blood); ajntivgraûon

“copy”; ejxhgevomai “explain,” “write a commentary on”; ajûorismov" “aphorism” (a short

pithy maxim, in this case the one appearing as the lemma), thvnde i.e. ejmevousi; ejmevw

“vomit”; plh÷qo" i.e. a large quantity of blood; ejndeivknumai “indicate”; kuvrio" “proper

meaning”; metaûevrw “use metaphorically”; katayeuvdomai “speak falsely of”; ou{tw"

i.e. with ejmevousi; katacravomai “misuse”; proshgoriva “word.”
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178. Galen, glossary, introduction (Kühn xix. 63–5)
o{qen e[moige kai; qaumavzein ejph÷lqe tw÷n a{pasan ejxhgei÷sqai th;n
@Ippokravtou" levxin ejpaggeilamevnwn, eij mh; sunivasin o{ti pleivw
paraleivpousin wJ ¿n didavskousi. polla; gou÷n bibliva Dioskourivdh"
gravya", oujc oJ ejpiklhqei;" Faka÷", oJ @Hroûivleio", ajll! oJ newvtero"
oJ kata; patevra" hJmw÷n oujc o{pw" to; h{misu mevro", ajll! oujde;
to; trivton h] tevtarton ejxhghvsato th÷" o{lh" levxew": touvtw/ mevn
ge pro;" toi÷" a[lloi" kai; duvo tau÷ta ejx ejpimevtrou kaq! o{lon
peplhmmevlhtai to;n lovgon: ojnomavtwn te saûestavtwn mnhmoneuvein
mh; o{ti pollh÷", ajlla; mhde; ejlacivsth" ejxhghvsew" deomevnwn kai;
touvtwn aujtw÷n pleonavki". tau÷tav te ouj ¿n hJmei÷" periivdomen kai; pro;"
touvtoi" e[ti to; dihgei÷sqai th;n ijdevan eJkavstou ûutou÷ kai; botavnh"
kai; tw÷n metalleuomevnwn: h[dh de; kai; tw÷n ijcquvwn kai; tw÷n zwvwn
o{lwn o{swn a]n eJkavstote tuvch/ memnhmevno" oJ @Ippokravth", a{per oJ
Dioskourivdh" oujk aijdei÷tai metagravûwn ejk tw÷n Nivgrou te kai;
Pamûivlou kai; Dioskourivdou" tou÷ !Anazarbevw" kai; pro; touvtwn
Krateuva te kai; Qeoûravstou kai; @Hrakleivdou tou÷ Tarantivnou kai;
a[llwn murivwn: ou{tw" de; kai; povlewn ojnovmata dihgei÷tai gnwrimwtavtwn
kai; a[strwn oJmoivw" ejpiûanestavtwn, a} mhde; a]n pai÷" ajgnohvseie:
tau÷ta de; kai; a[lloi polloi; tw÷n ejxhghsamevnwn aJmartavnousin. eij
toivnun tau÷tav ti" perievloi pavnta, ta;" glwvtta" a]n ejxhghvsato
movna", w{sper oJ @Hrovûilo" ejpoivhse kai; Bakcei÷o", !Aristavrcou
tou÷ grammatikou÷ to; plh÷qo" aujtw/÷ tw÷n paradeigmavtwn ajqroivsanto",
w{" ûasin.
Notes: levxi" “vocabulary”; wJ ¿n attracted relative pronoun with omitted anteced-

ent in genitive of comparison; ejpikalevomai “be surnamed”; ûaka÷" “having a birth-

mark”; @Hroûivleio" “follower of Herophilus”; katav + acc. “around the time of”;

oujc o{pw" . . . ajll! oujdev “not only not . . . but not even”; ejx ejpimevtrou “in ad-

dition”; plhmmelevomai “be done wrongly”; o[noma “word”; mh; o{ti . . . ajlla;

mhdev “not only not . . . but not even”; pleonavki" “frequently”; ûutovn “plant”;

botanhv “herb”; metalleuwv “mine” (as for ore or crystals); ijcquvwn is gen.

after ijdevan; metagravûw “copy out”; Krateuva is gen. sing.; murivoi “countless”;

tw÷n understand biblivwn; periairevw “strip away”; aujtw/÷ refers to Bacchius

and makes the gen. absolute equivalent to a relative clause; paravdeigma

“example.”

179. Lucian scholia, ed. Rabe, Pro lapsu 5
to;* pentavgrammon] o{ti to; ejn th/÷ sunhqeiva/ legovmenon pevntalûa
suvmbolon hj ¿n pro;" ajllhvlou" Puqagoreivwn ajnagnwristiko;n kai;
touvtw/ ejn tai÷" ejpistolai÷" ejcrw÷nto: o{ ejsti tou÷to ✩. ~ ◊Çû
Notes: the asterisk in the lemma indicates that although the scholion had no

lemma, in at least one manuscript it was linked by a sign to the tov; o{ti: cf. 4.1.44;

pevntalûa “pentagram”; sunhvqeia “ordinary usage”; ajnagnwristikov" “for rec-

ognition”; the symbols at the end refer to manuscripts.
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180. Lucian scholia, ed. Rabe, Apologia 2
rJh vtran] rJh÷trai: sunqh÷kai, oJmologivai. Taranti÷noi de; novmou" kai;
oiJ ¿on yhûivsmata. para; Lakedaimonivoi" de; rJhvtra Lukouvrgou novmo"
wJ" ejk crhsmou÷ tiqevmeno". oiJ de; rJhvtra" oJmologiva", oiJ de; suggravmmata,
kai; rJhtroûuvlaka" tou;" suggrammatoûuvlaka". ~ D
Notes: sunqhvkh “treaty”; oiJ ¿on “as it were”; suggrammatoûuvlax “keeper of books.”

The definitions given here fit the main usages of the word, but not the particu-

lar passage of Lucian in question here, where rJhvtra means “speech.”

181. Lucian scholia, ed. Rabe, Soloecista 5
patriwvth"*] oJmohvqh" ga;r e[dei eijpei÷n, oJmovglwsso", oJmovnomo".
to; de; patriwvth" ejpi; barbavrwn: oiJ bavrbaroi ga;r ou{tw" ajllhvlou"
ûasi;n ajnti; tou÷ polivth", kai; i[sw" o{ti mh; kata; povlei" oijkou÷sin.
Plavtwn mevntoi kai; ejû! @Ellhvnwn ejn toi÷" Novmoi" [VI 771 D] tw/÷
patriwvth" ejcrhvsato. ~ G2Ç◊MOËW
Notes: the point of this scholion, like most of those to the Soloecista, is to ex-

plain the grammatical errors that Lucian deliberately committed in this piece;

mhv is probably for ouj.

182. Lucian scholia, ed. Rabe, Phalaris 1. 7
turavnnou" soûouv"] peri; Periavndrou tou÷ Kuyevlou levgei, o}"
tw÷n eJpta; me;n par!  {Ellhsi soûw÷n eiJ ¿", Korivnqou de; th÷" pro;" tw/÷
!Isqmw÷/ Peloponnhvsou tuvranno" hj ¿n. touvtou kai; ajpovûqegma ejn
Delûoi÷" ajnevkeito tou÷to @qumou÷ kravtei!. hj ¿san de; kai; tw÷n a[llwn
soûw÷n ajpoûqevgmata, a} kai; aujta; Puqoi÷ ajnevkeito, tau÷ta: Kleobouvlou
Lindivou @mevtron a[riston!, Ceivlwno" Lakedaimonivou @gnw÷qi sautovn!,
Pittakou÷ de; tou÷ Mitulhnaivou @mhde;n a[gan!, Sovlwno" !Aqhnaivou
@tevlo" o{ra makrou÷ bivou!, Bivanto" de; Prihnevw" @oiJ plevone" kakoiv!,
Qavlhto" Milhsivou @ejgguva, pavra d! a[ta!. ~ BûNOÍËWD
Notes: ajpovûqegma “saying”; Puqoi÷ “at Delphi”; kratevw + gen. “control”; note the

fluctuation between hj ¿san and ajnevkeito in the number of a verb with a neuter

plural subject; ejgguva (= ejgguvh) “pledge”; pavra = pavresti; a[ta = a[th.

183. Apollonius Rhodius scholia, ed. Wendel, 1. 436
qheuvmenoç: to; qhei÷çqai $Omhroç ejpi; tou÷ qaumavzein tivqhçin (k
180): @qhhvçant! e[laûon!: oJ de; !Apollwvnioç ejpi; tou÷ blevpein. Ò
Notes: qhevomai = qeavomai “behold”; understand punctuation before $Omhro";

ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31.

184. Apollonius Rhodius scholia, ed. Wendel, 2. 896
ã!Ergi ÷noç:Ã @Hrovdwroç (31 fg 55 J.) !Ergi÷novn ûhçi kubernh÷çai th;n
!Argw; meta; to;n qavnaton Tivûuoç.
Notes: kubernavw “steer.” The reference is to FGrHist author 31, fr. 55.

185. Apollonius Rhodius scholia, ed. Wendel, 1. 936–49q
e jn d! h {rwç Aijnh vioç: o{ti Aijneu;ç Qettalo;ç w]n to; gevnoç w[/khçen
ejn @Ellhçpovntw/. ghvmaç de; Eujçwvrou baçilevwç tw÷n Qra/kw÷n Aijnhvthn,
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genna/÷ Kuvzikon, ajû! ouJ ¿ hJ povliç. Eujçwvrou de; uiJo;ç !Akavmaç, o}n
$Omhroç ejn th/÷ Boiwtiva/ (B 844) hJgei÷çqai Qra/kw÷n a{ma tw/÷ Peivrw/
ãûhçivnÃ.
Notes: Aijnhvth is a woman’s name; hJ povli" i.e. Cyzicus, understand “is named.”

186. Apollonius Rhodius scholia, ed. Wendel, 1. 1207b
tovûra d! $Ulaç: to;n $Ulan oJ me;n !Apollwvnioç Qeiodavmantovç
ûhçin uiJo;n eij ¿nai, @Ellavnikoç (4 fg 131 b J.) de; Qeiomevnouç.
!Antikleivdhç de; ejn Dhliakoi÷ç (140 fg 2 J.) iJçtovrhçen ouj to;n $Ulan
eijç th;n uJdreivan ejxelhluqevnai, ajlla; to;n $Ullon, kai; ajneuvreton
genevçqai. ejgevnonto de; polloi; ejrwvmenoi @Hraklevouç: $Ulaç,
Filokthvthç kai; Divomoç kai; Pevrinqoç kai; Trivgx, ajû! ouJ ¿ povliç
th÷ç Libuvhç. Çwkravthç de; ejn tw/÷ Pro;ç Eijdovqeovn (fg 9 M. IV 498)
ûhçi to;n $Ulan ejrwvmenon Poluûhvmou kai; oujc @Hraklevouç genevçqai.
#Onaçoç de; ejn aV !Amazonikw÷n (41 fg 1 a J.) ajlhqevçteron th;n iJçtorivan
ejktivqetai, oujc hJrpavçqai aujto;n uJpo; numûw÷n, ajlla; kathnevcqai
aujto;n eijç krhvnhn kai; ou{twç ajpoqanei÷n.

ajprepe;ç de; neanivan uJdrivan baçtavzein: $Omhroç (h 20) de; prepovntwç
parqevnon. piqanwvteron de; hj ¿n ajmûoreva eijpei÷n, wJç Kallivmacoç
(fg 546 Schn.).
Notes: tovûra “meanwhile”; iJstorevw “record”; uJdreiva “water-drawing”; ajneuvreto"

“undiscovered, lost”; ajû! ouJ ¿ understand “is named”; Swkravth": not the philoso-

pher, but a later writer (probably Socrates of Argos, who lived in the Hellenistic

period); prov" “against”; aV i.e. book 1; ejktivqemai “set forth”; kataûevrw “draw

down”; krhvnh “well, spring”; ajprephv" “unseemly”; uJdriva “water jar”; bastavzw

“carry”; parqevnon understand something like “had carry a water jar”; piqanov"

“plausible”; hj ¿n sc. a[n; ajmûoreuv" “amphora”; the point is that since a hydria was

a girl’s tool (because carrying water was girls’ work), if a male had to be made to

carry water (as was necessary for the all-male Argonaut expedition) he ought to

use a more manly container for it. The references are to FGrHist author 4, fr.

131b; FGrHist author 140, fr. 2, Müller (see notes to exercise 84 above), now

replaced by FGrHist author 310, fr. 15; FGrHist author 41, fr. 1a; and an out-

dated edition of Callimachus now cited as fr. 596 in Pfeiffer (1949–53).

187. Hipparchus’ commentary on Aratus, 1. 2. 5–7
Prw÷ton me;n ouj ¿n oJ #Arato" ajgnoei÷n moi dokei÷ to; e[gklima tou÷
kovsmou nomivzwn ejn toi÷" peri; th;n @Ellavda tovpoi" toiou÷ton eij ¿nai,
w{ste th;n megivsthn hJmevran lovgon e[cein pro;" th;n ejlacivsthn to;n
aujto;n, o}n e[cei ta; eV pro;" ta; gV. levgei ga;r ejpi; tou÷ qerinou÷ tropikou÷:

497 tou÷ mevn, o{son te mavlista, di! ojktw; metrhqevnto"
pevnte me;n e[ndia strevûetai kai; uJpevrtera gaivh",
ta; triva d! ejn peravth/.

sumûwnei÷tai dhv, diovti ejn me;n toi÷" peri; th;n @Ellavda tovpoi" oJ
gnwvmwn lovgon e[cei pro;" th;n ijshmerinh;n skiavn, o}n e[cei ta; dV
pro;" ta; gV. ejkei÷ dh; toivnun hJ megivsth hJmevra ejsti;n wJrw÷n ijshmerinw÷n
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idV kai; triw÷n e[ggista pempthmorivwn, to; de; e[xarma tou÷ povlou
moirw÷n lzV wJ" e[ggista. o{pou de; hJ megivsth hJmevra lovgon e[cei
pro;" th;n ejlacivsthn, o}n e[cei ta; eV pro;" ta; gV, ejkei÷ hJ me;n megivsth
hJmevra ejsti;n wJrw÷n ieV, to; de; e[xarma tou÷ povlou moirw÷n maV wJ"
e[ggista. dh÷lon toivnun o{ti ouj dunato;n ejn toi÷" peri; th;n @Ellavda
ãtovpoi"Ã to;n proeirhmevnon eij ¿nai lovgon th÷" megivsth" hJmevra" pro;"
th;n ejlacivsthn, ajlla; ma÷llon ejn toi÷" peri; to;n @Ellhvsponton tovpoi".
Notes: ajgnoevw “be in error about”; e[gklima “inclination, tilt”; toiou÷ton for toiou÷to;

lovgo" “ratio”; the Greeks said “has the same ratio that x has to y” where we would

say “has a ratio of x : y”; ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31; qerino;" tropikov" “summer solstice”;

tou÷ mevn supply “circle” here; o{son te mavlista “as closely as possible”; di! ojktwv

“into eight [parts]”; metrevw “measure”; e[ndio" “in the sky”; peravth “opposite

side”; sumûwnevw “agree”; diovti “that” (cf. 4.1.44); gnwvmwn “gnomon” (pointer

on a sundial); ijshmerinov" “equinoctial”; toivnun “therefore”; e[ggista “approxi-

mately”; pempthmovrion “fifth”; e[xarma “elevation”; povlo" “pole” (i.e. North pole);

moi÷ra “degree (of arc).”

5.3.3 Grammatical Treatises
Contents. Theodosius 188; Choeroboscus 189; Michael Syncellus 190; Trypho
191; Gregory of Corinth 192–3; Dionysius Thrax 194–7; Herodian 198–200;
Apollonius Dyscolus 201.

188. Theodosius, Canons (from GG iv.i), 68. 1ff.
Peri; eujktikw÷n

Eujktika; ejnerghtikav.
Crovnou ejneçtw÷toç kai; paratatikou÷.

@Enikav. Tu vptoimi: pa÷ça metoch; ejnerghtikhv, to; tevloç th÷ç
genikh÷ç trevyaça eijç mi— kai; pro; tou÷ m– dexamevnh to; i– paraithçamevnh
te ta; mh; dunavmena çu;n aujtw/÷ ajkouçqh÷nai çtoicei÷a, to; eujktiko;n
ejnerghtiko;n poiei÷, tuvptwn tuvptontoç tuvptoimi, tetuûwvç tetuûovtoç
tetuvûoimi: eij mevntoi ei[h eijç ç– ojxuvtonoç hJ metoch; dia; tou÷ nt—

klinomevnh, to; tevloç th÷ç genikh÷ç oujk eijç mi— ajll! eijç hn— trevpetai,
doqeivç doqevntoç doqeivhn, çtavç çtavntoç çtaivhn. tuvptoiç: pa÷n rJh÷ma
eijç mi— lh÷gon troph/÷ th÷ç mi— eijç ç– to; deuvteron poiei÷, levgoimi levgoiç,
tivqhmi tivqhç.
Notes: cf. 4.2.7, 10, 11, 13 for vocabulary; paraitevomai “reject” (i.e. dropping

any part of the genitive stem that cannot easily precede i, e.g. the ûilouv-imi from

ûilou÷nto" becomes ûiloi÷mi); stoicei÷on “letter”; deuvteron [provswpon] “second

person.”

189. Choeroboscus, commentary on Theodosius (from GG iv.i), 333. 5ff.
!Içtevon o{ti ta; eijç wç— ojxuvtona qhluka; duvo tau÷tav eijçi, to; aijdwvç
kai; hjwvç, kai; eijç o–uç— e[couçi th;n genikhvn, oiJ ¿on aijdou÷ç kai; hjou÷ç, kai;
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di! o{lou klivnontai w{çper ta; eijç w– qhluka; ejn aJpavçaiç tai÷ç ptwvçeçi:
to; de; dwvç, o} çhmaivnei th;n dovçin, wJç par! @Hçiovdw/ <Opp. 356>
dw;ç a jgaqhv, a {rpax de ; kakhv, qanavtoio do vteira, ojxuvnetai
kai; qhlukovn ejçtin, e[çti de; a[kliton, wJç maqhçovmeqa: ijçtevon de;
o{ti to; aijdwvç Filhta÷ç oJ didavçkaloç Qeokrivtou cwri;ç tou÷ ç–

prohnevgkato, eijpwvn ajgaqh; d! ejpi; h[qeçin aijdwv. Ta; de; baruvtona
ajpobolh/÷ tou÷÷ ç– poiou÷çi th;n genikhvn, oJmoivwç de; kai; ta; periçpwvmena,
kai; ejpidevcontai klivçin oJmoivan toi÷ç eijç wç— !Attikoi÷ç ejn aJpavçaiç
tai÷ç ptwvçeçin, oiJ ¿on hJ Kw÷ç th÷ç Kw÷, hJ Tlw÷ç th÷ç Tlw÷, hJ Krw÷ç th÷ç
Krw÷ (eijçi; de; tau÷ta ojnovmata povlewn), hJ a{lwç th÷ç a{lw: to; ga;r
a{lwoç ptai÷çma newterikovn ejçti . . .
Notes: cf. 4.2.7–9, 11 for vocabulary; o{lou “the whole paradigm”; Opp. is a ref-

erence to the Works and Days; dovsi" “giving”; a[klito" “indeclinable” (here des-

ignating a word that does not occur in oblique cases, rather than one that keeps

its nominative form in other cases); Filhta÷" (nom.) was an important pre-

Alexandrian scholar and poet; proûevromai “use, cite”; ajpobolhv “dropping”;

!Attikav probably refers here to words like lewv" and newv" that belonged to the

“Attic declension” only in Attic and followed the normal second-declension para-

digm (laov", naov") in the koiné; ptai÷sma “error”; newterikov" “more recent.”

190. Michael Syncellus, ed. Donnet (1982), 15. 96ff.
Toivnun ta; ejpivqeta oJmoiogenw÷" kai; oJmoioptwvtw" toi÷" kurivoi" te
kai; proshgorikoi÷" suntavssontai di! o{lwn tw÷n ptwvsewn kai; ajriqmw÷n:
eja;n ga;r wj ¿si ta; kuvria h] ta; proshgorika; ajrsenika; h] qhluka; h]
oujdevtera, oJmoivw" kai; ta; ejpivqeta schmativzontai, oiJ ¿on: ajrseniko;n
mevn “oJ soûo;" $Omhro", tou÷ soûou÷ @Omhvrou, tw/÷ soûw/÷ @Omhvrw/, to;n
soûo;n $Omhron, wj ¿ soûe; $Omhre”: kai; a[cri tw÷n dui>kw÷n kai; plhquntikw÷n,
wJ" e[ûamen: qhluko;n de; oiJ ¿on “hJ soûh; Kalliovph, th÷" soûh÷" Kalliovph",
th/÷ soûh/÷ Kalliovph/, th;n soûh;n Kalliovphn, wj ¿ soûh; Kalliovph”: kai;
ejpi; oujdetevrwn wJsauvtw", oiJ ¿on “to; soûo;n paidivon, tou÷ soûou÷ paidivou,
tw/÷ soûw/÷ paidivw/, to; soûo;n paidivon, wj ¿ soûo;n paidivon.” . . .

Eijsi; dev tina digenh÷ movnon a} pote; me;n wJ" proshgorika; lambavnontai,
pote; de; wJ" ejpivqeta, oiJ ¿on “oJ ûugav", kai; hJ ûugav", oJ ejqav", kai; hJ
ejqav", oJ polivth", kai; hJ poli÷ti", oJ a[nax kai; hJ a[nassa, oJ basileuv"
kai; hJ basivlissa, kai; hJ basiliv"”: kai; tau÷ta pro;" me;n ta; proshgorika;
h] kuvria tassovmena tavxin ejpiqetikh;n e[cei, oiJ ¿on “oJ a[nax ajnhvr, hJ
a[nassa gunhv, oJ basileu;" Kwnstanti÷no", hJ basivlissa kai; hJ basili;"
@Elevnh, oJ proûhvth" a[nqrwpo" kai; hJ proûh÷ti" gunhv, oJ proûhvth"
Samouvhl kai; hJ proûh÷ti" #Anna”: ejpiqevtoi" de; sumplekovmena
proshgorika; givnontai, oiJ ¿on “oJ kalo;" basileuv" kai; hJ kalh; basivlissa
kai; basiliv", oJ eujkleh;" polivth" kai; hJ eujkleh;" poli÷ti"”:
Notes: cf. 4.2.11–12 for vocabulary; oJmoiogenw÷" i.e. agreeing in gender; schmativzw

“form”; a[cri “as far as”; digenhv" “of two genders”; pote; mevn i.e. sometimes; tavxi"
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ejpiqetikhv “adjectival position” i.e. between the article and its noun (often called

“attributive position” now).

191. Trypho, Peri; paqw÷n, from TLG version of Schneider, 1. 1ff.
Ta; th÷" levxew" pavqh eij" duvo genikwvtata diairou÷ntai, posovn te
kai; poiovn. ei[dh tou÷ me;n posou÷ e[ndeia kai; pleonasmov", tou÷
de; poiou÷ metavqesi" kai; metavlhyi". ajmûotevrwn de; sunelqovntwn
oJmou÷ tmh÷si" givnetai. e[sti dev, wJ" ejn keûalaivw/, pavqh pevnte: aV
pleonasmov", bV e[ndeia, gV metavqesi", dV metavlhyi", eV tmh÷si".
Pleonasmo;" me;n ouj ¿n ejsti perissovth" crovnwn h] crovnou, stoiceivwn
h] stoiceivou. #Endeia de; toujnantivon crovnou h] crovnwn, stoiceivou
h] stoiceivwn ejlavttwsi". Metavqesi" de; stoiceivou ejsti; metakivnhsi"
ejk th÷" ijdiva" tavxew" ejû! eJtevran tavxin, oiJ ¿on wJ" o{tan ta; dartav
dratav levgwmen kai; to;n proqmovn porqmovn, oJmoivw" kai; th;n kardivan
kradivan kai; to; kravto" kavrto". kalei÷tai de; kai; ejnallagh; kai;
uJpevrqesi". Metavlhyi" dev ejsti stoiceivwn metakivnhsi" ejp!
ajntivstoicon a[llo, oiJ ¿on ajpedanov", hjpedanov", aiJmopovtai aiJmhpovtai,
mevlax mavlax kai; ta; o{moia. tmh÷si" dev ejsti sunqevtou levxew"
diavlusi" eij" duvo levxei", oiJ ¿on ajkrovpoli" povli" a[kra, ai[gagron
a[grion aij ¿ga.
Notes: Trypho’s initial explanation of his subject, containing the definitions of

some of his key terms; note the numerals. pavqo" “modification”; genikwvtata

“very general [categories]”; diairevw “divide”; eij ¿do": cf. 4.1.41; metavlhyi" “sub-

stitution”; wJ" ejn keûalaivw/ “to summarize, in short”; perissovth" “excess”;

crovno" “[vocalic] quantity”; stoicei÷on “letter”; ejlavttwsi" “diminution”;

metakivnhsi" “dislocation, change”; ejnallaghv “interchange”; uJpevrqesi" “trans-

position”; ejp! ajntivstoicon a[llo “into another corresponding one” [i.e.

into one of its corresponding letters; in ancient theory letters like p and û or t

and q were ajntivstoico" to each other]; suvnqeto" “compound”; diavlusi"

“separation.”

192. Gregory of Corinth, On Dialects, ed. Schaefer, pp. 9–12
Diavlektov" ejstin ijdivwma glwvssh", h] diavlektov" ejsti levxi" i[dion
carakth÷ra tovpou ejmûaivnousa. !Ia;" ejklhvqh ajpo; tou÷ #Iwno", tou÷
uiJou÷ tou÷ !Apovllwno", kai; Kreouvsh", th÷" !Erecqevw" qugatro;",
h/J ¿ e[grayen $Omhro". !Atqi;" ajpo; th÷" !Atqivdo", th÷" Kranaou÷
qugatro;", h/J ¿ e[grayen !Aristoûavnh". Dwri;" ajpo; Dwvrou, tou÷
$Ellhno", h/J ¿  e[graye Qeovkrito". Aijoli;" ajpo; Aijovlou, tou÷ $Ellhno",
h/J ¿  e[grayen !Alkai÷o". Koinh; de;, h/J ¿  pavnte" crwvmeqa, kai; h/J ¿  ejcrhvsato
Pivndaro", h[goun hJ ejk tw÷n d– sunestw÷sa. @Ekavsth de; diavlekto"
e[cei oijkei÷on ijdivwma.
Notes: ijdivwma “peculiarity”; !Iav" “Ionic dialect”; h/J ¿ “in which [dialect]”; !Atqiv"

“Attic dialect”; Dwriv" “Doric dialect”; $Ellhn is a man’s name here; Aijoliv"

“Aeolic”; Koinhv “common dialect” [supply “is the dialect”]; h[goun “or rather,” “i.e.”;

d
–

 is equivalent to dV here.
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193. Gregory of Corinth, On Dialects, ed. Schaefer, pp. 179–82
Ta; prw÷ta provswpa tw÷n plhquntikw÷n ejnerghtikw÷n, oiJ ¿on tuvptomen,
poiou÷men, tuvptome" kai; poiou÷me" levgousi.

Tw÷n paratatikw÷n paqhtikw÷n oJristikw÷n kai; tw÷n ejnestwvtwn
ta; prw÷ta provswpa tw÷n plhquntikw÷n, oiJ ¿on tuptovmeqa, poiouvmeqa,
ejtuptovmeqa, ejpoiouvmeqa, poiouvmesqa levgousi kai; tuptovmesqa,
kai; ejpoiouvmesqa, ejtuptovmesqa. wJ" Qeovkrito":

Oi} qnatoi; pelovmesqa, to; d! au[rion oujk ejsorw÷me".
tou÷to e[sti kai; !Iwnikovn.

To; h eij" a makro;n trevpousi, th;n selhvnhn selavnan levgonte",
kai; to;n h{lion a{lion, kai; to; shvmeron savmeron.
Notes: the unexpressed subject is the speakers of Doric; cf. 4.2.11, 13 for vo-

cabulary; ejnerghtikov" “active”; paqhtikov" “passive.” The quotation is from

Theocritus 13. 4.

194. Dionysius Thrax, Tevcnh, ch. 15 (from GG i.i), 60. 1ff.
Metochv ejçti levxiç metevcouça th÷ç tw÷n rJhmavtwn kai; th÷ç tw÷n
ojnomavtwn ijdiovthtoç. Parevpetai de; aujth/÷ taujta; a} kai; tw/÷ ojnovmati
kai; tw/÷ rJhvmati divca proçwvpwn te kai; ejgklivçewn.
Notes: cf. 4.2.4, 10, 13 for vocabulary; metevcw “have a share of”; ijdiovth" “indi-

vidual nature”; parevpomai + dat. “be an accident of”; divca + gen. “apart from.”

195. Dionysius Thrax, Supplement Peri; prosw/diw÷n (from GG i.i), 105. 1ff.
Proçw/divai eijçi; devka: ojjxei÷a V, barei÷a `, periçpwmevnh ~, makrav –,
bracei÷a ˘, daçei÷a @, yilhv !, ajpovçtroûoç !, uJûevn � , uJpodiaçtolhv
,. [touvtwn eijçi;n çhmei÷a tavde: ojxei÷a oiJ ¿on Zeuvç, barei÷a oiJ ¿on Pa;n,
periçpwmevnh oiJ ¿on pu÷r, makra; oiJ ¿on $Hra–, bracei÷a oiJ ¿on ga±‰r, daçei÷a
oiJ ¿on r Jh ÷ma, yilh; oiJ ¿on a [rtoç, ajpovçtroûoç oiJ ¿on w}ç e [ûat!, uJûe;n
wJç paçi� me vlouça <m 70>, uJpodiaçtolh; “Diva d! ou jk e [cen,
h {dumoç u {pnoç” <B 2 >.]
Notes: cf. 4.2.6–9 for vocabulary; the adjectives in the first sentence are femi-

nine because they modify an understood prosw/diva; ajpovstroûo" “apostrophe”;

uJûevn “hyphen” (a sign written below two consecutive letters to show that they

belong to the same word); uJpodiastolhv “mark showing word division”; note that

in the example given a word divider is needed because e[ce nhvdumo" is also pos-

sible (and indeed is the reading of this line in modern texts).

196. Dionysius Thrax, “Scholia” (from GG i.iii), 239. 14ff.
Eijç to; aujto; kai; a[llwç.—Çteûa vnou.—Diaûevrei peuçtiko;n
ejrwthmatikou÷: tw/÷ ga;r ejrwthmatikw/÷ ajpocrhvçei to; naiv h] to; ou[,
kai; ajnavneuçiç h] ejpivneuçiç, tw/÷ de; ãpeuçtikw/÷Ã pavntwç ajpokrivçewç
dei÷: kai; hJ me;n ejrwvthçiç ejpi; panto;ç mevrouç lovgou ãgivnetaiÃ, hJ de;
peu÷çiç ejp! ojnomavtwn h] ejpirrhmavtwn.
Notes: the formula at the beginning does not mean “see . . .” but indicates that

this is the second scholion (cf. 4.1.5) on a lemma given earlier (!Erwthmatiko;n
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dev ejstin, o} kai; peustiko;n kalei÷tai, to; kat! ejrwvthsin legovmenon, oiJ ¿on tiv"

poi÷o" povso" phlivko") and gives the source of the information (in the genitive);

peustikovn and ejrwthmatikovn refer to words used in questions and could both

be translated “interrogative” in English, while peu÷si" and ejrwvthsi" refer to

questions asked with those words and could both be translated “interrogation”;

ajpocravw “suffice”; ajnavneusi" i.e. upward nod, meaning “no”; ejpivneusi" i.e.

downward nod, meaning “yes”; ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31; mevro" lovgou: cf. 4.2.10; under-

stand “only” at the end. The point of the last section is that questions that are

not yes/no questions can begin only with pronouns (e.g. tiv"; o[noma here is clearly

to be taken in its most general sense, which includes pronouns) or adverbs (e.g.

pw÷").

197. Dionysius Thrax, “Scholia” (from GG i.iii), 250. 26ff.
Eijç to; aujto; kai; a[llwç.—Çteûavnou.—To;n ejneçtw÷ta oiJ Çtwi>koi;
ejneçtw÷ta paratatiko;n oJrivzontai, o{ti parateivnetai kai; eijç
ãparelhluqovta kai; eijçÃ mevllonta: oJ ga;r levgwn “poiw÷” kai; o{ti ejpoivhçev
ti ejmûaivnei kai; o{ti poihvçei: to;n de; paratatiko;n parw/chmevnon
paratatikovn: oJ ga;r ãlevgwnÃ “ejpoivoun” o{ti to; plevon ejpoivhçen
ejmûaivnei, ou[pw de; peplhvrwken, ajlla; poihvçei mevn, ejn ojlivgw/ de;
crovnw/: eij ga;r to; parw/chmevnon plevon, to; lei÷pon ojlivgon: o} kai;
proçlhûqe;n poihvçei tevleion parw/chkovta, to;n gevgraûa, o}ç kalei÷tai
parakeivmenoç dia; to; plhçivon e[cein th;n çuntevleian th÷ç ejnergeivaç:
oJ toivnun ejneçtw;ç kai; paratatiko;ç wJç ajtelei÷ç a[mûw çuggenei÷ç,
dio; kai; toi÷ç aujtoi÷ç çumûwvnoiç crw÷ntai, oiJ ¿on tuvptw e[tupton.
Notes: this scholion (which continues beyond the portion quoted here) is famous

as being the foundation for our understanding of the Stoic analysis of tenses;

see Lallot (1998: 174–9), Caujolle-Zaslawsky (1985), and Wouters (1994: 98–102).

It is the second scholion on the lemma wJ ¿n suggevneiaiv eijsi trei÷", ejnestw÷to"

pro;" paratatikovn, parakeimevnou pro;" uJpersuntevlikon, ajorivstou pro;"

mevllonta. cf. 4.2.13 for vocabulary; oJrivzomai “define”; parateivnw “extend”;

ejmûaivnw “reveal”; plhrovw i.e. finish; ejn + dat. for genitive of time; understand

ejstiv before plevon and ojlivgon; o{ is the subject of poihvsei; proslambavnw “take

in addition”; parw/chkwv" “past”; to;n gevgraûa: understand crovnon; plhsivon

(adverb) “near”; suntevleia “completion”; ejnevrgeia “action”; ajtelhv" “incomplete”;

diov “on account of which.”

198. Herodian, Peri; monhvrou" levxew", ed. Lentz (GG iii.ii), 931. 20ff.
$Apax. ta; eijç ax

—
 lhvgonta ejpirrhvmata ojxuvneçqai qevlei, ojklavx,

ojdavx, ejnallavx, eujravx, aujtodavx, ejpitavx: ajlla; movnon to; a{pax
baruvnetai. o{per ejn çuntavxei tou÷ a{panteç h] tou÷ aJplw÷ç ejkklivnei
to;n tovnon wJçei; ojxuvnoito to; a{pax. aJpaxa{pantaç ga;r levgomen
kai; aJpaxaJplw÷ç ejn th/÷ ajna; cei÷ra oJmiliva/.
Notes: cf. 4.1.29, 4.2.7, 9, 10 for vocabulary; qevlw i.e. “have a tendency to”;

suvntaxi" + gen “combination with”; ejkklivnw “turn away” (i.e. lose); tovno" “ac-

cent”; ajna; cei÷ra “current, everyday”; oJmiliva “conversation.” @Apaxa{panta" and
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aJpaxaJplw÷" must be written as aJpa;x a{panta" and aJpa;x aJplw÷" in modern no-

tation to capture the sense of the passage.

199. Herodian, Peri; kaqolikh÷" prosw/diva", from Schmidt’s edition of [Arcadius’]
epitome, 162. 11ff.

Pa÷n ejgklinovmenon movrion h] ojxuvnetai h] perispa÷tai, oujde;n de;
baruvnetai. ojktw; de; o[ntwn tw÷n merw÷n tou÷ lovgou ta; pevnte
ejgklivnontai: o[noma rJh÷ma ajntwnumiva ejpivrjrJhma suvndesmo". pavlin
tw÷n ejgklinomevnwn ta; me;n cavrin kovsmou ejgklivnontai, wJ" ta; rJhvmata
kai; oiJ suvndesmoi, ta; de; shmasiva", wJ" ta; loipav. ejn me;n ouj ¿n ojnovmasi
to; TIS movnon ejgklivnetai kai; aiJ touvtou ptwvsei" kai; oiJ ajriqmoi;
kai; to; oujdevteron: a[nqrwpov" ti", h[kousav tino", e[dwkav tini,
ejdivdaxav tina kai; ejpi; tw÷n loipw÷n wJsauvtw". kai; ta; ijsodunamou÷nta
touvtoi" TOU kai; TWI: h [kousa v tou, e [dwka v tw / . tau÷ta de;
ejgklinovmena, wJ" provkeitai, ajovristav eijsi. To;n de; kata; ûuvsin
tovnon e[conta pusmatika; givnontai: ti v" ti vno" ti vni ti vna.
Notes: cf. 4.2.7–11 for vocabulary; ejgklivnomai “be enclitic,” “be able to be enclitic”;

movrion “word”; cavrin kovsmou “for decoration”; shmasiva “meaning”; ejpiv: cf. 4.1.31;

wJsauvtw" “in the same way”; ijsodunamevw “be equivalent” (here = be the alternate

forms of tino" and tini), wJ" provkeitai = “as we said earlier”; ajovristo" “indefinite”;

kata; ûuvsin tovno" “natural [i.e. non-enclitic] accent”; pusmatikov" “interrogative.”

200. Herodian, Peri; kaqolikh÷" prosw/diva", from Schmidt’s edition of [Arcadius’]
epitome, 198. 18ff.

Pa÷" parw/chmevno" oJristiko;" ajpo; ûwnhvento" ajrcovmeno" kai; ajpo;
ûuvsei makra÷" to;n aujto;n ûulavttei tovnon kai; ejn th/÷ sunqevsei:
eij ¿con katei÷con, hJ ¿ya sunh÷ya, eij ¿pon e jxei ÷pon, euJ ¿ron e jxeu ÷ron,
plh;n tou÷ eij ¿xen u Jpo veixen, eij ¿kon e jpi veikon. to; de; oij ¿da suvnoida
Aijolikovn: caivrousi ga;r oiJ Aijolei÷" ajnabibavzein tou;" tovnou", w{sper
ejpi; tou÷ !Atreuv" #Atreu". provskeitai “ajpo; ûwnhvento" ajrcovmena”
dia; to; scev" peri vsce", kei÷to katevkeito. provskeitai “ajpo; ûuvsei
makra÷"” dia; to; iJ ¿ze e [ûize. provskeitai “oJristiko;"” dia; to; eijpev
e [xeipe, euJrev e[ûeure.
Notes: cf. 4.2.4, 7, 13 for vocabulary; ajpo; ûuvsei makra÷" “from [a syllable] long

by nature,” i.e. beginning with a long vowel; ûulavttw “preserve”; suvnqesi" “com-

position”; ajnabibavzw “retract”; provskeimai: cf. 4.1.37; iJ ¿ze: the argument requires

i[ze with short i, and this form is found here in the manuscripts, but the editor

has substituted iJ ¿ze, presumably because it is the more common form (i[ze is

the unaugmented imperfect and iJ ¿ze the augmented one). Nowadays the rule

given in this passage is expressed differently, by saying that if a verb form has the

augment, the accent cannot go further back than the syllable with the augment.

201. Apollonius Dyscolus, ed. Uhlig (GG ii.ii), Syntax 51. 1ff.
Proûanw÷n oujçw÷n tw÷n toiouvtwn çuntavxewn oijhvçontaiv tineç, ka]n
mh; paralavbwçi to;n lovgon, diaçwv/zein ta; th÷ç çuntavxewç. ouJ ¿toi
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de; o{moiovn ti peivçontai toi÷ç ejk tribh÷ç ta; çchvmata tw÷n levxewn
pareilhûovçin, ouj mh;n ejk dunavmewç tw÷n kata; paravdoçin tw÷n
@Ellhvnwn kai; th÷ç çumparepomevnhç ejn aujtoi÷ç ajnalogivaç: oiJ ¿ç
parakolouqei÷ to; eij diamavrtoien e[n tini çchvmati mh; duvnaçqai
diorqou÷n to; aJmavrthma dia; th;n parakolouqou÷çan aujtoi÷ç ajpeirivan.
kaqavper ouj ¿n pavmpollovç ejçtin hJ eujcrhçtiva th÷ç kata; to;n @Ellhniçmo;n
paradovçewç, katorqou÷ça me;n th;n tw÷n poihmavtwn ajnavgnwçin thvn
te ajna; cei÷ra oJmilivan, kai; e[ti ejpikrivnouça th;n para; toi÷ç ajrcaivoiç
qevçin tw÷n ojnomavtwn, to;n aujto;n dh; trovpon kai; hJ prokeimevnh zhvthçiç
th÷ç katallhlovthtoç ta; oJpwçdhvpote diapeçovnta ejn lovgw/ katorqwvçei.
Notes: Apollonius explains why even native speakers of Greek need to study

the rules of syntax. proûanhv" “clear”; suvntaxi" “construction”; ka[n “even if”;

paralambavnw “grasp”; lovgon “theory” (i.e. the theory behind the construction);

diaswv/zw “preserve”; i.e. “use correctly”; ta; th÷" suntavxew" = th;n suvntaxin

(cf. 4.1.25); peivsontai is from pavscw here; tribhv “use, practice”; sch÷ma “form”;

levxi" “word”; tw÷n kata; paravdosin tw÷n @Ellhvnwn (“of the things to do with the

tradition of the Greeks,” cf. 4.1.25) here refers to the written tradition of Greek;

sumparevpomai ejn “to be attached to”; aujtoi÷" i.e. the forms; ajnalogiva “mor-

phological regularity”; parakolouqevw “to befall” (the subject here is an articular

infinitive); diorqovw “correct”; kaqavper “just as”; eujcrhstiva “utility”; @Ellhnismov"

“correct Greek usage”; katorqovw “to correct”; poihvmata i.e. ancient poems;

ajnavgnwsi" “reading”; ajna; cei÷ra “current, everyday”; oJmiliva “usage”; ejpikrivnw

“to determine”; qevsi" “application” (i.e. meaning); o[noma “word”; prokeivmeno"

“present”; katallhlovth" “grammatical regularity”; diapivptw “to be wrong”; lovgo"

“speech.”
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Glossary of Grammatical Terms

This section is not a complete dictionary, but a

glossary giving in most cases only the grammatical meanings of the words included;
these words are also used by scholarly writers in their non-technical senses on
occasion. For such meanings and fuller information on these words, including
citations of passages in which they occur, see LSJ and Bécares Botas (1985). A
selection of references is given here to other works in which individual terms are
discussed; such references are normally given only once but should be understood
to apply to closely related words as well (e.g. a discussion of ajmûiboliva will nor-
mally be useful for understanding ajmûivbolo" as well).

The state of scholarship on Greek grammatical terminology is not one that
would make it possible for a glossary of this type to be completely reliable. The
only specialized dictionary (Bécares Botas 1985) is full of errors, the information
in LSJ is seriously incomplete, and other discussions are widely scattered, incom-
plete, and often unreliable. There is a great need for a thorough, accurate study
of this vocabulary—and this glossary is not intended to address that need, only to
help learners to get through texts. For lack of anything better, the information
given here is based on that in Bécares Botas (1985) and LSJ, corrected and supple-
mented from a wide range of other sources.

ajbarbavristo", -on without barbarisms
a[gma, -ato", tov velar nasal (the sound represented by g in words like a[gkura)
ajgravmmato", -on inarticulate, indistinct, incapable of being written
ajgwghv = paragwghv
a[deia, -a", hJ (poihtikhv) poetic license; see Lallot (1997: ii. 40, cf. 170)
ajdiavbato", -on intransitive
ajdiabivbasto", -on intransitive
ajdiaivreto", -on undivided, contracted, without diaivresi"
ajdiavkrito", -on indistinguishable
ajdiavptaisto", -on = ajdiavptwto"
ajdiavptwto", -on not using cases at random; uninflected
ajdiavstato", -on inseparable (of iota in diphthongs, not forming a separate

syllable)
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ajdiavstolo", -on not distinguished
ajdiavstroûo", -on strictly accurate
ajdiaûorevw to make or have no difference, not to agree
ajdiaûoriva, -a", hJ equivalence (of signification, of metrical quantity)
ajdiavûoro", -on having/making no difference; common (in meter), anceps
ajdiacwvristo", -on inseparable, undistinguished
ajdivpl(asi)asto", -on not doubled (of letters)
ajdivplwto", -on not doubled (of letters)
ajdovkimo", -on not approved, not accepted
ajhvqh", -e" unused, unusual
a[qroisi", -ew", hJ collection
ajqroistikov", -hv, -ovn collective (of nouns), copulative (of conjunctions); see Lallot

(1997: ii. 104)
aijolivzw to speak in Aeolic dialect, use Aeolic forms
aijtevw to require, postulate
aijtiatikov", -hv, -ovn causal; accusative, aijtiatikhv (ptw÷si") the accusative case;

see Lallot (1998: 146–8), Dalimier (2001: 345–6), De Mauro (1965)
aijtiologikov", -hv, -ovn causal (of conjunctions, clauses, etc.); see Lallot (1998:

247–9)
aijtiwvdh", -e" causal (of conjunctions, etc.)
ajkatallhliva, -a", hJ incorrect agreement
ajkatavllhlo", -on ungrammatical, lacking in concord
ajkatallhlovth", -hto", hJ incorrect agreement
ajkatavstato", -on irregular, unstable
ajkatavcrhsto", -on unused
ajkinhtivzw to remain uninflected
ajkivnhto", -on not inflected, unmodified (of a noun in the nom. sing. or a verb

in the first-person sing.), invariable
ajklisiva, -a", hJ indeclinability
a[klito", -on indeclinable; (as neut. subst., a term for adverbs, prepositions, and

conjunctions as a class)
ajkoinwvnhto", -on having no share of; incompatible; distinct
ajkovllhto", -on incombinable
ajkolouqevw to follow analogy of, follow logically
ajkolouqiva, -a", hv consequence, analogy, agreement
ajkovlouqo", -on regular, consistent with, in accordance with, analogical; see

Sluiter (1990: 84)
ajkur(i)olevkthto", -on incorrectly used
ajkurolexiva, -a", hJ incorrect phraseology
ajkurologevw to speak incorrectly
ajkurologiva, -a", hJ incorrect phraseology
a[kuro", -on used in improper sense
a[lhkto", -on without ending
ajllepallhliva, -a", hv accumulation, succession (lit. one-on-anotherness)
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ajllepavllhlo", -on successive, cumulative, varied (of style)
ajllovglwsso", -on foreign
ajlloivwsi", -ew", hJ difference, varied construction, change
ajllopaqhv", -ev" transitive (of verbs), non-reflexive (of pronouns)
a[llw" alternatively (used in scholia to introduce a second or subsequent note

on a single lemma; cf. 4.1.5)
ajlogevomai to be irregular
ajlogivva, -a", hJ irregularity, irrationality (in meter); cf. a[logo"
a[logo", -on  irregular, irrational (= not able to be expressed by a simple ratio, of

feet or syllables in meter); a[logo" (grammhv) critical sign marking corrupt or
doubtful passages

ajlûavbhto", -ou, oJ alphabet
ajmavrturo", -on unattested
ajmerhv", -ev" indivisible
ajmetavbato", -on intransitive (of verbs), reflexive (of pronouns)
ajmetavblhto", -on unchanging, uninflected
ajmetavbolo", -on immutable; unchanging (of pure vowels as opposed to diph-

thongs); without modulation (of music); ajmetavbolon (gravmma) liquid or nasal
consonant (l, r, m, n)

ajmetavqeto", -on uninflected, unchanging
ajmetavlhpto", -on not to be substituted; having no equivalent
ajmetavptwto", -on unchanging
ajmetavstato", -on unchanging
ajmetavûrasto", -on untranslatable, inexplicable, not etymologizable
ajmoibhv, -h÷", hJ change
ajmoirevw to lack
ajmûibavllomai to be doubtful, be in dispute, be ambiguous
ajmûiboliva, -a", hJ ambiguity, doubt
ajmûivbolo", -on ambiguous, doubtful
ajmûivglwsso", -on ambiguous
ajmûivdoxo", -on ambiguous, doubtful
ajmûivlekto", -on doubtful
ajmûovtero", -a, -on = ejpivkoino"
ajnabibavzw to retract (the accent)
ajnabibasmov", -ou÷, oJ retraction (of the accent)
ajnavgnwsi", -ew", hJ reading (esp. in textual criticism), reading aloud; see Lallot

(1997: ii. 268–9, 1998: 75–7, 83–6)
ajnavgnwsma, -ato", tov = ajnavgnwsi"
ajnagnwstevon one must read
ajnagrammativzw to transpose letters of one word to form another
ajnagrammatismov", -ou÷, oJ transpostion of letters of one word to form another
ajnavgw to derive, form
ajnadivdwmi to retract (the accent)
ajnadiplasiavzw to reduplicate
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ajnadivplasi(asi)", -ew", hJ reduplication
ajnadiplasiasmov", -ou÷, oJ reduplication
ajnadiplovw to reduplicate
ajnadivplwsi", -ew", hJ reduplication
ajnavdosi", -ew", hJ retraction (of the accent)
ajnadromhv, -h÷", hJ retraction (of the accent); transformation of (third-decl.)

genitives in -o" into (second-decl.) nominatives in -o".
ajnaivresi", -ew", hJ negation, privation, removal
ajnairetikov", -hv, -ovn negative, privative, adversative (of conjunctions)
ajnairevw to annul, negate
ajnakeûalaiwtikov", -hv, -ovn for summary, recapitulative
ajnakecwrikwv", -ui÷a, -ov" obsolete
ajnavklhsi", -ew", hJ invocation
ajnakolouqiva, -a", hJ anomaly
ajnakovlouqo", -on irregular, anomalous
ajnavkrisi", -ew", hJ inquiry
ajnakritikov", -hv, -ovn interrogative
ajnalog(ht)ikov", -hv, -ovn analogical; teaching analogy
ajnalogiva, -a", hJ analogy, regularity; see Lallot (1998: 80–1)
ajnalogistikov", -hv, -ovn analogical, judging by analogy; teaching analogy
ajnavlogo", -on regular, analogical
ajnavlusi", -ew", hJ resolution, analysis
ajnaluvw to resolve (into its elements), analyze; see Lallot (1997: ii. 55,

127–8)
ajnamerivzw to distribute, distinguish; see Lallot (1997: ii. 169–70)
ajnamerismov", -ou÷, oJ redistribution
ajnamûivbolo", -on certain, unambiguous
ajnamûivlekto", -on indisputed, undoubted, unambiguous
ajnantapovdosi", -ew", hJ suppressed apodosis
ajnantapovdoto", -on without apodosis (of a protasis by itself)
ajnavpausi", -ew", hJ pause; cadence (of a period)
ajnapevmpw to throw back (the accent, esp. of enclitics); to refer
ajnavpemyi", -ew", hJ throwing back (of the accent)
ajnaplhrovw to complete
ajnaplhrwmatikov", -hv, -ovn expletive (= used for filling up, for completing)
ajnaplhvrwsi", -ew", hJ completion
ajnapovdoto", -on without apodosis (of a protasis by itself)
ajnapolevw to repeat, refer
ajnapovlhsi", -ew", hJ repetition, relation, reference
ajnavptuxi", -ew", hJ insertion of a vowel between two consonants
a[narqro", -on avoiding the use of the article
ajnartavomai to depend
ajnastrevûomai to be subject to anastrophe
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ajnastroûhv, -h÷", hJ anastrophe (retraction of the accent, esp. in prepositions
placed after their objects); inversion of a natural order; repetition of words that
close one sentence at the start of another; see Lallot (1998: 217–18)

ajnavtasi", -ew", hJ raising (of pitch of voice in acute accent)
ajnatavssw to retract (the accent)
ajnatreptikov", -hv, -ovn privative
ajnatrevpw to be irregular
ajnatrevcw to throw back (the accent)
ajnattikov", -ovn not Attic
ajnauxhsiva, -a", hJ omission of the augment
ajnauvxhto", -on without augment
ajnaûorav, -a÷", hJ reference, repetition (of a word), relation, anaphora
ajnaûorikov", -hv, -ovn relative (of pronouns, etc.); see Dalimier (2001: 427–32)
ajnaûwvnhma, -ato", tov interjection, exclamation
ajnaûwnhtikov", -hv, -ovn exclamatory
ajnevgklito", -on not enclitic
ajneimevno", -h, -on unaccented
ajnekûwvnhto", -on not pronounced (of iota subscript, etc.)
ajnell(e)iphv", -ev" not defective
ajnellhvnisto", -on not Greek
ajnendoivasto", -on unquestionably correct
ajnepevktato", -on not lengthened; parisyllabic (of declensions)
ajnermhvneuto", -on inexplicable
a[nesi", -ew", hJ relaxation of the voice (on unaccented syllables)
ajnevtum(olovght)o", -on of unknown derivation
ajnevûikto", -on grammatically impossible, forbidden
ajnqupavgw to reply; to substitute; (mid.) to correspond; see Lallot (1997: ii. 98)
ajnqupagwghv, -h÷", hJ reply
ajnqupallaghv, -h÷", hJ substitution (of one case or mood for another)
ajnqupallavssw to substitute one case for another, change moods
ajnqup(eis)evrcomai to take the place of
ajnqupoûevrw to use (a word or phrase) in reply
ajnqupoûorav, -a÷", hJ reply
ajnomoiogenhv", -ev" with different gender
ajnomoiokatavlhkto", -on with different ending
ajnomoiovptwto", -on with different inflection, in a different case
ajnomoiovcrono", -on of dissimilar quantity
ajnovxunto", -on not to be written with an acute accent
ajntanaklavomai to be reflexive (of pronouns)
ajntanavklasi", -ew", hJ use of a word in an altered sense
ajntanaklasmov", -ou÷, oJ reciprocal or reflexive sense (of pronouns)
ajntanavklasto", -on reciprocal, reflexive (of pronouns)
ajntanaplhrovw to fill up, complete
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ajntapodivdomai to correspond with, be correlative to, make to correspond with;
see Lallot (1997: ii. 302)

ajntapovdosi", -ew", hJ correspondence; parallelism (of clauses in a period); cor-
relation; correlative clause

ajntapodotikov", -hv, -ovn correlative
ajntevmûasi", -ew", hJ distinction; antithesis
ajntexevtasi", -ew", hJ distinction, comparison
ajntivÚ ajnti; tou÷À instead of (i.e. x ajnti; tou÷ y can mean “x means y here,” “y is

what one would expect instead of x here,” or “x is an alternate reading for y here”;
see Slater 1989a: 53–4)

ajntibolhv, -h÷", hJ discussion, confrontation; see Dalimier (2001: 230)
ajntibracuv", -ei÷a, -uv functioning like a short vowel
ajntivgraûon, -ou, tov copy, manuscript
ajntidiastaltikov", -hv, -ovn distinctive, opposed
ajntidiastevllw to distinguish, oppose
ajntidiastolhv, -h÷", hJ distinction, opposition
ajntivqesi", -ew", hJ antithesis (in rhetoric), transposition or change (of a letter)
ajntivqeto", -on opposed; (as neut. subst.) antithesis
ajntivkeimai to be opposed, be an exception, be in opposition
ajntivlhyi", -ew", hJ understanding, apprehension, intuition; see Lallot (1997:

ii. 168)
ajntimetabolhv, -h÷", hJ transposition (as a figure of speech)
ajntimetalambavnw to substitute (one form for another); to change
ajntimetavlhyi", -ew", hJ interchange of forms
ajntimetacwvrhsi", -ew", hJ interchange of letters
ajntipaqevw to be affected
ajntiparabavllw to compare
ajntiparadevcomai to admit instead of
ajntiparavqesi", -ew", hJ contrast, comparison
ajntiparavkeimai to correspond with, be correlative to, be opposed to
ajntiparalambavnomai to be used in place of
ajntiparativqhmi to compare
ajntiparacwvrhsi", -ew", hJ interchange of letters
ajntipeponqwv", -ui÷a, -ov" reflexive, reciprocal (of verbs)
ajntiperipoievomai to express reciprocal action (of verbs)
ajntipivptw to be irregular
ajntiprohgevomai to precede instead of following
ajntivptwsi", -ew", hJ exchange of cases
ajntiptwtikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to interchange of cases
ajntistoiceivvwsi", -ew", hJ change of a letter
ajntistoicevvw to correspond (of letters, as p to û and t to q); see Lallot (1998:

104)
ajntistoiciva, -a", hJ correspondence (of letters)
ajntivstoico", -on corresponding (of letters)
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ajntistrevûw to be inverted
ajntistroûhv, -h÷", hJ antistrophe (in meter); rhetorical figure consisting of clos-

ing words repeated in successive members; inversion of letters
ajntivstroûo", -on antistrophic, (as fem. subst.) antistrophe
ajntitupevvw to be dissonant
ajntitupiva, -a", hJ dissonance
ajntivtupo", -on dissonant
ajntivûrasi", -ew", hJ antiphrasis (the use of words in a sense opposite to their

proper meaning, e.g. in a euphemism such as “Eumenides”); kat! ajntivûrasin
expression by means of negation (e.g. lucus a non lucendo, in etymology)

ajntiûrastikw÷" by way of antiphrasis
ajnticroniva, -a", hJ = ajnticronismov"
ajnticronismov", -ou÷, oJ use of one tense for another
ajntonomavzw to use epithets or rhetorical figures; to use a pronoun
ajntonomasiva, -a", hJ use of epithets, patronymics, etc. instead of a proper name;

pronoun; use of a pronoun
ajntwnumiva, -a", hJ pronoun (including possessive adjectives like ejmov"); see Lallot

(1998: 198–210, 1999)
ajntwnumikov", -hv, -ovn pronominal
ajntwvnumon, -ou, tov pronoun
ajnupovkrito" (uJpo)stigmhv punctuation mark used in a simple sentence; see

Blank (1983a)
ajnupovstato", -on not existing
ajnupovtakto", -on having no first aorist (of verbs); not subordinate
ajnuvptio", -on not passive
ajnuvw to complete
ajnwmaliva, -a", hJ anomaly, irregularity, variety
ajnwvmalo", -on anomalous, irregular; diversity (as neut. subst.)
ajjxivvwma, -ato", tov postulate, axiom; logical proposition; speech, sentence
ajjxiwmatikov", -hv, -ovn declarative, not interrogative or hypothetical etc.
ajoristaivnw = ajoristovomai
ajoristovomai to be indefinite
ajovristo", -on indefinite (of pronouns, etc.); aorist, ajovristo" (crovno") the aorist

tense; see Lallot (1998: 157, 172–3, 177), Petrilli (1997)
ajoristwvdh", -e" indefinite
ajpagovreusi", -ew", hJ prohibition
ajpagoreutikov", -hv, -ovn prohibitory (e.g. of particles)
ajpaqhv", -ev" not changed, unmodified (e.g. of uncontracted forms); free from

metrical licenses
ajpaitevvw to require (e.g. a certain case)
ajpanagignwvskw to read wrongly
ajpanavgnwsma, -ato", tov faulty reading
a{pax once, very rarely, only in isolated cases
ajparavdekto", -on inadmissible, unacceptable
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ajparavqeto", -on without quoted authority (of words and phrases)
ajparavllakto", -on indistinguishable; unchanging (of the accent)
ajparaschmavtisto", -on not parallel in formation; not corresponding
ajparevmûato", -on infinitive; not determinative or indicative; see Lallot (1998:

165–6)
ajparnhtikov", -hv, -ovn denying
ajpavrthsi", -ew", hJ separation
ajpartivzw to express completely, to coincide with a sentence (of a line of verse),

correspond precisely, be complete
ajpartismov", -ou÷, oJ completion
ajpekdevcomai to understand a word from the context
ajpekqlivbw to elide, suppress (a letter)
ajpevleusi", -ew", hJ dropping out, elimination (of a letter)
ajpemûaivvnw to be incongruous, be inconsistent, be absurd, be discordant; to

distinguish
ajpenektikhv (ptw÷si") Latin ablative case
ajpevritto", -on simple
ajpleovnasto", -on without an extra letter
aJploi>kov", -hv, -ovn = aJplou÷"
aJplovth", -hto", hJ simplicity; positive degree
aJplou÷", -h÷, -ou÷n simple, uncompounded (of words or consonants); in the posi-

tive degree; without the article
ajpobavllw to lose, drop (a word or letter)
ajpoblhtikov", -hv, -ovn tending to throw off
ajpobolhv, -h÷", hJ removal (of a word or letter), rejection
ajpovgraûo", -ou, oJ (or ajpovgraûon, -ou, tov) copy
ajpodeiktikov", -hv, -ovn demonstrative
ajpodivvdwmi to produce an apodosis or conclusion
ajpodokimavzw to reject
ajpovdosi", -ew", hJ explanation, interpretation; apodosis; conclusion
ajpodotikov", -hv, -ovn correlative
ajpoqetikov", -hv, -ovn deponent (of verbs)
ajpoqlivvbw to drop a letter in the middle of the word, or a word in the middle of

the sentence
ajpokomistikhv (ptw÷si") Latin ablative case
ajpokophv, -h÷", hJ apocope (cutting off of one or more letters, especially at the

end of a word); abruptness; elliptical expression
ajpoleivpwn, -ousa, -on incomplete
ajpolelumevno", -h, -on absolute; general; in the positive (as opposed to com-

parative); unaccented; (of meter) without strophic responsion; see Swiggers and
Wouters (1995a), Wouters (1993)

ajpolutikov", -hv, -ovn = ajpovluto"
ajpovluto", -on absolute; (as neut. subst.) positive degree (as opposed to com-

parative); independent
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ajpoxenovomai to be foreign, outlandish
ajpopivptw to drop out (of letters in a word)
ajporhmatikov", -hv, -ovn expressing doubt; interrogative; see Lallot (1998: 249–

52)
ajporhtikov", -hv, -ovn dubitative (of adverbs, etc.)
ajposbennuvw to quench, esp. to quench the accent (i.e. change acute to grave)
ajpovstasi", -ew", hJ separation, asyndeton
ajpostrevûw to elide
ajpostroûhv, -h÷", hJ apostrophe (address to an individual); elision
ajpovstroûo", -ou, hJ apostrophe (mark of elision), elision
ajpovtasi", -ew", hJ reference
ajpoteivnw to refer to
ajpoteles(ma)tikov", -hv, -ovn final (having to do with purpose); having to do with

result; see Dalimier (2001: 356–8)
ajpotelesmov", -ou÷, oJ purpose clause
ajpotelevvw to form, produce
ajpotermativzw to define, end
ajpoûaivnomai to declare; see Lallot (1997: ii. 207–8)
ajpoûantikov", -hv, -ovn indicative (mood); not interrogative (of enclitic ti")
ajpovûasi", -ew", hJ negation, negative particle, negative statement; see Lallot

(1997: ii. 207–8)
ajpoûatikov", -hv, -ovn negative
ajpoûughv, -h÷", hJ opposition
ajprovslhpto", -on not taking or admitting (a construction)
ajprovswpo", -on impersonal (of verbs)
a[ptwto", -on indeclinable
ajrqrikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to the article
a[rqron, -ou, tov article (protaktikovn), relative pronoun (uJpotaktikovn); see Lallot

(1998: 191–4, 1999)
ajriqmhtikovn (o[noma) cardinal number
ajriqmov", -ou÷, oJ number; rhythm
!Aristavrceio", -a, -on of or pertaining to Aristarchus
ajrktikov", -hv, -ovn initial, placed at the beginning
aJrmoghv, -h÷", hJ joining
a[rnhsi", -ew", hJ negation
ajrnhtikov", -hv, -ovn negative
a[rroizo", -on without the sound of the letter r
ajrsenikov", -hv, -ovn masculine
a[rshn, -en male, masculine
a[rsi", -ew", hJ omission; (in rhythm) upbeat
ajrtavomai to be construed with, depend on
ajshvmanto", -on = a[shmo"
a[shmo", -on without meaning
ajsovloik(ist)o", -on correct, without solecisms
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ajstighv", -ev" unpunctuated
ajstixiva, -a", hJ lack of punctuation
ajsuvgkrito", -on without comparison, without the comparative form
ajsuvzugo", -on unique, without exact correspondence; not belonging to the same

class or conjugation
ajsumbivbasto", -on not to be brought together, not to be harmonized
ajsuvmmikto", -on incapable of blending
ajsumûwniva, -a", hJ discord, anomaly
ajsuvmûwno", -on discordant, anomalous
ajsunaivreto", -on uncontracted
ajsunavleipto", -on without synaloephe (see sunaloifhv)
ajsuvnarqro", -on without an article
ajsuvndeto", -on without conjunctions
ajsunevgklito", -on not participating in enclisis, not entering into a chain of

enclitics
ajsunevleusto", -on not forming a compound, not entering into composition
ajsunevmptwto", -on not coinciding in form
ajsuvneto", -on unintelligible (probably also “ungrammatical” in Apollonius

Dyscolus)
ajsunhvqh", -e" not in use, not usual
ajsunqesiva, -a", hJ state of being uncompounded
ajsuvnqeto", -on uncompounded, simplex
ajsuntaktikov", -hv, -ovn against the rules of syntax
ajsuvntakto", -on ungrammatical, irregular
ajsuntaxiva, -a", hJ error in construction, ungrammatical form; irregularity, in-

capacity of entering into construction
ajsunuvparkto", -on unable to coexist
ajsustatevvw not to exist (of forms), to be badly formed
ajsuvstato", -on irregular, inadmissible, not existing, badly formed
a[takto", -on irregular, anomalous
ajtelhv", -ev" incomplete; ajtelhv" (stigmhv) punctuation mark indicating less

completion than the teleiva stigmhv; (of tense) the present and imperfect
!Atqiv", -ivdo", hJ Attic dialect
a[tono", -on unaccented
a[trepto", -on = ajmetavbolo"
ajtribhv", -ev" not in use
!Attikhv (crh÷si") Attic usage
!Attikivzw to speak or write Attic or Atticizing Greek
!Attivkisi", -ew", hJ = !Attikismov"
!Attikismov", -ou÷, oJ Attic style, Atticism
aujqupovtakto", -on second aorist subjunctive; aorist subjunctive; independent

subjunctive
aujxavvnw to augment, to take an augment
au[xhsi", -ew", hJ augment, lengthening, intensification
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aujtenerghtikov", -hv, -ovn = aujtenevrghto"
aujtenevrghto", -on deponent (a verb active in meaning but passive in form)
aujtoevktato", -on long because of containing a long vowel (of syllables “long

by nature”)
aujtovqeto", -on self-placed, not derived
aujtopavqeia, -a", hJ reflexivity, intransitivity
aujtopaqhv", -ev" reflexive (of pronouns), intransitive (of verbs)
aujtopaqhtikov", -ovn = aujtopaqhv"
aujtosuvstato", -on not dependent
aujtotevleia, -a", hJ completeness, complete sentence; see Donnet (1967: 150–3)
aujtotelhv", -ev" complete in itself (of clauses etc.); intransitive; see Lallot (1997:

ii. 8)
aujtoudevtero", -on absolutely neuter, absolutely intransitive
aujtovûwnon (gravmma) vowel
ajûaivresi", -ew", hJ removal, aphaeresis (removal of a letter or letters, esp. at

the beginning of a word)
ajûairevw to remove (a letter or letters, esp. at the beginning of a word)
a[ûqoggon = a[ûwnon
a[ûwnon (gravmma) stop consonant (“mute,” i.e. b, g, d, k, p, t, q, û, c); conso-

nant
ajcarakthvristo", -on without grammatical form (e.g. of indeclinable foreign

words)
ajcavsmhto", -on without hiatus
ajcrhsteuvvw not to be in use
ajcrhstologevvw to speak unprofitably or amiss
a[crhsto", -on obsolete, disused
ajcwvristo", -on inseparable
baqmov", -ou÷, oJ degree of comparison
barbarivzw to speak bad Greek, commit barbarisms
barbarismov", -ou÷, oJ use of bad Greek or of a foreign language; barbarism (in-

correct use of individual words, as opposed to soloikismov", incorrect syntax);
see Lallot (1997: ii. 161), Donnet (1967: 154–6)

baruntikov", -hv, -ovn tending to retract the accent (normally used to indicate
recessive accentuation, i.e. an accent as close to the beginning of the word as
possible)

baruvnw (of letters or syllables) to pronounce without an accent, mark with a
grave accent; (of words) pronounce without an accent on the final syllable, mark
the final syllable with a grave accent, (mid.) have no accent on the final syl-
lable (in practice, normally restricted to recessive accentuation)

baruv", -ei÷a, -uv low (of pitch), grave or unaccented (of accent), long/heavy (of
syllables); baruv" (tovno") or barei÷a (prosw/diva) the grave accent (but see sec-
tion 4.2.9 above); barevvw" with the accent thrown back, with recessive accent;
see section 4.2.9 above, Moore-Blunt (1978), Probert (2003: 16–17), and Lallot
(1998: 88–9)
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baruvth", -hto", hJ grave accent, absence of accent; (of words) absence of ac-
cent on the final syllable

barutonevw  (of letters or syllables) to pronounce without an accent, mark with
a grave accent; (of words) pronounce without an accent on the final syllable,
mark the final syllable with a grave accent

barutovnhsi", -ew", hJ accentuation further back than the final syllable (in prac-
tice, normally restricted to recessive accentuation)

baruvtono", -on (of syllables) having no accent; (of words) having no accent on
the final syllable (in practice normally restricted to recessively accented words)

bebaivvwsi", -ew", hJ affirmation, confirmation
bibliakov", -hv, -ovn of books, based on books
boustroûhdovn (of writing) going from right to left and left to right in alternate

lines, boustrophedon
bracukatalhktevvw to end in a short syllable
bracukatavlhkto", -on ending in a short syllable, having an ending that is (too)

short by one foot
bracukatalhxiva, -a", hJ a short ending
bracuvvnw to shorten
bracuparalhktevvw to have a short penultimate syllable
bracuparavlhkto", -on having a short penultimate syllable
bracuparavlhxi", -ew", hJ state of having a short penultimate syllable
bracuproparalhktevvw to have a short antepenultimate syllable
bracuv", -ei÷a, -uv short (of vowels or syllables)
bracusuvllabo", -on of short syllables
genikov", -hv, -ovn genitive, genikhv (ptw÷si") the genitive case; generic; see Lallot

(1998: 145), Swiggers and Wouters (1995a: 151–2), De Mauro (1965)
gevno", -ou", tov gender
glw÷ssa, -h", hJ dialect, language, obsolete or dialectal word; see Lallot (1998:

77–9)
glwvsshma, -ato", tov obsolete or foreign word
glwsshmatikov", -hv, -ovn full of rare words
gravmma, -ato", tov letter (of the alphabet), piece of writing; see Lallot (1998:

96–8)
grammatikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to letters, grammar, literary or textual criti-

cism, etc.; (as masc. subst.) grammarian, critic, teacher of grammar; grammatikhv
(tevcnh) grammar (including literary and textual criticism, etc.), scholarship,
alphabet, writing system; see Lallot (1995, 1998: 69–73), Kaster (1988: esp.
453–4), Schenkeveld (1994: 263–5), Robins (1996)

grammatisthv", -ou÷, oJ elementary teacher, grammarian; see Kaster (1988: 447–
52)

graûhv, -h÷", hJ writing, (manuscript) reading, lesson
daktulikov", -hv, -ovn dactylic
dasunthv", -ou÷, oJ one inclined to aspirate sounds
dasuvnw to aspirate
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dasuv", -ei÷a, -uv aspirated (of consonants or vowels), having a rough breathing,
(as fem. subst.) rough breathing; see Lallot (1998: 102–4)

dasuvth", -hto", hJ aspiration
deiktikov", -hv, ovn demonstrative, deictic (used not only for our demonstrative

pronouns, but also for personal and possessive pronouns; also certain nouns
and adverbs)

dei÷na, -o", oJ/hJ/tov (consistently used with an article, usually oJ) so-and-so, some-
one, John Doe; cf. 4.1.39

dei÷xi", -ew", hJ demonstrative force or reference
dekavshmo", -on of the length of ten short syllables
deutevrwsi", -ew", hJ repetition
dhlonovti clearly (often introduces explanations)
dhlovvw to mean
diav cf. 4.1.30
diavbasi", -ew", hJ transitive force
diabatikov", -hv, -ovn transitive
diabebaiwtikov", -hv, -ovn affirmative (of conjunctions)
diabibavzomai to be transitive
diabibasmov", -ou÷, oJ transitive force
diabibastikov", -hv, -ovn transitive
diavdosi", -ew", hJ distribution; see Van Groningen (1963)
diazeuvgnumi, -nuvvw to disjoin, separate
diazeuktikov", -hv, -ovn disjunctive (of conjunctions, ones with non-connective

meanings like h[: more specifically used for h[ when it distinguishes between two
mutually exclusive alternatives); see Lallot (1998: 244–6)

diavzeuxi", -ew", hJ separation, disjunction
diavqesi", -ew", hJ voice (e.g. active); tense; force, function; mood?; see Lallot

(1997: ii. 62, 254, 1998: 159–60, 167–8), Lambert (1978), Andersen (1989,
1993), Rijksbaron (1986), Van Ophuijsen (1993a), Pantiglioni (1998)

diaivresi", -ew", hJ separation; resolution of a diphthong into two syllables, or
of a single word into two (i.e. tmesis); (in meter) diaeresis

diairetikov", -hv, -ovn separative; having a tendency to resolve diphthongs
diairevvw to divide, divide words, punctuate, resolve a diphthong or contracted

form
diakophv, -h÷", hJ separation, tmesis
diakritikov", -hv, -ovn separating, distinguishing
diakroustikov", -hv, -ovn expressing deception
dialaliva, -a", hJ talking, language
diavlekto", -ou, hJ dialect, speech, language; see Morpurgo Davies (1987),

Dalimier (2001: 225–6); Consani (1991)
diallaghv, -h÷", hJ change, difference
diavllhlo", -on interchangeable (of word order)
diavlusi", -ew", hJ separation, resolution (of a compound word into its original

elements, of a word into letters, of a diphthong into two vowels, of a double
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consonant such as x into two single consonants); asyndeton; hyperbaton;
solution

dialuvvw to separate, resolve into its component parts
diavnoia, -a", hJ meaning
diapivptw to be wrong
diapovrhsi", -ew", hJ doubt, question
diaporhtikov", -hv, -ovn dubitative, interrogative; see Dalimier (2001: 274–5)
diarqrovvw to distinguish, articulate
diavrqrwsi", -ew", hJ articulation
diasaûhtikov", -hv, -ovn affirmative, declarative, explanatory, making completely

clear; see Sluiter (1988: 56–7, 62–4)
diastaltikov", -hv, -ovn distinguishing
diavstasi", -ew", hJ separation (of vowels, not being a diphthong; of words, writ-

ten as two, as hJmw÷n aujtw÷n)
diastatikov", -hv, -ovn separate
diastevllw to distinguish, separate, oppose
diavsthma, -ato", tov interval, distance
diasthmatikov", -hv, -ovn indicating distance; by intervals (of the pitch changes

of the voice when singing)
diastigmhv, -h÷", hJ punctuation
diastivzw to punctuate, separate words
diastolhv, -h÷", hJ pause; word division; comma; separation (e.g. of a diphthong

into two vowels), opposition; see Lallot (1998: 85), Blank (1983a)
diativqhmi to act; to; diatiqevn subject; to; diatiqevmenon object; see also diavqesi"
diaûorav, -a÷", hJ distinction, subset
diaûwniva, -a", hJ discord
divbracu", -eia, -u of two short syllables
divgamma, tov digamma (Û)
digenhv", -ev" of doubtful gender, of two genders
divgramm(at)o", -on of two letters
diegeivvrw raise, make acute (of the accent)
dihghmatikov", -hv, -ovn descriptive, narrative
dikatavlhkto", -on having two endings
dikatalhxiva, -a", hJ state of having two endings
divkwlo", -on with two members or sections
diorqovvw to correct
diovrqwsi", -ew", hJ correction, edition (of a text; i.e. a corrected, critical edition

—but there is much dispute about exactly how critical such an edition was in
ancient times)

diorqwtikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to correction of texts
diorivvzw to distinguish, define
dipl(asi)avvzw to reduplicate; to double a consonant
diplasivasi", -ew", hJ = diplasiasmov"
diplas(ias)mov", -ou÷, -oJ reduplication; doubling of consonants (as in tovsso")
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diplasiologiva, -a", hJ repetition of words
diplovshm(ant)o", -on with double meaning
diplou÷", -h÷, -ou÷n double (of consonants z, x, y)
divplwsi", -ew", hJ doubling, reduplication
diprovswpo", -on denoting two persons (of possessive pronouns); see Lallot

(1998: 208)
divptwto", -on having one form for two cases, having two cases or endings
divshm(ant)o", -on of doubtful quantity (of a, i, u); having two meanings
dissologevvw to repeat; to pronounce in two ways
dissologiva, -a", hJ repetition of words; pronunciation in two ways
dissov" -hv, -ovn double; doubtful, ambiguous
distagmov", -ou÷, oJ doubt, ambiguity
distavzw to be in doubt
distaktikov", -hv, -ovn expressing doubt; distaktikh; e[gklisi" conditional sub-

junctive; see Schenkeveld (1982: 253–6, 264)
distasmov", -ou÷, oJ = distagmov"
disullabevvw to be disyllabic
disullabiva, -a", hJ pair of syllables
disuvllabo", -on disyllabic
discidovn in two columns
diswvnumo", -on with two names
ditonevvw to have two accents, have a double accent (of words that have differ-

ent accents under different circumstances, e.g. sev and se)
ditonivzw to accent in two ways
divtono", -on accented in two ways
diûqoggivvzw to write with a diphthong
diûqoggograûevvw to write with a diphthong
diûqoggovomai to be written with a diphthong
divûqoggo", -on with two sounds, diphthongal; (as fem. or neut. subst.)

diphthong
diûorevomai to be spelled or pronounced in two ways
diûovrhsi", -ew", hJ double mode of writing, double pronunciation
diconohtikov", -hv, -ovn indicating doubt; discordant
dicroniva, -a", hJ two short syllables
divcrono", -on capable of being either long or short (of a, i, u); consisting of two

short syllables; common (in meter, i.e. having two possible quantities)
diwnumiva, -a", hJ double name
diwvnumo", -on having two names; diwvnumon o[noma double name; see Lallot

(1998: 155–6)
dovkimo", -on approved, found in classical Attic
dotikov", -hv, -ovn dative; dotikhv (ptw÷si") the dative case; see Lallot (1998: 145–

6), De Mauro (1965)
douleuvvw to be construed with, to take (a certain case)
dra÷si", -ew", hJ action, active force of a verb
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drasthvrio", -on active
drastikov", -hv, -ovn active
dui>kov", -hv, -ovn dual
duvnamai to mean
duvnami", -ew", hJ meaning (of words), phonetic value (of letters); see Dalimier

(2001: 291–2)
dunhtikov", -hv, -ovn potential (of a[n and ken)
dusevkûor(ht)o", -on hard to pronounce
dusekûwvnhto", -on hard to pronounce
dushvkoo", -on ill-sounding
duskivnhto", -on hard to decline
duvsklito", -on hard to inflect, irregular
duvsûrasto", -on hard to say; badly expressed
dusûwniva, -a", hJ roughness of sound
duvsûwno", -on ill-sounding, harsh
duswnumevvw to have a bad name
Dwrivzw to speak or write in the Doric dialect, use Doric forms
Dwrikov", -hv, -ovn Doric
Dwvrio", -a, -on (or just -on) Doric
ejggignomevnh klivsi" an augment added to a compound verb (i.e. an augment

that is added inside a word)
e[ggramm(at)o", -on written, containing letters, descriptive of letters
ejgeivrw (to;n tovnon) to wake up the accent (i.e. to accent with an acute accent

the final syllable of an inherently oxytone word that had not been accented be-
cause it was followed by another word in a sentence)

ejgertikov", -hv, -ovn enclitic (i.e. causing a preceding oxytone word to wake up
its accent); with a final acute accent woken up

ejgkeleus(ma)tikov", -hv, -ovn hortatory
e[gklima, -ato", tov inflected form; form with grave accent
ejgklimatikov", -hv, -ovn = ejgklitikov"
ejgklivnw to inflect; to throw back the accent, pronounce as an enclitic, change

an acute accent to grave; (mid.) to be enclitic
e[gklisi", -ew", hJ verbal mood, inflection, enclitic form, throwing back of the

accent, change of acute accent to grave; see Lallot (1997: ii. 281–2, 314–15,
1998: 164–5), Sluiter (1990: 86–9), Dalimier (2001: 421)

ejgklitevon one must use as enclitic
ejgklitikov", -hv, -ovn enclitic (a word that attaches for purposes of accentuation

to the one preceding it, thereby causing various accentual complications)
e[qimo", -on customary, in use
ejqnikov", -hv, -ovn dialectal, indicating nationality; (as neut. subst.) ethnic
e[qo", -ou", tov usage; see Lallot (1997: ii. 177)
eijdikov", -hv, -ovn specific, not generic; see Swiggers and Wouters (1995a:

151–2)
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eij ¿do", -ou", tov type, species, derivational status (i.e. primitive or derived); see
Lallot (1998: 131, 149–50, 170); cf. 4.1.41

eijkasmov", -ou÷, oJ conjecture, guessing
eij" cf. 4.1.29
ejkbavllw to elide, suppress
ejkbolhv, -h÷", hJ elision, suppression
ejkdevcomai to accept, receive
e[kdosi", -ew", hJ text, publication, edition; see M. L. West (2001: 50–73), Van

Groningen (1963), Lallot (1997: ii. 7); Erbse (1959: 291–2), GG ii.ii. 1–2
ejkdromhv, -h÷", hJ elision, suppression
e[kqesmo", -on irregular
ejkqhluvnw to make feminine
ejkqlivbw to elide, suppress (a letter)
e[kqliyi", -ew", hJ elision (elimination of a final vowel before a word beginning

with a vowel), suppression (of a letter), ecthlipsis (elision in Latin of final syl-
lables ending in -m)

e[kkeimai to be set forth
ejkkovptw to cut out, mark out
ejkleiptikov", -hv, -ovn elliptical
ejkleivpw = ejlleivvpw, cf. 4.1.35
ejkpivptw to arise from, be produced from, be derived from
e[ktasi", -ew", hJ lengthening (of a vowel, syllable), augment, long form (of vowels

that can be long or short)
ejktatikov", -hv, -ovn having a tendency to lengthen (+ gen.)
ejkteivnw to lengthen (a vowel, syllable), augment
ejkûevrw to pronounce; (pass.) to be formed (with, + diav; from, + ajpov)
ejkûorav, -a÷", hJ pronunciation
ejkûwnevvw to pronounce
ejkûwvnhsi", -ew", hJ pronunciation, exclamation
ejlleiphv", -ev" = ejlliphv"
ejlleiptikov", -hv, -ovn elliptical, defective
ejlleivpw to be lacking, cf. 4.1.35
e[lleiyi", -ew", hJ ellipsis (omission of words that can be understood from the

context), omission (of a letter); see Lallot (1997: ii. 20)
eJllhnismov", -ou÷, oJ use of pure Greek; use of the koiné dialect; see Schenkeveld

(1994: 281–91)
ejlliphv", -ev" defective, elliptical
ejmpaqhv", -ev" modified, inflected
ejmperiektikov", -hv, -ovn including, inclusive
ejmperilambavnw to include
ejmperilhptikov", -hv, -ovn including, inclusive
ejmûaivnw to indicate, mean
ejmûantikov", -hv, -ovn expressive, vivid
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e[mûasi", -ew", hJ meaning, emphasis; suggestion (as opposed to expression);
see Van Ophuijsen (1993a)

ejn cf. 4.1.33
ejnallaghv, -h÷", hJ change in order, interchange
ejnantiovth", -hto", hJ opposition
ejnantiwmatikov", -hv, -ovn adversative (marking opposition, of conjunctions, as

o{mw")
ejnarktikov", -hv, -ovn inchoative
ejndehv", -ev" defective
e[ndeia, -a", hJ lack, defectiveness
ejndiplasiavvzw to reduplicate
ejnevrgeia, -a", hJ active voice, action; see Swiggers and Wouters (1996: 143–

5), Van Ophuijsen (1993a)
ejnergevvw to act; oJ ejnergw÷n the subject; oJ ejnergouvmeno" the object
ejnerghtikov", -hv, -ovn active
ejnestwv", -w÷sa, -ov" present; (as masc. subst.) the present tense; see Lallot (1998:

172)
e[nqesi", -ew", hJ insertion
eJnikov", -hv, -ovn singular
e[nnoia, -a", hJ meaning, sense; see Van Ophuijsen (1993a)
ejntelhv", -ev" complete
ejnupovkrito" (uJpo)stigmhv punctuation put after the protasis, dramatic pause;

see Blank (1983a)
ejxakolouqevw to follow (an analogical rule)
ejxallaghv, -h÷", hJ alteration, variation
ejxavplwsi", -ew", hJ explanation, paraphrase
eJxavptwto", -on having six cases
eJxasuvllabo", -on having six syllables
ejxattikivzw to Atticize, express in Attic form
ejxevgersi", -ew" hJ raising of the accent (to an acute) on the final syllable of an

oxytone word
ejxhgevomai to explain, interpret, write a commentary on
ejxhvghsi", -ew", hJ explanation, commentary; see Lallot (1998: 77)
ejxhghthv", -ou÷, oJ interpreter, commentator
ejxhghtikov", -hv, -ovn explanatory
eJxh÷", tov  sequence in which words are to be taken, normal word order, gram-

matical sequence; (as indeclinable adj.) following, next; see Lallot (1997: ii. 68),
Sluiter (1990: 68); cf. 4.1.38

ejxomalivzw to form according to the rule
e[xwqen  from outside; e[xwqen proslambavnw to supply or understand a word;

e[xwqen (pros)klivnw/(pros)lambavnw to augment (add an e from outside); e[xwqen
klivsi"/crovno"/au[xhsi" augment, addition of letters to a word (e.g. ej-kei÷no")

ejxwvqhsi", -ew", hJ expulsion (of a letter)
ejpaggeliva, -a", hJ meaning
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ejpaivrw to raise, make acute (of the accent)
ejpakolouqhtikov", -hv, -ovn inclined to follow (of dev when it follows mevn)
ejpallhliva, -a", hJ sequence, continuous series
ejpavllhlo", -on in succession, one after another
ejpallhlovth", -hto", hJ repetition, duplication
ejpamûoterivzw to have two forms (e.g. acc. sing. ending in -n or -a), to have doubt-

ful quantity (of vowels)
ejpanadiplasiasmov", -ou÷, oJ doubling, gemination
ejpanadivplwsi", -ew", hJ reduplication, gemination
ejpaporh(ma)tikov", -hv, -ovn dubitative (expressing doubt or question); see

Dalimier (2001: 275)
ejpauxavnw to increase, lengthen
ejpauvxhsi", -ew", hJ lengthening (esp. of vowels)
ejpeivsodo", -ou, hJ coming in from outside (of extra letters added to a word)
ejpevktasi", -ew", hJ lengthening (of a vowel or a word, especially lengthening

at the end of a word)
ejpektatikov", -hv, -ovn lengthening
ejpekteivnw to lengthen (a syllable, or a word), pronounce as long
ejpevnqesi", -ew", hJ insertion of a letter or word, epenthesis (the insertion of a

sound to make a word easier to pronounce)
ejpenqetikov", -hv, -ovn inserted
ejpentivqhmi to insert
ejpexhgevomai to explain besides
ejpexhghmatikov", -hv, -ovn epexegetical (providing further explanation)
ejpexhvghsi", -ew", hJ explanation
ejphrmevnh (e[gklisi") subjunctive (from ai[rw, i.e. the mood with the magni-

fied thematic vowel)
ejpiv cf. 4.1.31
ejpizeuktikov", -hv, -ovn connective; taking the subjunctive; see Schenkeveld

(1982), Lallot (1997: ii. 236), Dalimier (2001: 352–3)
ejpivzeuxi", -ew", hJ repetition, addition
ejpiqetikov", -hv, -ovn added; adjectival, pertaining to an epithet, (as neut. subst.)

adjective
ejpivqeto", -on adjectival, (as neut. subst.) epithet, adjective; see Lallot (1998:

151–2)
ejpivkoino", -on epicene (of gender; there is a distinction between two types of

what we might call common gender, koinovn “common” and ejpivkoinon “epicene,”
whereby the former term is used for nouns that can be masculine or feminine
according to the sex of the referent (e.g. oJ or hJ i{ppo") and the latter is used for
nouns that always have the same gender regardless of the sex of the referent,
as hJ celidwvn “swallow,” which is used for both male and female swallows)

ejpikoinwnevw to be in common, share in common
ejpikravteia, -a", hJ prevalence, authority
ejpileivpw to be defective (lack certain forms)
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ejpilogistikov", -hv, -ovn inferential, illative (indicating motion into)
ejpimerizovmeno", -h, -on distributive; partitive (of genitives)
ejpimerivzw to distribute
ejpimerismov", -hv, -ovn distribution; parsing; division of a sentence into words;

analysis; classification
ejpiplokhv, -h÷", hJ insertion (of letters); combination (e.g. of letters or phrases);

(in meter) conversion of rhythms by change in order of syllables
ejpivrrhma, -ato", tov adverb; see Lallot (1998: 221–30, 1999)
ejpirrhmatikov", -hv, -ovn adverbial
ejpishmasiva, -a", hJ marking, notation, indication
ejpistaltikov", -hv, -ovn epistolary; dative, ejpistaltikhv (ptw÷si") dative case
ejpistevrhsi", -ew", hJ a second negation cancelling an earlier one
ejpisunaloiûhv, -h÷", hJ elision at the close of a verse; coalescence of two syllables

into one
ejpisunevmptwsi", -ew", hJ succession of words with similar-sounding endings

and the same vowels
ejpisuvnqeto", -on compound (esp. of meters)
ejpitagmatikov", -hv, -ovn subsidiary; appositive, postpositive; see Lallot (1997:

ii. 157)
ejpivtasi", -ew", hJ intensity, intensification; presence of the acute accent; see

Lallot (1997: ii. 83)
ejpitavssw to place after
ejpitatikov", -hv, -ovn intensive, intensifying
ejpiteivnw to intensify
ejpitelestikov", -hv, -ovn indicating purpose or result; see Dalimier (2001: 356–8)
ejpitetamevno", -h, -on comparative (of degree); acute (of accent)
ejpiûevromai to follow (e.g. of letters in a word, or words in a sentence; + dat.);

see Dalimier (2001: 259–60)
ejpivûqegma, -ato", tov exclamation, interjection
ejpiûorav, -a÷", hJ conclusion; act of following immediately; see Lallot (1998: 252),

Dalimier (2001: 411–12)
ejpiûor(ht)ikov", -hv, -ovn illative (indicating motion into), inferential, forming

the second or subsequent clause
ejpiûwnevw to exclaim
ejpiûwvnhma, -ato", tov interjection, exclamation
ejpiûwvnhsi", -ew", hJ interjection
ejpiûwnhtikovn, -ou÷, tov an added word
ejpicwriavzw to call or name in the local dialect or language
ejpicwvrio", -a, -on native, in the local dialect or language
eJptagravmmato", -on of seven letters
ejpw/dov", -ou÷, hJ epode (part of a lyric ode sung after the strophe and antistrophe)
ejpw/dov", -ou÷, oJ refrain; shorter verse of a couplet
ejpwnumiva, -a", hJ name, additional name, nickname
ejpwvnumon (o[noma) epithet, additional name; see Lallot (1998: 155–6)
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eJrmhneiva, -a", hJ expression, explanation, interpretation, translation
eJrmhneutikov", -hv, -ovn expressive, interpretive
ejrwvthma, -ato", tov question (esp. one answered with “yes” or “no”); see Dalimier

(2001: 274)
ejrwthmatikov", -hv, -ovn interrogative
ejrwvthsi", -ew", hJ question
ejsovmeno", -on future
e[swqen inside (of the internal augment and reduplication found in verbs com-

pounded with a preposition, as katevgraya)
eJteravriqmo", -on of different number; (as neut. subst.) change of number (as

a figure of speech)
eJterogenhv", -ev" of different gender; (as neut. subst.) change of gender (in a

constructio ad sensum)
eJterovzugo", -on differently formed; (as adv.) in a different declension
eJteroivvwsi", -ew", hv alteration, change
eJterovklito", -on irregularly inflected (of nouns)
eJteropavqeia, -a", hJ reflexivity, reciprocity
eJterovptwto", -on having cases formed from different stems (as mevga", megavlou);

(as neut. subst.) change of case (as a figure of speech)
eJteroshvmanto", -on with different meaning
ïeJteroschmavtisto", -on differently formed; (as neut. subst.) change of gram-

matical form (as a figure of speech)
eJteroûwnevomai to be different in sound
eJïterovcrono", -on (as neut. subst.) change of tense (as a figure of speech)
eJïterwnumiva, -a", hJ difference of name, lack of synonymy
eJterwvnumo", -on  with different meaning, with different name
ejtumhgorevw to derive
ejtumhgoriva, -a", hJ etymology, derivation
ejtumologevw to analyze a word and find its origin, argue from etymology
ejtumologiva, -a", hJ etymology; see Lallot (1998: 79–80)
ejtumologikov", -hv, -ovn etymological; (as masc. subst.) etymologist
e[tumon, -ou, tov etymology, true sense of a word according to its origin
ejtumovth", -hto", hJ true meaning of a word
eujastikov", -hv, -ovn Bacchanalian, exclamatory (of adverbs etc.)
eujgrammativa, -a", hJ calligraphy
eujdiavqeto", -on easily affected, well-arranged
eujepevktato", -on naturally lengthened
eujqetivzw to be suitably employed
eujqetismov", -ou÷, oJ convenience, orderly arrangement
eujqetov", -ovn well-arranged, easy to use
eujquvnomai = ojrqotonevomai
eujquv", -ei÷a, -uv nominative; eujqei÷a (ptw÷si") nominative case
eujktikov", -hv, -ovn expressing desire (of adverbs and verbs); eujktikhv (e[glisi")

optative mood
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eujmavlakto", -on liquid (of consonants)
eujparavdekto", -on acceptable, admissible
eujruûwniva, -a", hJ broadness of sound
eujsunqesiva, -a", hJ good arrangement of words
eujsuvnqeto", -on easy to compound into a word
eujsuvntakto", -on well-arranged, with good syntax, easy
eujsuntaxiva, -a", hJ the state of being eujsuvntakto"
eujûhmhtikov", -hv, -ovn with auspicious meaning
eujûhmismov", -ou÷, oJ use of an auspicious word for an inauspicious one
eujûwniva, -a", hJ euphony
eu[ûwno", -on euphonious
eujchv, -h÷", hJ  wish, prayer
eujcrhstevomai to be in common use (of words)
ejûelkusmov", -ou÷, oJ affixation of nu-movable or a similar suffix (see ejûelkustikov")
ejûelkustikov", -hv, -ovn attracting, attracted, suffixed (esp. of the k in oujk and of

nu-movable, called n ejûelkustikovn); see Lallot (1997: ii. 47)
ejûermhneutikov", -hv, -ovn explanatory
ejûetikov", -hv, -ovn expressing desire (of verbs)
ejûqarmevno", -h, -on corrupt
zeu÷gma, -ato", tov connection, zeugma (figure of speech in which two subjects

are used with a predicate that strictly belongs only to one of them)
Zhnodovteio", -a, -on of or pertaining to Zenodotus
hjqikov", -hv, -ovn expressive
hJmivbracu", -eia, -u lasting half a short syllable
hJmivûwno", -on continuant (consonant that is not a stop, i.e. that can be pro-

nounced for an indefinite length of time (z, x, y, l, m, n, r, s); note that this is not
the same as English “semivowel,” which refers to w and y); see Lallot (1998: 102)

hj ¿co", -ou, o sound, breathing
qaumastikov", -hv, -ovn exclamatory, expressing astonishment (of adverbs,

interjections)
qeiasmov", -ou÷, oJ inspiration, frenzy
qevma, -ato", tov base form (primary, non-derived form); see Lallot (1997: ii. 45)
qemativzw to establish as a base form; assign a meaning or gender arbitrarily
qematikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to the base form, primary (not derivative); qematikav

elements; qematikwvtero" using several different base forms
qematismov", -ou÷, oJ arbitrary determination, conventional arrangement
qematopoievw to make into a qevma
qevsi", -ew", hJ convention, form (esp. original form or derived form), position

(in meter, of syllables long by position), downbeat, stop (in punctuation); see
Lallot (1998: 109–11)

qetikov", -hv, -ovn positive (degree); affirmative; expressing obligation (of forms
in -tevon)

qhlukov", -hv, -ovn feminine
qhluvnw to make a feminine form
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qhluprephv", -ev" feminine
qhluv", -ei÷a, -uv female, feminine
qli÷yi", -ew", hJ = e[kqliyi"
qrhn(ht)ikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to lament, interjection
!Iakov", -av, -ovn Ionic
!Iav", -avdo", hJ Ionic dialect
ijdiavzw to be peculiar, be specific to an individual, be proper (of nouns)
ijdiasmov", -ou÷, oJ peculiarity; conversion to a proper name
ijdikov", -hv, -ovn = eijdikov"
ijdiopavqeia, -a", hJ reflexivity, reciprocity
ijdiopaqhv", -ev" reflexive, intransitive
i[dio", -a, -on proper, specific, not generic; (as neut. subst.) specificity
ijdiovth", -hto", hJ peculiarity, individuality, individual nature; eij" ijdiovthta as

a proper name
ijdiovtupo", -on of a peculiar form
ijdivwma, -ato", tov peculiarity of style, unique feature, (individual) style
ijdiwvth", -ou, oJ layman, ignoramus
ijdiwtivzw to pronounce in the local manner
ijdiwtikov", -hv, -ovn unskilled, unlearned
ijdiwtismov", -ou÷, oJ vulgar phrase; ad hominem argument
iJketikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to supplication (of verbs)
ijsavriqmo", -on having the same (grammatical) number
ijsodunamevw to be equivalent to, mean the same thing
ijsodunamiva, -a", hJ equivalence in meaning
ijsoduvnamo", -on equivalent in meaning
ijsovzugo", -on of the same number and person
ijsokatavlhkto", -on having the same ending
ijsostoicevw = ajntistoicevvw
ijsostoiciva = ajntistoiciva
ijsosullabevw to have the same number of syllables
ijsosullabiva, -a", hJ equality of syllables
ijsosuvllabo", -on having the same number of syllables
ijsocronevw to have the same length, number of syllables, or number of time-

units
ijsovcrono", -on the same length, consisting of the same number of time-units
iJstoriva, -a", hJ the usage of the ancients; a story or piece of information al-

luded to by a poet that requires explanation
!Iwnikov", -hv, -ovn Ionic
ijwt(ak)ivzw to write with iota
ijwtakismov", -ou÷, oJ doubling or repetition of iota (esp. in Latin)
ijwtograûevw to write with iota
kaqavr(e)io", -on pure, correct
kaqar(i)euvw to be pure, be correct, be preceded by a vowel, contain a pure

syllable
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kaqarologevw to be precise or accurate in language
kaqarov", -av, -ovn pure, unmixed, clear, simple, preceded by a vowel (rather than

a consonant)
kaqov that (introducing indirect statements)
kaqovti because
kainoschmavtisto", -on newly or strangely formed
kainovschmo", -on newly or strangely formed
kainoschvmwn, -on newly or strangely formed
kainovûwno", -on new-sounding
kairikov", -hv, -ovn temporal
kairiolektevw to use (a word) appropriately
kakosuvnqeto", -on ill-composed
kakosuntaxiva, -a", hJ bad grammar
kakoûwniva, -a", hJ cacaphony
kakovûwno", -on cacophonous, ill-sounding
kalliûwnevw to speak beautifully, pronounce euphoniously
kalliûwniva, -a", hJ euphony
kanonivzw to prescribe rules, conjugate, give the rule or paradigm, parse; kanonivzetai

the rule is . . .
kanonikov", -hv, -ovn regular
kanovnisma, -ato", tov grammatical rule
kanwvn, -ovno", oJ rule, paradigm, metrical scheme
karivzw to speak like a Carian, speak barbarously
katav cf. 4.1.32
katabibavzw to throw the accent forward to the following syllable or to the end

of the word
katabivbasi", -ew", hJ = katabibasmov"
katabibasmov", -ou÷, oJ act of throwing the accent forward to the following syl-

lable or to the end of the word
kataglwttivzw to compose using rare words, speak in dialect
katavglwtto", -on full of rare words
katalevgw (to;n tovnon) = katabibavzw
kataleivpw to lack, be defective
katalhvgw to end
katalhktikov", -hv, -ovn terminal; leaving off; catalectic (in meter, lacking one

syllable in the last foot of a verse)
katavlhxi", -ew", hJ ending, final syllable; cadence or close of a period
katallhliva, -a", hJ = katallhlovth"; see Donnet (1967: 153)
katavllhlo", -on rightly constructed, congruent, agreeing
katallhlovth", -hto", hJ correct form, correct construction, agreement, gram-

matical regularity; see Lallot (1997: ii. 8), Sluiter (1990: 50–1), Blank (1982:
27–31, 45–9, 55–7)

katalogavdhn in prose
kataperaiovw to close, end with or together with (+ eij" + acc.)
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katattikivzw to speak Attic
katavûasi", -ew", hJ affirmation, affirmative particle
kataûatikov", -hv, -ovn affirmative, emphatic
kataûorav, -a÷", hJ pronunciation, utterance
katavcrhsi", -ew", hJ improper use of words, catachresis (application of a term

to a thing that it does not properly denote, perversion of a trope or metaphor)
katacrhstikov", -hv, -ovn misused, misapplied
katacrhstikw÷" by extension
kathgorevvw to signify, be the predicate; see Sluiter (1990: 93–5), Lallot (1997:

ii. 58–9)
kathgovrhma, -ato", tov predicate
kathgorikov", -ovn affirmative; predicative; infinitive; categorical (as opposed to

hypothetical), (as neut. subst.) statement combining subject and predicate
kathgorouvmenon, -ou, tov predicate; see Pfister (1976), Lallot (1994b), Ildefonse

(1994)
katorqovw to correct, (pass.) be correct, follow the pattern
katovrqwma, -ato", tov correct usage
katovrqwsi", -ew", hJ correction; see Dalimier (2001: 223–4)
katwmotikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to affirmative oaths (of adverbs)
kei÷mai to appear, be attested, be correct
keleustikov", -hv, -ovn hortatory
keraiva, -a", hJ apex of a letter (the top of it, in the written form), (by extension)

word
keravnnumi, -uvw to coalesce by crasis, contract
kechnov", -ovto", tov gap, lacuna (from cavskw)
kinevw to inflect; alter (a manuscript reading)
kivnhma, -ato", tov inflection
kivnhsi", -ew", hJ inflection
kionhdovn like a pillar, in vertical lines from top to bottom
kirnavw to mix, contract (of vowels)
klh÷si", -ew", hJ calling, nominative, vocative
klhtikov", -hv, -ovn vocative, of calling or address; klhtikhv (ptw÷si") the voca-

tive case; klhtiko;n ejpivrrhma the particle wj ¿; see Lallot (1998: 148)
klivma, -ato", tov inflected form, inflection
klivnw to inflect, decline, augment
klivsi", -ew", hJ inflection, declension, augment, reduplication
klitikov", -hv, -ovn declinable, pertaining to inflection (esp. declension); klitiko;n

movrion augment
koimivzw to put the accent to sleep (i.e. change an acute on a final syllable to

grave)
koivmisi", -ew", hJ putting the accent to sleep (i.e. changing an acute on a final

syllable to grave)
koimismov", -ou÷, oJ = koivmisi"
koinolektevw to use ordinary language
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koinovlekto", -on in ordinary language
koinolexiva, -a", hJ ordinary language
koinologiva, -a", hJ koiné dialect, dialog, ordinary language
koinov", -hv, -ovn colloquial or non-literary Greek; koinhv (diavlekto") koiné dia-

lect, koinoiv writers using the koiné dialect; koino;n gevno" common gender (see
above s.v. ejpivkoino"); capable of being long or short (of vowels a, i, u); koinh;
sullabhv anceps (syllable capable of being either long or short); of ambiguous
or mixed meter (of poems); in the middle voice (of verbs); koino;n o[noma com-
mon noun; ajpo; koinou÷ zeugma (a figure of speech using a verb or adjective
with two nouns, to only one of which it is strictly applicable, while the word
applicable to the other noun is omitted); see Lallot (1998: 115–17)

koinovth", -hto", hJ common gender; zeugma, sharing of a word by two clauses
(esp. in phrase ejn koinovthti paralambavnesqai)

kovppa, tov koppa ()
korwniv", -ivdo", hJ coronis (a sign, like a smooth breathing, used to indicate

crasis; also a sign indicating the end of a book or other section of a literary
work); end

kouûivzw to elide
kouûismov", -ou÷, oJ elision
kra÷si", -ew", hJ mixing, combination, crasis (combination of two vowels, often

from two different words, into one, as tou[noma for tou÷ o[noma); occasionally
also synaeresis (removal of diaeresis to create a diphthong, as pai÷" from pavi>");
see Lallot (1997: ii. 109)

krivsi", -ew", hJ judgement, literary criticism
kritikov", -hv, -ovn critical; (as masc. subst.) scholar, literary critic, grammarian
kthtikov", -hv, -ovn possessive (of adjectives, pronouns, etc.); genitive, kthtikhv

(ptw÷si") genitive case; see Lallot (1998: 133)
kuriolektevw to use words in their proper or literal sense
kuriolexiva, -a", hJ use of literal rather than figurative expressions, proper speech
kuriologiva, -a", hJ proper meaning of a word, proper speech, use of literal rather

than figurative expessions
kuvrio", -a, -on proper; kuvrion (o[noma) proper name; kurivvw" properly; kuvrio"

tovno" principal accent, high tone; see Lallot (1998: 150), Matthaios (1996)
kuriwnumiva, -a", hJJ proper name, use of a proper name
laliav, -a÷", hJ talk, conversation, dialect
la(m)bdakismov", -ou÷, oJJJ defect in pronunciation, dissonance of repetition of

lambda
leivpw to be lacking, be incomplete, be omitted; (pass.) remain; cf. 4.1.35
lei÷yi", -ew", hJ omission
lektikov", -hv, -ovn prose, in colloquial style, stylistic, pertaining to expression,

with the force of a word (of the ending -qen)
lektov", -hv, ovn capable of being spoken; (as neut. subst.) expression, phrase,

meaning
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levxi", -ew", hJ word, phrase, speech, diction, style, peculiar word (hence levxei"
glossary), text of an author (as opposed to commentary); see Lallot (1998: 119–
22), Swiggers and Wouters (1996: 129–31)

lhvgw to terminate, end in (+ dat.), have a final syllable in (+ dat.) (also middle)
lhktikov", -hv, -ovn terminal, at the end
lh÷mma, -ato", tov base form, premise
lh÷xi", -ew", hJ ending
lovgo", -ou, oJ phrase, sentence, complex term; analogy, rule, principle, oration,

narrative, utterance, speech, language; section, division (of a speech); proverb,
saying; prose, dialog (note that lovgo" never means “word” in grammatical con-
texts); see Lallot (1998: 119–22), Wouters (1975)

luvsi", -ew", hJ resolution (metrical, of a long into two shorts; or of a long vowel
into two vowels, as hjevlio" for h{lio"); looseness of structure in writing, esp.
asyndeton

luvw to resolve (a long into two shorts)
makrokatalhktevw to end in a long syllable
makrokatavlhkto", -on ending in a long syllable
makroparavlhkto", -on having a long penultimate syllable
makroperiovdeuto", -on verbose
makroperivodo", -on making or having long periods
makrov", -av, -ovn long (of vowels or syllables); (as fem. subst.) mark indicating a

long vowel
makrosuvllabo", -on consisting of long syllables
makrovth", -hto", hJ length
makruvnw to lengthen
mammwnumikov", -hv, -ovn derived from the grandmother’s name
mavch, -h", hJ conflict
mavcomai to be in conflict with; see Dalimier (2001: 257–8)
megalograûevw to write with omega
mevgeqo", -ou", tov (metrical) length, lengthening, augment
megequvnw to lengthen
meqivstamai to change into (+ eij" + acc.)
mevllwn (crovno") future (tense); see Lallot (1998: 172); met! ojlivgon mevllwn

future perfect tense; see Wouters (1994)
merismov", -ou÷, oJ division, classification, distribution, parsing, scansion, divi-

sion of a line into feet or a sentence into words; see Lallot (1997: ii. 169–70),
Ildefonse (1997: 276–9), Sluiter (1990: 106)

mevro", -ou", tov (lovgou) part of speech; word; see Lallot (1997: ii. 9, 30; 1998:
122–5), Schenkeveld (1994: 269–73), Householder (1981: 4), Egenolff (1879)

mesavzomai to be inserted in the middle, intervene, occupy a central position
mesovptwto", -on inflected in the middle (of words like o{sti")
mevso", -h, -on: mevson (gravmma) voiced consonant (b, g, d); mevsh (stigmhv)

middle stop (in punctuation, indicates a pause for breath greater than that of a
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comma but less than that of a period/full stop, signified by a low point); mevsh
prosw/diva: see Probert (2003: 17–18); mevsh diavqesi" middle voice; see Collinge
(1963), Lallot (1998: 91–2, 102–5, 168–70), Blank (1983a: 51–2)

mesosullabiva, -a", hJ parenthesis
mesovth", -hto", hJ middle voice; pertaining to quality (of adverbs); see Collinge

(1963), Lallot (1998: 168–70, 227), Rijksbaron (1986), Andersen (1989)
metabaivnw to change
metavbasi", -ew", hJ change, inflectional change, state of being transitive or not

reflexive; see Dalimier (2001: 409–10)
metabatikov", -hv, -ovn not reflexive (of pronouns), transitive (of verbs), transi-

tional or copulative (of conjunctions)
metabibavzw to transfer, translate
metabolhv, -h÷", hJ change
metabolikov", -hv, -ovn subject to change, mutable, doubtful (of the quantity of

a, i, u)
metagrammativzw to transcribe in different orthography, transpose the letters

of a word
metagrammatismov", -ou÷, oJ transcription into a different orthography
metagraûhv, -h÷", hJ transcription, translation, change of text or reading
metagravûw to copy, transcribe, alter or correct what one has written, translate
metavgw to translate, derive; (pass.) be borrowed
metavqesi", -ew", hJ transposition, metathesis (transposition of letters), change

(of a letter), plagiarism
metakinevw to change
metaklivnw to change (esp. of case)
metavklisi", -ew", hJ change of case; = metavlhyi"
metalambavnw to change, change construction, use in place of, take words in

another sense, parody, translate, interpret
metalhptikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to metavlhyi"
metavlhyi", -ew", hJ substitution; change, change of construction, change in

dialect, change of name, translation; see Sluiter (1990: 111–17), Lallot (1997:
ii. 93)

metallaghv, -h÷", hJ change, exchange
metallavssw to change, transpose
metavmeiyi", -ew", hJ exchange, alteration
metamorûovw to transform
metaxuv intermediate, neuter
metaxuvth", -hto", hJ middle position, interval
metaplasmov", -ou÷, oJ metaplasm (formation of case or tense forms from a non-

existent nominative or present base form), transformation, poetic license
metaplavssw to change; (pass.) be formed by metaplasm
metaplastikov", -hv, -ovn changed in form
metapoievw to change, transpose
metapoivhsi", -ew", hJ change, alteration
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metavptwsi", -ew", hJ change, inflection
metaptwtikov", -hv, -ovn  liable to change; common (of the quantity of vowels a,

i, u)
metasuntivqhmi to change, alter the arrangement of a sentence
metasuvrw to alter in form
metaschmativzw to change form, inflect
metaschmatismov", -ou÷, oJ change of form, inflection
metavtaxi", -ew", hJ transposition, metathesis
metativqhmi to transpose, change
metatuvpwsi", -ew", hJ transformation, resolution of a compound into two simple

words
metaûevrw to use metaphorically
metaûorav, -a÷", hJ metaphor
metaûorikov", -hv, -ovn metaphorical, apt at metaphors
metaûravzw to paraphrase, translate
metavûrasi", -ew", hJ paraphrase
metacarakthrivzw to change the orthography
metousiastikov", -hv, -ovn indicating participation (of adjectives), derivative ad-

jective; see Lallot (1998: 159)
metochv, -h÷", hJ participle; see Lallot (1998: 187–90; 1999)
metocikov", -hv, -ovn participial
metwnumiva, -a", hJ metonymy (use of one word for another)
mhkuvnw to lengthen
mhkusmov", -ou÷, oJ lengthening
mhtrwnumikov", -hv, -ovn metronymic, named after one’s mother
mikrograûevw to write with a short vowel, esp. omicron
monadikov", -hv, -ovn unique, having a single form, having one ending for all three

genders, single
monavzw to be unique
monhv, -h÷", hJ preservation (of letters), persistence (of accent)
monhvrh", -e" rare, peculiar, not analogical, anomalous
monogenhv", -ev" having only one gender
monogravmmato", -on consisting of only one letter
monovklito", -on indeclinable
monoproswpevw to have only one person
monoprovswpo", -on having reference to only one person (of pronouns, i.e. as

opposed to possessive pronouns that refer to both possessor and possessed),
having one person (of pronouns, i.e. ejkei÷no" as opposed to  i{(nom. of ouJ ¿), which
has corresponding first and second persons)

monovptwto", -on with only one case, indeclinable
monosullabevw to be a monosyllable
monosullabiva, -a", hJ the state of being monosyllabic
monosuvllabo", -on monosyllabic (of words), dealing in monosyllables (of

grammarians)
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monoschmavtisto", -on of only one form, indeclinable
monovtono", -on without elevation of the voice
monovûqoggo", -ou, hJ monophthong, single vowel sound, single syllable or letter
monovûwno", -on of one sound, indeclinable
monovcrono", -on always of the same quantity, occupying only one time-unit,

short (of vowels)
movrion, -ou, tov word, part of speech, prefix or suffix; see Dalimier (2001: 226–

7, 392)
mugmov", -ou÷, oJ utterance or sound of the letter m
muotakismov", -ou÷, oJ repeated m sound
noevw to mean
nohtovn, -ou÷, tov meaning; see Lallot (1997: ii. 10)
novqo", -h, -on spurious (of literary works), hybrid (of foreign words partly adapted

into the language)
nou÷", -ou÷, oJ sense, meaning
nugmhv, -h÷", hJ dot, punctuation mark
nugmov", -ou÷, oJ sound of the letter n
nwvnumo", -on having no name
oijkeiotonevomai to have its own accent
oijkeiw(ma)tikov", -hv, -ovn possessive
oijktikov", -hv, -ovn expressing pity or lamentation (of verbs)
oiJ ¿on as, such as (introducing examples of a previously stated rule); cf. 4.1.40
ojjlivgo": met! ojlivgon mevllwn future perfect tense; see Wouters (1994)
ojligosuvllabo", -on of few syllables
ojligwrevw to neglect, (pass.) be defective or badly formed; see Lallot (1997: ii. 225)
oJlovklhro" -on complete, in its original form, not subject to pavqh
oJmalismov", -ou÷, oJ lack of accentual elevation, lack of accent
oJmiliva, -a", hJ (current) usage
oJmovglwsso", -on of the same language, speaking the same language
oJmoeivdeia, -a", hJ sameness, similarity of form or accent
oJmoeidhv", -ev" of the same form, indeclinable, related; see Lallot (1997: ii. 166–7)
oJmoiogenhv", -ev" of the same gender
oJmoiograûevw to write alike
oJmoiovgraûo", -on written alike
oJmoiokatalhktevvw to have similar endings
oJmoiokatavlhkto", -on ending alike
oJmoiokatalhxiva, -a", hJ similarity of endings
oJmoioparavgwgo", -on similarly derived
oJmoioprovswpo", -on in the same person
oJmoioprovûoro", -on similar in pronunciation
oJmoiovptwto", -on with a similar inflection, with similar endings, in a similar

case, in the same case
oJmoiovshmo", -on meaning the same thing
oJmoiovschmo", -on of similar form, agreeing
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oJmoiotevleuto", -on ending similarly; (as neut. subst.) homoeoteleuton (a rhe-
torical figure in which several cola have similar-sounding endings)

oJmoiovth", -hto", hJ similarity
oJmoiovtono", -on with similar accent
oJmoiovûqoggo", -on sounding similar
oJmoioûwnevw to sound like
oJmoiwmatikov", -hv, -ovn correlative, signifying resemblance or comparison, per-

taining to a simile
oJmoivwsi", -ew", hJ resemblance, comparison, simile
ojmotikov", -hv, -ovn related to swearing (of adverbs)
oJmotonevw to have the same accent
oJmovtono", -on having the same accent
oJmotupiva, -a", hJ sameness of form
oJmoûwnevw to sound the same or similar, coincide in form
oJmoûwniva, -a", hJ sameness of sound or form
oJmovûwno", -on having the same sound
oJmovcrono", -on of the same time, quantity, or duration
oJmwnumevw to have the same name as, have the same meaning as
oJmwnumiva, -a", hJ homonymy, ambiguity, homonymous word
oJmwvnumo", -on homonymous, having the same name; (as neut. subst.) homonym
o[noma, -ato", tov noun or adjective, word; see Lallot (1997: ii. 22; 1998: 127–

8; 1999)
ojnomavzw to name, utter
ojnomasiva, -a", hJ name, noun, language
ojnomastikov", -hv, -ovn nominative; ojnomastikhv (ptw÷si") the nominative case;

pertaining to naming; ojnomastikovn (biblivon) vocabulary
ojnomatikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to nouns
ojnomatoqevth", -ou, oJ namer
ojnomatoqetikov", -hv, -ovn prone to name-giving
ojnomatopoievw to coin words (by onomatopoeia)
ojnomatopoiiva, -a", hJ onomatopoeia (coining a word in imitation of a sound),

neologism
ojnomatourgevw = ojnomatopoievw
ojxuvnw (of syllables) to pronounce or accent with an acute; (of words) to pro-

nounce or accent with an acute on the final syllable
ojxuv", -ei÷a, -uv acute; having an acute accent; ojxei÷a (prosw/diva) the acute accent
ojxutonevw (of syllables) to pronounce or accent with an acute; (of words) to pro-

nounce or accent with an acute on the final syllable
ojxuvtono", -on (of syllables) having an acute accent; (of words) having an acute

accent on the final syllable
ojxuûwnevw to pronounce with an acute accent
ojrektikov", -hv, -ovn conative (of verbs)
ojrqograûiva, -a", hJ correct writing, orthography
ojrqoevpeia, -a", hJ correct pronunciation, diction
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ojrqoepevw to speak or pronounce correctly
ojrqologevw to speak correctly
ojrqovptwto", -on nominative
ojrqov", -hv, -ovn nominative; ojrqhv (ptw÷si") the nominative case; active (of verbs);

real or unmodified (of the accent); see Lallot (1998: 140–2)
ojrqotonevw to pronounce with the unmodified accent
ojrqotovnhsi", -ew", hJ use of the unmodified accent
ojrqovtono", -on with the unmodified accent
oJrivzw to define
oJrismov", -ou÷, oJ definition; the idea expressed by the indicative
oJristikov", -hv, -ovn indicative; oJristikhv (e[gklisi") indicative mood
oJrkikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to oaths
oJrkwmotikov", -hv, -ovn used in oaths (of adverbs)
o{ro", -ou, oJ definition
o{te: e[sq! o{te sometimes
oujdevtero", -a, -on neuter
paqhtikov", -hv, -ovn passive (of verbs)
pavqo", -ou", tov passive voice (of verbs); transformation/modification in form

(of words; pavqh are an important concept in ancient grammatical theory and
occur in many types, such as addition of letters to a word, subtraction of let-
ters, metathesis, and tmesis); diacritic signs other than accents and breathings;
see Swiggers and Wouters (1996: 142–5), Wackernagel (1876), Andersen
(1989)

palillogevw to repeat
palillogiva, -a", hJ repetition
pantoi÷on gevno" common gender
pappwnumikov", -hv, -ovn derived from the grandfather’s name
parav cf. 4.1.28
paravbasi", -ew", hJ song that accompanies the entrance of a chorus in drama;

transgression, breaking a rule
parabolhv, -h÷", hJ comparison
parabolikov", -hv, -ovn expressing comparison (of adverbs)
paravggelma, -ato", tov precept, rule
paragrammateuvw to alter by changing a letter, make an alliterative pun
paragrammativzw to alter by changing a letter, emend by change of letters
paragrammatismov", -ou÷, oJ change of letters, alliteration
paragraûhv, -h÷", hJ marginal note or sign (esp. for indicating the end of a para-

graph, but also for stage directions, spurious passages, end of sentence, change
of speaker); parenthetical statement; see Dalimier (2001: 410)

paragraûikov", -hv, -ovn in the form of a paragraûhv; forming a parenthetical
statement

paravgraûo", -ou, hJ paragraphos (marginal sign indicating change of speaker
in drama, corresponding sections in a chorus, or a division for other reasons
between sections of text)
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paravgw to derive, form, inflect
paragwghv, -h÷", hJ derivation, derived form, inflection, formation, addition to

the end of a syllable
paragwgov", -ovn derived; see Lallot (1998: 131–3)
paradevcomai to accept (a transmitted form or explanation); signify
paradiazeuktikov", -hv, -ovn (of conjunctions) subdisjunctive (a type of “or” used

where either alternative alone and the two together are alike admissible); see
Lallot (1998: 245)

paravdosi", -ew", hJ transmission, grammatical doctrine, tradition; see Van
Groningen (1963)

paradochv, -h÷", hJ acceptance, use; ejn paradoch÷/ givgnomai (+ gen.) to admit
the use of

paravqesi", -ew", hJ juxtaposition (the state of being two separate words rather
than a compound; also a type of word formation that joins words complete with
their endings, as Diovs-koroi, as opposed to composition, which uses only the
stem form of the first element, so Dio-genhv"); apposition

parainetikov", -hv, -ovn hortatory
parakathgovrhma, -ato", tov = parasuvmbama
paravkeimai to be laid down, mentioned in books, cited, joined by juxtaposition

(as opposed to composition), parallel, interpolated, derived; parakeivmeno"
(crovno") the perfect tense; see Lallot (1998: 173)

parakevleusi", -ew", hJ exhortation
parakeleusmatikov", -hv, -ovn hortatory
parakeleustikov", -hv, -ovn hortatory (of adverbs)
paraklivnw to alter
parakolouqevw to follow logically
paralambavnw to use, (pass.) to be found, occur, be used
paravleiyi", -ew", -hJ omission, praeteritio
paralhvgw to be penultimate, have a penultimate syllable in (+ dat.) (also

middle)
paravlhxi", -ew", hJ penultimate syllable
paravlhyi", -ew", hJ tradition, usage
parallaghv, -h÷", hJ interchange (e.g. of gen. sing. -ou to -oio, or of cases or per-

sons), variation, change of meaning
parallhliva, -a", hJ repetition of sounds or letters; pleonasm
parallhlismov", -ou÷, oJ repetition
paravllhlo", -on parallel, used pleonastically
parallhlovth", -hto", hJ repetition
paralogiva, -a", hJ false form
paravlogo", -on irregular
paranalivskw to obliterate, modify, absorb
paraplasmov", -ou÷, oJ change of grammatical form
paraplhrovw to fill up (of an expletive particle)
paraplhvrwma, -ato", tov pleonasm, expletive, superfluous complement
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paraplhrwmatikov", -hv, -ovn expletive (completing the sense or meter); see Lallot
(1998: 252–4), Dalimier (1999; 2001: 380–2), Sluiter (1997b)

parashmeivwsi", -ew", hJ marginal note, passing mention
paravshmon, -ou, tov sign, marginal mark or note
parastatikov", -hv, -ovn indicative of, denotative
parasuvmbama, -ato", tov impersonal verb governing a dative
parasunaptiko;" suvndesmo" causal connective particle; see Lallot (1998: 246–

7), Dalimier (2001: 313–17)
parasunavptomai to be connected by a causal particle
parasuvnqeto", -on formed from a compound; (as neut. subst.) word derived

from a compound; see Lallot (1998: 137–8)
paraschmativzw to change form, decline, form a derivative, speak incorrectly,

form similarly to (+ dat.)
paraschmatismov", -ou÷, oJ inflection, change of form
paravtasi", -ew", hJ duration, continuance, time of the imperfect tense
paratatikov", -hv, -ovn continuing, incomplete; imperfect, paratatikov" (crovno")

the imperfect tense; see Lallot (1998: 173)
parateivnw to extend, prolong, lengthen in pronunciation
parateleutai÷o", -a, -on penultimate
paratevleuto", -on penultimate
parathvrhsi", -ew", hJ observation, note, observance of rules
parativqhmi to juxtapose, place side by side without forming a compound
paratrophv, -h÷", hJ deviation, alteration, error
parauvxhsi", -ew", hJ increase, metrical lengthening
parauvxw to increase, augment, lengthen
paraûqeivrw to corrupt; (pass.) be lost, become obsolete
paraûqorav, -a÷", hJ corrruption
paraûulakhv = parathvrhsi"
paraûulavssw to observe
paravcrhsi", -ew", hJ abuse
pareggravûw to write by the side, subjoin, interpolate
paredreuvw to be penultimate, have in the penultimate syllable
pareisduv(n)w to insert
parekbolhv, -h÷", hJ digression, compilation of a set of critical remarks, com-

mentary
parevktasi", -ew", hJ lengthening, extension
parelhluqwv", -ui÷a, -ov" past; parelhluqwv" (crovno") past tense; see Lallot

(1998: 172)
parelkuvw to derive
parevlkw to continue, be redundant, append, be derived
parevlleiyi", -ew", hJ loss of one of two similar consonants
parempivptw to occur, be inserted, be included in one form
parevmptwsi", -ew", hJ insertion, parenthesis
paremûaivnw to mean, signify; see Van Ophuijsen (1993a)
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parevmûasi", -ew", hJ meaning, perversion of meaning
paremûatikov", -hv, -ovn indicative, finite (of verbs)
parevnqesi", -ew", hJ insertion, parenthesis, interjection
parevnqeto", -on  interpolated
parentivqhmi to insert, interpolate
parevpomai to accompany, follow; be an accident of (+ dat.; e.g. person and

number are accidents of verbs); see Lallot 1997 (ii. 99)
paretumologevw to allude to the etymology of a word
parhcevomai to resemble in sound, be derived from another word by such re-

semblance, alliterate
parhvchma, -ato", tov = parhvchsi"
parhvchsi", -ew", hJ the use of words alike in sound but different in meaning
parhchtikov", -hv, -ovn alliterative
parivsthmi to express, establish
parolkhv, -h÷", hJ redundancy, abundance, pleonasm
paronomavzw to form a derivative, name after
paronomasiva, -a", hJ assonance, derivative, use of a word first in its proper and

then in its derived sense (note the difference from the modern use of “parono-
masia” for “pun”)

paroxuvnw to pronounce or accent a word with an acute on the penultimate
syllable

paroxutonevw to pronounce or accent a word with an acute on the penultimate
syllable

paroxuvtono", -on having an acute accent on the penultimate syllable
parormhtikov", -hv, -ovn denoting excitement or stimulation (of verbs)
paruûistavmenon, -ou, tov joint (lexical and/or grammatical) meaning; see Lallot

(1997: ii. 21)
parwnumiavzw to call by a derived name
parwvnum(i)o", -on derivative, derived from a noun, Latin cognomen, agnomen;

see Lallot (1998: 135–6)
parw/chmevno" (crovno") past (tense)
pavscw to be passive (of verbs), to be subject to changes
patrikov", -hv, -ovn genitive, patrikhv (ptw÷si") genitive case
patrwnumevomai to have the patronymic formed
patrwnumiva, -a", hJ patronymic name
patrwnumikov", -hv, -ovn patronymic; see Lallot (1998: 133), Dalimier (2001:

387–8)
pezov", -hv, -ovn in or of prose; (as fem. subst.) prose
pentavptwto", -on having five cases (of nouns)
pentasuvllabo", -on having five syllables (of words)
pepoihmevnon (o[noma) neologism, onomatopoeia, onomatopoeic word
peratovomai to end, terminate (in, + eij")
periaivresi", -ew", hJ = ajûaivresi"
perigraûhv, -h÷", hJ conclusion, end
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perigraûikov", -hv, -ovn indicating a conclusion (of conjunctions, as dhv, ge)
perigravûw to enclose in brackets, reject as spurious, remove; conclude
periektikov", -hv, -ovn comprehensive; having both active and passive meaning

(of verb forms), denoting a place in which things are situated (of nouns); see
Lallot (1998: 158)

periklavzw = perispavw
perivklasi", -ew", hJ circumflex accent
periklavw = perispavw
perikophv, -h÷", hJ section, passage
perikravthsi", -ew", hJ prevailing significance, dominant meaning
perilhptikov", -hv, -ovn collective (of nouns)
perivodo", -ou, hJ clausula, (rhetorical) period
peripoihtika; rJhvmata verbs of acquiring or benefitting
perispasmov", -ou÷, oJ circumflex accent
perispavw (of syllables) to pronounce with a circumflex, accent with a circum-

flex; (of words) to pronounce or write with a circumflex on the final syllable
perispwvmeno", -h, -on (of syllables) having a circumflex accent; (of words) hav-

ing a circumflex accent on the final syllable; perispwmevnh (prosw/diva) the cir-
cumflex accent; perispwvmenon rJh÷ma contract verb

perisseuvw = pleonavzw
perissov", -hv, -ovn superfluous
perissosullabevw to be one syllable longer, to be imparisyllabic
perissosuvllabo", -on one syllable longer, imparisyllabic
peristivzw to mark with dots, punctuate
peu÷si", -ew", hJ question
peustikov", -hv, -ovn interrogative
plagiavzw to inflect, decline
plagiasmov", -ou÷, oJ use of oblique cases, inflection
plavgio", -h, -on oblique (of cases), dependent (of constructions); plagiva

(ptw÷si") oblique case
plavsma, -ato", tov invention, fiction; see Papadopoulou (1999)
pleonavzw  o be superfluous, be redundant, use redundantly, have an added letter;

to augment, reduplicate, or geminate; to have added (+ dat.)
pleonasmov", -ou÷, oJ addition of a letter; redundancy, pleonasm, use of redun-

dant words or letters
pleonosullabevw to consist of many or more syllables
plhquntikov", -hv, -ovn plural
plhquvnw to use, (pass.) to have or form a plural
plhqusmov", -ou÷, oJ pluralization
pneu÷ma, -ato", tov breathing (rough or smooth)
pneumativzw to write or pronounce with the breathing
pneumatikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to breathings
pneumatwvdh", -e" pronounced with a strong breathing (of the consonants û,

y, s, z)
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poievw to be active
poiovth", -hto", hJ quality
politeuomevnh levxi" cultured speech
poluvlexi", -i containing many words
polushvmanto", -on having many meanings
poluvshmo", -on having many meanings
polusuvllabo", -on  polysyllabic
polusuvmûwno", -on containing many consonants
polusuvndesmo", -on using many conjunctions or connecting particles
polusuvnqeto", -on compounded from many elements
poluwnumiva, -a", hJ polyonymy, state of having many names; synonymy
poluwvnumo", -on synonymous
posovth", -hto", hJ quantity (of vowels or syllables, or with reference to adverbs

of quantity); number of letters or syllables
pra÷gma, -ato", tov action (esp. of verb); abstraction, object of thought; see Lallot

(1997: ii. 206–7; 1998: 127–8), Swiggers and Wouters (1996: 131–4), Van
Ophuijsen (1993a)

pragmateiva, -a", hJ treatise
proavgw to pronounce
proairetikov", -hv, -ovn pertaining to purpose or desire (of verbs, e.g. bouvlomai)
proanaûwvnhsi", -ew", hJ statement by anticipation, preface, proem
proekdivdwmi to publish previously
proevkkeimai to precede, be set forth previously, be cited above; proekkeivmena

ptwtikav case-forms presupposed by underlying adverbs
provqesi", -ew", hJ preposition; prefixing; = provsqesi"; see Lallot (1998: 211–

19; 1999)
proqetikov", -hv, -ovn prepositional, of or for prefixing
prokatalevgomai to be described beforehand
provkeimai to be the topic of the current discussion; precede, be initial
prolhmmativzw to place before (esp. of the protasis in a condition)
prolhptikov", -hv, -ovn anticipatory, of prolepsis
provlhyi", -ew", hJ anticipation, prolepsis
proparalhvgw to be antepenultimate, be in the antepenultimate syllable
proparoxuntikov", -hv, -ovn given to placing an acute accent on the antepenulti-

mate syllable
proparoxuvnw to accent a word with an acute on the antepenultimate syllable
proparoxutonevw = proparoxuvnw
proparoxutovnhsi", -ew", hJ accentuation with an acute on the antepenulti-

mate syllable
proparoxuvtono", -on having an acute accent on the antepenultimate syllable
properispavw to accent a word with a circumflex on the penultimate syllable
properispwvmeno", -h, -on having a circumflex accent on the penultimate

syllable
prov" ti (e[con) relational (of nouns implying a relationship, as pathvr and ûivlo");
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relative, correlative; see Lallot (1998: 152), Swiggers (1997: 41–2), Swiggers
and Wouters (1995a)

prosagovreusi", -ew", hJ address, greeting, vocative
prosagoreutikov", -hv, -ovn vocative; of address, greeting; prosagoreutikhv

(ptw÷si") the vocative case; see Lallot (1998: 148)
prosagoreuvw to call
prosantapodivdwmi to retort, rejoin
prosaûairevw to remove letters repeatedly; (pass.) to suffer repeated aphaeresis
prosgraûhv, -h÷", hJ writing of iota subscript/adscript
prosgravûw to write iota subscript/adscript; i- prosgegrammevnon iota subscript/

adscript
prosdiativqhmi to affect in addition
prosdiorismov", -ou÷, oJ further definition, determination, or specification
prosevleusi", -ew", hJ = provsqesi"
proshgoriva, -a", hJ common noun or adjective (as opposed to proper nouns),

common noun (as opposed to both proper nouns and adjectives), appellative,
greeting, address; see Lallot (1998: 129)

proshgorikov", -hv, -ovn appellative, generic, used in address; nominal, pertain-
ing to a common noun; proshgoriko;n o[noma common noun, common name,
Latin praenomen, cognomen

provsqesi", -ew", hJ addition (esp. of letters or sounds at the beginning of a word)
prosqhvkh, -h", hJ particle, epithet
provskeimai cf. 4.1.37
proslambavnw to add, take in addition, assume
proslhptikov", -hv, ovn assumptive, presumptive, belonging to the minor premise

(of conjunctions); allowing one to introduce a second premise, conjunction
formed with a copulative and an expletive; see Dalimier (2001: 398–406)

provslhyi", -ew", hJ addition, taking in addition
provsodo", -ou, hJ addition
prospavqeia, -a", hJ close connection
provspneusi", -ew", hJ aspiration, rough breathing
prospnevvw to pronounce with a rough breathing
prosshmaivnw to signify in addition, connote
prostaktikov", -hv, -ovn imperative; prostaktikhv (e[gklisi") imperative (mood)
provstaxi", -ew", hJ command
prosupakouvw to understand something not expressed, supply in thought
provsûqegma, -ato", tov address, greeting, epithet, interjection
prosûwnevw to address, speak to, call by name, dedicate, pronounce
prosûwvnhsi", -ew", hJ address, dedication, interjection
prosûwnhtikov", -hv, -ovn exclamatory; interjectory
proschmatismov", -ou÷, oJ addition of a syllable to the end of a word
prosw/diva, -a", hJ variation in pitch, pronunciation with a certain pitch, accentua-

tion, other aspects of pronunciation that were normally unwritten (quantity,
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aspiration), diacritics (marks to indicate those features of pronunciation); see
Lallot (1998: 84–5)

proswpikov", -hv, -ovn personal (having to do with grammatical person, as of verbs
that are not impersonal)

provswpon, -ou, tov (grammatical) person; see Lallot (1998: 170–1)
proswpopoiiva, -a", hJ change of (grammatical) person
protaktikov", -hv, -ovn used as a prefix; coming first or in front; being the first

vowel of a diphthong; protaktiko;n a[rqron definite article (as opposed to the
relative pronoun)

provtaxi", -ew", hJ prefixing, putting in front; see Lallot (1997: ii. 162)
provtasi", -ew", hJ hypothetical clause, protasis (the subordinate or if-clause of

a conditional sentence)
protavssw to prefix, put before
prou>pavrcw = prou>ûivstamai
prou>povkeimai = prou>ûivstamai
prou>ûivstamai to be (an) antecedent, exist before, presuppose
proûevrw to utter, pronounce, use, cite (also in middle)
proûorav, -a÷", hJ pronunciation, utterance
proûorikov", -hv, -ovn pronounced
prwtovqeto", -on = prwtovtupo"
prw÷to", -h, -on first, primitive
prwtotupevw to be original or primitive
prwtovtupo", -on original, primitive, not derived, personal pronoun (as opposed

to possessive pronouns)
ptw÷si", -ew", hJ case, inflection; see Lejeune (1950), Hiersche (1956), Lallot

(1998: 139–42)
ptwtikov", -hv, -ovn declinable, able to be inflected, connected with case; (as neut.

subst.) nominal form (noun, adjective, pronoun, participle)
puvsma, -ato", tov question (esp. one requiring an answer other than “yes” or

“no”), interrogative word; see Dalimier (2001: 275)
pusmatikov", -hv, -ovn interrogative
rJh÷ma, -ato", tov verb, phrase, word, predicate; see Lallot (1998: 161–4; 1999)
rJhmatikov", -hv, -ovn  of or for a verb, derived from a verb, verbal; see Lallot (1998:

135–6)
rJhtov", -hv, -ovn in common use (of words, etc.); capable of being spoken; (as

neut. subst.) expression
rJoi÷zo", -ou, oJ hissing, sound of the letter r
rJwvnnumi to wake up the acute accent on the final syllable of an oxytone word

(i.e. change it from grave to acute)
rJwtakivzw to use the letter r wrongly or excessively
sampi÷ the sign Ù, used for the numeral 900
shmaivnw to signify, mean, be significant
shmantikov", -hv, -ovn significant, indicative of, meaning
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shmasiva, -a", hJ meaning
shmei÷on, -ou, tov sign, critical mark, diacritic (accents, breathings, punctuation, etc.)
shmeiovw to note (also in middle), mark with a sign, note as an exception; (pf.

pass.) be a (noted) exception
sigmativzw to write with sigma
sigmov", -ou÷, oJ hissing, sound of sibilant consonants
skeuvh, -w÷n, tav neuter (nouns)
soloikivzw to speak incorrectly, commit a solecism
soloikismov", -ou÷, oJ incorrectness in the use of language, solecism (incorrect

syntax, as opposed to barbarismov", the incorrect use of individual words); see
Lallot (1997: ii. 161), Donnet (1967: 154–6)

sovloiko", -on speaking incorrectly, using bad Greek
stevrhsi", -ew", hJ negation, privation
sterhtikov", -hv, -ovn negative, privative (esp. a– sterhtikovn alpha privative)
stigmhv, -h÷", hJ punctuation mark, esp. the period or full stop; see Blank (1983a),

Lallot (1997: ii. 106)
stivzw to punctuate
stoicei÷on, -ou, tov individual sound; letter of the alphabet; element; word; see

Lallot (1997: ii. 9; 1998: 95–8), Sluiter (1990: 43–4); kata; stoicei÷on in al-
phabetical order

stoiceivwsi", -ew", hJ (elementary) teaching; alphabet
stoiceiwthv", -ou÷, oJ grammarian; teacher or creator of letters or elements; Euclid

(the creator of the Elements); see Lallot (1997: ii. 285–6)
suggenikov", -hv, -ovn hereditary, of the family; suggeniko;n o[noma Latin nomen

gentilicium
suggravûw to write iota subscript/adscript
sugkatavqesi", -ew", hJ affirmation; sugkataqevsew" affirmative (of adverbs)
sugkataqetikov", -hv, -ovn affirmative
suvgkeimai to be composed of
sugklivnw to inflect similarly
sugkophv, -h÷", hJ cutting a word short by removing one or more sounds; syn-

cope (loss of a sound or sounds in the middle of a word)
sugkovptw to cut short a sound or a word, syncopate
suvgkrisi", -ew", hJ comparison
sugkritikov", -hv, -ovn comparative
suvgkrousi", -ew", hJ collision (of sounds, etc.), hiatus (collision of vowels)
sugcronevomai to be in the same tense as
sugcronivzw = sugcronevomai
suvgcusi", -ew", hJ confusion, indistinctness
suzugevw to correspond
suzugiva, -a", hJ group of words inflected similarly, conjugation, declension;

combination; conjunction of words or things in pairs; syzygy (a grouping of two
feet in meter); group of related words; syncope; see Lallot (1997: ii. 86–7; 1998:
181–5), Sluiter (1990: 84)
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sullabhv, -h÷", hJ syllable; (in plural) letters of the alphabet; see Lallot (1998:
107–8)

sullabivzw to join letters into syllables, pronounce letters together
sullabikov", -hv, -ovn syllabic
suvllexi", -ew", hJ contribution
sullhptikov", -hv, -ovn collective
suvllhyi", -ew", hJ collection, inclusion; conjunction (of consonants); rhetori-

cal figure by which a predicate belonging to one subject is attributed to several
sullogistikov", -hv, -ovn inferential (of conjunctions); see Lallot (1998: 252),

Dalimier (2001: 411–12)
sumbaruvnomai to take the grave accent in addition
sumbolikov", -hv, -ovn figurative, conventional
sumbouleutikov", -hv, -ovn hortatory, deliberative
summetaschmativzomai to change form along with
summonhv, -h÷", hJ close connection
sumpavqeia, -a", hJ analogy
sumparavkeimai to be adjacent
sumparaplhrwmatikov", -hv, -ovn completing, expletive (of conjunctions)
sumperispavw to circumflex in addition
sumpivptw to coincide in form
sumplektikov", -hv, -ovn connecting, copulative (of conjunctions); see Lallot (1997:

ii. 104; 1998: 242–4)
sumplevkw to join together, combine
sumplhquvnw to put into a plural form in addition
sumplokhv, -h÷", hJ combination, connection, copula (verb “be” connecting sub-

ject and predicate)
sumûevromai to be constructed with, to agree in form with
sumûravzomai to be used in the same context with, to be synonymous with
suvmûrasi", -ew", hJ continuous speech
sumûwvnhsi", -ew", hJ = sunivzhsi"
suvmûwnon (gravmma) consonant
sunaivresi", -ew", hJ contraction, synaeresis (joining two vowels to form a

diphthong)
sunairevw to contract
sunaleiûhv = sunal(o)iûhv
sunaleivûw to unite two syllables into one
sunallaghv, -h÷", hJ interchange, especially between long a and h
sunal(o)iûhv, -h÷, hJ stopping of hiatus by uniting two syllables through elision,

crasis, contraction, or synaeresis; see Lallot (1997: ii. 109), Dalimier (2001:
275–6)

sunaoristevomai to acquire indefiniteness at the same time
sunaptikov", -hv, -ovn connective; hypothetical, conditional (of conjunctions);

see Lallot (1998: 246–7), Dalimier (2001: 313–17), Schenkeveld (1982: 250,
261–3)
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sunavptw to connect
suvnarqro", -on accompanied by the article; suvnarqro" ajntwnumiva possessive

pronoun or possessive adjective
sunartavomai to be construed with
sunavrthsi", -ew", hJ combination, construction
sunavrcomai to begin in the same way
sunavûeia, -a", hJ connection, combination; polysyndeton; (in meter) the con-

tinuous repetition of the same foot. (Note that this is not identical to the mod-
ern use of “synapheia” to refer to the status of a unit, e.g. a line of poetry, within
which word divisions can be ignored in determining syllable boundaries for
scansion.)

sunaûhv", -ev" connective, connected, construed with, next
suvndesi", -ew", hJ conjunctive construction; connection by conjunctions
sundesmikov", -hv, -ovn conjunctive
sundesmoeidhv", -ev" of the form of conjunctions
suvndesmo", -ou, oJ conjunction; see Lallot (1998: 231–56, 1999); Schenkeveld

(1982), Belli (1987), Baratin (1989c)
sundetikov", -hv, -ovn connective, conjunctive
sundevw to connect, fill the role of a conjunction
sundhlovw to signify (in addition)
sunegklivnw to write as an enclitic
sunegklitikov", -hv, -ovn enclitic
sunekdromhv, -h÷", hJ analogy, following of the same rule; illegitimate analogical

extension; see Lallot (1997: ii. 46)
sunektrevcw to have the same ending by analogy; extend illegitimately by analogy
sunekûantikov", -hv, -ovn having or pertaining to connotations
sunekûwnevw to pronounce at the same time, pronounce
sunekûwvnhsi", -ew", hJ = sunivzhsi"
sunevleusi", -ew", hJ contraction, crasis
sunempivptw to coincide in form
sunevmptwsi", -ew", hJ similarity of form
sunenovw to form a compound with
sunexakolouqevw to have the same ending by analogy
sunexomoiovw to assimilate
sunevpeia, -a", hJ connection of words or verses, continuous text
sunevceia, -a", hJ connection, sequence, coherence, context
sunechv", -ev" frequent, continuous
sunhvqeia, -a", hJ customary usage, normal language, ordinary speech, koiné

dialect
suvnqesi", -ew", hJ composition, combination, construction (applied to words,

sounds, sentences, etc.); see Lallot (1997: ii. 114)
suvnqeto", -on or -h, -on compound (of words, or of sounds (the sound of a syl-

lable made up of several individual sounds), or of metrical elements); see Lallot
(1998: 137–8)
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sunivzhsi", -ew", hJ synizesis (scanning as one vowel two vowels that are not a
diphthong, as when povlew" is disyllabic); the merger of two vowels into one;
syncope

sunivstamai to hold together, be well formed (of phrases)
suvnodo", -ou, hJ agreement, grouping, construction, contraction; see Lallot

(1997: ii. 22)
suvntagma, -ato", tov syntactic element, word in a grammatical construction;

treatise
suvntaxi", -ew", hJ syntax, construction, combination of words, compound form,

rule for combination (of sounds or letters), rule for construction, systematic
treatise, composite volume; see Swiggers and Wouters (1996: 137–8), Dalimier
(2001: 217), Lallot (1997: ii. 7–8, 185)

suntevleia, -a", hJ completed action
suntelestikov" (crovno") tense of completion, past tense (of perfect and aorist)
suntelikov", -hv, -ovn completed, (as neut. subst.) aorist; ejnestw;" suntelikov"

the perfect tense
suntonovw to pronounce with the same accent
sunupakouvw to supply (something not expressed) together
sunwnumiva, -a", hJ synonym, synonymity
sunwvnumo", -on having the same name as, synonymous; (as neut. subst.) syn-

onym; see Lallot (1997: ii. 317)
surigmov", -ou÷, oJ hissing (of sibilants)
surismov" = surigmov"
susshmaivnw to signify in addition; to acquire a meaning through its context;

see Schenkeveld (1982: 253)
sustatikov", -hv, -ovn productive, capable of being formed
sustatov", -hv, -ovn capable of being formed
sustevllw to shorten, contract
suvstoico", -on co-ordinate, correlative, corresponding
sustolhv, -h÷", hJ short form (of vowels that can be long or short), shortening;

contraction; pronouncing a long syllable as short; changing a long vowel into a
short one

suschmativzw  to form similarly to, transform at the same time as
suschmatismov", -ou÷, oJ  correspondence of formation
sûavllomai to be wrong, err
scevsi", -ew", hJ relation (of place, kinship, possession, etc.), form; see Lallot

(1997: ii. 308)
scetliastikov", -hv, -ovn expressing anger or pain
sch÷ma, -ato", tov form, figure, compositional status (simple or compound); see

Lallot (1998: 137–8), Dalimier (2001: 221, 228–9)
schmativzw  to form
schmatismov", -ou÷, oJ formation, configuration, form
taktikov", -hv, -ovn ordinal (of numbers)
tavxi", -ew", hJ order, series; position
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tavsi", -ew", hJ pitch, tension, intensity, accent
taujtivzw to use as synonymous
taujtograûevw to write in the same way
taujtodunamevw to have the same meaning, to be identical in meaning
taujtovnoia, -a", hJ identity of meaning
taujtopavqeia, -a", hJ the state of having a reflexive meaning
taujtoshvmanto", -on of the same meaning
taujtovshmo", -on of the same meaning
taujtovûwno", -on of the same sound
tevleio", -a, -on (as neut. subst.) complete word; teleiva (stigmhv) high point

(punctation mark equivalent to our period/full stop); see Lallot (1998: 91–2),
Blank (1983a)

telikov", -hv, -ovn of or in the ending (of a word)
tetragravmmato", -on of four letters
tetramerhv", -ev" quadripartite
tetravptwto", -on having four case-forms (of nouns, etc.)
tetrasuvllabo", -on of four syllables
tetravcrono", -on  containing four morae or time-units (e.g. four short syllables,

two long syllables)
tevcnh, -h", hJ art, system, grammatical or rhetorical treatise
tecnikov", -hv, -ovn technical, systematic; grammarian (as masc. subst., used esp.

for Herodian and Apollonius Dyscolus)
tecnograûevvw to write a treatise on rhetoric, write grammatical rules
tecnologevw to prescribe as a rule
tecnologiva, -a", hJ systematic treatment (of grammar)
tecnolovgo", -ou, oJ writer on the art of rhetoric
threvw to observe, keep, preserve
thvrhsi", -ew", hJ observation, guarding, keeping (of usage)
tmh÷si", -ew", hJ separation, division, tmesis
tonivzw to accentuate, furnish with an accent
tonikov", -hv, -ovn of, for, or resulting from accents
tovno", -ou, oJ accent, pitch, measure, meter, key (in music); see Lallot (1998:

87–9)
tonovw to accentuate, furnish with an accent
tovnwsi", -ew", hJ accentuation
topikov", -hv, -ovn of place (of adverbs); local (of dialect)
tracuvnw to pronounce roughly (of aspirated r, etc.)
tracuûwniva, -a", hJ roughness (of aspirated r, etc.)
trivbracu", -u consisting of three short syllables
trigevneia, -a", hJ the state of having forms for all three genders
trigenhv", -ev" having separate forms for each of the three genders (e.g. of pro-

nouns like aujtov" as opposed to ejgwv)
trigravmmato", -on of or with three letters
trivptwto", -on  having three case-forms (e.g. of neuter nouns)
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trisuvllabo", -on trisyllabic
trisuvnqeto", -on compounded with three elements
trivûqoggo", -ou, hJ a triple vowel-sound
trivcrono", -on of three morae (i.e. of three short syllables or of one short and

one long syllable); in three tenses
triwvnumo", -on having three names
trophv, -h÷", hJ change (of sounds or letters), changing one letter into another;

rhetorical figure
trovpo", -ou, oJ way, trope (figurative usage, expression difficult to understand);

see Lallot (1998: 77)
tuvpo", -ou, oJ type, pattern, general rule, model, form, outline, rough draft
uJgihv", -ev" correct, sound
uJgrov", -av, -ovn liquid or nasal (of consonants, i.e. l, r, m, n); sometimes long

and sometimes short (of vowels, i.e. a, i, u)
uJpagoreuvw to imply
uJpakouvw to understand something not expressed, supply in thought
uJparktikov", -hv, -ovn substantive
u{parxi", -ew", hJ existence
u{peimi to be the topic of discussion
uJpevrbasi", -ew", hJ transposition
uJperbatikov", -hv, -ovn  delighting in hyperbaton, abounding in hyperbaton
uJperbatovn, -ou÷, tov hyperbaton (inversion of order, transposition of words or

clauses)
uJperbatov", -hv, ovn transposed
uJperbibavzw to transpose (letters, words); to explain as hyperbaton
uJperbibasmov", -ou÷, oJ transposition
uJperdisuvllabo", -on of more than two syllables
uJpevrqesi", -ew", hJ superlative degree; transposition (of words, letters, accents, etc.)
uJperqetikov", -hv, -ovn superlative
uJpersuntevliko" (crovno") pluperfect (tense); see Lallot (1998: 173)
uJpertivqemai to be formed as a superlative
uJpertrisuvllabo", -on of more than three syllables
uJpovdeigma, -ato", tov example
uJpodiazeuktikov", -hv, -ovn  subdisjunctive (of conjunctions, used for h[ when sev-

eral alternatives are given and no distinction is made between them, as “give
me gold or silver or precious stones”)

uJpodiastolhv, -h÷", hJ mark to divide words from each other in writing; (mark
showing a) slight pause in speaking; see Blank (1983a), Lallot (1998: 85)

uJpozeuktikov", -hv, -ovn subordinating (of conjunctions)
uJpovzeuxi", -ew", hJ subjoining (a figure of speech), subordination
uJpoqetikov", -hv, -ovn hypothetical, conditional, hortatory; see Schenkeveld (1982)
uJpovkeimai to come first, be assumed
uJpokeivmenon, -ou, tov subject; see Pfister (1976), Lallot (1994b; 1997: ii. 44,

213, 243), Ildefonse (1994)
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uJpokorivzomai to take the diminutive form, to use diminutives or endearments,
to call by a diminutive or endearment; (pass.) to become diminutive in form

uJpokovrisi", -ew", hJ use of diminutives, euphemism
uJpokovrisma, -ato", tov diminutive, endearing name
uJpokorismov", -ou÷, oJ use of diminutives, use of endearing names
uJpokoristikov", -hv, -ovn endearment, diminutive; see Lallot (1998: 135)
uJpovkrisi", -ew", hJJ delivery (in oratory); see Lallot (1998: 84)
uJpostevllw to remove; see Dalimier (2001: 227)
uJpostigmhv, -h÷", hJ comma; see Lallot (1998: 91–2), Blank (1983a)
uJpostivzw to put a comma
uJpostolhv, -h÷", hJ omission (of a letter), removal
uJpostrevûw to throw back the accent
uJpostroûhv, -h÷", hJ throwing back of the accent; see Lallot (1997: ii. 283–4)
uJposunaleivûomai to be fused (of vowels), undergo synaloephe or crasis; see

Lallot (1997: ii. 109)
uJposuvnqeto", -on formed from compounds
uJpovscesi", -ew", hJ promise, profession; see Lallot (1997: ii. 102)
uJpotaghv, -h÷", hJ postposition; construction with subjunctive
uJpotaktikov", -hv, -ovn postpositive (of conjunctions etc.), which must come sec-

ond (of the second vowel of a diphthong); subjunctive, taking the subjunctive
(of conjunctions), uJpotaktikhv (e[gklisi") subjunctive mood; uJpotaktiko;n
a[rqron relative pronoun

uJpovtaxi", -ew", hJ postposition; subordination
uJpotavssw to put into the subjunctive, govern the subjunctive (of conjunctions);

put after or in a subordinate position; see Lallot (1997: ii. 210)
uJpoteleiva (stigmhv) punctuation mark almost as strong as a period/full stop;

see Blank (1983a)
u{ptio", -a, -on passive; Latin supine
uJsterogenhv", -ev" late in origin
uJûaivresi", -ew", hJ omission of a letter or sound
uJûevn, uJû! e{n in one, as a single word; (as fem. subst.) hyphen (a sign written

below two consecutive letters to show that they belong to the same word)
u{ûesi", -ew", hJ subtraction (of a letter or sound)
ûevromai to be transmitted
ûerwvnumo", -on (as neut. subst.) name occasioned by an event; see Lallot

(1998: 154)
ûravsi", -ew", hJ speech, style, expression, idiom, phrase, diction, expressiveness
ûulavssw to keep (the accent) in the same place
ûuvsei by nature (of long syllables containing a long vowel)
ûwnhv, -h÷", hJ sound, word, form, phrase, language, formula, vowel-sound; see

Dalimier (2001: 222), Lallot (1997: ii. 7); ajpo; ûwnh÷" “taken from the oral teach-
ing of” (indicating that a commentary so designated consists primarily of lis-
teners’ lecture notes), see Richard (1950)

ûwnh÷en, -ento", tov vowel; see Lallot (1998: 98–101)
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carakthvr, -h÷ro", oJ style, type, character, (typical) form, declensional category
casmwdevw to write verses that have hiatus
casmwdiva, -a", hJ hiatus
ceivr: ajna; cei÷ra current, everyday (of usage)
crh÷si", -ew", hJ  usage (of words); example of usage; passage cited
cronikov", -hv, -ovn temporal (of adverbs, conjunctions, augments, etc.),

quantitative
crovno", -ou, oJ tense (of verbs); length or quantity (of syllables, etc.); augment;

see Lallot (1998: 171–9)
cwrismov", -ou÷, oJ separation
yellismov", -ou÷, oJ indistinctness
yilograûevw to write with a single vowel (rather than a diphthong); write with

a smooth breathing
yilopoievw to write with a smooth breathing
yilov", -hv, -ovn unaspirated, with a smooth breathing (of vowels); voiceless

unaspirated consonant (p, t, k); the letters e and u written simply (not as ai or
oi); see Lallot (1998: 102–5)

yilovth", -hto", hJ smooth breathing
yilovw to write or pronounce with a smooth breathing or unaspirated consonant
yivlwsi", -ew", hJ writing or pronouncing with a smooth breathing or unaspirated

consonant
yilwthv", -ou÷, oJ one who writes or pronounces with a smooth breathing or

unaspirated consonant
yilwtikov", -hv, -ovn fond of the smooth breathing
wJrismevno", -h, -on definite (cf. oJrivzw)
wJ" prov" ti (e[con) quasi-relational (of nouns belonging to a pair of opposites,

as nuvx and hJmevra); see Lallot (1998: 152), Swiggers (1997: 41–2), Swiggers
and Wouters (1995a)



Hints for Finding Works on Ancient Scholarship
in Library Catalogs

Works that are obscure, old, or published abroad are often

tricky to get hold of, not only because libraries are less likely to own them but also be-
cause they are much harder to locate in the catalogs of the libraries that do have them
than are more mainstream works. At the same time, when working in this area it is more
important than usual to get hold of publications, since their rarity makes it more likely
that second-hand information concerning their contents is incorrect and since the im-
portance of the apparatus criticus makes it most unsafe to base any serious research on
the TLG text. The following hints are intended as a guide for dealing with the electronic
catalogs of major libraries in English-speaking countries.

1. Never give up if your first attempt produces no results. Major libraries do have most
of the works in the bibliography of this book, but they rarely yield them to a cursory search.

2. The fastest way to find such works is often to do a combined author/title keyword
search, taking care to pick keywords that are not only distinctive but also, if possible, free
of diacritics and other elements that could cause mismatches (see below). Editions are
often best located by a combined author/editor search. If the author’s name is problem-
atic, a title-only keyword search may be the best bet.

3. If those possibilities yield no results or are not available, the next best option is a
search by the author’s name alone. (Some libraries have catalogs in which certain types
of old or obscure works are not searchable by title, even though title searches are avail-
able for most works.) When searching for an author’s name, consider all possible varia-
tions in spelling. For example, if the name contains diacritics, try it both with the diacritics
simply omitted and with the substitution of ae for ä, oe for ö, ue for ü, and aa for å (the
electronic catalogs at most English-language libraries are supposed to simply drop dia-
critics, but in most cases there are some entries that have been entered the other way);

Appendix A



if the name contains ae or another combination that can also be expressed by a single
letter with a diacritic, try it both with the combination of letters and with the single-
letter version. (i.e. both Fränkel and Fraenkel may be found either under Frankel or un-
der Fraenkel. This is because some authors published under several different spellings
of their names, some with diacritics written and some with diacritics resolved into two
letters, and while most bibliographies will use the spelling found on the title page of the
work cited, most libraries will put all an author’s works together under one spelling of his
name. Recent works are usually cross-referenced, but older works often are not.) Also
consider Latinized spellings, especially for first names: most early works of classical schol-
arship were published with the author’s name Latinized on the title page, and most library
catalogs have de-Latinized them (e.g. Carolus > Karl, Guilielmus > Wilhelm, Ioannes >
Johann, Victorius > Vittorio). I have given names in their de-Latinized form in the Bibli-
ography to this book when I could verify the form normally used in the catalogs of major
libraries, but not all catalogs use these forms, and many bibliographies simply give au-
thors’ names in the forms in which they occur on the title page. For this reason it is usu-
ally better to omit the first name altogether when searching by author.

4. Different bibliographers may make different determinations as to who the author
of a work is. Ideally, a catalog entry should be accessible via any of the possible authors,
but in practice this is not always the case, so it pays to search under all possibilities if the
first yields no results. Note in particular that in bibliographies composed by Classicists
(including the one in this book) editions of texts tend to be listed under the name of the
modern editor, but in most library catalogs they are under the name of the ancient au-
thor. (Note also that the spelling of ancient authors’ names is even more subject to varia-
tion than the spellings of modern names.)

5. Though a title keyword search can be very useful, a title-only search for the full
title is a last resort, since in addition to the potential diacritic problems that they share
with names, titles of older works are subject to a certain unclarity as to where they begin
and end. Sometimes a bibliographer considers the title to begin with the first word on
the title page (which may be insignificant), and sometimes it is thought to begin with the
words in largest type (which are usually the key ones). Initial articles are supposed to be
dropped when alphabetizing titles, but in practice this policy is applied consistently only
to English “the”; French, German, and other foreign equivalents are sometimes included
and sometimes not according to the competence of the individual who entered the title,
so that one always has to check both possibilities if a non-English title begins with an
article. (Sometimes a cataloger even forgets to discount English “the.”) A decision about
who the author of a work is may also affect a bibliographer’s determination of what the
title is: thus the work listed in the Bibliography of this book as “Diggle, James (1981–94),
Euripidis fabulae” will be found in many catalogs with the author as “Euripides” and the
title as “Fabulae.”

6. Some libraries suffer from a problem known as “unanalysed series,” in which works
that are part of a series do not have an independent catalog entry and can be found only
under the name of the series. Series that may be affected by this problem include the
Mnemosyne supplements, the Oxford Classical Texts, the Teubner texts, the Budé texts,
and the Loeb texts. Thus if a work that is part of a series does not appear in the catalog of
a library that ought to have it, it is worth searching under the name of the series as well.
Many bibliographies do not mention series, so if no series is given it can be useful to look
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the book up in WorldCat (see paragraph 8 below) to see whether it belongs to a series
and then to search in one’s library catalog under the name of the series.

7. Sitzungsberichte and other proceedings of scholarly organizations may be found via
title or journal title searches, but often the best way to locate them is to look up the name
of the organization as an author. Sometimes it is necessary to be creative about how to
phrase the name of the organization, which some catalogers rearrange to begin with the
place-name (or an Anglicized version of the place-name). Programmschriften may like-
wise be found under the name of the school concerned, but because many libraries pur-
chased these individually rather than as a series, they are often easier to find using the
author and title of the specific contribution in question.

8. If following these hints does not yield results with the catalog of a major library, it
is possible that the reference is incomplete or wrong in some way. I hope that none of the
references in this book fall into this category, but those using reference works like NP
will encounter this problem frequently. It can most easily be dealt with by trying to find
the book in a union catalog such as WorldCat (available at a price at http://firstsearch
.oclc.org, but often for free via one’s library’s own website); the entry there may give ad-
ditional information such as that the book is part of a series, or it may allow one to correct
wrong information in one’s source. Wrong article references can often be similarly cor-
rected by appeal to Année philologique. If a reference is so wrong that it cannot be found
even in a union catalog or Année philologique, it is sometimes possible to find the correct
version by looking at the bibliographies of works that can be expected to cite the book or
article for which one is looking.
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Hints for Using Facsimiles

Some famous manuscripts with scholia have been published in

facsimile editions that can be obtained like books.1 These include the tenth-century
Venetus Marcianus 822 (formerly 454), known to Homerists as A and containing the Iliad
(De Vries 1901); the tenth-century Ravennas 429 (formerly 137 4 A), known to Aristo-
phanes scholars as R and containing all eleven plays;2 the eleventh- or twelfth-century
Venetus Marcianus 474, known to Aristophanes scholars as V and containing seven
plays;3 the tenth-century Laurentianus Mediceus Plut. 32.9, containing works of
Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Apollonius Rhodius and known as M by Aeschylus scholars
and L by those working on the other two authors;4 the ninth-century Bodleianus
Clarkianus 39, containing tetralogies 1–6 of Plato and known as manuscript B;5 the
ninth-century Parisinus 1807, containing tetralogies 8–9 of Plato and known as A;6 the

Appendix B

1. The ones mentioned here are not the only published facsimiles that include scholia;
others can be found in S. J. Voicu, IMaGES: Index in manuscriptorum graecorum edita
specimina (Rome 1981).

2. Aristophanes Comoediae undecim cum scholiis: Codex Ravennas 137, 4, A, preface
by J. van Leeuwen (Leiden 1904).

3. !Aristoûavnou" kwmw/divai: Facsimile of the Codex Venetus Marcianus 474, pref-
ace by J. W. White and introduction by T. W. Allen (London and Boston 1902).

4. Facsimile of the Laurentian Manuscript of Sophocles, introduction by E. M. Thomp-
son and R. C. Jebb (London 1885) for the Sophocles portions; L’Eschilo laurenziano:
Facsimile (Florence 1896) for the Aeschylus portions.

5. Codex Oxoniensis Clarkianus 39 phototypice editus: Plato, preface by T. W. Allen
(Leiden 1898–9).

6. Œuvres philosophiques de Platon: Facsimilé en phototypie à la grandeur exacte de
l’original du ms. grec 1807 de la bibliothèque nationale (Paris 1908).
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ninth-century Parisinus 2934 known as manuscript S of Demosthenes;7 and the Jerusa-
lem palimpsest of Euripides.8

There are a number of books on palaeography that are useful with the process of learn-
ing to read scholia in their original format.9 It is, however, also surprisingly simple to teach
oneself to read most kinds of Greek handwriting. To do so, one needs a good photograph
or facsimile of the work one intends to read and an edition or transcription of some part
of it; if there is no transcription of any part of it, it is necessary to find another text in
exactly the same script that does have a transcription.10 (Multiple scripts are sometimes
found within a single work, as when scholia are written in a different script from that of
the text they surround, so care must be taken to learn the right one.) Then one works out
the alphabet of the script in question by comparison with the transcription, making an
accurate drawing of each letter as it appears in the script and arranging these in alpha-
betical order to produce a complete key. Often a single letter has more than one repre-
sentation, in which case it is useful to figure out the rules governing which one appears
where (usually they are based on the letter’s proximity to certain other letters or to a word
boundary). The hardest part is usually working out the abbreviations, but with enough
patience and a good transcription even this is not too difficult. At the end of this process
one has a complete list of the different letters and abbreviations, which one can use to
read those portions of one’s chosen text that do not appear in the edition or transcription.

7. Œuvres complètes de Démosthène: Facsimile du manuscrit grec 2934 de la biblio-
thèque nationale (Paris 1892–3).

8. The Jerusalem Palimpsest of Euripides, commentary by S. G. Daitz (Berlin 1970);
this version of the scholia is not included in Schwartz’s edition, but Daitz (1979) has pro-
vided a separate edition of it.

9. These include, for medieval manuscripts, E. M. Thompson, Handbook of Greek
and Latin Palaeography (New York 1893, repr. Chicago 1980); E. M. Thompson, An In-
troduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography (Oxford 1912); B. A. van Groningen, Short
Manual of Greek Palaeography (2nd edn. Leiden 1955, repr. 1963); for literary papyri,
F. G. Kenyon, The Palaeography of Greek Papyri (Oxford 1899, repr. Chicago 1970);
E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, (2nd edn. London 1987); E. G.
Turner, Greek Papyri: An Introduction (Princeton 1968; does not help with reading the
scripts but very useful for understanding many other things about papyri); and for abbre-
viations in both types of text, A. N. Oikonomides, Abbreviations in Greek: Inscriptions,
Papyri, Manuscripts, and Early Printed Books (Chicago 1974).

10. There are collections of photographs with transcription that can be useful for this
purpose; one that includes texts with scholia is G. Vitelli, Collezione fiorentina di facsimili
paleografici greci e latini (Florence 1884–97).
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ABBREVIATIONS

Note: For editions of papyri not listed here, see the Checklist of Editions of Greek Papyri
and Ostraca by J. F. Oates, R. S. Bagnall, et al., available at http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/
papyrus/texts/clist_papyri.html.

AC L’Antiquité classique.
ACA Ancient Commentators on Aristotle, ed. Richard Sorabji (London and Ithaca).

Translations into English of texts (most, but not all, from CAG). Many of
these volumes have multiple titles and multiple dates of publication, and
thus they may appear in library catalogs in a very different form from that
given here (in particular, wherever the American titles listed below have
“Aristotle’s,” the British equivalents have “Aristotle”; Latin titles are also used
on occasion). New volumes continue to appear.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Prior Analytics 1.1–7, trans. J. Barnes

et al. 1992.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Prior Analytics 1.8–13 (with

1.17,36b35– 37a31), trans. I. Mueller with J. Gould 1999.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Prior Analytics 1.14–22, trans. I.

Mueller with J. Gould 1999.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Prior Analytics 1.23–31, trans. I.

Mueller 2005.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 1, trans. W. E. Dooley

1989.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 2–3, trans. W. E. Dooley

and A. Madigan 1992.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 4, trans. A. Madigan

1994.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 5, trans. W. E. Dooley

1994.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Topics 1, trans. J. M. van Ophuijsen

2001.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s Meteorology 4, trans. E. Lewis 1995.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, Quaestiones 1.1–2.15, trans. R. W. Sharples 1992.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, Quaestiones 2.16–3.15, trans. R. W. Sharples 1994.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s On Sense Perception, trans. A. Towey

1999.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, Ethical Problems, trans. R. W. Sharples 1990.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, Supplement to On the Soul, trans. R. W. Sharples

2004.

http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/papyrus/texts/clist_papyri.html
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ACA Alexander of Aphrodisias, On Aristotle’s On Coming to be and Perishing 2.2–
(cont.) 5, trans. E. Gannagé 2005.

Ammonius, On Aristotle’s Categories, trans. S. M. Cohen and G. B. Matthews
1992.

Ammonius, On Aristotle’s On Interpretation 1–8, trans. D. Blank 1995.
Ammonius, On Aristotle’s On Interpretation 9, trans. D. Blank 1996. Also

contains Boethius, On Aristotle’s On interpretation 9, trans. N. Kretzmann.
Dexippus, On Aristotle’s Categories, trans. J. M. Dillon 1988.
Philoponus, On Aristotle’s Physics 1.1–3, trans. C. Osbourne 1995.
Philoponus, On Aristotle’s Physics 2, trans. A. R. Lacey 1993.
Philoponus, On Aristotle’s Physics 3, trans. M. J. Edwards 1994.
Philoponus, On Aristotle’s Physics 5–8, trans. P. Lettinck and J. O. Urmson

1994. Includes Simplicius’ On Aristotle on the Void, which is a transla-
tion of Simplicius’ commentary on Physics 4.6–9.

Philoponus, On Coming-to-be and Perishing 1.1–5, trans. C. J. F. Williams
1998.

Philoponus, On Coming-to-be and Perishing 1.6–2.4, trans. C. J. F. Williams
1999.

Philoponus, On Aristotle’s On Coming to be and Perishing 2.5–11, trans. I.
Kupreeva 2005.

Philoponus, Against Aristotle on the Eternity of the World, trans. C. Wildberg
1987.

Philoponus, Against Proclus’ On the Eternity of the World 1–5, trans. M. Share
2005.

Philoponus, Against Proclus’ On the Eternity of the World 6–8, trans. M. Share
2005.

Philoponus, On Aristotle On the Intellect (De anima 3.4–8), trans. W. Charlton
1992.

Philoponus and Simplicius, Place, Void, and Eternity (1991). Contains Philo-
ponus, Corollaries on Place and Void, trans. D. Furley, and Simplicius,
Against Philoponus On the Eternity of the World, trans. C. Wildberg.

Philoponus, On Aristotle’s On the Soul 2.1–6, trans. W. Charlton 2005.
Philoponus, On Aristotle’s On the Soul 2.7–12, trans. W. Charlton 2005.
[Philoponus], On Aristotle’s On the Soul 3.1–8, trans. W. Charlton 1999.
[Philoponus], On Aristotle’s On the Soul 3.9–13, trans. W. Charlton 1999.

Also contains Stephanus’ On Aristotle’s On Interpretation.
Porphyry, On Abstinence from Killing Animals, trans. G. Clark 1999.
Porphyry, On Aristotle’s Categories, trans. S. K. Strange 1992.
Priscian, On Theophrastus On Sense-perception, trans. P. Huby 1997. Also

contains Simplicius, On Aristotle’s On the Soul 2.5–12, trans. C. Steel.
Proclus, On the Existence of Evils, trans. J. Opsomer and C. G. Steel 2003.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s On the Heavens 1.1–4, trans. R. J. Hankinson 2002.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s On the Heavens 1.5–9, trans. R. J. Hankinson 2004.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s On the Heavens 1.10–12, trans. R. J. Hankinson

2005.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s On the Heavens 2.1–9, trans. I. Mueller 2004.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Physics 2, trans. B. Fleet 1996.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Physics 3, trans. J. O. Urmson 2002.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Physics 4.1–5, 10–14, trans. J. O. Urmson 1993.

For 4. 6–9 see Philoponus on Physics 5–8, above.
Simplicius, Corollaries on Place and Time, trans. J. O. Urmson 1992. Con-

tains commentary on Physics 4, pp. 601. 1–645. 19 and 773. 8–800. 25.
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ACA Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Physics 5, trans. J. O. Urmson 1997.
(cont.) Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Physics 6, trans. D. Konstan 1988.

Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Physics 7, trans. C. Hagen 1994.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Physics 8.6–10, trans. R. McKirahan 2000. For

Simplicius’ commentary on Physics 8. 10, pp. 1326. 38–1336. 34 see
Simplicius, Against Philoponus on the Eternity of the World, in Place, Void,
Eternity above.

Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Categories 1–4, trans. M. Chase 2003.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Categories 5–6, trans. F. A. J. de Haas and B. Fleet

2001.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Categories 7–8, trans. B. Fleet 2002.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s Categories 9–15, trans. R. Gaskin 1999.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s On the Soul 1.1–2.4, trans. J. O. Urmson 1995.

For De anima 2. 5–12 see Priscian above.
Simplicius, On Aristotle’s On the Soul 3.1–5, trans. H. J. Blumenthal 1999.
Simplicius, On Epictetus’ Handbook 1–26, trans. C. Brittain and T. Brennan

2002.
Simplicius, On Epictetus’ Handbook 27–53, trans. C. Brittain and T. Brennan

2002.
Themistius, On Aristotle’s On the Soul, trans. R. B. Todd 1996.
Themistius, On Aristotle’s Physics 4, trans. R. B. Todd 2003.
Various, Aspasius on Aristotle Nicomachean Ethics 8 with Anonymous Para-

phrase of Aristotle Nicomachean Ethics 8 and 9 and Michael of Ephesus on
Aristotle Nicomachean Ethics 9, trans. D. Konstan 2001.

AHES Archive for History of Exact Sciences.
AJP American Journal of Philology.
ANRW Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt, ed. W. Haase, H. Temporini,

et al. (Berlin 1972–).
APF Archiv für Papyrusforschung.
BASP The Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists.
BCH Bulletin de correspondance hellénique.
BKT Berliner Klassikertexte.

i: Didymos: Kommentar zu Demosthenes (Papyrus 9780), ed. H. Diels and W.
Schubart (Berlin 1904). Original publication of the papyrus of Didymus’ com-
mentary on Demosthenes, with a good introduction; also includes fragments
of Didymus on Demosthenes gathered from Harpocration, and re-edition of
papyrus with Demosthenes lexicon (Blass 1882). Texts (alone) also printed
as a Teubner volume (Didymi de Demosthene commenta, Leipzig 1904).

ii: Anonymer Kommentar zu Platons Theaetet (Papyus 9782), ed. H. Diels
and W. Schubart (Berlin 1905). Text and detailed discussion of anony-
mous Plato commentary.

v.i: Epische und elegische Fragmente, ed. W. Schubart and U. von
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (Berlin 1907). Edition of Theocritus commen-
tary fragment (13 lines) on p. 56.

BollClass Bollettino dei classici (Accademia nazionale dei Lincei).
BPW Berliner philologische Wochenschrift.
BZ Byzantinische Zeitschrift.
C&M Classica et mediaevalia.
CAG Commentaria in Aristotelem graeca (Berlin 1882–1909) Standard texts of

most surviving commentaries.
CLGP Commentaria et Lexica Graeca in Papyris reperta (Munich 2004–). Collec-

tion of texts, with commentary, in multiple volumes in alphabetical order
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by author commented on. Little has appeared so far, but the collection may
in time become an invaluable resource.

CMG Corpus medicorum graecorum (Leipzig and Berlin 1908–). Includes editions
of many commentaries on medical writers, often with translations; volumes
so far published that are relevant to ancient scholarship include:
v.i.ii: Galen, On the Elements According to Hippocrates, ed. and trans. P. de

Lacy 1996.
v.iv.i.ii: Galen, On the Doctrines of Hippocrates and Plato, ed. and trans. P.

de Lacy 1978–84.
v.ix.i: Galen, In Hippocratis De natura hominis: In Hippocratis De victu

acutorum: De diaeta Hippocratis in morbis acutis, ed. J. Mewaldt, G. Helm-
reich, and J. Westenberger 1914.

v.ix.ii: Galen, In Hippocratis Prorrheticum I: De comate secundum Hippo-
cratem; In Hippocratis Prognosticum, ed. H. Diels, J. Mewaldt, and J. Heeg
1915.

v.x: Galen, In Hippocratis Epidemiarum . . . commentaria, ed. and trans.
(German) E. Wenkebach and F. Pfaff 1934–60.

xi.i.i: Apollonius of Citium, Kommentar zu Hippokrates Ueber das Einrenken
der Gelenke, ed. and trans. (German) J. Kollesch et al. 1965.

xi.i.ii: Stephanus of Athens, Commentary on the Prognosticon of Hippocrates,
ed. and trans. J. M. Duffy 1983.

xi.i.iii: Stephanus of Athens, Commentary on Hippocrates’ Aphorisms, ed. and
trans. L. G. Westerink 1992–8.

xi.i.iv: John of Alexandria, In Hippocratis Epidemiarum librum VI commentarii
fragmenta, ed. and trans. J. M. Duffy 1997. Also contains John’s commen-
tary on Hippocrates’ De natura pueri, ed. and trans. T. A. Bell.

xi.ii.i: [Galen], Pseudogaleni In Hippocratis De septimanis commentarium ab
Hunaino q. f. arabice versum, ed. and trans. (German) G. Bergstraesser 1914.

CP Classical Philology.
CPF iii Corpus dei papiri filosofici greci e latini III: Commentari (Florence 1995).

Offers re-editions, with commentary and bibliography, of papyrus fragments
of commentaries on philosophical texts.

CQ Classical Quarterly.
CR Classical Review.
FGrHist Fragmente der griechischen Historiker, ed. F. Jacoby (Berlin 1923–).
GG Grammatici Graeci (Leipzig 1867–1910; repr. with slightly different volume

numbers Hildesheim 1965). A vital work, the definitive edition of the texts
included and with excellent critical apparatus and detailed discussions of
the textual tradition. Volumes iii.i and iii.ii were originally published sepa-
rately and only later incorporated into the Grammatici Graeci series.
i.i: Dionysii Thracis Ars grammatica, ed. G. Uhlig 1883. Tevcnh and supple-

ments.
i.ii (repr: ii.i.ii): Apollonii Dyscoli quae supersunt: Commentarium criticum

et exegeticum in Apollonii scripta minora, by R. Schneider 1902. Exten-
sive commentary (with index) to texts in vol. ii.i; see Maas (1903) and
Ludwich (1902b) for useful corrections, and Uhlig (1902) for amusing
commentary.

i.iii: Scholia in Dionysii Thracis Artem grammaticam, ed. A. Hilgard 1901.
Ancient commentaries, with detailed introduction and indices. See
Ludwich (1902a) for useful corrections.

ii.i (repr: ii.i.i): Apollonii Dyscoli quae supersunt: Apollonii scripta minora,
ed. R. Schneider 1878. Text of Pronouns, Adverbs, and Conjunctions with
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GG Latin summaries. See Egenolff (1878), Hoerschelmann (1880), and Ludwich
(cont.) (1879) for useful corrections.

ii.ii: Apollonii Dyscoli quae supersunt: Apollonii Dyscoli De constructione libri
quattuor, ed. G. Uhlig 1910. Text of the Syntax with detailed introduc-
tion, Latin paraphrase/summary, and index/glossary with Latin translations
of Apollonius’ terminology. See Maas (1911a, 1912) and Ludwich (1910)
for some useful corrections.

ii.iii: Apollonii Dyscoli quae supersunt: Librorum Apollonii deperditorum
fragmenta, ed. R. Schneider 1910. Numerous fragments embedded in
Latin commentary, useful explanation of the difficulties of Apollonius’
style, and indices to the whole of Apollonius’ surviving work. See Maas
(1912) and Ludwich (1910) for some useful corrections.

iii.i: Herodiani technici reliquiae, ed. A. Lentz, 1867. Contains introduction
and a reconstruction of the Peri; kaqolikh÷" prosw/diva", with its appen-
dix on the accentuation of words in sentences (Peri; prosw/diva" th÷" kata;
suvntaxin tw÷n levxewn). Misleading edition that should only be used with
the help of Dyck (1993a) and Egenolff (1900, 1902, 1903); see also Hiller
(1871).

iii.ii: Herodiani technici reliquiae, ed. A. Lentz, 1868–70. Contains the rest
of Herodian’s works and a substantial index. Same cautions as for iii.i.

iv.i: Theodosii Alexandrini canones, Georgii Choerobosci scholia, Sophronii
Patriarchae Alexandrini excerpta, ed. A. Hilgard 1889. Contains the
Kanovne" of Theodosius and the first part of Choeroboscus’ commentary
on it, with (in the reprinted edition only) a detailed introduction. See
Ludwich (1890) for some useful textual suggestions.

iv.ii: Theodosii Alexandrini canones, Georgii Choerobosci scholia, Sophronii
Patriarchae Alexandrini excerpta, ed. A. Hilgard 1894. Contains the sec-
ond part of Choeroboscus’ commentary on the Kanovne", the surviving
portions of Sophronius’ commentary, and detailed indices. In the original
edition the introduction to Theodosius and Choeroboscus is in this vol-
ume, but in the reprint it is moved to volume iv.i. See Ludwich (1894) for
some useful textual suggestions.

GRBS Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies.
HL Historiographia linguistica.
HSCP Harvard Studies in Classical Philology.
ICS Illinois Classical Studies.
JCP Jahrbücher für classische Philologie.
JHS Journal of Hellenic Studies.
K–A Poetae Comici Graeci, ed. R. Kassel and C. Austin (Berlin 1983–).
LGGA Lessico dei grammatici greci antichi (ed. F. Montanari, F. Montana, and L.

Pagani). Online resource with detailed information on individual ancient
grammarians (including ones whose works are lost), available at http://www
.aristarchus.unige.it./lgga.

LSJ H. G. Liddell, R. Scott, H. S. Jones, and R. McKenzie, A Greek-English
Lexicon, 9th edn. (Oxford 1940).

MAL Atti della Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei: Memorie: Classe di scienze morali,
storiche e filologiche.

MCr Museum Criticum.
MH Museum Helveticum.
NJPP Neue Jahrbücher für Philologie und Paedagogik.
NP Der neue Pauly: Enzyklopädie der Antike, ed. H. Cancik and H. Schneider

(Stuttgart 1996–2002). Despite its title, this in no way supersedes RE, as it
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has much less information and many more mistakes (particularly in biblio-
graphical details). It is, however, useful for recent bibliography and concise
summaries. There is now an English translation of this work (Brill’s New
Pauly, Leiden 2002–), but that has significantly more mistakes than the
original.

OCD Oxford Classical Dictionary, ed. S. Hornblower and A. Spawforth (3rd edn.,
Oxford 1996). Handy source of clear, concise, up-to-date information, but
too small to contain entries on many ancient scholars.

P.Amh. ii The Amherst Papyri, Being an Account of the Greek Papyri in the Collection
of the Right Hon. Lord Amherst of Hackney, ii: Classical Fragments and Docu-
ments of the Ptolemaic, Roman and Byzantine Periods, ed. B. P. Grenfell and
A. S. Hunt (London 1901).

P.Ant. ii The Antinoopolis Papyri, ii, ed. J. W. B. Barns and H. Zilliacus (London 1960).
P.Oxy. The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, ed. B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt, et al. (London 1898–).
P.Rain. i Mitteilungen aus der Papyrussammlung der Nationalbibliothek in Wien: Pa-

pyrus Erzherzog Rainer, NS, erste Folge, ed. H. Gerstinger et al. (Vienna 1932).
P.Ryl. iii Catalogue of the Greek and Latin Papyri in the John Rylands Library, Manches-

ter, iii: Theological and Literary Texts, ed. C. H. Roberts (Manchester 1938).
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suggestions.
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Dyck, Andrew R. (1983–95), Epimerismi Homerici (Berlin; SGLG 5). Excellent edition,
study (in English), bibliography; includes both epimerismi and Lexicon aiJmwdei÷n.

——— (1985), “Notes on Platonic Lexicography in Antiquity,” HSCP 89: 75–88. Excel-
lent discussion of Timaeus, Boethus, and Clement, with edition of fragments of latter
two.

——— (1987), “The Glossographoi,” HSCP 91: 119–60. On some pre-Aristarchean ex-
plications of Homeric words: edition of fragments, discussion.

——— (1988), The Fragments of Comanus of Naucratis (Berlin; SGLG 7; in one vol. with
F. Montanari 1988a and Blank 1988). Standard edition.

——— (1989), Review of Slater (1986), CP 84: 256–60. Some useful corrections.
——— (1993a), “Aelius Herodian: Recent Studies and Prospects for Future Research,”

in ANRW II 34.1: 772–94. Excellent introduction to Herodian’s works and modern
scholarship on them, and invaluable guide for handling Lentz’s edition.

——— (1993b), “The Fragments of Heliodorus Homericus,” HSCP 95: 1–64. Edition
with good discussion; Apollonius Sophista is a major source.

Dzielska, Maria (1995), Hypatia of Alexandria (trans. F. Lyra; Cambridge, Mass.) Inter-
esting study of an interesting woman.

Ebbesen, Sten (1981), Commentators and Commentaries on Aristotle’s Sophistici Elen-
chi: A Study of Post-Aristotelian Ancient and Medieval Writings on Fallacies (Leiden).
Contains editions of scholia to Aristotle, Galen’s De captionibus, and other relevant
texts, with extensive discussion, bibliography, list of MSS with scholia or paraphrases
to the Elenchi, Danish summary.

Edlow, Robert Blair (1977), Galen on Language and Ambiguity (Leiden). Text (repr. of
1903 edn.), trans., introduction, and commentary.

Egenolff, Peter (1878), Review of GG ii.i, NJPP 117 (= JCP 24): 833–48. Offers some
useful corrections.

——— (1879), “Zu Apollonios Dyskolos,” NJPP 119 (= JCP 25): 693–8. Discusses the
term mevro" lovgou in Apollonius and others.

——— (1880), Ioannis Philoponi collectio vocum, quae pro diversa significatione accentum
diversum accipiunt (Breslau; repr. in Latte and Erbse (1965) 359–72). Superseded
edition.

——— (1884), “Bericht über die griechischen Grammatiker,” Jahresbericht über die
Fortschritte der classischen Alterthumswissenschaft, begründet von Conrad Bursian, 38:
43–98. Useful summary of scholarship from 1879–83; on pp. 62–70 gives corrections
to Lentz’s edition of Herodian’s Peri; monhvrou" levxew".

——— (1887), Die orthoepischen Stücke der byzantinischen Litteratur (Leipzig). Discusses
Choeroboscus.

——— (1888), Die orthographischen Stücke der byzantinischen Litteratur (Leipzig). Dis-
cusses Charax passim and Choeroboscus’ Peri; ojrqograûiva" pp. 17–21.

——— (1894), “Zu Herodianos technikos,” NJPP 149 (= JCP 40): 337–45. Edition of
Herodian’s Schmatismoi; @Omhrikoiv.

——— (1900), “Zu Lentz’ Herodian I,” Philologus, 59: 238–55. Important critique with
corrections.

——— (1902), “Zu Lentz’ Herodian II,” Philologus, 61: 77–132, 540–76. Important cri-
tique with corrections.

——— (1903), “Zu Lentz’ Herodian III,” Philologus, 62: 39–63. Important critique with
corrections.

Egger, Emile (1854), Apollonius Dyscole: Essai sur l’histoire des théories grammaticales dans
l’antiquité (Paris; repr. Hildesheim 1987). Detailed general discussion of Apollonius’
ideas.

Eide, Tormod (1995), “Aristotelian topos and Greek Geometry,” Symbolae Osloenses, 70:
5–21. Uses Proclus’ commentary on Euclid.
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Elmsley, Peter (1825), Scholia in Sophoclis tragoedias septem, i (Oxford). Superseded
edition; if must be used, n.b. additions and corrections by W. Dindorf (1852b: 31–
133).

Erbse, Hartmut (1950), Untersuchungen zu den attizistischen Lexika (Berlin; Abhand-
lungen der deutschen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, philosophisch-
historische Klasse, Jahrgang 1949, Nr. 2). Study and edition of Aelius Dionysius and
Pausanias fragments, with discussion of related lexica. Very useful.

——— (1959), “Über Aristarchs Iliasausgaben,” Hermes, 87: 275–303.
——— (1960), Beiträge zur Überlieferung der Iliasscholien (Munich; Zetemata, 24).

Comprehensive study of the transmission of the Iliad scholia, with discussion of evi-
dence from many sources outside the scholia.

——— (1969–88), Scholia graeca in Homeri Iliadem (scholia vetera) (Berlin). Superb
edition, but not complete.

——— (1980), “Zur normativen Grammatik der Alexandriner,” Glotta, 58: 236–58. Ar-
gues that advanced grammatical ideas date to Aristarchus and that Dionysius Thrax
wrote the Tevcnh; useful discussion of some of the fragments of Dionysius.

Erren, Manfred (1994), “Arat und Aratea 1966–1992,” Lustrum, 36: 189–284, 299–301.
Excellent bibliographical overview with some substantive discussion.

Everson, Stephen (1994) (ed.), Language (Cambridge). Good collection of essays on
ancient philosophies of language, with extensive, classified bibliography that is of
minimal use for ancient scholarship but excellent for linguistic philosophy.

Fajen, Fritz (1969), Überlieferungsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zu den Halieutika des
Oppian (Meisenheim am Glan). Contains explanation of scholia, pp. 32–3.

——— (1979), Handschriftliche Überlieferung und sogenannte Euteknios-Paraphrase der
Halieutika des Oppian (Wiesbaden; Mainz, Akademie der Wissenschaften und der
Literatur, Abhandlungen der Geistes- und Sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse, Jahrgang
1979, Nr. 4). Uses the paraphrase for textual criticism of Oppian.

Faraggiana di Sarzana, Chiara (1978), “Il commentario procliano alle Opere e i giorni I,”
Aevum, 52: 17–40. On Proclus’ commentary to Hesiod and his great indebtedness to
Plutarch’s lost commentary.

——— (1981), “Il commentario procliano alle Opere e i giorni II,” Aevum, 55: 22–9. On
the fate of Proclus’ commentary to Hesiod in the Athenian Neoplatonic school.

——— (1987), “Le commentaire à Hésiode et la paideia encyclopédique de Proclus,” in
Pépin and Saffrey (1987): 21–41.

Fehling, Detlev (1956–7), “Varro und die grammatische Lehre von der Analogie und der
Flexion,” Glotta, 35: 214–70 and 36: 48–100. Argues that Varro confused and mis-
represented the ideas of the Hellenistic grammarians, so that later writers are more
reliable witnesses to those ideas; argues in particular against the existence of the
Analogist/Anomalist controversy.

Festugière, André J. (1966–8), Proclus: Commentaire sur le “Timée” (Paris). French trans-
lation with notes.

——— (1970), Proclus: Commentaire sur la République (Paris). French trans. with notes.
Fischer, Eitel (1974), Die Ekloge des Phrynichos (Berlin; SGLG 1). Best text and impor-

tant study; for English summary and discussion of findings see Slater (1977).
Flach, Hans (or Flach, Johannes Louis Moritz) (1876), Glossen und Scholien zur

Hesiodischen Theogonie, mit Prolegomena (Leipzig; repr. Osnabrück 1970). Superseded
for old scholia but latest edition of Byzantine material. Dangerous.

Follet, Simone (1992), “Une négation double chez Hésiode (Travaux, 516–18),” RPh 66:
7–14. Uses Hesiod scholia.

Fowler, Robert L. (1990), “Two More New Verses of Hipponax (and a Spurium of
Philoxenus)?,” ICS 15: 1–22. Discusses and uses commentary and scholia to
Hephaestion.
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Fraenkel, Eduard (1950), Aeschylus: Agamemnon (Oxford).
Fränkel, Hermann (1964), Einleitung zur kritischen Ausgabe der Argonautika des Apollonios

(Göttingen). Contains much discussion of ancient scholarship.
——— (1968), Noten zu den Argonautika des Apollonios (Munich). Contains many cor-

rections to Wendel (1935); see index, pp. 647–8.
Fraser, Peter M. (1972), Ptolemaic Alexandria (Oxford). Chapter 8 gives an overview of

Alexandrian scholarship.
Frede, Michael (1977), “The Origins of Traditional Grammar,” in R. E. Butts and

J. Hintikka (edd.), Historical and Philosophical Dimensions of Logic, Methodology, and
Philosophy of Science (Dordrecht): 51–79. Repr. in Frede (1987): 338–59. Argues that
the Alexandrians borrowed many of their ideas from the Stoics, who were at least partly
responsible for the beginnings of grammatical analysis.

——— (1978), “Principles of Stoic Grammar,” in J. M. Rist (ed.), The Stoics (Berkeley/
Los Angeles): 27–75. Repr. in Frede (1987): 301–37. A standard account of Stoic
grammatical thought.

——— (1987), Essays in Ancient Philosophy (Minneapolis).
Freyer, Theodorus (1882), Quaestiones de scholiorum Aeschineorum fontibus (Diss.

Leipzig), = Leipziger Studien zur classischen Philologie, 5: 237–392. Partially super-
seded.

Friedlaender, Ludwig (1850), Nicanoris peri; !Iliakh÷" stigmh÷" reliquiae emendatiores
(Königsberg; repr. Amsterdam 1967). Collection of fragments, based on superseded
text of Homer scholia.

——— (1853), Aristonici peri; shmeivwn !Iliavdo" reliquiae emendatiores (Göttingen; repr.
Amsterdam 1965). Collection of fragments, based on superseded text of Homer scholia.

Friedlein, Gottfried (1873), Procli Diadochi in primum Euclidis Elementorum librum
commentarii (Leipzig; repr. Hildesheim 1992). Standard edition.

Frommel, Wilhelm (1826), Scholia in Aelii Aristidis sophistae orationes Panathenaicam et
Platonicas (Frankfurt am Main). Best edition of scholia to Orations 1–3.

Fuhrmann, Manfred (1960), Das systematische Lehrbuch: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der
Wissenschaften in der Antike (Göttingen). Examination of Greek and Roman tevcnai
on a range of subjects, including the grammatical one attributed to Dionysius Thrax.

Funaioli, Maria Paola (1983), “Etym. gen. z,” MCr 18: 305–12. Edition and discussion.
Gain, D. B. (1976), The Aratus Ascribed to Germanicus Caesar (London). Text of a trans-

lation of Aratus that used Hipparchus’ commentary.
Gaisford, Thomas (1823), Scholia ad Hesiodum, = Poetae minores Graeci, vol. ii (Leipzig;

also published in Oxford 1814). Most recent complete edition of Hesiod scholia, still
best source for some Byzantine material.

——— (1842), Georgii Choerobosci Dictata in Theodosii Canones, necnon Epimerismi in
Psalmos (Oxford). Vol. iii contains the only edition of Choeroboscus’ Epimerismi on
the Psalms; vols. i–ii contain a superseded edition of Choeroboscus’ commentary on
Theodosius.

——— (1848), Etymologicon magnum (Oxford; repr. Amsterdam 1962). Only edition for
letters g—w.

Gallavotti, Carlo (1988), “La citazione di Eroda negli scoliasti di Nicandro,” BollClass,
3rd ser. 9: 3–20. Uses scholia to Nicander.

Garzya, Antonio (1967), “Per la tradizione manoscritta degli excerpta di Orione,” Le pa-
role e le idee, 9: 216–21.

——— and Jouanna, Jacques (1999) (edd.), I testi medici greci: Tradizione e ecdotica
(Naples). Contains many good pieces on commentaries, scholia, and glossaries to
Hippocrates and Galen; this is the third volume in a series of international colloquia,
and the first two (ed. Garzya in 1992 and 1996) also contain some useful material.

Geerlings, Wilhelm, and Schulze, Christian (2002) (edd.), Der Kommentar in Antike und
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Mittelalter: Beiträge zu seiner Erforschung (Leiden; Clavis commentariorum antiquitatis
et medii aevi, 2). Collection of essays.

Gelzer, Thomas (1976), “Sophokles’ Tereus, eine Inhaltsangabe auf Papyrus,” Jahresbericht
der schweizerischen Geisteswissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft, 1976: 183–92.

Gentili, Bruno (1983), “L’Asinarteto nella teoria metrico-ritmica degli antichi,” in
P. Händel and W. Meid (edd.), Festschrift für Robert Muth (Innsbruck): 135–43. Uses
Hephaestion and Aristides Quintilianus.

——— and Perusino, Franca (1999) (edd.), La colometria antica dei testi poetici greci
(Pisa). Collection of articles on ancient colometry, with much discussion of metrical
scholia and of Hephaestion.

Gersh, Stephen (1992), “Porphyry’s Commentary on the Harmonics of Ptolemy and
Neoplatonic Musical Theory,” in S. Gersh and C. Kannengiesser (edd.), Platonism in
Late Antiquity (Notre Dame, Ind.): 141–55.

Geus, Klaus (2002), Eratosthenes von Kyrene: Studien zur hellenistischen Kultur- und
Wissenschaftsgeschichte (Munich). Only major study of Eratosthenes.

Geymonat, Mario (1970), “Spigolature Nicandree,” Acme, 23: 137–43. Uses scholia to
Nicander.

——— (1974), Scholia in Nicandri Alexipharmaca cum glossis (Milan). Standard edition.
——— (1976), Eutecnii Paraphrasis in Nicandri Alexipharmaca (Milan). Standard edition.
Giardina, Giovanna R. (1999), Giovanni Filopono, matematico: Tra neopitagorismo e

neoplatonismo (Catania). Reproduces Hoche’s Greek text, with Italian trans. and notes.
Gibson, Craig A. (1997), “P.Berol. inv. 5008, Didymus, and Harpocration Reconsidered,”

CP 92: 375–81.
——— (2002), Interpreting a Classic: Demosthenes and his Ancient Commentators (Ber-

keley). Good, detailed discussion; also texts, translations, and commentary on
Demosthenes papyri. Bibliography.

Gibson, Roy K., and Kraus, Christina S. (2002) (edd.), The Classical Commentary: Histo-
ries, Practices, Theory (Leiden; Mnemosyne suppl. 232). Collection of essays on com-
mentaries to classical texts, including a few on ancient commentaries.

Gignac, Francis Thomas (1976–81), A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and
Byzantine Periods (Milan). Reference grammar useful for points of late Greek usage.

Giuliani, Mariafrancesca (1997), “Il ‘glossario ippocratico’ di Galeno,” Rudiae, 9: 95–136.
Glasner, Ruth (1992), “Proclus’ Commentary on Euclid’s Definitions I,3 and I,6,” Hermes,

120: 320–33.
Glucker, J. (1970), “Thucydides I 29, 3, Gregory of Corinth and the Ars Interpretandi,”

Mnemosyne, 4th ser. 23: 127–49. In the course of examining how and why interpreta-
tion of a passage of Thucydides has been mishandled by modern scholars, discusses
Gregory’s treatment of that passage (in his commentary on Hermogenes) and his schol-
arly technique in general.

Goettling, Karl Wilhelm (1822), Theodosii Alexandrini Grammatica (Leipzig). Editions
of spurious works of Theodosius.

Göransson, Tryggve (1995), Albinus, Alcinous, Arius Didymus (Gothenburg; Studia Graeca
et Latina Gothoburgensia, 61). Good study, in English, with extensive bibliography.

Gorman, Robert (2001), “OiJ periv tina in Strabo,” ZPE 136: 201–13. On the inclusive
and periphrastic uses of this construction; not directly concerned with ancient schol-
arship but a good source of bibliography on the issue.

Goulet-Cazé, Marie-Odile (2000) (ed.), Le commentaire: Entre tradition et innovation
(Paris; Actes du colloque international de l’institut des traditions textuelles). Contains
a number of useful pieces on ancient and medieval Greek commentary, both format
and substance.

Gow, Andrew S. F. (1952), Theocritus (Cambridge, 2nd edn.). Discusses scholia, pp. lxxx–
lxxxiv.
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Gow, Andrew S. F. and Scholfield, Alwyn F. (1953), Nicander: The Poems and Poetical
Fragments (Cambridge). Discusses the scholia.

Grandolini, Simonetta (1984), “Sugli scolii del codice B di Pindaro,” Giornale italiano di
filologia, 36 (NS 15): 301–7.

Graziosi, Barbara (2002), Inventing Homer: The Early Reception of Epic (Cambridge).
Greene, William Chase (1937), “The Platonic Scholia,” TAPA 68: 184–96. Explanation

of history of scholia; largely summarizes Cohn (1884).
——— (1938), Scholia Platonica (Haverford, Penn.). Standard edition of Plato scholia,

but by no means complete.
Grynaeus (or Grynäus), Simon, and Camerarius, Joachim (1538), Claudii Ptolemaei

Magnae constructionis, id est Perfectae coelestium motuum pertractationis, lib. XIII.
Theonis Alexandrini in eosdem Commentariorum lib. XI (Basle). Latest edition of
Theon’s commentary on books 5–13.

Gualandri, Isabella (1962), Index nominum propriorum quae in scholiis Tzetzianis ad
Lycophronem laudantur (Milan). Index to Scheer’s edition (1908).

——— (1965), Index glossarum quae in scholiis Tzetzianis ad Lycophronem laudantur
(Milan). Index to Scheer’s edition (1908).

——— (1968), Incerti auctoris in Oppiani Halieutica paraphrasis (Milan). Superseded
but usable edition, with detailed study.

Gudeman, Alfred (1921), “Scholien,” RE, 2nd ser. ii.i (iii): 625–705. Interesting but now
fairly dated overview; discusses scholia in general and devotes separate sections to
Homer, Hesiod, Alcman, Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Attic
Prose, Thucydides, Plato, Xenophon, Isocrates, Aeschines, Demosthenes, and
Aristotle. Some of these sections are still valuable, others not.

Guhl, Claus (1969), Die Fragmente des alexandrinischen Grammatikers Theon (Diss.
Hamburg). Edition and discussion.

Guida, Augusto (1982), “Il dictionarium di Favorino e il lexicon Vindobonense,”
Prometheus, 8: 264–86. Useful discussion.

Gundel, Wilhelm, and Gundel, Hans Georg (1966), Astrologumena: Die astrologische
Literatur in der Antike und ihre Geschichte (Wiesbaden; Sudhoffs Archiv, Beiheft 6).
Contains information on commentaries to Ptolemy.

Güngerich, Rudolf (1927), Dionysii Byzantii Anaplus Bospori (Berlin; Diss. Freiburg).
Contains scholia, pp. 36–40.

Günther, Hans-Christian (1995), The Manuscripts and the Transmission of the Paleologan
Scholia on the Euripidean Triad (Stuttgart; Hermes Einzelschr. 68). Definitive study
of this topic; with bibliography.

——— (1998), Ein neuer metrischer Traktat und das Studium der pindarischen Metrik in
der Philologie der Paläologenzeit (Leiden; Mnemosyne suppl. 180). Text and discus-
sion of a Byzantine treatise on Pindaric meters.

Haas, Walter (1977), Die Fragmente der Grammatiker Tyrannion und Diokles (Berlin;
SGLG 3; in one vol. with Linke 1977 and Neitzel 1977). The standard edition of these
fragments; see Dyck (1982b) for some useful corrections.

Hadot, Ilsetraut (1996), Simplicius: Commentaire sur le Manuel d’Épictète (Leiden;
Philosophia antiqua, 66). Detailed introduction, critical edition, and bibliography.

Hadot, Pierre (1968), Porphyre et Victorinus (Paris). Includes text, French translation,
and discussion of an anonymous commentary on the Parmenides that could be by
Porphyry. Partial Italian version published 1993 as Porfirio: Commentario al “Parmenide”
di Platone (Milan).

Haffner, Medard (2001), Das Florilegium des Orion (Stuttgart). Best edition, German
trans., and discussion; see Diggle (2003) for corrections.

Hägg, Tomas (1975), Photios als Vermittler antiker Literatur: Untersuchungen zur Technik
des Referierens und Exzerpierens in der Bibliotheke (Stockholm).
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Hajdú, Kerstin (1998), Ps.-Herodian, De Figuris (Berlin; SGLG 8; in one vol. with
D. Hansen 1998). Standard critical edition with good introduction (in clear German).

Hangard, J. (1983), “Zur Überlieferung der Lysistratescholien in den Handschriften G,
Neapolitanus und Baroccianus,” ZPE 53: 65–9. On the textual history of some
Aristophanes scholia.

——— (1985), “Bemerkungen zum codex Baroccianus Oxon. Bodleian. 38B, Folia 63–
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——— (1914), Heronis Alexandrini opera quae supersunt omnia, v (Leipzig; repr. 1976).
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——— (1991–3), “Dionysius Thrax on the Correptio Attica,” Orbis, 36: 221–8. Discusses
Dionysius’ treatment of syllable length before mute + liquid, and the relationship
between his theories and Hephaestion’s.

——— (1993), “The Grammatical Term ajpolelumevnon in the School Book Brit. Mus.
Add. MS. 37533 (=Pack2 2712),” Chronique d’Égypte, 68: 168–77.

——— (1994), “The Ancient Greek (and Latin) Grammarians and the met! ojlivgon mevllwn
Tense,” in De Clercq and Desmet (1994): 97–129. Argues that for the ancient gram-
marians the future perfect tense was less marginal than is normally thought. Good
bibliography.

——— (1997), “The Grammatical Papyrus P.Berol. inv. 9917,” in Akten des 21.
Internationalen Papyrologenkongresses (Stuttgart; APF Beiheft 3): ii.1021–33.

——— (2000), “Les conjonctions dubitatives: La définition (originale) de la Technè
retrouvée?,” Histoire Épistémologie Langage, 22.2: 29–39. Discusses a grammatical
papyrus that bears a strong relationship to a passage in [ps.-] Dionysius Thrax and thus
sheds light on the evolution of that text.

Wyss, Bernhard (1936), Antimachi Colophonii reliquiae (Berlin). Text of long papyrus
commentary (2nd cent. AD), pp. 76–89.

Zabrowski, Charles J. (1984), The Older Scholia to Aeschylus’s “Persae” (Diss. Fordham).
Text and Study of F scholia to Persae.
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Aeschines, scholia to
on 1. 29: 207
on 1. 39: 160, 184
on 1. 59: 160, 185
on 1. 64: 207
on 1. 157: 207
on 1. 182: 159, 184
on 2. 10: 161, 185
on 2. 157: 206
on 3. 95: 160, 184
on 3. 160: 160, 184
on 3. 222: 207

Aeschylus, scholia to
on Ag. 503a: 155, 182
on Ch. 899: 204
on Ch. 973: 155, 182
on Pers. 34–5: 155, 182
on PV 397b: 155, 182
on PV 472b: 204
on PV 561d: 155–6, 182
on Septem 311a: 204

Ammonius
26: 145, 176
30: 144, 176
140: 196
144: 196
180: 145, 176
329: 196
334: 145, 176
386: 145, 176
451: 196–7
480: 196

Apollonius Dyscolus
Adv. 119. 10: 116
Adv. 177.5: 119
Pron. 65. 20: 119
Synt. 19. 4: 122
Synt. 51. 1ff.: 217–18

Synt. 81. 5: 116
Synt. 156. 2: 116
Synt. 273. 9ff.: 173, 192–3
Synt. 389. 13ff.: 173–4,

193
Synt. 392. 9–10: 122
Synt. 434. 1ff.: 174–5, 194
Synt. 455. 15–16: 122

Apollonius Rhodius, scholia to
on 1. 436: 210
on 1. 936–49q: 210–11
on 1. 985: 164, 187
on 1. 1081: 164, 187
on 1. 1085–87b: 164–5, 187
on 1. 1089a: 165, 187
on 1. 1207b: 211
on 2. 896: 210
subscription: 164, 187

Apollonius Sophista
4. 8–11: 146, 177
4. 32–4: 118
68. 11: 119
106. 4–6: 146, 177
106. 15–19: 197
107. 3–4: 197
107. 24–6: 117
133. 14: 111–12

Aristophanes, scholia to
on Clouds 540: 88 n. 21
on Pax 123d: 206
on Pax 728b: 157, 183
on Pax 755a: 205–6
on Pax 1244c: 157–9, 183–4

Choeroboscus
GG iv.i. 305. 7: 113
GG iv.i. 307. 5ff.: 167, 189
GG iv.i. 333. 5ff.: 212–13



Dionysius Thrax
GG i.i. 24. 3ff.: 169–70,

190–1
GG i.i. 26. 1–3: 121
GG i.i. 46. 1–2: 123
GG i.i. 59. 3: 118
GG i.i. 60. 1ff.: 215
GG i.i. 105. 1ff.: 215
GG i.i. 107. 6ff.: 170, 191

Dionysius Thrax, “scholia” to
GG i.iii. 391. 23ff.: 170–1, 191
GG i.iii. 160. 24ff.: 171, 191–2
GG i.iii. 239. 14ff.: 215–16
GG i.iii. 250. 26ff.: 216

Erotian
introduction: 161–2, 185–6,

 207–8
A 31: 121

Etymologicum genuinum
A 122: 199
A 131: 147, 177
A 500: 147, 177
A 515: 198
A 557: 147–8, 178
A 584: 148, 178

Etymologicum Gudianum
i. 39. 14–19: 148–9, 178
i. 117. 1–3: 198
i. 195. 8: 118
i. 303. 16: 118
ii. 302. 12–14: 198
ii. 329. 1–2: 198
ii. 356. 16: 146, 177
ii. 362. 2–3: 197–8
ii. 420. 7–11: 114

Etymologicum magnum
437. 56–438. 2: 114
461. 36–44: 120
462. 10–11: 118
512. 37–43: 148, 178
556. 14: 117
556. 23–4: 147, 177
580. 25: 117
605. 42–5: 147, 177–8
617. 3: 118
617. 30: 197
635. 4–7: 198
635. 14–15: 121
749. 5–22: 149, 178–9

Euripides
Bacch. 395: 117

Euripides, scholia to
on Hecuba 13: 154–5, 181–2
on Hecuba 847: 203
on Orestes 331: 203–4

Eustathius
600. 32–3: 153, 181
600. 45–601. 8: 154, 181
893. 34–42: 153–4, 181
1084. 19–21: 203

Galen
Commentary on Aphorisms 4. 48:

162, 186
Commentary on Aphorisms 5. 13:

208
Commentary on On fractures 1:

162–3, 186
Glossary introduction:

209
Gregory of Corinth

On Dialects 9–12: 214
On Dialects 23–9: 168–9, 190
On Dialects 179–82: 215
On Syntax 33. 192ff.: 169, 190

Herodian
in Arcadius 39. 4–6: 120
in Arcadius 58. 5ff.: 172, 192
in Arcadius 162. 11ff.: 217
in Arcadius 198. 18ff.: 217
Peri; monhvrou" levxew" 929. 26ff.:

172–3, 192
Peri; monhvrou" levxew" 931. 20ff.:

216–17
Peri; monhvrou" levxew" 950. 14ff.:

171–2, 192
Hesychius

A 1307 Latte: 143, 175
A 1318 Latte: 195
A 1330 Latte: 195
A 1346 Latte: 143, 175
A 1357 Latte: 143, 175
A 6404 Latte: 144, 176
A 7267 Latte: 195
A 7273 Latte: 195
A 7274 Latte: 143, 175
A 7279 Latte: 195
A 7280 Latte: 108
A 7284 Latte: 143, 175
A 7305 Latte: 144, 176
A 7307 Latte: 195
A 7607 Latte: 143, 175
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A 7616 Latte: 110
A 7617 Latte: 144, 176
A 7619 Latte: 144, 176
A 7630 Latte: 144, 176
A 7643 Latte: 194
A 7644 Latte: 111
B 632 Latte: 132–3
B 642 Latte: 143, 175
B 645 Latte: 111
B 647 Latte: 109
B 664 Latte: 112
B 685 Latte: 195
B 1262 Latte: 144, 176
B 1269 Latte: 110
B 1277 Latte: 143, 175
B 1290 Latte: 117
G 736 Latte: 195
G 753 Latte: 195
G 756 Latte: 195
G 759 Latte: 144, 176
G 770 Latte: 195
G 778 Latte: 194
G 781 Latte: 194
G 784 Latte: 108
E 6383 Latte: 196
E 6397 Latte: 196
E 6402 Latte: 196

Hipparchus
1. 2. 1–5: 165, 187–8
1. 2. 5–7: 211–12
1. 3. 1–4: 165–6, 188

Homer
Iliad 1. 6: 4

Homer, scholia to
on Iliad 1. 1: 119
on Iliad 1. 231: 130
on Iliad 1. 545: 117
on Iliad 10. 10: 113
on Iliad 10. 18: 113
on Iliad 10. 19: 120
on Iliad 10. 23: 111, 120
on Iliad 10. 29: 118
on Iliad 10. 30: 121
on Iliad 10. 32: 118
on Iliad 10. 38: 110–11
on Iliad 10. 67: 122
on Iliad 10. 79: 110
on Iliad 10. 326: 122
on Iliad 11. 88: 119
on Iliad 11. 201: 119
on Iliad 11. 308: 109, 115
on Iliad 11. 632: 111

on Iliad 11. 652: 111
on Iliad 12. 6: 108
on Iliad 12. 13: 108
on Iliad 12. 77: 111
on Iliad 12. 142: 111, 119
on Iliad 12. 179: 112
on Iliad 12. 205: 112
on Iliad 12. 446–7: 118
on Iliad 15. 1b: 152, 180
on Iliad 15. 2c: 152, 180
on Iliad 15. 4a: 153, 181
on Iliad 15. 365b: 201
on Iliad 15. 382a-b: 201
on Iliad 15. 388: 200
on Iliad 15. 394b: 150, 179
on Iliad 15. 395b: 150, 179
on Iliad 15. 414a: 201
on Iliad 15. 417a: 151–2, 180
on Iliad 15. 427b: 200
on Iliad 15. 432: 119
on Iliad 15. 437: 151, 179
on Iliad 15. 444b: 151, 180
on Iliad 15. 450a: 200
on Iliad 15. 459: 150, 179
on Iliad 15. 467a: 199
on Iliad 15. 468: 151, 180
on Iliad 15. 488: 200
on Iliad 15. 525: 133
on Iliad 15. 545a: 202
on Iliad 15. 554: 200
on Iliad 15. 563a: 201
on Iliad 15. 601b: 151, 180
on Iliad 15. 619a: 202
on Iliad 15. 626b: 200
on Iliad 15. 636b: 200
on Iliad 15. 639a: 200
on Iliad 15. 729: 151, 180
on Iliad 15. 735b: 152–3, 180
on Iliad 15. 737a: 200
on Iliad 15. 739a: 150, 179
on Iliad 15. 741a: 202–3
subscription: 19

Lucian, scholia to
on Apologia 2: 210
on Apologia 12: 163, 186
on Phalaris 1. 1: 120–1
on Phalaris 1. 2: 119
on Phalaris 1. 3: 163, 187
on Phalaris 1. 7: 210
on Pro lapsu 5: 209
on Soloecista 5: 163, 187, 210
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Michael Syncellus
11. 69ff.: 167–8, 189
15. 96ff.: 213–14

Pindar, scholia to
on Pythian 1 title: 132
on Pythian 2 title: 132
on Pythian 2. 106: 156, 182
on Pythian 2. 107: 204
on Pythian 3 title: 156–7, 182–3
on Pythian 3. 97: 108–9
on Pythian 4. 1c: 156, 182
on Pythian 6 title: 156, 182
on Pythian 6. 15: 205
on Pythian 6. 35: 205
on Pythian 8. 91: 204–5
on Pythian 8. 107: 156, 182

Plato, scholia to
on Apol. 22a: 206
on Philebus 60d: 206
on Philebus 66d: 159, 184
on Rep. 338c: 159, 184
on Symp. 194b: 159, 184
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Suda
P 1617: 149–50, 179
T 1115: 199

Theocritus
Syrinx 14: 4

Theocritus, scholia to
on 7. 36a: 117

Theodosius
GG iv.i. 7. 6ff: 166–7, 188
GG iv.i. 11. 15: 112–13
GG iv.i. 68. 1ff.: 212

Thucydides, scholia to
on 6. 2. 1: 117

Timaeus
preface: 146, 177
78. 1–2: 146, 177
79. 1–3: 197
163. 4–6: 197
190. 2–3: 145, 177

Trypho
peri; paqw÷n 1. 1ff: 214
peri; trovpwn p. 238: 168, 189



Words discussed in Chapters 1–4 are systematically included, those found in the
reader (Ch. 5) are selectively included, and those in the glossary (Ch. 6) are included
only if also mentioned elsewhere.

Index of Greek Words Discussed

ajdiaûovrw", 152, 220
ajdovkimo", 153, 220
Aijoliv", 214
aijtiatikhv, 127, 220
aijtiologikov", 128, 220
ajkatavllhlo", 173, 220
ajkatonovmasto", 168
a[klito", 167, 213, 220
a[llo", 115, 150
a[llw", 12, 108–9, 203, 205, 221
ajlûhsthv", 147
ajmavmaxu", 148
ajmetavbolo", 125, 221
a[n, 116, 122
ajnabibavzw, 217, 221
ajnagignwvskw, 152, 160, 164
ajnavgnwsi", 218, 221
ajnakecwrikwv", 208, 222
ajnalogiva, 199, 218, 222
ajnavlogo", 169, 222
ajnapauvomai, 153
ajnastrevûw, 201, 222
ajnaûevrw, 165
ajna; cei÷ra, 216, 218, 265
ajntivvgraûon, 150, 155, 157, 171, 208,

224
ajntivstoico", 214, 224
ajntivûrasi", 165, 225
ajntwnumiva, 127, 128, 225
ajovristo", 124, 127, 128, 217, 225
a{pax eijrhmevnon, 146, 208, 225
ajparevmûato", 128, 226
aJplou÷n, 127–8, 226

ajpov, 116, 168
ajpobolhv, 153, 213, 226
ajpodivdwmi, 165, 166, 226
ajpovstroûo", 215, 227
ajpoûantikov", 128, 227
a[ptwto", 171, 227
a[rqron, 126, 128, 227
ajriqmov", 127, 128, 227
ajrrenikov", 127, 227
a[rrhn, 127, 227
ajsuvnarqro", 128, 228
ajsuvndeto", 201, 228
ajsunevleusto", 175, 228
ajsûalhv", 154
!Atqiv", 169, 214, 228
!Attikov", 98, 151, 172, 213, 228
aujtotevleia, 173, 229
ajûaivresi", 152, 229
a[ûlaston, 165
a[ûwnon, 125, 229

barbarismov", 173, 229
barei÷a, 126, 170, 229
baruvnw, 126, 153, 172, 229
barutonevw, 153, 230
baruvtono", 125, 126, 128, 154, 230
bracuv", 125, 230
bw÷, 115

genikhv, 127, 148, 149, 230
gevno", 127, 169, 173, 230
glw÷ssa, 154, 230
glwsshmatikov", 146, 230
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gnhvsio", 171
gravmma, 125, 230
gr(avûetai), 136

dasuvnw, 201, 230
dasuv", 125, 231
dei÷na, 120–1, 231
deuvteron, 128, 212
diav, 118, 148, 149, 169, 172
diazeuktikov", 128, 231
diavqesi", 128, 231
diairevw, 155, 163, 168, 214, 231
diavlusi", 214, 231–2
diavnoia, 153, 232
diapivptw, 218, 232
diastevllw, 168, 197, 198, 232
diastolhv, 125, 232
diaw/vzw, 218
diaûevrei, 144
digenhv", 213, 232
dikatavlhkto", 149, 232
diorqovw, 166, 218, 232
diorivzw, 203, 232
diovti, 122
diplou÷", 125, 233
disuvllabo", 167, 233
divûqoggo", 125, 198, 233
divcrono", 125, 233
dicw÷", 150, 162
dotikhv, 127, 233
dui>kov", 127, 234

Dwriv", 214

ejavn, 116, 174
ejgklivnomai, 217, 234
e[gklisi", 128, 234
ejgklitikov", 126, 234
ejqnikovn, 127, 148, 234
eij, 116
eij ¿do", 121, 127, 128, 143, 158, 170,

206, 207, 214, 235
eijmiv, 172
eij", 118, 128, 147, 167, 172, 174, 198,

215
ejk, 116
ejkklivnw, 216
ejkkuvklhma, 155
ejkteivnw, 167, 235
ejkûevrw, 169, 235
ejkûrastikw÷", 153
ejlleivpei, 119, 150, 235

$Ellhne", 98
eJllhnismov", 218, 235
ejn, 119, 148, 216
ejnallaghv, 214, 236
ejnevrgeia, 128, 216, 236
ejnerghtikov", 215, 236
ejnestwv", 128, 153, 236
eJnikov", 127, 236
ejntelhv", 153, 167, 236
ejxhgevomai, 208, 236
ejxhvghsi", 166, 236
eJxh÷", 120, 152, 153, 166, 202, 236
ejpiv, 118, 144, 146, 168, 172, 196, 197,

202, 207, 210, 212, 216, 217
ejpivgramma, 163, 172
ejpigravûw, 165
ejpizhtevw, 153, 166
ejpiqetikh; tavxi", 214
ejpivqeton, 127, 148, 198, 237
ejpivkoino", 127, 237
ejpivkouro", 145
ejpiplokhv, 173, 238
ejpivrrhma, 127, 238
ejpishmaivnomai, 163
ejpistaltikhv, 127, 238
ejrwthmatikovn, 127, 216, 239
ejstiv, 116
e{tero", 115, 168, 196
ejtumologevw, 202, 239
ejtuvmw", 168
eujqei÷a, 127, 154, 173, 202, 239
eujktikhv, 128, 239
euj ¿ pravttein, 146

zhnodovteio", 206, 240
zhvtei, 118, 147

hJmevteron, 37 n. 22
hJmivsticon, 203
hJmivûwnon, 125, 240
hj ¿n, 154, 171–2

qevsi", 170, 218, 240
qhlukov", 127, 172, 240
qhluv", 127, 241

Qoukudivdeio", 207

!Iav", 164, 214, 241
ijdivwma, 175, 214, 241
ijsodunamevw, 217, 241
iJstorevw, 145, 150, 161, 208, 211
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iJstoriva, 155, 241
i[w, 115

kaqevsthka, 168
kaqov, 122, 175, 207, 242
kaqovti, 122, 242
kanwvn, 167, 242
kanonikw÷", 154, 242
katav, 116, 118, 145, 150, 156, 157, 171,

172, 173, 199, 202–3, 205, 206,
209

katavllhlon, 173, 242
katallhlovth", 218, 242
katalogavdhn, 150, 242
katavcrhsi", 168, 243
kathgovrghma, 171, 243
katorqovw, 218, 243
kei÷mai, 197, 208, 243
kivnhma, 172, 243
klhtikhv, 127, 243
klivnw, 127, 167, 243
klivsi", 149, 154, 199, 243
koinov", 125, 127, 169, 198, 214, 244
koinovteron, 202
kovttabo", 157–8
kthtikhv, 127, 244
kthtikov", 127, 147, 244
kuvrio", 127, 147, 154, 168, 170, 208, 244

leivpei, 119, 173, 200, 244
levxi", 124, 152, 165, 169, 173, 209,

218, 245
lhvgw, 118, 128, 172, 245
lovgo", 124, 154, 162, 173, 174, 175,

201, 203, 212, 218, 245

makrov", 125, 217, 245
ma÷llon, 116
mevllwn, 128, 245
mevro" lovgou, 124, 126, 128, 168, 175,

216, 245
mevso", 125, 245–6
mesovth", 128, 246
metagravûw, 206, 209, 246
metavlhyi", 214, 246
metallavssw, 203, 246
metaplasmov", 149, 246
metaûevrw, 208, 247
metaûravzw, 146, 247
metochv, 126, 128, 247
mhv, 115, 210
monhv, 175, 247

monhvrh", 167, 247
monogenhv", 168, 247
movrion, 124, 175, 217, 248

newterikov", 213
nou÷", 203, 205, 247
nu÷n, 153, 206

o{de, 115
oiJ dev, 111, 144, 151
oiJ ¿on, 121, 167, 170, 198, 202, 210, 248
oiJoneiv, 160
oJmiliva, 218, 248
oJmoiogenhv", 213, 248
oJmwvnumo", 127, 154, 249
o[noma, 124, 126, 127, 147, 154, 158,

169, 199, 209, 216, 218, 249
ojnomastikhv, 127, 249
ojxei÷a, 125, 153, 170, 249
ojxuvnw, 125, 249
ojxuvtono", 125, 145, 154, 249
oJpovtero", 116
ojrqhv, 127, 250
ojrqovth", 171
oJrivzw, 171, 216, 250
oJristikhv, 128, 250
o{sti", 116
o{tan, 116
o{te, 116, 250
o{ti, 122, 145, 150, 151, 201, 209
o{ti mhv, 116, 172
ouj, 115
oujdevtero", 127, 250
ouJ ¿to", 115, 149, 171
ou{tw", 115, 145, 154, 160, 163, 208

paqhtikov", 198, 215, 250
pavqo", 128, 153, 214, 250
palaiovn, 37 n. 22
parav, 117, 143, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149,

152, 154, 155, 159, 160, 162, 167,
171, 173, 174, 198, 199, 201, 202,
204

paragwghv, 154, 251
paravgwgon, 127, 251
paravdeigma, 209
paravdosi", 172, 202, 218, 251
paraitevomai, 212
paravkeimai, 164, 251
parakeivmeno", 128, 251
paraleivpw, 146
paralhvgw, 167, 172, 251
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paraplhrwmatikov", 128, 252
parasuvnqeton, 128, 252
paratatikov", 128, 153, 252
paratevleuto", 170, 252
parativqhmi, 165, 173, 252
parelhluqwv", 128, 252
parevpomai, 170, 174, 215, 253
paroxuvnw, 125, 151, 253
paroxuvtono", 125, 126, 157, 253
parwvnumon, 170, 253
parwëchkwv", 216
parwëchmevno", 128, 253
patrikhv, 127, 253
patrwnumikovn, 127, 253
pepoihmevnon, 127, 253
periv, 119, 129
perigravûw, 174, 254
perispavw, 125, 174, 254
perispwvmeno", 125–6, 128, 170, 254
peustikovn, 127, 216, 254
plagiva, 127, 173, 254
pleonasmov", 148, 199, 254
plhquntikov", 127, 148, 167, 254
ploi÷on, 145
pneu÷ma, 125, 254
poihthv", 121, 152, 165
pragmateiva, 162, 175, 255
provqesi", 127, 153, 164, 255
proparoxuvnw, 125, 255
proparoxuvtono", 125, 126, 145, 151, 255
properispavw, 126, 255
properispwvmeno", 126, 255
prov", 151, 156, 161, 163, 165, 211, 255
prosagoreutikhv, 127, 256
prosgegrammevnon, 199, 256
proshgoriva, 171, 208, 256
proshgorikovn, 127, 168, 169, 256
provskeimai, 120, 173, 217
proswëdiva, 125, 256–7
provswpon, 128, 257
protaktikov", 125, 128, 198, 257
proûevrw, 168, 213, 257
prw÷ton, 128, 257
prwtovtupon, 127, 257
ptw÷si", 123, 124, 127, 202, 257
ptwtikov", 170, 257
pusmatikov", 217, 257

rJh÷ma, 126, 128, 257
rJhmatikovn, 170, 257
rJhtov", 171, 257
rJhvtra, 210

seshmeivwtai, see shmeiovw
shmantikov", 168, 169, 257
shmasiva, 168, 217, 258
shmeiovw, 119–20, 167, 169, 172, 202,

258
soloikismov", 173, 258
sterhtikov", 149, 258
sthvta, 4
stigmhv, 125, 202, 258
stivzw, 151, 202, 258
stivco", 202
stoicei÷on, 125, 146, 148, 162, 212,

214, 258
suvggramma, 160
sugkophv, 202, 258
sugkritikovn, 127, 258
suzugiva, 128, 258
sullabhv, 125, 259
sullabikov", 170, 259
sumplektikov", 128, 259
suvmûwnon, 125, 259
sunairevw, 167, 175, 259
sunaloiûhv, 164, 202, 259
sunaptikov", 128, 259
suvnarqro", 128, 260
suvndesmo", 127, 128, 151, 201, 260
sunhvqeia, 151, 169, 209, 260
suvnqesi", 175, 217, 260
suvnqeton, 128, 214, 260
suvntaxi", 160, 162, 174, 216, 218,

261
suntavttw, 165, 201
suntivqhmi, 167, 169
sunwvnumon, 127, 261
sustevllw, 167, 261
sûavllomai, 171, 261
sch÷ma, 127, 128, 218, 261
schmativzw, 202, 213, 261
scovlia, 11 n. 25, 164

tav, 112 n. 8
tai÷n, 112 n. 8
tavsi", 153, 262
tawvn, 149
teleiva, 125, 202, 262
tecnikov", 121, 171, 262
tinev", 111, 151
tovno", 125, 149, 170, 175, 216, 217,

262
tovnwsi", 154, 262
tribhv, 218
trivton, 128
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trophv, 148, 199, 263
tuvptw, 78, 83, 115
tuvranno", 196

uJgihv", 151, 172, 263
uJgrov", 125, 263
u{peimi, 173, 263
uJperdisuvllabo", 172, 263
uJpevrqesi", 214, 263
uJperqetikovn, 127, 263
uJpersuntevliko", 128, 263
uJpov, 145
uJpobavllw, 171
uJpodiastolhv, 215, 263
uJpokoristikovn, 127, 264
uJpovmnhma, 145
uJpostigmhv, 125, 264
uJpostivzw, 200, 264
uJpotaktikov", 125, 128, 264
uJû’ e{n, 163, 215, 264

ûevromai, 155, 264
ûhv, 146
ûulavttw, 217, 264
ûuvsi", 217, 264
ûwnhv, 147, 162, 163, 168, 264
ûwnh÷en, 125, 201, 264

carakthvr, 199, 265
crovno", 128, 152, 153, 156, 157, 163,

174, 214, 265
cwri;" eij mhv, 116

yilov", 125, 202, 265
yilovw, 201, 265

wj ¿, 112
wJ", 122, 265
wJsaneiv, 122
wJseiv, 122
wJspereiv, 122
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General Index

More detailed discussions are italicized.

accentuation, 85, 143, 145, 168–9, 174–5
marks of, 5, 93, 215
modern conventions of, 123, 140
terminology of, 125–6, 170
see also Herodian

Achilles, 57
Aelius Aristides, 69–70
Aelius Dionysius, 46, 99, 101
Aeschines, 14, 53, 159–61, 206–7
Aeschylus, 35–8, 59, 143, 144, 155–6,

204
Agathocles, 87
Albinus, 48–9
Alcaeus, 43
Alcinous, 48–9
Alcman, 42
Alexander of Aphrodisias, 9, 49, 50
alphabetization, 90, 96, 161–2

full, 8, 45, 94
partial, 8, 25, 45, 88, 97, 102

Amarantus, 64
Ammonius (commentator), 48, 49, 68
Ammonius (lexicographer), 94–6, 98,

144–5, 196–7
Anacreon, 43
analogists, 6 n. 15
Anaritius, 60
Anaxagoras, 87
Anecdota Bekker, 103
anomalists, 6 n. 15
Anonymous Exegesis, 41
Antiatticista, 9, 97–8
Antimachus, 43
Aphthonius, 71
Apion, 24, 25–6, 28, 88, 197
Apollinarius, 59

Apollodorus of Athens, 6, 26, 165
Apollonius Dyscolus, 9, 72, 73–5, 78, 84,

86, 121
language of, 116, 122
see also  index locorum

Apollonius of Citium, 7, 44, 161
Apollonius of Perga, 10, 62
Apollonius Rhodius, 4, 5, 6, 21, 40, 62–

3, 148
see also index locorum

Apollonius Sophista, 8, 24–5, 146, 197
apparatus criticus, 134–40
Aratus, 8, 56–60, 157

see also Hipparchus
Arcadius, 76
Archimedes, 10, 61
Arethas, 15, 46, 47, 69
Argyros, Isaac, 68
Aristarchus, 4, 5–6, 7, 12, 73, 78, 88

on Homer, 18, 19, 23, 111 n. 6
on other authors, 29, 39, 40, 53–4
mentioned in excerpts, 111, 150, 151,

153, 171, 200, 201, 202, 209
Aristides Quintilianus, 105
Aristonicus, 7 n. 17, 19, 22, 40

Homeric scholia derived from, 150,
151, 200, 201, 202

Aristophanes (comedian), 28–31, 90, 92,
103

mentioned in excerpts, 144, 163, 196
see also index locorum

Aristophanes of Byzantium, 5, 75, 92–4,
96, 99, 150

on Homer, 18, 22
on other classical poetry, 29, 32, 35,

38, 39 n. 23, 40



Aristotle
mentioned in excerpts, 144, 145
scholarship on, 9, 10, 49–51, 85
work of, 3, 27, 40

Arsenius Olbiodorus, 68
article, use of, 112–13, 147
Asclepiades of Myrlea, 63
Asclepius of Tralles, 49, 68
Aspasius of Athens, 49
aspiration, 80, 84, 125, 140
Athenaeus, 23, 98, 157–8
Attalus of Rhodes, 56–7, 151, 166
Atticists, 9, 77, 89, 96–9, 100, 104
Aurelius, Marcus, 71
Avienus, 60

Bacchius of Tanagra, 45, 161, 209
Bacchylides, 43
Batrachomyomachia, 66
Boethius, 51
Boethus, 47
brackets, 108, 133–4
breathings, see aspiration
Byzantine scholarship, 14–16 and passim

Callimachus, 5, 6, 29, 39, 66, 92
mentioned in excerpts, 158–9, 198

Callistratus, 29
cases, 123, 127
Charax, Joannes, 83
Choeroboscus, 14, 28, 40, 80–1, 91, 105

commentary on Theodosius, 76, 80–1, 83
see also index locorum

Cicero, 60, 85
citations, see references
Clement, 47
Comanus of Naucratis, 87
comparative forms, 115–16
consonants, terminology of, 125
Constantine Porphyrogenitus, 101
Crates of Mallos, 6, 26, 40
Cyrillus, 10, 86, 89, 100–1, 102, 195

David, 49
definitions, form of, 107–10
derivations, 114, 117, 127
Demo, 23
Demosthenes, 7, 51–3, 103
Derveni papyrus, 3, 42–3
Dexippus, 49
diacritics, 125, 215

see also accentuation, aspiration

dialect, 88, 111, 117, 199
Aeolic, 172–3, 199
Attic, passim
Cretan, 111, 144, 153
Cypriot, 117, 195, 196
Doric, 64, 173–4, 215
Ionic, 53–4, 147, 163, 164, 196, 200,

208
Laconian, 111
Macedonian, 195
Sicilian, 157–8
Tarantine, 147, 210
Thessalian, 198
see also Gregory of Corinth

Dicaearchus, 32, 92, 157, 159
Didymus, 7, 12, 13

Homeric scholia derived from, 150,
151, 199, 200, 201

mentioned in excerpts, 154, 196, 203
on Homer, 19, 20, 22
on other classical poetry, 29, 31, 32,

34, 36, 38, 39, 40
on other texts, 47, 51–2, 53, 55

digamma, 194
Diocles, 7, 85
Diogenianus, 9, 34, 46, 88–9, 90, 101
Dionysius (commentator on Euripides), 32
Dionysius of Byzantium, 71
Dionysius of Corinth, 40
Dionysius Periegeta, 23, 71
Dionysius Thrax, 6, 77–80, 86, 124, 202

“scholia” to, 73, 78–9
supplements to, 78–9, 83
see also index locorum

Diophantus, 71
Dioscorides Pedanius, 70
dots, use of, 134

editions, choice of, ix-x, 16
Elias, 49
endings, how indicated, 118
Epaphroditus, 87
Epictetus, 10, 70
Epimerismi Homerici, 14, 27–8, 81, 91
Epiphanius, 89
Eratosthenes, 5, 29, 58, 96, 205–6
Erotian, 8, 45–6, 93

see also index locorum
etymologica, 14, 15, 80, 91–2, 99

as source of scholarly fragments, 25,
28, 34, 40–2, 62, 64, 85

see also index locorum
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Euclid, 10, 60–1
Eudemus of Rhodes, 60
Eudoxus of Cnidus, 56, 165–6
Eulogius, 88 n. 22
Euphronius, 29
Eupolis, 43
Euripides, 8, 31–4, 35, 89, 92

mentioned in excerpts, 143, 159
see also index locorum

Eustathius, 62, 64, 80, 81, 99
on Homer, 15, 18, 23–4, 93
on other authors, 30, 40, 71
see also index locorum

Eutecnius, 65
Eutocius, 61, 62
exceptions, how indicated, 119–20

Galen, 9, 10, 17, 43–6, 49
see also index locorum

genders, 123–4, 127, 167–8, 169
Germanicus Caesar, 56, 58 n. 38, 59, 60
glossaries, see lexica
glosses, 11 n. 25
Glykys, John, 16
Gregory of Corinth, 15, 54, 82–3, 84

see also index locorum
Gregory of Nazianus, 71

Harpocration, 9, 17, 52, 90, 94
Heliodorus, 25, 29, 30, 80, 88
Hellanicus, 87
Hephaestion, 9, 38, 80, 81, 104–5
Heraclitus, 8, 20, 21–2, 26
Herennius Philo, 9, 94–6

see also Ammonius
Hermeias of Alexandria, 48
Hermogenes, 71, 82, 83
Herodian, 9, 19, 22, 72, 75–7, 80, 81–2,

121
Homeric scholia derived from, 152–3,

200–2
mentioned in excerpts, 147, 154
used by other scholars, 28, 34, 86, 88,

91, 101
see also index locorum

Herodotus, 53–4, 98, 196
Hero of Alexandria, 60, 70
Herophilus, 43, 209
Hesiod, 10, 40–2, 92, 213
Hesychius of Alexandria, 9, 10, 25, 46,

64, 88–90, 100
see also index locorum

Hesychius of Miletus, 88 n. 21, 90
Hipparchus, 6, 44, 56–7, 165–6, 211–12
Hippocrates, 7, 8, 9, 10, 43–6

see also index locorum s.vv. Erotian,
Galen

Hipponax, 43
Homer, 18–28 and passim

see also index locorum s.vv. Homer,
Apollonius Sophista

Horace, 39
horizontal bar, use of, 122
Hyginus, 58 n. 38
Hypatia, 67
hypomnemata, 5, 11–14, 109
hypotheses

to Attic drama, 5, 29, 32–4, 35, 38,
42–3, 92–4

to other works, 26, 55, 63, 66

Iamblichus, 49, 68
illustrations, 8, 61 n. 42
Ioannes Diaconus Galenus, 41
Ioannes Diaconus Pediasimus, 41
Isocrates, 55

John of Alexandria, 44–5, 81 n. 12

Leiden conventions, 133–4
lemmata, 12, 32, 46, 107–11
Leontius, 57
Lesbonax, 87
lexica, 9, 10, 23, 72, 109, 118

excerpts from quoted, 143–50, 161–2,
194–9, 207–8, 209

general, 7, 14, 15, 77, 87–103
to specific authors, 20, 43, 45, 50, 51–

2, 53–4
see also Apion, Apollonius Sophista,

Aristophanes of Byzantium,
etymologica, Erotian, Galen,
Timaeus Sophista

Lexicon aiJmwdei÷n, 102
Lexicon Tittmannianum, see Zonaras
Lexicon Vindobonense, 103
Lucian, 9, 10, 54, 69, 93

see also index locorum
Lucillus Tarrhaeus, 46, 62, 164
Lycophron, 29, 65, 153

Marinus of Neapolis, 61, 67–8
Maximus of Tyre, 71
Menander, 42, 43, 92, 160
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metrical scholarship
ancient, 5, 29–30, 32, 38–40, 84, 93
Byzantine, 15, 30, 33, 38–40
see also  Hephaestion

Michael Syncellus, 14, 86, 167–8, 213–
14

Moeris, 98
Moschopulus, Manuel, 15

on classical poetry, 30, 32–3, 34, 41
on other topics, 53–4, 64, 66

Munatius of Tralles, 63–4
Mythographus Homericus, 8, 26
mythology, 8, 26, 32, 34, 57, 65, 72

names, identification of, 129–30
neologisms, 116
Nicander, 65–6
Nicanor, 19, 22, 23, 151, 200, 202
Nicomachus, 68–9
nouns, terminology of, 126–8
number systems, 131–3

obelus, use of, 134
Olympiodorus, 48, 49
Oppian, 70
Oribasius, 71
Orion, 10, 85, 91, 99–100
Orus, 10, 91, 99–100, 101, 102

Palladius, 44
Pappus, 60–1, 67
paradigms, 112–14, 166–7, 212–13
paroemiography, 72
parts of speech, 126–7
Pausanias (periegeta), 71, 101
Pausanias (lexicographer), 46, 99, 101
periphrasis, 116, 119
Philemon, 98–9
Philoponus,  49, 68–9, 76, 81–2
Philoxenus, 7, 85
Photius, 13, 14, 94, 97

Bibliotheca, 103–4
Lexicon, 90, 101–2

Phrynichus, 9, 96–7, 99
Pindar, 23, 38–40, 92, 103, 164

Suda entry for, 149–50
see also index locorum

Pius, 34
Planudes, Maximus, 15, 16

on classical poetry, 30, 33, 34, 41
on other topics, 57, 64

Plato, 3, 9, 10, 14, 46–9, 210
see also index locorum s.vv. Plato,

Timaeus
Plutarch, 70

on classical poetry, 27, 41
on other topics, 48, 54, 57, 59, 65

Pollux, 9, 93, 96
Porphyry, 10

on Homer, 20, 21–2, 27
on other authors, 49, 60, 68, 80

post-classical features of scholarly Greek,
114–17

prepositions, use of, 117–19
see also index of Greek words

Priscian, 73, 74
Proclus, 10, 28, 41, 48, 60–1, 68
Ptolemaeus (lexicographer), 95
Ptolemaeus Epithetes, 87
Ptolemy, 10, 67–8
punctuation, 125

see also Nicanor

quotation mark equivalents, 113

references, how given, 130–1
regularization, 115

Sallustius, 34
scholia, development of, 11–16, 18–71

on particular authors, see authors’
names

schoolbooks, 8, 10, 18, 20, 28, 51–2, 82,
86, 103

see also Theodosius
Seleucus, 7 n. 17, 40
Simonides, 43
Simplicius, 10, 49, 60, 70
Sopater, 69
Sophocles (poet), 34–5, 92, 143, 159, 195
Sophocles (scholar), 62, 164
Sophronius, 83
sources, how indicated, 110–12, 134
spacing, 123
spelling, how indicated, 118
Sporus, 59
Stephanus of Athens, 44, 49
Stephanus of Byzantium, 10, 62, 71, 100,

101
Stobaeus, 105–6
Stoic linguistic theory, 3, 26, 75, 124,

216
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Strabo, 71, 101
substantivization, 117
Suda, 14, 29, 30 n. 16, 34, 90–91

see also index locorum
Suetonius, 103
Sunagwgh; levxewn crhsivmwn, 102
Symmachus, 29, 31
Syrianus, 48, 49, 71

Technopaegnia, 64
Theaetetus, 64
Themistius, 49
Theocritus, 4, 39, 63–5, 117, 215
Theodosius, 10, 78, 83–4

commentaries on, 14, 76, 80–1
see also index locorum s.vv.

Theodosius, Choeroboscus
Theognostus, 86, 91
Theon, Aelius, 71
Theon (commentator / grammarian), 7,

57 n. 37, 62, 63–4, 65, 164
Theon of Alexandria, 57 n. 37, 60–1, 67–

8
Theon (uncertain which), 35
Theophilus, 87
Thomas Magister, 15

on classical poetry, 29, 30, 33, 34, 36,
37

on other topics, 103
Thucydides, 55, 117, 197, 207
Timachidas, 29

Timaeus Sophista, 47
see also index locorum

titles, identification of, 129–30, 162–3, 199
Triclinius, Demetrius, 15

on classical poetry, 29–30, 33, 34, 36–
9, 41

on other topics, 57, 64
Trypho, 7, 73, 82, 84–5

Suda entry for, 199
see also index locorum

typographical conventions, 122–3
Tyrannio, 7, 85, 153
Tzetzes, Isaac, 38–9, 65
Tzetzes, John, 15

on classical poetry, 29–30, 36, 41
on other topics, 62, 64, 65, 70, 105

Valerius Flaccus, 63
verbs, terminology, 128
Vergil, 4, 21, 64
Viermännerkommentar, 19
vowels, terminology of, 124–5

word, terms for, 124–5

Xenon, 87
Xenophon, 55

Zenodotus, 5, 18, 23, 40, 73
mentioned in excerpts, 150, 164

Zonaras, 15–16, 99, 102
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